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ABSTRACT

The thesis examines the translational style and characteristics 
of the Septnagint, Peshitta and Targum texts of Proverbs I - IX*

It also investigates inter-relationships between the various texts*

The Septuagint

For differences between the Greek and Hebrew texts, the traditional 

approach of scholarly emendation of the texts to produce exact equation 

between the two is contrasted with the attempt to gain understanding of 
such differences by considering the exegetical style and method of the 

Greek translator. A special class of differences between the texts, 

viewed as a problem in its own right, is the existence of Greek doublets.

In considering translational style two major cultural factors emerge 

in the form of Hellenistic influence and Jewish influence. A background 
of Hellenism can be observed in the translator's use of Greek proverbs 

and allegory, as well as peculiarly Greek metaphors and concepts. A 
Jewish background can be observed in the extensive use of the literary 

device of parallelism, as well as numerous Biblical quotations and 

allusions.
Other translational traits noted include problems of vocalisation 

of the consonantal text, the use of heightened emphasis in comparisons, 

basic mistranslations of various Hebrew words (including the technique 

known as homoeophony), and grammatical restructuring of the syntax of 

extended passages of text.

The Peshitta and Targum

As well as the general question of the relationship of the 
Peshitta and Targum to the Kasoretic text, the major problem of their 
interaction with each other is also investigated. It is clear that 

literary dependence exists on the part of one text or the other.



ABSTRACT

The question which is examined is which text has priority* A significant 
part of this problem is centred on the extensive number of Syriacisms, 

and various corruptions, in the Targum text.

In looking at the Syriac translation a further characteristic of its 

text is the large number of Greek readings to be found there* Attention 

is directed to determining how these readings have come into the 
Peshitta text. It is argued that only a small number of these readings
take the form of later interpolations and that the majority can be shown 

to stem from the translator himself. Detailed examination of the 
Syriac, Greek and Hebrew texts is undertaken to determine these 
interconnections with reasonable certainty.

Other traits of the Syriac translator which are scrutinized include 
abbreviated renderings of the Hebrew, repetitions of the same word 

where one would expect the use of synonyms, harmonisation of parallel 

or related texts, smoothing out of grammatical difficulties in the 

Hebrew, and textual rearrangement of various kinds.
The Targum, considered on its own, is shown to lack the expansions 

and paraphrastic renderings characteristic of many other Targum texts.

It is suggested that this feature of the Targum to Proverbs is bound 
up with the question of its relation to the Syriac version. The few

additions which do occur in its text are very concise, often no more 
than one word. The question of anthropomorphism is considered but it 
is shown that there is no particular effort to avoid this kind of 
reference to the Deity® One possible example of the translator's 
style may be found in the use of word play, and some instances of this 

are considered® The main case which is presented, however, is that the 

Targum is a heavily edited version, derived from the Peshitta and that 

this accounts in the main for its lack of spontaneity and freedom of 
expression.



PHEPACB

The following is a brief outline of the syatera I have used 
for manusoript oitations and bibliographical references• In 
citing Greek uncial manusoripta I have uaed the same notation 
aa that found in H* B* Swote, The Old Testament in Greek, Vol. II, 
1891* For Greek minuscules I have used the notation found in 
A. R. Holmes and J. Parsons, Vet us Testamentum Graeoum. Vol. Ill, 
1823. Swete however, in Proverbs, does not oite readings from 
Codex Venetus. For this unoisd codex therefore, I have retained 
the Holmes and Parsons notation of MS 23*

When this research thesis was begun there was no critical 
edition of the Peshitta text of Proverbs available. I made use 
of the texts in the printed editions (Lee, Walton, and Trinitarian 
Bible Society) as well as the photolithographic reproduction of 
Codex Ambrosianus by A. M. Ceriani. During the course of the 
work The Peshitta Institute at Leiden published a new critical 
edition of the text (The Old Testament in Syriao According to the 
Peshitta Version, Part II, fascicle 5» Proverbs, prepared by A. A. 
Di Leila, 1979)* I assimilated the new text into the work and 
have added manuscript references and other comments as footnotes 
throughout the appropriate sections of the thesis. I have used 
the same notation for manuscripts as that found in Di Leila.
While Di Leila's printed text agrees in the main with the readings 
of Codex Ambrosianus (designated as MS 7ai), it is nevertheless 
necessary to distinguish between the two texts on occasions when, 
for various reasons, Di Leila's printed text differs from the 
readings of the Codex.

For the text of the Tar gum I made use of the edition of 
Lagarde, Hagiographa Chaldaice. 19&7 (Photoreproduction of the



PREFACE

1873 edition), as well as the Tar gum text in the Rabhinic Bible 
(Miqraoth Gedoloth). I supplemented these texts with readings 
from a mediaeval manusoript of the Tar gum. A description of this
manusoript is given in J. Levy, Chaldhische Wdrterbuch ftber die 
Tar gum im. Vol. II, introduction p. iv,l867* Although the 
manusoript itself was not available to me its readings were 
extensively collated and published by H. Pinkuss in his article,
•Me syrische ITebersetzung der Proverbien', ZAW, I894, pp. 65—I4I5 

161—221. I have used the same notation for this manuscript as
that given by Pinkuss (MS 1106).

For bibliographical references in the main body of the 
commentary, I have used the economical system of citing only the 
author and page number, in the case of books. For periodical 
articles I cite the author, periodical and page number. For 
authors with multiple articles I also add volume number and date of 
publication, to avoid confusion. Similarly, in the case of books, it 
is necessary on occasion to give a full bibliographical reference, 
in order to avoid confusion. The list of abbreviations, and 
full bibliography, is placed before the introduction to the 
oommentary.



ABBREVIATIONS

AV Authorised Version
AWEAT Arohiv fûr Wissensohaftliohe Erforsohung des Alten

Testaments
BDB Brown-Driver-Briggs, A Hebrew and English Lexicon
BHK Biblia Hebraica, 3rd Edition
BH3 Biblia Hebraioa Stuttgartensia
BWAT Beitr&ge zur Hissenschaft voia Alten Testament
BWANT Beitrhge zur Wissensohaft vom alten und neuen Testament
DVETFK Deutsche Viertel jahrschrift f%r En^isoh-Theologisohe

Forschung und KritUc
Gf-K Gesenius-Kautzsch, Gesenlua* Hebrew Grammar
HUCA Hebrew Union College Annual
JBL Journal of Biblical Literature
JNES Journal of Near Eastern Studies
JRAS Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society
JSS Journal of Semitic Studies
JTS Journal of Theological Studies
KB Koehler-Baumgartner, Lexicon in Yeteris Testamenti Libres
KB3 Koehler—Baumgartner, Hebrhisches und Aramhischea Lexikon

zua Alten Testament# 3rd Edition
L.S. Liddell and Scott, A Greek-English Lexicon
LUA Lunds Universitets îrsskrift
LXX The Septuagint
NT Masoretio Text
XGWJ Monatsschrift fOr Gesohichte und Hiaaensohaft des

Judenthums
NEB New English Bible
GTS Oudtestamentisohe Studien
RB Revue Biblique
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HSV Revised Standard Version
TT Theologisch Ti jdsohrlft
Thes.Syr. Thesaurus Syriacus ‘
VT Vetus Testamentum
VTS Supplements to Vetus Testamentum
WZKM Wiener Zeitsohrift für die Kunde des Morgenlandes
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ZJDHG Zeitsohrift der deutsohen morgenlândisohen Gesellachaft
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Introduction

The aim of the present study is to investigate the characteristics 
and inter-relationships of the Septuagint, Peshitta and Targum texts of 
Proverbs Chapters 1-9* Rather than pursue the method most commonly 
encountered in such studies, i.e. that of examining selected texts, it 
was decided to attempt a continuous commentary of the chapters under 
review, in order to provide as balanced and complete a picture as possible 
of the characteristics and procedures of the various translators. Thus, 
while the broad results of the study are discussed in a selective way in 
this Introduction, it is possible to consult the commentary for any verse 
in Proverbs 1-9 to find an observation on the translation process which is 
effected in the various versions at that point.

In relation to the Greek text of Proverbs, it has long been known 
that it differed frequently and widely from the Hebrew of the Masoretio 
text. The preoccupation of scholars in this matter has been in attempting 
to account for these numerous and often striking divergences. Two early 
and important studies which (either drew on or) sought to account for the 
different readings of the Greek were those of Vogel (G. J. L. Vogel in A. 
Schultens, Proverbia Salomonis, 1769) and Jaeger (J. G. Jaeger, Observâtiones 
in Proverbium Salomonis Versionem Alexandrinam, Leipzig, 1788). What may 
be said to oharaoterise the work of Vogel is the assumption that the Greek 
represented a different and, by implication, a better Hebrew text than that 
now found in MT. Consequently, numerous emendations of the Hebrew were 
proposed. Many of the emendations suggested by Vogel on the basis of the 
Septuagint can still be found in the footnotes of BHS at the present time, 
e.g.*

1*21 111 on or m  * DM for MT m  » ûîi (p. 6);
2*6 for MT (p. 9);
2*15 cimViyon - delete • n* (p. ll);
3*8 jnxvV or i*iwaV for MT *jTw>(p. 14);
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3*21 iV t» for MT i tV’ (p. lî);
5*11 non31 for MT nan3i (p. 32);
5*18 ^la or iaa> for MT i n a  (p* 33);
6*23 noioi nnain for MT noio mnain(p. 41);
6*24 2% for MT y ( p .  42);
8*23 W 0 1 3  for MT ^nao3 (p. 58);
8*29 iptna for MT ipirra (p. 59 );
9*1 7ia»xnforMT Tiain (p. 61).
Scrutiny of these emendations reveals them to be subtle and skilful, 

requiring in most instanoes only small changes to the Hebrew. It is ample 
testimony to Vogel's dexterity in this matter that these suggested readings 
have appeared in successive commentaries down to the present day. Some of
the suggested readings are more compelling than others, but in any case,
since they are of such a long-standing nature, all of them are reconsidered 
in some detail in the commentary. Since Vogel's time the number of 
emendations proposed by commentators on the basis of the Septuagint has 
grown to such an extent that, for practically every other verse in Proverbs 
1-9 it is possible to find some alteration of the Hebrew advocated in this 
way. Many of the emendations are, quite simply, inherently improbable when 
considered soberly in their respective contexts, but the problem of why the 
Greek text should give rise to so many scholarly speculations remains a 
challenging area for investigation. j

In his study of various passages in the Septuagint of Proverbs, j
Jaeger also made observations about the Hebrew text, e.g.*— i

at 1*19 the Greek translator read iViya instead of 1 » Vy 3 5

at 2*16 he read nxy instead of nwK ;
at 4*15 he read inyio instead of inyia ;

but his attention was directed more to the Greek text itself and to its jI
general character as a piece of translation. He notes accurately {
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interpolations from other passages, e.g.i-
at 1*21, ôe xuXaiç ÔovDcrttov..., from 8*3;
at 1*27, 6Xe0poç, from 1*26;
at 3:15, m v  6e xijjitov,.., from 8*11.

He establishes double translations of the same passage, e.g.*—
1*14, xat paper*XX*0V... fjpiv;
2*2, xapo0aXe*( ôe... Tty rlty croo;
4*10, xat xXTtOrvOiTcreTai Itti Siwnc ecu.

Perhaps more importantly, he shows an awareness of interpretation on the 
part of the translator, through his ability to correlate similar passages 
and draw general oonolusions from these comparisons, e.g.s-

At 3*31, he compares the translation of con with that at 26*6.
At 3*32, he compares the expression 'he (the perverse man) will not

sit in council with the righteous' with a similar sentiment at 
15*12.

At 6*12, he compares the loose rendering 6Ôooc o5x &Ya0ac 
with a similar rendering at 16*29.

His judgment of the translator's Hebrew text at these and other 
places is influenced by this broad awareness of the character of 
the version.

In this aspect of his work, Jaeger has a surprisingly 'modem' approach,
and one which was not fully assimilated by his immediate successors.

To return to the question of the doublets, however, it was his 
recognition and treatment of these which was his most influential legacy.
He took the view that double translations stemmed from the work of a 
reviser. The reviserJs work could be generally recognised by its more 
accurate or literal form of translation when set against the other half 
of the doublet. In Jaeger's study this tends to be a tacit rather than 
an explicit assumption. This theory was endorsed by L agar de (P. de Lagarde,i 
Anmerkungen zur Grieohischen TSbersetzung der Proverbien. Leipzig, I863),
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and appears in a more thoroughgoing and radical form in a relatively recent 
work by Pritsch (C. T# Pritsoh, The Treatment of the Hexaplario Signs in 
the Syro-Hexaplar of Proverbs. Journal of Biblical Literature, Vol. 72,
1953, PP* 169-181), who argues that the doublets in Proverbs stem precisely 
from the revision of the Septuagint undertaken by Origen. It may be 
convenient, therefore, to consider Pritsoh's thesis at this point, since it 
may be viewed as a particular application of the general proposal put 
forward by Jaeger. Pritsoh attempts to identify readings from the supposed 
revision of Origen on the basis of exactness of translation and also by 
reference to the critical signs in the Syro-Hexaplar. The Syro-Hexaplar, 
however, presents difficulties for Pritsoh, since the critical signs do not 
always agree with the test of literalness. He therefore divides its 
readings into three categories

1. doublets with 'correct* diacritical signs;
2. doublets with 'incorrect* diacritical signs;
3* doublets with no diacritical signs.

Before considering one or two examples, a basic question which must be 
raised in this matter is whether, in faot, there over was a systematic 
revision of the Greek translation of Proverbs as implied by Jaeger and 
specifically argued by Pritsoh. There are factors which weigh against 
such a conclusion. Although doublets are more common in Proverbs than in 
most other books of the Greek Bible, they are not of a frequency that would 
suggest a thoroughgoing revision. Considering Chapters 1-9, there are, 
by Pritsoh*s own reckoning*—

two doublets in Ch. 1 (1*7; 1*14);
five doublets in Ch. 2 (2*2; 2*3; 2*18; 2*19; 2*21);
one doublet in Ch. 3 (3*15);
one doublet in Ch. 4 (4*10);
one doublet in Ch. 5 (5*19);
two doublets in Ch. 6 (6*11; 6*25);
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none in Ch- 7?
one doublet in Ch. 8 (8%10);

three doublets in Ch. 9 (9*7? 9*8; 9*10).
The question which this prompts, if these passages really are examples of 

the work of a reviser, is why there are so many uncorrected passages, which 
exhibit substantial deviation from the Hebrew. One may illustrate this 

point by referring to the doublet at 1:14, xotvov 6e PaXXavTtov xtnowpeOa 
xavTEç, xai papotxxiov kv ycvtt6tîtco *let us all possess a common

purse, and let us have one pouch*. It is almost certainly correct, as 

Jaeger and Fritsch both hold, that the second line of the Greek is an 
accretion to the text. It can be shown that the term xotvov in the first 

line relates readily to the expression xoivwvncov alpaToc in v. 11 (see 

note at 1*14)• The problem that remains, however, is why this particular 
line should have been seized upon or deemed necessary of correction in the 
process of a revision of Proverbs. The rendering, "let us all have a 
common purse* can be related to the Hebrew without difficulty ( inx o* 3 

1:3>3V ). If one looks back just two verses, however, to 12b, one

finds a total disjunction between the Greek and Hebrew texts (see 

commentary p. 27ff.). What kind of a revision process are we to envisage 

which * corrects* a readable and straightforward passage, but leaves a 
difficult and obscure reading untouched?

To the specific thesis of Pritsch that the doublets are Hexaplaric in 

origin, one must raise further questions. The principal test which 

determines whether part of a doublet is Hexaplaric or not, according to 

Pritsch, is that of literalness. Indeed, in a revision of the sort 

proposed, one would expect precision and accuracy of translation to be 

conspicuous. However, close examination of a number of the *Hexaplaric* 

doublets shows them to be deficient in this respect. Some examples are 

1:14; 2*19; 5:19; 6:11; 6:25; and 9:8. In the example at 1*14,
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already noted, Vd is omitted in translation in the "hexaplaric* line,
though represented in the other part of the doublet. At 2:19, the

eêOeiaç
"Hexaplaric* line, ohbe xamXaPoxrtv rpvPoxriv TptPouç/ lest they should 
attain to straight paths* (Hebrew, D»»n m m K ,  "paths of life"), patently 
deviates from the Hebrew. Pritsch is compelled to suggest that eôdeiaç 
is an inner Greek corruption. At 5:19, following Jaeger and Lagarde,
Pritsch holds that frfGioQw crou xat ovveoTw croi, "let her lead you and let 
her be with you*, is a double rendering of the Hebrew 7 1 3*,literally, ’let 
them intoxicate you*. Pritsch has to concede that neither of the two 
renderings is literal. In order to determine which is the "Hexaplaric* 
addition, he resorts to the critical signs in the Syro-Hexaplar. At this 
point Pritsch falls into a circularity of argument. It will be recalled 
that he contends that the critical signs in the Syro-Hexaplar are, in many 
instances "incorrect", and have to be judged on the basis of the test of 
literalness. Here Pritsch uses the critical signs to decide which is the 
corrected or Hexaplaric reading. The logic of the procedure is clearly 
contradictory.

At 6:11, Pritsch takes the view that the last two lines of the Greek, 
lav be Aoxvoc ... Axaoxo}ioXncret, are a translation of the Hebrew of v. 11, 
and are older in origin than the first two lines of the Greek, which are 
consequently viewed as Hexaplaric. However, the last two lines of the 
Greek are so unlike the Hebrew in content that it seems more satisfactory 
to view them as a secondary interpolation or free expansion, rather than 
some bizarre kind of translation of the Hebrew of v. 11. Even if they 
were to be viewed as part of a doublet of v. 1 1, the translation in the 
first two Greek lines of "fVno and % lb by xaxoç &ôotxopoç and
Ayo-Ôoç Ôpopeüç could hardly be viewed as exact renderings.

At 6 :25, the second line of the doublet, inrîe orvapxacr6'çi<; éLxo twv 
a&tnc pXeyapwv, "neither be caught by her eyelids", is viewed by Pritsch
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as Hexaplaric. Although the rendering in this line is more accurate than 
that in the first line of the doublet, the verb construction in both lines 

deviates from that in the Hebrew, which is a third person feminine jussive. 
Perhaps a more compelling point in relation to this doublet, however, is 

that a modified form of it can be found in the Peshitta* This would stronglj 
suggest that it is of a pre-Hexaplaric origin*

At 9:8, various additions can be found in different MSS (see note) 

which Pritsch views as doublets of line one of the Greek. This view of 

these readings is criticised in the commentary (p. 408f.). However, his 
contention that line one, pp IXeyxG xaxouç, Jva pp ptotoo'tv ere, *do not

reprove the wicked, lest they hate you*, is Hexaplaric, is brought into 

question by the observation that the Hebrew singular yV is not only 

translated by a plural ( xaxooç ) hut used with the same sense as attributed 
to it in V. 7* This suggests almost certainly that the hand of the same 
translator was at work in both passages, and there is no reason for believing 
7a to be Hexaplaric.

These examples provide sufficient evidence to cast doubt on the 

general proposal of Pritsch that the doublets in Proverbs are of Hexaplaric 

origin. He offers no compelling reason for accepting his view that the 
critical signs of the Syro-Hexaplar (where they are "correct*) indicate a 

new addition to the text inserted by Origen, rather than the traditional 

view that the obelus indicates an additional reading in the Greek which was 

present in the text before the compilation of the Hexapla . Indeed, in 

the examples noted above, it was observed that, at 6:25, the Greek doublet 
was incorporated into the Peshitta which, in Proverbs, frequently reflects 
Greek readings. Since the Peshitta came into existence at an earlier 

period than the Hexapla , it strongly suggests that the doublet was pre- 

Hexaplaric in origin. While it would be satisfying to have a unifying 

and comprehensive theory of the doublets in the Greek version of Proverbs,

_
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it seems more likely that the empirical reality of the text will continually 
frustrate such designs* Detailed examination of the text suggests only 
that the doublets came about in a random and haphazard way* Inaccuracies 
of translation, through highly selective interpretation or simple 
misinterpretation, remain abundant* Indeed, it is the abundance of such 
readings in Proverbs which has doubtless provided a constant source for 
correction or comment by numerous transcribers of the text, over long 
periods of time* Some additional readings certainly give the impression 
of careful comparison with the Hebrew, others less so* It is likely that 
many of the readings in the doublets came about, not by an immediate 
comparison by a copyist of the Hebrew and Greek texts, but that a more 
familiar or well-known version of a text was set alongside that already in 
the manuscript* The actual origins of such readings could probably never 
be determined* Such a process would, in part, account for the random 
nature of the readings supplemented in this way*

An important and influential work of the mid-nineteenth century was 
that of Lagarde (P* de Lagarde, Anmerkungen zur Griechischen Hbersetzung 
der Proverbien* Leipzig, I863). His interests were primarily textual and 
were applied to both the Hebrew and Greek texts. He was influenced by both 
Vogel and Jaeger and, on occasion, his condensed notes consist of no more 
than a reference to the work of either of these two (e.g. Proverbs 6:22,
23b, 24a — p* 24)* Jaeger in particular, is frequently cited* Thus, on 
p* 24, just noted, one can find four references to Jaeger and, on every 
other page, similar citations occur* It was Jaeger's interest in double 
readings, interpolations and suggested emendations to both the Hebrew and 
Greek texts which struck a particularly sympathetic chord in Lagarde*
Another major influence on him, and one which added to his range of textual 
observations, was the collation of Greek MSS readings made available in 
the edition of the text of Proverbs published by Holmes and Parsons (A* R*
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Holmes and J. Parsons, Vetus Testamentum Graecum* Vol. Ill, Oxford, I823)* 
Although lacking the readings of Codex Sinaitious (%), which have to be 
supplemented from the later manual editions, Holmes and Parsons remains the 
most comprehensive source of manuscript readings at the present time, for 
the Greek text of Proverbs. Nevertheless, whatever his merits as a textual 
critic of the Septuagint, his preoccupation with textual explanations was 
Lagarde*s greatest weakness in dealing with differences between the Greek 
and Hebrew texts. Jaeger's observations on translational charactersitios 
in the Greek version of Proverbs either made little impression on Lagarde 
or were ignored by him. He favoured the method of making direct equation 
between the two texts and was prepared to emend one or the other drastically 
to make the equation correct. A few examples of this method, applied to 
the Hebrew text, are*-

1*3, Greek read niolD for MT loiD;
1*8, Greek read »0 1D3 for MT no 10;
1*32, Greek read niwao for MT noiwo;

Apart from the difficulty of accounting for the consonantal differences 
between these words, it is noted in the commentary that H301D is an obscure 
word, while ol03 and nivao are not recorded in Biblical Hebrew. Indeed, 
the last word appears to be an entirely synthetic construction by Lagarde 
himself. A few examples of emendation proposed for the Greek text would 
bes-

2*11, xaXT} and to be deleted as dittographs from pouXn and
(lvv)o(a;

2*19, read <Qar\ç instead of ê Oetaç;
5 *3, suggests reading xpo IXaioo instead of xpoç xatpov.

These proposed changes are arbitrary alterations or suppressions of the 
text, without manuscript support, to produce an artificial conformity 
between the Greek and its Hebrew original.
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In all of these cases it is possible to look at the problem more 
broadly as a translational one, but this is an approach rarely countenanced 
by Lagarde* His occasional suggestions of Christian influence upon the 
Septuagint text similarly reflect his overall approach, since such readings 
presuppose the displacement or effacement of the 'original' text. 
Nevertheless, Lagarde*s study is of importance, not only for the many 
observations he makes on the Greek text, but also for the considerable 
influence his work had on later commentators on Proverbs*

A subsequent work which dealt not only with Greek readings, but 
incorporated detailed observation on the Peshitta and Targum texts of 
Proverbs, was that of Baumgartner (A. J. Baumgartner, Etude Critique sur 
L'Etat du Texte du Livre des Proverbes* Leipzig, I890). He was strongly 
influenced by Lagarde and, in his notes on the Greek text, Baumgartner 
repeats a number of the observations made by him, e.g*, at 1*11 he follows 
the suggestion that the Greek read îihTya instead of MT ;

at 1*27, that was read instead of MT 7n X 0?3 ;
at 3*21, he accepts Lagarde's explanation of mpappu'yc as a 

partial dittography of eppurioav (v. 20), etc*
However, it would be incorrect to suggest that Lagarde*s rigorous textual 
approach to the problems of the Greek version of Proverbs is wholly 
accepted or followed by Baumgartner. On numerous occasions he registers 
dissent from Lagarde*s proposals and shows a generally more cautious 
attitude to the problem of divergent readings, e*g., 1 *12.

What is characteristic of Baumgartner himself is a detailed 
sequential noting of the differences between the Hebrew text and the 
representation of it in the versions. A useful broad outline of the 
latitude to be found in the Greek is built up by Baumgartner and is 
apparent in the presentation of results to be found at the end of his 
commentary (p. 247 ff.), e.g. addition or omission of personal pronouns,
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changes of person, inaccurate translation of verb tenses or forms, 
representation of adjectives by nouns and vice versa, etc. In this one 
feels a broad and helpful framework is being established which assists in 
the assessment of various divergences in the texts. A criticism which can 
be brought against Baumgartner, however, is that this review of results 
appears to signify for him little more than an aggregate of atomistic, 
isolated observations. There is surprisingly little attempt to co-ordinate 
similar passages, words or difficulties, etc. in the detailed observations 
to be found in the commentary itself. There is a noticeable inconsistency 
which stems from this whereby Baumgartner is in some instances prepared to 
accept divergent Greek readings stemming from translational latitude, but 
in numerous other instances resorts to textual solutions (of. G. Gerleman, 
Studies in the Septuagint. Ill, Proverbs. Lunds Universitets îrsskrift,
N.F., Avd. I, Bd. 5 2, Nr. 3, 195&, P* 5)* Two simple examples will suffice 
to illustrate this point. At 1*3 he rejects Lagarde*s suggested emendation 
of nnolD for loih, to account for the reading crcpo<pa<; Xoywv, and he offers 
his own theory of the Greek reading as stemming from MT. At Is 11 and Is 18, 
where the Greek has unexpected renderings of the root 33K,he repeats the 
textual explanation of Lagarde, that is, to read forms based on aiy or 
T3n. This is in spite of the fact that the two passages are in close 
proximity, can be readily compared, and where the probability of a 
translational problem is much higher than that of a textual one. This 
inconsistency of approach has reduced the impact which Baumgartner's work 
might well have made on subsequent scholars. Indeed, the ambivalence of 
attributing Greek readings to textual origins or simply to loose renderings 
without adequate means for distinguishing between the two, is one that has' 
persisted in successive commentaries and could be readily exemplified in*
D. G. Wildeboer, Die Sprttche, Kurzer Hand-Kommentar zum Alten Testament, 
Freiburg, 1897* W. Frankenberg, Die Sprttohe. Handkommentar zum Alten
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Testament, Gdttingen, I898; C. H. Toy, A Critical and Bxegetical 
Commentary on the Book of Proverbs, The International Critical Commentary, 
Edinburgh, l899; A. Müller and E. Kautzsch, The Sacred Books of the Old 
Testament, Part 15, The Book of Proverbs, Leipzig, I9OI; D. Steuernagel,
Die Sprttohe, in Die Heilige Schrift des Alten Testaments, Zweiter Band, 
pp. 276-323, Tübingen, 1923* B. Gemser, SprUche Salomos, Handbuoh zum 
Alten Testament, 2nd Ed., Tübingen, 1963; H. B. Y. Scott, The Anchor Bible, 
Proverbs. Ecclesiastes. New York, I965; to select a few. Different 
emphases appear in different works. Thus Toy (1899) frequently emphasises 
the trsinslational freedom of the Greek, whereas in a study such as that of 
Kuhn (G* Kuhn, Beitrhge zur Brkl&runa Des Salomonisohen Spruchbuohes.
Beitrftge zur Wissenschaft vom Alten und Neuen Testament, 3, 16, 1931), the 
textual approach is strongly reaffirmed, with multiple emendations proposed 
for both the Hebrew and Greek texts.

A relatively recent study in which a consistent approach has been 
taken to problematical readings in the Greek text, which are viewed primarily 
as translational or exegetioal, is that of Gerleman (G. Gerleman, Studies 
in the Septuagint, III* Proverbs. Lunds Universitets îrsskrift, N.P., Avd. I, 3, JBd. 5 2, Nr. 3, 1956). He applies in a rigorous way approaches to the Greek I 
text that can be found in part in Jaeger and Baumgartner. Gerleman*s 
study is based on a broad selection of texts which are organised into a 
variety of categories, which may be said to reveal characteristics of the 
translation of Proverbs. Some examples of these categories are*— 

the use of assonance; 
the use of metrical structure; 
examples of a religious or moralising tendency; 
passages showing Hellenistic and Stoic influence.
The correlation of readings exhibiting similar characteristics, 

leading to some understanding of the translator's way of tackling specific
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problems in the Hebrew, is a method widely adopted in this commentary*
Thus one can concur generally with Gerleman* s way of analysing the Greek, 
and can frequently confirm attributes already outlined ly him, e.g. in 
addition to passages noted by Gerleman as exhibiting a moralising tendency 
(such as 2 :11; 3:9), one could add:

1 :3, pis translated as ôtxatoorvriv AXttOti, *true righteousness*;
1:19, the reading yep oo-fî eta, *By ungodliness*;
9*1 0, H3»3 translated as Ôiavotaç à'f'iü'nç, *good understanding* ;
Nevertheless, there is in Gerleman's study a decided emphasis on 

attributing the leading characteristics of the translation of Proverbs 
predominantly to influences from Greek culture; thus the various sections 
dealing with Greek metre, Greek proverbs and sayings, and the evidence of 
Stoic influence. This view is somewhat one-sided and needs to be corrected 
by examples of Jewish influence and culture which have affected the overall 
character of the version. Probably the weakest section aimed at demon
strating Greek cultural influence on the Septuagint of Proverbs is that 
dealing with evidences of Greek metre. Gerleman is here following the 
lead of H. St. J. Thackeray, The Poetry of the Greek Book of Proverbs,
Journal of Theological Studies, Vol. XIII, 1912, pp. 46-66, who attempted 
a large-scale classification of various metrical forms and types to be 
found in the Septuagint of Proverbs. While the undertaking of such a task 
requires expert knowledge of Greek metre, the deficiency of Thackeray*s 
thesis is apparent to the general reader. He resorts to arbitrary elisions, 
transpositions, deletions, additions and emendations of the text on such a

I

scale as seriously to undermine the credibility of his proposals. This I
j

point is conceded by Gerleman himself, (LUA p. 15) who can produce, by ' i
!comparison with Thackeray, only a small number of examples of metre, of |i

which only three occur in Chs. 1-9 (2*22; 6*10; 9:15)* Considering the ;
iamount of text covered, and the fact that these examples relate to only
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fragments of lines, one must wonder whether such occurrences of Greek 
metre, if they be so, are not fortuitous rather than intentional. By 
comparison with this, the ordinary Hebrew device of parallelism is a 
commonplace in the Septuagint of Proverbs. It is so much part of the 
technique of translation that one often finds that the parallelism in the 
Greek is more 'exact* than that in the Hebrew, or that parallelism is 
completed by the translator where it is considered to be defective in the 
Hebrew. The following examples demonstrate a tendency on the part of the 
translator to create parallelism, where the literary device is not apparent 
in the Hebrew text itself

1:5, ôeÇaoBav te ••• voTicnii xe;

ltl2, xaTaxiQ4i.£v 6e a&tov ... xai dpoofjiGV a&TOD %nv iivripTiv;
1 :20, Iv 1^00014 ... Iv ôe xXatGiatc;
1:25, Î Tic xvoTiç fiTcrtv ... tow Ipov Xoyov;
1:24, IxaXoov ... IgeTEiwow Xoyooc;
l:27d completion of line by f; bxav IpxTjrat tXeOpoc;
2:9, TOTS cn)viicrei.ç .... xac. xaTopSoxrenc
2:14, Ixt xaxotç (omitting ) ... Ixt 0tacrpo<pig xcxg;

5:1, Iptüv vop,tpcüv (Hebrew ) Ta 6e ĵ T̂ iaTa pco;
5t9, Sixaioov xowww ... xapxoov ôtxaiocrov'nç.
5:12, xatÔewei î.. iiocrriYoi ôc;
5:26, xTonctw IxeXÔoooav ... ôpjiac àcrepcov Ixepxopevaç;
4:8 , xepixO'paxtocrov a&Tqv . . .  Ttjjnrianov a&TT]w;

4:26* 6p8aç TpoxK*-C %oiGi ... &6orç coo xaTeuOuve;

5:9, ŵiiv oroD (Hebrew ) .... cow ptov;
5:16, (un) 5xepexxetc0(o ... ÔiaxopeoeoB»;
5:17, fccrwo crut ... pn6e&c àXXoTptoc jieTocrxeTco cnot;
5:19, &|iiXeiTtt> croi ... crwecrw cm;
6 :5, èx ppox?>v ... Ix xaYiôoç;

text* IXeYX®**
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6:11, xaxoç 6ôoixopoc ... AyaOog Ôpopevc;
7:2, Ipaç IvToXac ... tooc 6e Ipovc Xoyouc; (Hebrew *nnini);
7:16, TETaxa ... Icrcpooxa;
7:17, TTiv xoiTnw tJtov ... TGV 6e otxov poo;
7:18, IX9e ... Ôewpo;
7:22, Jxrxep 6e P0P4 ... xat ùkrxep xpwv;
7:25, f| &4 IXa<poç ... àcrxep ôpveov;
8:15, ÔÔ0U4 xovnpwv ... êôopç xaxtov;
8:14, Ipn povXn ... Ijin <ppovncrtc;
8:21, txapStv ... dYQtÔcov;:

p ,8:/24, xpo TOO ttîv ybv xotnoat, xat xpo too Tag Apoaooog xotnout;
8:26, Aotxirtoog ... otxoojieva;
8:28, 29, f)vtxa Icrxopa Ixotet ... xat Æg AorpaXetg &Tt6et ... xat Eo%opa 

Ixoiet;
8:54, paxaptog &vnp &g ... xat &v9p<oxog &g;
9:18, o&Twg fctp ôtapncrç &6(op AxXoTptov

xat ixeppncrp xoTopov dXXoTptov. (A, x %  23 and minuscules)
All of these examples represent instances where the Greek diverges

from the Hebrew in some way, so that the formulation of parallelism stems
from the Greek writer in each particular case. Although some of these
readings may well be secondary additions to the Septuagint text of Proverbs,
e.g. 9*18 above, the examples of parallelism are so common and widespread
as to be accepted as a general characteristic of the translation. Against
this background, Gerleman (LUA p. l8ff.) is not compelling when he argues
that some examples of parallelism (of the antithetic type) to be found in
the Septuagint Proverbs are suggestive of Greek literary influence. In
Chs. 1-9, six examples are produced (1*22; 5*16; 6*1; 6*11; 6*26; 8*26)
where it is argued that the Greek has antithetic parallelism as opposed to
synonymous parallelism in the Hebrew. Apart from the fact that, in some
— --------------------------------------------------- T---;--------------

B text* xa& 6g tcrxupa Ixocei ... xat 6g tcnpaXetg iTVÔet ... xat 6g l<rxupa
Ixotet.
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of these examples, it is dehateahle whether such a distinction can he 
drawn between the two texts, the general prevalence of parallelism, as 
indicated above, considerably weakens Gerleman*s contention. Parallelism 
in its various forms is the one certain and distinctive feature of Hebrew 
poetry. The pervasive influence of parallelism in the Septuagint of 
Proverbs, whether of the synonymous or antithetic type, is predominantly due 
to the Hebrew poetic tradition.

There is greater force in Gerleman*s contention (LUA p. 30ff«) that 
Greek proverbs and sayings have been utilised in the text at certain points 
as convenient ways of dealing with a Hebrew text that was either obscure or 
only partly understood. The best example of this in Chs. 1-9 is to be 
found at 7*22 where, for the difficult Hebrew text lolO Vx 0 3 3P31 ,the 
Greek reads xai (îjcrxep xuwv Ixt ôcapouç, *and as a dog in chains*. It is 
noted by Gerleman, as it was earlier by Thackeray (JTS XIII, p. 65) that 
this is a near quotation of a proverb found in Zenobius — xuwv Ixt ôeopia. 
Also, the little homily on the bee at 6*8, peculiar to the Septuagint text, 
reveals a distinctively Greek view of the nature of this insect.
Baumgartner (p. 68) made the telling point that the Old Testament view of 
the bee is quite different from that found in this passage.
Alexandrian Allegorising

In addition to this, one could note that, at some points in Chs. 1-9, 
one can detect traces of Alexandrian allegorising. Thus, at 2*17, instead 
of the 711T 71WX of the Hebrew, one finds the figure, or perhaps the 
abstraction, of Evil Counsel ( xaxri PouXt) ), At 5*5, it is possible to 
interpret the Greek as depicting the images of Polly ( &<ppoovvTi ) and Death 
( OavaTog ) accompanying the evil woman's victims to the underworld. 
Although a strongly disputed passage, it is possible, at 7*6, 7, that the 
harlot, in the Greek, is depicted in the image of Aphrodite Parakuptusa 
(G. Bostrôm, Proverbiastudien, Lunds Universitets Xrsskrift, N.P., Avd. 1,
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Bd. 30, Nr. 3, 1935; P* 120ff.). An interesting factor which links these 
passages is that they can all he related to the figure of the hit 
There are some grounds, therefore, for suggesting that the dramatic and 
didactic elements of these passages are being heightened through an 
allegorical understanding of the woman as representing Evil Counsel, Polly 
and Death, and also by depicting her in the mythical image of the Love 
Goddess.
Greek Metaphors and concepts

Other examples of Hellenistic influence manifesting itself in the 
text are the use of Greek metaphors and concepts. In a number of places 
one encounters Greek military terms, e.g. %epixiipa%oo), * to surround with 
a palisade* (4 *8); oTpaToxeôeiKo, * to set up a military camp* (4 :15); 
lfi8aX\a), *to ram a ship* (7*5 ); l̂ oxeXXo), *to run a ship aground* (7*21). 
It can be seen that these examples form two pairs which are similar to 
each other in meaning and relatively close in actual, proximity in the text, 
and it is suggested in the commentary that there is some interaction 
between them. At 6:14, the unusual reading xoXet, * in a city*, i.e. in 
a civic community, is an interpretative expansion of the Hebrew and is relate 
to the fact that the term 31, ‘neighbour* is in several places translated by 
xoXiTf)ç (11*9; 11*12; 24»43/MT 24*28). The Greek pattern of civic
community life is a model which the translator uses from time to time to 
understand references in the Hebrew text to social behaviour (Thackeray,
JTS XIII, p. 65)* One also finds some reflections of Greek civic life in 
the expression xapprictav * to speak openly* (l*2l). This idiom is
particularly associated with the civic debates of Athenian citizens.
Biblical Quotations and Allusions

Nevertheless, not all unusual interpretations and exegetioal 
expansions in Chs* 1-9 can be related exclusively to Greek influence.
There are specifically Jewish traits to be found in Proverbs 1-9, in
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particular, references to or quotations from writings that later came to 
he included in the canon of scripture. There are a number of passages in 
Chs. 1-9 where one finds scriptural texts appended to or set into other 
readings, in this way serving an illustrative or exegetioal purpose. Thus, 
at 1*7, there is a quotation of Psalm 110*10 (LXX), 'The fear of the Lord 
is the beginning of wisdom ...*• At Is 12b, there is the use of a phrase 
found in Psalm 33*17 (LXX), also in Psalm 108*15 (LXX) and other places 
(see note), 'and let us remove ( dpü)(iev ) remembrance (pvTifiTiv ) of him 
from the earth*. At 1*19, there is an allusion to Jeremiah 6*13 in the 
expression, 'all who practise lawlessness'. At 2*22, there is an allusion 
to Psalm 7*6b (thus Jaeger p. 25) - 'the ways ( &6o& ) of the ungodly will
perish from the land*. At 3*15, 16, there is a quotation of Proverbs 
8 *llb, 'no precious thing is equal to her* (thus Jaeger p. 29). In the 
same passage there is a possible allusion to Proverbs 5*6 in that both 
passages contain the uncommon term elYvoocTcç, 'clearly discernible*. In 
addition, there is a near quote of Isaiah 45*23 - 'from her mouth proceeds 
righteousness* (thus P.Hitzig, Die Sprttche Salomo's. Zürich, I858, p. 23). 
Lastly, there is a near quote of Proverbs 31*26 (i.e. the Hebrew and not 
the Greek text form) - 'law and mercy she bears upon her tongue* (thus 
Jaeger p. 30)» The four additional lines in the Greek at 4*27 are 
exegetioal expansions of themes in w .  26 and 27 of the preceding text.
Thus the expansion 'for God knows the ways of the right ( ), but
those of the left (&ptcnrepo)v ) are twisted', is an elaboration of the 
first line of v. 27 - 'do not turn to the right ( fiesta ), neither to the 
left ( dptcrtepa ). The addition in the Greek at 7*1 - 'my son, honour the 
Lord and you will be strong, apart from him fear no other*, is reminiscent' 
of recurring phrases in Deuteronomy and Joshua (e.g. 'fear the Lord your 
God* (Deuterononay 6*13); 'be strong ... do not be afraid' (Joshua 1*9)). 
Also the expression, 'honour the Lord* can be found in exactly the same
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form at Proverbs 3*9* In renderings and additions at 8*22ff. there are 
echoes of the Creation narrative in Genesis Ch* 1. For example, in the 
Greek, one finds a division between the upper waters and lower waters, 
reflecting the cosmological model of Genesis Ch. 1, although this is not 
apparent in the Hebrew original of Proverbs 8:22ff. At 8:31, the 
expression, 'when he rejoiced in the completed ( cyvvTeXeoaç ) earth* recalls 
strongly the conclusion of the first of the Creation narratives — * and 
heaven and earth were completed ( orveTeXeaÜTjoav )* (Genesis 2 *l).
Although peculiar to the K text, it is also noted in the commentary that, 
at 8:25, there is a quotation of the X reading at Psalm 89*2. At 8:26b, 
the paraphrase *when he assigned his throne upon the winds' drawn on imagery 
found in the Psalms (e.g. Psalm IO4 , LXX IO3) and, in particular, in the 
book of Job (Ch. 26*9, lO). It is argued in the commentary that the 
paraphrase also reflects the Hebrew cosmology of the upper and lower waters, 
separated by the vault of heaven. At 9*12 and 9*18, there are two self- 
contained additions to the Greek text of a homiletic nature. These appear 
to be built up primarily from material found elsewhere in Proverbs, and from 
other books in the Greek Old Testament. Thus, at 9*12ff, on the theme of 
pursuing winds, reference is made in the commentary to Hosea 12:1 , Proverbs 
28*7 and Ecclesiastes 1:14. Regarding the imagery of vineyard and field, 
reference is made to Hosea 10:1, Isaiah 5*1 and, in particular. Proverbs 
24*30 ff* The imagery of the desert and waterless land in the last line 
of the addition at 9 *12, seems almost certainly to have been inspired by 
the text at Hosea 2*5 (LXX, following the verse numbering in A. Rahlfs, 
Septuaginta. Stuttgart, 1935) - *1 will set her as a desert, and I will j

I
appoint her as a waterless land and I will kill her with thirst*. Similarlyi
in the homily at 9*18, the main admonition to avoid 'strange water* and not {
to drink from an 'alien fountain* seems to have been derived from Proverbs |

!5*15TT. (thus H. Oort, Spreuken 1-9. Theologisch Tijdsohrift, I885, pp.
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379-425; Toy, op# cit.; Mttller-Kautzscli, op. cit.), where there is a 
passage in both the Hebrew and Greek texts which features the symbolism of 
waters and the fountain. The idiom 'to set one's eye on* (if that is the 
correct reading of the text) can also be found at Proverbs 23 25, Finally, 
the last two lines of the addition beginning — 'that you may live a long 
time ...', have been lifted with only small changes from v. 11 of the same 
chapter.

It can be seen from this that the Biblical tradition exercises a 
significant effect on the character of the Greek version of Proverbs 1—9. 
While it is clear that much of this material has penetrated the text over a 
period of time, it seems very probable that a few of these Biblical-type 
references or allusions existed in the earliest text form or text forms of 
the Greek Proverbs. This is exemplified by 1:12b, where a Biblical phrase, 
'to remove one's memorial from the earth' is found, not as an explanatory 
appendage to the verse, but is given as the actual translation of the Hebrew 
of V* 12b which, viewed literally, is quite different from the Greek 
(similarly the paraphrase at 8 :26b).

In most cases the quotations or allusions relate to the Greek version 
itself. In one instance, however, at 3*16, the quotation of Proverbs 31*26 
is based on the Hebrew text and not on the Septuagint, which differs 
greatly from the Hebrew at that point. Nevertheless, whether throu^ the 
Hebrew or, as is generally the case, through the Septuagint itself, the 
Biblical tradition is a significant factor in understanding some forms of 
phraseology and a number of the expansions which are to be found in 
Proverbs 1-9*

There is no one decisive key to understanding the problems of the . ' 
Greek text of Proverbs, and one must approach each difficulty in as 
empirical a way as possible. The following paragraphs summarise further 
observations that emerged from the basic investigation into the meaning
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of the text, with regard to characteristics of the Greek version*
Differing Vocalisation of the Hebrew text

There are a number of instances where the translator has vocalised 
his text differently from that of the Masoretio pointing. Some examples 
of the translator's differing vocalisation are:- 3*4, Vdw ; 3*12, 3X3 ;
3*33, 713* ; 8*7, ; 8*22, loil . Thus, for instance, at 3*4,
Vow appears in MT as a noun, but, in unpointed text, the Greek treinslator 
read it as an imperative form of the verb Vow, while, at 8:7, the suffixed 
form ^nsw, 'my lips' of MT is read by the translator as a construct form, 
*|5BW. The latter is one of a number of examples where the superiority 

of Masoretic pointing can be readily accepted.
Heightened Emphasis

Exaggeration or heightened emphasis, particularly in a construction 
where a comparison is being made, is a characteristic that can be observed 
from time to time. Examples of the translator's exaggerating or heightening 
a comparison to make a point clear are:- 1:13; 3*31? 4 *14? 5*4? 6:11;
7*4; 7 *15? 7*26; 9*12. For example, at 6 :6 , in the exhortation to
observe the ways of the ant, the Hebrew reads, 'consider her ways and be 
wise' ( Ü3ÎT1 ). The translator intensifies the exhortation which he 
renders as, 'see and covet her ways and become wiser than her' ( Ixeivou 
cro<panepo<; )♦ Again, at 7*26, where victims of the evil woman are said,
in the Hebrew, to be 'many' or 'numerous' ( D*D3P ), in the Greek these 
victims become 'numberless' ( &vapt6|iT|Tot )•
Basic Mistranslations

Sometimes unusual renderings are due to no more than lack of 
comprehension of the Hebrew text and the Greek readings reveal not so much 
a religious, cultural or philosophical bias on the translator's part, as a 
display of clever guesswork and native wit. This can be illustrated by 
the translation of such words as D’1W»D and npV (see notes at 1*3 and
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1 :5), which the translator did not recognise as substantives, but for 
which he approximated a meaning on the basis of their respective roots,

1W» and np>. Sometimes in such a situation he arrived at a wrong
understanding by relating the unknown term to an incorrect root, as in the 
case of H D  at 4*9, deriving from 'defend*, and nip at 9*3,
deriving from Kip, 'call'. This explanation may also account for the 
unusual translation of 013 at 5:11 and XISX at 6:3, the first being 
related to the more familiar 013,' repent ' and the second to a hypothetical 
root K1 a , » speak' • Even where the translator arrives at an approximately
correct understanding, one can see in these esamples the familiar method 
of resorting to a root to extricate sense from a difficult term. This 
method, however, could not solve all such difficulties and, in a number of 
cases, the translator relies on no more than the general context to 
attribute some meaning to an obscure word or expression. Examples of 
this approach can be detected in the translation of 31K at 1:11, l8 j 
D»3*33 at 3*15 and elsewhere; 33WX at 7*6; pOK ni3&n at 7:16; oVy at 
7*18; *03 at 7 *20; ts at 8:19, *11 at 9*3.
Homoeophonio Renderings

An unusual and interesting category of guesswork in the Septuagint 
at large, a few examples of which can also be found in Proverbs 1-9 is 
what Caird (G. B. Caird, Homoeophony in the Septuagint. in Jews, Greeks and 
Christians, Leiden, 1976, pp. 74-88) has described as 'homoeophonio' 
renderings. The term 'homoeophonio * is descriptive of a technique whereby 
an unknown Hebrew word is translated by a similar-sounding Greek word, in 
such a way as to produce sense in the rendering as a whole. To the modern 
student of language it appears as an unscientific and possibly even bizarre 
method. At an early period, however, when lexical aids were either scarce, 
fragmentary, or non-existent, it may have seemed more reasonable as a means 
of relating words in different languages than it does to the modern mind.
The phenomenon of homoeophonio renderings was earlier observed by Thackeray
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(H. St. J. Thackeray, A Grammar of the Old Testament in Greek. Vol. I, 
Cambridge, I909), some of which he categorised as being influenced by *a 
popular but doubtful etymology*. Examples of this translation method in 
Proverbs 1-9, suggested by Caird, ares- ?:22, xextpcoOevç and nxns ;

7*16, dfjKptTa'Xovc and m  301 ;
8s33b (lacking in B, K ), AxotppayTi'tE and isrish (roots «ppaomo and 

JfTS );

4*9, Tpu«pT)ç andmxsn •
Caird concedes that there will be varied reaction to the list of examples 
he gives, some appearing to be self-evident, others perhaps being more f

I
obscure and tenuous. Nevertheless, the very fact that there is some jIsupport for homoeophonio renderings in Proverbs 1—9 leads to a very 4Iinteresting possibility for understanding the Greek rendering of one of j
the important, but difficult words in the Hebrew. It appears to have gone |

Iunnoticed by both Thackeray and Caird that the translation of p  OX by |
àpjio^üoa at 8:30 is another example of the phenomenon they have described, |
even though both note the similar example of the rendering of p  01 (in 
the sense 'sound*) by dppovta at Ezekiel 23*42 (Thackeray, Grammar p. 37? 
Caird p. 84). In the case of Proverbs 8:30, one is in the fortunate
position of being able to compare a similar approach to the word p  OX at
Neihum 3*8. While the note at 8:30 should be consulted for the various
details involved, one may remark here that it is of more than passing interest! 
that the transliteration Ipiacov at Nahum 3*8 appears in the X text as Apptov. 
Wutz (p. Wutz, Die Transkriptionem von der Septuaginta bis zu Hieronymus. 
Beitrhge zur Wissenschaft vom Alten Testament, N.P. 9, 1933), with his 
interest in transliteration in the Septuagint, noted the similarity of 
treatment of pox in these two passages.

If this observation has some substance, it considerably weakens the 
many suggestions put forward which relate the Greek translator's view of
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J1 ox to the root | ox, its various derivatives and their nuances. It 
also, with other considerations, weakens Gerleman's view that one may see 
in dppo^ouou an expression of the Stoic cosmology assumed to be held by 
the translator. It reveals primarily that p  OX conveyed no meaning at all 
to the translator but that, under the pressure of necessity, he resorted to 
a primitive philological or sound-association translation technique, 
producing the now well-known, but puzzling, dppoJScuou, (it is argued in 
the commentary that this does not describe Wisdom's function, but is 
descriptive of Wisdom's relationship to the Deity — 'I was with him in 
harmony'•)
Grammatical Restructuring

In addition to words or phrases which present difficulty, the 
translator sometimes construes the Hebrew syntax differently from that now 
commonly followed, or, due to lack of clarity in the overall construction, 
imposes a sharp and well-defined syntax, so that ambiguity or obscurity is 
removed. Clearly grammar and interpretation are closely bound up in a work 
of translation, and in each instance where grammatical changes are 
introduced, one must look closely to see what general point of interpreta
tion the translator is attempting to make. The list of passages where 
grammatical or syntactical restructuring can be observed is quite 
substantial and the following are given as the main examples of this 
feature of the translation:- 1 :1-4 ; 1:22, 23; 2:lff.; 2 :13-1 6; 2:20;
3*3, 4; 4*3; 4 *8 ; 4*20-23; 5 *2 ,3; 5*6; 5*13; 5*19; 6 :1, 2 ;
6*16; 6 :22; 6:23; 6*27-29; 6*32; 6*35; 7*4; 7*6, 7; 7*26;
8 :1; 8 :22ff.; 8*31; 8*35,36; 9*13; 9*15*

A closer look at a few of these passages will serve to illustrate the 
main principle involved. In the opening verses of Proverbs (1:1-4), the 
Hebrew has a series of clauses in apposition, with no connecting particles. 
The translator imposes a more structured syntax on this amorphous paragraph
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by using a series of 'and* clauses, culminating in a final clause ((va 
V* 4)* A further interesting grammatical interpretation is that 

'Solomon', the subject of the verb IpacrtXeucrev in v. 1, is almost certainly 
to be understood as the subject of 6cj> in v* 4, 'that he might give 
(Hebrew, nnV),

In this fairly straightforward example, one can see how grammatical 
interpretation has led to a text which reads somewhat differently from the 
Hebrew original#

In Ch. 2, from v. 13 onwards, the translator has great difficulty in 
determining the relationship of various paragraphs and sentences to the 
ovepsQ.1 pattern of the chapter as a whole. At v. 13, he begins a new 
paragraph, '0, those forsaking straight paths ...' where the Hebrew has a 
relative clause relating to the previous verse. This results, in turn, in 
a radical modification of v. 16 in the Greek, which becomes the culminating 
point of the new paragraph. A new link between w .  16 and 17 ie supplied 
in the editorial expansion, 'my son, do not let Evil Counsel overcome you'.
The theme of 'Evil Counsel' has a decisive effect on the presentation of 
V. 20. Whereas, in the Hebrew, this verse resumes the instruction 
addressed to the *33 of 2*1, in the Greek it takes the form of a reflection 
on the fate of those overcome by Evil Counsel. While the notes should be 
consulted for more specific outlining of these points, it can be seen that
the understanding of the grammatical links in this chapter lead not only to I

!
wide divergences in the general shape of the Hebrew and Greek texts, but |
also to considerable differences between the texts on many points of detail, ji!Perhaps the most well-known example of grammatical divergence between f 
the Greek and Hebrew texts is the passage at 7*6, 7» The Hebrew has the' 
narrative in the first person, relating to the Wisdom teacher, while the
Greek has the narrative in the third person, relating to the foreign woman.
Considered in isolation, this passage in the Greek has suggested to some
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oominentators (W. Prankenberg, Die Sprttche. Handkommentar zum Alten 
Testament, Gôttingen, I898, p. 5I; G Bostrttm, Proverbiastudien. Lunds 
Universitets Srsskrift, N.P., Avd. 1, Bd. 30, Nr. 3, 1935; A. B. Ehrlich, 
Randglossen zur Hebraîschen Bibel. Band 6 , I968; La Sainte Bible, traduite 
en français sous la direction de L'Ecole Biblique de J^usalem, Paris, 1956) 
that an earlier and variant form of Hebrew text once existed from that now 
represented by MT. An important consideration in evaluating the reading 
here is that many other passages may be cited (as above), where the Greek 
translator has introduced syntactical and grammatical variation for 
exegetioal purposes. When one matches this with the observation that the 
third person feminine form in w .  6 and 7 produces narrative continuity 
between the 1 1 T iwx of v. 5 and the »îWX of v. 10, there is good reason 
for supposing that the translator, on his own initiative, produced a smooth 
and flowing syntax, so that the 111 IWX of v. 5 remained the central figure 
virtually to the end of Ch. 7* What is being suggested in this argument 
is that a characteristic of the translator, which may be observed in other 
passages of a straightforward nature, should weigh strongly in critical 
decisions regarding a passage where matters are less clear out, but where 
there are good reasons for supposing the same translational characteristic 
to be operative.

A final point to note in this connection is that, on occasions, the 
translator's superimposed syntax has its own symmetry and is readily 
detectable from the repetitive patterns produced. Thus, at 8*23ff, one 
may read (v. 23) xpo tou ••• xoirioai, (v* 24) xpo tou ... 'xot'noui,
xpo Tov xpocXÔetv ... , (v. 25) xpo top ... lÔpocBirivat, It is
suggested in the commentary that the infinitives xonrioai in w .  23b and 
24a, and xpoeX6eiV in 24b, are all supplied by the translator, so that the I
resultant grammatical pattern produces a literary effect. It is possible j

that one may detect the same approach later in the passage in w .  28 and 29 !
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where one finds the following expressions — àç lc%ppa Ixotet
«C àcnpaXeic lTi0et ... loxppa Ixoiei .......^ It is necessary to
consider the obvious grammatical and stylistic pattern of these expressions 
(verb + adjective) before suggesting out of hand that the translator read 
lîtyi in V. 28b, or lpTl3 in v. 29c.

Prom the foregoing it can be seen that there are many factors which 
contribute to the translational latitude which is so commonly encountered 
in the Greek version of Proverbs. Careful consideration of Greek readings, 
where they differ from the Hebrew, in the majority of cases, reveals more 
of the character of the Greek version than it does of the Hebrew from which 
the translation sprang. Nevertheless, disciplined use of the version 
yields many interesting and thought-provoking lines of interpretation 
which may often challenge our more conventional approach of today and, 
even if, in many instances, its particular understanding of the Hebrew is 
set aside, it compels the commentator and student to define his own 
position with care and exactness.

PESHITTA AND TARGÜM
Whereas the influences and causes which have determined the shape 

and character of the Greek version are many and varied, those at work in 
the Peshitta and Targum texts are relatively few and may be delineated 
without undue difficulty. As one might expect, both versions represent 
a much closer approximation to the Hebrew than is the case with the Greek. 
However, the most striking aspect of the two texts to the reader who comes 
to them for the first time, is their remarkable similarity. It soon 
becomes apparent that this 'sameness* is due to more than just the 
coincidence of similar renderings of the same Hebrew text or the fact that 
Syriac and Aramaic are so closely related linguistically. In verse after 
verse, one finds identical word-for-word readings, with such frequency and
 ̂Thus the B text. Other MSS have variations in the conjunctions. All MSS 
have the pattern of verb plus adjective.
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on such a scale that one is compelled to accept that a literary 
relationship exists between the two versions. (A. J. Baumgartner, Etude 
Critique sur L'Etat du Texte du Livre des Proverbes. Leipzig, I89O, p. 267, 
estimated that 300 out of 915 verses were identical.) The book of Proverbs 
is a rare, if not unique, example as far as such a relationship of Peshitta 
and Targum is concerned. The critical problem to which scholars have 
directed their attention is that of which text has priority.

One of the first scholars to address himself to this problem was 
J. A. Bathe (Be Rations Concensus Versionis Ghaldaicae et Syriaoae 
Proverbiorum Salomonis. 1764, in Opuscula ad Crisin et Interprêtationem 
Veteris Testamenti Speotantia, Leipzig, 1796). The most significant 
example in Chs. 1-9, for Bathe (p. 120),which demonstrated the priority of 
the Peshitta was 5:19. Here the Hebrew i n *  71*11 is translated in
Syriac as ^ (71 , which. Bathe held, suggested that the
Hebrew n* 11 was read as 71* 311, while, in the Targum, we find e|*>x X3lin , 
Bathe, noting that the Targum reading could not be reconciled to the Hebrew, 
maintained that it could easily be explained as a metaphorical rendering 
of the Peshitta.

Bathe's view of the matter was rejected by S. Maybaum ( Ueber die 
Sprache des Targum zu den Sprttohen und dessen Verh&ltniss zum Syrer. Arohiv 
fUr Wissenschaftliohe Erforsohung des Alten Testaments, Vol. II, Halle, 
1867-72, pp. 66-93), who advocated the opposite. As far as 5*19 was 
concerned, he affirmed (p. 90) that the Targum's K 3 Tin was just as likely 
to be a metaphorical interpretation of MT, based on the misreading 71 *31 1, 
as one based on the Peshitta's (Tlj^JULOol (although, on this view, one 
has to assume that the Syriac and Aramaic translators independently read - 
1*311 instead of 71*11 )• In support of his view that the Targum was 

prior to the Peshitta, he drew attention, in Chs. 1-9 to 4*24 and 7*14 
(pp. 91, 92). At 4*24 he observed that the reading 1 rt^ was not
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explicable on the basis of MT, but was a corruption of the Targum* s KDlpJ? .
Also, at 7*14, where the Targum renders MT correctly, 'sacrificed offerings
are required of me*, the Peshitta has the poor reading, 'sacrifices are
peace offerings ( 1 )o\ t  | Lukll 3  ). There is nothing inL
this observation, however, that would suggest the priority of the Targum. 
Similarly, 4*24 loses its force when it is noted that 1 X) \v and

LhLaXIA/ exist as variant readings in different Syriac texts (see 
commentary p. 190), suggesting that LtT^ >3\/ is no more than an 
internal Syriac corruption (thus also H. Pinkuss, Die syrische Uebersetzung 
der Proverbien. Zeitschrift für die alttestamentliohe Wissenschaft, 1894, 
p. 128 footnote, and p. 111).

Although Baumgartner, in his summing up (p. 266ff.) followed Dathe 
in his view of the relationship of the Peshitta and Targum, in practice his 
approach was somewhat equivocal. Thus, at Proverbs 3*4, he notes that the 
passage seems to speak in favour of those who attribute the priority of 
the Targum over the Peshitta (p. 44)* This view is again repeated at 3*24 
(p. 50), where it is also suggested that the Targumist used the Septuagint 
directly. In addition, one finds frequent expression of the view that the 
Peshitta is the same as the Targum, or follows the Targum, though with 
differences, in such a way as to suggest that priority lies with the Targum 
(e.g. 5*3; 5*155 6 :2; 6:3; 6:19; 6 :22; 6:24; 7*22; 8:3; 8:24;
8:34)* This may be only a loose form of wording, but the impression is 
strongly given that Baumgartner has not applied in practice the view to 
which he subscribes in his summary. There is no explicit attempt by 
Baumgartner in Chs. 1-9 of his commentary to show how Targum readings may 
have sprung from the Peshitta.

A thoroughgoing application of the principle of the priority of 
the Peshitta is to be found in the major study of the Syriac version of 
Proverbs by H. Pinkuss (op. cit.). The main examples in Chs. 1-9 which
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Pinkuss adduces in support of his view are, 1:95 3:24; 6:10; 6:26 (p.
112), Thus, for example, at 3:24, MT ox is found in the Peshitta
as ^  3 / V o  • The Tar gum appears to amalgamate the two readings in
its text, which has liaTJil 31390 OX, Again, at 6:26, the Syriac reading

4

O  3  , 'her likeness', should, Pinkuss argues, he read as,
0X-4kJO3 f 'her price', (reflecting the Greek Tipn ), The Tar gum

reading, XoVa X*DT? Vi 0 0,'for the affair (of a harlot) is like •••'is
« ;

a paraphrase based on the existing (and probably corrupt) reading CnLi»JQ03 *4
Both of these arguments are difficult to reverse if one takes the opposite \j
view of the relationship of these two versions, |

In spite of the extensive examination of the texts to be found J
Iin Pinkuss, it has been recently advocated by A.Kaminka (Septuaginta und |
1Targum zu Proverbia, Hebrew Union College Annual, Vol,VIII-IX, 1931—2, I

pp, 169-91) that, not only is the Tar gum earlier than the Peshitta, but it j
predates also the Septuagint which, he maintains, has been influenced in 
numerous places by 'Targum readings'. Criticism of Karainka's position I
can be found in Gerleman (op, oit,, p, 46ff«), It may be noted briefly ?
here that, where Kaminka has to resort to complex arguments to try to i
demonstrate Targum influence in the Septuagint, it can be shown in almost . 
eveiy case cited by him in Ghs, 1-9 (p* IT^ff,) that there is a direct 1

linear progression of Septuagint - Peshitta - Targum (e,g, 1:195 1:21; 1:27;
2:11; 2:175 3:275 4:14; 4:26; 5:17; 6:30; 7:22ff,; 8:135 8:23). !
Similarity of Targum and Greek readings are due almost entirely to the i

direct mediation of the Peshitta, Thus, if one considers 1:19; Kaminka 
suggests that the Greek reading, xawTwv tcov crovTeXoüVTüïv àvojja, 'all 
those who practise lawlessness' (for MT yi3 V3 ), has been influenced
by the Targum's xV*? piayT V3T. However, if one compares the Peshitta, 
it will be seen than an identical reading to that of the Targum may also 
be found there, 1\ q \i m u *DlZLX#3  , If one then further
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examines 19b, it will be found that all three versions again differ to 
some extent from MT, but, where the Greek goes its own way, the Peshitta 
and Targum are virtually identical, ^^01^ 3 2 ) 3  r0\0 /
pao3 pn»TDT (Against the Hebrew, both have plural suffixes,
^CTT / p  n , on the noun, and a plural participle where the Hebrew has 

a singular verb.) Small but significant differences between the two 
versions are that the Targum lacks the 'and' connection of the Syriac (also 
lacking in the Hebrew) and the word order of the Targum follows the word 
order of MT. The natural inference which one draws from this is that, in 
V. 19; the Targum is an edited version of the Peshitta, and that the 
correspondence between the Septuagint and the Targum in 19a has come about 
through the medial position of the Peshitta. It will be shown shortly 
that the Peshitta draws heavily upon the Greek version in Proverbs 1—9; 
whereas ; apart from oases where there is a parallel Syriac reading, the 
Targum and Septuagint show virtually no evidence of any interaction.

Kaminka's position seems to have oome about not from an open-ended 
examination of the texts, but rather from a dogmatic assumption. He views 
it as inconceivable that the Targum should proceed from a secondary 
version rather than from the Hebrew, especially after the labours of the 
Soferira in the 1st and 2nd centuries A.D. (p. 173). Thus an inference 
derived from an understanding of broad historical movements is made to 
serve the purpose of textual criticism. However, it must be highly 
questionable whether one can make such a judgment in the first place about 
a specific literary production such as the Targum to Proverbs, on the basis 
of a general view of history, rather than on a precise knowledge of the 
origin of the composition. Secondly, an empirical verification of any 
such proposition would still be necessary from the texts involved.
Kaminka, however, attempts to force the texts to fit his preconceived 
pattern, often with the accompaniment of complex and convoluted argument /
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(e.g. Proverbs 2ill p. 179), where, generally speaking, simpler and more
effective reasoning ought to prevail.

A few additional points may be considered here regarding the 
relationship of the Peshitta and the Targum. Attention has already been 

drawn to the remarkable correspondence of the two texts. In Ghs. 1-9, the 
following passages may be listed as examples where the Peshitta and Targum 
agree with each other, but are different from MT:- 1:19; 2:9; 2:14;
2:18; 3:8; 3:12; 3:15; 3:19; 3:21; 3:33; 3:34; 3:35; 4:8; 4:14;
4:17; 4:18; 4:21; 4:22; 4:23; 4:26; 5:5; 5:6; 5:20; 6:1; 6:3;
6:5; 6:6; 6:11; 6:13; 6:19; 6 :23; 6:26; 6:30; 6:33; 7:4; 7:9; 7:10;
7:22; 7 :23; 8:1; 8:9; 8:10; 8:11; 8:22; 8:26; 8 :28; 9:11; 9 :15;
9:18.

Maybaura, who was attempting to demonstrate the dependence of the 
Peshitta on the Targum, could point to only three passages in Ghs. lr-9
where the Peshitta agreed with MT, but the Targum differed (6:35; 7:15;
8 :29), (p. 89); although one oould also add, 2:3; 2:5 ; 2:1 9; 3:6b;
3:19; 5:9; 6:29; 7:12b; 8:6b; 8:15; 9:8b. However, if one reverses
this procedure and considers the instances where the Targum agrees with 
MT but the Peshitta differs, this yields a much larger number of examples, 
as Maybaum himself concedes. This comparison can be made even more 
rigorous by excluding all passages where divergences in the Peshitta are 
unmistakeably influenced by the Septuagint, since it could be argued that 
these are corruptions of a secondary nature in the Peshitta text. The 
following list of passages is produced which meet these requirements:- 
1:3a; 1:9a; l:l6b*; 1 :17b; 1:22b; 1 :23a*; 1:28; 2:1*; 2:12; 2 :15a;
2:16*; 2:l8; 3:2b; 3:2-3*; 3:11b; 3:14*; 3:24; 3:26; 3:27b; 3:28*;
3:30b*; 3:34b*; 4:1b; 4:5"b*; 4:9b; 4:16*; 4:24*; 5:4; 5:10; 5:11*;
5:14b; 5 :19©*; 5:22a; 6:2*; 6:4; 6:6*; 6:8; 6:11-12*; 6 :14b*; 6:19b;
6:22b*; 6:25b; 6 :28; 6:31*; 6:32-33*; 7:5*; 7 :7-8 ; 7:9; 7:10*; 7:14*; 
7:19b; 7:27a: 8:2*; 8:8*; 8:19; 8:24b*; 9:8a*; 9:9b.
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In some of these examples, the differences between Peshitta and 
Targum are of a minor nature, e.g. 2*12; 3:11b; 6*8, where the particulars
involve pronoims or questions of plurality/singularity. In the majority of 
instances, however, the differences are quite marked. In the list, 
references indicated by an asterisk (*) are considered to be particularly 
interesting. Thus, if one were to choose, for example, 6*6, which in the 
Hebrew reads, 'Go to the ant, 0 sluggard; consider her ways and be wise' , 
it would be found that not only is the vocative, 'sluggard', not represented 
in the Peshitta, but the expression psp nV p x  na?x of NT's Ta, is 
incorporated into 6b in the Syriac. If one compares the Targum it will be
found that, while it has the same, and somewhat unusual rendering, of Vx I

•be like ...• (6a) ,as in the Peshitta (v\ / V xavax), it
nevertheless represents the vocative, • sluggard', and has the same word 
division as does NT. This, with the many other examples noted in the list 
above, demonstrates that the Targum is a closer approximation to the Hebrew as 
we now know it in MT. While this may not be a decisive argument as regards 
priority, it strongly suggests that the Targum is the later of the two 
versions. There are, in addition, further observations which can be made 
in this connection, for which the preceding sets the general background*— 
Syriaoisms/corruptions in the Targum Text

In the Targum to Proverbs one encounters a number of anomalous forms 
and unusual terms which are rarely, if ever, encountered in Targumio Aramaic.
A number of these are undoubtedly Syriacisms. Maybaum (op. oit* pp. 70-81),
tackling this problem in defence of the priority of the Targum, gives an
extensive catalogue of Syriac words and forms found in the Targum. Viewed 
in isolation from the Peshitta, as a purely internal problem for the 
language of the Targum, these forms and words would present a formidable and 
complex problem. Thus, while one might accept that the form of the personal 
pronoun 'he' as 11 n, instead of the expected xih, was a Syriaoism
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(Syriac 0  G1 ) , one might feel that the demonstrative pronoun
•these' (Syriac ) was no more than a morphological variation
of the customary |*Vx, Similarly, the accusative particle (Syriac

, which one encounters most frequently (Maybaum p. 80) as opposed to
the expected particle • n* ', found in only a few places, could be viewed as
a Syriaoism. One would have to concede, however, that * > • is used
occasionally, if rarely. In other Targum texts (G. H* Balman, Grammatik des
Jttdisch-Palftatinisohen AramMisoh. Leipzig, 1905, P* 226; W. B. Stevenson,
Grammar of Palestinian Jewish Aramaic. Oxford, 1924, P# 2$). It is also
used in this fashion in some forms of Palestinian Aramaic as exemplified
in recently discovered texts at Qumran (Joseph Â. Pitzmyer, The Genesis
Apocrvphon of Qumran Cave I. 2nd Edition, 1971, P# 214, section 4e; Michael

Hamat-Gan, 1974,Sokoloff, The Targum to Job from Qumran Cave XI./p. l8o). Against that, 
one would probably accept as a pure Syriaoism the use of • 3• preformative 
in verbs of the third person imperfect in both singular and plural, which 
Maybaum (p. 75) has estimated can be found 149 times in the Targum to 
Proverbs as against only 79 occurrences of the expected •  ̂• preformative.

There is great complexity in attempting to resolve such matters on a 
purely philological basis, but this is the course of action one would be 
compelled to take in accepting the priority of the Targum and viewing it in 
isolation from the Peshitta. In advocating such a solution, Maybaum (p. 8l) 
suggested that the Targum originated in Palestine in the 5th/6th century 
A.D., at a time when a hybrid Syriac-Aramaio dialect was commonly spoken in 
this area. On this view, the Syriacisms in the Targum to Proverbs derive 
from a spoken language. Such a hypothesis, however, requires a considerable | 
amount of evidence and an immense amount of scholarly investigation to 
substantiate it. At the time when he was writing, Maybaum oould point only 
to the Jerusalem Talmud as a piece of literature which exhibited, on a 
lesser scale, some of the characteristics of the Targum to Proverbs. Even
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with the great gains that have been made since in the literature available 
for investigating Palestinian Aramaic (P. E. Kahle, The Cairo Geniza. 2nd 
Edition, Oxford, 1959, PP* 191-2055 M. Black, An Aramaic Approach to the 
Gospels and Aots, 3rd Edition, Oxford, I967, pp. I5-41), the question of 
the relationship of the various Aramaic texts to each other, and the 
problem of deciding what spoken dialects may underlie these texts, is one 
of ongoing scholarly debate in which divergences of opinion are quite 
marked (Pitzmyer p. 23ff.).

The Syriacisms in the Targum to Proverbs, however, cannot be 
considered as a purely philological problem. One £l1so  has to take into 
account the correspondences between the Targum and Peshitta texts. Thus 
in considering, say, the question of the use of • V * as the sign of the 
accusative, one could take the example of Proverbs 3*12. It is not 
sufficient just to observe the use of * V *, as noted above, but it has to 
be considered in a context where the Targum and Peshitta texts are almost 
identical and yet differ from Masoretic texts—

For whoever the Lord loves he chastens ( CT^Sk I D D  / * n )
as a father who chastens his son ( Ol "1 )•

If on the basis of a detailed and extensive textual investigation, in 
which many factors are involved, one can demonstrate that there is a case 
for the literary dependence of the Targum on the Peshitta, it follows that 
the use of * V *, and the many other Syriacisms in the Targum to Proverbs, 
are due not so much to a stratum of spoken Aramaic, hypothetical or actual, 
but are due, in the main, to the interaction of two texts at a literary 
level* If one accepts the origin of the Syriacisms in the Targum as 
stemming primarily from a translation and editorial process in which the 
Peshitta represents the earlier document and the Targum a derived text, 
then one has to account, for the most part, for the methods and idiosyn-
cracies of a translator-editor. Since virtually nothing is known of the
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origin of either the Targum or the Peshitta text of Proverbe with regard to 
time or place, this is by far the more satisfactory way of approaching the 
problem.
Corruptions in the Targum Text

In considering further the relationship of the Peshitta and Targum 
texts, other interesting evidence is furnished by a number of readings 
scattered throughout Ghs# 1—9 where the Targum must be viewed as being 
either corrupt or erroneous, but where it can be readily restored or 
understood by reference to the Peshitta (4:6; 4:10; 4*17; 4:25; 5:14;
5*19; 6*8; 6 *16; 6 *18; 6 *22; 7:18; 8*15; 8*25; 8*29; 8 *30; 8 *36), 

Thus, at 4:10, the Peshitta reproduces the Hebrew 'and accept my 
words' straightforwardly bv Y \ «.\ T T t Q  , The Targum reads >npi
♦ 3D, 'and receive from me'. This is clearly erroneous and should be

restored to read ’Va Vipl (J, Levy, Chaldalsohes WBrterbuoh über die 
Targumim, Leipzig, I867; Baumgartner, op, cit., p, 55; Pinkuss, op# oit,, 
p, 127)$ What is interesting about this corruption or error, however, is 
that, by its nature, it suggests that it originates in a misreading of the 
Syriac itself. In Syriac the forms jX. /I and could be easily
confused, since the main distinction between them is the length of the 
vertical stroke of the ' X  ' and ' . In Aramaic square script it would
be very difficult to explain how * V D came to be corrupted to ♦ 3 0 , This 
particular error in the Targum, therefore, strongly suggests that it stems 
from a misreading of the Syriao script*

Generally, the fifteen passages noted above, where the Targum is 
either difficult to follow, or unintelligible, but which can be made 
meaningful by reference to or restoration by the Peshitta, produce a marked 
impression that it is a derived text. In its corruptions and its 
Syriacisms, it has all the hallmeirka of a translated and edited secondary 
version.
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Individual characteristics — Syriao
The characteristics of the Peshitta and Targum, viewed independently,

may he described briefly, these being much less marked than those of the
Septuagint. The most striking aspect of the Syriac is in fact its use of
the Greek. The impression that is given is not that Greek readings have
penetrated or corrupted the Peshitta text over a period of time due to
random insertion by transcribers, but rather that the Greek was used in a
selective way and woven into the fabric of the Syriao Version from its
inception. This selective use of the Greek may be illustrated by two
broad categories of reading, (a) texts where one can detect use of the
Greek and use of the Hebrew side by side in a detailed way within single
verses or half verses and (b) texts where one can detect use of the Greek
but where the Greek reading has been altered or overlaid by independent
traces of interpretation on the part of the translator. Some examples of
category (a) would bet— 1:20; 1*24; 3*12; 3*21; 3*25; 3*32;
4*4; 4*14, 15; 6*13; 6 *25; 6 *27, 28; 7*5 ; 7*10; 7 *22, 23; 8*6, 7;
8*30; 9*7; 9*9; 9*11# Some examples of category (b) would be*- 1:17;
1*33; 2*11; 3*34; 4*8; 4 *26; 5 *5 ; 5 *6 ; 5*9; 5*17; 5 *21; 5 *23;
6*1; 6*34; 8*22.

To illustrate the difference between those two groups one might choose
from the first list 3*12 and from the second 6*34# For the Hebrew of
3*12b, 'as a father ( iRDi) the son in whom he delights', the Greek has
the distinctive reading, 'he chastens ( |aocn:iYo: ) every son whom he
receives' (reading 3RD1 as a verb — see commentary p. 118). The Syriac
reads 0 1  T Ü l X  lo D D  i  ** ll  yaui.,1 , 'as a father who chastises

' ' \his son'. While various textual solutions have been offered to account
for this reading (see commentary p. 120), the most immediate impression 
presented by this text is that it is an amalgam of the Hebrew and Greek, 
where the simile ( 3X31 ) of the Hebrew has been fused with the notion
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of chastening ( iJocmYoi )in the Greek* This is a syncretistio reading 
produced in the mind of the Syriac translator from his knowledge and use of 
the two text forms*

At 6*54, for the difficult Hebrew text, literally, 'for jealousy is 
the anger of a man*, the Greek reads, 'for the anger of her husband is full 
of jealousy* (|jie(rïo<; •*• Cuko» ) # The Syriao is dependent on the Greek at 
this point reading, ' because the anger of a man is full of jealousy, he will 
not spare in the day of vengeance'* While the basic sense has been supplied 
from the Greek, the syntax of 34a, b, is supplied by the translator himself* 
The presentation of 34a as a clause of reason dependent on 34b, is a 
grammatical construction and thus also an interpretation, peculiar to the 
Syriao translator* The syntax can be equated neither with the Greek nor 
the Hebrew* This demonstrates how a basic Greek reading is incorporated 
into the translation but is developed to some extent by the translator along 
his own lines of thought*

On the question of Greek readings found in the Peshitta, there sœe 
only a few places where large blocks of Greek text have been copied and 
transposed in their entirety into the Syriac. The two most conspicuous 
examples of this are found in Ch. 9 at verses 12 and 18. There, material 
which is found in the Greek, as additional to the Hebrew, is found in the 
Peshitta also. At what stage this material came into the Peshitta text is 
uncertain, but of all the Greek readings in Ghs. 1-9, those at 9*12 and 9*18 
are most likely to be secondary additions to the text. One may compare the 
Greek and Syriao texts at 6*8 where the eulogy on the bee - a similar 
lengthy addition in the Septuagint to those at 9*12 and 9*18 — is not found 
in the Peshitta.

A point that should be noted about the Syriao additions at 9*12 and 
18, however, is that they have not come into the text via the Syro-Hexaplar. 
Comparison of the text forms in the Peshitta and Syro-Hexaplar in these two
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passages shows them to he quite distinct»
Translator's Greek Text

In a number of instances (e.g. 2*14; 6*3; 6*30; 8*1; 8*10; 9*6;
9*18) the Greek text form incorporated into the Peshitta differs from that 
of the B, X texts, and in most of the instances noted above from,the A 
text also* It agrees with a text form represented mainly in the minuscules,
and of these, MS 106 is common to all of the examples cited, except 9*6. 
Stylistic Features

Finally, some stylistic features which emerge in the Syriao in Ghs.
1-9 are* (a) economic or abbreviated renderings (2*16; 4*5; 5*10; 5*14;
5*19; 6*12; 6*14; 6*19; 7*5; 9*3)* (b) a prosaic repetition of the
same words where the Hebrew and other versions use synonyms (1*20; 2*3;
3*13; 5*16; 5*19, 20; 6*13; 6*18; 8*28)* (o) a tendency to harmonise
what are viewed as parallel or similar passages (l*l6//lsaiah 59*7; 
2*16//2*12; 4*4//7*2; 5«l//4*20; 6*14//6*19; 7*3//3*3; 7*10//7*15; 
8*3//l*21 (Lee, Walton, Ambrosianus); 8*22//Genesis 1*1* In addition, 
see the suggestion that 2*l8 has been influenced by 7*10-12, and 6*33 by 
6*29. (d) Smoothing out of grammatical difficulties (1*3; 2*lff * ; 2*8;
3*24; 3*34; 4*1; 4*22; 8*26; 8*28). (e) Rearrangement of the text for
symmetrical reasons (3*2; 6*6).
The following are examples to illustrate these points*-
(a) 2*16 and 7*5 where n'naao m t  nwXD is found as I  1  M

I A  • ^I A OlX i.e. two adjectives abbreviated to one adjective.
(b) 5*19, 20. In 19a, for the terms Q’lnx and the Peshitta uses1 twice. Similarly in v. 20, for synonyms în t and

ST » 333, Syriao has I for both words.
(o) At 7*3, instead of the expression 'bind them on your fingers', the

Syriac reads, • bind them about your neck' ( g O  Ojgi*Zl ) ', agreeing 
with the similar reading, 'bind them about your neck' ( 333 3 by)
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found at 3*3* The similarity of the two passages in the Hebrew is 
made clear in that both contain the identical command, 'write them on
the tablet of your heart* #

(d) At 2*lff, the Hebrew has a series of 'if* clauses leading up to the
protasis of v* 5# While the Syriao follows this general pattern, 
the verse connections are nevertheless simplified by having a series 
or imperfects joined by 'and* (of. the infinitive 3’B7pîib v.2; 
the construction ox *3 v. 3; and ox v. 4)#

(e) at 6*6, oam is taken with v. 7, to provide an opening imperative for
the verse, in the same way as v. 6 also begins with an imperative. 

Characteristics of the Targum
The general question of the relation of the Targum and the Peshitta 

has been considered above. When this major factor is set aside, there is 
little left in which one can determine characteristics or traits in the 
Targum* Nevertheless, a few small points do emerge which may be mentioned.
There are no lengthy paraphrastic additions in the Targum in Chs. 1-9, of
the sort which one associates with other Targum texts generally. Instead 
one finds in only a few places (2 *19; 6 *29; 6 *32; 6*35; 7*12), brief
explanatory additions of one or two words which serve to give greater 
precision to the meaning of the text - e.g. the addition of at
2 *19.

There are three places (2*16; 6 *25; 8*29) where there may be a play
on words in the form of assonance, e.g. 8*29 xainn, 'limit* and xoTnn, 
•sea*. This serves to put stress on the reading in question by producing 
a phrase which has a striking sound.

Lastly, on the question of avoidance of anthropomorphisms in relation 
to the Deity, which again one accepts as a general feature of Targum texts, 
there is no particular evidence of this in the Targum to Proverbs in Chs. 
1-9, e.g. at 2*6, the expression 'from his mouth', referring to the
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mouth of God, is translated literally by ti’aie % a,
Similarly, at 5*21 (of. 15*3 and 22*12) the phrase mn»  ̂3 » y, 'eyes 

of God*, is reproduced directly by KnbXY »33»y.
The lack of such expected features as paraphrasis and homiletio 

expansion is almost certainly due to the predominant influence of the 
Syriac text in the origin of the Targum to Proverbs.
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V. 1
The expression bKio'» T?d , 'King of Israel', is translated in the 

Greek as &ç êpocrtXevorev Iv tcrpariX , 'who ruled in Israel'. This may 
he compared with the similar expression, 'King of Judah',
which is translated literally by tou powTiXeojç %r\ç touôataç (See 
Proverbs 25*l). On the basis of the Greek Khrlich (p. 8) has suggested 
that the Hebrew of 1*1 should be emended to read bHiaj*»! T?D imx or 
bKiQTi lÿ)n. A variant Hebrew reading does in fact exist but this reads, 
•7K3D’ b» 3*?D,'King over Israel'(BHS) . As BHS suggests, however, this 

variant is influenced by Ecclesiastes 1*12 where the same words are found. 
It is unlikely that the Greek reading of Proverbs 1*1 is in fact based on 
a Hebrew variant text. The form of the expression, 'who ruled in Israel' 
reveals rather the historical perspective of the translator, who already 
views Solomon as an ancient figure. A further example of this is found 
at Isaiah 1*1. Kings who are contemporaries of the prophet are listed 
and described as min*» ’DbD ̂  'Kings of Judah'. This is translated in 
the Greek, o l IpocrtXeuauv m e  îoDÔatae * *vho ruled over Judah»
(cf. Mezzacasa p. 113). One may add to this a general observation that 
the noun , excluding the phrase 3bo  ̂ig translated frequently 
(approximately seventeen times) by the verb PocrtXeuetv rather than by 
a noun.

The Greek of v. 2 is a literal reproduction of the Hebrew, apart 
from the addition of the particle ve . This has to be viewed along
with the TG which appears after ôeÇfxcrôat (v. 3) and again after 
voTioat (v. 3). The result is a series of ' and' clauses in the Greek 
leading up to a final clause in v. 4 introduced by t va . This is a 
different syntactical structure from the Hebrew, which has pairs of 
clauses in apposition with no connecting particles. Further 
restructuring may be observed in v. 3 which is divided into three
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sections as opposed to only two sections according to the Masoretic 
punctuation# Basically this is achieved hy breaking the connection 
between bDtnn 3D1D, 'instruction in wise dealing', and also by giving a 
new connection to dewdt whereby the • i » of d’»3ui'»di is suppressed*
When viewed in this light it is clear that these differences do not arise 
from textual variations, but rather from a specific exegesis which has 
been presented in the Greek translation. It is not necessary to suggest, 
for example, that there was a Hebrew text which read bomnb (Umbreit p. 2; 
Lagarde p. 5; Baumgartner p. 29). Against the background of this general
structure the details of the translation can be considered.

The phrase 301D nnpb is given a truly enigmatic interpretation as 
ôeÇooQai ire crrpotpaç Xoycov , Barucq (p. 48) translates this as, 'to 
receive changes of words' (les changements de mots) or, 'to receive 
circuitous words' (mots d/tournes), but does not elaborate further as to 
the meaning of the expression. Lagarde (p. 5 ) has suggested that the 
Greek reading may have stemmed from a Hebrew text which read instead
of 30ID. While this emendation might produce a meaning similar to 
oTpotpaç , it was rejected by Baumgartner (p. 29) as wholly improbable.
It is an obscure word found only at Ezekiel 41*7 (BDB p. 687)*
Baumgartner's own proposal was that the translator had in fact read , 
and that crrpocpaç should be understood as relating to that which produces 
discipline, namely a change, a conversion. The main objection to this
is that tTTpocpaç is related toXofcov and this would seem to rule it out
as referring to a moral change. It should also be borne in mind that 
IDID in V. 2 has airesidy been accurately rendered by xatôeiav • This

would be the main objection to the earlier attempt of Jaeger (p. 67) to
relate the Greek to NT. More recently Wutz (BWAT p. 3^2)suggested 33ob^
'sequence' from the root 330 , but this is not a known Hebrew word.
Skehan (p. I88) suggested that 301D might have been derived from the
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root 310 (turn aside) although one would have thought that the form 30ID 
militated against such a derivation.

Some evidence as to the meaning of the phrase may be considered to 
exist in the two similar idiomatic expressions found at Wisdom of Solomon 
8 *8 , t̂cnra-rat orpocpac Xoy<dv, 'she understandeth subtleties of speeches' 
(Charles, Vol. I, p. 548), and Ecclesiastious 39*2, Iv cprpô atç xapaPoXwv 
'subtleties of parables' (Charles, Vol. I, p. 455 footnote). That the 
expression crupocpaç Xoyo)v at Proverbs 1*3 was understood at an early 
period to have such a meaning as is being suggested here is indicated by 
the variant reading, xat \vcret,ç atvtYJiCL'Ctov, 'and interpretations of
dark sayings' (68, 109, 147, 157, l6l, 248) which is taken from Wisdom 8 *8 , 
and appears as an addition after o3rpocpaç \oywv» Such a meaning for
cnrpocpaq Xoywv as 'subtle' or 'enigmatic sayings' is also in accord 

with the context of the introduction to Proverbs where it is said of 
the perceptive man, 'he will understand a parable and a dark saying, the 
words of the wise and riddles' ( atwiYPaTa, v. 6). It is further 
noted in Charles (Vol. I, p. 548 footnote) that the text of Wisdom 8*8  

may itself be inspired by the Proverbs reading at 1*3 in the Greek.
If this is the case then the Wisdom text would itself be virtually a 
contemporary witness to the meaning of crupocpaç XoYwv. Lexical
attestation is also given to the effect that oTpocpTi can bear this 
meaning (L.S. p. I656). The metaphorical sense of something that is 
tricky or convoluted stems from its basic meaning of a turn or twist.
The masculine form o^pc^oç can simply mean a twisted band or cord.
In this connection therefore, and in attempting to relate the Greek 
expression to the Hebrew text, it may be no coincidence that the Hebrew 
word for a band or a cord is t o ID. As an attempt to give a reasonable 
account of the origin of the Greek reading, it could be suggested that toiq 
was read by the translator and given a metaphorical or allegorical inter
pretation somewhat analogous to (rtpotpTi. The Hebrew word Van makes an
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interesting comparison in this regard in that it demonstrates semantic 
development from its basic sense of rope (as used in the steering of 
ships' rudders) to the complex concept mVann, 'guidance*, i.e. in an 
intellectual or spiritual sense. (An example of confusion between nono 
and 3010 is found at Proverbs 7*22 where 3010 Vx of MT is given as 
&XL ÔecTioüç , i.e. reading 3010 .) The plural form of the Greek, 
'subtleties of sayings', may be accounted for from the context. One 
might compare the immediately preceding phrase Xoyouç (ppovTp'eœç and 
the similar expressions in v. 6b, f-rjcrevc "te onocpcov xat atviyî '̂ Ô'- 
which are also plural.

It was noted above that Voon is separated from 30lo and understood 
as an infinitive. A new clause is formed by taking Voon and pis 
together, thus vo-nout xe ôtxatocnjvTiv àXnÔT) , 'to understand true 
righteousness* • The translator has used an adjective for which there 
is no corresponding word in the Hebrew. The function of the adjective 
is to relate 'righteousness' to the religious view of the translator. 
Gerleman (LÜA p. 36ff) has drawn attention to a moralising or religious 
tendency in the Septuagint translation of Proverbs (see note at 2*ll).
The addition of àX̂ nÔTi here is an example of the same translational 
characteristic.

Lastly, the expression a‘»3m*»oi oeooi is reproduced by xat xpipa 
xa^euduveiv , ' and to make judgment straight'. The change in syntax 
has already been noted above (p. l). To assess the treinslation of 
D’»30'*o , 'equity', it is necessary to compare other instances of its 

occurrence in Proverbs, i.e. 2*9; 8*6; 23*16; 23*31# Of these, 8*6 and 
23*31 may be excluded in that, at 8*6, a clear misreading can be 
detected (see note), and, at 23*31, the Hebrew and Greek texts cannot 
be correlated (Gerleman, LUA p. 33; MoKane p. 33)# At 2*9 the Hebrew 
reads, 'then you will understand righteousness and justice and equity.

£1__
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every good path*' This features the same terras oekuqt pis as
appear at 1:3* At 2*9 the Greek has, xai xaTopGojcrett; m v m ç  ô^ovaç 
aYo-douç , ’and you will set straight all good tracks'* Again a'»ira'»a 
has been translated by a verb, this time in the second person, agreeing 
with 't'*2n / cruvTicretq in v. 9a* At 23*16 the Hebrew reads, 'when your 
lips speak what is right'. This verse has been extensively paraphrased 
in the Greek, but it is obvious that has been reproduced by
èav 6p6a ixTiv , 'if they be straight'* In this case D»im?D has been 
taken as a participle* From the foregoing certain observations can be 
made* Firstly, the translator of Proverbs never renders d’hd’d in the 
sense of 'equity' or 'uprightness* and it is clear that he was not aware 
of this meaning* Secondly, 1*3, 2*9 and 23*16 suggest that his basic 
approach to this word was to use a verb or a participle to convey its 
meaning* The translator has probably always taken this word as a 
participle from un** like o’»ioj**Qn at 9*15, even though the Hebrew grammar 
at 1*3 and 2*9 cannot support such a view. The overall treatment of 
D’lffl’Q in Proverbs militates against suggested emendations of the Hebrew 
at 3*1 on the basis of the Greek, such as reading30"'oV (Lagarde p* 5)*

The Syriac and Targum texts of w .  1 and 2 follow the Hebrew closely. 
The expression of % in v. 2b ty the idiom
i.e. Ethpael with following preposition, is the normal way of expressing 
the verb 'to understand* in Syriac. The Aramaic idiom is similar. In 
this case, however, the preposition *3' is not found in the editions of 
the Targum, but appears in Ms. 1106 (Levy, Vol. I, p. 93; Pinkuss, ZA¥ 
p. 120). It can also be observed that niii '»3DK , 'words of insight', 
is reproduced exactly in the Targum editions by xnilTi ■»3dk  ̂whereas 
Ms. 1106 has xVoioi ■>*7'»D3, which is identical to the Peshitta text.
The Targum editions, therefore, represent a closer approximation to MT 
than does 1106. This, with many subsequent observations, will contribute

I
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to the conclusion that the Targum text of Proverbs is later than, and

4

heavily dependent on, the Syriao version.
For VDon loio (v. 3) the Syriao reads, \  \ l \ i

On this basis BHS suggests that the Hebrew text should be emended to 
read VDom lOlD , i.e. inserting an 'and* connection between the two 
Hebrew words. Similarly Ehrlich (p. 8) wishes to read VDol 3010. 
j^ainst this view it has been suggested that the Peshitta reading is 
either incorrect or arbitrajyy (Baumgartner p. 30; Pinkuss, ZAW p. 120).
In addition it may be observed that the Syriao translator has an 'and* 
connection before P3S . These two additional 'and* particles result 
in a string of five attributes irtiich are to be sought after, namely, 
'instruction and reverence and righteousness and justice and equity.'
This would appear to be a smoothing out of the more halting syntax of MT, 
and can be identified as a characteristic of the Syriao version in 
Proverbs 1—9 (See Introduction p. ixxix).

The translation of Vomn by I A&jûLl , 'fear, reverence', is 
puzzling. The translator could scarcely have been unfamiliar with the 
root Vac which occurs frequently in Proverbs. At 21*16, in the phrase 
Venn 333D, an exact equivalent | /V\3 Lm .'̂o I

is given. It has already been noted, however, that the immediately 
preceding phrase nj’3 ’3DK was found in the Syriac as IXûQuÛQ"! l\ Xl ~1 
It is possible that the translator wished to avoid repeating the word 

and varied his choice of term accordingly. It must be 
admitted that this is not an entirely satisfactory suggestion as a 
repetitious style does manifest itself elsewhere (of. 5*16,19,20).
These considerations should nevertheless be sufficient to indicate 
that the Peshitta readings at 1*3 are unlikely to have stemmed from 
a Hebrew text different from that of MT*
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The Hebrew text of v. 4 begins with an infinitive, one of the 
series which has preceded it and which, in all probability, is resumed 
in V. 6. These sentences are set side by side in apposition. The 
Greek translator imposes a more definite shape on this rather amorphous 
structure. He takes v. 4 as the apex of the preceding clauses and so 
makes it a final clause, introduced by tva ♦ Placing stress on this 
verse, he reintroduces Solomon as the subject of the verb, thus, tva 
àxaxotç mvoupYiav , 'that he (Solomon) might give cunning to the 
guileless'. The appearance of a personal subject after several 
intervening clauses reads rather oddly. If Solomon is to be the subject 
of nnV, it could be argued that he ought to be the subject of the 
preceding infinitives, but this would make poor sense. Attestation of 
this difficulty may be found in the Vulgate which has almost certainly
been influenced by the Greek syntax at this point. Following v. 3,
introduced by jet, v. 4 has the form of a final clause introduced by ut.
The problem of a subject is neatly avoided, however, by putting the verb 
into passive form, i.e. ut detur. 'that there might be given ...'. That 
V. 4 should be understood in this way is entirely a matter of interpre
tation! (For a similar example see Proverbs 7*5)#

In V. 4b ig translated by two words in the Greek, mtSt ôe veĉ  •
Jaeger (p. 13) suggested that was a noun and a second translation of 

393. While this is possible, one wonders why a simple word like 393 
should have been preserved as a doublet. Fritsoh (JBL p* I70) places 
the expression in the category of 'a doubtful doublet'. Baumgartner (p.
30) followed Heidenheim (DVBTFK, Vol.U, p. 402 ) in suggesting that the- 
two words were there for the purpose of providing parallelism with 
àxaxotç (v. 4a). This coincides with a problem which some interpreters 
of the Hebrew text have encountered in dealing with the singular 393

I
. Irtirft-jucTioKl A  XXIV.
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against the plural D'*Kri9 (McKane p* 265). If the Greek translator was 
aware of this problem and added vecj> as a remedy, it would have to he 
said that his method was rather obscure and ineffective# The plural of 
either miç or vecc would have provided a more adequate solution# It 
seems more likely that ve(ÿ is an adjective rather than a noun# This 
was the interpretation of Origen who, according to Rufinus, gave an 
abbreviated quotation of this verse as 'ut det puero luniori sensum et 
oogitationem#' - 'that he might give to the young man understanding and 
perception' (Patrologia Graeoa, Vol. 13, P* 74 )• If this is the
case, no more significance should be read into the Greek than into the 
similar tendency in English translation to supply the adjective 'young' 
when rendering 393.

The Syriac and Targum texts are almost identical in v# 4# The 
Targum follows the Peshitta in reading a plural where NT reads 393*7 
It has been suggested on this basis that NT should be emended to read 

D’*393*7 (Baumgartner p. 30; BHS* similarly Winton Thomas, VTS III, 1955, 
p. 280, who suggests o»393V may have been abbreviated to *'393*7 ).
It is more likely, however, that the Syriao and Targum texts have a 
plural to produce parallelism with D’Hne*7 in v# 4& (Pinkuss, ZA¥ p. 120)# 
This is supported by the observation in v. 3 that the Syriao translator 
smoothed out the grammatical difficulties that he encountered there*

The Greek version has a more flowing and connected syntax in 
w .  5 -6 than is apparent in the Hebrew. The opening phrase of v. 5 

'TOüvôe Yap àxovoaç , 'for hearing these things' provides an immediate 
connecting with what precedes* 'These things' refers to the list of 
qualities, such as 'wisdom' and 'discipline', found in w .  2,3 and 4#
This participial clause also has the character of a clause of reason 
for the statements which follow, including that of v. 6, i.e. 'for
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hearing these things a wise man will he wiser ... he will understand a 
parable and a dark saying* • It seems inappropriate to read vorjoat 
(aorist infinitive^ equal to T’inV) instead of voTKret as proposed by 
Kuhn (BWMT p. 85). This reading takes little account of the Greek 
syntax at this point. Although voriaut appears in the texts of MSS IO6 

and 297, it is clearly a harmonization to MT.
o-oçoç crocpcüTEpoç Icrxat , * a wise man will be wiser*. This is a
skilful and literary rendering of lit. * a wise man will
increase learning*• Gerleman (LIJA p. I3) notes it as an example of
assonance, utilising the repetition of roots and words. One might
compare the English translation, *a wise man ••• appropriates more
wisdom* (McKane p. 21l). Notwithstanding this observation, the Greek 
conceals a difficulty which the translator had with the word npV, 
•learning* or 'instruction*. The word occurs in five other places which 
may be considered in the following order*- 4 *2; 9*9; 16:21; 16*23; 7*21. 
4*2 DOV ’nui ntj npV ■»d , 6œpov yo-p .̂yaôov Ôoopoupat ôptv
'for a good gift I give you'. This is the same method of translation 
as at 1*5 , utilising assonance, but again it conceals the problem of 
assigning an exact meaning to npV.
9^9 npV p*»33‘7 STin , yvwpt^e ôtxatcjp xat xpocrdTKret tou 0execr0at
'make known to a righteous man and he will continue to receive*. In 
this literal translation npV has been understood as an infinitive rather 
than a noun. This probably indicates the translator's starting point 
for his more stylish renderings.
16*21 np"7 □'»nsm pnm % ot 6e yXuxetc Iv Xoyĉ  xXetova &xoucrovTat
'those who are pleasant in speech will hear more'. Again a verb has 
been used to convey the meaning of np*?. in this instance the notion of 
receiving has been given the specific application of receiving speech, 
to accord better with the context.
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1 6 : 2 3  np*? T»nDD—*?9l * 6e x& L^G K rt v tpopeonst ix tYvcD fjioatvnv

*on his lips ho will hear prudence*. The word IxtYVûûfjiocruvTiv is 
apparently an hapax legomenon, not only in the Septuagint, hut also in 
anoient Greek literature. It is found à few times in Patristic writers, 
hut probably has its origin in this passage. It is given the meaning 
•prudence* (LS p. 627). It seems to be a term which the translator 
has coined to produce a suitable attribute for the lips of the * wise 
man* (v. 23a).
7:21  nnp*? m a m on* dxexXavt)crev Ôe aÔTov xoXX^ ÔijuXkj.

•she led him astray with much persuasion*. This is the one instance of 
an exact translation of np"7 , The meaning 'persuasiveness* is rather 
unusual for this word, being found only here, and possibly, at 16:21 
(BDB p. 544). In the light of the other examples noted above, it is very 
likely that the translator has chanced on the correct meaning here by a 
good guess, based on the strong parallelism of the verse (see Note at 
7:21).

This consideration of np*7 produces the interesting result that
the Greek translator of Proverbs never actually renders it by 'instruction*
or 'learning*. Being familiar with the verbal root, he sometimes
translated np*? on that basis (9*9| l6:2l), or he glossed over the
difficulty by the use of a stylish phrase (l*5; 4:2). In its precise
meaning, therefore, np*7 may be classed with as one of the words

%which was unfamiliar to the translator.
In xupepvTxrtv xvncreTat , 'will receive guidance* , the Greek offers 
a good translation of inVnnn, The meanings of both the Hebrew and 
Greek terms are rooted in the notion of steering ships, but oome to 
have a more general application to the affairs of life (BDB p. 287;
.LS p. 1004). Barucq's translation (p. 48) of the Greek seems too 
forceful, '1'homme prudent acquiert le gouvernement,' - 'the prudent man
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acquires ruld. Although the Greek word xupepvticrtç can refer specifically 
to the exercise of political office, this hardly seems appropriate at 1*5 
where the context indicates the acquisition of skill in understanding 
dark sayings and the words of the wise, etc.

For the translation of T see the grammatical note at the 
beginning of the comment on v. 5* The verse reads, 'he will understand 
a parable and a dark saying (oxoTetvov Xoyov ), the words of the wise 
and riddles'. The suffix of DnT»m has not been noted in the majority 
of Greek MSS, but is restored in MS23. The translation of nx'»‘7Q is of 
some interest as the meaning of the word has not yet been fully elucidated 
(MoKane p. 267; KB3, p. 558)* The translator treats it as a synonym of 
m ’*n, 'riddle'. One may compare Sabakkuk 2*6, where it is represented 
by xpopXTTpo, , 'a riddle' (LS p. 1471» IV.5). It is significant that 
xpô Xmio, is the word most frequently used to translate m ’n (eleven times, 
according to Santos p. 62).

The Syriac text of 5» reads, *a wise man will hear and will add to 
his wisdom' (CTI tS . Y\ Ajjl. , Ambrosianus; Walton and Lee. The Urmiah 
text reads I (KjUHik » corresponding exactly in form to MT np*? ),
Pinkuss (ZAW p. 120) notes that, apart from here, the Syriac translator 
uses 1 to translate np"7 (4*2; 9*9; 16:21; 16:23). An
exception to this pattern can also be found at 7*21, and the note there 
should be consulted. The fact that the translator uses the word 'wisdom' 
here, strongly suggests that he has been influenced by the Greek reading 
croçoç o'oqxorepoç Icrxat , since this is the only place where both 
versions have this particular rendering.

The Targum follows MT, translating np*? by KPic « This is similar 
to 9*9» where it uses KViaD ♦ Elsewhere, like the Syriac, it uses

or The reading at 7*21 is again exceptional and the

T k u s  also D l  LaUcJw; t w i t  ( ^ K s .  *1a i ^
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note there should be consulted*
In 5b nT7inn is translated by I i \ n

0meaning 'guidance*, 'direction*, from the root "LZl'l , 'to lead'.
The Syriac translator exhibits an interesting approach to this word in
that he distinguishes between the ethically good and bad senses which
he considers it to have. At 11:14 where nT7ann ig given a morally
good sense, he similarly uses Ijl]l3"1jQ  . This may be contrasted
with 12*5 where MT reads, 'the counsels ( nT7ann) of the wicked are
treacherous'. The Syriao has, 'the behaviour ( ^O(7V3l3 0  01
Thes. Syr. IO4O, mores) of the wicked is deceit.' The root
readily conveys the idea of something that is twisted or perverted
(of. Prov. 2*14). A further example is provided at 24*6, where the
Hebrew reads, 'for by wise guidance you can wage your war', while the
Syriac reads, 'by provocation ( 1 Thes. Syr. 774) war is
made*. The Syriac has the same text at 20*18 where the Hebrew Text is
similar though not identical to that at 24*6. The translator has
evidently viewed the inauguration of war as a moral evil and his
translation of m*7ann is coloured by this interpretation. By
differentiating between the usages of as outlined above, the
translator avoids using j /Xq A " U " 1Q. any way that might seem

0

contradictory to the thought of 1*5*
The Targum almost always employs K m n n o  to translate 

and makes no attempt to differentiate between the usages of the 
Hebrew word, as can be detected in the Peshitta.

The Syriac binds w .  5 acd 6 together more closely than is 
apparent in the Hebrew by XTTO , 'that he may know*.
The use of the third person singular referring back to the ocn
of V. 5 Ic reminiscent of the Greek voiTcret tg « The use of a final
clause, however, does bring the Syriao somewhat closer to the Hebrew
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Infinitive I’in'? than is the case in the Greek. The Targum has the 
simple infinitive of MT.

The phrase rci’'7Dl *7DD is expressed as a plural in the Peshitta 
as indicated by the diacritical points j / X i X s Q  1 \ t \ T )

•proverbs and allegories*. This is to create more exact parallelism with 
the plural form in the second half of the verse. The words |\
and I are synonyms, and indicate that rci*»‘7D has been equated
with *700 •

The Targum appears to have the same reading as the Peshitta.

The Greek of this verse contains a doublet. Jaeger (p. 13) noted 
that the first two lines of the doublet are a quotation from Ps. 111*10 
(LXX 110*10). The text reads*— 
àpxTi cocpLaq (po^oç 0eou 

cjQveo*ic 6e ly a G il x o c i T o t c  xoto\?crtv a^Tnv.

This may be translated, *the beginning of wisdom is the fear of God, 
and there is good understanding to all who practise it*. While 
Torozyner (ZDMG p. 100) has observed that 7a is also similar to 
Proverbs 9*10, this has no exegetioal import, since the quotation is 
clearly taken from the Psalm text and not from Proverbs 9* The view 
could be taken that the quotation was included here because of the
similarity of Proverbs l*7a and Psalm lllxlOa, with the second line
serving no useful purpose apart from completing the quotation.
Baumgartner (p. 30) goes so far as to describe the second line as
•incomprehensible*. However, supplementing one text with a practically 
identical second text serves no illustrative purpose. The main point 
of the quotation, therefore, must lie in its second line. If one 
compares this line, 'there is good understanding to all who practise 
it (i.e. wisdom)', with 7b of MT, 'fools despise wisdom and instruction*,

j ±1
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it will he seen that, together, they form a tolerably good example of 
antithetic parallelism. The two extra lines of the Greek may be viewed 
not so much as part of a doublet, but rather as an illustrative quotation 
registering a concise exegetical comment on the Hebrew text of 1:7 (see 
Introduction p. xviiff.)*

Perhaps the most curious argument presented in connection with 
the appearance here of the Psalm text is that of Bickell (WZKI-l p. 86).
He expresses the view that the Greek represents an original Hebrew text 
of the book of Proverbs. The Hebrew psalmist and the Greek translator 
of the Psalms both borrowed independently from the 'original* Hebrew 
and Greek texts of Proverbs. Subsequently, the now missing Hebrew text 
of Proverbs fell out through homoioteleuton. This strained and highly 
improbable argument is aimed at defending the Greek text as representing 
a more original and better Hebrew text than that of MT.

Lines 3 and 4 of the Greek text are a translation of the Hebrew
of 1:7' Pritsch (JBL p. I71) argues that these lines are Heiaplaric in
origin* This is an assumption which is not necessarily implied by the
use of the obelus sign in the Syro-Hexaplar (see Introduction p. iiiff,).
The translation of 'fools' by acrepeiq , 'the ungodly*, exemplifies
the religious tendency of the translator (Gerlemann, LUA p. 39) and occurs 
several times in Proverbs 1-9 (of. 1:22,32; 3:35; 9:?)* The variant 
reading of the A text, atcrô'ncrecoç , 'excellence of perception*,
instead of &p%"n atcrSTTcreooc , could be a simple copying error. It could 
also represent a particular interpretation of &pXB / in the qualitative
sense of 'the chief* or 'highest', which is possible in both Hebrew and 
Greek, as against the temporal sense of 'the beginning*.

The Peshitta inverts the word order of 7a reading, 'the beginning
of wisdom is the fear of the Lord*• This is a harmonisation to Psalm 
111:10a or possibly Proverbs 9*10a (Pinkuss, ZAW p. 120). In addition
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Pinkuss reiterates the observation of Nestle that the reading ~ 
like the Greek reflects a Hebrew text which read instead
ofo*y»1X* It has already been observed that the reading Acepeic 
does not indicate a textual variant in the Hebrew, but is rather a 
manifestation of a particular style of translation. The similar reading 
in the Peshitta, therefore, is almost certainly due to Greek influence. 
This is supported by the observation that the Syriac has a similar, 
though less extensive, harmonisation of the text of l a  to that of Psalm 
lilt10. It seems likely that both facets of the Peshitta text noted 
above stem primarily from familiarity with and use of the Greek version 
of Proverbs. At first sight the Syriac looks like a direct translation 
of MT. Divergences only become apparent under close scrutiny. It 
must be inferred that the translator basically followed the Hebrew text, 
but modified his presentation of it in the light of his knowledge of the 
Greek version.

The Tar gum text is similar to the Peshitta. The main difference 
occurs in 7b where the Tar gum translates d*V*1K literally by »Vao 
•fools*. Apart from this, the two texts are essentially the same.
This leads to the interesting observation that the Targum text of 
m n ’l xnVriT is either an independent harmonisation to Psalm
111:10 or Proverbs 9*10, or it is dependent upon the Greek or Syriac 
versions. The Targum shows no tendency in Chs. 1—9 to harmonise 
parallel texts. Except in cases where the Syriac and Targum texts are 
the same, it shows no sign of dependence on the Greek. The most 
obvious solution is that the Targumiat is dependent on the Syriac, 
which he utilises in conjunction with MT. In the case of l*7a the 
Targumist has not noticed the difference between the text that he copied 
• and the Hebrew text, due to their similarity. This unintentional slip 
gives an insight into his basic method. The differences between the
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Targum and Syriac texts, e.g. *V30 as against I \ ûA. , indicate the
Targum to he a later text brought into closer agreement with MT.
V. 8

In this verse interest is centred on the translations of TO ID 
and m i n  • In 8a the B text reads, *hear, my son, the instruction 
( TcaiÔeiav ) of your father*, while K, A, C and minuscules read, *the 
laws ( vo|iouc ) of your father. In 8b all texts read, * and do not thrust 
aside the ordinances ( Oeajjioüç ,nTin ) of your mother*. L agar de (p. 6), 
accepting vc^oüî as the older reading, suggested that To ID was read as 
»0'1D3, *laws*. Baumgartner (p. 3l), considered this possible but 
improbable and Toy (p# 18) rejected it entirely. The word occurs in 
Aramaic and Mishnaio Hebrew but is not found in Biblical Hebrew. A 
different approach to the Greek reading is to consider firstlyGeopouc 
of 8b. Clearly in unpointed script DTI h could be understood either as 
singular or plural. But that a word like Torah should be taken as 
plural is noteworthy in itself. Gerleman (OS, p. 22; LUA p. 45) has 
noted of the Greek translation of Proverbs that Torah is throughout 
translated in a non-technical way, e.g. Ôeopoc ,XoYoc,voptpa, vopoOeopoc ,

• For a plural rendering, compare 3*1; 6*20; 7*2. The reading 
at 6*20 is of particular interest here (Toy p. 18), since the Hebrew 
text of 6*20b is identical to l*8b. This is true also of the Greek, 
but, in this case, the similarity goes even further in that 6*20a reads 
Y l e , (puXooTTiE vopouç (nî XD ) m^poc crou , *son, keep the laws of your 
father*. In the light of this comparison, it is possible that the 
reading vopouç at 1(8 may not be simply a parallel for ÔeapoDc 9 but it 
may also represent an equalising of the texts of 1*8 and 6*20. From a 
text critical point of view, a definite answer as to what is the better 
reading at 1:8a cannot readily be given. If harmonisation has taken 
place, it cannot be assumed that vopouc is the older reading. On the 
other hand xatÔetoymay be no more than a correction to a text which had
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already had the uniform reading vopovç for a long period.
The Peshitta translates both *101 D and mill by | m  n YT\

*law*. For *101D we would have expected to find | /XoITljÛL
as at 1*2 and 1*3. It is likely therefore that the translator was 
aware of the Greek reading v o ^ o o ç . However, the absence of the 
diacritical points indicates I m n  >T\ to be singular, and this is 
supported by the minor variant (7L02 QLZIX (lee and Walton) in 8b, 
which suggests that the singular was read throughout. Although the 
Greek has been followed in 8a, it has been changed to the singular to 
agree with the overall format of MT. Coalescence of the Greek and 
Hebrew in this way can be observed elsewhere (see Introduction p. ixxvii). 
A further characteristic of the translator can be seen in the repetition 
of the word \  CYi Û M  \ in 8b, instead of the use of a synonym 
(see Introduction p. xxxix).

The Targum texts of Lagarde and Miqraoth Gedoloth follow MT in 
reading XniTTD for TOlO . MS 1106 follows the Peshitta at this point 
by reading XOID*3 . In 8b there is a minor difference in construction 
in relation to the verb xyo . Lagarde*s text is identical to the 
Peshitta, *do not forget the law ( X01D*3 KpBh) of your mother*.
Miqraoth Gedoloth uses I b following xyo * and do not wander from the 
law(xoiD»3 0 *pDn) of your mother*. This makes it unmistakeably the 
same as MT »D3 , *leavd or*forsake*. These small differences in the 
Targum texts reveal various gradations of assimilation to MT, the 
starting point being the text as found in the Peshitta.
iL-2

The use of xuptc in the plural in the phrase cnrecpavov 6e xpp&tcov 
is idiomatic and means 'graceful crown*. It may be compared with the 
adverbial expression pem %a,piTO)v 'gracefully* (LS p. I978.I). The 
same idiom Is found at 5*19 in todXoç ... xapiTwv 'a graceful filly*.
I

t îS. lU j  iola, laai r iiiwlwly in ««. lola rn.d
oioQO-tag 3
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As a whole, 9a of the Hebrew, *jwxn> an |n n*lV *3 , «for
they are a fair garland for your head*, is reproduced in the Greek as
cptecpavov Yup x&pi^wv ôê ij (A, ) cnj xopucp*̂  'for you will receive
a graceful crown for your head*. The introduction of a verb ÔeÇip
(or ÎTji ) is for the most part due to translational necessity. The 
Hebrew preposition an serves adequately to express the sense * they are*, 
but this idiom is no more possible in Greek than it is in English. The 
simplest solution would have been to use the verb * to be*. The use of 
the expression *you will receive* or *you will have* introduces the 
notion of future reward. In conjunction with the symbol of the crown, 
familiar in the New Testament as an image of heavenly reward (e.g. I Cor. 
9*25; Rev. 2*10), the passage could lend itself to a possible 
esohatological interpretation. The notion of reigning in heaven is 
found in Wisdom of Solomon 6*21, 2va etc Tov atoova (kxciXeumrre,
*that you may reign forever* (see note on K, B, A texts at Proverbs 9*6). 
The closest parallels to the imagery here, however, are probably to be 
found in Ecolesiasticus (1*11; 1*18; 6*31; 15*6). For example 1*11-13
reads, *the fear of the Lord is glory and exultation and gladness and a
crown of rejoicing ( orecpavoc iYOkXXioqiaToc) The fear of the Lord 
delighteth the heart and giveth gladness and joy and length of days.
Whoso feareth the Lord it shall go well with him at the last ( fex*
&c%aTwv), and in the day of his death he shall be blessed* (text in 
Charles, Vol. I p. 319). It is noted of Ix* taxaxwv that *the 
reference is to the end of life in this world*. It can also be seen 
that the crown of rejoicing is being equated with * length of days* and 
the blessing of a good memorial in death. This is very much in line / 
with the general Old Testament view of these matters. On this analogy 
.it may be said of Proverbs 1*9 that the future reference introduced by 
the Greek translator is to be related to the rewards of earthly life.
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At a later period the text could readily he interpreted eschatologically, 
since the idea of future reward dependent upon present action had been 
introduced.

The uncommon word 0 ̂ p 3 y/ necklace' (v. 9b), found otherwise only 
at Judges 8:26 and Song of Solomon 4*9, is translated here as xXotov xpocreoî  

'golden collar*. While worth or value might naturally be 
attributed to a decorative pendant, the precise identification with 
gold may represent a particular understanding of the word which was 
known to the translator. At Judges 8:26bip3y describes chains or 
collars which decorated the necks of camels. The A text reads,
TCÜV XXoiWV TWV XpDOWW Iv TOU^ TpaxnXoi( TWV XOpnXwV aOTCüV,

'the golden collars on the necks of their camels*. Again it can be 
observed that there is no adjective 'golden* in the Hebrew. The
coincidence of these two interpretations of hl/o*p3y could indicate 
that the term was understood in some circles to mean precisely a neck
ornament made of gold. The Judges rendering weakens the view of
Winton Thomas (VT, Vol. XV I965, p. 2?l) that the translator read an?
or some other word for gold, after Q»p3y,

The Peshitta has a short text in v, 9a, which reads, 1 J^QLa Li.
for they will be beauty for your head*.

The single word 1 A cLx La- represents Jn n’lV 'a fair garland'. 
Pinkuss (ZAW p. 12l) expressed the view that the translator did not 
understand and consequently omitted it. Only fn is translated
by 1 ^CLaLu and the same translation of in can be found at Proverbs 
31*30. Against this view, it may be noted that, of the thirteen 
occurrences of 1% in Proverbs, only once is it unmistakably translated 
by I , i.e. Ch. 31*30, where it is clearly used as a
synonym of * beauty*. Otherwise |n is translated by Ls ll u O'!
or I or a cognate from the root . At Proverbs
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isuj.oîl l A o u L .#
must be taken as a

rendering of Jl*1> . Since it can be shown, therefore that in — Ji»lV
are translated in different places by the same Syriac word, all that
can be said at 1*9 is that the whole phrase jfl h»1>is rendered 
economically by the one word 'beauty*. The reading at 4*9 certainly 
demonstrates that the translator did not know the meaning of h’lV.
He supplied its meaning from its close association with in, the meaning 
of which he did know.

The Targum text of v. reads, 'for they are beauty and grace
(xTOtn ) for your head'. As Pinkuss has observed, the
Targumist's understanding of is dependent on the Syriac
as also at 4*9* At 1*9, unlike the Peshitta, the Targum represents 
by S*Ton and in this way approximates more closely to MT. The 
connecting particle, 'and*, in the expression 'beauty and grace* is 
nevertheless unexpected (of KTOMT at 4*9). The reading * and* may be 
no more than a transcriptional error (cf. MS 1106 which in fact reads 
KY0nT,reproducing the Hebrew construct exactly). On the other hand the 
* and* connection may have appeared the most appropriate way to link 
two terms which the Targumist mistakenly believed to be synonyms.

The Syriac and Targum texts of v. 9b have identical readings, 'and 
a necklace ( YlCTl O , X3*3D#I1 ) for your neck*. This is unusual
in itself considering the rarity of the word pay, and the fact that the 
two versions use different terms to translate it at Judges 8*26 and Song 
of Solomon 4*9* \ yiOTl / X 3* 3 on may be a Greek loan word
from the terra iiavtaxTi<; (Thes.Syr. 1021; Levy, Vol. I, p.202). The
primary meaning of iiavtaxTiç is that of a golden necklace which was worn 
by Persians or Gauls (L.S. 1079), but the loan word appears to be used 
only with the general sense of 'necklace* in Syriac and Aramaic.
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In the Hebrew text of w .  IO-I5 the grammatical structure may 
be reduced to two conditional clauses with their respective apedoses.
The first of these pairs is short and self-contained, being found in

I
V* 16. In the second of the pairs the *if* clause is more protracted, 
beginning at v. 11, continuing in vv. 12, I3 and I4 , with the apodosis 
coming in v. 1$. Considering the Greek in the same broad way, it 
would be possible to make the same verse division, only regarding the 
syntax of v# 10 as being somewhat different from that of MT. This is 
the structure adopted in the edition of Holmes & Parsons, where a full 
stop is inserted after pouXrid'çiç. Verse 10 then reads as a self- 
contained statement, 'my son do not let ungodly men lead you astray, 
neither consent. Jaeger (p. I4) suggested that the translator had 
attributed the power of prohibition to OK, whereas Lagarde (p. 6) 
suggested that the Greek pn represented a Hebrew variant Vk instead 
of OX • This particular construction of the Greek, however, produces 
the somewhat stilted prohibition 'neither consent'. No indication is 
given of the nature of the prohibition, except that it may be connected 
rather loosely with the notion of going astray found in 10a.

This difficulty is removed if the grammar is viewed in a different 
way. In the editions of Swete and Rahlfs there is no full stop after 
pouX̂ Opc. Verse 10 is taken in conjunction with v. 11 and becomes 
part of the conditional structure operating from v. 11 onwards, 'my son, 
do not let ungodly men lead you astray, neither consent if they beseeoh 
you saying, etc.'* This is a more satisfactory way of reading the 
Greek, but again it raises the problem as to why the Greek translator 
should have construed the Hebrew text in this way. It is probable that 
the translator was attempting to deal with the long and somewhat 
protracted nature of the conditional clause beginning in v. 11. The
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reader of the Hebrew can easily loose track of the construction by the 
time he arrives at v. 15* The translator presented the *if* clause of 
V. 11 in a more immediate way by relating it directly to v. 10. This 
grammatical restructuring accords with the translator's approach to the 
Hebrew as observed in other passages (see Introduction p. xxivff.).

Looking at the details of the translation in w .  10 and 11 one may 
note the rendering of x;iw Vx . The Masoretic vocalization indicates 
that the root was understood as nax, 'consent'. The form is irregular 
in that one would not normally expect elision of initial X in a second 
person imperfect or jussive, although other instances can be found 
(C-& § 68 g,h). The ending of the verb in X instead of n is thought 
to be an Aramaism (G-K § 75 hh)* In these circumstances, with the root 
nax almost unrecognisable, it is not surprising that a Hebrew variant 
reading exists relating the form to the root XI a (Kennioott 494 Xian, 
and De Rossi 573, 596 x*an). It is noteworthy that the Greek in the 
main follows the root nax, in reading iinôe pouX-ndipc , 'neither consent*. 
Only in one minuscule (260) and in Clement of Alexandria (Patrologia 
Graeca Vol. 6,Col. 36^0does one find the reading priSe xopevOijc, ' and do 
not go'. Nevertheless these variant readings indicate that the 
ambiguity of Xan Vx is of a long-standing nature.

The opening phrase of v. 11 ITDX* OX, 'if they say', is found 
in the Greek as &a.v mpaxaXeoiocrt ere Xeyovtec, 'if they beseech you 
saying'. The presence of the object oe has given rise to the suggestion 
that a similar object should be added to the Hebrew (Lagarde p. 6 ; 
Baumgartner p. 31; BBK). Similarly Pinkuss (ZAH p. 121 ) suggested that 

might have been read by the Greek translator as a dittography from 
naV . It should be taken into account, however, that ITOX’ has been 
intensified to some extent by the Greek expression xapaxaXsowt ... 
XeYovTeç. It may be the case that the Greek object <r& is no more
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than a necessary corollary of the Greek verb 'beseech*.
A further difficulty is encountered in the translation of d*t> nnxJ, 
'let us lie in wait for blood*. The direct imperative in 

xotvwvTicrov aJ|j.aTo<;, ' share in blood' can be explained relatively simply 
as a parallel to the preceding imperative, 'come with us*. The basic 
problem is the meaning ' share in' attributed to the verb 3TX • Lagarde 
(p. 6) suggested that the Hebrew verb was read by the translator either 
as 'let us mix with', or mina, 'let us associate with* • The
first of these suggestions was followed by Hutz (BWAT p. 67) who 
explained the confusion of the various terms as arising from 
transliterated Hebrew in Greek script, i.e. veeppa/veEppa.

Before resorting to emendation or to an elaborate hypothesis of 
transliteration, as suggested by Wutz, to explain the Greek translation 
of m i x  3, it is useful to observe how anx has been dealt with in 
Proverbs generally. The verb is found again at 1*18; 7*12; 12*6;
23*28 and 24*15* Of these instances, only at 7*12 can an accurate 
translation of 3TX be found. The readings of the others may be 
noted as follows*—
1*18 13TX» OD*rV om,'these ... lie in wait for their own blood*.
Greek, a^Tot Yxxp o2 90V01) jiE'texovTEç, 'for those who share in murder*.
12*6 DT anx Q* yWT » laT, ' the words of the wicked lie in wait for blood.
Greek, Xoyot &CEpo)v ôoXtot, 'the words of the ungodly are treacherous*
23*28 3nxn inn a X»n 1X, 'she lies in wait like a robber*.
Greek, o&'ïïoç yap (ruv'tojicûç àxoXeimt, 'for such a one will perish quickly'^ 
24*15 p*TX m  3V ywT anxn VX, 'lie not in wait as a wicked man against 
the dwelling of the righteous*.
Greek, îT| xpoonycYipc Acep-n vôij) ôtxaiœv, 'do not bring ungodly men into 
the dwelling of the righteous*.

It can be observed from these examples that the meaning of aix
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has, for the most part, eluded the translator. It oan also he seen 
that the translation of 3TX at 1*18 is practically the same as at 1*11. 
The similarity of treatment at 1*11 and 1*18 is due to the context in 
which the verbs occur and their relatively close proximity. The actual 
meanings used stem primarily from the translator's inability to render n x  
accurately, and have been determined on the basis of the general context.

Of the remaining example of 3TX at 7*12, 3Txn nas >3 >xxi,
'at every corner she lies in wait' (Greek, mpa xoonv ycaviav Iveôpeuet, 
'beside every corner she lies in wait'), it may be noted that this 
represents a special case. It is either the one example of a correct 
guess regarding the meaning of 3*lX or it may be from the hand of a 
different translator. Notwithstanding 7*12, 3TX may be included with 
those words which were unfamiliar to the translator (see Introduction 
p. xxiff.).

The most pressing problem in v. lib is how ’p3V n3SX3,*let us ... 
ambush the innocent* has come to be translated as xpu\|foo|j.ev 6e etç ynv àvôpa 
ôtxatov àôtxtüc, 'let us hide the righteous man in the ground*.
Lagarde (p. 6) expressed the view that the translator was an Aramaic 
speaker and saw in the 'V* of ’p3V the sign of the accusative. This, 
accordingly, induced the paraphrase in its present form. A difficulty 
for this view is that the same Hebrew construction, i.e. ...V 
occurs in v. l8b, but there the '̂ ' is translated straightforwardly as 
a Hebrew preposition.

A simpler and more probable explanation of this difficulty would 
be that the translator did not know of an intransitive meaning for |bx 
in the sense 'to lurk' or 'lie hid'. This is not surprising since |DX 
only has this meaning at 1*11 and l*l8 in Proverbs, and is attested in 
only two other instances in the rest of the Old Testament. A 
contributary factor to the translator's inability to apprehend the
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meaning, 'lie hid*, in |DX was his ignorance of the meaning of 3TX, 
as noted above. In these circumstances he translated |BS at v. 11 
and V. l8 in its usual sense of * hide* or 'treasure up*, and forced the 
remainder of the text in each instance to fit this particular mould.
Thus, at V. 18 onwD3V 1391» , 'they set an ambush for their own 
lives' , appears in the Greek as Grpuuptî oucrt v laumç xaxa, ' they will
store up evils for themselves*. 'Evils* has been supplied as a necessary 
object for OiTCJtiupt̂ oucrtv (Toy p. 18). Similarly, at v. 11 dvôpa ôtxatov 
is the necessary object of xputcopev. The *>* of *p3V has been ignored.
The addition of etc Tnv in the Greek text makes explicit that the act 
of hiding is in fact burial. The verb xpvxTco was frequently used in 
this type of idiom (LS p. 1000, 1.2). The interpretation of
in the sense 'bury* may be further influenced by v. 12, where the robbers 
depict themselves as swallowing up their victims like Sheol.

In the Syriac translation of v. 10 the grammatical structure is 
the same as MT. Interest centres on the rendering of Xah >X.
There is confusion in the Syriac texts as to which root is being used
to translate X an • Codex Ambrosianus* reads OH ..A ^
The Urmiah text reads ÛÛlLSL]^ and the texts of Walton and Lee
read m  .4 A  ■A . The Ambrosianus reading, as it stands, looks like 
a simple imperfect of the root If that were the case it would
have to be rendered, 'do not reside or take refuge (with them)'.
The idea of taking refuge in a robber band would be unusual in itself 
and it would also be difficult to relate this meaning to the Hebrew text. 
The form found in the Urmiah text, r f f 2 Aï A  is derived, not from 
the root f i Q , but from the root (Thes. Syr. I5O5 ;
Nüldeke p. 114). The form A  A  foand in Walton and Lee is
.derived from the same root. The reading of these texts therefore 
appears to be, 'do not throw in your lot (with them)* (Thes. Syr. 3182).

Tl\as aUo I) I Ljtlla*^ Ws. la%^
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This meaning would not only correspond to that of MT xan, hut would
also he an anticipation of the figure used in v. 14a, 'throw in your
lot with us'. The same word is used again at 6*35 to translate îl3X 
where it obviously must take the general sense of 'consent' or 'agree 
with*.

The Targum text is practically identical to that of the Peshitta.
For Xan Lagarde*s text reads 0»son, and that of Miqraoth Gedoloth o»enn. 
These readings exhibit the same confusion of the roots oso and o»s.
The meanings of these roots as used in Aramaic appears to be somewhat 
different from their counterparts in Syriac. The root 090 means 
'join hands', * make a covenant' (Jastrow, p. 548), while 0*9 
apparently has the sense 'yield* (Jastrow p. II67).

In V. 11 the Peshitta follows the Hebrew fairly closely. Small
traces of Greek influence are possibly to be found in the addition of 
the object which compares with the Greek ere (Pinkuss, ZAW
p. 121), and the use of the term I /\\ \ which is closer in meaning 
to àôtxüic in the sense * unjust ' than to the Hebrew oan, * without cause'.

The Targum text is similar to the Peshitta. This is especially so 
with regard to the text of Codex IIO6, which has an object after
1TDX* corresponding to the of the Peshitta. The texts of
Lagarde and Miqraoth Gedoloth lack the term and thus agree more 
closely with MT. All the Targum texts give an exact equivalent of oan 
in IID, 'without cause*.
V. 12

It was observed in v. 11 that is found in the Greek as
àvôpa ôtxatov. The Hebrew, in fact, has a collective sense which
becomes evident in the following phrases, 'let us swallow them ... 
like those who go down ... '(v. 12). The Greek translator maintains 
his description of the t p y as an individual. Thus in v. 12 we find.
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'let us swallow him (aôxov ) ••• let us remove his ( auxou ) memorial*, 
and, in v. 13, his ( afixou ) precious possessions'. Although of a
minor nature, these changes are an indication that the translator is 
prepared to bypass the literal form of the Hebrew text to maintain a 
consistency of approach in his own translation.

In considering the Greek text of 12b, it should be borne in mind 
that it is part of a context which has already undergone considerable 
modification at the hands of the translator. The Hebrew reads, D*0*Dm 

Til *TT1 *3, 'and whole like those who go down to the pit.' The 
Greek, which bears no apparent relation to this reads, xat &pwpew 
a&xou xT)v pvTTfiTiv Ix ync, ' and let us remove remembrance of him from 
the earth*. Heidenheim (DVETFK Vol. II, p. 403) suggested that the 
Greek was based on a Hebrew text different from that of MT — Doni

nD1XD DHiy*7*. Toy (p.16), however, rejected this as improbable late 
Hebrew. A similar reconstruction was attempted by Hutz (BWAT p. 322),
T3TV 7>riD 0Dan3,'we will remove them from the world with respect to 
remembrance'.This is no more likely than Heidenheim's reconstruction* 
Graetz (MGWJ p. 148) and Oort ( TT p. 38l), who wished to find a verb 
in 12b as a parallel to ovV3 3, considered the Greek &pa)pev to be 
evidence of such a verb. Accordingly they emended D»D*ani to read 
0 a * n 31, but gave no further elaboration of this verb form. It is
doubtful, however, whether the Greek can be used in this way to emend one 
word in the Hebrew of MT when there is no correlation between any of the 
words in the Greek and Hebrew texts of 12b.

It was noted by Hitzig (p. 7) that the Greek of 12b was 
reminiscent of a line from Psalm 34*17 (bXX 33*17), toi) lî oXeOpeucnx*
Ix rnc to PVTVOCTDVOV cùxwv, '^o dostroy remembrance of them from the 
earth*. Similar lines can also be found as Psalm 109*15 (bXX 108*15),
xat ICoXe0-p€V0etiri Ix ync to pvnpoovvov alxwv, 'and may remembrance
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of them he destroyed from the earth (land), and Job 18*17,
xo fiVTTpocruvcv alxou àxoXoixo Ix ync» 'may remembrance of him perish
from the earth (lemd)'. The same idiom oan be found in the Greek at
Exodus 17*14, Deuteronomy 32*26, and Psalm 9*7* The question still
requires to be answered, however, as to why this particular expression
appears in the Greek as a representation of an apparently unrelated
Hebrew text. Mezzacasa (p. II4) has suggested that a thematic
connection between the Hebrew and Greek texts can be found in Psalm
88 (LXX 87), where the Psalmist says, '(v.5) I am reckoned among those
who go down to the Pit (t11 * m *  oy ) ... (v. 6) like those whom thou
dost remember no more ( &v olx IpvTTodTic It* ), for they are cut off
from thy hand'. It seems likely that the translator of Proverbs
considered that his 'quotation* of a familiar scriptural phrase ,
regarding the cutting off of remembrance from the earthy adequately

Iconveyed the sense of the Hebrew. A further inducement to using this 
turn of phrase rather than producing a literal translation was the fact 
that it related so effectively to the Greek idiom of v. 11., 'let us 
bury the righteous man in the ground ( eC< ynv ) ••• let us remove 
remembrance of him from the earth ( |x ync ) • T)ie observation of 
Perowne (p. 44) that 12b is 'paraphrase not translation* is well- 
founded.

The Peshitta in w  12 and 13 basically follows the Hebrew but has 
elements that relate to readings in the Septuagint. The text of 12a 
reads, 'and let us swallow him ( Q ) as Sheol swallows
the living*. As with the Greek, the Peshitta has a singular suffix 
where the Hebrew has a plural. As noted previously, the object of this 
is to avoid any apparent contradiction between the term 'innocent*, 
regarded in the Greek and Peshitta as singular, and the following 
suffixes which relate back to it. That the Syriac translator is making

 ̂p. XV lU
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use of the Greek at this point, rather than adopting a similar line 
of translation by coincidence, is demonstrated in v. 13 where both the 
Greek and Syriac texts have a singular possessive suffix or pronoun 
( xxTTcrtv alxou / O I t A  oXx ), but where the Hebrew has no suffix 
of any kind.

(ZAW p. 121)
Pinkuss/translated 12a somewhat differently from the rendering 

given above. He took the view that I ^ u \  is a predicative 
adjective so that the line ought to be translated, 'let us swallow him 
alive as Sheol'. He suggested that I Tt'i\ is similar to and influenced 
by the Greek adjective This is certainly a possibility
considering that other traces of Greek influence can be detected in 
w .  12 and 13 of the Syriac.

Perhaps all that oan be said on this point is that the Syriac of 
12a is capable of being translated in different ways (thus Lagarde p. 6 
views I .1 as a noun and not an adjective) and that I . aa\
could perhaps be a further example of Greek influence in the Peshitta 
in these verses.

In 12b the term 0* D» Dh can be taken as a description of Sheol's 
victims, indicating that they are swallowed whole or in one piece. The 
Syriac translator, however, takes Q»D*DJl as an ethical term and 
translates, 'and (let us swallow) the pure ( yDTÛjÛ l\"^0 ) as 
those who go down to the pit*. The expression T T D  Y L  \

as Hitzig observed (p. 7), is singular. It refers back to
and agrees with the suffix on —\01 #

The Targum has practically a word-for-word correspondence with the 
text of the Peshitta, with small but significant differences. Where 
the Peshitta reads .-a. CTÎ QLaÎiX zIi O following the Greek, the 
Targum reads 11 3 » y >33 ,'let us swallow them', agreeing with MT.
Apart from the necessary changes to plural form, the following terms
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are exactly the same as in the Peshitta which means that O^û’DJil
is translated similarly in an ethical sense as DID 'those who
are without spot*. A linguistic point to note is that the prefixed *>*
in the expressions * * and DID X>7>1 presumably serves as the sign

of the accusative as it does in the parallel Syriac expressions. The
use of ’>* as the sign of the accusative is apparently possible in
Aramaic but is of rare occurrence (Dalman p. 226; Stevenson p. 2$).
It may be regarded in this context as a Syriacism. (Seo Introduction P*xxxiiiff•).

13
The ongoing address in the Greek in the form of exhortation, *let

us seize his precious substance ( xr\v XTTyriv al-tou ), let us fill our
houses with spoil* is a possible way of rendering the Hebrew, although
it is not commonly followed by modern translators.

The translator adds the possessive pronoun to the word ‘substance*
( pn / xTHcriv ) although there is no corresponding suffix in the Hebrew.
In keeping with the other Greek pronouns referring back to the innocent,
(*p3 / àvôpa Ôtxatov ) its form is singular.

Some added emphasis is injected into the Greek rendering in the
translation of XSD3 by xaTaTuxPoDfieôa. Although xamXopPavet v
oan meein * to find*, like the Hebrew verb XX a,this is not a sense
normally associated with the middle voice. In this form the verb
takes its common meaning of 'seize*, 'lay hold of*. In using this
strong verb the translator is giving added emphasis to the rapacious

Icharacter of the robbers.
A small point to note is the translator's omission of >3,

This is characteristic of this translator who freely omits or supplies 
the term 'every/all* in a random way, as will be further observed.

The Syriac translator is influenced by the Greek to the extent 
that he also continues the reference to the 'innocent* of v. 11 in

_X  p. _ XXA-

..J
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terms of an individual ‘all his wealth ( OT"T^ClXy ) and his magnificence 
we will find'. He follows MT in giving KXûhy its equivalent,and it 
would seem that he takes this as a simple imperfect* The translator 
gives his own peculiar rendering of *!)?’ î 1 n in that ip* is taken as if 
it were a noun in its own right, CTl/XrLjkl.O , with the singular 
suffix also being added for the reason given above* This gives a rather 
awkward turn of phrase to the Syriac since the basic meaning of TLUâI- 
is 'honour* or ‘glory* * Honour, unlike wealth, cannot be physically 
stolen. It is possible that the translator is using the word figuratively 
to describe the imagined magnificence of the spoils. An analogy is |
found at Daniel 10*5 in the phrase TJDtàln T A  , 'magnificent J*  I  Ivestments'. Alternatively, there are some instances where |a (
has been equated with 1 A n L E l i l  which does mean 'household goods' or
'hardwatre* (Thes. Syr.1625).If this were the case here it would certainly
accord well with the context, but it must be noted that the Thesaurus j
gives no examples of such a usage in any Syriac Biblical text. ;

The Targum has the same text as the Peshitta, only lacking the
Isuffixes in the phrase XTp*l XTfiiy >3, It can be seen that the Syriac I
ihas been followed in the rendering of Tp* |in in spite of the removal j
Iof the suffixes. This presents a similar problem of translation. The I
!text reads, 'we will find all wealth and honour*. Clearly this is not 

very appropriate as an utterance of robbers. The other meaning which jI
the word has is that of 'value' or 'price* (Jastrow p. 593). On this J
basis the translation would be, 'we will find all wealth and value*.
One could understand this as an attempt to convey the worth of valuable 
objects, in the way that Tp* in Biblical and Mishnaio Hebrew can mean 
'a precious object', although this usage is not commonly found in Aramaic.
A different suggestion made by Levy (Vol. I, p. 344) is that the word 
oan take the sense 'magnificence*. Basically the Targum is a reflection
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of the Syriac and the translation problem stems from this fact. It is 

curious that the translator, in correcting his borrowed text in the matter 

of the suffixes, should have retained this rather awkward phrase when the 
Hebrew is much better, with Tp» clearly adjectival. One may compare the 

text at 24*4, where the reading Tp’ p n  >3 is found again. The Syriac 

has the similar reading j T  TT.lo , and this is reflected in Codex 1106 

of the Targum, XTp» 1 . The editions of Lagarde and Miqraoth Gedoloth both 

read. XT*p», 'precious*. Here Lagarde and Miqraoth Gedoloth represent 

corrected texts where the divergence from MT has been observed. For some 
unknown reason the translator or corrector failed to notice the same 
divergence at 1*13. In other contexts both the Syriac and Targum texts 
render Tp* straightforwardly as an adjective, e.g. 3*15*
y* M

The Greek of 14a follows the Hebrew closely, but 14b of the Hebrew is 
translated twice in the Greek*— 
xotvov de ^XXavTLOv XTpciwpGÔa, TcavTec, 
xat papcrtxTttov Iv fiptv.
This may be rendered as, 'let us all possess a common purse and let us have 
one pouch'. The second line is more literal than the first, reproducing 
inx and n* n» exactly. The figure in the first line, of the common 
purse, recalls the exhortation of v, 11, xotVoovtktov aSpatoc, 'have a 
share in blood*. Jaeger (p. 15) considered that the second line of the 
Greek was later than the first and was the work of a reviser. Similarly j 
Fritsch (jBL p. 178), who goes further in suggesting that the second line 
of the doublet stems from the Hexapla . However, his theory that 'old 
Greek* and supposed Hexaplario accretions can be separated by use of the 
Syro-Hexaplar runs into obvious difficulty by his own admission that the 
critical signs are, in some instances, 'incorrect* (See Introduction p.iiiff0» | 
Thackeray (JTS XIII, 1912, p. 66), for various critical reasons, also |

J
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preferred the first line of the doublet. There is also some textual
support for this view of priority in that Codex Venetus, MS 23, lacks the 
second line. Whether the doublet should be viewed as the result of a 
process of revision, however, must be doubtful. Why should a relatively 
accurate translation be revised, yet a passage such as that in v. 12b be 
left unaltered? The development of doublets is perhaps a more complex 
and obscure process than a simple theory of revision would suggest (see 
Introduction p. viiff.).

The Syriac and Targum texts follow MT and are virtually identical. 
w .  15.16

There is no difficulty with the translation of v. 15 in the Greek, 
the only divergence being the vocalisation of Dh3*Jl3 0 which is singular 
in MT but plural in the Greek. However, it is also plural in some 
Hebrew MSS, and also in the Peshitta, Targum and Vulgate. The main 
difficulty in these verses is a textual one in that * 3 3 is omitted in 
some Greek MSS and, likewise, the whole of v. 16. * 3 3  is represented in

23, 252, 254, 295, 296, 297, and v. 16 is found in A, 68,
109, 157, 161, 248, 252, 254, 295, 296, 297. MS 23 has V. 16, and also 
the following addition*— 
xat mXatxtopta Iv Tate lôote alTwv xat lÔov etp^vpc olx lyvwoav, 
which is a quotation from (LXX) Psalm 13*3 or Romans 3*16,17, similar to, 
but not the same as, the Greek of Isaiah 59*7* It is cited here because, 
in its own context, it follows the phrase IÇetç o l xoôee alTwv &x%eat a2pa, 
'their feet are swift to shed blood', which is similar to Proverbs 1*16. 
Minuscules IO3 and 260 put v. I6 after v. 17* The main witnesses omitting 
V. 16 are therefore x and B #

Many scholars (e.g. Hitzig p. 8 ; Lagarde p. 7; Delitzsch p. 65; 
Frankenberg p. 22; Toy p. 20 j Mttller-Kautzsch p. 34? BHS) take the view 
that the Greek evidence substantiates that v* 16 was not originally 
part of the text of Proverbs,

J.. J
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hut was a later insertion as a quotation of Isaiah 59*7» Disagreeing 
with this view are Baumgartner (p. 33), Baruoq (p. 50) and Gemser (p. 20), 
who basically consider that the Hebrew of v. 16 fits logically into its 
place and to remove it would destroy the balance of the paragraph. This 
view does not, however, account for the omission of the verse in the 
various Greek MSS and, presumably, they take the view that this is purely 
an internal Greek textual problem. On the question of the Greek text, 
modern editors are also in disagreement. Swete, with Holmes and Parsons, 
omits the verse, noting it in the critical apparatus, whereas Rahlfs 
prints it and notes the omission of % , B in the apparatus.

Those MSS which have v* 16 present no difficulty in their 
translation. No attempt is made to harmonise the wording with that at
Isaiah 59*7* The addition which appears in MS 23, is in part a quotation
of Romans 3*16,17, also found at Psalm 13*3 (LXX).

The Syriac translation of v. 16 is characterised by the addition 
of LàJl# at the end of the verse, producing the phrase, 'to shed 
innocent blood*. As numerous commentators have noted, this has the 
effect of harmonising the Proverbs text to that of Isaiah 59*7* (The 
harmonisation of parallel texts is a characteristic observed in several 
places in the Peshitta text of Proverbs 1-9, see Introduction p.xxxix).

. An added incentive for the incorporation of the term I 
in V, 16 is that it effectively refers the verse back to 'the innocent man' 
( ) of V. 11, and so, with w .  12 and 13, continues the picture
of a plot which centres on the fate of one innocent individual. This view 

of the passage, as noted previously, is one which the Syriac translator 
has borrowed from the Greek, but in v. 16 he maintains this exegesis in 
his own particular way.
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v U J
The Greek text is strikingly different in this verse due to its

inclusion of a negative not found in the Hebrew. It reads, 'For not
without reason are nets stretched for birds'. Wildeboer (p. 4) notes
that the negative is perhaps a conjecture, but that it is also possible
that the translator read (similarly Currie-Martin, p. 31).
The existence of a variant reading at an early period seems unlikely.
Examination of l?b indicates that * 3 * y 3 is omitted in the Greek, but no
questions have been raised about the integrity of the Hebrew text at this
point. It may safely be taken that the translator deliberately altered
his Hebrew text in both 17b and 17a. (For other examples of the
introduction of a negative into the text, see 5*5 and 5*16, JMjD.) The
translator further puts 'net* and 'bird' into the plural, although this
is a simple variation to express the distributive force of the Hebrew >3,
(reflected/i^some Hebrew MSS which have *>y3 >3.) Concerning the omission
of * 3 *y 3 in 17b Baumgartner (p. 33) considers that the translator failed
to understand the force of the term and treated it as if it were
equivalent to the preposition ' V '. This mistranslation then necessitated
the change introduced in 17a. This is not en entirely correct explanation,
since in other contexts, when the translator wishes to treat * 3 * y 3 as a
preposition, he uses either Ivwxiov or xapa (e.g. 3*4 ? 3*7), or a
reflexive pronoun (e.g. 30*12) to express its suffix. It seems more
likely that his difficulty did not stem from lack of comprehension of
individual terms like * 3 * y 3 but rather with the rationale of the whole
verse (with the possible exception of mra,taken as 'stretch out')*
Driver (Biblica 32, 1951, P* 173) notes that the Greek may reflect thethat
root Tta as, * stretch*, but/the likelihood is just as great that the 
translator is guessing at the meaning from the context. Van der Weiden 
(p. 22) suggests that the translator may have read a pual participle of
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* stretch* or *set out*. Modern expositors of the Hebrew text still 
find the metaphor and its application rather puzzling (MoKane p. 270).
There is no reason to doubt that the Greek translator found it equally so.
His answer to the difficulty is completely to recast the metaphor, to 
present it in a more logical and immediately comprehensible form. He 
stresses the effectiveness of the trap in catching its victim, * for not 
in vain are nets stretched for birds*, that is, the birds will most surely 
and inevitably be trapped in the nets. This seems the most obvious way 
of reading the Greek text. If this is the intended meaning of the Greek 
translator, it still leaves the problem of how his recast metaphor is to 
be applied to its context. Toy (p. 18) thinks the figure means that not j
in vain are there pitfalls for criminals in the shape of human laws and j■I
the dispensation of God. This is perhaps too precise an interpretation, I
but it indicates in all likelihood the intended meaning of the translator I

1
that the robbers will be trapped in the web of their own violence and i

jtreachery. In the analogy, therefore, the robbers are being equated -I
with the birds. *

As noted in v. 11, the Syriac word l/XXZl cannot, like 03h 
or àôtxœç mean simply * in vain*. It overlaps in meaning with these 
words only in a moral sense such as, 'wrongfully*, 'deceitfully*, or 
* uU justly *. This is of importance in understanding the meaning of the 
Syriac text in v. 17* Pinkuss (ZAW p. 122) has noted that the Syriac 
is dependent to some extent on the Greek version in this verse, but that 
the translator has sought to improve the Greek rendering by utilising the 
Hebrew. The most notable comparisons are the omission of * 3 * y a in the 
two texts, and the rendering of »*TTD in the sense of 'spread*, although ' 
the Syriac has an active participle against the passive form found in both 
the Greek and Hebrew. It may be more accurate to say that the Syriac 
translator has utilised the Greek version, and from that basis, developed
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a unique interpretation of v. 17, which differs from both the Greek and 
the Hebrew. The text reads, I ^  I A \ ~ 1 Q
* and unjustly they spread nets upon a bird*. The significant point 
about this translation is that it maintains a line of exegesis which has 
already been noted in the preceding verses in the Syriac version. It was 
observed that the figure of one innocent man featured invv.ll, 12 and 13, 
and was possibly alluded to again in the term * innocent blood* in v. 16.
This line of interpretation was taken originally from the Greek. The 
Syriac translator sustains this particular view to get a direct equation 
of the symbolism in v. 17 with the characters who have already featured.
Thus the robbers themselves spread the nets and the 'bird* is none other 
than the innocent victim whom we have already encountered. Viewed in 
Isolation, the Syriac rendering of v. 17 appears rather strange, but 
considered it its own context, it is entirely coherent and logically
consistent. The different forms and grammatical connections can only be
rather loosely related either to the Hebrew or Greek texts, since the 
principal controlling factor in the presentation is the translator's view 
of the meaning of the metaphor. The picture which he chooses to use is
the actual moment of capture when the net is thrown over the bird and
escape is impossible. The main difficulty with the translator's analogy 
is why the trapping of a bird should be considered an unjust act, since the ■Î
fowler was a common and accepted figure in the ancient world. There is 
probably some inconsistency in the imagery at this point which the ){
translator was prepared to tolerate to achieve the direct equations he |
made with the other characters in the text. j

!The Targumist uses the same picture as is found in the Peshitta, j
J

that is, of the net being spread over the bird. In 17a ho follows the I
Î
!Masoretic text in that D3ÎT is given by an equivalent, |id, meaning 'in I

vain', 'to no purpose*. Also, a passive participle, xc*TO is used, j
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corresponding to the passive form of MT. The result of this putting 
together of two texts produces what appears to he a contradictory 
statement, i.e. 'for to no purpose is a net spread over a winged bird'. 
Clearly, if a net is put over a bird it will be effectively trapped. It 
is possible that the Targumist is thinking rather of the attempt to put 
the net over the bird, which, of course, is the difficult part of the 
process, at which point the possibility of escape becomes very real. This 
would seem to be the only way to make the Targum text intelligible. In 
this way, however, a very inappropriate metaphor is produced. Applied to 
its context, it would suggest that the robbers* victim would somehow manage 
to escape their trap by swiftness or agility, making the basic plot futile. 
Such a possibility in the setting of an ambush would be extremely remote. 
This rather curious metaphor is not so much a product of considered thought, 
as the outcome of fusing together two incompatible texts, the Peshitta and 
MT.
V. 18

The differences which can be observed between the Greek and Hebrew 
texts stem , in considerable measure, from the translator's difficulty in 
rendering the verbs 3TK and (9%, These are translated in similar 
fashion at 1*11, and an extended note on the verbs in question may be found 
there. Verse18 of the Hebrew is found in the Greek as, 'for these are they 
who, partaking of murder, store up ends for themselves'. The verse is 
being presented in the form of a motive clause with yu-p referring back to 
the imperatives xopeüôipç and IxxXivov in v. 15* The rendering of DhT> 
by <povop has led Lagarde (p. 7) to suggest that the translator read 
a*D7> and, somewhat similarly, Wildeboer (p. 4) suggests that he read 
ÛT>,thus accounting for the failure to translate the plural suffix. In 

contrast, it should be noted that on vs 3 > in l8b is rendered correctly and 
idiomatically by lauTotç , 'for themselves*. It is possible that the
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treatment of DDTV stems not from a failure to recognise the form, hut from 
the general mistranslation found in v* l8. The irony in the Hebrew text 
whereby the conspirators are viewed as laying an ambush for themselves is 
lost on the Greek translator because of his lack of comprehension of aiK 
and in the sense * to lie in wait*. The translator may simply have
ignored the suffix in DOlVin order to produce, as he saw it, an echo of 
the conspirators* own words in v. 11, *let us have a share in blood*. The 
apposition of the clauses in l8a and l8b is also further blurred in that 
l8a is made a subsidiary clause, governed by the participle pcTexovTeç, 
dependent on the main verb 0Ticniupî ouortv. In l8b the mistremslation
of l&s compels the translator to supply an object in the form of the word
xaxa ,thua, * they store up for themselves evils*. (of Nowack p. 6;
Toy p. 18). The translation of |C36 in v. 18 and v. 19 ought to rule out
any suggestion that xaxa was based on a Hebrew word, as proposed by

.(?♦ 8) / . hagarde/add Heidenheim (DVETFK, Vol.XI, p. 404).
In V. 18 an extra line is found in the Greek 

6e xaTooTpotpT} &v6pwv mpavoptbv xaxp,
* the overthrow of lawless men is grievous*.
The adjective xax*n is difficult to translate here, but it must have some 
such meaning as *grim* or * wretched* (cf. L.3. p. 863, par . 1,6). A 
textual solution to account for this line is found in Toy (p. 20), 
Steuernagel (p. 280), ¥utz (B¥AT p. 38I), MoGlinchey (p. 16), La Sainte 
Bible (p. 801), Ehrlioh (p. 14), Skehan (p. 177), Brockington (p. I56) 
and BHK/BHS. It is considered that xaTocrrpO(pTi reflects the reading 
h»*inx an emendation widely adopted in the Hebrew text of 19a. This 

would seem to imply that the extra line of Greek in v. 18 is actually a 
doublet of 19a. The difficulty with this view is that the Greek, taken 
as a whole, could only be considered to be a very loose rendering of 19a, 
but it is perhaps more significant that xaTacrcpocpn is never found in the
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Septuagint as a rendering of Van der Weiden (p. 23) further
notes that the emendation is questionable since the same reading (and 
emendation) is found at Job 8:13.

A different view is that the Greek line in question is no more than 
a comment on the previous line (Schleusner p. 263; Müller-Kautzsoh p. 7l). 
Schleusner considers it to be a marginal note and, in Müller~Kautzsch, it 
is described as an explanatory gloss. It is certainly striking that, 
following the Greek addition of xaxa in line one of v. 18, the * overthrow 
of lawless men* should be similarly described as xax-q. It does look as 
if the overthrow of the wicked is being treated as one of the evils which 
they store up for themselves. The fate of the intransigent is a theme 
which appears in w .  20—33. Verse 27b in the Greek reads, 'catastrophe 
( xa'çocrpotp'n ) will come like a whirlwind*. It is a strong possibility 
that the addition in v. 18 is also, to some extent, anticipating the theme 
found in these later verses of Ch. 1. Jaeger p. 17 refers to ̂  ôe 
xaToorpocpTi ... as * a soholion from v. 27, arranged to produce a double— 
membered sentence*.

The Syriac translation of v. 18 reads, *and they lie in wait for 
blood and conceal themselves*. The translation of ^  ̂  Y\A
by 'conceal* is determined by the prefixed * *, which indicates either a
Pael or an Aphel participle. Neither of these forms can take the 
intransitive sense 'lie hid*, found only in the Peal and Ethpael. 
Exegetically it means that the notion of self-inflicted punishment, 
found in the Hebrew, is not present in the Syriac version. Pinkuss 
(ZA¥ p. 122) suggests that a oontributary factor in this translation is 
that the * V* of DhWBlV hsis been taken as the sign of the accusative, 
as in Syriac* If such an error had occurred, however, one might have 
expected QnWfi3V to have been reproduced by . O 4  A  , i.e.
' V  ‘ V\ taken as the sign of the accusative, but  A does not in fact appear
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in the Syriac text. This opens up the possibility that the translator 
was embarrassed by the Hebrew preposition and chose to ignore it. This 
is supported by the observation that the rendering of |SS by I T  
in an intensive form, in the sense 'conceal*, is very unexpected. The 
parallel verb A has the expected sense 'lie in wait* and, at 1:11 
where the two verbs, again in parallel, are used in a similar
construction, one finds I V  used straightforwardly in the sense,
* lie in wait for*. There is a strong possibility that an important factor 
influencing the translator here is his desire to produce consistency with 
the metaphor of v. 17 as he has reproduced it in his text. There it was 
concluded that 'the bird* was equated with the robbers* victim. Clearly 
it would be a logical contradiction to follow such an interpretation by 
a statement that the robbers were lying in wait for themselves. This is 
a strong motive for the translator to render l8b in the way that he did, 
and likewise, to ignore the suffix in ddtV,although he reproduces the 
parallel suffix in Oha?D3>.

The Targura text of hagarde is the same as the Peshitta apart from
the addition of |1A7n as the first word, corresponding to the a m
of MT. Recalling v. 17 in the Targura, * for in vain is a net spread over
a winged bird*, it would seem necessary to translate the * 1 * of
by 'yet* or 'nevertheless* rather than by 'and*. It reads, *yet they

Vol. I,
lie in wait for blood and conceal themselves*. Levy/(p. 323) considers 
that the form î’^OQis an Ithpeal participle. The translation he gives 
is the same as that given for the Syriac, The variant readings in 
Miqraoth Gedoloth, pnoiV and pnilBI)3 simply make the text conform 
more closely to MT. These textual alterations are not successful in 
eliminating the difficulty of l8b in that the verb is left unaltered as 
pVOOl , This means that Miqraoth Gedoloth, in l8b, must be translated 

either as, 'they lie in wait for themselves* (a rendering which the verb

}..‘1
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form does not allow) or, 'they conceal themselves*. This second 
translation requires that * V » he taken as the accusative sign, a possible 
but rare usage in Targuraio Aramaic. It is unlikely that this would be 
the intention of the editor. A third possibility is, * they are concealed 
for themselves* » This is a rather cumbersome construction to use where a 
simple peal participle would have produced the desired meaning.

The Targum text again demonstrates that its starting point is that 
of the Peshitta text. The textual variations reveal various attempts to 
make the text agree more exactly with MT.

In 19a the Hebrew phrase y yxa Vd, 'all who get gain by
violence* (HSV), is found in the Greek text as mvvcov twv orvTreXoDV'rwv
m  &vo|ia, 'all who practise lawlessness*. The translation of ovvxeXeta

as 'practise* is based on the sense 'accomplish* (L.S. 1826). The
meaning 'accomplish* coincides with that of yxa in certain contexts where
it also has this sense, of Isaiah 10:12, Lamentations 2:17, where y sa,
•accomplish* is translated by orvTeXeco. For the particular usage here,
the closest parallel would be that at Jeremiah 6:13 where the phrase
yxa y SI a iVa, ' everyone is greedy for unjust gain* (SSV), is found in
the Greek as, mvTsç cruve'teXeonv'co 'everyone practises lawlessness*.
(cf. also Proverbs 28:16 where ? % 3 is rendered by àÔtxta. ) This
similarity is so striking that it is probable that the translator is

Iutilising the Jeremiah text to determine his own translation. There is 
little ground for accepting Skehan*s suggestion (p. 177) that the 
translator read ^^ . Prijs (p. 62) and Gemser (p. 20) suggest
that the Greek is here reflecting a Jewish, Torah-centred world view. 
Gerleman, on the other hand, (OTS p. 22; LUA p. 45) has shown that there 
is no elevation of Torah as a technical terra in the Greek translation of 
Proverbs. While not elevating legalism the translator, as one would

] Ini'recl A XVU\,
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expect, displays a general background of Jewish faith and practice.
The Greek of 19b reads, yap àcrepeit̂  'CT)v lavvcov d.<patpouvmv,

'for by ungodliness they take away their own soul*. To account for the
additional phrase in the Greek, v'g 'yup Acnê eK̂ , Jaeger (p. l8) suggested
that the translator had read iViyi instead of 1*^93,
Against this Müller-Kautzsch (p.34) point out that l»Vya seems to be
represented by iauTcov (referring back to the Greek plural mvTtov).
Considered as an addition, "yep AnePeicj. accords with the thought of the
preceding lines. Those who stored up evils (xaxa) for themselves were
described as transgressors (mpavoiicov) who practised lawlessness (ivofia).
Now a further motivation is introduced in that by ungodliness (icrepeKj)
they destroy themselves. The religious viewpoint of the translator is
very evident at this point and would suggest caution in seeking an immediate
textual solution to the divergences that appear in the Greek text in
these verses. .

The Syriac translator renders yx3 7X3 Vo by I \n\,
* all who do evil*. There is little doubt that he has relied on the
Greek, mvTWV twv cruvTeXoDVToov m  &vopa, to supply this meaning. This
is corroborated by the recurrence of the phrase at 15:27. There yx3 7%13
is found in the Greek as & ôwpoX'njiX'tTiç, 'the receiver of bribes*. This
is a unique word in the Septuagint. The Syriac similarly has \  "TTfyi'l

In  11..O T  *he who receives a bribe*. This demonstrates beyond doubt 
*

that the Syriac translator of Proverbs did not know the meaning of the 
Hebrew phrase and, as a result, made use of the Greek version
in each instance to supply the meaning.

In 19b the translator takes an independent line. The text reads,
* and they take away the souls of their masters*. There is some 
ambiguity in meaning here. This may simply be an attempt at duplicating 
the Hebrew phraseology, thus meaning, 'they take away their own souls'.
One feels though that a reader who was unfamiliar with the Hebrew text
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would understand •masters' literally as those in authority over the 
evildoers described in this verse. It is very likely that this is how 
the translator has taken the meaning himself. He has possibly understood 
the text as referring to wicked servants who murder the master of the 
house. The statement here is a general one and expressed in plural 
terms, but this would not hinder viewing it as arising from the exegesis 
already observed, where an innocent victim is seen as being murdered while 
his goods are despoiled. It is possible that v. 19 is being taken in 
relation to this, so that the conspirators are regarded as a band of 
wicked servants who plot against the master of their own house. In this 
way, V. 19 is a summing up of what has preceded, 'these are the ways of all 
who commit evil, they take away the lives of their masters'. (The subject 
•they' refers to the evildoers and not to 'the paths', since the participle 
has a masculine plural ending and, in Syriac j ifSjukT 0 I is
auLways feminine.) If this is how the text is meant to be taken, it contain# 
an obvious weakness in that not everyone who commits evil is necessarily a 
member of a household. Allowing this weakness, it would nevertheless be 
a striking and unusual interpretation of the Hebrew text.

The Targum is almost word for word the same as the Peshitta.
Kaminka (HUCA p. 1?8), by way of contrast, has observed that yxa yxa >3 

has been translated in the Targum ( *V»y p*ray*r > 3, 'all who practise 
evil'), on the same lines as the Greek and concludes from this and other 
passages that the Targum was prior to and had a direct influence on the 
Greek text of Proverbs. However, since the Targum text of 19b is identical 
to the Peshitta, but different from the Greek, and considering the already 
well defined relationship between these two texts. It seems more sound to 
conclude that any interaction between the Greek and Targum texts has been 
mediated through the Peshitta. In Chapters 1-9 of Proverbs there is 
abundant evidence to show that the Syriac translator utilises the Greek
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text, and that the Targumist utilises the Peshitta text, but there is no 
significant evidence to show that the Targum and Greek texts had any direct 
bearing on each other. The problem of the meaning of 19b in the Targum 
is similar to that in the Peshitta, and the note above should be compared. 
Exegetically, however, the idea of servants taking the lives of their 
masters would not be very appropriate, since the Targumist has already 
suggested in the metaphor of v. 17 that the innocent victim of conspiracy 
will somehow manage to escape. In Aramaic, as in Hebrew, xnix can be 
either feminine or masculine. It is possible, in the Targum, to regard 
xnmx as the subject of the participle |» 30 3, thus producing the 
translation, 'such are the ways of those who commit evil, they (i.e. the 
evil ways) remove the lives of their possessors*. Alternatively, l»303 

may be regarded as having the same subject as |»*r3yT, with 19b being taken 
to mean, * they take away their own lives*. These alternative possibilities 
of translation are attempts to maintain a self-consistency in the Targum 
in spite of the constraint that it has the same text as the Syriac version. 
w .  20,21

The Greek of 20a reads, Eo<pia Iv è^oôotç Gpveitai. According to
L.S. (p. 1849, l), where the passage is cited, the verb ought to be 
translated with a passive sense, 'Wisdom is praised in the streets*. This 
would support the suggestion found in Lagarde (p. 8) that the Greek 
translator read n3Th as an imperfect in the Niphal. In this case the 
plural èÇoôotç, rendering yin, would be regarded as a parallel to l îK axB ia iç  

in 20b, unless one supposed with Bhrlich (p. 14) that a form nisin3 (or 
nsifî3) existed at one time, but that the * h * had dropped out due to 
haplography. The difficulty with this view is the basic translation of 
the Greek. In v. 20b and v. 21b Wisdom is depicted as 'speaking openly* 
and 'speaking boldly*. This suggests that the parallels and
XTipuorrewt likewise have an active meaning. One may compare the view
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of Toy (p. 30) that the passive is here inappropriate and improbable. The
context seems to demand that and x'npucrOie'cat should be taken as
middle forms with reflexive force, i.e. Wisdom sings her own praise, and
proclaims herself. This is further evident from the speech of Wisdom in
V. 22f, which is in the first person. If this is the case, then the
Greek translation possibly reflects a different division of the letters to
that in MT, having read n31 n2ina,*in the streets sings aloud*
(Heidenheim, DVETFK, Vol. II, p. 404) Steuernagel p. 280; and similarly
BHK), or the translator, having taken the Hebrew as it stands, has written
IÇoôotç as a parallel to xXaTetatç as previously suggested.

In 20b nVlp |nnis reproduced by mppTicrtav Ayet. The basic
meaning of xappTjcrtaç is * outspokenness * or * freedom of speech*, and it
was particularly associated with the rights of Athenian citizens (L.S.
1344). The phrase, therefore, probably means, *she brings forth open
speech*• To a Greek reader, or one familiar with the Greek way of life,
the phrase xapp-ncrtav &YG*, would be suggestive of the context of open 

Icivic debate. Although the Hebrew idiom is being given a Greek dress 
in this way, it is highly appropriate to the context at this point where 
Wisdom is pictured as making her appeal in the open places of the city.

The phrase hi* on wxna is found in the Greek as ex* &xpwv ôe 
TGi%eww, *on the tops of walls*. Many commentators (e.g. Umbreit p. 10;
Lagarde p. 8 ; Nowack p. 7; Baumgartner p. 34; Toy p. 30; Steuernagel 
p. 28O; Kaminka, HUCA p. I76; Scott p. 34; Ehrlioh p. 14; BHS) have 
expressed the view that the translator read mon, 'walls* instead of
m  * on,'bustling*, *turbulencd, and there is little doubt that he has 

related the Hebrew form to HI on . From the point of view of the Hebrew 
text, however, it is unsatisfactory to consider that the reading m o n  
was original, since it would then be very hard to account for the 
development of the more difficult reading m ’on, Vogel (p. 6)

I

J
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suggested that a plural, m»ain had been read from a singular, m a n  

on the analogy of HI nx/m » nx (sister). The end result of this, 
remarkably, is to produce the same form as emerges in the contemporary 
suggestion of a possible confusion between the words Hi»an and HI»on, 

a Phoenician form meaning 'walls', see Dahood (p. 5) and McKane (p. 272). 
Whether the Greek translator would have coped more effectively with these 
forms as opposed to Hi » on however, must remain questionable. Ho is, 

in all probability, simplifying a difficult text in accord with the context 
of the references to 'exits*, * streets* and * gates*, and on the basis of 

the loose resemblance of the Hebrew text to the common and well-known form 

HI on. It should be stated that the translator was familiar with the 
root non and its feminine participle n» on which is found again at 7:11 

and 9:13. His renderings Ôpacruç, 'audacious* and &vexTGp(W|jievu, * excited*, 
show an adequate grasp of the meaning of the word. If Hi » on existed in 

his text, his difficulty in dealing with it would not have arisen from 
failure of recognition, but with the basic translation problem which still 
confronts us today.

The middle line of v. 21 in the Greek is an extra line as compared 
with the Hebrew. It reads, Ixt ôe xyXatç ôuvcwrrtov xapeôpeuet,

'she waits in attendance at the gates of the mighty*. This line is almost 
identical to the Greek text at 8:3a. The small difference between Tcapa 
6e xuXatç ôuvaoTcov (8*3) and fext 6e xuXaiç Ôuvacrraîv (l:2l) is clearly 
influenced by the following fext ôe xrXatç xoXetoc in the third line of 
V. 21. The judgment of Jaeger (p. I8) is that the extra line here is a 
secondary insertion based on 8 :3. The suggestion of Gerleman (LUA p. 34) 
that a doublet is present here in which the second translation, i.e. the 
third line in the Greek, represents a more slavish rendering and is 
therefore less original, is less likely, (of Pritsch, JBL p. I70, who terms 
this * a doubtful doublet*). The note below shows that the third line is
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neither a literal nor a slavish rendering of 21h, and also accords well 
with the context.

The addition has been suggested by the description of Wisdom's 
activity at the gates of the city, and in this way xuXatç has been made a 
link word for the extra line. A comment on this line may be found at 8:3.

The translation of the Hebrew of 21b is found in the third line of 
the Greek, 'at the gates of the city she speaks boldly* (O appouoa X e y G i) .

It can be seen that a»T727 ’ITfiS, 'the entrances of the gates' has been 
condensed into one word, xuXatc, (HüXt} elsewhere can be used for
either word, though it is found only infrequently as an equivalent for 
uns.) The reading Oappouoti X g y c i has an interpretative element in it.

It has led Kuhn (BWANT p.86) to suggest that, instead of the
translator read 'without fear'. This is presumably based on
the observation that, in the Septuagint, Oapceto usually is found as a 
translation of XI» with the negative. It was noticed, though, that 
nVlp jnn of v. 20 was translated by xappiTcrtav & YG i, * to produce open
or bold speech*. In this context, therefore, ôappoucm Xgys: is no more
than a parallel expression to m ppTp*tav & YG i, and is not indicative of 
a variant reading or a misreading. The complementary nature of these 
expressions supports the view that they are from the same hand and makes, 
unlikely the view of Gerleman (above) that the last line of the Greek is 
a secondary interpolation.

l iTT&za In
There can be little doubt that this has been modelled on the Greek 
rendering |v IÇoôotç Vvetrat. As in the Greek, the problem here is
how the verb should be translated. Although the Ethpaal participle 
usually has a passive sense, 'be glorified', the Thesaurus (4025) cites 
two passages where it has a metaphorical usage with an active meaning,
'cry aloud*. One of these passages is Proverbs 8:3* The Hebrew verb

In 20a the Syriac translator gives nann yinias LjâZTa XSQI LU<IX.,I3 |
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there is -nann exactly as at 1*20. The Greek again has ôiivetmi in 
its text and the Syriac reads W t 1  A  T Xl It seems from this that 
the Syriac version supports the view that ôjivetTat is to he taken as a 
middle form with a reflexive sense. That the Syriac should he translated 
with an active sense is supported, to a considerable extent, by the 
following 'and* connection introducing 20b, 'and in the streets raises 
her voice*, similarly I H 10 at 8:3. The text here follows MT 
which again demonstrates the procedure of the Syriac translator who 
utilises both the Hebrew and Greek simultaneously (see Introduction p.xxxvii). 
Lastly one may notice in v. 20 a stylistic feature of the translator,which 
is his proneness to repetition. He uses L eI.OX In both parts of the 
verse where the other versions, with the Hebrew, have synonyms (see 
Introduction p. xxxix).

In 21a for HI» on WX13 the Syriac has I/Xis!13 . There
is a view that this should be translated, 'on the top of the citadels', 
thus seeing here a reflection of the Greek Tsixemv (Umbreit p. 10; 
Baumgartner p. 34; Pinkuss, ZAW p. 122; Kaminka, HUGA p. 1?8; BH3).
This receives further support from 21b where the translator renders 
by 1, A  1 which means 'walled cities' or 'fortified places'. If this 
were the case it would mean that the Peshitta text was, in fact, a 
development stemming from the Greek reading, xeixecov. There is 
however a possibility that I î ukTlZl should be taken in a different way.
The Thesaurus (6lO) indicates that the word can also mean 'paths' or 'wide 
streets' and, in this sense, is found as the translation of nilin at 
Amos 5:16. With fin and Hlim occurring in v. 20 it is possible that 
the Syriac translator has seen in HI » on also a reference to broad streets 
or squares. This would have some connection with ni» an which is 
generally taken as referring to the bustling of the street or market place. 
The suggested emendation of Kuhn (BWANT p. IO5), 1 i\jILO
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0
'clamour', from the root _Z30."1 cannot be accepted, as such a derivative 

does not exist (the required form would be | ̂ XZZLZL”) )•
The only remaining trace of possible Greek influence in v. 21 is

I .the rendering of Sipn by | /3JXJÛI , 'proclaim'. The verbs XTjpuooio
é

and yriû. are exactly alike in meaning as well as in form and refer
frequently to acts of public proclamation by a herald. The verb x-nprooto

is used in Proverbs again only at 8:1 where the Syriac translator not only 
0

has ^ "lA but is dependent on the Greek text for his overall presentation 

of that verse. This would tend to support the possibility of Greek 

influence at 1:21 also, where the matter is less clear out. If this is 
the case it produces the interesting observation that Greek influence 

can be found in 20a and 21a but not in 20b or 21b.
In 21b the translator follows the Hebrew quite closely, excepting 

which is not only translated in the plural, but specifically rendered 

as 'walled cities' ( . It looks strongly as if this is

intended as a balanced term to \ ISluTHI • However, if it is not 

accepted that the term 1/NuT1Z3- Is a factor in this choice of word 
(see above), it may simply be viewed as a natural inference that the 

cities are walled because of the references to entrances and gates. The 
reading 'entrance' found in the texts of Lee and Walton is due solely to 

the absence of the diacritical points on 1 JnlO . This is 
probably a minor error, although the Targum, which follows the Syriac 

rendering here, also has the singular (see below).
In 20a the Targum is the same as the Peshitta, apart from the use 

of the singular for Xpiwa, 'in the street', which agrees with yina 

of MT. In 20b the Targum follows MT, exemplified in the exact representa
tion of IHJn by X 3H» , The absence of the feminine suffix on xVp 

in the text of Lagarde seems no more than a copying error, and is 

represented in Miqraoth Gedoloth and 1106.
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In 21a,XTTDD xm»3 W»Tl has an obvious affinity with the Syriao
Vol 1,

text. With others noted above. Levy/(p. 95), Toy (p. 30) and Barucq 
(p. 34) take the view that x m»i  means 'citadels*. Jastrow (p. 16?) 
thinks the form should be read as XH»n» 3,'streets' and cites ïïôldeke in 
support (Mand&ische Grammatik, Halle I875, p. 17). While this last point 
makes possible the same alternative translation as exists in the Peshitta, 
the form of the word as it appears in the Targum texts supports the view 
that it should be understood as referring to fortified places.

21b in the Targum is also very close to the Peshitta text, 
including the reading » 3*13 3 against the singular 1 » ? 3 of MT. It is 
also of interest to note that the reading X3>yD31 agrees with the 
singular as also found in the Peshitta texts of Lee and Walton (MT »HHS3 ). 
This indicates that, whether or not this minor variant in the Peshitta is 
an error, it is of very early origin.

The Greek translator introduces extensive changes in these two 
verses which affect not only the meanings he assigns to individual words, 
but also the overall syntactical structure, including the verse division.
In coming to terms with these verses, a basic starting point is the 
observation of Gerleman (LUA p. 39) that the *fis in Proverbs is regarded 
by the Greek translator, not as someone who is simple or untutored, but 
as someone who belongs to a moral category, the ixaxot ,*the innocent. 
Whereas the Hebrew writer can readily bind the 0 »fiD and the 0 » %V,
'scorners*, together as in v. 22, this is not possible for the Greek
translator who treats them as opposite categories. Thus 22a is viewed 
by him as a comment in its own right, but, to make it self-contained, he
is forced to alter the grammar and to supply an additional comment. His
translation of 22a reads, icrov &v xpowov Axaxot ttic ôtxatocruvnç,
oi)x atcrxvvOiTcrovmt, * as long as the innocent have righteousness they will
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not be ashamed*. That the translator knowingly altered the force of
ty is revealed by 6:9 where it is accurately rendered by êcoç Trtvoc,

* until that time*, ‘how long*. The translation of »HB by StxatocruvTi is 
consistent with his treatment of D»J19, The main sentence ‘they will not 
be ashamed* is a necessary supplement for the * as long as* change, and
seems to be intended as an antithesis to the fate of the ungodly who
* suffer reproofs* (v. 23), and, presumably, bring shame upon themselves.
The verb is understandable in this context as stemming from i inxn
although Lagarde (p. 8) has made the interesting suggestion that perhaps 
one ought to read IpcovTat, which would be equivalent to the Hebrew.

In the continuation of the verse O’xV, pxV andn»V»ODare 
rendered in the sense of àtppovec, &0pi( (in the LXX the latter usually
means * pride * rather than ‘violence* ) and &(re0Eiç respectively. All of
these renderings are peculiar to Proverbs, with the first two occurring 
only in this verse. The. syntax of 22b and 22c in the Hebrew is also 
given an unusual treatment. is taken as the subject of nyi 1X3V»
while 0*1̂  Itorr is subordinated to this main clause in a participial 
phrase, Svvgç IxiOvjiriTat, ‘being desirers of*. Similarly, 0» V» 031 
is subordinated to the main clause in a participial phrase, &cre3etç Ycvojievoi,
* becoming ungodly*. The translator appears to have treated D*V»n31
as if it were a participle of the root Vo3, *be or become foolish*,
rather than a noun. While this treatment is unusual, it is nevertheless
understandable on the basis of the present text and it is not necessary

1to resort to emendation to account for it.
The restructuring of the syntax of the Hebrew is continued into 23a 

which the translator joins to v. 22 by supplying an ‘and* connection.
D»xV which was taken as the subject of ixaa?»,is taken also as the 
subject of 131BH. Thus the two conjoined main clauses read, * but the 
foolish hated perception and became liable to reproofs*. In this

 1.
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reconstruction the suffix on »nn3inV has been ignored. The real problem 
is accounting for the translation * became liable to* ( ôxeu0üvot èy^vovro) 
from the verb 1 31WH. The Hebrew form cannot be read as a third person 
imperfect. Thus the suggestion of Heidenheim (DVETFK, Vol II, p. 4^5) 
that the translator read 13inn (root 3in,*be guilty*) does not solve the 
grammatical problem. Lagarde (p. 8) utilises the same root but proposes 
the form 13»n»1 or 131n» 1. Neither of these forms could be considered 
close to the Hebrew as it now stands, and, in addition, the root 3 3n is 
found only once in the Old Testament, in the book of Daniel. Somewhat 
similarly, Mezzacasa (p. 115) wishes to emend on the basis of the root 
3»n,*think/account*, Barucq (p. 52) on the basis of the root 01*, 
•appoint*, while Jaeger (p. 19) proposed a form based on D*K,»be guilty*.

In a context where the translator is treating the text with great 
latitude, it is doubtful whether emendation is an adequate or necessary 
solution to the problem. The root 31* is itself a sufficient basis on 
which to understand the Greek paraphrase (fîwald p. 81). *To turn to 
reproof* could suggest choosing a way of life where reproof and punishment 
are an inevitable consequence. The violation of the grammatical form is 
not due to misreading or textual variation, but the incorporation of 
•nniDlIîV 13l*n into the overall re interpret at ion of v. 22. In this way, 
•they became liable to reproofs* serves as an antithesis to the supplied 
observation on the innocent that *they will not be ashamed* (cf. Gerleman, 
LUA p. 18).

The line, ‘behold I will freely give you the speech of my breath*
( Iphc xvoTic fîTcrtv), Is an interesting interpretation of the Hebrew which 
reads, * behold I will cause my spirit (■•tin) to spring up in you*. The* 
phrase * speech of my breath* is not found elsewhere in the Septuagint, but 
a similar type of expression and interpretation can be noted at Job 32:8 
and 33«4* The latter, for example, reads xvo ti 6e ■KavToxpa'Copoc
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ôtÔocrxoüORi pe, ‘the breath o f the Almighty is that which teaches me*.
This could be easily understood as a poetic figure for speech or words.
This poetic device is certainly found in Hebrew, e.g. Psalm 33:6 and 
Isaiah 11*4. The Isaiah text, for instance, reads, *with the breath of 
his lips (1 »HD* n n n i  ) he will slay the wicked*, the reference being to 
the power of kingly speech. The Greek translator, under the influence of 
the following phrase, *I will teach you my word* ( orov Ipov Xoyov), has 
associated n n  with breath and thus with speech. The translation of the
Hebrew *my words* by tow èpov Xoyov arises solely from the early unpointed
text where either a plural or singular is possible.

The Peshitta and Targum follow MT in v. 22, making only minor 
changes. In the Hebrew the change of person from second (22a) to third 
(22b,c) makes it difficult to produce a flowing translation. The Syriac 
translator deals with this by having the second person throughout, while 
the Targumist has the third person throughout.

In V. 23 the Syriac translator introduces a distinctive grammatical 
construction in the form of an *if* clause, * if you return to my reproof 
I will make my spirit spring up in you and I will make known my word to 
you*. Prankenbërg (p. 23) and Toy (p. 25) both note the construction in 
the Syriac text, but are not in favour of it on grammatical grounds.
Whereas Driver (Biblica, Vol. 32, p. 174) and McKane (p. 274) both accept 
it as a useful way of taking the text, and give grammatical justification 
for it. The suggestion of Driver, however, that the Syriao translator 
transposed nan to the beginning of v. 23 and translated it by ^1 
may not be correct. The exclamatory particle ti3n is found in only two 
other places in Proverbs, at 7*10 and 24*31 (Mandelkern p. I85). In 
both these places the Syriac translator gives no representation of the 
Hebrew particle* It seems likely that, for some reason, be omitted *n3n 
on all three of its occurrences. This would imply that the conditional
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clause in the Syriao at 1:23 has no connection with the particle t ï3 T l ,  

but is based rather on the general sense of the passage and the particular 
view the translator has taken of it, (thus also Emerton, JTS 19, I968,
p. 613).

A final point to note re the Syriac text is that »*13*i is 
translated in the singular by uuiXXzi • This recalls the Greek tov 
l|iov Xoyov. One can never dismiss the possibility of interaction 
between these two texts, although, in w. 22 and 22̂  the Syriac translator 
has followed MT against the wide divergences of the Greek. This reading 
may be a small indication that, while the translator has basically 
ignored the Greek version in these verses, he was nevertheless familiar 
with its interpretation.

The Targura has basically the same text as the Peshitta, only it 
lacks the 'if* particle at the beginning of the verse and has the plural 
reading *my words* in 23b. Both of these differences bring the Targum 
nearer to MT. However it does mean that, with the Peshitta, there is 
no representation of the particle n 3il before ny» IX . This is not the case 
with codex IIO6 , which reads y ax XH. It would seem though that, in this 
instance, the editions represent an older text, in which the affinity with 
the Peshitta is manifested.
V .  24

In 24a the translation of 1 3X o m , * they refused* by o6% ticnxououre,
* they did not obey/listen* is almost certainly determined by stylistic 
considerations. The negative presentation gives a good balance to 
06 xpocretxeTe in 24b. Toy (p. 30) countenances the possibility of 
textual variation here based on the roots 7 D *  or n 3 7 . The stylistic 
variation of the Greek translator, however, involves no substantial 
departure from the meaning of the Hebrew and would hardly warrant textual 
emendation.
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In 24b the Greek phrase èÇetetvov Xoyovç, *I extended words*, may 
be translated more idiomatically by *I prolonged speech* (LS 521, II).
This is an interpretation of the imagery of the Hebrew phrase »T» »n»03,
* I stretched forth ray hand* (thus Jaeger p. 19; Umbreit p. 11; Baumgartner 
p. 35)* Baumgartner observed that the gesture of the hand is that of an 
orator and thus signifies speech, while Umbreit indicated that the following
3*WpO,*pay heed* refers not so much to the gesture of the hand as to 

the accompanying speech.
We may add in support that the view of the text taken by the Greek 

translator displays an internal consistency., It is very similar to the 
approach observed at v. 23 where the Hebrew, * I will make my spirit spring 
up* was translated by *I will freely give the speech of my breath* (see 
above). In both w .  23 and 24 the translator has interpreted the Hebrew 
imagery in terms of speech and has been prepared to depart from the 
literal form of the text to make the point clear.

The Hebrew 13X0m is found in the Syriao as ^  ,
* and they did not believe*. Maybaum (AWBAT p. 85), Baumgartner (p. 35) 
and Toy (p. 30) suggest that the Syriac (and Targum) text rests on a 
reading 13»axJi XV. This would imply a confusion of the roots |XD and
I OS, The factor which weighs against this is the presence of the 

negative. A more probable basis for the reading of the Syriao text 
would be that of the Greek, xat o5x i'KTpcouou'ue, (thus Pinkuss, ZAW p. 122). 
There seems little doubt that the Greek reading stems from the Hebrew 
text as it now stands (see previous note). The Syriac reading utilises 
the Greek turn of phrase incorporating the negative, but, at the same 
time, interprets the term * obey* as relating to a faith response. The 
figure of Wisdom as a public preacher has, in all probability, had a 
determining influence on the choice of word used here. |X0 itself has 
a religious sense in Biblical Hebrew. That Wisdom required an intellectual
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assent rather than a faith response is a distinotion which was not apparent 
to the Syriao translator and thus his introduction of what is, properly a 
religious terra (compare note at v. 28)*

In 24b the reading » ?» »H»D3 of MT is reproduced in the Ur mi ah 
text by /VzXàTTllo , * and I raised ray hand*. The texts of
Walton, Lee and Ambrosianus read JA  TT A  Û , *and I raised my
voice*. This last example shows the influence of the Greek e^eTevvov 
Xoyouc, but it is not an exact reproduction. The retention of the first 
person suffix seems to suggest that the reading of MT was also being borne 
in mind (see Introduction p. xxxvii)* The motivation to incorporate the 
Greek reading is the same as the original motivation of the Greek 
translator, that is, to interpret the symbolism of the Hebrew (Jaeger 
p. 19).

The Targum also has the reading * they did not believe*. This stems
from its basic dependence on the Peshitta text. In 24b the reading
» ?» X n»D»?X/I raised my hand* is the same as that of the Urmiah text,
except that, like MT, there is no * and* connection between 24a and 24b.

Lastly, one may comment upon the various forms of the reading
J1HH»XX xVl, * and they did not pay heed* (Lagarde* s text). Variations

of the verb form are found in other editions of the Targum, but these are 
Vol. 11,

judged by Levy/(p. 324) to be erroneous.

ÀxDpoDc IxotetTre , *you made powerless*, heuai an idiomatic usage in 
connection with laws in the sense *to set aside* (L.S. p.59, I). This is 
an effective translation of 1739H in this context. The idiom is found 
again at 5*7 as a translation of the root ?1o this being the only other 
place in the Septuagint where this turn of phrase is found.

The plural forms 'counsels* and 'reproofs* stem from the unpointed 
text. One may compare the rendering of the Syriao translator who,

' Msi. «ilî'Sj »oGi*a, ucj,
* TU h
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apparently taking his own view of the matter, read a plural, 'counsels*, 
in 25a hut a singular, 'reproof*, in 25h.

A point of interest in the Targum is the variant reading centering 
upon the first word in the verse. Codex 1106 reads *and. they
despised* , which is the same as the Peshitta^ . Lagarde*s
text and Miqraoth Gedoloth read pH» 3*1, 'and they altered*. (of. 
Schleusner p. 265, who wished to relate this to the root X3*,*to hate *, 
a root usually found as »3o .)
wv. 26.27

The calamity ( ?* * ) of the intransigent is given an absolute sense
in the Greek by being translated as 'destruction* ( àxwXeta). This
translation is found in other places in the Septuagint, making a total of
about nine occurrences in all, and in Proverbs it recurs at 6:15. In
this light the suggestion of Heidenheim (DVETFK, Vol. II, p. 4O5 ) that the
translator read 03?3X becomes unlikely. In the second half of the verse
DD?tis is treated in a similar interpretative fashion in the translation
ôXeÔpoç. The word 6Xe0poç commonly means 'ruin* or 'destruction*.
It is here a parallel to i-TccoXeia. This is the only place in the
Septuagint where ?fis is translated by 6Xe0poç. Again it seems unlikely

(MG¥J )
that another text was read, i.e. 03?»D , as Toy (p. 30) and GraetZy/(p. I48) 
have suggested.

One may readily compare these renderings with those of v. 27, where 
?»X and a re found again and translated by 0opu^oc (see below) and
xa'cocTTpotpTi. KaTocn;po<pT| in its root sense means an overturning and 

can refer to ruin, undoing and death (L.S. 915, II,III). ©opupoç has 
the sense of tumult or confusion and can refer either to uproar or 
confusion of mind (L.S. 803, II). It can be seen that 'overthrow* and 
'tumult* are related concepts. In this case Oopupoç has an interesting 
point of correspondence with the Hebrew ?rrD which can refer not only to
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dread of mind hut also to disaster as the object of dread (BDB. p. 808.1.2),
In the Hebrew text the Kethib mx* and the Qere nxi* both have the 

meaning 'devastating storm' (BDB. p. 98O and p. 99&). The simile 'like 
a devastating storm* is not found in the Greek text. It reads, xat àç 
àv éuptxTiTat V icpvto Gopu^oc, 'and when tumult suddenly comes upon you*. 
If the constructions in 26b and 27a are compared, it would appear that 
0opü|3oç, like èXe0poç is to be related to D3?n9. If this is correct 
then must derive from niK*D, Heidenheim (DVETFK Vol. II, p. 4Q5)
expresses the view that fi/pvco ought to be omitted from the Greek text since 
it is an inadequate rendering of nix*3 and that the Hebrew term should 
be understood as being incorporated into the simile of 27b, ôjjLotcoc 
xaTCLiytÔL, 'like a whirlwind'. One must note against this that d<pvo) 
appears in all Greek MSS. Lagarde (p. 9) suggests emending to 717*3.
This is based on the Aramaic n 7*,'moment * • Apart from the difficulty 
of suggesting an Aramaic reading here, H7*3 is not idiomatic and has no 
obvious meaning. Even if was. considered to be a later addition to 
the text, one would still have to ask why it was considered to be an 
appropriate translation of nix*3. A possible relation between the texts 
is that suddenness is a common feature of storms. At 3*25, the only other 
occurrence of nx 1* in Proverbs, the Greek uses &ppn, which means a violent 
onrush (see note there). The idea of suddenness is implicit in this view 
of the Hebrew term. A possible way of viewing the reading at l*27a, 
therefore, is that the Greek translator interpreted the Hebrew simile in 
terms of rapidity and suddenness. His failure to reproduce the simile 
directly, however, remains puzzling, especially since the figure is 
maintained in 27b.

In 270 the Hebrew terms »nx and npis,'distress* and 'constraint* are 
used synonymously, and so also are the Greek GXific and ‘XoXtopxta.
Unlike exiftc, 'distress* the word xoXtopxta is surprisingly difficult
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to translate. The basic meaning of the word is 'siege* (L.S. 1433).
It also has a metaphorical sense of besieging or pestering. None of 
these meanings are really suitable here and it would seem necessary to 
supply the expected meaning of 'constraint* or 'straits* as the distress 
which derives from being beleaguered. Barucq (p. 52) considers it to 
mean * destruction by an enemy*. There are similar conceptual connections 
in the Hebrew. ,'distress* is derived from 1?S,*to bind', 'to make
narrow* which is itself closely connected to 31% meaning 'to besiege'.

A final point to note in v. 27 is that the Greek has an extra line,
IpxTimt ôptv 6X£0poç , 'or when ruin comes upon you*. Lagarde

(p. 9) considered the line to be a doublet on the strength of the 'or* 
connection (similarly Mttller-Kautzsch p. 7l). The actual wording however 
weighs against the proposition that this is another translation of 27c 
in the Hebrew. The Hebrew in v. 27 ends with a half line. It is very
likely that the Greek translator has added an extra clause to get a
balance of full lines. If one looks at the phrase in v. 26, &v
fepX'n'TO'*' &XG0po(, it is clear that it is almost identical with the
addition in v. 27. This suggests that the additional line in v. 27 is 
in part a repeat of the last line of v. 26 («Jaeger p. 19; Baumgartner p. 36). 
Not all Greek MSS have this extra line, (it is omitted in/èsî 68, 103, 109,
147, 157, 161, 248, 252, 253, 254, 260, 295, 296.)

The Syriac translator joins 27a to v. 26 which, as Toy (p. 3l) 
suggests, is probably his way of gaining a metrical balance in v. 27, 
but to achieve this he has to omit X33 at the beginning of v. 27. With 
respect to vocabulary, the Peshitta betrays a considerable influence from 
the Greek. This is best demonstrated by setting the Greek and Syriao 
translations of 26b and 27a side by side*-
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1. I will rejoice when destruction ( 6Xe0poç ) comes to you, 
and when tumult ( 0cpuPoç ) suddenly comes upon you.

2. I will rejoice when tumult ( I ^ r r T ) \ " 1 ) comes upon you, 
and destruction ( Li\nl ) suddenly.

To see the relation between the words in brackets one has to observe a
chiastio pattern. (For a similar and better example of dependence and
inversion, see 6:7). In any case it is clear that the Hebrew in 26b
and 27a has been translated in both the Greek and Syriao texts as

I \ Syr.
•destruction* and 'tumult*. The Syriac . La4JuCLX'1 (Thes./907) should
not be confused with 1 AV-Ltjul ('fear'). It has the same meaning in 
Syriao as 0opuPoc has In Greek (see note above), i.e. 'turbulence',
* tumult*, * confusion*•

The adverb icpvw has been followed as the translation of îilKWD, 
thus L A jT J 'suddenly*. One may compare 3*25 where trxv,
found in the Greek as oppn, 'onrush* or 'assault*, is similarly found in
the Peshitta as L3kLjuu , 'assault*.. Clearly the sense of mXQ? or 
nxiw was unknown to the Syriac translator and he relied on the Greek 
version to supply its meaning.

The reading ^0 ( T ] \\> Urmiah, Lee, Walton, with a third person 
suffix is possibly a small error, so that one ought to read 
as in Codex Ambrosianus. There is also a possibility, however, that the 
third person suffix is related to the problem of the change of person in 
the Hebrew in w .  27 and 28, in which oeise 2Jo is being taken with v. 28.

The Targum follows the Hassoretio text in its basic syntax, e.g. 
verse division, although it has many points of correspondence in language 
with the Peshitta. One may note the translation of ?»x by nan, 
and ?r?D byx»»mV?, A notable point is the translation of nixvD

lA ;
Syriao. Likewise, at 3*25, the Targum follows the reading of the
 ̂ Di Kas - tkx. TAoJmJ ^ocruAiu m Ins j

by x*»Vü?3, 'suddenly*, corresponding to the I 1\T of the
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Peshitta, 1 AI la. (Targum xs»n ) for the Hebrew nXB. The 
remarkable similarity between the two texts decisively weighs against 
the view of Kaminka (HOGA p. 179) that the Targum has directly influenced 
the Greek at this point. There is no difficulty in demonstrating that 
the Targura is much nearer to MT than either the Greek or the Syriao, and 
that it is a later text. Apparent correspondences between Greek readings 
and Targum readings have come about through the mediation of the Peshitta.
V. 28

One of the characteristics of the Greek in this verse is that 28a 
is in the second.person, while 28b is in the third person. The same 
difficult change of person is found in the Hebrew between 27o and 28a.
The Greek translator has clearly desired to incorporate this half line (28a) 
into Wisdom's address in the second person, no doubt considering it to be 
a decisive conclusion to this part of the address, 'for it will be that 
when you call upon me, I will not listen to you* (of. Barucq p. 54).

The change of person in 28b is highlighted by the introduction of 
a subject not found in the Hebrew, 'evildoers ( xaxot ) will seek me but 
will not find me*. Lagarde*s proposal (p. 9) that xaxoi was introduced 
by a Christian transcriber to obviate any seeming disparity with Matthew 
7*7,8, is rejected by Heidenheim (DVETFK Vol. II, p. 406) and Toy (p. 31)* 
The translator is himself sufficiently motivated to introduce a terra such 
as xaxot to make the issue more clear out (Gerleman LUA p. 40). Not only 
does the introduced subject categorise those who reject Wisdom's appeal, but 
it also facilitates the change from a second person subject to a third 
person subject.

The grammatical difficulty in this verse was apparent to the 
transcriber of MS 23 who dealt with it by introducing a different 
construction, Ic r ra t  ya-p Ix ixaX ecrecrB at p.e, Eyo» &G o5x eloixxoucrojia:,
'for it will be that, when I am invoked, I will not listen*. It will be
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noticed that has been suppressed. In this way a smoother transition
is achieved between the two parts of v. 28. The reading is late and 
presupposes the present grammatical structure of the verse.

The Syriao and Targum texts both follow MT, the Targum being more 
precise in its expression than the Syriac. In the phrase, *I will not 
answer*, the Syriac supplies the understood object * them*, .
For the Hebrew, * they will seek me*, it reads "1J3a O
«and they will come before me*. The idea of petition is implicit in the 
Syriao phrase, and can readily be applied to approaching the Deity in 
prayer or worship. Elsewhere for TR® the translator usually uses 
which also has the notion of entreaty in it. It is possible that the 
translator envisages the quest for wisdom as being associated with a 
prayerful attitude. We may compare this with his use of the verb 
«believe* in v. 24 where a religious understanding of the approach to 
Wisdom was observed. This would support the interpretation of the 
Syriac phrase here as having religious significance. The motivation 
for this terminology is already present in the Hebrew text itself where 
wisdom is closely related to * the fear of the Lord* (v. 29).

The variant reading | » T | ? 3  in Miqraoth Gedoloth is a corruption of 
» 3 3 n p n 3 .  Although 1106 reads similarly l » » l p » 3  there is a marginal 
note indicating that * 3 * is lacking.
1,29.30,31

The reading, *they hated wisdom* ( crotptav ), introduces a note of 
irony into the Greek text since Eo<pta is herself the speaker. The 
reading miôéiav of the A text is aimed at rendering «7? more exactly.

In 29b the phrase *fear of the Lord* is reproduced exactly in many 
manuscripts but the texts of K ,B and A have the reading, tov ôe Xoyov 
( ̂ ou )Kupiou *the word of the Lord*. Theological motives have been 
thought to lie behind this reading, thus Lagarde (p. 9) suggests Christian
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influence and Toy (p# 31) detects the presence of Alexandrian philosophy. 
Another possibility, however, is that the phrase 'word of the Lord* has 
no more than its common Old Testament meaning, which is the proclaimed 
word. This is suggested not only by the general context where Wisdom is 
in fact making a proclamation, but also accords with translational 
characteristics observed in earlier verses. Thus Wisdom declares of 
herself (v. 23), *I will give the speech of my breath ( Ipnc fijcrtv,
Hebrew, *nil)f I will teach my word ( tov ifiov Xoyov, Hebrew )*,
and (v. 24) *I put forth words ( feÇeTevov Xoyoüç, Hebrew, *1 *
There are therefore good grounds for taking the view that the reading 
'word of the Lord' is a resumption of an earlier emphasis in the Greek 
text in which Wisdom is viewed as making a proclamation in the style of 
the prophet, and in this way is putting forward not only her own word but 
* the word of the Lord'. If this is correct then ' Xoyov  * would be the 
earlier of the two readings, with '(popov ' being a correction to MT»

For the translation of the words and ’hHDlhin v. 30 as plurals,
and also the omission of Vo, one need only compare v. 25 where the same 
translation is found. Another interesting point of comparison between 
w. 30 and 25 is the different renderings of the verb nax. Here it is 
taken in its auxiliary sense 'be willing' and the translator has to supply 
an infinitive, xpoos%eiv, *pay heed', to complete the sense. At v. 25, 
nax xV is translated economically by &xet6eo), 'withhold compliance'.
This simple example demonstrates not only a variation of style, but also how
readily the translator supplies additional words to express the sense of
the text.

The rendering of Dn»hX7oai in v. 31 by *mç laewv àcnepetaç,
'their own ungodliness', is already noted in Urabreit (p. 12) and Barucq 
(p. 54)# It demonstrates again the tendency of the translator to use 
religious terms. One may compare 22*20 where the same word is translated
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exactly by pouXq. The word here (unlike 22*26) is being used in a bad
sense, i.e. 'evil designs', so that the translator is not making an
unreasonable interpretation in the context. The variant lxi0u|itaç
(23,252, 295; 297) is not an attempt at a literal rendering, but
represents an alternative interpretation which views v. 31 as referring
to lusts (one thinks of the danger of the 'foreign woman* of 2*16).

The Syriac and Targum texts follow MT closely in these verses.
In V. 30 the Peshitta translates as a plural, as it also does at
V. 25. The Syriac also translates Oîi»nxyoo ( y , 31) hy the term

'opinion', 'belief', 'reasoning', which is the same word that
it uses for »hxy in v. 30. The Tar gum, by comparison, acknowledges the
formal difference between the two words by using different terms to
translate them, i.e.Jcn’Srin (v. 30) and 'counsel* (v. 31). The

nonetheless
Syriac and Targum texts have/identical vocabulary over the three verses with

Hebrew,the exception of two words (/nn^and Dn’hxyoa) and the rendering of the 
Divine Name.

In V. 30 the reading^ n  Miqraoth Gedoloth makes little sense and 
must be considered a corruption of Vs,
V. 32

The Greek text of this verse reads, &v8' yup f)0ixouv vrixtouç 
9oveu6TpovTav xai l^evoopoc &orePeiç &Xe&, 'because they harmed innocents 
they will be killed and a visitation will destroy the ungodly*• The 
translator puts an entirely different construction on 32a by again taking 
D»ns as referring to a moral category, 'the innocent* (cf. &xaxoi at 

1*4 and 1*22). This assumes that vrpctouc is being used in a metaphorical 
sense, 'childlike', rather than referring to children, and contrasts 
with Oort (TT p. 3&3) who thought there was a cryptic reference here to 
the slaying of the Hebrew children as narrated in Exodus Ch. 1.

The verb fiôtxoov indicates that naiwohas been taken in an active
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sense (cf. Toy p. 3l). The Hebrew word could hardly have been 
understood as a verbal form. It has been taken in its usual sense 
of 'turning aside* but has been related to the ungodly (v. 3I) as an 
act which they commit. Thus the turning aside of the innocent is an 
act which will destroy those who commit it. This produces a reasonable 
understanding of the Greek paraphrase on the basis of the Hebrew text 
as it stands. Similarly Jaeger (p. 20) notes that the suffix D / in 
32b refers in the Greek not to the D*riD but to the wicked.

In 32b it is possible to make a one-to-one correspondence of the
Greek and Hebrew terms. The translation of o»V*o3 by (icrepeiç represents
a type of translation that is already familiar. It relates readily to
the reading me ào*epeiaç of v. 31. A more formidable problem
is the rendering of hiV® byI^stocvioc. The Greek word means a
visitation for the purpose of scrutiny and examination (L.S. 592). The
marginal reading of IO6, xpicniç, probably indicates a general view that
the reference was to an act of judgment. One may compare Judges 5*16
where l̂ e'coopot xapôtaç means ' heart-searchings*. The Syro-Hexaplar,
in translating the Greek, possibly reveals a relation between the Hebrew
and Greek texts. It reads, "U-QJQ I L\l(ATO 'and

«

examination destroys the wicked'. The Syriao word 'examination* derives 
from the root (Hebrew, >X57 ), 'to enquire'. This supports
the view (Jaeger p. 20; Lagarde p. 10; Baumgartner p. 37$ Toy p. 31?
Wutz, BWAT p. 346) that the Greek translator related jilVw to the root 
Vxw, This approach is not without difficulty. Suggested emendations 
such as hVxv (Baumgartner) or m  Vv (Lagarde) ox nVx# (Skehan p. I90) are 
unconvincing since there is no derivative from Vx» which has the required
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usage in Hebrew of 'scrutiny* or 'examination' # All that can be said 
is that the translator probably approximated a meaning for m V w  on the 
basis of the root Vx®. Later semantic development in Syriao 
demonstrates that the root Vx® was open to the sort of interpretation 
found in the Greek.

The Syriac translator has clearly had difficulty dealing with the
term m  V® in this context. One may compare 17*1 where m V ®  is given
by its Syriac equivalent I , 'ease'# At 17*1 it has the 'good'
sense of 'ease' or 'quiet', and here the translator's difficulty is how
'quiet' can result in destruction. The term used here is . \ . 0  ,
which, if taken in the sense 'error* (Toy p. 32) would primarily be a
parallel to |&QÂ3SJîL21f as Pinkuss (ZAW p. 123) has suggested. The
Thesaurus ( 1494) however indicates that this word can also have the
sense 'forgetfulness'. As the description of a condition or state of
mind 'forgetfulness* could represent an interpretation of the Hebrew m V ®
(compare Aramaic x m  V®,'neglect*, 'error', 'forgetfulness', and Syriao
root I \r/D ) indicating how complacency in the form of unwillingness
or inability to recall sound instruction can result in self-destruction.
The word may be carefully chosen to have both elements of its meaning.
One may compare views of the Targum which has a similar text. Levy (Vol. I,

Lexicon
p. 312) and Dalm£m/(p. I67) give the meaning of as 'error', whereas
Jastrow (p. 525) gives its meaning as 'thoughtlessness'. This verse seems 
to be the only place where the word is found in Aramaic. ’yiD is 
basically a Syriao word and the Aramaic lexicographers are reflecting the 
ambiguity of the Syriac term.

The Greek translator introduces a small change into 33b by adding 
the word 'all' or 'every'. This is found frequently in the Greek version 
of Proverbs and usually has no effect on the meaning of the text, but here
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a subtle change of emphasis is introduced. The Hebrew has nyi 717so |3X®7,
'and he will be at ease from fear of evil*. The Greek has, xat fprxocei 
&(poPü>ç &X0 mvToç xaxoü, * and he will rest fearlessly from every evil*. 
(This rendering also requires that |a is translated twice). By 
translating in9 0 by an adverb emphasis shifts from the dread
of evil, as in the Hebrew, to the idea of security from evil itself.
That such a seemingly insignificant change can have eiegetioal import is 
amply demonstrated by the Peshitta text. There we find the reading

llxarû ^  I \ t Ô • and he w m  be at rest from a 
multitude of evils*. The translator has been influenced by the Greek 
and has produced an interpretation of xat fjcruxacret &xo xav^oç xaxov.
He has either overlooked or, for other reasons, omitted the adverb 
which, as we noted, corresponds to the Hebrew 7179o. By this process 
the Syriac translator arrives at a text which is different in form and 
meaning from either that of the Hebrew or the Greek (see Introduction p. 
xxxvii). The Targum follows MT.
2*1.2

In the opening verses of Ch. 2 the Hebrew syntax takes the form of 
a series of *if* clauses leading up to the protasis of v. 5 ; introduced 
by 7K . The Greek translator breaks up this structure by taking v. 1 
as an *if* clause and v. 2 as its protasis. The text of w .  1 and 2a
reads, vîc, càv ôeÇopevoc "̂ncrtv Ipnc IvtoXtîç xapa cieauTĉ  ôxaxoocreTa*
cro(ptaç 70 of>ç ooü.......  ..., *Son, if having received (it) you
treasure up the word of my commandment with you, your ear will listen to 
wisdom ...*. To achieve this construction the translator has had to 
make grammatical changes within the two clauses. He has taken ;9 $n as 
the main verb of the *if* clause, and reduced I7pn to the force of a 
participle ( 0e^opevo< ). He has also fused together the expressions 
*niS01 *7DX to produce a single object, T̂p*tv Ipnc Iv7oXt)ç, This makes
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the Greek difficult to translate since both ÔeÇopevoç and xputpc 
refer to the same object. In 2a is taken as the subject of the
verb. This means that the infinitive form a»®pn> has been ignored by 
the translator (cf. Toy p. 34). He has rendered the verb as if it were 
an imperfect like non in 2b,in order to accommodate his overall grammatical 
construction. It is difficult to see a motivation for this approach. It
is possible that the translator viewed OX *3 of v. 3 as a natural 
dividing point in the clauses of w .  1-5; suggesting that w . 1 and 2 
should be taken in a self-contained way. There is no eiegetioal point 
at stake here, so that the changes introduced are governed solely by the 
translator's view of what constituted an appropriate syntax. Syntactical 
restructuring of this sort is evident elsewhere in Ghs. 1-9 (see 
Introduction p. xxivff,).

Verse 2b in the Hebrew is found as a doublet in the Greek. The
first line of the Greek doublet translates the Hebrew as it stands.
Pritsch (JHL p. 172) again takes the view that the more literal line is
Hexaplaric in origin* All that can be safely said, however, is that the
Hexaplario signs note an additional line in the Greek. The whole doublet

Imay well be pre-Hexaplaric. The second line of the doublet reads, 
xapaPaXetç 6e Ixt vou0e7Tp-iv uî(f cou, 'you will apply it to
your son for admonition*. Jaeger (p. 20) pointed out that this line 
presupposed that «jaV had been read as Lagarde (p. lO) and
MGller-Kautzsch (p. 7l) suggest that there may be a connection between 
this reading and the Targum text of 3a, * and cry "mother** to understanding*. 
No indication is given of the precise nature of this connection. It is 
difficult in fact to see any conceptual continuity or link between these 
two readings. Toy (p. 34) concluded that the Greek variant was pointless 
and based on an erroneous reading. There seems little reason to disagree 
with this view.

SsLSL
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In V .  Ih the Peshitta reads, 'and store up my commandments in 
your heart ( ç-^ *t\ The translator has taken *|fjK in the sense
'within you* • The precise interpretation * in your heart* was probably 
suggested from ?. 26 where the Hebrew has, 'and inclining your heart 
(*pV)to understanding* (ESV).

In the following verses from 2 to 5 the Syriac translator follows 
the general pattern of the Hebrew syntax, i.e. a series of conditional 
clauses leading up to the protasis of v. 5* He simplifies the verse 
connections, however, by having a series of imperfects joined by * and*.
The infinitive at v. 2, the construction OK *3 at v. 3 and
similarly ox at v. 4> (of 1*3,4,6) are all treated in this way. This 
produces a very even flow in the grammar (see Introduction p.xxxix),

v|
and obviates the difficulties that the Greek translator encountered. r|

dThe Targumist follows the Syriao translator in this regard, having the ;
same series of simple 'and* connections.

iiBearing in mind the overall view of the grammar in these verses, |
iit is unnecessary to contemplate that was read in v. 2 instead j
:!of the infinitive a»®pnV by either the Syriac translator otf the I
3Targumist (of. Toy p. 34). Ij
■1A minor variant is found in the Targum text of Miqraoth Gedoloth -|
i

in V .  26 in the reading xnV (Lagarde*s text, as MT). This is
clearly no more than a small error. i

3'4,5 ,

In 3a îl3*3 is translated by cro<j>iav. Lagarde (p. lO) considered 
this reading to be a Christian correction which had supplanted the ]
expected reading, <ppovr>crtv, found in Clement of Alexandria. One may |Icompare 1*29 where nyi is also translated by oocpta instead of, say,

!
dlodTicric 01" These readings are however influenced by the |

i 1context where wisdom plays such a prominent part. The reading in }
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Clement is not decisive since it is clear that he is only giving a 
very loose quotation of v. 3, with various words and phrases omitted, 
e&v Yccp TT)v (ppovTjcrtv t t )v 7 s  alcrÔT)cnv Ix tx a X e c rg  p eY aX ij v g  (pcovp.

The term 'wisdom* could hardly he considered a prerogative of Christian 
theology.

In 3h several Greek manuscripts preserve what appears to he a 
doublet. After the reading xat rç cruveoet ôœç ^wvqv cou, * and (if) 
you put forth your voice to understanding* some texts (B̂ ,̂ A, C^, 68,
147, l6l) add vnv ôe alodricrtv r̂imcrçç peYaXip rg (po)\nr|, 'and (if) you seek 
perception with a loud voice*. This is another example where Fritsch's 
attempt (JBL p. I78) to distinguish between *01d Greek* and supposed 
Hexaplario readings runs into the problem that the critical signs in the 
Syro-Hexaplar are 'incorrect* (see Introduction p, iiiff.). The 
additional line in this form is also a conditional clause and similar 
conceptually to 3b. Some intensification of the appeal to Wisdom has 
been introduced by the expression 'with a loud voice*. The figure is 
perhaps clumsy but it is not altogether 'bizarre* as Baumgartner (p. 38) 
has described it. The same reading is found with minor variations in 
other minuscules, and, as noted above, was also known to Clement of 
Alexandria*

Verses 4 and 5 are reproduced very exactly in the Greek, with only 
minor textual variations occurring in a few manuscripts.

The syntactical construction of the Peshitta is commented on in 
V .  2. One may notice the repetitious style of the Syriac translator 
again in that n3*3 and 713 1311 are both translated by I \  l O  OO 
(see Introduction p. xxxix). In considering the reading of the
Targum, i.e. 'and cry "mother" (%0*K1 ) to understanding*, one should 
bear in mind the previous comment on the syntax. The Targumist has 
basically followed the pattern of the Syriao in producing a series of
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simple 'and* connections followed by the imperfect where the Hebrew has 
an infinitive (v. 2), a OK *3 construction (v. 3) and an OK construction 
(v. 4). Having simplified the grammar in this way, the initial OK of 
V .  1 remains in force until the protasis of v. 5 *  It now becomes possible 
that the 'superfluous* ox of v. 3 can be taken in the way it has, 
without causing any disjointedness in the syntax. This does not account 
for the Targumist*s decision actually to read OK at this point, but it 
does demonstrate how the grammatical treatment of w .  1-5 makes the 
reading possible. Although the pointing is found also in one Hebrew MS 
(De Rossi p. 89), the reading makes little sense in the Hebrew text and 
probably reflects the tradition of the Targum.

The Targum texts of Lagarde and Miqraoth Gedoloth lack the expected
femine suffix on the verb in 4a. One may compare 1106, which
reads n*yani i.e. * and you seek her (like silver)*. Almost certainly
the defective reading has come about because of the following * n * of the
next word, With two identical letters coming together, one has
accidentally been omitted in the course of transmission. The Syriac has 
a masculine suffix at this point, _A.(TrCü&Z[^0 , since the point of 
reference is the masculine word (V aT) m  in v. 3#

In 4h there is variation in the Targum texts regarding the 
translation of n3®9ITn. Codex 1106 and Lagarde* 3 text read
'you will look for her*; Miqraoth Gedoloth reads 7l’3XlJ, 'you will
desire her*; and the Targum text in Walton's Polyglot reads 
(This is based on Buxtorf Col. 337, Lexicon Chaldaicum Talmudicum et 
Rabbinicum, Basle, I64O). Pinkuss (ZAW p. I23) follows the reading of 
the Polyglot, and similarly Jastrow (p. I83). This would in effect be 
the same reading as the Peshitta, IAlZÏÂJDQ
In other respects the Targum is very similar to the Peshitta. Both lack
OK, both have the same verb in 4a a^d the same words for 'silver* and ' 

•treasure*. That being the case it is likely that the Targum variants

5(J.
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should he viewed as a corruption of the form 11 ’ XITI, One may compare 
Proverbs 20i27, where the root ®h n is found again. The Peshitta,
Lagarde*s text and Miqraoth Gedoloth all translate by KXl, Codex 
1106 utilises the root xy 3,but this again seems a certain error for
XX3.

The Syriao reproduces V. 5 exactly, but the Targumist appears to 
render the phrase 'knowledge of God* in 5b paraphrastically# He translates 
this, riDwn xnVx 07p |0 xny*7*1,*and you will find knowledge from 
before God*. The avoidance of direct reference to the Deity is 
uncharacteristic of the Targum in Proverbs. One may compare the 
following verse, where referring to the mouth of God, is translated
literally by JB, 'from his mouth*. The reading in 5b may
indicate that the concept of the knowledge of God had particular 
theological import for the Targumist, whereas anthropomorphisms were 
accepted and dealt with in a straightforward way (cf. 5*21; 15*3? 22*12;
24*18). The phrase in question here does not occur again in Proverbs.
The translation is reminiscent of the general character of the Targum in 
other books. For the phrase 'knowledge of God* at Hosea 4*1 and 6*6 the 
Targum has, 'those who walk in the fear of God* and 'acts of the law of 
God'.
V. 6

In 6b the term 1*BD, 'from his mouth', is translated in the Greek 
by &XO xpootuxou o&Tou, * from his countenance* or 'from his presence*. 
Vogel (p. 9) noted that this implied that the Hebrew text had been read 
as 1*3BD whereas Bhrlich (p. 16) suggested the form 1’3bV03, While 
this latter form may be grammatically more correct than l*3Bo, it is 
less likely to have been the basis of a misreading or copying error, 
since it is a more expanded form (of. Lagarde p. 11).

Assuming there was no misreading, the question does arise as to
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whether there ia an attempt at circumlocution here, since a literal 
translation of the present Hebrew term was known to Clement of Alexandria, 
& YOp 0GOC ôvôüxri oo^iav Ix 7ou lauTou a7opa7oç,alcrOT)crtv tg dpa 
xat 9povT|crtv, * for God gives wisdom from his own mouth, together with 
perception and understanding* (Patrologia Graeca, Vol. 8, Col. 717).
(This may be compared to Col. 192 where the Septuagint text is quoted, 
Kuptaç ÔiÔüxrt oo(ptav, xai ixo xpootoxou afirou xat cruvGOtç. )
If this were a circumlocution it would be an isolated instance of this 
practice. One may compare 5*21; 15*3? 22*12; 24*18, where such 
expressions as *the eyes of God* and God 'seeing* are translated in a 
literal way.

The Syriac and Targum texts reproduce the Hebrew.

ZfJL
In 7& D*7®*V,*the upright* has been taken as if it were a

participle and translated by xaTcp0oucrt, * those going straight ahead* 
(of. 9*15 DinmK 0»7®»an). The motivation for this rendering has 
come from 7b which the Greek has understood primarily in terms of motion, 
TTiv xopGiav â Tcov.̂  As 9*5 demonstrates, the idea of going straight on 
one's way is used as an analogy of the upright life, so that there is no < 
significant change in meaning in the Greek although mistranslations are 
introduced.

The translation of , 'sound wisdom', (BSV), by owTTiptov,
'safety* is again influenced by the context. Frankenberg (p. 26) noted 
that this rendering accorded well with the figure of shielding in 7b. 
(Prijs p. 66 suggested that otoTTjpta reflected a Torah-centred view,
cf. the comment on Prijs at 1*19.) We may add that it accords also with
the idea of journeying which is given greater stress in the Greeki The 
image which emerges is that God provides safe travelling for those who 
keep to the straight road. is a difficult word to translate
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(McKane p. 282), and it is not surprising to find that the Greek translator 
assigns various meanings to it in different contexts. It is found again 
in Proverbs at 3*21; 8*14? and 18*1. No clear comparison of the
Hebrew and Greek texts can be made at 18*1, but at 3*21 is translated
by pouXn, appearing in the phrase PouXtiv xat Ivvotav , and at 8*14 it is 
translated by àotpaXeta, 'security* or 'steadfastness*, apparently as a 
parallel expression to tcrx»ç in the following line. The closest 
renderings conceptually are, thesefore, those of 2*7 and 8*14 which both 
have the basic sense of 'security*. These readings may be compared with 
those at Job 12*16 ( l o x v ç ) and Job 30*22 (otuTTipta, a Hexaplario 
reading). This line of interpretation agrees with a view that can still 
be found in modern lexicons regarding one of the meanings of •n'̂ vin 
(of* Wm. Gesenius, Hebr&isches und Aramftisohes HandwBrterbuoh tlber das 
Alto Testament, p. 874, note I, 17th ed., 1949).

The noun [ID, 'shield* has been translated as if it were a verb, 
thus, Sxepaoxtet, 'he will protect*. This translation is found also 
at 30*5 and similarly the verb [ID, 'to deliver* at 4*9 is translated as 
if it were the verb 'to shield*. There is in fact no such verb. The 
real root of the noun [id being the verb p  j ,

A more significant confusion takes place in the remainder of the 
phrase Dh *D*?nV [ID, 'a shield to those who walk in integrity*. This 
is found in the Greek as ^xepooxiei tt)v xopetav â Twv, 'he will protect 
their journeying*. Vogel (p. 10) pointed out that the last two Hebrew 
words had been taken as one expression, i.e. the noun nD»Vn,plus the 
third person plural suffix— DDDVnV. (One may compare Nahum 2*6, Kethib 
DjnaVnijQere onsVns ; Greek, Iv 7^ xopetq, a67c«jv ). The yod of 
"DViThas to be ignored to arrive at this reading. The concept of 
integrity is omitted in this translation of 7b but there is little change 
in the overall meaning of the verse. The use of xa7op6cxo in 7a ensures
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that the analogy of the straight path and the life of integrity is 
maintained in the verse as a whole.

The Syriao translatesn»® 1 n hy 1 infno which normally means 'hope*, 
'trust* or 'confidence*• This is out of harmony with the translations 
at 3*21, 8i14 and 18*1, all of which represent by the word I \ n . .
•teaching*. It is possible that in this one instance the Syriao translator 
has been influenced by the Greek reading oujTTiptav* Here the translator 
may have felt that storing up 'teaching* was odd, since teaching is 
dispensed, not stored up. The word I TZLûQ as well as meaning 'trust* 
or 'confidence* can also be used idiomatically to mean 'security'; e.g. 
the Bnglish-Syriao Lexicon (p. 359) cites the phrase l^VZIÛÛll A, \ , ^I'they shall dwell securely*. This gives good reason to suppose that the I

ISyriac follows the Greek reading omnptav. However, bearing in mind the |
I ' Irange of meaning of | "1 i m  there is doubtless an interpretative element f

present in the word, indicating how exactly the owTnpta of the Greek text |
was understood, that is, as 'hope* or 'confidence*. |

The Syriao translator has followed the Hebrew text in 7b. The |
liword [ID has been taken probably as a Hiphil participle of [ 3 i 

(Baumgartner p. 38), thus / T Û Y) Aa121210 ,
'and helps those who are walking unblemished*. There may also be
influence from the Greek reading {̂ xepcwnctet. The phrase L X " 1
_  I2JQJQ representing QD seems to be used almost adverbially here although |

igrammatically it is an adjectival construction (of. Targum in following j
jnote). IÎThe translation of causes difficulty in the Targum at this I

point also. At 8*14 and 18*1 the Targum translates by D,'counsel', j
and at 3*21 by Rp7D, 'knowledge*. This indicates that the Targum has, 
for the most part, given an independent translation of this Hebrew word, 
uninfluenced by the Syriao. At 2*7 the matter is less clear. Miqraoth
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Gedoloth reads Tim®,Lagarde reads ''mo and 1106 reads ' ' n 3 .
Levy (Vol. I, p. 83) considers that "  m  is a Greek loan word ( Po-nôeia,
'help') and that "HDois a Shaphel form of this word having the same 
meaning. He considers the meaning as being comparable with | TûZLûQ
and owT-npta in this context. The view that the Targum is a corruption 
of the Syriac is advocated by Kuhn (BWANT p. IO5 ) who reads 71'130 
instead of '»,i30 and renders, 'he keeps his understanding for the upright'
He derives this form from m o  II, connecting it with the idea of
brightness of mind, or intelligence. This would give a reference back 
to n'® 1 n as practical wisdom. One may compare Jastrow (p. 142) who 
thinks that "713 is a corruption of X130 ( of. the Peshitta) or 117130 ,

as equal to 11713®,meaning 'splendour' or 'glory*. Similarly  ̂'7130 
(Jastrow p. 949) is considered to be a corruption of ivmo. It seems, 
therefore, that these various readings can either be considered as 
corruptions stemming directly from the Syriac | ^ o r  as attempts at 
producing analogous terms ' '713 or 11713.0 which may themselves have 
suffered in the transmission process. The difficulties of the Targum 
text stem from its dependence on the Syriao for its rendering of 71'®in 
in this verse, whereas in the remaining places it offers an independent 
translation.

Verse 7b in the Targum is the same as the Peshitta with one minor 
change. The phrase J T H Y S 1\*1 which was noted as being used almost 
adverbially in the Peshitta, is found in the Targum as H10 R*?3 i.e.,
'those who walk with no blemish*. This small change obviates any 
grammatical difficulty which was felt to exist in this phrase. The 
striking point, though, is that [ID has been dealt with exactly as in 
the Peshitta, i.e. as a participle.
V .  8

Verse 8 in the Greek is a direct continuation of v. 7 with no
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grammatical stop as in MT. The Greek reads, 'to guard the paths (or 'path', 
A, C and minuscules) of just acts ( Ôtxatoô â cov ) and (he) will watch over 
the path of those who reverence him'. The translation of 09W0 by a 
plural, ÔixaicüfiaTwv is unusual, although ôtxatcû a frequently translates 
the plural of D9®d in the sense of 'ordinance* or 'precept' (e.g. Ezekiel 
20*11,1 3,16). At 8*20 and 19*28 where the same word is used again to
translate 0 9®h,it is found in the singular as one would expect. He hews 
given oe®û a distributive force to describe all the acts of justice 
carried out by 'those who are upright' ( Totç xaTopOoucrt ) and 'those who 
reverence him' ( etXaPoupevwv a&row ). (The reading of MS 23, ôlxatü)(jia7oç, 
is clearly a correction to MT.) He is also emphasising that the path of 
justice and the path of the upright are one and the same. It must be 
said, though, that the phrase 'path* or * paths of just acts* is a rather 
cumbersome expression. It may be that one should translate the phrase 
as ' just paths' in the way that xcoXgç xo,pi7ü)v is translated ' graceful 
colt* at 5 *19#

Both V *  7 and v. 8 have Kethib and Qere readings. The Greek and 
Syriac align themselves by following the Kethib in v. 7 but the Qere in
V .  8 .

The infinitive 1X3V at the beginning of v. 8 is presented in the 
Syriao as a simple perfect and joined to the preceding verse by an 'and* 
connection, *Xj^O , * and he keeps*. This is a further example of 
smoothing out of the grammar (see Introduction p.xxxix). One may
compare the construction in v. 2 where an infinitive is followed by an 
imperfect, and is dealt with in much the same way by the Syriac translator.

Although the Syriac is aligned with the Greek in reading the Qere 
1'7'on in 8b, the Septuagint represents the Hebrew by a participial phrase.
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40* those who reverence him*, whereas the Syriac has a noun  ̂OlA ̂  m  . x. ,
'his saints', and is clearly an independent translation of the Hebrew. |

The Targum in 8b reads neither the Kethib nor the Qere but has,
'he will keep the path of the righteous* ( o'p'ix ). The Vulgate has 
a similar reading, vias sanctorum custodians, and is probably reflecting 
Jewish exegesis as exemplified in some of the Targum texts. Codex 1106 
of the Targum reads '17'on which is the same as the Qere reading of MT.
It is impossible to say whether this is an early reading like that of the 
Greek and Syriac or is a late correction of the reading D' p'7X found in 
the editions.
y.r,ü

The occurrence of the word q*7®»o causes most difficulty for the 
Greek translator in this verse. This word is never translated accurately 
in Proverbs, and the note at 1*3 demonstrates this. The Greek of 9b 
reads, xat xaTopOaxretc xavmc &Çovaç &Ya0ouc, 'and you will make straight 
all good tracks'. Because of the general treatment of h'iw'Oin Proverbs, 
the Greek is not a reliable basis for emending the Hebrew text. It is 
unlikely that the translator read 7®*n (BHS) or 7®'o (Driver, Biblica 32, 
p. 174 • Prom the point of view of the Hebrew, Driver rejects these
readings as unlikely.), or "i®xn (Soott p. 4L). It was observed 
at 1*3 that o'nw'O is generally translated by a verbal phrase or a 
participle and is forced to suit its context, even if this necessitates 
violating.the Hebrew grammar. The use of the second person singular, 
xa7op0üxrEiç is to provide a parallel to cruvTp-eiç in 9a. Lagarde (p. ll) 
raised the possibility that xaxopOwoetc was not a verb but the accusative 
plural of the noun xa7op0üxrtç. The Greek would then read, 'then you will 
understand righteousness and judgment and right actions, all good tracks'. 
This would certainly produce a direct parallel to the reading of MT, but it 
is improbable that the Greek should be read in this way. It is not simply
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that this translation would produce a very unidiomatio Greek sentence 
(one would have expected to follow xa7op0oxreic)> but the general
treatment of the word d'1®'d in the rest of the book weighs against the 
possibility that it has been understood as a noun here.

In 9b the lack of a connecting particle for the phrase 310 Viyo >3 
is clearly felt to be a difficulty by the Syriac translator. He solves 
this by regarding the phrase as being in a construct relationship with 
D'10'01 and translates, 'the rectitude of all good paths*. The 

translator supplies the connecting particle 1  to make this clear.
This construction is followed exactly in the Targum which not only 

has the same connecting particle, but expresses n o  Vjyo in plural form, 
as in the Syriac. Codex 1106 differs from the editions and reads, 'and 
every good path', i.e. it has a simple 'and' connection and reads the 
singular, as in MT. The editions have preserved an older form of the 
text than the Codex in this instance. 
w .  10.11

The Greek introduces a change of construction in these verses by 
making v. 10 an 'if clause and taking v. 11 as its apodosis. Skehan 
(p. 178) notes that v. 10 thus becomes the beginning of a new section and 
not a conclusion, as in the Hebrew. Toy, however, (p. 4I) noted that a 
similar construction might be found in the Hebrew by taking » 3 as 
meaning 'when', although this is not the usual meaning of ' 3 in Proverbs. 
The translator represents  ̂3 by yap and supplies e&v as an addition.
He translates, 'for if wisdom comes to your understanding, and perception 
seems to be good ( xaXq etvai ÔoÇip) to your soul, good counsel will guard 
you, holy understanding will keep you*. The periphrasis 'seems to be 
good* as an expression of DP3* is probably intended to emphasise the 
conditional form of the construction. The choice of the term xaXn is 
probably also intended to lead on to the following phrase 'PouXn xaXn*
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in V .  11, where the adjective is an addition of the translator. In v. 11
the additional adjectives xaXrj and êota are not dittographies as Lagarde
(p. 11) has suggested, hut are obvious additions intended to modify the
Hebrew terms noTO and n3Tin, as the former especially does not always
have a good sense, (Cerleman, LÜA p. 38; Barucq p. 5 6). One may compare
the note on iXqen at 1*3.

The Syriao is strongly influenced by the Greek in these two verses.
It has taken v. 10 as a time clause introduced by , 'when*. This is
a comparable but not identical approach to that of the Greek. In v. 11
the similarity is unmistakeable, I I  A  , 'good counsel'
being identical to pouXq xaXn. The phrase may
be rendered, 'saintly understanding', the Lx IjV being the second order

Syr.
of saints after 'the perfect' (Thes./l662). The phrase is based on the 
Greek reading, ivvota 6e iota. The verb JUjJÛJT , as well as having
a general sense of 'preserve* or 'deliver', has also a theological 
application in the sense of 'redeem* or 'ransom*. It seems likely that 
this theological dimension will be present here where moral or religious 
terminology is already so strongly present. It is unnecessary to suggest, 
with Kuhn (BWANT p. IO5) that the translator read *|Vx3n instead of 
n 31 %3n ; as the same translation is found at 4*6.

The Teirgum, in contrast, follows MT closely, translating » 3 by 
'for* and lacking the addition which the Peshitta has borrowed from the 
Greek.
V .  12

The religious terminology of v. 11 in the Greek has some influence
on the choice of language used in v. 12. The Hebrew describes deliverance
from the man who speaks perversities, niDonn , and this is found in the
Greek as 'deliverance from the man who speaks nothing faithful', pndsv
XIO70V. There is doubtless a conscious contrast here between the man who is 
preserved by I wo ta 6crta (v. ll) and the man who speaks jindev xtcrrov 
(v. 12). The contrast is between faith and faithlessness rather
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than between wisdom and folly in a general secular sense. (The literal 
translation of niDSnnby ôtea7pci4Jipeva in Codex 23 is a later correction 
to MT.) One may compare the translation of the same word in v. 14 by 
ÔvoOTpocpTi, 'perversity*.

The Syriac expresses v. 12 in the plural referring to 'evil ways' 
and 'men who speak perversities*. This not only makes explicit the 
collective sense of the Hebrew (one may compare the similar treatment of 
n o  Viya Va in v* 9), but more significantly enables a smooth transition 

to be made to v# 13, which changes to plural in the Hebrew. The 
translator also introduces a small grammatical change in that is

IjiaAAexpressed by a passive, UiSmAX-^ > "that you may be delivered* (or 
0 , * and you will be delivered* , in Lee and Walton). This

is a translational device which involves no change of meaning. The 
Targum has the same construction to express the infinitive, 'xsnn '7, 
but retains the singular for "(17 and as in MT. It is interesting
to note that Codex 1106 reads nssjim , 'and you will be delivered', i.e. 
it has the same connecting particle as is found in the Peshitta texts 
of Lee and Walton. The Targum texts not only have the same construction 
for the verb fV'snV but reflect the variation of the connecting 
particles 1  and O found in the Syriao texts.

The word sn'Diaofound in Miqraoth Gedoloth as a translation of 
niDDnn is apparently a corruption of Kn'3 1Bnn, the reading of 1106 
(Jastrow p. 1649)* 
w. 13.14.15.16

The Greek translator's view of the grammar in this section is a 
decisive factor in producing the divergences that appear between the 
Hebrew and Greek texts. Verse 13 of the Hebrew opens with a sudden 
change to the plural form, o'ntyn,'those who forsake*. The reference 
is to 'the man who speaks perversities' of 12b. The singular has a

I lAis. laai W .
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distributive force and refers to any man of perverse speech. The 
Hebrew writer is untroubled by a change from a singular with general 
application to an express plural. Indeed such changes are found quite 
frequently in Proverbs. Following a short description of the evildoers, 
w. 13-15, the infinitive fV'XTTV found at v. 12, is repeated at the 
beginning of v. 16 and renews the theme of deliverance from various evils.
In the Hebrew the agent of this deliverance is exactly the same in v. 16 
as in V. 12, i.e. ITDTD,'discretion*, or »131 in,'understanding* (v. ll).
The Greek translator puts a different construction entirely on this 
section. Verse 13 is taken as the beginning of a new section and does 
not refer back to v. 12. Thus, 6 ol lY^a7dXeixov7ec Aôouç e Ô̂eiaç, |
•behold those forsaking straight paths ...'• The culmination of this |Inew beginning is that the 'they' of ol kYX-axaXemovxeQ becomes the subject |
of iV'xnV in v. 16 and this verse therefore is drastically modified to I

I
accommodate actions which can be ascribed to evildoers. |

I
Apart from the grammatical reshaping, there are only minor differences | 

in the two texts in w .  13—15 ufid these are no more than the expected j
Iaberrations of the translation process. In v. 14 the translator omits
jthe infinitive h 1 ®yV in the phrase 'they rejoice to do evil'. The 1Ieconomical translation of the Greek, oî efttppatvopevot xaxouç, |

* those delighting in evils', is aimed at creating exact parallelism with |
the second half of the verse xat xd-tpovTeç fext Ôtoorpof-g xotx-g, 'and I
rejoicing in evil perversity*. The construction ef)<ppatvonevot Ixt |
not only provides an exact balance with %atpov7G^ Ixt, but is also what |I

i i ione would normauLly expect with the middle or passive voice of this verb
i

(L.S. p. 737). I
In 14b the Hebrew 'perversities of evil* is found in the Greek as

' evil perversity' ( ôiocrrpocpiji xax*g), i.e. y 1 has been treated as an
adjective and the whole phrase expressed in the singular. Vogel (p. lO), I
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by comparison, suggested that the translator had read JiDB'nna.
However, to underline the rather loose treatment which the translator 
affords to expressions in the singular or plural, we may note that 31 
in 14a is expressed in the Greek as xaxotc, as if it were a plural form.

In V .  15 the Hebrew, 'and they are crooked in their paths* is 
translated in the Greek as, •their paths are crooked*. Apparently the 
adjective D'TlVa, 'crooked* has been taken by the translator, as also 
in the Syriao, Targum and Vulgate, as referring to the paths rather than 
to those who traverse them. This translation also necessitates omitting 
the preposition ' 3 ' (noted by Vogel p. ll). Whether the adjective 
•crooked' is applied to the men or the paths, the metaphor employed is the 
same in both cases, i.e. the crooked path is seen as an analogy of a waÿ 
of life (of. English translation of the Hebrew in McKane p. 213, 'whose 
tracks are labyrinthine'). The Greek translation is therefore probably 
based upon the maintenance of strict parallelism with 15a(of. Müller- 
Kautzsch p. 35 and Baumgartner p. 4 0, who take the view that divergence in 
the Greek is due to exegetical rather than textual considerations. In 
BHS nevertheless the Hebrew is emended). The view of Dahood (Biblica
5 0, 1969, p. 354) and Van der Weiden (p. 28) that the * 3 ' of oniViyaa 
could also do duty for OTl'nniRis controversial (of. McKane, JSS XVI,
1971 » P* 225), and in any case could have no bearing on the overall view 
of the text taken by the ancient versions.

V. 16
At V .  13 it was noted that the subject of “yV'snV is different in 

the Hebrew and Greek texts. The subject of the Greek text is the 'they* 
of D'3T7n/ol GYxavaXetxovxeç in v. 13 (of# Toy p. 4 6; Barucq p. 5 7).
The result of this is that v. 16 is completely recast to give it a sense 
appropriate to the actions of evildoers. In l6a the text reads 7ou 
jiaxpav ere xoL"ncmL &xo &6ou eftdetaç, 'to put you far from the straight way'.
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The translator has abandoned the Hebrew entirely (for the expression 

jiaxpav xoiTioat ..... compare 5*8 where it translates the
root pm .  It has no obvious connection with the root VX3.) 
and has constructed his own text here, in all probability making a direct 
comparison with the phrase 71 *|1ia "7V»xnV,»to deliver you from an evil 
way* (v. 12). Mot only is his version a direct antithesis to the 
description of deliverance at v. 12, but such an action also coincides 
strikingly with the description of the evildoers themselves (v. 13), * who 
forsake straight paths * ( Adouc ê )0£iaç). This is not to suggest that
another Hebrew text existed or that the translator somehow misread the text 
in front of him. The emendation XKZiV (root ^XK, 'withdraw* )
suggested by Kuhn (BWANT p. 86) is unlikely and unnecessary, and similarly 
that of Wutz (BWAT p. 362) intn nixo p»VnnV,*to draw you off the 
shining path*. The reading of the Septuagint at this point is a Greek 
composition elaborated on the basis of the immediate context, according to 
the translator's interpretation of the passage as a whole.

In l6b the Greek reads, xat dXXoTptav me ôtxaiac YWphC, * a
stranger to righteous thought*• One can see certain allusions to the 
Hebrew text here, e.g. aXXoTptav - 133, Y''t*V'n - 1DR. However, it is
impossible to correlate the two texts (similarly Snijders, GTS X, 1954, 
p. 98) # In the Hebrew text, l6b refers to the «11T 1®R of l6a, whereas 
the Greek translator has made 16b refer to the young man who ia the object 
of the whole address. Again this change springs from the necessity to see 
in 16b a condition brought about by the agency of wicked men, and the text 
has been completely reshaped to achieve this end.

Having introduced such radical changes into v. 16, the translator is 
presented with a problem of continuity. Verses 17, 18 and 19 in the 
Hebrew are introduced by a feminine participle ( n 3 T771 ) and contain 
feminine verbs and feminine pronominal suffixes which all refer back to v. 16,

I S&jL p, X X W .
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that is, to the niT n®R • The translator, having excised the niT n®X 
from his text in l6a has to find a source of reference for the feminine 
verbs etc. in the following verses. He does this by supplying an 
additional phrase which serves as an introduction to these verses and 
provides a grammatical point of reference for them, ule, |it| ere xamXa$'p 
xaxTi PouXtî, *my son, do not let evil counsel overtake you'. The terms 
xaxTj PouXti are at the very least antitheses to pouXri xaXq in v. 11.
It was suggested above that l6a was constructed as a direct antithesis to 
the expression yi *|T7D *|>'xnV. It appears that a similar process of 
antithetical comparison is at work in the construction of this expression.
If one compares v. 11a, it reads, pooXrj. xaXry <puXoÇe: ere, ‘good counsel will 
guard you*. (The terms pooXq xoXtj were noted as being a moralising 
translation of ÎTOTD.) The expression pq oe xamXo^ip xaxTi PouXti makes 
a striking antithesis to the Greek of v. 11 (Bostrom, LUA p. 19).
(Probably to emphasise this point, a number of minuscules invert the word 
order so that the adjective follows the noun here as in v. ll). Jaeger 
(p. 23) noted xaxTj pouXii as opposite to xaX*n PouXfi of v. 11, but thought
that the translator had read nS3 instead of 7T®R ♦

The action and attributes that are ascribed to xaxq PouXq in w .
17-19 suggest that the expression is not only an antithesis to pouXq xoXti jÎ
(v. 11) but also represents a personification. Umbreit (p. 17) expressed 4

Ithe view that xaxTi pouXii was personified temptation, a figurative expression]
based on the image of the adultress. Somewhat similarly. Toy (p. 4 6) I
described the addition as a piece of Rabbinical or Alexandrian allegorising, 1

!
and Snijders (OTS X, 1954, p. 98) notes x a x n  pouXn as a metaphorical usage 1

alluding to the strange woman. The figure is the opposite of personified I'1
Wisdom, whom we have already encountered at l*20ff (Nowack p. 14)* In 
this context x a x q  pouXii doubtless also incorporates the figure of the 
HIT otherwise unmentioned, so that in this way a rather complex
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Iallegorising process takes place.
What emerges from these observations then is that the translator, 

having taken a different view of the grammar of w. 13-16, found it 
necessary to reshape v. 16 and did so my making a comparison with opposite 
sentiments found in w, 11 and 12.

The Syriac and Targum texts follow the basic pattern of the Hebrew
grammar in this section. The Syriac uses the relative particle to connect
V. 13 to V. 12 - . , 'who forsake'. There is no difficulty inV-
the transition to the plural form in the Syriac since, by way of 
anticipation, v. 12b has already been rendered in plural form - 'men who 
speak perversities'. Minor translation differences as opposed to MT are 
that the singular, 'path*, is found in both 13a and 13b, and the infinitive 
hoVV is rendered by a participle.

The Targum has the same construction as the Syriao, using the 
relative particle at the beginning of the verse and rendering the 
infinitive by a participle. In the Targum, though, there is a
similar problem of continuity to that in the Hebrew since the relative, 
followed by plural participles, refers back to a singular noun, KT31 
in 12b.

In 14b, 'perversities of evil* is found in the Syriac as 1 AA^QOI 
, 'perversity of evils*. An identical reading 6ia<rcpo<|>igi 

xaxw v is found in 106 and Chrysostom. This is a further instance where 
the Peshitta text agrees with a minority Greek reading (See Introduction 

p .  xxxix). Most Greek MSS read 0(aa7po<p'g xaxig .

The Targum is almost identical to the Peshitta in v. 14 as a whole 
and has the same reading, Xn®' 37 ROB 1713 in 14b. Even if RH®'3 is 
pointed as a singular, as in Miqraoth Gedoloth, the singular RDBITI agrees 
with the Syriao against the reading of MT.

Pinkuss (ZAW p. 124)has noted that, in 15b the Syriac construction
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is the same as the Greek, ^(Tl ^^/\j3lQ 0  j 'their paths are
crooked'. This is probably the case, although it is also possible to 
translate v. 15, ' •their ways are crooked and they pervert their path^.
In this case would be taken a Pael participle
and part of the series of participles that begin with ^fcJXZLTTJ (v. 13).
If this were correct then the Syriac would have its own peculiar construction 
at this point. Apart from the restoration of the relative particle at 
the beginning of the verse, the Targum is identical to the Peshitta.

The infinitive *|V'xnV in v. 16 renews the theme of deliverance and 
relates back to the subject matter of w .  11 and 12. The Syriac 
translator is aware of the gap between the two passages and considers it 
necessary to restate that understanding or wisdom is the agent of 
deliverance. To this end he inserts I A t >1 - as the subject of v. l6
and reduces the infinitive to an imperfect, thus, 'wisdom will deliver you 
from the foreign woman*. For the phrase, 'who makes her words smooth*,
the Syriac reads (T V 71 1 (Tl XI1 , 'who perverts her speech*. |
Baumgartner (p. 40) suggested that the Syriao translator had read tiB'Vrtt 
from the root *| Vn which, in the Hiphil, can mean * to change*. Pinkuss 
(ZAW p. 124) rightly objected that if such a misreading had occurred one 
might have expected the translator to use. kX It is more likely
that the Syriao reading represents an interpretation of the present 
Hebrew text. We have already noted that the translator referred back to 
vv. 11 and 12 in 16a by introducing the term | ]\jQ A aju • His inter
pretation of l6b, therefore, may well have been guided by 12b, which 
describes the man who speaks perversities ( ) AüflLj&Ol )• Similarly,
in l6b the foreign woman * perverts her speech*. This would be in line
with the Syriac translator's tendency to harmonise or draw parallels 
between similar passages (See Introduction p. xxxix).

The process of comparing v. 16 with w. 11 and 12 to arrive at an
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appropriate interpretation is reminiscent o f the approach of the Greek 
translator. However, the Greek and Syriac translators made independent 
comparison and arrived at very different results.

A last point to note is that the phrase m t  nuKD is found
in the Syriac as | > 'from the foreign woman*.
One of the adjectives has been omitted for brevity (Toy p. $l). The
same phrase at 7*5 is translated in exactly the same way. (See 
Introduction p, xxxix).

The Targumist takes an independent line in v. 16 and translates 
exactly as at v. 12 by a passive construction 'that you

may be delivered*. The full sentence in the Targum reads, *that you
may be delivered from the foreign (Xh»3lV»n ) woman, from the stranger
whose words are sweet ( Unlike the Syriac, the full description
of the woman has been included. The terra from the root >>tr

(Levy, Vol. I p. 26l) which means, basically, * to be profane*. Her
speech is described as being 'sweet* ( p ’Vrr). This is an adequate 
representation of smooth or flattering speech but, in addition, it seems 
almost certain that the Targumist has contrived to produce a word play 
between xn*3lV*n and There is no philological connection between
the two terms, only a similarity of appearance and sound. This is 
rather an unusual occurrence in the Targum text of Chs. 1-9> and is not 
even repeated at 7*5> where the same Hebrew text can be found. Two other
examples occur at 6*25 and 8*29 (See Introduction p. xl).
XÎ.AI

The meaning of the word *jlVx in 17a is not entirely certain but is 
generally taken to mean * confidant* (BDB p. 48). It has recently been 
suggested that, in this context, the word could also mean 'teaching*
(G. R. Driver, according to Gemser p. Ill, likewise KB3 p. 52) or 'teacher* 
(McKane p. 266). This meaning is based on the root *|Vk which, in the '
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Fiel, means *to teach’. The Greek translator has apparently understood 
the term in a similar way (Bostrom, LUA. p. 19)> rendering it as 
ÔiôooTtaXtav, ’teaching*. This translation may he compared to Jeremiah 
13*21, where o’flVx is similarly reproduced by jia6irp.aTa, ‘teachings*.

The omission of the suffix inn^nVx has suggested to Bickell 
(HZKM p. 89) and Toy (p. 5I) that the Greek translator had a text which 
read D̂ TiVx h’na. Neither observes that the suffix in in 17a is
similarly omitted in the Greek version, which, for the whole verse, reads 
’who forsakes (the) teaching of youth and forgets divine covenant*. It 
is likely that the omission of the pronominal suffixes in this verse is 
connected with the change of subject which the translator introduced in 
V. 16. In the Greek text it is no longer the foreign woman who is the 
subject of the relative clause, but the personified figure of Evil Counsel 
(xaxri )• It would be inappropriate to suggest that such a figure
had ever been subject to divine covenant or had been the object of 
wholesome teaching in youth. The omission of the suffixes produces the 
more general statement that Evil Counsel has nothing to do with divine 
covenant or the teaching given to youth. Snijders (OTS X, 1954, P* 98) 
is even more specific in relating ôtôacrxaXta veoTirrcç to the teaching 
given to the youth who features in this passage, although this is perhaps 
less clear.

The Peshitta translates «|lVx by I (1 "1 "1 which means ‘nourisher’ 
or * teacher*. The Targum text of Lagarde has the same reading, but the 
form is found in 1106 and Miqraoth Gedoloth. The meaning of
xn»nû is uncertain. Umbreit (p. 18) viewed it as a feminine form of 
X3»3*10 and translated it as ’nurse* or * foster mother*. That it is a 

possible feminine form of X3?3hD is also suggested by Levy (Vol. II, p. 65), 
although he prefers to read X3*aiD following the Peshitta. Jastrow 
(p. 835) suggests xn’aia could mean ’teaching’ or 'instruction*. This

J
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possibility has led Kaminlca (HUCA p. 179) to suggest that this is evidence 
for the interaction of the Targum on the Septuagint. The presence of 
variant readings and the uncertainty concerning the meaning of 
do not support this view but suggest rather that the readings of the 
Targum texts are best understood by reference to the Peshitta rather than 
the Greek.

The feminine suffix in 17b has not been reproduced in the Targum, 
although the suffix in 17a has. It is possible that the reading XTiVkt 
is based on an orthographical error, so that one ought to read nnVxi 
as in the Peshitta.
V. 18

In the RSV this verse reads, * for her house sinks down to death and
her paths to the shades*. The Greek translator has taken Tinv as a 
feminine form. In his text therefore. Evil Counsel remains the subject 
of the verb with Tlh»! and n’nVlSro being regarded as objects. His 
translation reads, *she has put (IdcTo) her house beside death, and set 
her paths beside Hades with the giants*. The phrase &6eto tov olxov 
â TTiC could be translated more idiomatically as, *she has built her house
(cf. Geto ôcüpa, L.S. 1791» VII.C.3), recalling that Evil Counsel is a j.1
personified antithesis of Wisdom, this reminds one of 9*1» 'Wisdom has j

4

built a house for herself* • The use of xiGTmt has suggested to various 1
jcommentators that the translator read HhW (from * to set opposite)']I

instead of nnw (Vogel p. 11; Umbreit p. 19» Lagarde p. 12; Nowack p. 15» I
Baumgartner p. 41» Wildeboer p. 7j Prankenberg p. 28; Steuernagel p. 281; I

Î
Kamirika, HUCA p. 178; Ehrlich p. 18). Another possibility is TIDW :
(Vogel, Lagarde, Nowack, Wildeboer) from Qt#,*to set*. Both ilfiw

i
and ÎI057 were first suggested by Vogel. Clearly this has to be borne in | 
mind as a possibility* However it may not be a simple misreading • The i 
exegesis is exercising a significant effect on how the verb should be î
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understood (see above). It should be noted that èOe-to is,in addition,
doing service for l8b where it takes xodç A^ovaç a6*mç Üs object.
It may therefore have been carefully chosen to have this dual function.

In l8b the Hebrew phrase D’XST >X1,*to the shades* is found in
the Greek as xat xapa xcp 46*̂  |jiem Tww YUYevoûv , * beside Hades with the
giants*. Schleusner (p. 267) has observed that the Septuagint never
translates D’XST by Aôtiç. The description 'beside Hades’ is merely
emphasising that the location is the underworld. Baumgartner (p. 41) is
of the opinion that it is a marginal note which has come into the text.

JBL
Pritsch/(p. 180) takes the view that this is a doublet in which ’beside 
Hades* is *old Greek* and ’with the giants* is Hexaplaric, stemming from 
Theodotion. However 'beside Hades* (as noted above) is not necessarily a 
translation of d *XS*t Vx i , Further that Yfrfevcov has been supplied from 
Theodotion can hardly be maintained since, firstly, the same term is found 
as a translation of at 9*18 and, secondly, Theodotion does not
read YBYGVwv hut I

1The view of Thackeray (JTS XIII, 1912, p. 52) that |i,em Twv YUYevcov ;|
Ïshould be deleted for metrical reasons can only be regarded with reservation. *jThackeray's thesis of metrical patterns in Proverbs is complex and |

supported by many arbitrary transpositions, omissions, emendations, etc. I
That such a method can be harnessed to practical text critical considerationsJ 
must remain doubtful. (For general criticism of this method of. also *j
Gerleraan, LUA p. 15)» |

In Greek mythology the Giants were fierce warriors of great size and, |
i

as their name suggests, were sons of Earth ( Yn). They were destroyed 1
when they mounted an unsuccessful rebellion against the gods, and their I
bodies were thought to be buried at places of volcanic activity in Greece I

I
and Italy (The Oxford Classical Dictionary, p. 466). In this way they are j 
an archetypal image of the slain or dead mortal who inhabits the underworld. *

 X . v v t c û x l u  A o A - - -  p . -  l H - j - l * .
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In this context and also at 9*l8 it is possible to translate YUYsveic 
simply as 'the dead* or 'the shades* (L.S. 347.1*3). This corresponds 
to the general meaning of o*XSl who were apparently soil deities in 
Ugaritic mythology (C. fi. Driver, 'Canaanite Myths and Legends*,

Old Testament Studies No. 3, P* 9 ff , Edinburgh, 1956), but 
represent the community of the dead in the Old Testament. The term 
D’XDT was also applied to some of the early inhabitants of Canaan who 
were traditionally regarded as being of gigantic proportions (e.g.
Deuteronomy 3*11 ff). Sometimes this tribal designation is found in the 
Septuagint as a transliteration, ôupaiv, but it is also translated by 
YifOLVTGC which is synonymous with YBYevetç and illustrates a further point 
of contact between the terms.

The Syriac translator has experienced great difficulty in I
understanding this verse and several mistranslations have occurred. The 1 
verse reads, If'GAoiO : O l f L n i  ,|
'she has forgotten the doorposts of her house and the goings of her paths*, j

!The picture which is being drawn here is of the woman who is hardly ever |
Iat home and whose wanderings are so frequent and diverse that it is !

impossible to bring them all to mind. This is reminiscent of the i
description of the dissolute woman at 7*10-12 who is similarly depicted as 
never resting in her house but always out lurking in the streets.
Finding difficulty with the meaning of the text, the translator may well 
have relied on the description of the woman in Ch. 7 to guide his 
understanding here, and this may account for some of the unusual inter
pretations which he offers. (For similar use of parallel passages, 
see Introduction p. xxiix).

The phrase nfT® *3 is translated l \ \ \ ^  or A A j ^ O  (Lee 
and Walton). This translation is exactly the same as that given for 
7lfT3W (v. 17) which immediately precedes Tin» ^3. Vogel (p. 11) and
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Hitzig (Introduction p. xxix) suggested that -nnow had been read a 
second time instead of ntis; producing the reading ana# at the
beginning of v. 18. An accidental misreading of this nature is certainly 
possible bearing in mind the similarity of the words. However, it is 
just as likely that the translator attributed this meaning to what was a 
difficult verb form, being guided by the previous verbs 'forsake* and 
'forget* in v. 17 and also by what he considered to be the overall sense 
of the verse.

The following words iilû Vx have been read together as the plural of
qVx,*porch* (Vogel p. 11; Pinkuss, ZAW p. 124; BHS). This word is

translated several times (e.g. JEfcekiel 40x9,22,26) by I i \  Ctl I
Syr.

which means a 'doorpost* or a 'lintel* (Thes./307). It is curious that
the translator should have fastened on the image of the house entrance.
It could be that it suggested itself because of the similar description
of Wisdom's home at Proverbs 8x34, where îîtî TO,'Doorposts of my
entrances* is translated in the Syriac as .
In Ch. 9 the house of Wisdom and that of the foolish woman are in fact
contrasted with each other (9*1 and 9*14).

Verse l8b has also been drastically modified in the Syriac version.
The letters have probably been divided differently from those of MT with
the last two words being read as îi’hViyoo »XST, This would account for
the construct relationship which the translator apparently saw here, as
indicated by his translation, * goings of her ways'. Apart from this it
is virtually impossible to say how he could have arrived at such a
translation. There is no word X01 in Biblical Hebrew which means

*'movement*. The Syriac verb , * to move gently*, which is the same
root as the Hebrew verb *|Dl,in the Palpel means 'to move to and fro*.
This verb produces the noun -Ls.l which means 'movement to and fro* 
usually describing small fluttering movements. It is possible that this
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could have given a philological justification for the interpretation the
translator offered. In dealing with the full text of l8h, however, the
translator has had to suppress the preposition in order to produce a
direct object relating back to the verb i\ \ ^  . The alternative to
this suggestion is to conclude that has been entirely suppressed
and that has been expanded into the expression 'goings of her
ways' (Pinkuss, ZAN p. 124).

This unusual treatment is not likely to have been caused by a failure
to recognise the word Outside of Proverbs this word, in the

I ». Ksense of 'the departed* is always translated by I “IZLlA , 'heroes* or
'mighty warriors', and corresponds to the Greek or YTTfevetc

Syr.
(Thes./646). This is consistent with the translation at Proverbs 9*18 
( ) "*T ) and at Proverbs 21:l6 ( | 1 *1 , 'sons of earth').
As noted earlier, the translator seems to have striven to produce a 
description of the woman and her house which was in accord with that found 
in Ch. 7" This may well be an extreme example of his interest in seeing 
correspondences in passages of related themes (see Introduction p. xxxix).

The writer of the Targum has had equal difficulty in dealing with 
this verse. He has made his own attempt at translating l8a which he 
presents as Xfil at KpDPSt, 'for her house is in the vale of death*.
It would seem that he has taken tin# not as a verb, but read it as a noun 
nn#,*pit*. This would have produced a text which read, 'for her house 

is a pit beside death* and this has been presented in the form which we 
now have in the Targum* (cfi Vogel p. 11, who suggested the Targumist 
read tiny.) The image of the pit would have suggested itself readily
in relation to the strange woman. At Ch. 23*27 the harlot is said to be 
'a deep pit* (MT, tlpoy n m #) and similarly at 22:14, the mouth of strange 
women is said, to be a deep pit. At 9*18 her guests are said to be in the 
depths of Sheol (Targum, > 1 *#Y *poyi). This last passage has probably
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had a significant influence in determining the form of presentation at 
2:18.

In l8h the Targum text of Lagarde reads, xnV»a#*r XfiDVm,so that the 
whole verse is rendered, 'For her house is in the valley of death and the 
goings of her ways*. This is the same reading as the Peshitta and is 
doubtless the more original form of the Targum text. Surprisingly, no 
attempt is made to deal with the problem of CPXBT VXI, although in a 
sense, this is more pressing in the Targum which, unlike the Syriac, has 
retained the imagery of death and the underworld in l8a. This is rectified 
in the text of Miqraoth Gedoloth which reads, xriDVn X’TixVl
* and with the mighty the goings of her ways*. While translates |
0»KSl Vxi (cf. 9*18) it is clearly an addition to the reading 'goings of j

'Iher ways' and aimed at conforming the Targum text more exactly to the 
reading of MT.
V. 19

?The Hebrew of 19h, which reads, 'nor do they regain the paths of |
life*, is found as a doublet in the Greek, oÙôe jiti  fcvtaowv iQm)ç j
'lest they should attain to straight paths, for they are not possessed of 4 
years of life*. The first line of the doublet is presented in the form 
of a final clause and apparently supplies a motivation for the non-return 
of those who have relations with the strange woman. The combination of 
negatives, o6ôe JJitj an emphatic form of negation, is a contraction of
ofcôfi and o5 |iTi. This contraction is sometimes written in Koine Greek
as 0&Ô' o6 (JIT). (Blas-Debrunner, *A Greek Grammar of the New Testament', 
translated from the 10th edition by H. W. Punk, Cambridge, 1961, p. 223,
§§ 431.(3)), and can be found in several minuscules in this form.

The second line of the doublet, 'for they are not possessed of (or , 
overtaken by)years of life', interprets 19b as referring to an early death. 

Lagarde (p. 12) noted that the passive construction implied that the verb -
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in this instance was read as a Hophal form *11#,*. This may he readily 
understood as a problem of vocalisation, but a greater difficulty arises with 
the following words. It is noticeable that the phrase m m x  is
treated differently in the two parts of the doublet. The term m  m x
appears in the first line in the phrase Tptpopc el)0eiac, the term 
appears in the second line in the expression feviavxtov These
expressions can be found in several other places in Proverbs, e.g. 'straight 
path', 2:13, 3*6, 9*15; 'path of life', 5*6, 6 :23, 15*24; 'years of life*, 
3*2, 4*10, 9*11. In particular one may compare the doublet at 4*10 which 
has a somewhat similar contrast between 'years of life* and 'paths of life*,
indicating how readily such expressions were suggestive of each other. In
this way the first line fixes on the imagery of the path and the second on {j
the theme of life. These observations weaken the suggestion of Pritsch I
(jBL p. 172) that e&8eiac is an inner Greek corruption. This has some |

»jbearing on his view that the more literal line of the doublet is Hexaplaric :j
in origin. If both parts of the doublet deviate to some extent from MT -I

it puts considerable strain on the view that the 'literal* line is a ;j
Hexaplaric correction (see Introduction P* iiiff.)* 1

1 \  ■In the Syriac text interest focuses on 19b which reads LAO ]I . .A "1 L u T l o l  ' and they do not remember the path of life* .1
C  * :j

Pinkuss (ZAW p. I24) rejected as improbable the suggestion of BaumgartnerCf-'̂ i) ! 
that the Syriac translator read n O T ’ instead of He followed
instead the proposal of Lagarde (p. vii) that should be emended j
to f̂cû"l"XjQ from the root ^  , 'attain to*. This would imply
that the Syriac was a direct translation of the Hebrew. Accepting the 
text as it stands, however, the Syriac in 19b describes an act of mental 
recollection rather than an act of physical attainment. Vogel (p. 12) 
made the suggestion that this reading may have been influenced by the verb 
'forget* of V. 18. A difficulty for Vogel's suggestion, though, is that
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the verbs in w. 18 and 19 refer to the actions of different people. It 
is not obvious that the verb of v. 19 would be suggested by the verb of 
V. l8. Another possibility, however, is that the translator has utilised 
the Greek reading xamXaptixnv to interpret the meaning of The
verb xaoaXofL̂ ava) can mean not only to reach in a physical sense, but is 
frequently used of mental grasp. Since the root is found only here
in Proverbs (although it occurs frequently elsewhere), it is quite possible 
that the Syriac translator was uncertain about its exact meaning in this 
context and, as in many other instances, made use of the Greek to guide 
his translation.

The Targum introduces an interpretative element into 19a which reads, 
'all who go in do not return with soundness' ( oVWi). The term oYwa 
is a simple addition to the basic Hebrew text of 19a. Perhaps a contrast 
is being drawn with the young man of 3*2 who, by attending to the 
instruction of his teacher, is promised length of days, years of life, and 
soundness (Targum, XoV#) . This kind of explanatory addition is found 
only rarely in the Targum of Proverbs, and is of a concise nature (see 
Introduction P* il).

The non-representation of the feminine suffix in 71^X3 in the texts 
of Lagarde and Miqraoth Gedoloth seems to be no more than a minor error.
It is represented in 1106 by Tim V, as also in the Peshitta.
V. 20

The Hebrew in this verse resumes the instruction which is addressed 
to the *3 3 of V. 1. The Greek translator, however, continues his 
observation on the fate of those who are influenced by Evil Counsel (Toy 
p. 40; Barucq p. 57)* He introduces a conditional sentence and continues 
the third person subject of v. 19, 'for if they had travelled good paths, 
they would have found the smooth paths of righteousness'. Apart from 
the obvious changes which the translator has effected with regard to the
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construction, it should also he noted that in 20b he supplies the 
adjective "smooth* (Xeta<;) as a description of the paths, and attributes 
the meaning 'find* (eSpoottv) to - a sense which it cannot have.
None of these changes are dependent on textual variation. It would be 
wrong, for example, to suggest with Baumgartner (p. 42) that the translator 
had read ixxo* instead of luvn. The changes which are introduced are 
dependent on the translator's interpretation of the whole verse and the 
way in which he has related it to the foregoing material. It is difficult 
to suggest why he followed such an unusual exegesis, but, as a starting 
point, it seems likely that he regarded v. 20 as an interjection addressed 
in a collective sense to all those who followed Evil Counsel. If such 
a view is taken of v. 20, however, there is an immediate logical problem 
in relating it to 19a which says that all who enter the house of folly do 
not return. Clearly it would be futile to address an exhortation to keep 
to the good path to those who are already said to be lost. The circum
vention of this difficulty would have been sufficient motivation for the 
translator to present v. 20 as a condition relating to past conduct rather 
than an exhortation directed to present conduct.

The syntactical and exegetical restructuring which can be observed 
in this verse is not an isolated phenomenon. In Ch. 2, similar major 
changes of syntax and exegesis can be observed at vv. 13ff and I6ff. It 
would appear that the translator experienced difficulty in following the 
overall pattern of the second half of Ch. 2, from v. 13 onwards, and at 
various key points (v. 13, v. l6, v. 20) made his own decision about how 
the various paragraphs and verses related to their context. On the basis 
of these fundamental decisions he was prepared to introduce considerable 
changes of form and meaning into individual words,and whole phrases where 
necessary, to make his interpretation clear.

The Syriac and Targum basically follow the Hebrew text although both

 p. XXIV.
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versions indicate that some difficulty was encountered with the grammatical 
connection of v. 20 with the preceding verses. The Hebrew of this verse 
takes the form of a final clause introduced by jyaV, The principal clause 
to which the conjunction refers is as far back as v. 11, and this tends to 
make v. 20 seem somewhat isolated. The Syriac translator overcomes this 
difficulty by making v. 20 a result clause introduced by \  ,
"wherefore*, accompanied hy the imperative • This gives immediate
connection to the preceding verse. The Targum seems to have incorporated 
both the Syriac and Hebrew constructions. Like the Peshitta it has its 
verb, in the imperative form but, like the Hebrew %yDV,it has a
conjunction which would normally introduce a final clause. This
conjunction is either followed by *7* with the imperfect,or * V* with the 
infinitive (Dalman Grammar, Vol. II, p. 237). It would seem, therefore, 
to be ungrammatical to have >*3 3 followed by the imperative. It may be 
that the Targum originally had a reading similar to the Peshitta. In the 
course of time the introductory particle was changed to agree with MT, but 
with no attempt being made to alter the grammar. In this way the Targum 
came to have its present hybrid construction.
V. 21

In this verse many texts have a doublet. The verse reads:-
XptpT^ot lonovm i olxTTtopec Tnc, 
d x a x o i ÔG T^xoXcKpdTynovmi Iv  aSvTp 

G&0GIC xaxooxTivwoTovox Tnv, 
x a t  6<noi, ôxoXeKpÔTKTovçai I v  a l r ip .

A, 23, 6 8, 103, 109, 149, 161, 248, 252, 253, 254, 260, 295, 297)
"The good will be the inhabitants of the land 
and the innocent will be left in it; 
for the upright will inhabit the land, 
and the saints will be left in it*.

It can be seen that lines 2 and 4 are almost identical, apart from the
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rendering of Q'»D*D1) by axaxoi and There is more divergence

between lines 1 and 3. It is clear that line 3 is a more literal trans

lation of the Hebrew in that it represents *3,has a more exact translation 
of and translates the verb directly as opposed to the verbal phrase
lobVTat olxiTTopec of line 1.

The B text omits lines 1 and 2 which are also marked with diacritical 
signs in the Hexaplaric text. That lines 3 and 4 are Hexaplaric in origin, 
however, (Pritsch, JBL p. 1?2) cannot be viewed with certainty. (The 

deviation from MT in the first half of the doublet is only minor.) The 

X  text amalgamates the two readings by omitting line 4, but reading x a t  

6cnot instead of &xaxoi 6c in line 2. In modern editions, Swete, with 

Holmes and Parsons, has lines 1 and 2 in the critical apparatus, whereas 
Rahlfs has all four lines in the text.

The Peshitta follows the Hebrew closely. Kuhn (BWANT p. IO5) felt
there was a difficulty in the form as a translation of nin*

He suggested that the text ought to read • The Thesaurus,
however (p. 126), indicates that both of these forms are used to express

1the Eshtaphal of the root 9 "remain* so that there is no difficulty

with the text as it stands.
The Targum, which is almost identical with the Peshitta, has a minor 

variant reading in 21a. Lagarde*s text reads |*Tay, "dwell*, as does 
the Peshitta, while IIO6 and Miqraoth Gedoloth read |*“*rD7, 'remain*.

This divergence has obviously arisen because of the similarity of the 

letters and ? . The Peshitta reading would indicate that Lagarde's 

text is correct.

V. 22
In 22a the Greek has an additional word. The text reads, &60&

AoTBpcov fcx ybc SXoDvrai, 'the ways of the ungodly will perish from the 
land*. Heidenheim (BVETPK Vol. II, p. 409) took the view that the present

_ Sjla Intr* p.
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reading of the Greek is incorrect and that one should read &Tt instead

of iôoi. While this has the effect of removing the extra term, it
seems unlikely that such a confusion could have happened. The following
word, dcrei3<tiv, would also have to he emended to read nominative plural.
The fact that two emendations have to he made to support this proposal
reduces its probability substantially.

Jaeger (p. 2$) felt that èôoi might be a corruption of oî 6e.

He also put forward the suggestion that the additional word might be an

interpretative element introduced by the translator. He considered that

there might be an allusion to Psalm 1:6b which reads, xat. hàoç AcrePtov

AxoXetTat. The fact that similar allusions to other Biblical texts can
Ibe found in Chs. 1—9 makes this quite possible. It may be added that the 

context also gives support to viewing the word as an addition to the text. 

The figure of the path features prominently in the second half of Ch. 2.
It is found in w. 12 and 13, v. 15, and, in the Greek text, in v. 16 also. 

It features in vv. 18, 19 and 20. In this last verse the figure of the 
path is applied by the Greek translator (but not in the Hebrew) to the fate 

of the ungodly. The reference to the paths of the ungodly in v. 22 is 
consistent with this background and particularly the Greek translator's 

treatment of v. 20.
The reading IÇcixJÔTp'ovTrai and similar readings in the other versions 

may imply that a passive form (Graetz, MGWJ p. I48; Oort, TT p. 385; BHS) 

was read instead of 1170’ in 22b, However it should be noted that the 

third person plural active in Hebrew can be used idiomatically to express 

the passive and numerous examples of this usage are known (Geaenius— 
Kautsch §144g). The same construction and similar treatment in the 

versions can be found at 9*11. The view of Dahood ('Proverbs' p. 8 and 

Biblica 49, 1968, p. 365) that this may be an example of a 'qal passive* 
can have little effect on our view of the versions. It would be
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unrealistic to expect the translators to recognise such a usage, even 
if this is an example of it.

The Syriac and Targum have similar texts, with the Targum having a 
closer correspondence with MT in some matters of detail. Where the 
Syriac uses participles for the verb forms and ,
the Targum has imperfects | IB 103 and pnpyn3 as in MT. In the Syriac 
the verb in 22a is translated by an intransitive

m  , ‘cease*, "perish*) and the verb in 22b is translated by a 
passive, as in the Greek.
lii

The translation of *min by yop&ptov, "customs* (or vo(juov, "laws*, 
68, l6l, 248, 253, 297) indicates the translator"s ability and willingness 
to distinguish between the instruction of the Wisdom teacher and Torah in 
its technical sense of Jewish Law (see note at 1:8).

The suggestion of Heidenheim (DVETFK, Vol. II p. 409) and 
Baumgartner (p. 43) that the Greek reading represents a Pharisaic correction 
to distinguish between the oral and written law, seems improbable. There 
is consistency in the treatment of the term "law* in the Greek translation 
which weighs against the view that individual readings were altered for 
doctrinal purposes. One might also add that the rendering of 
"commandments* ( ’JBISd) as "words* ( ftiietTO ) in v. lb serves no obvious 
doctrinal purpose and indicates no more than a certain latitude on the part 
of the translator.

The Peshitta and Targum follow MT.
V. 2

The Greek offers a literal translation of this verse.
The Syriac translator rearranges the text in v. 2 by moving the 

term oiV*1 to the beginning of v. 3* His version of v. 2 then reads^  l l u n  L ^ o  I A j j o o  A - y a  ,
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* for length of days and years of life will he added to you* * This change 
is apparently effected for the sake of symmetry. ‘Length of days' and 
'years of life' make a balanced pair, whereas the single terra QlV* is 
added to the similar terms TOtl and hDK at the beginning of v. 3.
This is an interesting example of the Syriac
translator's willingness to rearrange the material to produce a smoothly 
flowing text (see Introduction p. xxxix). In this connection It may
be noted that 1D * o 1 * in 2b is translated by a passive, \ .
This may have been a simple misreading (Pinkuss, ZAff p. 125 and Oort, TT 
p. 385) but, noting the other changes in this verse^it may well be that the 
translator was employing what he felt was a neater construction than that 
of MT. I

In contrast to this, the Targum follows the word order of MT and also 
has an active verb fbrm, Do 13,in 2b. |I3,4

The phrase nox 1 *ron is translated in the Greek as IXeT|io<n>vai xai
xicneiç. Baumgartner (p. 44) observed that the usage of late Hebrew had I

!
influenced the translation of these terms. as * alms'
(L.S. 531) corresponds to the meaning of *ron in Aramaic and late Hebrew as I
'charity' or, in the plural, 'acts of kindness* (Jastrow p. 486). It is !I
more difficult to attribute a meaning to xKrreic* As a plural form it is I
unlikely to have the sense of 'faith* or * trust* • It probably takes here j

its secondary meaning of 'that which gives confidence*, i.e. 'assurances', |
'pledges cf good faith* or * guarantees* (L.S. I408, II.1.). In jIconjunction with the practice of alms, xi<rretç probably refers here to the !
covering or cancelling of debts on behalf of those who are unable to make j

repayment. In a commercial sense xtoric can actually mean 'credit*. j
Such a sense can only be loosely related to the Hebrew jip*, Baumgartner I

noted
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that xtcrxic was closer in sense to n31 üX which can mean not only 
'firmness* and 'faith* hut also 'surety*. The Septuagint may, however, 
indicate that, at its period, the phrase hOXI Ton was commonly interpreted 
as relating to acts of charity, involving both the giving of gifts and the 
cancelling of debts. Jastrow (p. 79) indicates that JlDX Ton can
mean 'true charity*. Thus, in Mishnaio Hebrew Ton and ADX in combination
are associated with charitable acts. This gives some justification to the 
Greek translation. The practice of almsgiving is described at Tobit
4*7—11, 6*g* CTO I xam iro xXt)0oç, xonr)crov IÇ alxcov IXeT|iocn>vT|v,
'as you have, according to abundance, do alms from it* (v. 8). One may
also compare the additional Greek line in Proverbs 15*27, IXcTipooDvaic %c,& 
xioTecriv Axoxadaipovmi dpapvtat, which corresponds to the Hebrew of 16:6.

The line niV *?S 03h3, 'write them on the tablet of your heart*, 
is represented variously in the Greek MSS. The B and x texts lack the 
phrase entirely. The majority of texts which have the line, place it in 
the same position as MT (23, 68, 106, 109, 147, l6l, 254, 248, 252, 260,
295, 297), whereas others place it after the words |n XX01 / xai ê pTicretc 
Xapiv at the beginning of v. 4 (A, 103, 253). The Hebrew phrase, which 
is identical with that of 7*3b, may be a later addition to the text here 
(Lagarde p. 13J Prankenberg p. 30; Bickell, WZKM p. 90; Toy p. 5 8;
Gemser p. 26; Scott p. 44; McKane p. 36 and p. 291; BHs). The different 
positions of the Greek line do not necessarily indicate that it was a 
marginal note, as Lagarde proposes, but are probably bound up with the 
problem of the syntactical structure of the Greek, which differs from the 
Hebrew (see below).

Apart from the difficulty of the last line in v. 3 of MT, the Greek
has a different grammatical connection between w .  3 and 4 from that of
the Hebrew. The words |n XX 01 of 4a are incorporated by the Greek
translator into v. 3 and translated, xat eApncnsi( x»ptv, i.e. the verb is
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translated as if it were a second person imperfect. The following phrase 
310 ^301,found in the Greek as xat xpovoov xa\a, now becomes the 

beginning of v. 4* The word Vo# has been read not as a noun, as in MT, 
but as a verb in the imperative. 310 is taken as its object and given a 
plural form. It is unusual that such a form should have been read since 
the verb Vo# is found only once in the Old Testament in the Qal form. 
Otherwise it is always in the Hiphil. The result of these changes can be 
seen most clearly in the B and X texts which read, for 3b and 4, 'bind 
them upon your neck and you will find grace. Also perceive good things 
before God and men*• If this was the basic structure of the Greek text 
it can be seen that the placing of the additional line would have presented
a difficulty since the verse division of the Hebrew and Greek texts is i

I ' ■ idifferent. This has resulted in the variations now seen in the Greek MSS. j
I ; 1

The Syriac and Targum texts follow MT in v, 3, except that the |
Syriac transposes OlVvi of v. 2 to the beginning of v. 3, as noted above. j

. !As at 7*3, the Syriac also translates HIV by a plural. |
In V. 4 both versions deal with 310 in the same way, by translating

!
it as a noun and prefixing it by the conjunction * and*. The Syriac |

Itranslator, in a manner similar to his treatment of Illvwi in v. 3, I

inverts the order of Vd# and 310 and reads I XIaa.T
lXfXClO)0 I A g IXjJ^O , 'that you may find mercy and grace and under- i

standing*. This rearrangement brings the terms * mercy * and * grace* i

together and the translator probably took the view that these expressions |
formed a complimentary pair. Vogel (p. 13), by comparison, suggested that |

the inversion was due to a marginal correction after a word had been |

accidentally omitted. i
i

The Targum treats 310 in the same way as the Peshitta, but retains j

the word order of MT, Kni 3*01 xVd wI XTon 03#ni, 'and you will find |

grace and understanding and goodness '. Baumgartner (p. 44) expressed the !
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view that these readings were evidence for the dependence of the Peshitta 

on the Targum, although he presents no compelling argument as to why that 

should be the case. Toy (p. 63) rightly observed that the relation of the 
two texts here is similar to that found elsewhere. While the readings are 

clearly related, it is apparent that the Targum is harmonising its reading 
as closely as possible to that of MT. There seems little reason, therefore, 
to depart from the view that the Targumist utilised the readings of the 
Peshitta, but frequently attempted to make them agree more closely with 

the Hebrew text.

In this verse only the translation of Vx, 'do not lean on*
shows any departure from a literal rendering. This is given in the 

Greek as p-n Imtpoo. The verb Ixaipco, 'lift*, 'raise', in the passive, 
could have the sense * to be exalted at* and, followed by the preposition 

Ixi, could also have the meaning 'to be elated at* (L.S. 6O4.II.2). Thus 

5b in the Greek reads, * do not be exalted at (or elated at) your own
Iwisdom*• This is sun interpretation of the Hebrew and imnlicitly introduces ijthe notion of boasting or arrogance, which is not present in the original «j

text. Kuhn (BWANT p. 86) has suggested that the Greek text should be j
emended to read fexepetôoü, which is a literal translation of the Hebrew i

Iand the reading of Theodotion. The probability of any confusion between Ijthese verb forms, however, seems small, and no Septuagint MSS have this I
i

reading. In the Septuagint as a whole the verb Ixepei&co is never found I
as a translation of j y# , |

The Peshitta and Targum texts emphasise the suffix of * 3 in 5b j 

by using the terras and -J3>,which here mean 'yourself*. 1

This idiomatic usage of the emphatic pronoun is more commonly found with
than 3V ,  This may account for the suppression of "%3V in IIO6 which j

reads 1 * 3, i.e. having the simple suffix of MT. 1

. Î
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y. 6
Instead of 1 ny*T ,* acknowledge him*, the Greek reads aÔTTiv,

*(in all your ways)acknowledge her*. Baumgartner (p. 45) regarded this 
as a mistake and presumably preferred to read alvov. Against this is the 

unanimity of the Greek tradition in that all MSS read alirriv. The 

difficulty with this reading is that there is no immediately obvious 

antecedent to which alnrnv can refer. However, almost certainly, the 
implied antecedent is Soçia, 'Wisdom*, in its absolute or divine 
manifestation (Barucq p. 58; Skehan p. I84). The probability of this 
interpretation of the Greek is strengthened if it is taken in conjunction 

with the preceding line in v. 5, Ixt 6e erg ccflq, pn Imtpor, * do not be 
elated at your own wisdom*• The translator is almost certainly making a 
contrast between human wisdom (v. 5) aiid cosmic wisdom (v. 6). One can 

only speculate as to why he should have fastened on the figure of Wisdom 
at this point, rather than on the Deity, as in the Hebrew. It is possible, 
however, that, at a point in the text where human wisdom is clearly being | 

denigrated, the translator desired to make clear that Wisdom itself is not |

subject to such strictures. To some extent, then, the translator 1
'!

circumvents the tension inherent in the Hebrew text between mental ability | 
on the one hand, and the attitude of piety on the other (see McKane p. 17ff),!

In 6b, in the Greek, either Wisdom or God could be the subject of 

&p8oTopip whose root sense is , * to cut straight*. Probably Wisdom
remains the subject, so that the line should read, * that she may make your , 

paths straight*. The extra line, & 6e xooç opu pT) xpocxoicrg, * so that 
your foot may not stumble*, found in some texts, with minor variations, ‘

(« °*^, 103, 252, 253, 254, 260, 295) is from v. 23 of this chapter. ' j
The Peshitta and the Targum follow MT in this verse. |

The Greek follows the Hebrew with little change, in this verse. The i

lîi tiS
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translation of 7 * 3 * y 3 by xapa with the reflexive pronoun, is one of the 
common ways in which this Hebrew idiom is rendered (cf. note at 1:17).
In 3* 7b the addition of the adjective * every* in the phrase &%o 
xaxou is a common characteristic of the translator in Chs. 1-9#

The Syriac and Targum texts are almost identical with each other, 
only 7*3*7 3 being expressed differently in the two texts, as well as the 
characteristic representation of the divine name ( and XTiVx ,
The Syriac translator also adds the conjunction , 'but*, at the
beginning of 7b. This is lacking in the Targum which characteristically, in 
various matters of detail, agrees more closely with MT than with the 
Peshitta.
V. 8

The Greek translator offers a one-to-one translation of the Hebrew
terms in this verse, but difficulty remains about his understanding of
7 3#V in 8a and^ip#! in 8b. His rendering, ctopaTi opo, * to your
flesh* for 73#^, * to your navel* has suggested to many commentators that
he read either 7 ix# V or 73# 3V, both of which would be equivalent to the

Lagarde p. 13;
Greek phrase (e.g. Vogel p. 14; Prankenberg p. 31;/Baumgartner p. 45; 
Nowack p. 17; Bickell, WZKM p. 9O; Toy p. 64; Steuernagel p. 282;
Scott p. 44; Gemser p. 26; McGlinchey p. 13; McKane p. 293; Barucq 
p. 58). Similarly others suggest that the translator read the same 
consonants as MT but supplied different vowel points - 4|3#V,and understood 
this as an abbreviated form of 7 3X#> (Hitzig p. 21; Ewald p. 84).
Lastly Umbreit (p. 26), Delitzch (p. 88) and Heidenheim (BVETPK Vol II, 
p. 410) take the view that the translator interpreted the term * navel* in 
a general sense, regarding it either as synecdoche (Heidenheim) or an 
avoidance of an indelicate expression (Belitsoh). Several of these 
scholars make the suggestion that the text at 4*22, XS30 13#3 VoVi,
* and to all his flesh healing* has been a factor in the Greek translator's
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ohoioe of expression at 3*8 (although the translator there has oapÇ 
and not oiô ia).

The word i#,"navel*, is found in only two other places in the Old 
Testament, at Ezekiel 16*4 and Song of Solomon 7*3. At Song of Solomon 
7*3 a literal translation is found for u n ^  viz. Ŝ icpaXoc ooo, "your 
navel". At Ezekiel 16*4, however, 7 3 # is translated as Tooc (KurtoDç cro\>, 

"your breasts". (Here the translator probably decided to read *r# instead 
of 3#.)

Taking the texts as they stand, this would mean that in only one of 
the three occurrences of 1# in the Old Testament has an accurate translation i 
been produced. Given the rarity of this word it is likely that the |
translators of Proverbs and Ezekiel were not familiar with the term and 
guessed at its meaning, either by attempting to read a different Hebrew

j
word, or by attributing a meaning to it on the basis of the context. I

The equally rare word "drihk" or "refreshment" is represented
Iin the Greek text by which can mean "care" or "attention |

bestowed on something" and thus can be used of medical treatment (L.S. 645)# 
The word ^ip# is found otherwise only at Psalm 102*10 (Septuagint 101*10} iwhere it is translated literally by xo|ia, "drink", and at Hosea 2*7, 
where it is paraphrased by xavm 6oa fioi xadrixe*, "all things which are 
sufficient for me". This paraphrase demonstrates that the translator of 
Hosea was at a loss to produce an equivalent term for ’ 1pv which is the 
last of a list of similar terms which he translated without difficulty.
The rendering IxipeXeia at Proverbs 3*8 is probably evidence for a 
similar lack of knowledge regarding the meaning of ’ipw, the translator 
having been guided primarily by the parallel expression *i;a<ric, " healing" 
(Hebrew, m  x D 3 ) in 8a, to provide *m appropriate rendering. There is a 
further problem related to the meaning of IxiiieXeta itself. While it 
clearly refers to some kind of medical treatment which the Lexicon declares
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to mean the process of medical care and attention, it is possible that the 
Greek word could be specifically associated with certain kinds of treatment, 
probably involving the use of ointments or salves made from fatty 
substances. The question of this somewhat precise application of 
lxi(i£Xeicp is raised by the way the term is used elsewhere and also by 
the unusual reading of the Peshitta version at Proverbs 3*8# The 
discussion of the meaning of the Greek IxipeXeia is therefore continued 
in the following note on the Syriac version.

The Syriao has * *fat" or "oil" as its translation of
’ 1 pv • At first sight this looks as if it has little relation to either 
the Hebrew or the Greek. Consideration of the other occurrences of 
>ipv, however, would suggest that there is possibly some connection with 
the Greek reading. At Psalm 102*10 the Syriao reads^A^i^LlJQVA* drink" , 
which, like the Greek xofjia , is a literal translation of and from
this little can be drawn. At Hosea 2*7, however, the only other occurrence 
of  ̂ipw, the Syriac has a paraphrastic rendering, (Syriao 2*5)

^  1  \  "I , "all that is necessary for me", which is identical I# -j
with the Greek reading, m v m  &oa |iot xadrptet. The Hosea reading
demonstrates that the Syriac translator or translators of that book did 
not know the meaning of ♦Ipw and relied on the Septuagint to supply a |
meaning for the unknown Hebrew word. It is very likely that a similar
process has taken place at Proverbs 3*8, bearing in mind that the |

I
translator of Proverbs makes frequent use of the Greek version. |

!
An interesting suggestion along these lines was made by J#S. Semler I

(according to Lagarde, p. 13), who thought that the Syriao translator had 
utilised the Greek but had read wi^eXeva instead of IxiiieXeia. Lagarde 
pointed out that xipeXeia. is not a known Greek word and that, presumably, i
the intended emendation of Sealer should be xipeXn, which means "fat" or

I"lard". The difficulty with this proposal is that no Greek MS has
i
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preserved such a reading, which one might reasonably have expected if the 
Syriao translator had himself read such a text. This word is not found 
in the Septuagint at all. If, on the other hand. Sealer is suggesting 
that no more than a misreading has occurred, there remains the problem 
that xtpgXn differs more greatly from IxtpeXeta than the original 
hypothetical word proposed by him. Despite these difficulties this 
suggestion remains an interesting possibility as to how the Syriao reading 
came about.

Another possibility is that there is a direct relation between the 
reading of the Syriao and the Greek word lxi(AeXeca. In the book of 
Esther (2*3) an elaborate process of purification incumbent upon members 
of the King's hawem is described by the term IxipeXeio^ vies xai Ôodrruo 
opTiYpa. xat f) XotxT) IxipeXeta, "let there be given unguent and the rest of 
the treatment*• This ritual is described in more detail at 2:12, 'for 
so are fulfilled the days of nurture ( thc ôepaxciaç ), six months being 
anointed with oil of myrrh, six months with spices and women's salves 
( cpiTYPaotv It is clear from this that IxtfieXsia and Gepaxeta 
are being used as synonymns to describe a cleansing process using various 
oils and soapy or fatty substances (see L.S. 1619 on opiTiYpa).

Sepaxeio. is also associated with the preparation of fat for medical use
(L.S. 792.III.4, of. GepaxeoTov, L.S. 792.11.3)# If lxt(icXeta was
similarly associated with medical or cosmetic treatments where fatty
compounds were applied as a salve or a soap, as the Esther text suggests,
then the reading LlCTlO") of the Syriao version becomes explicable as#
an interpretation of the Greek term with the medicine itself being named. 
Thus I \Cn 0*^ would mean a fat or an oil which was rubbed into the 
limbs (cf. Driver, Biblica 32, I9 5I, p. 175, for a similar meaning, but 
based on the Hebrew itself).

A third possibility is that the Syriac translator has given a
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direct interpretation of ’ip# either aa a bone marrow or the fat that
surrounds the bones. For the marrow or moistness that is in bones the
Peshitta uses IxTTYl , "oil* (Psalm 109:18); L lxŒ Û  , 'marrow*
(Job 21*24). Similarly at Proverbs 15*30 Lai^ 2̂iX23 renders 'to make
the bones fat*. It does not, apparently^ use Ia CH 0 ”) in this sense
(although at Isaiah 58:11 (cf. Proverbs 11*25) it is said of God that
•He will fill your soul with fatness* - LhOlOll « i.e. it is used
symbolically of richness and wellbeing). The fat of animals as used in
sacrifices, etc., is usually rendered by Lzj'lA or | (e.g.
Leviticus 3*3, 9, 14 etc.), the latter also being used to describe the
bodily fat of Bhud (Judges 3*22). It would seem from this, therefore,
that the word LüTLOT) is not normally used of the actual physical
substance that permeates or surrounds the bones of living creatures.

In comparing the Targum and Syriao texts in this verse, it becomes
clear that the Targumist has followed . MT in 8a, but followed the
Peshitta in 8b. The Syriac text in 8a reads I A cUJ3o I loCR A")\g f O "7 V , 'that there may be health for your flesh*. The translator
has given the verse the form of a final clause introduced by the particle

*3 (cf. the Greek particle tots),- and has translated 3#, 'navel* in the «
general sense of 'flesh*, in the same way as the Greek oio(iaTi. The 
Targum, like MT, has no introductory particle and gives an equivalent for 
3# by the term K3#^31 3, 'navel*. In 8b, however, the Targum reads 
D31V X3711 *T 1,exactly the same as the Peshitta text. While the 

Targumist was capable of correcting some of the inaccuracies of the 
Peshitta, it would seem that he was unable to circumvent the difficulty 
of * 1 pv, and relied on the Peshitta to supply its meaning.

This verse is generally regarded as the only instance of a cultic 
demand appearing in the Book of Proverbs (McKane p. 293). The Greek
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translator>significantly,transforms this onltic requirement concerning
produce and firstfruits into a moral requirement for righteous irorks*
For the Hebreir "j3inD,»your vealth* in 9a, he reads owv ôtxaitov *xova>v,
•your righteous irorks*. In 9h, for the Hebrew 'the firstfruits of all
your produce,* he reads xai afcxty &xo oiev xapxwv ôtxatooDvriç»
•and offer to him the firstfruits of your fruit of righteousness*.
Lagarde (p. 13) took the view that the translator had introduced a
reflection based on Deuteronomy 23*19 which prohibits the practice of
usury among Israelites. This was rejected by Baumgartner (p. 46) since
there seems to be little conceptual relation between the Proverbs text and
the Deuteronomio text cited by Lagarde. Jaeger (p.2?) advocated a
textual solution and suggested the translator had read xopiov, *ficuit* 
or * revenue* instead of Tcovtov. Vutz
(BVAT p. 6?) characteristically suggested a transcription whereby jiaeovax 
was read as iXb, *from your trouble*. (This involves the complexity 
of the transcription theory and does little to account for the overall 
elaboration of the Greek). Heidenheim (DVSTFK, Vol II p. 410) was of 
the opinion that the motivation for the translator* s interpretation was
to include the poor who might otherwise have insufficient income to fulfil i

■1
cultic requirements. Apart from the fact that cultio law itself, for I

some requirements, makes allowances for the poor (e.g. Leviticus $ *7ff), i|
one would have thought that the translator would have made direct mention |
of the poor if that was his primary concern in this passage. ;[

Toy (p. 64), by comparison, considered that the variation in the 
Greek was a homiletical expression intended to warn against the unjust 
acquisition of wealth. The Greek text itself, however, is not oast in 
the form of a warning and says nothing about ill-gotten gains. Barucq 
(p. 5 6 ) fôôl» the translation represents a spiritual is at ion of the original 
because the cult had become no longer possible of fulfilment. This would
reflect, to a great extent, the situation of the Diaspora. Perhaps one
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ought to combine this observation of Barucq with that made elsewhere, that 
there is a tendency on the part of the translator to stress moral or 
religious attitudes (Cerleman, LUA p. 40). The translator's background 
and personal characteristics are fused together in the distinctive inter
pretation he offers for the Hebrew of 3*9#

The Syriao and Tar gum texts follow MT. The Tar gum texts of Lagarde 
and Miqraoth Gedoloth add the second person suffix to the divine name 
reading ^nVxV,*yotir God*. This is reminiscent of the common Hebrew 
expression frequently found in the combination *|»nVx It
may be that the cultio demand present in v. 9 suggested this familiar 
expression to the Targumist. The suffix is lacking in 1106.
V. 10

The Hebrew of 10a,93W 1* DOX TXVo^l, *and your storehouses will be 
filled with plenty* is found in the Greek as, I va xipxXTiTai m  tonieia

croT) xXTppovTiç —  ( * » ( K A, 23, 1 0 9 , 1 5 7 , 2 4 8 , 2 6 0 ,
2 9 5 , 2 9 7 ), 'that your storehouses may be filled with abundance of grain*. 
Regarding the variant reading, it may be added that Swete, with Holmes and
Parsons, reads whereas Rahlfs reads 0%'coo, The verb xinxXn» in
the passive is normally followed by the genitive of the instrument (L*S. 
1 4 0 5.1 1 1 . ), but less frequently is followed by the dative. This would 
mean that the construction of the A etc. text is what one would normally 
expect, with xXt|cjpovtic being the instrument. The reading of the %,
B texts seems more cumbersome, with apparently being the instrument
following the verb. One could translate literally, *that your storehouses 
may be filled with grain of abundance*. Whether the more difficult 
construction of the K,B texts is the more original reading, or whether it 
has come about as the result of an error or, possibly an assimilation to
the form oLvty in 1 0b, cannot be satisfactorily resolved.

A further question in relation to the Hebrew text is whether
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xXTiapovTiç (TiT(y/criToo is a conflation of two separate translations of the
Hebrew, or whether it is an interpretative expression. It has been
suggested that or&Tcp/o-̂ TOD is based on a Hebrew text which read naw,
•grain*, instead of yaw (Lagarde p. 13J Heidenheim, DVET5K Vol. II

Baumgartner p. 45 J
p. 410) Oort, TT p. 385)/ Frankenberg p. 31) Toy p. 64) Httller-JCautzsoh 
p. 3 6 ) Steuernagel p. 282) La Sainte Bible p. 803) Gemser p. 26)
BHS).The same point ,is made by Diringer-Brook (p. 42) who also draw 
attention to the association of oox and naw in a 7th Century Hebrew 
letter. As a number of scholars state, this implies that xXtpijlovtic 
was inserted into the text at a later period, as an attempt to bring the 
Greek into closer conformity with the reading of MT.

That the Greek is no more than a free rendering of yaw is stated 
by Ehrlich (p. I9 ). This may be allied to the view that yaw can actually 
have the sense of * grain* or * corn* (r.T. 0* Callaghan, * Oriental ia* , I9 4 9 , 
p. 178ff ) A.N.B.T. p. 5 0 0 * M5) M. Dahood, * Proverbs * p. 9, also
Biblica 53, 1972, p. 397) of. McKane p. 294). Barucq (p. 5 8 ) also takes 
the view that V aw can mean * grain*, but retains the position that 
xXTppovTiç is a later addition to the Greek text.

The evidence of a Phoenician phrase warn yaw makes it Increasingly 
unlikely that a Hebrew variant ever existed in the Hebrew text.
The Greek is either an arbitrary emendation of the text to the more 
familiar naw because of ignorance of the older Semitic usage, or it 
may be that, even at a late date, the phrase warn yaw was known as • grain 
and wine* corresponding to the usage in the Karatepe inscription at an 
earlier period.

In the Hrmiah text and those of Lee and Walton, v. 10 appears as a 
final clause introduced by the particle “1 and this may be compared to 
the Greek text, which has a similar construction introduced Iqr (va. The 
Ambrosianus text has a simple * and* connection, as in the Hebrew.
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The Targua likewise follows the construction of MT, hut in the 
texts of Lagarde and Miqraoth Gedoloth is translated by a
participle The expected imperfect pxVon3 is found in 1106.
V T . 11. 12

There is a small shift of interpretation in the Greek text of 11b.
The Hebrew Ifihoina Tpn >Xl,*do not abhor his reproof*, is translated in 
the Greek as |JiTi6e IxXoov Sx'aftirop &XeY%opevo(, *do not become weary being 
reproved Iqr him*. A different kind of response to reproof is described 
in the Greek text, and this tends to produce a different image in the mind. 
This point is demonstrated by the exegesis of the Greek text offered in 
Hebrews Ch. 12, where the writer depicts the weary, limping disciple on the 
straight way (w. 12,13). The meaning given to flp, which is found only 
here in Proverbs, is one which is also attributed to it elsewhere in the 
Septuagint. This could indicate that the meaning *be weary* was one that 
was commonly associated with this word at that period. The following will 
serve to illustrate this point. The root is translated three times by 
%pocu%0 which can mesin both * to be angry with* or * to be weary of*, 
and is cited as having the latter sense at Genesis 27*46 (L.S. 1522). It 
almost certainly has the sense * faint* at Numbers 22*3. At I Kings 11*25 
(Septuagint III Kings 11*22) the same root is translated by 
•be indignant at*, with a literal meaning of *to be weighed down*.
At Ecclesiastious 4*9 the phrase tin Tlpn ^x is given in the Greek as 
p-q SXiYo+wxncryc, *io not be fainthearted*. (While it is noted in 
Charles, Vol. I p. 328, that the latter text has been read as nxpn Vx, 
in the light of the earlier readings, this cannot be taken for granted.)

In V. 12b also a further element of interpretation is found which
results not so much in a change of imagery as the introduction of a new
theological emphasis. The Hebrew text of v. 12 has the form of a simile,
•For the Lord reproves him whom he loves, as a father the son in whom he 
delights* ( nx aX3 l) (fis v ). The Greek of 12b reads, ixcurzirot,

6c TooLVxa. ufov &v xapaÔexemt, *he scourges every son whom he
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reçoives'. It has been frequently observed that the form ixo has been
read by the translator as the verbal root IX3,*be in pain* (e.g. Lagarde 
p. 13; Delitzsoh p. 91? Nowack p. 19; Baumgartner p. 46; Frankenberg 
p. 32 Toy p. 6 6 ; Perowne p. 54; Mttller-Kautzsoh p. 36; Steuernagel 
p. 282; Oesterley p. 22; Gemser p. 26; Barucq p. 5 8 ; Ehrlich p. I9 ;
BHs). It is suggested that either a Piel 1X3  ̂(see Van der Heiden p. 32), 
or an imperfect Hiphil, ax3* 1, has been read, ail though the verb is not in 
fact found in the Piel in Biblical Hebrew. Prijs (p. 40) considers this
an example of an A1 Tiqre reading, this being a device of the Babbis 1
whereby a different exegesis can be extracted from a text by reading a 
different vocalisation (Encyclopaedia Judaioa, Vol. 2, p. 775, Jerusalem,
1 9 7 1 ). Such a procedure, however, implies a fixed or established vocal- j
isation with which the different reading may be compared. It must be j
highly questionable whether the Greek translators of the Septuagint could ]

•{be viewed as practising such subtleties on their readers. One would
ihave thought, on the contrary, that a basic problem for the various
‘I

translators of the unpointed text was the lack of a tradition regarding 4

the vocalisation. Differences of pointing between the Greek translators |ÎÎÎand the Masoretes merely demonstrates the generally accepted view that the i
fixing of the vowel points belongs to a later historical period than the |

1era of the Septuagint.
The translation of Tin' by xapaÔexemi presents no problem since 1

the root Tixi can take the sense * accept* as part of its range o f  meaning. j
The theological difference between the Hebrew and Greek readings has

been noted by Ehrlich (p. 19)(of. Hmbreit p. 29), who points out that in j
the Old Testament it is only the King or Israel collectively who receives I
the designation * son*, and not the individual. The Greek translator, j
however has not hesitated to produce a statement about the adopted sonship 
of everyone who is accepted by God, and he underlines this by his addition

J
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of the term xavm. Whether this interpretation is entirely accidental, 
due to a simple misreading, or has a stronger element of design in it 
cannot be definitely resolved (of, McKane p. 294). The very fact, however 
that the translator was capable of reading the Hebrew text in the way that
he did indicates that the sonship of the individual was already an accepted

I
and familiar idea to him. An exegesis of the Greek text is given at ]

IHebrews 12*6f. i

In lib the Syriac has l\o , *do not |
become weary at his reproof* (lit. *do not weary yourself at ...*). This i

iis the same translation of Tpn VX1 as that offered by the Greek, i

fexXpov. An interesting point to note, however, is that the translator Î 
has retained the form of the following Hebrew word 1Ht!3in3 which is |

Itranslated by a participial phrase in the Greek, â 'cou IXeYXo^evoç. 1
If the Syriao translator has utilised the Greek version at this point, then j
he has used it only as a lexical aid since it is olear that he is basically |
translating the Hebrew text (see Introduction p. xxxvii).

iThe Tar gum is the same as the Syriac in 11a, but in lib the verb is |
translated by p’lon xVl, The meaning of the Aramaic verb * to
polish* or * clean*, seems inappropriate in the context and some modification
or interpretation of the verb has to be undertaken to produce sense. Levy
(Vol. II p. 72) retains the verb form which he takes to be an Aphel.
Having a basic meaning of *to wipe off* he suggests that it can then mean
* to despise*. This suggestion is supported only by the usage of the verb
at Proverbs 19*28 where variant readings exist as p»*ioaand
Jastrow (p. 747) observes this last point and takes the view that the form
from piD at 19*28 is a corruption and that a similar corruption has
occurred at 3*11. On the analogy of 19*28 he therefore reads, at 3*11,

x>l,*and do not sneer*, the form being a Pael of the root pin.
In 12b the Syriao reads (Tl.IZlX I')")") Llll , * as a

• ' \
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father who ohastisea his son*. This appears to he a fusion of the Hebrew 
and Greek texts. The simile in the Hebrew, 1X31,is retained, but the verb 
is apparently given the sense * chasten*• The idea of the chastening of 
the son is one which appears in the Greek text (powrciYoi), but not in the
Hebrew, although the verb pourr&Yo* is not itself a translation of
in the Greek. This would indicate that the Syriao translator has rather
loosely fused diverse elements of the two texts to produce his own peculiar 
version.

The Tar gum has the same reading as the Peshitta in v. 12, not only in 
the second part of the verse, but also in supplying the direct objects 
for the two verbs in 12a.

That * chasten* was a supplied word in 12b and that n n *  heui in |
effect been omitted, was suggested by Umbreit (p. 29) although he made no i!
comment as to the origin of the supplied reading. Toy (p. 66) considered I

I
the possibility that the reading *chasten* was a repetition from 12a, |
although he was equally open to the possibility that nxi» had been misread I
as nXT*,*slay* or flYi» ,*rule*, *have dominion over*, (of. also Baumgart- !
ner p. 46 and Pinkuss, ZAW p. 125). The first of these propositions has 
more substamoe to it, although it would have been better directed to the !

j
Greek version where the translation of 3 X 3 1  has n o  doubt been influenced
by n»31» in 12a. Kaminka (HOCA p. 179) argued that the Tar gum reading iÎ
**n in 12b was a translation of the HebrewnXT’, and also that the Greek |

1reading paoTiYoi was dependent on the Tar gum. Gerleman (LUA p. 47)
rejected this argument as cumbersome and unlikely, expecially in the light 
of the more natural explanation of the Greek reading noted earlier. j

The evidence seems best to suggest that the Greek hem an originad and 
distinctive interpretation of the Hebrew text, that the Syriao translator I
has combined elements of the Hebrew and Greek tests, and that the Targumist j
has followed the reading of the Peshitta.
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V. 13
The Greek follows the Hebrew closely with only , 'obtain*,

being translated loosely by ctÔcv, *has seen*. (One would have expected 
the translator to have produced a synonym for eipev in 13a.) The 
translator has difficulty with the same verb at 8*35 but the matter is 
complicated there by the wider interpretation of the verse. Otherwise, 
at 12*2 and 18*22, the root is translated straightforwardly by eiptoxo) 
and Xappavd). Wutz (BWAT p. 192) wishes to emend the Greek to e6pev, 
although that would entail the repetition of eipcv in 13a. The 
observation of Driver (Biblica, 32, 1951, P# 176) that the Greek actually 
reads e6pe here, would appear to be an error, unless he is referring to 
the translation of the parallel xxh in 13a.

The Syriao and Tar gum texts have gone their own way in their 
translation of , The Peshitta uses , * find*, as it does also
in 13a for xxo, thus producing one of its frequent repetitions (see 
Introduction p.xxxix). Baumgartner (p. 46) has suggested that this reading 
is based on Greek MSS which read eôpe in 13b. The only support that can 
be adduced for this, however, is that the reading èôpe is found in 
Clement of Alexandria.

The Tar gum takes pi a in the sense 'produce* (BDB 807.I), which, in 
later Hebrew, is used of the production of speech (Jastrow p. 1145)*
This is reflected in its translation sr*3 0,*put forth*. The root 3*33 

is also used of the production of speech ( Jastrow p. 870), The Tar gum in 
V. 13, therefore, describes the man who finds and then speaks wisdom.

The difference between the Hebrew and Greek texts in 14a is based, 
for the most part, on different vocalisation. In the Hebrew, *for her 
gain is better than gain of silver*, the noun and suffix Tntio have been 
taken as an infinitive with suffix, thus aS-rnv IpxopcoeoBai, *to buy her* *
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The meaning ‘buy* is not strictly correct as applied to m o  but the 
translator has obviously derived it from the association the word has 
with trading activities.

Some rearrangement of the rest of the text has taken place. The 
silver and gold of the Hebrew have been inverted. In the comparative 
term m o o  the translator has probably again read an infinitive. The 
second infinitive is not expressed in the text but is clearly understood, 
i.e. the second line may be read, 'than to buy treasures of gold and 
silver* • It is not difficult to see how Ôriotiopooç has come from TinXI on,
although this is the only place where it is so translated. In the Hebrew
TinXI311 refers to the produce of wisdom, whereas the Greek translator has 
made it refer to the products of silver and gold. The products of silver 
and gold, taken as treasure, give a sense of great accumulation of wealth. 
However, the translator has ignored the suffix on nnxiin to arrive at this 
particular turn of phrase. His translation of the second half of the 
verse shows that he was prepared to exercise a considerable amount of 
latitude to make a striking comparison.

It is possible that the Syriac translator also intensifies the 
comparison between wisdom and wealth by stressing the moral excellence of 
wisdom. His text reads, *for her merchandise is better than merchandise
of silver and the exoellenoies of her produce than pure gold* • (

IvaxOQ L] oil ). The Bnglish-Syriao Lexicon (p. 200) 
indicates that 3 AwkJKl ia a noun derived from the Pael participle of

(of* Thesaurus p. I653). The feminine plural form Y l

means *most excellent things*, * noble deeds', 'virtues'. Pinkuss(Z AW
p. 125) and Toy (p. 72) attribute a less emphatic meaning to ^  -
by seeing it as no more than a reiteration of the force of n o  in 14a.
In this case it would presumably be viewed as a participle and 14b would 
be translated, 'her produce is better than pure gold*. If this were the
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case, there would be no additional element of interpretation on the part
where

of the translator. (of. 8*19 where similar comparison occurs but/there 
is no reiteration of 310 ).

The Targum is identical with the Syriac except that it lacks the 
word JXa ZI , and thus agrees with MT.
w *  15.16

In Proverbs the word a»’3S or tJ’3’3Q is always translated in the 
Greek by 'precious stones' ( Xidoi xoXvTeXoi). This translation is open
to a variety of precise applications (it could refer to jewels or, possibly, 
to ore), but it is possible that the translator had precious ore in mind as 
the object of his description. Some indication of this is given by 8*19 
where to,'gold* is translated as Xi6ov 'precious stone*. The
translator is probably referring here to the rich ore which produces silver 
and gold. There is an obvious similarity between the two Greek expressions 
which suggests that Xidoi xoXo'ccXoi might also refer to rich ores.'

The Hebrew of 15b,Ti3 11*’ x> *|*XDH V 31, * nothing you desire can 
compare with her* is interpreted in the Greek as o5% dvTtxoÇe'rat afivg 
ohbev wovTipov, 'nothing evil compares with her*. A very similar expression
in the Hebrew is found at 8*11,11*’ xV O’XfilT ^31,which the Greek 
translates as Xav 6c Tipiov ohx dgtov aBvnc Icrctv , *no precious thing is 
equal to her*. This is a more expected rendering of the Hebrew o’X&fl 
where the first part of the verse makes it clear that precious artefacts 
are the objects of desire. It is probably the case that fan has been 
taken in the sense of late Hebrew as 'thing* or 'object* (Jastrow p.492).
It would seem at 3*15, however, that 'desire* has been understood as 
wrongful or lustful desire and hence the interpretation otôew xovnpov.
This produces the interesting result that xotv 6e T&piov and oftôcv xoviTpov 
are practically antitheses to each other, although they are translations 
of the same Hebrew phrase. It has been suggested that, instead of
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xovTipov the text ought to read xo0t|xov, 'desired* (Lagarde p. 14» following 
Crabe; Barucq p. 60), or xavripeç, 'agreeable* (Schleusner p. 270). 
Although unusual, xovnpov is nevertheless explicable as an interpretation 
of the Hebrew. It should be borne in mind that wiv 6e Ttjiiov at 8*11
is no less an interpretation of Q’XQn >3, yet no emendations of the Greek
have been proposed in that context. A different way of translating the 
line is suggested by Skehan (p. I83), who renders, *no wicked thing 
opposes (or resists) her*. If this is in fact how is to be
tramslated it would further confirm xovnpov as the authentic interpreta
tion of the translator (see also Caird, JTS I9, I968, p. 46O).

There are two extra lines in the Greek text which read, 
loTtv xounv Totç &YY*̂ ov(T&v aftvy 

TOXV 6e Ti|iioy ofcx d^tov aÔTrjç v.
'She is easily discernible to all those who draw near to her, 
no precious thing is equal to her*.
The second of these two lines is identical with 8 *llb. It has

been copied from there and set here as an alternative translation of 15b
of the Hebrew (Jaeger p. 29). In this way it acts as a oounterbaCLance 
to the other rendering of 15b noted above. Lagarde (p. I4), Steuernagel 
(p. 282) and BHS wish to emend the Hebrew of 15b to read n’xen
on the basis of both the Greek and 8*11 (of. also Bickell, HZKM p. 9O; 
Toy p. 6 8; and Xüller-^autzsoh p. 36). This would be an indulgence in
the same harmonisation as is apparent in the Greek., j

Fritsch (JBL p. I72) suggests that lines 1 and 4 in the Greek j
originated with the Hexapla. Again the problem is that line 4 is not a
literal translation of 15b as Fritsch seems to think, but is an interpolation

!
from Proverbs 8*11. Similarly, other commentators who take lines 2 and 3 \

as the original reading ( Lagarde p. 14; Toy p. 6 8; NHller-Mautzsoh j
p. 72; Skehan p. 71) fail to account for the difficulty that line 3 is

 lunticd j uCti0A  ..  ’

L  SjUL XVIU, j
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not a translation of anything in the Hebrew of ▼. 15, as far as one can 
see. If lines 2 and 3 existed independently as a unit at one time, why 
is it that the first line of this combination relates of 15b of MT?
Does the other line relate to 15a of MT, and if so, why is the order 
inverted? These are serious difficulties, not adequately answered by 
any of these scholars.

Line 3 in the Greek is a free composition and an added observation 
about the nature of wisdom. The term ĉ Yvtixrtoc is uncommon. In the 
canonical books it is found in only two other places, both in Proverbs, at 
5*6 and 26*26. The reading at Ch. 26 is useful for indicating the 
meaning of the term in Proverbs. The deceitful man who is exposed in 
public is described as etYvoxrcoç i.e. • clearly discerned*, his wickedness 
is transparent to all. The reading at 5*6 is also of interest in that it 
is part of a passage describing the strange woman. Her paths are said to 
be o&x ê Yvoxrtoi, *not easily discernible*. One wonders if there has 
been some interaction of the readings at 3*15 and 5*6. It has already 
been suggested that, to some extent, the * strange woman* is allegorised 
and viewed as an antitype to Wisdom in the Greek version (2*16ff). It 
may be more than coincidence, therefore, that, in the Greek addition at 
3*15 Wisdom is designated eftYvwrroc while the ways of the strange woman 
at 5*6 are designated otx cftYVwrtot.

In 16a the translator has expanded the short phrase 0*0’ 7TX,
* length of days* into the longer expression jnrpeoç tup P*ou xai l-rri ̂ &«rnç, 
'length of life and years of life* which comes from 3*2 ( mxwi o’o’ "7TK 
D” n), (Jaeger p. 30f Umbreit p. 31; Hitzig p. 23; Nowack p. 19;

Toy p. 69).
Two extra lines are again found in this verse which read,
Ix cTopaTo^ aSrnc IxxopeveTai Ôtxatoavvti 
vo|iov 6c xai IXcov Ixi YX<»>OTnr)c <popci.
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'From her mouth proceeds righteousness,
law and mercy she hears upon her tongue*.
It has been noted that the first line strongly resembles Isaiah 

45*23, npTX ’BO XX*,(Hitzig p. 23; Greek, IÇeXevcreT:ai Ix xor> jiov
ôixaiocTDVTi). Only the first person suffix has been altered to fit the 
line into the Proverbs context. Jaeger (p. 30) noted of the second line 
that it was based on the Hebrew of Proverbs 31*26, nxitfV Vy ton mini. 
Althou^ the Hebrew has been modified somewhat, the Greek quotation here 
is more recognisable than the actual translation in Ch. 31 itself, where 
it is very difficult to correlate the Hebrew and Greek texts (see 29*43  

and 29*45 in the Swete edition, also Toy p. 69; Skehan p. 11).
The Greek expansion which continues observations on the nature of 

Wisdom, seems to have been inspired by the symbolism and juxtaposition 
of the bodily organs. The Hebrew text refers to the right and left hands, 
the Greek expansion refers to the mouth and tongue (Baumgartner p. 47).

In reviewing w *  15 and 16 as a whole, it can be seen that 
considerable expansion has taken place in the Greek mainly in the form of 
insertions and quotations of other Biblical texts* The texts gupe*— 
Proverbs 8*11 and 3*2; Isaiah 45*23; Proverbs 31*26. There is also the 
free composition based on the word eIyvwotoç* These may be viewed as 
part of a wider series of exegetical or homiletical comments of a Biblical 
nature found elsewhere in the Greek of Proverbs 1—9. The texts have in 
some cases been altered sli^tly to suit their new context, but are still 
recognisable as Biblical quotations (see Introduction p. xxviiff.).

The Peshitta translation of D**3D as I IslLû t 'precious
stones' is following the Greek Xi0wv xoXvtcXcov. The translator may 
also have been influenced by the Greek in 15b where his text reeids,

Ot\ W  J S 'lH O  , 'and nothing is equal to her*. The
expression |A p  falls into the same category as the phrases
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ol6ev xovTjpov or m v  6e 'ttjitov olx, both of which appear in the Greek 
version, in the sense that it specifies objects as such rather than the 
desire for objects, as in the Hebrew (of. Pinkuss, ZAW p. 125).

The Targua is basically the same as the Syriao, including the 
translation of as xnxio *B»3 , 'precious stones'. The Targun does,
however, represent the term ' Vd ' of MT, which ia lacking in the Peshitta.

This verse is translated with little change. In the phrase ’31?
073 the construct has been avoided by the use of the noun and adjeotive 

66oi xoXat. In the expression 'all her paths are peace' the translator 
has supplied the preposition ' |v * > reading, 'all her paths are in peace'. 
(This appears as ijtet' etpnvnc in 23 , 252 , 260 , 295 , 297). The object of 
this is to soften the directness of the equation between paths and peace, 
perhaps for stylistic reasons.

The Syriac translator also renders the Hebrew 'ways of pleasantness* 
by an adjectival expression \ AzIaJÛÛ-Z) LulIoI , whereas the
Targumist reproduces the Hebrew construct exactly, x d o  13V Xfinn K ,

V .  18
The Greek differs somewhat from the Hebrew in the second half of this 

verse which reads, 10X0 Ti’DOOl, 'those who hold her fast are called 
happy' (HSV). In the majority of Greek MSS the verse reads, 'she is a 
tree of life to all those tho cleave to hef, and steadfast to those who 
lean upon her as upon the Lord' ( x a i  x o iç Ixepei&o^evoic I x ' a l r n v  

& x i X D p io v  àcnpoXTic). It can be seen that the preposition ' >  * of O’ p’ TnoV 

in l8a has also been applied by the translator to Ti’30n in l8b. Jaeger 
(p.30, also Kuhn, BWANT p. 86) observed that the meaning 'firm* or 
'steadfast* had been attributed to IVXO according to its usual meaning in

IAramaic and Mishnaio Hebrew. He eilso noted that, in the Greek, the |
adjective had been applied to Wisdom and not to the adherents of Wisdom
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as is the case in the Hebrew. Grammatically this would have entailed
reading the form jnwxa (Lagarde p.l5). The Hebrew grammar is itselfexpected

difficult, however, in that one would have/ to find the plural of iwXD 
(Baumgartner p. 48). Of the additional phrase àç Ix* xvpiov, it was 
suggested by Lagarde (also Baumgartner p. 48 and Oort, TT p. 366) that 
this arose from a dittography, namely the repetition of the last three 
letters of îi^ddo. Gerleman (LUA p. 38), by contrast, regards the expansion 
as a further example of a spiritualising interpretation similar to others 
found elsewhere in the Greek version.

The tests of K and B lack the term dotpaXiic. If this is an earlier 
form of the text than that found in other MSS, an interesting possibility 
is raised as to how the reading |xi xopiov may have come about. It 
is possible that niTi’ at the beginning of v. 19 has been taken with l8h. 
This has then been read as tilT!’ 1WK3 n’3Dh1 / and (to) those who lean on 
her as upon God* (Barucq p. 60). This would require that ivxo was read 
as I V t o  and in effect that TilV’ was read both with l8b and 19a. This 
view of the text would also be coloured by the translator's exegetical 
interests (of. Gerleman, noted above). The term éLcnpaX-nç would be added 
at a later date as a translation of IWKD which would appear to a trans
criber to be untranslated in the K , B text form. It should be stressed, 
however, that this proposition can only be maintained if the texts of X,
B do actually preserve the older reading , something which is by no means 
certain.

The Peshitta has an unexpected translation of 71’3D m  which it gives 
as CTlA  m / 3 ") , 'and those who wait for her*.
Pinkuss (ZAW p. 125 ) has pointed out that ̂ on is frequently translated in 
Proverbs by the Syriao verb ^  >orn , 'lean on* (e.g. Proverbs 5*5 and 
11*16). It may be added that, in this matter, the Syriac is following 
the philology of the Greek which, in Proverbs, most commonly uses Ipetfio» to
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translate . Pinkuss has suggested that the Syriac should he emended 
to read (TlA ^ a .Io  , 'and those who lean on her*
(of. Syro-Hexaplar A  CT) n V ). It can be seen that the two
Syriao verb forms and . a.An CD n_ are very similar and could

L  L I
easily be confused. At the same time, the root LÛJÛQ , like the Hebrew
711 p can mean 'wait* in the sense of maintaining hope in or reliance on
(e.g. Proverbs 20*22, 7ivn’> Tiip j LuXX^ L ü D Q 'wait on Gfod*). In
this sense it is a possible interpretation of TOn which, as already noted, 
is understood with the Greek to mean 'lean on* in Proverbs. Added to the 
fact that all editions* have this reading, it cannot be dismissed out of 
hand as an error.

The Tar gum offers an independent translation of 71 *3 Din by |’Vxi 
ai î’poynoi, * those who occupy themselves with her*. This stems from 

the basic meaning of 5̂11 as • grasp* or 'lay hold of * é 
w .  19.20

The translation of v. 19 presents no difficulty. It is of 
significance, however, in that it can be interpreted as a description of 
the cosmic function of Wisdom. At 8*23 the possibility arises that the 
passage here has had some influence on the Greek translator* s choice of 
vocabulary, and the note there should be consulted.

In the translation of 20a, Iv ato0TiaTEi ipuotroi IppaYncnxv̂  *by 
perception the deeps were burst asunder* it is possible to view atoC-ncnç 
as a semi-independent cosmic functionary like 00910* smd fpovocn^ in 
V. 19. This interpretation is possible due to the fact that the suffix 
on 11171 is untranslated, although the suffix is found in some manuscripts 
( 23, 69, 109, 147, 252 , 260, 295 , 296, 297). The reading lo6inn
of 23 is a spelling variation of atoOiTcrei, and the same variation can be 
found in some MSS at 8*10. The plural fipoooüç 'dews* in 20b is 
corrected in some MSS to a dative singular ( Ôpooip) or accusative singular
I

LikAwiM. WJL no Ms. vananis netxi in &i Lkllci appQndul
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(ô p o c ro v ) to agree with the singular Vd of MT.
In considering the Greek text in 19 and 20, it was noted that the 

omission of the suffix on inyi had the effect of grouping wisdom, 
understanding and perception into the same category, A similar procedure 
takes place in the Syriac version, but ly the opposite method. The 
translator adds the third person suffix to wisdom and understanding in 
V. 19, thus (71 A  n  A 1  , 'by his wisdom* and OiXûCLCClZI , *by his 
understanding* • In this way wisdom, understanding and knowledge are 
descriptive of the divine mind.

The phrase fix 10’ is correctly interpreted, but the verb, instead 
of being rendered by an equivalent, is expanded somewhat in the phrase 

Liüxlo CrUUûdliXx y X C D , 'laid the foundation of the earth*. One 
might compare the expression at 8*29 CTLfcjÛûlAx X H V  , *he
made the foundations of the earth* (Hebrew , fix ’lolO ipilli).

The Targum text of Miqraoth Gedoloth in 19a reads, x^oxnw xrjDDna xn>X 
X71X, This is untranslatable as it apparently lacks a verb. The text 

of Lagarde has a similar reading but the letters are divided differently 
as xyixi n’OX This is equally untranslatable. The text
appears to contain a corruption of a phrase similar to that of the Syriao, 
•laid the foundations of the earth*. This exact phrase occurs in the 
Targum at 8*29 as X71X1 X’oXfn? Qfl?, There is, therefore, a strong 
possibility that the verb OW should be supplied in the text at 3*19 also. 
Jastrow (p. 1570) has suggested, however, that the verb ’iw, * place* 
ought to be read, while, to add further difficulty, MS 1106 supplies the 
verb OD after XhDsn3 . The meaning of this verb is uncertain. Levy 
(Vol. II p. 275) understands it as derived from bob in the sense * to make* 
or * to complete*. This cannot be correlated, however, with Jastrow either 
under the entry for 00 B or for o’B, which are given as meaning * to break j 
distribute or weaken* (p. 1166 and II98). Accordingly, there must be
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doubt as to whether the reading of 1106 is itself meaningful•
The Targum of 20b, x’VbD ’7S X’ DW1,has also suffered corruption.

The verb is attributed the possible meaning 'overflow* by Levy
(Vol. II p. 333) but both Levy and Jastrow take the view that the text is
basically corrupt and both accept the reconstruction given by the
mediaeval lexicographer Nathan Romi as,xVo loi ’3 3 V 1, 'and the clouds

restored
drip dew*. The form ’ 3 3 7  is/ from *7 X and is considered to be a 
variant of X’DO, while xVo loi comes from x’̂ oo (Jastrow p. 1484).
This reconstructed text is virtually the same as the Peshitta 1 \vV.f>

A (Lee and Valton. Ambrosianus^ and Urmiah texts have the
singular 0Q3 ). MS IIO6 has a text which reads xVo loi *pnwi . This 
is also similar to the Peshitta, although the form ’pnvi has been taken 
directly from MT.

It is significant that the corruptions in the Targum in w .  19 and 
20 can be traced back to readings which are almost identical with those of 
the Peshitta. In the case of 19a the Targum has followed the phraseology 
of the Peshitta where a strictly one-to-one translation of the text of MT 
could have been given. However, in matters of small detail such as the 
third person suffixes attgushed to the nouns wisdom and understanding (v. I9) 
in the Peshitta, the Targum gigrees with MT. This is in line with similar 
observations to the effect that the Targum shows striking affinity with 
the Peshitta but in many ways has been compared amd made to agree with MT. 
This suggests that it is basically a revision of the Peshitta text.
V. 21

There is a difficulty in the Hebrew of 21a in that the clause, 'let 
them not escape from your sight' unlike its counterpart at 4*21, lacks a 
point of reference, i.e. there are no preceding objects or exhortations to 
which the clause can refer. One way of dealing with this difficulty is 
to invert the order of the clauses in v. 21 itself (thus R3V, McKane p. 215
I T l i u d  a U d  D i  L a II c ’ 6
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and BHS), bo that the terms 'sound wisdom* and 'discretion* in 21b supply 
the necessary point of reference. Although the Greek translator does not 
invert the clauses in v. 21 in this way, he arrives at a similar solution 
to the problem of continuity by making n’on and TlDTB the objects of 
1 tV’ Vx . His version reads, |it| mpappu-gç, tnpiTcrov 6e Ijitiv 0oo\t}v x a i  I v v o i a v ,  'my son, do not neglect, but guard my counsel and understand
ing*, that is, 'do not neglect my counsel and understanding but guard 
them* • The meaning 'neglect* given to x o p a p p e o )  is attested in Liddel 
and Scott (p. 1322.II.2) where this passage is cited. That the translator 
has taken i V x as having a transitive force is supported by 4*21 
where Vx is also taken as transitive (  inw ç pn I x X i x w c n v  ere a t  xTffai
coo, 'so that your fountains may not forsake you'). Against this Toy 
(p. 74) expresses the view that pn x a p a p p u i p ç  is intransitive. Delitzsoh 
(p.. 96) and Baumgartner (p. 48) think that the verb, though transitive, 
l^ks an object. In both cases, they are forced to the conclusion that 
the Greek makes little sense if understood in these different ways. 
Similarly, Lagarde (p. I5) thinks that the Greek text is corrupt. These 
translation problems should rule out the suggestion that ItV’ should be 
emended to VtH (Bickell, WZKK p. 91).

In addition to the problem of the meaning, it can be seen that the 
verb has been translated as if it were a second person singular rather 
than a third person plural. Also, the term 7’ 3 »y a is not represented in 
the Greek text. The meaning attributed to the verb and the omission of 
■7 ’3’7b ELre almost certainly related. At 4*21 "7’ 3 ’ 7b IT’V’ has not 
been understood as relating to sight. Y * ̂  ̂ taken as the subject of 
the verb, has been translated as at xnyai oroo, 'your fountains', and an 
object '«re* has been supplied for the verb^thus, 'so that your fountains 
may not forsake you*. While this can be made to make sense at 4*21, it 
is an impossible interpretation at 3*21. The translator has therefore

d „ jîl-.
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suppressed y*3 ’ 70 and supplied a new subject for the verb ty making it 
second person. He is forced into this position by his understanding of 
ti> as meaning 'neglect* or 'forsake', and by relating 7 »3*yo to p70,
' spring' rather than to p  7 , ' eye'. Frankenberg (p. 33) wsub of the 
opinion that 7 ’ 3 » 7 0 was incorporated into the sense of m p ap p cto  but it 
would bo difficult to substantiate this. Vogel (p. 1?) proposed only that 
the Greek translator had read iVt’ with the other versions.

The addition of the possessive pronoun in 21b to read 'my counsel 
and understanding' has the same function as the additional adjectives in : 
the terms 'good counsel* and 'holy understanding' (2*ll), that is, to 
give a good sense to the otherwise morally neutral terms n ’win and tioto.
A note on the translation of n»vin may be found at 2*7.

It would be a mistake to accept with Whybray (p. 29) that, in 
referring 'ability' and 'prudence' to the wisdom teacher, the Septuagint 
has 'probably preserved the originsü. text'.

The Syriac translator has interpreted 1 tV* on the basis of the 
root J  9 thus, QU> A n  W  9

'let it not be a light thing in your eyes to keep my teaching and my 
doctrines*. Whether this is an interpretation or rests on a confusion 
between the roots t1> and or^l T is difficult to say. Most commentators 
relate the reading to the root (of. Vogel p. 17; Umbreit p. 35;
Lagarde p. 15; Delitzsoh p.96 ; Baumgartner p. 49; Pinkuss, ZAW p. 126;

BWAT
Toy p. 76; Wutz/p. 381; BHS). Bk)wever, a similar translation is found 
at 4*21 for which might suggest an interpretation rather than a
mistranslation. Another possibility raised by Bickell (WZKM. p. 91) is
that the Syriao is influenced by the Greek. The verb mpappe» in the 
sense 'to treat carelessly or neglectfully' is certainly quite close in 
meaning to the Syriao verb, and both versions have singular forms against 
the plural of MT. Although the Syriao is basically a translation of the
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Hebrew, as the inclusion of 7’3»ya demonstrates, Greek influence is not 
impossible (indeed there is unmistakable evidence that it was present in 
the second half of the verse - see Introduction p. xxxvii).

The form is3 can be understood either as an imperative or an 
infinitive (as is the case also with is3 in pointed script). The Syriao
translator has taken the form as an infinitive and, in conjunction with 
the singular verb in 21a, has been able to tie the two parts of the sentence 
neatly together. This construction is found only in the Peshitta.

The presence of the first person suffixes in the terras 'my teaching' 
and 'my doctrines' is clearly a reflection of the Greek pronoun efitiv.
One might compare 2*11 where the same two words are supplied with the 
adjectives 'good' and 'holy', again following the earlier example of the 
Septuagint.

The Targum in 21a agrees with the Peshitta against MT in reading 
Y3’7 3 Vt3 xVj'let it not be a light thing in your sight'. MS 1106 
has the same prefix as MT in reading 73 ’y hand, according to Levy (Vol. I 
p. 222) possibly also reading although this variant is not attested
in the collation of Pinkuss. Even if that reading could be substantiated, 
the singular form of the verb would betray its relation to the reading of 
the other Targum texts.

In 21b, as against the Peshitta, the Targum follows the Hebrew.
The verb 1x3 is taken as an imperative and there are no additional 
suffixes in the nouns. This means that the Targua, to some extent, has 
the same lack of coherence in v. 21 as is present in the Hebrew text* That 
the verb in 21a is in the singular means that the command of 21b concerns 
•that which is not to be treated lightly' rather than 'knowledge and 
discretion' • This is essentially the same exegesis as that of the 
Peshitta.
V. 22

The Greek translation of this verse adequately oonVeys the meaning ..
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of the Hebrew, althou^ the construotion differs somewhat. In the Hebrew 
the subject of 1 *71*1 is îi*»n and nato (v. 21). The Greek reads, 'that 
your soul may live and grace may be around your neck* • Thus and
Xapic become the subjects of their respective clauses. This is no more 
than a different presentation of the Hebrew (Toy p. 7 6 ), and is part of 
the inevitable variation that takes place in the translation prooess.

The two extra lines in the Greek, 'for it will be healing to your 
flesh and medication for your bones' are a quotation, with smeLll changes, 
of V. 8. The addition of v. 8 at this point was clearly intended to 
indicate extra benefit that would be derived from observing the admonition 
of the wisdom teacher.

The Syriac and the Targum follow MT in this verse.

V. 23

The terra no'securely', is expanded in the Greek, which reads 
xexoiOoJc Iv etpTivTj, 'confidently in peace*. A similar Hexaplaric 
reading, |v eCpnwç is found at 1*33 as a translation of no 3
(Field Vol. II, p. 313). There is clearly a connection between the two 
readings (the Hexaplaric reading probably being influenced by the 
Septuagint text at 3*23). One ml^t compare the expressions 01 Vo3 and 
noiV at Psalm 4*9» translated by Iv elpTivn and Ix* Ix̂ tôi. There may 
be associations with the psalm text at this point, as is also suggested in 
the following note on the Syriac at 3*24. The expansionary element fev 
elpTivT) is suppressed in MS 23. A simpler solution expressed by Lagarde 
(p. 16) is that the Greek has preserved a double translation of no3V,

The addition of the adjective «xoaç is typical of many such 
additions of this word throughout the translation.

In 2 3b the Syriao translator has taken 1 in as second person rather 
than third person feminine, and thus his translation,\  T*f A  A  , 'you will not stumble with your foot'. To take the verb
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in this way h© has also had to supply the preposition • 3 * for the terra 
■7V m .  The reason for this approach seems to have been the desire to 
maintain the second person subject from 23a (7>n,*you will walk*).

The Targum follows MT.
y- 2A

On the basis of the Greek reading e&v 'for if you sit»,
many commentators have suggested that the Hebrew 3 3vn QK, ' if you lie down* 
should be emended to IVM ox, » if you sit*, especially as the same Hebrew 
verb is used also in 24b and is there translated by xaôepôeiv, * to lie 
down* (Hitzig p. 25J Lagarde p. 16; Nowack p. 21; Baumgartner p. 49î 
Bickell, WZKM p. 91| Steuernagel p. 283; Gemser p. 28; Barucq p. 62; 
McKane p. 298; Brockington p. 157? BHS). Bwald (p. 85) rejected this 
emendation, arguing that the contrast in the Hebrew was not between 
standing and sitting, but between going by day and lying by night.
Driver (Textus IV, I964, p. 80) attempts to relate the two readings by 
suggesting that OVii is an abbreviation of 33wn • However, this must be 
viewed as somewhat speculative. Perhaps more compelling is the observation 
of Toy (p. 76) that all the versions vary the expressions in 24a and 24b 
and that these are rhetorical variations. It may be added to this that 
the Greek translator expresses other Hebrew phrases in this verse slightly 
differently in that i n o n  JtV, 'you will not fear' and 713171 ,'and
your sleep will be sweet', are given by the expressions éwpopoç Icnp, 'you 
will be fearless* and 'you will sleep sweetly'. These
are clearly stylistic alterations to produce balanced expressions in both 
parts of the verse. These small changes, however, should add to the 
caution that one might feel about justifying emendations of the reading 
3Dwn by citing the Greek.

The Syriao translator varies the meanings of the identical Hebrew 
verbs in 24a/24b by making the first refer to sleep and the second to lying

J.
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do™, ^  ^l d c o A o -I^t A o * l\o ,
•and you will sleep and will not fear; and you will lie down and your sleep 
will be sweet to you* • The grammar has also been simplified to some extent 
by the removal of the * if* clause so that all the verbs are joined by 
simple 'and* connections (see Introduction p. xxxix). Perhaps the most 
striking thing about this reading is that it is almost identical with that 
of the Vulgate (excepting the ' if* clause) - si dormieris non timebis, 
you will rest and your sleep will be sweet'* The answer to this similarity 
may lie with the phraseology of Psalm 4*9, |w»ki niDVX nn* D1>m3,*i“ 
peace I will both lie down and sleep* (Syriao, ..ZlAX 1 L i l o  ,
Vulgate, requiescam et dormiam)* The association of the terms and 
vocabulary is more apparent in the Vulgate, but it is likely that both 
translators drew on the familiar idiom of the Psalm text in their trans
lation of Proverbs 3*24, thus producing the remarkable similarity of the 
two versions (for the association of Proverbs 3*24 and Psalm 4*9 see 
McKane p. 298).

The Targum in 24a has a conflate text in that it combines the 
reading of the Peshitta with that of MT. In 24b it basically follows the 
Peshitta, thus,7113» ooini 3D9JTI Vni»n 71 ai ox,*if you lie
down and sleep you will not fear, and you will lie down and your sleep will 
be sweet* ♦ If the words 313Wn ox were removed, the reading would be 
almost identical with the Peshitta (only the indirect object 
being suppressed). The use of the conjunction OX in the Targum is in 
fact a Hebraism and is corrected in MS IIO6 to T * X. 
w .  25.26

The admonition, 'do not be afraid of sudden panic* ( DXno *rn&s), 
is found in the Greek as, oS çô iTÔTioip xtoTynv lxeX6ot>oav, *do not be 
^raid of approaching terror*. The participle IxcXdovouv incorporates 
the Hebrew term oxno, as the verb Ixepxopai not only means 'to come upon*
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but is used especially with the sense 'to come suddenly upon" as applied 
to events or conditions (L.S. p. 618.1.2). The use of this participle, 
however, heia been determined primarily by a desire to produce exact 
peirallelism with 25b which reads, ol6e 6p(jux<; Ixepxopaç, 'neither
the approaching assaults of the ungodly' # It can be seen that IxeXOououv 
and Ixepxojiaç have been used to produce an equivalent in both parts of 
the verse.

The translator has also attributed to 25b a different sense from 
that which is now usually given to it, i.e. '(do not be afraid of) the 
ruin of the wicked when it comes'. He has seen in D*ywi nxwo a reference 
not to the destruction of the wicked, but the violent onrush of the 
wicked which is directed against the righteous. This interpretation is 
possible in that there is a certain ambiguity in the Hebrew text. The 
•storm of the wicked' can be understood either as something that happens 
to them, or as something that is done by them (Umbreit p. 37), although 
Toy (p. 77) points out that 1*26,27 describes 'the storm' (tikiw) as a 
catastrophe which befalls the wicked. Whatever the merits of the inter
pretation, the translation of 3X1» by 6pjiii is very apt, compared with the 
obscure rendering at 1*27. The word Apfin means 'rapid motion forwards', 
an 'onrush* or 'assault', and is used frequently of violent physical 
phenomena such as the rage of a fire or the shook of a wave (L.S. 1253.1.2).

For the difficult Hebrew of 26a, 7 ^ 0 3 3  3 ’71’ 3 1 3 ’ ’ 3,'for the Lord 
will be your confidence', the Greek has & Tup xwptoç loiai mowv 
A6«v OOÜ, 'for the Lord will be over (or on) all your ways'. It has 
been suggested therefore that the Greek translator had a text which read
7’nVoD3,'on your ways' (Toy p. 77; Barucq p. 62; Ehrlich p. 21; BHS),

Baumgartner p. 50?
or 7’nVoD V3 3(Leigarde p. 16; Nowack p. 22; / Oort, TT p. 387; McGlinchey 
p. 24;)* or, less probably, Y ’V’iva (Umbreit p. 38).
Jaeger (p. 32) originally proposed that 3'Voo was the basis of the Greek
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reading. Bhrlioh and Oort add that NT should nevertheless be retained. 
Graets (NGVJ p. 149) observed that the Greek was no more intelligible 
than NT,and HdECane (p. 298) likewise noted that the translator was simply 
paraphrasing a difficult text.

In the Septuagint generally the term VoD is rarely dealt with in a 
satisfactory way. The most accurate translation is found at Psalm 78*7 
(Septuagint 77*7) where is given by vnv IXxiÔa â Tcov, 'their hope'.
Generally» however, the word was not known as the following renderings 
demonstrate*- oCxoç, 'house', Job 8*14; %oov, 'dust*. Job 31*24? 
oxavôaXov, •offence*. Psalm 49*14 (Septuagint 4 8*14). These are all 
the instances where >03 is thought to have the meaning 'confidence*.
This would support the view that the translator of Proverbs would have been 
at a loss to deal with 7 Vo 31. That he should have fastened on the 
figure of the paths not only stems from the imagery of the stumbling foot 
in 26b, but has probably also been influenced by the proximity and subject 
matter of v. 23. The Greek of v. 23 reads, 'that you may traverse all 
your ways ( xcwuc m e  66ooc crov) confidently in peace, and that your foot 
may not stumble*. Verse 26 and v. 23 both have a description of the 
stumbling or tripping foot. It is an easy step to relate the verses to 
eaoh other, and it is very likely that the phrase moue me SÔove 
of V .  23 was used by the translator to fill in a meaning for the unknown 
7^033 in V. 26.

That the Greek translator did connect the two verses 
in this way is strengthened by the translation offered for 1 3VD, 'from 
being caught* • In this instanoe the Hebrew is depicting the foot being 
caught or arrested in a snare or entanglement of some kind. To match
this, Lagarde (p. 16) has suggested that the Greek ouXeüÔ'gc, 'totter', - 
should be emended to read (roXXTupÔigjc 'be caught' or, following Semler,

'be caught*, as is the reading of MSS 23 and 2$2 margin.
The reading of MS 23, however, is clearly a correction to MT as is also its
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reading tTipTyrei instead of Ipetcrsi. Rather than altering the Greek 
text by way of emendation, it might he better to suggest that the trans
lator maintained the imagery of v. 23, i.e. the stumbling foot. Thus the 
reading Ipetoiet, 'support* also fits the image of stumbling and falling.
It seems reasonable to suggest from this that the Greek translator did see 
w .  23 and 26 as being closely related and that he utilised this observation 
in determining his presentation of v. 26.

In 25a the Peshitta follows NT, although its translation of tllB
by LajÛu-ûX'D , 'disturbance* or 'tumult* has probably been coloured
by the Greek xTo-rjcriv, 'agitation', as was also the case with Ôopupoç (see 

1*27), which is a synonym for %TOTyn(. In 25b the Greek exegesis has 
been followed in the reading L û  isLu. ^ ^ 0  ,
'and from the assault of sinners when it comes*. Not only has nxvn
been taken in the same way as in the Greek, but the actual phrase

Lâklxiif 'assault of sinners' has clearly come from the
Greek ip|ju<; &crepwv. One may compare 1*27 where the translation of
71X1 w likewise followed the Septuagint. However, it can also be observed 
that, in smaller matters, the Syriac follows the Hebrew rather than the 
Greek. 'Assault* is singular, agreeing with NT against the plural form 
ôppaç, and the construction liNlo ITQ follows X in »1 rather than the 
participial construction licepxopevaç. This would suggest that the 
translator was basically following the Hebrew text, but made use of the 
Greek to deal with particular problems of interpretation (see Introduction 
p. xxxvii).

The Tar gum has followed the Peshitta, as can clearly be seen in the 
reading xû»n,'assault of the wicked'. The basic interpretation
of 25b has come from the Syriac, although the term has come from
NT as a correction to 1 . . The reading X0* n/ mercy of
the wicked' of Niqraoth Qedoloth makes little sense and should be regarded
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as a corruption of (of. Jastrow p. 459* Levy, Vol. I p. 255),
In V. 26 the Syriac translator has avoided the difficulty of 7Vo31

in his rendering, 'for God will be with you ( ^rxJOXv)*. The meaning of
Voo was known to the translator of the book of Job, being translated byI v \  A q A  , 'confidence* at Job 82I4 and 31*24. The translator or
translators of Psalms, however, relied on the Greek to supply its meaning,
thus, Psalm 49*14 (Syriac 49*13) I ^\\_CTOA  , 'stumbling block (Greek,

.
crxavôaXov ), and Psalm 78*7 ^001 1LÛLÛD , 'their hope* (Greek, vnv
feXxiÔa â 'Twv ). The translator of Proverbs did not know V 03 in the 
sense of 'confidence* and probably felt unable to utilise the Greek reading 
ext wxowv ôôtov COD, which is an obvious paraphrase. His translation is 
a neat avoidance of the obscurity of 7Vo33. There is a possibility, 
however, that he construed V o3 in the sense of 'loins', 'flank* or 'side', 
as is the case in the Vulgate, i.e. latere tuo (cf. Dahood p. 10). If 
this were the case though, one would have expected a more positive trans
lation of Vo3 to emerge. In the present translation it has, in effect, 
been ignored.

The Tar gum has gone its own way regarding 7Vo33 which it gives as 
7"ry03* Levy (Vol. II p. 177) indicates that the term xvyo, 'help* is |
commonly found in the idiom 7?yo3 K3D»o/the Memrah of God is in |
your help*. This is an obvious circumlocution meaning simply 'God is |

!
your help*• The Targum at Proverbs 3*26, therefore, should be translated, |
'for God will be your help*. By using this idiom, the Targumist has in |
effect duplicated the difficult construction with * 3 and with the 
translation 'help* or 'support* has arrived at a reasonable interpretation !

Iof the sense of V o3 ,with God understood as the object of trust. There I
i

is little reason to suppose, with Graetz (MGWJ p. 149) that the Targumist I
-I

had a Hebrew text which read 7TtS3,
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w .  27.28
For the Hebrew, *do not withhold good from those to whom it is due*

{ T»Vy3D ), the Greek has jiTi ixocrxp efc xoietv IvSeri, * do not refrain from
doing good to the needy*• This is the only place in the Septuagint where 
IvSetk; is found as a translation of Cohen (p. 19) and Ehrlich
(p. 21) support IvÔeT} as an interpretation of whereas Frankenberg
(p.. 34) favours emending to In this case fcvôeîi is viewed as
an addition of the translator, with xoieiv being taken as the translation 
of l^Vyaa, However, it is not clear how the simple infinitive could have 
been derived from the form l’Vyaû,and it seems more satisfactory to treat 
xoisiv as an anticipation of niwyV in 27b. Dahood (p. lO) was neverthe
less impressed by the suggestion of Frankenberg, but explained the Greek 
infinitive as stemming directly from I’VyiD. He relates the Hebrew Vvn 
to the Ugaritic root k I ,' work*. It seems inherently improbable, 
however, that the Greek translator could have had any knowledge of such an 
ancient root. In addition to that, one would still have to explain how the 
Greek infinitive was derived from the complex Hebrew form that stands in 
MT.

Mezzacasa (p. 121) followed by Baruoq (p. 64) suggested emending the 
Hebrew to 'from the poor', as an explanation for the reading
Apart from the plausibility of the emendation as such, one would have to 
note that the preposition * 3 ' is intrusive and awkward in this construction, 
where, following the verb 'withheld*, one would have expected to find only 
the proposition 10 .

That the Greek reading is interpretative is confirmed by 27b which 
reads &v ^ %eip oou poTiGetv, 'whenever your hand is able to
help*. The translation of ni#yV,'to do* by popBeiv is maintaining the 
interpretation of assistance given to the poor or needy. This is not the 
intention of the Hebrew which seems to describe purely neighbourly relations.
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It ia significant that where this is made clear (v. 28) in the expression,
•do not say to your neighbour go, etc.* the Greek reads only, *do not say
go etc.*. By omitting the term 7*yiV the translator is able to sustain,
in V. 28, admonition directed towards relations between the well-to-do and
the poor* The suggestion of Lagarde (p. 16) that 7»?iV is an addition
to the Hebrew text is rightly rejected by Baumgartner (p. ^O) and Toy (p. 78)1

That w .  27 and 28 have been related in this way in the Greek is further
demonstrated by the translation of 7^* 9*1,'when you have it with you' as
Ôüvavov COD 6vtoc e6 xoietv, 'when you are able to do good*. This
interpretation is built up from elements in v. 2 7 . Thus 'when you are j
able' reflects fiv&xa &v %e&p* 'when your hand is able (for this
usage of see L.S. 750* III* l), and xoteiw is a repetition of the
same phrase in 27a* A consistent exegesis is maintained in the Greek
which necessitates not only particular interpretations such as Ivôeirî and
poT}0eiv, the use of additional phrases such as xotetv and the
suppression of a key Hebrew term in 7*yiV,

The extra line in the Greek, 'for you do not know what tomorrow will
bring forth*, is from 27*1* It has been suggested by the phrase in v. 28,
'tomorrow I will give', and serves as an additional warning against
procrastination. The internal connection between the Proverbs texts is
so obvious, it is difficult to see what point McQlinchey (p. 26) is
attempting to make in drawing attention to a similar line found in Amen—
em-ope. That such an admonition existed in Egyptian Wisdom literature
indicates only the general background of the saying. It in no way alters
the conclusion that the Greek line in 3*28 is drawn from 27*1. To suggest
that it has come directly from Amen-em-ope is inconceivable.

The Sypiao of 27a Xiai") "> ~ l \  r ) \  I X  ,* #
' do not refuse to do what is good*, is based on the Greek ptj &xoc%ig
xoieiv, (Pinkuss, ZAW p. 96). The Syriac translator has not included the
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Greek term ivôeT) in the reading at this point, hut it is possible that |
the term emerges in the next verse (see below). |

The second part of the verse, L eX^ü DQ') I_QA , |' \ ' ' I
cited in the Thesaurus Syriaous (Col. 2703), is translated there as 
•quantum posais facere ',( as much as you are able to do). An interesting 
conditional element is therefore introduced into the Peshitta rendering.
A quantitative limit according to one's means or ability determines the |

jlevel of doing good. As an exegesis there is a similarity here with the j
Vulgate which has, noli prohibera beneficere eum qui potest si vales et |

. ' Iipse benefac, 'do not prevent him who is able from doing good, and if you I
can, do good yourself • There are wide differences in the details of the I
respective translations ,but both have a conditional or limiting element in |I
27b, instead of the simple time clause of NT. Both versions may be Î
reflecting what was a commonly known and widely accepted understanding of j
the meaning of this text. |

In V. 28 the translator transposes to the beginning of the I
verse. There is no apparent advantage in doing this, although it may have 
been thought to make a better connection between w .  2? and 28. There is

a lso  a m inor a d d it io n  in  the  S y ria c  te x t  in  the  expression  ZUZO | \

t 1) A4 Y) v H O ^  l iV o  * ^  1  *1 A li\, , * do not say to  your

ne ighbour,"G o , and come, re tu rn  t o m o r r o w " . . . . * .  The a d d it io n a l verb  1 ^ 0  

adds some emphasis to  the command to  r e tu r n , a lthough one could perhaps 

t r a n s la te  the  phrase *1x1 Y\ .in t\. | ^ 0  more id io m a t ic a lly  a s , 'and

come back tomorrow* . The p a r t ic le  g in  the word should be

understood as in tro d u c in g  d ir e c t  speech ( Robinson p . 16 ) ,  so th a t  u X |

Can then be talcen straightforwardly as the imperative of , 'go*. If
ouecompares the Targum at this point, it reads, aim Vt’X XV,
'do not say to your neighbour, "Go and return"...*. c o n s tru c tio n s

and syntax  in  the Targum correspond e x a c tly  w ith  those o f MT.
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The Targum in 27a, n»D9 layoV ’VDh’n xV,*do not refrain from
doing good*, follows the Peshitta, whereas in 27h and 28, it follows MT.
In 27h the Targum has a straightforward time clause and reads the QereHUCA

The observation of Kaminka/(p. 179) that the Targura has had an 
influence upon the Greek in 27a fails to take account of the interaction of 
all three versions and how this operates over the verse as a whole.
V* 29

. The rendering of by a plural xoxo, (but with a singular, xaxov,
in V .  30) is no more than a vagary of translation. The phrase noa> 
•dwelling confidently*, is translated by two participles •xapoixorvxa xai 
xexoiOo'ca kxi out, * dwelling with you and trusting in you*, however, there 
is no expansion of noiV as at 3*23»

The Syriac and Targum texts are almost identical, but the small 
differences between them are significant when considering their relation
ship to each other. The Syriac connects 28b to the first part of the 
verse by using the relative particle, J u ts u L D , *who is dwelling*, 
whereas the Targum follows the construction of MT exactly, Xim,

.i A
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•and he is dwelling*. In the matter of word order the Peshitta has the 
object immediately after the verb, whereas the Targum follows the word 
order of MT.

30
The use of the root 3 *3 in *Do not contend with a man for no reason*, 

suggests that the setting envisaged in the Hebrew is very likely that of 
the legal suit (McKane p. 300), although it also has a more general 
application. Although the Greek word is not particularly associated with 
legal settings (Jaeger p. 33j Baumgartner p. 5I), the Greek translator 
adequately conveys the type of characteristic to be avoided by the use of 
the rather uncommon verb (piXexpeo», 'exercise enmity*, which occurs only 
here in the Septuagint. The çiXexOtiç is a lover of strife and quarrels. 
The underlying sense of the Greek, therefore, is to avoid becoming addicted 
to futile wrangles.

The second part of the verse, asn ‘7V01 X> J3X, *when he has done you 
no harm*, appears in the Greek as p-q vt ere IpYaorrrai xaxov, 'lest he do 
you some evil*. The translator introduces the threat of reprisal as a 
disincentive to becoming entangled in quarrels. (While Baumgartner p. 51 
notes that xV OX has been read as if it were |s. Toy p. 78 suggests that 
the translator either read or xV 39X, neither of which is likely.)
This may be no more than manipulation of the text to produce a desired 
result. It could be the case, however, that x V  o x  was taken in the 
sense of 'certainly* as it is frequently found in curse or threat formulae 
as used in the idiom of ' threats confirmed by an oath* (Gesonius-Kautzsch 
9149a, ff). If this were so, the translator would have read the Hebrew 
as, * do not contend with a man for no cause, he will certainly do you 
harm*. Strictly speaking, the verb should be in the imperfect to make 
this translation consistent. Nevertheless, this understanding of x V  o x  
might lie at the root of the translation that now appears in the Septuagint.
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The Peshitta lacks 30h, which is one of the few omissions to he found 
in this version (Frankenberg p. 14)# The reason for this may be the 
evasion of a delicate moral problem. The text as it stands enjoins that 
one should inflict no harm on someone who has caused you no harm. It
leaves unanswered that problem of how one should respond to someone who has
caused harm. These moral subtleties are entirely avoided in the Peshitta, 
which has an absolute unconditional command, 'do not strive with a man 
wrongfully (Oort, TT p. 3875 Baumgartner p. 5I; Pinkuss, ZAW p. 126).
Toy (p. 78) takes the view that the Peshitta reading is merely a simplifi
cation of the grammar and not the evasion of a moral dilemma, > The i
Hebrew text, however, is not particularly complicated grammatically so that ,
this is not a very forceful argument. That the translator has felt the 
weight of a moral problem is reinforced to some extent by the use of the 
term , 'wrongfully' as a translation of oin. One may compare
the note at 1*17 where it was also observed that a particular moral 
emphasis was placed on the term I , and that this changed the
interpretation of the passage.

The Targum reproduces MT.
V. 31

As its translation of oort 9»X3 >x,'do not envy a man of
violence* the Greek has |iTi xTticry xaxwv Av6p<ov &vGt&n, 'do not acquire 
the reproaches of wicked men*• Many commentators have noted that the 
Hebrew has been read, not on the basis of the root xip, 'envy*, but on 
the basis of %3p, 'acquire* (probably firstly by Jaeger p. 33). For the 
expression xaxoov àvôptüv èveiôn, I® generally accepted that Svetôn 
is a translation of oort, with xaxwv being supplied by the translator 
(Jaeger p. 33? Hmbreit p. 41? Baumgartner p. 5I; Toy p. 83? Baruoq 
p. 64). It is of interest to observe in this connection that oort is 
never translated in Proverbs as 'violence*. Three other instances to

■!
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note particularly are 4*17 bon P'l, oEvcy 6c xapavofitj, 'lawless wine' ;
16*29 oon 9*X,&vnp mpavo|jioç, 'lawless man' ; 26*6 nJl9 oDrt/drinks
violence*, 6vet6oc * brings about reproach*. This supports the
view that ôvetÔTi is a translation of oort at 3*31, but it is also apparent 
that xaxwv is not simply a random supplement by the translator as is 
suggested in the commentaries. The term xaxcov has sprung from the 
association of oort and mpavojioc as 4*17 and 16*29 demonstrate. This 
means that oOrt could have been translated twice at 3*31» firstly as a
noun ( SveiÔT) ) and the object of the verb, and secondly as an adjective 
( xaxmv ) describing 9 ♦ X ,

In 31b it has been suggested that Irtoii >X,*do not choose*, should 
be read as nnnji Vx, 'do not be vexed at*, with reference being made to
the Greek X̂cocrpc (Hitzig p. 27; Oort, TT jp. 3&7; Steuernagel j

ilp. 283; Wutz, BWAT p. 289; McGlinohey p. 27; McKane p. 300; BHS* of. ;|
Ialso Renard p. 58). This is opposed by Nowaok (p. 23), Toy (p. 83) and :|

Gemser (p. 30). It has been noted that the roots X3p and tnrtappear in a !j
Îsimilar construction and in parallelism at Psalm 37*1 and Proverbs 24*19# 1

While these Hebrew models might support the emendation proposed at Proverbs I1
3*31, it is less certain that the Greek offers the same support* At 
Psalm 37*1,7» Irtnn >X is translated by nn mpaJSnXop, *do not be vexed j
at*, and this does offer some support for the suggestion that the Greek is j
based on a similar reading at Proverbs 3*31# However, at Proverbs 24*19, 
Trtnn Vx (in parallel with X3pn >X ) is mistranslated as pn %aipe,
♦do not rejoice* (probably reading innn >x,root nirt, 'rejoice* ). Since 
this is the only certain occurrence of the root m n  in Proverbs, it 
seriously weakens the suggestion that the translator was aware of its 
meaning in the Hithpael form, or of its association with the root X3 p. This

is also indicated by the translation of K3pn Vx as pn xvncrp at 3*31#
Even so, some account has to be; given for the reading nnoc at 3*31#
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The root T̂jXoto is found six times in Proverbs, three times as a translatioi 
of xap (23*17, 24*1, 19). The other three occurrences are all within 
Chs. 1-9 (3*31, 4*14 and 6*6). It is these last three that are of Interest 
for the point in question*-
3*31 1»DTT Vai nnan >xi,*do not choose any of his ways*, 
nn^e T̂jXoxrçc XO.Ç Sôoüc â Tcuv, *do not envy his ways*.

4*14 7TÎ3 nvxn Vxi,*do not walk in the way of evil men*,
p.T|Se %qX(xxTÿ( iôovç xapavonœv, * do not envy the ways of transgressors*.
6*6 D3H1 nXT, 'consider her ways and be wise*,
xai ^7]Xaxrov (&ov m ç  6600c a6voo, * consider and covet its ways*.
In all three cases n̂Xoco is being used to intensify the force of the 
original Hebrew verb. (it is interesting to note that all of these 
exhortations are bound up with the figure of ways or paths.) In the 
first two cases the Hebrew verb is entirely replaced, while, in the third 
example appears as an auxiliary verb to strengthen the force of the
Hebrew 'consider*. There is no connection between the Hebrew verbs apart 
from their use in the figure of the paths, and that they lend themselves 
to being strengthened in the way found in the Greek. Having observed 
that ie used in this way by the translator, it tends to weaken
further any support that might come from the Greek for emending the Hebrew 
text at 3*31b.

The Peshitta follows MT with the possible exception of its translation 
of oon 9»X3 as l \  q\j 1 * wicked man*. Although the
translator has clearly followed the singular of MT his understanding of 
oon may have been coloured by the Greek xaxo)v &v6p<ov. Like the
Septuagint, the Peshitta never renders oon as 'violence* in Proverbs, and 
in several instances is clearly influenced by the Greek in its translation 
of this word, e.g. 4*17, Ob" olv<f 6e mpavojay 'lawless wine *,

llMu.0 'wine of deceit*; 16*29 oon , dvnp xapavopoc,

  I  oducfeôfV XXL.-
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•lawless man*, j_\ I * wicked, man; and, especially, the
mistranslation at 13*2, OOn 0*713 9911,literally, *the soul of the 
treacherous (will eat) violence*, ijruxp-t 6e mpavofi(*>v SXouvmi dwpoi,
•the souls of transgressors will perish prematurely*, l\n\D ^ 0 0 ]

'•I ' \Lt- T ~1 Lv * the souls of the wicked will perish*.
t-
The Targum is identical with the Peshitta, apart from its translation 

of oon 9*X3 which it gives as XDIon X1313, 'violent man*. Both Peshitta 
and Targum translate 3 0 30 Vxi as IXo / * 310 XV1, 'do not
desire/choose*.
V. 32

The translation of 01 n* 0 3^10by &xa0apvoc IvavTi xuptov, 'unclean 
before the Lord*, is similar to other translations of the same phrase in 
Proverbs, e.g. 16*5, &xa0apToc itapn 0etp, 'unclean with God*; 20*10 
dxaOapm Ivoxxtov xopioo, 'unclean before the Lord*. This is the language 
of the cult and no doubt stems from the fact that nio* 0 3^10 is otherwise 
found only in the Book of Deuteronomy. That îilO* 03910 in Proverbs is 
probably not a cultic expression but part of the language of international 
Wisdom (McKane p. 301 ) is a distinction that could not be expected of the 
Greek translator.

The designation of the 11 tl,'perverted man* as a xapavonoc is 
possibly coloured by the religious setting which is presupposed here by 
the translator. At 14*2 the TiVl is accurately designated as a orxoXto^v, 
(For the observation of Gemser p. 30 and Prijs p. 62 that xapavofioc 
represents a Torah-centred view, see note at 1*8 and 1*19.) The addition 
of xoLc is again an indication of the fortuitous way in which the translator 
uses this word. It is offset by 31b, where >3 in the Hebrew is 
unrepresented in the Greek.

Urabreit (p. 42) notes that, in 32b the translator has related 171 o, 
'his counsel* back to TiVl and not to nin*. By this logic, the translator
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would he forced to supply a negative so that it could he said of the 
perverse man that his counsel was not with the upright, thus his rendering 
•he (the perverse man) will not sit in council with the righteous*. 
Alternatively the translator may have wished to emphasise not so much the 
privileged position of the upright, who share God's counsel, as the 
inevitable exclusion from such a company which falls to the wicked. In 
this case his interpretation would not he based on a misunderstanding, but 
would be a presentation of a different aspect of God's relations with the 
upright and the wicked from that of MT. Jaeger (p. 34) draws attention to 
a similar sentiment at 15*12 nem 6c cnxpww o6x intXTjcret, *he (the scorner 
ipV/AxaiÔeoToç ) will not associate with the wise. There is little 

likelihood that the reading Iv 6c 6txatotc avveôpia^et^, *he will not 
sit in council with the righteous' is based on a text different from that 
of MT (e.g. Umbreit has suggested reading o* 39* 3 pxi ). Sohleusner 
(p. 217)suggested o6 ought to be deleted, (also Baumgartner p. 5l). 
Similarly, Lagarde (p. 17) suggested that o6 had arisen as a dittography 
from the following on of crDvcBpicL̂ ct. Only MS 106 lacks ou and this 
is clearly aimed at harmonisation with MT.

The Syriao of 32a, Lilzi lAoi 001 I , 'for
unclean is the transgressor before the Lord*, is almost identical with the 
Greek AxadapToç tup Ivavvt xoptoo t«xç mpavo|ioç. The translator has
followed the Greek in both the translation of m n *  n37in and 
In the second half of the verse he follows MT and, to remove any doubt 
about the subject of the second clause he repeats Ik, 171 , thus,

I ÿ  A1 A  LlXQ*) OlkuXGOCO , 'the discourses of the Lord
are with the upright * (see Introduction p.xxxvii).

The term I A^yQIT , is found only here in Proverbs as a trans
lation of 3It) and indicates a stress upon converse/communion.
•Discourses of the Lord* might also indicate the preached word. There is
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noticeable similarity to the Vulgate 'sermooinatio* which likewise means 
•discourse*. The rendering may be influenced by a knowledge of the 
Septuagint orveôpKi^et, which can mean 'deliberate with* as well as 'sit 
in council*. This could be the basis of the idea of converse. One 
might compare 15*22 where the Syriac has clearly followed the Septuagint 
in its translation of no. The Hebrew reads 710 |*X3 n 1 39Ho 3on,
* without counsel plans go wrong*, Greek, SxepTtOevmt XoYtopouc ot pn 
xv|jL(ov7£ç croveÔpta, * those who do not honour councils set aside reasonings',
syriao, 1 j \ x O v a  1 J ^ O J C l L û  , 'they
set aside reasonings who honour a council*. Although the Syriao lacks the 
negative of the Greek, it is the same paraphrase.

In the basic meaning of mn* niyin and il>3 the Targum follows MT, 
mn* Dip 10 x m y  pn3 03 Vlob,*for the perverse man is abominable before 
God*. At the same time, the expression 03p |0  is being used in the same 
way as the Greek Ivavvi and Syriao p ' l X t  . In translating m n *  niyin 
the Targum has no consistency in inserting the term 03p, sometimes having 
a simple construct (e.g. 16*5, 17*15, where the Syriac uses ).

In 32b one might compare the phrases I k 1 77") CT| A  1\Q"TTQ and
n *0*719. The Targum has reproduced MT 1710 without addition. However 
its dependence upon the Peshitta is demonstrated in its retention of the 
word xn*9 1 9,*converse* which, like the Syriac, is used only here in 
Proverbs as a translation of 310 (otherwise it always uses x Y3,* secret* ) .
Y.*. .11

The 'house of the wicked* ( 793 o* o) like the dwelling (nil) of 
the righteous has, of course, a universal application. For the sake of 
symmetry with D*p*3X the Greek translator puts all these terms into the 
plural, oCxoic AcrePmv, 'houses of the ungodly* and ImoXevc ôixaiwv, 
•dwellings of the righteous*.

The Greek translator has read 733» in 33b as a passive form
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( eftXoYovvvai, 'will be bleased', a plural form agreeing with ^muXet^ ; 
similarly, the Vulgate 'benedicentur'), while the Masoretes later pointed 
it as a Piel (Jaeger p. 34? Hitzig p. 28; Lagarde p. 17; Baumgartner 
p. 52; Baruoq p* 64; Bhrlioh p. 2l). Ehrlich makes the point that the 
active verbs in v# 34, which also have mn* as subject, support the 
Masoretio pointing against the readings of the Septuagint and Vulgate.
The Greek construction may also have been determined to some extent by the 
fact that 0eou of 33a is in the genitive case and that it may have been 
regarded as unstylish to attempt to make 0eoo the subject of the following 
clause. In v. 34, where an active construction is required, the trans
lator supplies the Divine title xvpioc, so that the subject is strongly 
reaffirmed.

The Syriac, like the Greek, has 793 h*33in plural form ( ^00L*,AnZ3
iXoÜLl ), but m 3  is retained as a singular. The reading Q*1Z1 \

agrees with the Masoretio punctuation in reading 7 3 3* as a Piel.
The Targum has the same pattern of plural and singular for the

nouns as is found in the Peshitta, so that in 33a the reading ; 1 n*033
*7*931 is closer to the Peshitta than it is to MT. In 33b the noun 3D9 0

in the expression 110309 01,*their dwelling*, is puzzling. It is
not listed in the Lexicons as an Aramaic word, but it clearly has the same
meaning as the Syriac 1 7!lV H  . *a dwelling place*. Whereas other
Syriacisms in the Targum can often be accounted for by direct borrowing
from the Peshitta, this is not the case in this instance, since the

♦__Peshitta itself reads . This would strengthen the view
that the Targum originated in an eastern Aramaic or Syriac provenance
where utilisation of the Syriao version was freely adopted and where, in 
addition, Syriac grammatical forms and vocabulary unconsciously appeared 
in the translator's work.

The variant reading 7 iniD9 b1,'the presence of the righteous* of
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and
Miqraoth Gedoloth/NS 1106, makes poor sense and is clearly a corruption of 
pnynoyDI, One may compare 2:21 where a similar variation between the 
verbs 309 and 109 is found in the same witnesses (see Pinkuss, ZAW p. 88). 

-34
The Hebrew has a difficult conditional construction in this verse,

* though he pours scorn on scoffers, yet he shows favour to the humble*
(McKane p. 215, of# also p. 302). The Greek, with the other versions, 
avoids the difficulty of the construction by having two unconditional
statements, Koptoc fixepn̂ avotc àvTtxacnre'rat, laxetvotc 6e ÔiÔoxrtv xaptv,
•the Lord will resist the arrogant, but he gives grace to the humble* •
The addition of xppioç as noted in v. 33, is to reaffirm mn* as the 
subject of the verbs in v. 34, especially following the passive clause 
found in the Greek in 33b. (Compare 8:26 where xvpioç is similarly used, 
Eilso Jaeger p. 34 who cites another example at 24*12). Graetz (MGWJ
p. 149) and Oort (TT p. 387) suggest reading Q*xV Q’nVx instead of OK

0 *sV>, This is not supported by James 4*6 or I Peter 5*5, as Toy i
(p. 53)seems to suggest, since these texts are clearly based on the
Septuagint itself. I

The force of y*V* has been lessened by the rather vague translation 1
I•resist*. This is clear not only from the proximity of 0» xV, accurately j

rendered as * the arrogant* or *scorners*, but also the translation of nx7l |
(9*12) byxoxoc oKoPpc, 'prove to be evil*, and (l9»28) by xaGvppt^ei j
* treat despitefully*. (The remaining example of this verb in Proverbs, at j 
14*9, has been omitted because of the difficulty of correlating the Hebrew j

and Greek texts there.) One can only suppose, therefore, that the strong |
sense of f  * > *  has been lessened in this case because m n *  is the subject j 
of the verb, and the translator has refrained from attributing scorn to the j
Deity (of. Umbreit p. 43)* J

I
The observation of Gemser (p. 30) that the translator has viewed the i
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* > * of d*x7V as the sign of the accusative as in Aramaic, cannot he 
substantiated from the Greek* The translation 6xeptj(pavotc &v'ctTacnjEmi 
makes it impossible to say how the translator has viewed the expression 
since 6xepT)çavotc can be understood as an indirect object.

The Peshitta has a concise translation of 34a, \^C LàJJOû XQI \ TTa XjyA , * and he will overthrow soorners*. A simple *and* connec
tion has been used instead of the conditional particle of MT* There are i
numerous examples of grammatical simplification in the Peshitta (see !

,1
Introduction p.xxxix ) , although, in this case, all the versions simplify;! 
the Hebrew construction. The translation itself employs a battle metaphor i|
portraying conflict, and is quite different from the description of NT. i!
The roots3JÜLjüQ means * to cast down*, * overthrow* or * destroy* (Thes.
Syr. 2590). It is very likely that the Peshitta is an interpretation of 
the Greek x̂epntpavoic ivvk'tctotremi. The verb &v*riTaouw can mean not
only * to oppose* or *resist* but also * to range in battle against* (L.S. 
p. 164). (For other examples of the translator*s developing lines of 
thought from the Greek, see Introduction p.xxxvii). This suggestion is
strengthened by the observation that the Peshitta utilises the Greek to 
render the root elsewhere in Proverbs. The clearest example of this
is probably 9*12 where nxVl is found in the Greek as lav 6e xaxoç AxoPpi;,
*if you prove to be evil*, and in the Peshitta as l o C F l  i \  ^ | o  ,
* if you become evil*. The proposal of Baumgartner (p. 34) that the 
translator read a form based on the root f 19, *be dispersed* is rather 
weak.

The second part of the verse reads vSjX'ZLX I \\>Q , *and
he will be gracious to the wise* . The translation of hy

I-I 71 1 is probably aimed at emphasising the antithetic parallelism 
with V. 35, which similarly contrasts the I 71̂  1-aa. and the t .\ 1  f l G L  ,
* fools*. The translator may have been aided in moving toward this
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equation of the d *»39 and the o * non by the semantic development of the
wordy in Syriao, which not only means 'poor* or 'afflicted* but came to be
used of the ascetic and hermit. The verb , O \ V. means * to pursue the

Syr.
ascetic life* and also * to practise philosophy* (Thes./2927, 2928).
Kuhn (BWANT p. 105) wished to resolve the problem by emending I ÎOilAl,

I"to I Y% , * the humble*. However the two words are sufficiently 
dissimilar to make this suggestion unlikely.

The Targum in 34a follows the Peshitta against MT in reading 
71 no3 *.3p'*nD>1 . In 34b it follows MT by reproducing n* *397 by its 

Aramaic equivalent, and also translating tn |n* exactly, whereas the 
Peshitta condenses the phrase into a simple verb xâjükl-i .

That the Targumist retained 34a of the Peshitta in an unaltered form 
may be because it was felt to be an acceptable description of divine 
activity, against the rather harsh term 'scorn* of NT. It is interesting 
to compare 9 *12, where, for nxVl the Peshitta reads loCH A  ^  I 0
(see above) and the Targum has p*oo *inn o x i, * if you become a scorner*. 
The similarity of the two expressions is obvious, but the Targum, by 
having p»0D instead of w* 3 is closer to MT. That the Targumist altered 
the Syriao expression at 9*12 but not at 3*34 is very possibly due to the 
fact suggested above, that m n *  is here the subject of 7*7*.

The Greek shows no significant deviation from MT. It is doubtful 
whether one can justify emending D * 3D to a plural form D * D * 3D on the 
basis of &twonv, as suggested in BHS (cf. also Mint on Thomas, VTS III, 
1955, p. 283). The translator would be required to use a plural verb to 
keep his own grammar consistent, regardless of any difficulty felt about 
the reading Q*3D,

That difficulty was felt at an early period as to what exactly the 
phrase * exalt disgrace* meant, can be seen in the Peshitta version which
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reads 1 lA/y. ^qX-ZUÜLX I X l D Q Q , *and fools receive disgrace*.
The translator has simply produced a parallel to the verb i7n3*, * inherit * 
in the first part of the sentence. A similar translation is offered in 
HSV, * the wise will inherit honour, but fools get disgrace*. A footnote 
indicates that the verb *get* is a conjecture.

The Targum follows the peshitta against MT in 35b, also reading 
p73p3 .
4*1-2

The Greek follows the Hebrew closely in these verses. Concerning 
the translation of UpV by doupov in 2a Baruoq (p. 66) has observed that 
the Greek is stressing the free gift of wisdom which the father confers on 
his son. The choice of the term Ôcopov, however, may be no more than a 
stylistic device to produce assonance with ôoopooiiai (Gerleman, LUA p. 13). 
In an extended note at 1*5, it was observed that the precise meaning of 
np7 was not known to the translator, and that at 1*5 itself, as here, the 
use of assonance is a literary device which conceals to some extent the 
difficulty which the translator had with this word.

In 2b MSS 68, 61 and 248 read vov Ipov Xoyov instead of vov Ipov 
vopov. It may be a Christian insertion, as Lagarde (p. 17) has suggested, 
but it is also possible that the expression IpeiôevcD 6 f̂ icTcpô  Xoyoc,
*let our word be established* (v. 4) has influenced the reading of these 
manuscripts in the earlier verse.

The Peshitta and Targum have almost exact translations of these 
verses. There is a small deviation in the Syriao in lb which reads 

IAjXÛJÛQO o A o ^ O  , *and pay heed to knowledge and under
standing*. The translator has either mistranslated the infinitive nvT 
as a noun (Baumgartner p. 52; Pinkuss, ZAW p. 127; Toy p. 89) or else has 
deliberately used a noun to give a better balance with 713*3. The 
smoothing out of grammatical difficulties is a characteristic of this
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translator (see Introduction p. xxxii). One may compare the exact 
reproduction of the construction in the Targum31 * 3 73o7 
*pay heed to know understanding*•

The observation of Baumgartner that the Peshitta linked v. 1 of 
Ch. 4 to the preceding chapter was shown by Pinkuss to be a misconception 
based on a verse numbering error in the edition of Lee.

The Greek translation has a different punctuation in this verse
1from that of the Masoretes, who placed the Athnah (/,) after *71X7 . The

Greek includes "73 with the first part of the verse, which is translated as
vtoc Yup iYevopTiv xoyw mvpt Sxnxooç, *for I was a son and obedient to
my father*. The sense 'obedient* given to ̂ 3 is an extension of the
meaning usually attributed to it i.e. 'tender', 'gentle* or 'mild* (Jaeger
p. 34; Umbreit p. 45; Hitzig p. 30; Baumgartner p. 5 2; Bhrlioh p. 23).
An accurate translation is given at 25*15 where h33 p 9 7 l,*soft tongue*,
is translated YX<*«rnn, 6e (JiaXaxn. At 15*1, however, 73 n39D,* a soft
answer* is rendered by &%oxpicric 6e ixoxtx-corou, 'a yielding answer* (of.
L.S. 1891 III.3). The verb 6x0x1,xvw is very descriptive and cam mean to
cringe before* or * fawn on*. The meaning given to 7^ at 15*1 is similar
to that at 4*3 in that both portray the characteristic of mildness of
manner or submissiveness. This has to be borne in mind against suggested
emendations such as the reading 73 (from the root H33 ) meaning 'crushed*DVET5K
or 'oppressed* (Heidenheim,/Vol. Ill p. 5l),or that of Lagarde (p. 17) who 
suggests 7b meaning 'humble*, although this word is not found in Biblical 
Hebrew. Both these emendations are rejected by Toy (p. 89). Wutz
(BWAT p. 283) suggested 3 »n*l *1 3 3,'subject and beloved*, presumably from 
the root n33 ,but this is not attested in Biblical Hebrew either.

ÂYaxTTroç, 'beloved*, is the commonest translation of 3*n* in the 
Septuagint. Santos (p. 80) indicates that it is used seven times against

XntrfrclucTion p.
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only four occurrences of novoYevriç, 'only one'. The participle
d-YUxcoijevoc used here, is a small variation in form only of this basic 
translation. It is unnecessary to suggest that there has been any 
confusion in the Proverbs reading with the word *r * *r 'beloved* as in 
Lagarde (p* 1?)> Baumgartner (p. 52), Scott (p. 49), Baruoq (p, 66),

The Syriao and Targum follow the Hebrew exactly in both word division 
and the meaning given to -jt as L tLxSUQ / 'tender*, 'delicate*.
w .  4.5

There are considerable textual variations which appear in the Greek 
in these two verses. If the texts of B, K , which appear in the editions 
are taken as a basis, then the main variations can conveniently be grouped 
as additions which appear after key words*- 

after xapôtav add (254);
after IvtoXotc add pov ( K ; 106; 252; 254) ; 
after Iv-roXaç add pov xat ÇT1071 xirrpat crocptav XTnput crovecriv 
(295; also 23 and 297 with small variations); 
after Iv'toXaç add fiicav xat ptoxrov xvpouL croçtav x-vnoui croveciv 
(Armenian MS) ;
a f t e r  Ix tX a O ij add xvnocLi crocptav, xTnoat cnjveo'tv, (j.ti Ix tX aÔ p

(68; 106; 252; 254);
after fextXaOp add XTnoat croqjtav xat crvvscrtv ( x *

after crcoiJuxToc add xirnaat crocpiav xvnoui crovEcrtv pu IxtXaô^ pu^e 
IxxXeivT̂ X; Axo ûpuToav crropa'toç pou (A; 161; 248).
It can be observed from this that the MSS which have the Hebrew line,

7 1 3 * 3  3 3 p 71033  H i p , 'get wisdom, get understanding*, insert it in one of
three different places* either after *01X0 /IvvoXac; after 3390 /
IxtXaB-g; or after *s /crtopa-rcç. Most MSS lack any representation of
71*31, The A text has a doublet of 5b in the Hebrew, i.e. *do not forget 
and do not turn away from the words of my mouth* (cf. McKane p. 304).
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It has been suggested that the Greek was based originally on a 
shorter text which lacked 713*3 713*p 7%033 713 * p :7i* 31, and that this is 
to be preferred to MT (Lagarde p. 17; Frankenberg p. 37; Gemser p. 32).
Thus BHS suggests that a* 31 has come from 7*2 and that the rest of the 
line has been made up of elements from v. 7 of this Chapter - cf. also 
Skehan (p. ll). While it is clear that these Hebrew words have been 
supplemented into various Greek MSS in different ways, it is not clear that 
the B, K texts, which lack the additions, have a more connected or superior j
text than that of MT* This statement is based on the observation that, i

I
unlike the Hebrew, which has a singular subject in v. 4, the Greek has a j
plural subject referring back to *3X and »ûX in v* 3, thus, ot IXeYov 1

•|
xai lôtôcurxov, 'they said and taught me*. In keeping with this *137 (4b) J 
is translated by 6 îievepcç Xoyoç, 'our word*, as if it had a first 
person plural suffix. In this connection, Thackeray (JTS XIII, I912, p. 57) 
wishes to add Yoveic, 'parents', as a subject for I X e y o v .  This, however, 
is an arbitrary addition to fulfil a somewhat elusive metrical pattern. j
The grammatical consistency in the Greek text comes to an end with the 
translation of *fllXh 139 by cpuXaotrE lvToXa<;, 'keep commandments*. This i 
is a truncated expression lacking the possessive pronoun so that it has no 
precise frame of reference. It can be seen that those texts which 1

supplement from the Hebrew supply the possessive pronoun, mostly in the 
singular, although one Armenian MS has the plural fipww. Finally, in v. 5» 
the personal pronoun returns to the singular form in agreement with MT but 
in contradiction to the plural subject of v. 4, thus, litige xaptôpç T̂jcav Ipou, 
'do not disregard my speech*, (Jaeger p. 35; Toy p. 89)# This means that 
even the short Greek text of S, JC is in a disjointed condition and is 
self-dontradictory. The conclusion to be drawn from this is that, whatever 
problems of continuity and dislocation exist in the Hebrew text at this 
point (of. McKane p. 304), the Greek is also in a disjointed condition and ■
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cannot be used to 'improve* or correct the Hebrew text as it exists at 
present.

The doublet in the A text is a more exact translation of 5b of the 
Hebrew. This can be observed in the reproduction of Oh 7X1 by the literal 
phrase fihÔe IxxXeivipc, 'do not turn aside*, against the correct but more 
polished expression {JiTiSe xaptô-gç, *do not disregard*. It also reproduces 
the plural form *1 0 X by •̂qpa'Tcov against the singular fiicnv. The 
doublet in the A text, therefore, may be viewed as a later translation, and 
a harmonisation to MT.

In 4b the Syriac reads AA , 'let my word
be confirmed in your heart*. Baumgartner (p. 54), notes that this is a 
reflection of the Greek reading, Ipc&ôetw & fjpeTcpOQ Xoyoç clç crnv xapbcav,
'let our word be fixed in your heart*. The same type of construction and
meaning has been applied to 7Oh*, with *1 3 7 taken as the subject of the 'i
sentence and not 737, The significant difference in the two readings, 1
however, is that the Syriao has retained the singular suffix of * 7  37.
whereas the Greek has the plural suffix 'our*. The Syriao translator has, |

i jas on other occasions, utilised the Greek to produce a translation of the |
Hebrew and has retained elements of both (see Introduction p. xxxvii). |

At the end of v. 4, the Syriac adds the line ^ m o T )  |
j,Vj \ n  1 A.3 ,n 'and my law as the pupil of the eye* (Schleusner p. 2?1; !

Hitzig, Introduction p. xxviii; Delitzsch p. 106; Baumgartner p. 54; J
Pinkuss, ZAW p. 127; Frankenberg p. I4 ). This comes from Ch. 7*2 and is !
suggested by the exhortation 'keep my commandments and live* found at 4*4 I
and 7*2 of MT. Similar harmonisations of parallel or similar texts are j
found elsewhere in the Peshitta of Proverbs 1-9 (see Introduction p.xxxix). j

!
The apparent omission of t?39h 7x in the Syriac in 5b, may be an i|

example of an economical rendering. The translator may have considered 
that *do not turn aside from* incorporated the idea of forgetting or
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negleoting. Abbreviated renderings of this kind can be detected elsewhere.BWANT
(See Introduction p. xxiix). Kuhn/(p. IO5), on the other hand has
suggested that xyoh x7i may have fallen out of the Syriao text due to its 
similarity to XOOh x7l. Surprisingly, Kuhn appears to base his compar
ison of the two phrases on Hebrew square script. Their dissimilarity is 
much greater in Syriac script.

Like the Greek (̂ ixrtv ), the Syriac translates * ihxo by a singular,
<71 XqIuQ . It may be the case, in both versions, that this has been 

done to maintain consistency with the translation of the MT plural *737 
(v. 4) by the singular forms Xoyoc and Tl .

The Targum introduces 3171» as the subject of the verbs in 4a,
nih* *7 13X1 * ]B7x 1, * the Lord taught me and said to me . . . *. This may

be a recognition of the difficulty of moving from an apparent plural in v. 3» 
•my father and my mother*, to a singular subject in v. 4# Pinkuss (ZAM 
p. 127), on the other hemd, suggests * * may have arisen as a dittography
from /♦ of *7 and 03p* . The Divine name is certainly found in this
form in Miqraoth Gedoloth, as 71171* in Leigarde, and is lacking in IIO6.

Apart from this, the Targum follows MT closely in w .  4-5> and 
consequently differs from the Syriao in all the points that were noted
above, i.e. the translation of "733* in 4b, the Syriao addition in 40, and
the treatment of 3 393 7x auid *13X3 in 5b. '

Other minor textual variations are*—
!

1. in 4b Lagarde reads **73, *my words*, agreeing with MT, while I
Miqraoth Gedoloth reads *73, singular, agreeing with the j

Peshitta ^  A&Z) ;
2. Lagarde reads * *71 p* B agreeing with MT, while Miqraoth Gedoloth

reads the singular *71 ps. This corresponds to the same variation i
I Iin the Peshitta where the Ambrosianus and Urmiah texts read 1

■ i11TQA, while Lee and Walton read -jiJVÜIIQSl .

TiiuS a\so bi Li IU*6 ’txid*
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3# According to Levy (Vol. I p. 38), 1106 reads, in 5b, *31BT X*ia*XO 
•from the words of my mouth* (i.e. reading the plural of 7S*X ). 
Lagarde reads *31 97 n*i3X3 %3,*from the words of my mouth* (i.e. 
reading the plural of XI3X3), and similarly Miqraoth Gedoloth
reads *319 *13X3 %3. Contrary to Pinkuss (ZA¥ p. 127), none of

these texts reads a singular, but all agree with MT against the Peshitta. 
w. 6,7,8,9

For the Hebrew of 6a, * do not forsake her and she will keep you* 
(^13931 ), the Greek reads |iTi0e lyxaTaXtxTic al̂ riv, xat àvGeÇevat oou,
• do not forsake her and she will adhere to you*. Whereas in the Hebrew 
713931 is a parallel expression to 71X31, 'she will guard you* (6b), the 
Greek presents it as an immediate contrast to 33193 7x, For this reason 

which, in the Middle, means *to cling to* (also * to care for* or 
•support* L.S. 152.111.2), is used as the antithesis of lYxamXetxw.
This accounts for the rather unusual translation of 139 by &,vvG%w and is, 
in fact, the only place in the Septuagint where this occurs.

Verse 7 of the Hebrew is lacking in the *, B, A texts and minuscules, 
although it is found in 23, 68, IO9, 147, 157, 248, 252, 254, 260, 295.
One MS (l6l) puts it after v. 8. The verse is a later addition to the 
Greek text and probably reflects a similar state of affairs in the Hebrew 
text. It noticeably interrupts the series of imperatives and the general 
theme in w .  6 and 8 (Frankenberg p. 37), and has the character of the
Instruction material of w .  1-5 (McKane p. 305). At the very best it is
misplaced, and may be a later development of 5&. Those Greek texts which 
have V .  7 are, with the exception of I6I, following the present form of MT.

The short Greek text is not without difficulty as is shown by the 
pronoun alvnv and the third person feminine singular form of the verbs.
In the Greek, these apparently refer back to fTjcrtv (v. 5), but it is clear 
that the passage is about personified Wisdom and not about speech. This is
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parallel to the similar problem in the Hebrew, although there na^n 
(v. 5 and V. 7) can be made the point of reference for t v . 6 and 8 
(Baumgartner p. 53)* This can be made more immediate by reversing the 
order of w .  5a and ^'b in the Hebrew, aw in RSV, or by placing v. 7 in 
front of V. 6 (MÜller-Kautzsch p. 37l Gemser p. 32). If JiTcrtv is 
inadequate as a point of reference, the Greek in effect lacks a proper 
subject for the feminine verbs in w .  6 and 8. This further demonstrates 
the complexity of the condition of the Greek text in these verses.

The Hebrew expression atato, 'esteem her* represents a development I
of the basic meaning of the root VVo (BDB 699*3)* The verb is more j
commonly associated with the idea of casting up a highway or piling up a ’ j

. isiege mound (BDB 699*1*2). It is this latter sense which the translator j■ I
has represented by TCGptxnpa,%wcrov •encircle her* (Umbreit p. 47) iLagarde p. 18; Delitzsoh p, 108; Baumgartner p. 54; Prankenberg p. 37)* I
The verb xepiXP̂ potxcco means * to surround with a stockade*, * to blockade* |

j
or *to besiege* (L.S. 1393)* By taking the Hebrew in this way, the j

Î
translator is able to produce a ohiastic pattern of parallelism — II

xeptxctpaxttxrov o&tnv ôi|faxjTEt ote, |IttlJLTiaov aftvnv, Iva o*e «epiXâ ip, j
■ i•encircle her that she may exalt you, i

honour her that she may encompass you*, ;
(Prankenberg p. 37) McKane p. 306). To produce this pattern, however, f
the translator interchanges the suffixes on the verbs in 8b and, in this 
way, inverts the actions attributed to the participants (Umbreit p. 48;
Skehan p. 191)* This latter may be classed with other examples of i
grammatical or syntactical restructuring (see Introduction p. xxivff.) ,

That verse nine takes the form of a final clause is related to the 
translator's treatment of A3pann »d(v . 8), which is also given the form |
of a fined clause introduced by Ivcu A mistranslation is found at the j
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end of the verse in that ^3ion, *she will bestow on you*, is found in 
the Greek as ftxepocnctoigi crop, 'she will shield you*. The translator has 
confused the roots |iO, * deliver up* and pi, ‘shield* (Jaeger p. 37; 
Nowack p. 27). This is doubtless due to the form of the noun pO,
*a shield* (compare 2*7 where the noun jAfiie translated by txepourxiei ), 
and the fact that the verb p Q  is uncommon, being found in only two other 
places in the Old Testament. It is interesting to note that the same 
mistranslation is found at Hosea 11*8 where ^3%DK,*I will deliver you up* 
is found in the Greek as ftwepowrxtco crou, »i will shield you*. In the 
remaining example, at Genesis 14*20, the verb is translated accurately by 
mpaÔiÔcoiJti., * deliver up*. In Proverbs, however, the root p o  may be 
classed with other words which were unfamiliar to the translator (see 
Introduction p. xxiff.).

The Peshitta, in v. 6, translates by “3 ,
‘that she may deliver you*. This goes beyond the usual sense of 1X3 
and reflects the usage noted previously at 2*11 where 1X3 is similarly 
rendered by .

The Targum at this point reads ^3^3iwhl (Lagarde), 'that she may 
strengthen you* or *lift you up*. One may compare the verb with the 
Biblical Hebrew root 3iw which means * to be set on high* or * exalt*. 
Although the theme of exaltation is resumed in v. 8, it is difficult to 
detect any motivation for such an inaccurate rendering of 7ixm in v. 6, 
especially since it destroys the parallelism with llOVfil/ ^*iOim in 6a. 
There is a strong possibility, therefore, that the verb aiw now found in 
the Targum texts is a corruption of or 3t^W. If the Targum text
were to read ^ 3 3iWJll,*that she may deliver you* it would not only be 
much closer in meaning to MT, but would be identical with the reading of 
the Peshitta, ^^iZIJCLrA (for similar examples of textual restoration 
of the Targum on the basis of the Peshitta, see Introduction p.xxxvi).
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Both the Syriac and Targum reproduce v. 7 of MT with no significant 
differences.

The Syriac text of 8a reads 1 At , "embrace
her, that she may exalt you*• The translator has followed the Greek 
interpretation of tiVoVo, xeptxicpaxcocrov afctiiv, * encircle her*, to produce 
a similar, but not identical, type of parallelism to that of the Septuagint. 
(îbr similar examples of the development of the Greek see Introduction |
p. xxxvii) # The verse as a whole reads, * embrace her that she may exalt |
you, clasp her that she may honour you*. The translator has produced his , j
own structure in 8b by reversing the verb order of MT thereby achieving |

I
direct parallelism with 8a. This is to be distinguished from the ohiastic |

}
pattern of the Greek, where the verb order of MT is retained but the subjects! 
and objects of the verbs are interchanged. ■

jThe Targum follows the Peshitta in its translation of îîVo>0 as I
a* 3* an,‘embrace her* (Levy, Vol. I p. 233). It also inverts the Hebrew ;

word order in 8b to produce the same parallelism as in the Peshitta. I
Both versions, as also in the Greek, represent the Hebrew construction with ;
* * as a final clause.

For the translation of in v. 9> the Ambrosianus* and tTrmiah
texts read çlXZLûqA 9 ‘she will satisfy you*, while the Lee and Walton 
texts read A  *she will uphold you*. Neither of these readings
can be regarded as an adequate translation of the Hebrew, nor do they make 
very good sense in themselves. It has already been noted that, at 2*7» 
the Syriac translator either read the noun |3D, ‘shield*, as a participle 
of Î31, ‘defend*, or was influenced by the Greek ftxepooTciet as the 
basis of his translation JLaJQQJDO , ‘will assist*. This suggests that
the reading A\ at 4*9 is based on the view that *j3iEin is a verb
form associated with pû, ‘shield*, or that it is based on the Greek 
S-xcpacxtoTj, as may also be the case at 2*7* Fbr the only other two
\

Tkus alio Dl L aHo.’̂  rti
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occurrences of the verb |id in the Old Testament, the Peshitta, at 
Genesis 14*20 uses the Aphel of ^x X t  , 'deliver up* (of. the Septuagint 
xapaô*6<ü(ifc ) and at Hosea 11*8 it uses 1 , *help*, 'assist* (of.
Septuagint ^xepooxi^ ). In the Hosea text the verb “) IL-U is used not 
only as a synonym of, but actually in parallelism with, the verb m  *
As in the Greek, therefore, the same mistranslation of p û  is found at 
both Hosea 11*8 and Proverbs 4*9# This tends to support the view that

is the correct reading here and that ^ V n [  CQ A  , which is 
very similar in form, is a corruption introduced in the transmission process.

In the Targum 3̂12311 is omitted,so that the verb |Jin/D»vn(9a) is 
viewed as governing the whole verse, 'she will put on your head a gracious 
garland, a crown of glory upon you*. The Targumist was uncertain of the 
meaning of the verb .pD, and, by allowing the first verb in the sentence 
to do service for both, has arrived at a better interpretation, overall, 
than either the Greek or Syriac. 
w. 10. 11

For the Hebrew of 10b, 'that the years of your life ( niar )
may be many*, the Greek has a doublet, xat xXT)0uv6'ncETat Ivn ecu,
I va COL YGVwvTai xoXXot iÔot p4oo, * and the years of your life will be 
multiplied so that the paths of your life may become many*, (The 
contention of Fritsoh, JBL p. 172 that the first line of the doublet 
originates with the Hexapla, is part of his general hypothesis of the 
origins of the doublets in Proverbs, but cannot be accepted with certainty. 
See Introduction p. iiiff. ) The first line is a literal translation of 
the Hebrew and presents no difficulty. The main problem is accounting for 
the apparent translation of m  av ly &6o& in the second line. Attempts 
at a textual solution are not very successful. Thus Toy (p. 95) has
suggested a possibility of a copying error through incorrect hearing .

DVBTFK
Heidenheim/(Vol. Ill p. 51) has proposed that was read instead of
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m a w  or, alternatively, Jaeger (p. 37)* Lagarde (p. 18) and Baumgartner 
(p. 55) have suggested m m » .

It is more likely that the reading &6o& is interpretative. Jaeger 
observed that the Greek &&ot piop was reminiscent of the Hebrew m ni»
at 2*1 9. It is interesting to observe that the Greek also has a doublet 
at 2*19, where 'straight paths* ( ) and 'years of life*
( iviaPTwv ) are the contrasting interpretations of the Hebrew, and
this is surprisingly similar to this contrasting pair at 4*10. It was
observed at 2*19 that such pairing indicates how suggestive these common r|1
expressions were of each other in the context of Proverbs. It was further 1

iinoted by Toy that the theme of the paths is the main feature of the verse ^
■ tfollowing 4*10, which speaks of the paths of wisdom ( iÔooç cocpiaç ) and |

straight paths ( 'cpox*0'*C 6p0aiç ), and that this has provided the Immediate |
spur to the interpretation iôot pi op found at 4*10. Conceptually, the I
image of a plurality of paths without any further definition of their nature | 
would be rather weak, (especially in the context of Proverbs where the 
figure of the straight path is so prominent), but again, it has to be borne )
in mind that v. 11 provided a further description of the nature of the paths. 1
The link between the two verses is indicated in the Greek by the conjunction 
Yap, there being no corresponding particle in the Hebrew. In 11a the 1

phrase flODlî n i , 'the way of wisdom*, is found as a plural in the Greek :
( &0oP( %ap ootpiac ). This gives exact parallelism with %po%iaic &pGai< 
in 11b and better continuity with the doublet of v. 10.

In the Peshitta and Targum texts an interesting point is found in i

relation to the translation of *1DK tipi,'receive my words*. In the i

Syriac this is found straightforwardly as A i O  _XziZIO , 'receive j 
my words *, but the Targum texts of Lagarde and Miqraoth Gedoloth read, 
via Vipl, 'receive from me*. MS IIO6 has the same reading as the Peshitta, 1 

>3pl,and it is generally accepted that the reading “*3a is an error
) I
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(Levy, Vol II p. 37) Baumgartner p. 55) Pinkuss, ZA¥ p. 127). It is the 
nature of the error, however, that is of significance. An uncomplicated 
explanation of the form ^30 is that has been read as Y3 .
This is a simple mistake in Syriac where the letters and ^  differ only 
in the length of the vertical stroke, whereas the V and 3 of Aramaic 
square script are much more dissimilar. This is to suggest that ’3a was 
the original reading of the Targum and that »»Va is a correction based on 
MT. Along with the other evidence regarding the relationship of the 
Targum and the Peshitta, this strengthens the view that the Targum was 
based on a Syriac originaQ. (see Introduction p. xxxvi). It may be noted 
that, in other respects, the Peshitta and Targum texts are identical in 
V .  10, including the annexing of the separate suffix to
V .  12

The Hebrew of 12b is usually translated, *if you run you will not 
stumble* ( W o n  »>)• The figure of stumbling compliments the description 
of the cramped step in 12a. The Greek translator changes the imagery of 
12b in his rendering, e&v 6e 'rpex'ÇC» xoxiooteic» * if you run you will not 
grow weary*. This is a possible interpretation of VwD which can take the 
sense * to become feeble* or * to fail in strength* (BDB 505*2)• The Greek 
translator, in different contexts, gives both meanings of the verb, thus, 
at 4*19 and 24*17 he translates it by 'stumble*, while at 4*12 and 24*16 
by 'grow weary*• One feels at 4*12, however, that the Hebrew conveys a 
picture of a pathway that is clesu?, with no hidden obstacles to trip the 
wayfarer. The translator is thinking more of sustaining a journey over 
great distance without failing in strength.

The Syriac in v. 12a reads, 'and when you go your steps will not 
totter ( g A - ü A c n  l A  - Thes./ll05). The translator has not
given an accurate representation of the Hebrew verb 1%?, *be cramped*, 
but has been influenced by the parallel in 12b (Pinkuss^ ZAW p. 128), which
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he translatée, 'if you run you will not stumble* ( .\.tT- A  A  i\ ).
The Syriac parallelism seems clear, but Baumgartner (p. 55) has suggested 
that the translator read •n3bi an (from the root oi a, * totter*, * shake* ) or 
7! 31 y an (from Ipa,'totter*, 'shake*).

The Targum, in contrast, gives an interpretation of MT which is not 
determined by the parallelism in this way, j?iyan »>, *your path will
not be confined (Levy, Vol I p. 314). To convey the sense of restricted 
space the Targumist has described the path itself rather than the step of 
the traveller.

The Greek translator introduces a small change only in 13a, but it is 
of interest. He translates 101 an ptnn,*lay hold of discipline*, as 
txiXaPoe IjiTiC xaiÔetaç, 'lay hold of my discipline*. The addition of the 
personal pronoun serves the same function as the additional adjectives 
xaXn and 6aria at 2*11 in relation to îiûTB and niian in that it denotes 
the wholesome and beneficial discipline of the wisdom teacher. To that 
extent, it reveals the same moral stance of the translator. It is also an 
assimilation to the forms of 5*l**A313n/’h030. Lagarde (p. 18),

dvetfk:,
Heidenhein/(Vol. Ill p. 51) t Baumgartner (p. 55), Toy (p. 95), Mttller- 
Kautzsoh (p. 37), prefer to emend the Hebrew text and take the view that 
it read ’loioa.

The translator rephrases 13b to some extent, and renders it as,
AXXot çuXoÇov 0,6tnv ctCLOTtÿ elç crou, *but keep her for yourself with
respect to your life*. There is little apparent change in the meaning, 
as compared with the Hebrew, although there is possibly a heightening of the , 
sense of the personal possession of discipline by the addition of the 
reflexive pronoun cnecLOTig. This also has the effect of destroying the 
equation of discipline and life found in the Hebrew, K»n *3, 'for
she is your life* • It may be that this was too strong a statement for the
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Greek translator.
At 8135 it is said of discipline ( ̂ olB ), 'he who finds me finds

life and obtains favour from the Lord* ( flin’O % 1 X% Greek ÔeXrync mpa
xupiou ). In the religious interpretation of Wisdom, it is the 711 |1.X1
which is the fullness of life. Discipline ( lolO ) is only a means to an
end, rather than an end in itself. This religious viewpoint, which the
translator certainly held, probably accounts for the small but significant
shift of emphasis at 4*13b.

The Peshitta follows the Greek fcpTîç xaiÔeiac by including the personal
pronoun in the phrase ̂ AOJD.UlXIl t ^  , *lay hold of my discipline* è

V
The motivation is the same as in the Greek, i.e. to indicate that the right 
kind of discipline is to be followed. One may compare 2*11 where the 
Peshitta reproduces the additional adjectives of the Greek xaXri and &cio. 
for the same purpose.

The Targum follows MT in reading »ni1*iD3 pinnri.
The Peshitta and Targum both follow the Hebrew in 13b.

W '  14. 11

In 14b, *do not walk ( iwxh V» 1 ) in the way of evil men*, is 
translated in the Greek by ptiSe p̂Xeûcnjiç bBo\>ç xapavo|Oü)v, *do not envy
the ways of transgressors*. The translator uses plurals in both parts of 
the verse for m K  and and employs his customary religious terms for
the wicked — * the ungodly* ( &oteP<ov ) and 'transgressors* ( xapavopwv ), 
cf. note at 1*7. Of more significance, however, is his translation of 
nwxn VXI by p-nôc ŜrjXoxrgc. Umbreit (p. 49), Heidenheim (DVETFK, Vol.
Ill p. 51) and Pinkuss (ZAW p. 128) express the view that iw» has been 
understood in the sense *regeurd as happy* and thus 'emulate*. The 
construction with following 'a* (7*1 in IWXJI ) and the parallelism with 
3 xan/ exeXÔpç 'go upon* (v. 14a) make it seem unlikely, however, that the 
verb was read other than with the sense * go on*. The suggestion of
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MoQlinohey (p* 17) that one should emend to itllirj Vx should he rejected. 
Apart from other considerations, it destroys the obvious parallelism with 
xan >X. It was noted at 3*31 that is used on three occasions by

the translator in Chs. 1-9, to intensify the meaning of underlying Hebrew 
verbs. It is not difficult, on this occasion, to see how 'emulate the 
ways of* develops from *go on the ways of*. This suggests that the text 
has not been misread, but has been given a strong interpretation!

In V. 15 the Hebrew continues its admonition about the path of the 
wicked, * avoid it ( lîiyiQ ); do not go on it; turn away from it ( )

and'pass on*. The Greek goes further than this Ty introducing direct 
reference to the wicked themselves, Iv tĵ &v Towy crtpaToweÔeuouxriv, p-n 
IxeXO-çç Ixei, IxxXivov 6e a6i:a)v xai xapaXXa^ov, *in whatever place
they are encamped, do not go there, turn aside from them and pass on*.
This translation not only involves the paraphrasing of in?is, but also 
requires that I’Vyo be treated as if it had a plural suffix. The main 
difficulty lies in determining how the translator has viewed itiyns.
Jaeger (p. 38) suggests that the translator read inyiD, 'their pasturage* ; 
Hitzig (p. 33) suggests similarly inyiû/DTJ’yio, 'their pasturage* ; 
thus also Lagarde (p. 18) loyiB ; Oort (TT p. 389) similarly favours 
DTiyiD ; Heidenheim (DVET5X, Vol. Ill p. 52) suggests lîiaVs, * their 

district* ( 7[>a, 'district* is used in this sense only in Nehemiah) ;
Kuhn (BWANT p. 86) suggests itiyai,'their lying down* (this verb is used 
in Biblical Hebrew of lying down to sleep or, more commonly, for sexual 
acts, although it occurs in Mishnaio Hebrew in the sense of 'to encamp*,
BDB p. 918). Apart from other difficulties of plausibility, all of 
these emendations tend to suggest that the translator had in mind a 
nomadic camp site, a place temporarily occupied and then abandoned in 
the search for new pasture. The Greek verb cnrpatoxeÔcua) however, is 
a military term and means * to encamp* in the sense of setting up a fortified

p. XXI.
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position. Taking the Greek in this way it may he possible to relate the 
paraphrase directly with the Hebrew. The root yis is translated straight
forwardly in the sense 'let go', 'spurn' in several places in Proverbs 
(e.g. 1*25, 3*18, 15*32). In the present connection, however, the text
at 8*33 is of interest. The A text translates lyibh 'and do not
neglect', as x a i pti ixô paiTTPe, which may be translated approximately,
'do not be isolated' (for textual variations see note at 8*33). The 
expression means literally, 'do not be fenced off (L.S. p. 227).
Examination of the root «ppayvupt or «ppoooto (L.S. p. 1953) indicates that 
it is basically a military terra and means 'fence* in the sense of 'put up 
defences' or 'fortify* # There is therefore common ground between this 
translation of yi5 at 8*33 and the paraphrase at 4*15* In both instances 
the Hebrew word is being associated with the setting up of fortifications or 
the taking up of a fortified position. This is all the more interesting in
that the translators of 4*15 and the A text of 8*33 were almost certainly 
different. It seems reasonable to assume from this that y id was known 
to some ancient translators in the sense of 'to separate off through 
fortification*. A simpler explanation of the association of y ID and the 
9paotno root is given by Caird (p. 84), who suggests the connection is 
through homoeophony. At any rate, it gives added support to the view that 
ITtyiD was read by the translator at 4*15, and understood as the place of 
encampment in the sense cf a fortified position.

If this view of the Greek is correct then an interesting contrast 
emerges in the exhortation directed to the’33 regarding wisdom in v. 8 
and the wicked in v. 15. In v. 8 the young man is instructed to surround 
Wisdom with a stockade ( x e p v aSvriv ) and in v. I5 he is
exhorted to avoid the fortifications of the wicked. In the Greek, 
therefore, it is possible to view the palisade surrounding wisdom, and the 
fortified camp of the wicked as opposed to each other, like the encampments
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of military combatants. However, whether such a contrast was intended 
or whether it is merely a curious coincidence, is difficult to decidel

The Peshitta translates 14h as I TL~i n L u f ^ O O  ̂
'do not be envious of the way of the wicked*. If one compares the Greek 
reading ôôouç mpavopcov, it can be seen that the translator
has utilised the Greek to interpret ig?xn Vsi, It is also apparent though 
that L t a TT D Lu lD-q LtI reproduces D’yn of MT rather than
&6ou( xapavopwv of the Septuagint (see Introduction p. xxxvii). The 
translator has made use of the Greek to supply a meaning for the verb 
which apparently caused difficulty. For the other occurrences of 1WK 
in Proverbs (9:6; 23*19), the Peshitta follows the Greek certainly at
23*19, and probably also at 9*6, though the note there should be consulted.

The Targum, I’w ’ 31 xmiX3 xVl, reproduces the reading of the
Peshitta. At 9*6 and 23*19 the Targum follows MT in its translation of 
irx,so that the departure from MT at 4*14 may be an oversight on the part 

of the Targumist. It again demonstrates that the Targum is an edited 
version of the Peshitta.

The Peshitta's translation of inyia (v. I5), ^  3 ~ T I  3 A L l O  ,
'in the place where they dwell', is based on the Greek Iv &v xoxof 

(TcaxopeÔeüCFUxnv . As in the previous verse, however, the translator 
does not follow the Greek interpretation entirely, but follows MT in 
retaining the singular suffix of 1’Vya, thus, 'do not go on it but turn 
aside and pass by it ( C U ü Q  IZIX/O ) cf. Septuagint IxxXivov 6c 

al-cwv )* (See Introduction p. xxxvii). On the question of y is 
it is difficult to determine to what extent the Syriac translator has 
relied on the Greek to interpret the root. Examination of the other 
occurrences (1*2$; 8*33; 13*18; 15*32; 29*18) shows that the two
versions are similar at 1 *25; 13*18 and 1 5*32, but none of these examples
is as decisive as 4*15. At 8*33 and 29*18 the versions differ.

The Targum
' Sjt̂ SL. X r v t f  ff A u c t i oA_ p ._ K Vf U
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follows NT in reading ©’►IX,'pay no heed' (IIO6, Miqraoth Gedoloth, 
for inyifi). The reading IX of Lagarde's text is apparently a 
corruption (Levy, Vol. I p. 166). Thereafter IIO6 reads 'do not pass by 
it' ( n’oy liyn X>), while the editions read 'do not pass by them*
(pnoy). The plural suffix is repeated in 15b 'pass by them' ( inyi 
pti3o). This interpretation, whereby the wicked are to be shunned rather 
than the 'path of the wicked' is the same as that found in the Greek*. In 
the case of the Greek, however, this interpretation is bound up with the 
paraphrase of inyiD which, although found in the Peshitta, is not 
reproduced in the Targum. The plural suffixes in the Targum, therefore, are 
either a remnant from a text that shared the paraphrase of lîiyis with the 
Greek and Syriac, or represent an independent interpretation on the part 
of the Targumist.
V . 16

The Hebrew of l6b reads, ' they are robbed of sleep unless they have 
made someone stumble' (lVl©D’ xV OX, Qere 1>*©3 ’ ). The Greek reads

& 6xvoc c.6to)v, xai 06 xoipwvmt, 'their sleep is taken away and
they do not sleep' • This is the only occurrence of the verb xoi^i in 
Proverbs. The interpretation is strongly influenced by the context, where 
sleep is a leading theme, 13©* xV »d (l6a) ... on3© nVtiil (l6b). It 
has been suggested nevertheless that the Greek is based on a different 
Hebrew text. The following have all been proposed*- Heidenheim (DVBTFK 
Vol. Ill p. 52) 13©*, similarly Bickell (WZKM p. 93) suggests 3 3>*, 'pass 
the night'; Hitzig (p. 34) 133©* ? Kuhn (BWANT p. 12) likewise posits
133©? as coming from lV*3©*»l>*D0*l Oort (TT p. 389) similarly suggests 
133© ; Schleusner (p. 271) feels that the Greek had a lacuna which a 
second translator filled in on the basis of context; Baumgartner (p. 55) 
favours 133©* ; Lagarde (p. 18) 133©* ; BHS 133©* from i>3©* or 
1V30* , (of. Kuhn, above).
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As an interpretation of the text, it has already been observed that 
at 4*12 was taken in the sense of 'to grow weary* ( xoxia^ ) where 

one would have expected the sense 'stumble*. It is possible that 'sleep* 
is an interpretation of V©3 in the sense of 'grow weary* especially as the 
context speaks of sleep. That the Greek is interpretative rather than 
based on textual variation is supported by the treatment of the X V  Q X  

construction, which is translated incorrectly in l6b ( xat 06 ) as against 
the accurate rendering in l6a ( e&w pn ). The translator altered the 
construction to suit his interpretation. On the Qere/Kethib, the trans
lator did not follow the Qere. He read an ordinary imperfect, possibly 
regarding 1>3©3 * either as an error or an anomalous spelling.

The Peshitta offers an independent translation of i V i j d *  x V  O X  as
until they have achieved their 

purpose*. Various suggestions of a textual nature have been put forward 
to account for this, thus Hitzig (p. 34) suggests 11*©3*(from the root 
1*3,'succeed'); Umbreit (p. 5I) suggests 11 ̂ *©3* , 'they will bring to 
fruition' (the root is used in the Hiphil once only, regarding figs); 
Wildeboer (p. 13) suggests 3^©0*, 'they will rule*; similarly 
Heidenheim (DVETEK, Vol. Ill p. 52) favours l>?©0»,'until they rule'; 
while Pinkuss (ZAW p. 128) posits lVl©0* (the connection with MT being 
that he who rules can exercise his own will); Toy (p. 95) rejects the 
suggestion of both Umbreit and Heidenheim, feeling that the Peshitta is 
simply a free rendering of the Hebrew.

Indeed a free rendering is most likely. One can see a similarity
between the two expressions I A jC aJH H  Vl IjOUX/ , 'until

I
they accomplish evil (l6a) and ^OCTl \ LZIOJU ,
'until they accomplish their purpose' (l6b). The second phrase has been 
modelled upon the first, i.e. 'their purpose' or 'their intention* should 
be understood as an evil purpose, in a parallel sense to l6a. This
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procedure indicates uncertainty on the part of the translator as to how 
or iV*©3* was to he understood.

The Targum in 16b reads,xVp*n J *13521 no 152 p n n 3 * ©  XI? IBl / their 
sleep is taken away until they make a stumbling block* • This is the same 
translation as the Peshitta except for the last term xVp*xi which has been 
substituted for # This is a skilful alteration which makes
the Targum much closer in meaning to lVl©3*, It clearly shows the 
process of transmission from the Peshitta text to that of the Targum, 
through comparison with MT,
V. 11

The religious terminology of the Greek translator is apparent in his 
rendering of 7©1, and 0? ooïl by Aonepeiac and xapavojjû ». It was also 
observed in the note at 3*31 that oolt is never translated as 'violence* 
in Proverbs. In addition to these points there is an intensification of 
the imagery in the Greek version in the second half of the verse. The 
Hebrew has a comparison based upon eating and drinking, * for they eat the 
bread of wickedness and drink ( 10©? ) the wine of violence*.
►The Greek reads, 'for they eat the
bread of ungodliness and are drunk with lawless wine ( o(v(y 6e wapavo|jwy 
neÔucncovTat ) » However, in the imagery of the wine, the wicked not only 
partake of lawlessness but are totally sated with it to the point of 
drunkenness. Oort (TT p. 389) has suggested that the translator read 
113©,from the root id©, 'to be drunk*. This has little resemblance to 
the present text and would further necessitate reading |??31, Rather 
the Greek translator has viewed the Hebrew as meaning 'they have drunk 
the wine of violence to the full'.

The Peshitta translates lonV by a noun, thus, 'for their food 
( ^ O O i A X q a IjQ) is food of wickedness'. This fails to maintain
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the more dynamic parallelism of the Hebrew where the contrast is based 
on the action of eating and drinking.

In 17b the expression 'wine of deceit* ( ( llZUx^O) is
based on the Greek ot vty de mpavop^. This is confirmed by other 
instances of dependence in the representation of oon as noted at 3*31.
The translator, however, is basically following MT in 17b, as his 
translation of in©* (as against the neGucntovirai of the Greek) demonstrates. 
The translator has therefore utilised the Greek to guide his interpretation 
of Q*®0IT î**l but has not followed the Greek interpretation of 17b in 
its entirety (See Introduction p. xxxvii) •

I
The Targum in v. 17a reads, 'for their food ( p n n V D * o * r )  is the food j 

of the wicked'. The Targum is here following the Peshitta against the 
reading onV lonV of MT. This may be compared with the translation of 
Q*00n P*1 In 17b. The somewhat imprecise 'wine of deceit* of the 
Syriac, is found in the Targum as *wine of violence* (x»Slom xinn) which 
is a more exact representation of MT. It may be that the divergence from 
MT in 17a was either undetected or was felt to convey adequately enough 
the sense of the Hebrew. The plural reading *y»©i is not explicable on 
the basis of MT but, since it is already established that the Targum is 
following the Peshitta in 17a, it seems likely that *y?©i*T xnV3*o is a 
mistranslation of lAoiXtl ^01 I AAdflLo . The masculine
singular and plural of the adjective lAoX^ usually have the same form 
in Syriac, being distinguished only by the use of the diacritical points.
On this oocasionZzlASî(l\has been wrongly understood as a plural adjective 
in the sense * the wicked*.
V. 18

It was noted by Jaeger (p. 39) that, in the phrase 7113 m x 3 , 
literally, 'like a light of brightness*, the Greek has understood ni3 
to be a participle rather than a noun, XofAXOtxrtv, 'shine
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like light*. (This is the case also for the Syriao, Targum and Vulgate.) 
Interestingly, he observed that ni3, and 11X1 were related back
to nixi and not to 11X3, as in the Hebrew. In the Greek, therefore,
'the paths ( XIX is translated as a plural) of the righteous shine 
(XofjixGUcnv ) and go on (xpoxopeuov'tat ) and shine ( «pwTi^oucnv) '.
(similarly Toy p. 96). In the Hebrew these actions are descriptive of 
the light itself. Although no significant change of meaning is introduced 
by this view of the grammar, it establishes a line of interpretation that 
can be compared with the other versions.

The Peshitta of v. 18 reads, 'for the path of the righteous is like 
a shining light, and its light increases ( Ol 3 CH OLi A j i o  )
until the day is established' * The most significant point is the transla
tion of 11X1 7>in. The translator has ignored the 'and' connection 
between the two words, treated iix as a noun, and supplied it with a 
suffix referring back to l8a. The dot over the suffix, found in the 
editions and Ambrosianus, indicates it to be feminine (Robinson, Grammar, 
p. 26). This means it refers back to 'path' ( Ijlx^oI - feminine) since
•light' ( loOlCLX ) is masculine. Pinkuss (ZAH p. 128) suggests that
the translator read m x  i.e. transposing ‘l‘ from the beginning to the 
end of 1 1X. This is unlikely to be accidental, and would seem to be 
rather a deliberate presentation of l8b.

Although grammatically independent, exegetioally, the Syriao is 
similar to the Greek in that the path itself is said to become brighter 
rather than its analogy, the shining light. This interpretation can be 
suggested by the Hebrew itself. Due to the substantial differences 
between the Syriac and Greek texts in general structure and syntax, 
dependence in this instance is unlikely.

The Targum is almost identical with the Peshitta in v. 18. It 
therefore differs from MT's 11X1 7Vin reading n»imi V?TXl,'its light

I
Tlius _ aUo bi L x l la s
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increases*, following the Syriao (i.e. taking n x  as a noun as noted 
above). There is a minor difference from the Syriao in that the suffix
on n ? 1m ] is masculine. This means that, in the Targum, "its light*
could refer back either to XIIn3 or to x m x  of l8a, since xnix in 
Aramaic can be either masculine or feminine. The ambiguity of MT is 
therefore present also in the Targum.
V. 19

Following the simile of the path of the righteous and the shining 
light, V. 19 contains the corollary that the way of the wicked is like 
deep darkness. The Greek, possibly to make the statement stronger, 
removes the simile and says directly that the ways of the ungodly are 
dark, 6c &ôoi twv oxotei vci. This presentation is followed
in turn by the Syriac, "the path of the wicked is dark* ( IjkCLXftĴ  )
The translator, however, has followed the singular 711 of MT, whereas the
Greek maintains the plural adopted in v. 18. The Targum, similarly,
follows the Peshitta in reading XI* an *y*©il xmxi,*the path of the 
wicked is dark*. The variation between XI» an (Lagarde) and XI* an 
(Miqraoth Gedoloth and IIO6) is of a minor nature as these wards have the 
same meaning.

The Vulgate has the same reading as the other versions at this point 
and has probably also been influenced by the Greek. 
w .  20-23

It is convenient to treat these verses together since, in the Greek 
especially, there is a continuity of theme. Awareness of this continuity 
is helpful in understanding some of the unusual readings which are found 
in this section.

There is little to observe in v. 20 apart from the fact that »iaiV 
is translated as a singular, "pay heed to my speech* ( Inp fricrei ), This
is unexpected in that the plural is used for »ioxV in v. 20b. The
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reading Ipoiç Xcyyoic of MSS 23 and 252 is a correction to restore the 
obvious parallelism of the Hebrew.

The Greek of v. 21 represents a substantial departure from the usual 
understanding of the Hebrew, "let them not escape from your si^t (“7?3*70 ), 
keep them within your heart" * This is translated as, Sxtoc (in IxXixoxriv 
oTE at xTTtui <rou, «puXoome aliraç Iv xapÔiĉ , , "so that your fountains may 
not fail you, keep them in (your) heart*. Along with the general meaning, 
the construction in 21a is altered somewhat. It is presented as a final 
clause, dependent upon 21b rather than as a direct imperative clause, as in 
the Hebrew. This is to accommodate the general view which the translator 
takes of the meaning of 21a. The most obvious point in this regard is 
that 7 * 3 * 7 0  is related to ; * 7 0 ,"spring" and not to | * 7 ,  "eye". The 
translator was not under the constraint of producing consistency with 3*21a, 
which is very similar to the reading here, because, in that context, 7 * 3*70 

is not represented in the Greek (see note). The factors which have 
contributed to this view of 7*3 * 70 are doubtless very complex, involving 
the total understanding of the passage and its relation to its context. 
Perhaps a significant contributory factor which can be detected is the 
influence of v. 23, which can be translated literally as, "more than all 
your keeping, keep your heart, for from it are the springs of life*
(Hebrew o**n nixsin, Greek IÇoôot )• The theme of guarding one's
heart is common to 21b and 23a, so it is quite conceivable that the Greek 
translator would compare the subject matter of the two verses and relate 
them to each other. Thus the translation of 7 *3*70 as a( xTTtui ecu has 
probably been influenced by the idea of the "springs of life" issuing 
from the heart in v. 23. Such a comparison was certainly apparent to 
later transcribers. The reading at xrrfai Tnc onou v. 21 (23, 252,
254, 297 or at xTTfai vnc 295) Is an obvious harmonisation to
l̂ oÔot 5wtic (v. 23). The two verses are in fact linked grammatically
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in the Greek by the terra toutwv as will be noted further on, in the 
observations re v. 23 itself.

Having taken 7 3̂ *7 0 as "fountains* the translator makes this the 
subject of the verb Vx. This is given a transitive sense,
"forsake* or "fail", in a similar manner to the occurrence at 3*21, where 
a note on the translation of the verb tlV may be found. Taking the verb 
in this way, the translator is required to supply an object, which he does, 
by adding or. The end result of this interpretation is that the 
connection with v. 20 which exists in the Hebrew is broken in the Greek!
In the Hebrew the words (*131 / *10x) of the wisdom teacher are the point 
of reference not only for ii*V* Vx but also for 0 1D©. In the Greek 
(puXooire a6mç, "keep them",refers not to the words or speech of v. 20, 
but to the "fountains of the heart" in 21a (Jaeger p. 40). (Baumgartner 
p. 56 is aware of the same point but wishes to change a6mç to read 
aliouç and thus refer back to * iDX /Xoyoic. )

This interpretation is maintained in v. 22, D7i*XXD> on o**n *3 , 
literally, "for they are life to those who find them",and is rendered by the 
Greek, " for there is life ( yap Icrctv ) to those who find them 
( aliaç )• It can be seen that on,referring back to v. 20, has been 
replaced by the impersonal construction Icrctv, "there is". Again, as in 
V. 21, alxaç refers back to at xnYui. The reading of the B text is a 
little more difficult, "it is* or "there is life to those who find it 
( a l v n v ) .  The singular a 6 i r r | v  may have been generated by the singular 
verb loTiv understood as "it is". There are two possibilities in 
attempting to find a point of reference for a f c r n v .  Either it refers back 
to T̂yonei of v. 20, (thus Toy p. 100; Barucq p. 69), which seems unlikely, 
since this would be contrary to the tenor of the interpretation found in 
-the Greek in the passage as a whole, or it refers toxopSiq, of v. 21.
It may be that the "heart* is being viewed as the source of the springs

 X K l V .
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of life. In that case, the transcriber of the B text would be indicating 
the finding of the heart to be the same as discovering the source of the 
fount of life. The plural reading however, is to be preferred as
being grammatically more consistent with the interpretation given in the 
Greek thus far.

There is no representation of the suffix in n © 3  in 22b. The 
Hebrew is itself grammatically inconsistent by having a plural verb in 22a 
and a singular suffix in 22b which refers back to this plural subject. In 
most Greek MSS the difficulty is resolved by omitting the suffix. In some 
MSS (109, 157, 252, 297, 147) the plural pronoun al-Toav is added to
agree with the plural verb of 22a. A, 23, 254 reflect the
inconsistency of the Hebrew by adding aStou. In v. 23 the Greek reads, 
"with all your guarding keep your heart, for from these ( Tou'twv ) are the 
springs of life ( l̂ oôoi Kfonç ). A number of commentators (Lagarde p. 19;
Oort, TT p. 389; Baumgartner p. 56; Bickell, WZKM p. 93; Prankenberg
p. 4 0; Steuernagel p. 284; Barucq p. 69) wish to read >33 rather than 
>30, on the basis of the Greek. This is rejected by Gemser (p. 34) and 
Van der Weiden (p. 49). The reading of MT is defended also in BHS, 
referring to similar usage in Ahiqar. Of greater difficulty, however, is 
the reading Toutwv which is both awkward and unexpected since it has no 
antecedent in 23a. The Hebrew reads simply 1 3 0 0,"from it" (though 
Baumgartner p. 58 and Bickell, WZKM p. 93 wish to emend to ono ), 
referring back to 7 3>, "your heart". It seems most probable that, like 
a6i:aç of 22a and alxac of 21b, touwv refers back to al xnyat crou of
21a. (Cf. Jaeger p. 4 0, though Toy p. 100 prefers to relate 'Coutcov to 
XoYoï'ç , V. 20.) This is a rather clumsy grammatical attempt to make a 
direct connection between at xtjyxii cou and IÇoÔoi, the motivation being 
the similarity of the expressions. In the context of v. 23, it means 
that "heart" ( xapôiav ) and "fountains" (xrrtxii ) have been viewed almost .
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as interchangeable concepts in that the fountains of life emanate from 
the heart. It was noted above, in v. 22, that the same equation probably 
lay behind the reading aSvnv of the B text in that verse. The unusual 
link between the two expressions xirrtai /iÇoôot suggests that an overall 
interpretation was maintained in these verses, and supports the proposal 
that the translation of 7*3 *7 0 as at xttyui crou was influenced by the 
expression o**n mKxiiy/fê oôoi

The word l^oôoç has a wide range of meanings and applications. The 
sense "spring" is suggested here by the context. The application to an 
outlet of water is supported not only lexically (L.S. 596.Il) but is 
exemplified at Proverbs 25:26, "as if one should block up a fountain 
(xTTfnv ) and spoil a spring of water ( iôa'coç l^oôov, Hebrew m p a  ).

The Peshitta in v. 20 is reminiscent of the Greek to some extent in 
that it goes against the parallelism of the Hebrew by having a plural 
"words* in 20a, but a singular "speech* in 20b -A.X2}i . The
Targum has the same reading.

In 21a 7*3*7a 11*>* >x/ let them not escape from your sight" is
represented in the Syriac as LA , "let them not be
despised in your eyes". This is a similar translation to that offered for 
1T>* at 3*21. This would suggest that the translator is interpreting 
the root rather than mistranslating on the basis of the root >>t, "to
be light or worthless" (as suggested by Baumgartner p. 56; Pinkuss,ZAW 
p. 128; MÜller-Kautzsch p. 37)* The Targum reads similarly, |>t*3 x >  
"7 3 *7 0 f and has followed the Peshitta here, as also at 3*21, in its 
translation of As in the Peshitta, one would have expected the
proposition " 3 " to follow |>t*3. The use of Jo has probably arisen in 
imitation of the expression "7*3 * 7 0 of MT, even though it is unidiomatio 
following the verb >>T. This is an example of a mixed reading based on 
elements from the Peshitta and elements from MT. Further harmonisation
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with MT is found in 1106 which reads ^3*70 pi>*3 >X.
The difficulty of the imbalance between the plural and singular in 

the two parts of v. 22 is resolved in the Peshitta by introducing the 
indefinite pronoun and making the verb in 22a singular, i.e. "for they are 
life to whoever finds them ( ). The same
construction and wording (|in> ri3©D*T pO>) is used in the Targum. BHS 
uses this reading as a basis for emending MT to read 07iXXa>, although it is
unlikely that the Syriac translator read a text in this form. The

!
translator has simply made the text consistent and one can observe several \iother instances of smoothing out of the text in Proverbs 1-9 in the I
Peshitta (see Introduction p# xxxix). |

In 22b the grammar in the Peshitta has its own particular difficulty. |
The translator uses a participle to express K Bio,"healing", taking >3 |
11©3 as its object - LcûLû �tX û  OIX jCÛZIO , "and heals all his flesh* I

Syr. 1
(Thes./288). (Thus Pinkuss, ZAW p. 128, suggests that the Syriao translator!

Îread KBio as a Piel participle.) Strictly speaking, the peirticiple should I 
be plural, since the subject is "they" ( I ) of 22a, referring back I
to "words" of V. 20. Probably "words" has been taken collectively as I

speech or exhortation (of. „a. "3 JO "ray speech" of 20b). The
Targum has the same construction as the Peshitta, »oxo n * l © *  a  X >  1 3 > , " and j
heals all his flesh" (Levy, Vol.l,p. 46). The " >" has been appended to 
K>i3 in the texts of Lagarde and Miqraoth Gedoloth (but not in 1106), as 
the sign of the accusative. This is a possible, but rare, usage in 
Targumio Aramaic, and should probably be viewed here as a Syriacism (of. 
the note at 1:12).

The Peshitta renders lû©û >30 (23a) by 3070^ , "with all
Syr.

caution" (Thes./l09l). This may well be based on the Greek expression 
xoury fuXax̂ ). $uXaxn oan also have the sense "caution" or "precaution" 
(L.S. 1960.111). This is derived from the usage of (puXocuw in the
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middle voice meaning * to he cautioua or prudent*. If this is a correct
understanding of 3 01 0^ , then ..\jXl3 is simply a translation of
xoongi rather than further support for a textual variant >33 in MT. The
Targum has a similar expression to that of the Syriac, >30 but
it can be seen that the o' prefix of MT >30 has supplanted the *J3*of the
Syriao . The Targum has, as a result, a more stilted expression
than that of the Syriao, "more than all caution" (Levy, Vol. I p. 213).
This is a further example of the combination of the Peshitta and MT
readings to produce a rather poor rendering.

A final point to note is that 0**0 niXSinis reproduced in the
singular, Laju..3 1 \TT^Zl , "spring of life*. The absence of the
diacritical points may simply be an error. This reading is nevertheless
followed in the Targum, * * 01 K3pOD. The use of the term Iv T1<VV3 ,

Syr.
"outlet" (Thes./2427) as such, may be influenced by the Greek l^oÔoi (cf. 
8:35 and, particularly, 25*26, where 66axoc IÇoôov translating n p o  is 
clearly reflected in LxELSkZKl),
w .  24. 25

The Greek does not deviate to any extent from the Hebrew in v. 24.
The metaphorical expression "twisted lips* (24b) is interpreted as 
•unrighteous lips" ( élÔixa xciXtj ) * although the similar expression 
"twisted mouth" in 24a is translated literally. The same procedure can 
be observed in v. 25, where a prosaic translation, "let your eyes see 
straight things" is followed by the more morally orientated "let your 
eyelids incline to righteous things ( ô ix a t a .  )*. There is also a 
deliberate antithesis between éLôixot. in 24b and ô i x a i a  in 25b.

There is some ambiguity about the meaning of Sp6a pXexewoav.
It could be translated, "let your eyes see straight things". In this case 
6 p 0 a  would be understood as a neuter plural adjective, similar to 
Ô ix a tw  in 25b. It is possible, on the other hand, that è p ô a  could have
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an adverbial sense here as an equivalent of rr33>. The neuter plural of 
&pdto<;j-Spdta, or &p8<x (L.S. 1248.Il) is frequently used adverbially, 
although the expected adverbial form from &p8o( itself would be 6pdooc.
If this were so the expression would mean, "let your eyes look straight 
ahead".

The verb veu« not only means to incline towards in the sense of 
direction, but also has the sense of "nod* or "bow in token of assent" 
(L.S. 1171.1.2), although at 21:1 it is used simply in the sense "incline* 
or * turn".

A variant reading is found in the Peshitta at 24a, LzIaJZLX/
( Ambrosianus* and tJrmiah texts) and 117%Zllu (Lee/Valton) .
Maybaum (AWEAT p. 9l) attempted to use the reading 1TI^ as an
argument for the priority of the Targum on the grounds that it was a 
corruption from XDlp*7 . He was unaware of the variant readings in the 
Syriac texts (Pinkuss, ZAW p. 128). It is clearly a simple transcription 
error (Toy p. 100; Pinkuss, ZAW p. 84).

The Peshitta departs from MT in 24b reading, I L a A D O  I
gAûJàiZQ JXildI , "put away from your lips unjust thought". \

The starting point for this departure is probably the reading of the j
Greek where, as noted above, a moral interpretation is introduced into 24b, |

j•put away from you unjust lips" (iÔtxa ). The Syriao translator j
1has developed this interpretation by adding the reference to thought or 4
Imeditation. The artificial nature of the construction is indicated by the j

fact of the association of the lips with meditation. In Biblical imagery j
one normally associates speech with the lips and thought with the heart or I
mind ( 3>), as exemplified at Psalm 19:14, uU3Qâ3 -a-CRq\73 j

, "the sayings of my mouth, the meditation of my heart". I• I
The Targum has the same vocabulary as the Peshitta in v. 24 but j

.1lacks the term "thought". In this respect and other matters of detail it I

TkuS aU<i bi
f l b , i a i < M  t e u n v .
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ia closer to MT.
The relationship between the Targum and the Peshitta is strikingly

illustrated in 25a. The Peshitta reads 1 A 0 / -> j.\̂ Vi
««^ 3 0 A.1 \ ‘let your eyes look straight ahead*, whereas the Targum reads,

|nx3 Xnis*in3 7 3*7 ,‘your eyes will be bright through rectitude* (Levy,
Vol. I p. 15). The reading of the Targum bears no relation to MT.
There are two possibilities in accounting for it. It may be that the text
has strffered corruption and that |nX3 should be emended to read |lirî3.
This emendation was proposed by Oheb ger von Luzzatto, and is noted both in
Levy ( Vol. I p. 15 ) and Jastrow (p. 439) being adopted by Pinkuss (ZAW
p. 129). It should also be noted that, in Syriao, the root 3 C U x .  means

Syr.
not only "to gaze or look* (Thes./l226), but can also mean "to be white or 

Syr.
bright * (Thea./1229)* This latter is the primary meaning which the word 
has in Aramaic (Jastrow p. 438). It is possible, therefore, that the 
reading of the Targum is a mistranslation of the Peshitta where the root 

3ÛJUL. has been understood in the sense * to be bright*, rather than in the 
sense * to look*. In either case, the Targum is explicable as a corruption 
or a mistranslation stemming from the reading of the Peshitta, and is 
understandable only by reference to the Syriao version. 
w .  26, 27

The verb o>3 is still a difficult word to translate (McKan© p. 311). 
The Greek takes oVs and >3 723 as a combined expression, "make a straight 
path*, Ip6a<; Tpo%iac xoiet croi<; xocrtv, "make straight paths for your feet*. 
Such a translation is encouraged by the exhortation not to deviate to the 
right or the left (v. 27). Of the other occurrences of the verb, this 
accords most closely with the translation of o>3 at Psalm 78*50 (Greek 
77*50), ÔÔoxoteco, "make or level a road* (L.S. II98), where again o>5 
has been taken as a combined expression, in this instance with H*n3,
•path*. For the other instances of b>S in Proverbs, see notes at 5*6
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and 5*21.
The Greek deviates from the Hebrew in 26b, particularly in the 

translation of 13 3* by xaTeodvve, ‘set straight*. (Blckell, WZKM,p. 93 
wishes to read |dji following xaTevOuve and similarly, Baumgartner p. 57 
suggests |3n.) This is not only translated as if it were an imperative 
like oVs of 26a, but is presented with the same meaning of "set straight*. 
This is clearly aimed at providing exact parallelism within v. 26 itself, 
and maintaining the series of imperatives which occurs in w. 24-27. The 
meaning *set straight* is a possible translation of 11 3 in the sense "set 
right* which is also part of the range of meaning of xaTeodovo)..

The addition of &5oo at the end of v. 27 which reads, &xo<rrpe+ov 
be crow xoSa &xo xaxric, * turn aside your foot from an evil way" is 
aimed at maintaining continuity with the theme of the path in v. 26. This 
is followed by four additional lines in the Greek, edl elaborating further 
on the imagery of the path (Frankenberg p. 4I5 Barucq p. 69), The first 
two additional lines read, "for God knows the ways of the right ( m ç  Ix 
&eS&wv ), but those of the left ( at IÇ àpiorepcov ) are twisted". This 
combines the theme of the path with the notion of the right and left sides 
found in the first line of v. 27. The addition is in fact inconsistent 
with the exhortation of v. 27 (Hitzig p. 37J Delitzsch p. 117; Reuss 
p. I7O; Toy p. 99) which forbids wandering either to the right or the 
left, and is also out of harmony with the general notion of the straight 
path found in Proverbs. The distinction in the addition which suggests 
that the paths of the right are acceptable but those of the left are not, 
is not based on any general Biblical concept. Ewald (p. 95) notes that 
the right hand is associated with Yahweh at Psalm 110*5 and 16*8. This 
may imply that the right hand is regarded as more favourable. The left is 
associated with ill omen in Greek thought (L.S. 240.3) and the association 
of the left with wrong is found also in Rabbinic thought (Jastrow 1591),
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This use of the idea of the left as associated with moral evil demonstrates 
clearly that the addition is a free construction of either the translator, 
or a later transcriber. In spite of this Wiesmann (p. 20) adds these 
lines to his translation of Proverbs * as a satisfactory ending to the 
whole passage*.. Lagarde (p. 19) considers the addition to be a Christian 
expansion, based on the Patristic notion of the two ways, cf. also Currie— 
Martin (p. 47)> but the symbolism of right and left predominates here in a 
way which is not characteristic of Patristic thought on the two ways. The I

suggestion of Toy (p. 99) that the first and third lines of the Greek atre a
variation of 5*21 misses the point that these lines are based on their 
immediate context. Thus Skehan (p. 11) describes them as a garbled version 
of V. 27 itself.

The last two lines of the addition, *he will make your paths straight, 
he will conduct your goings in peace* seems to be a variation of the theme 
of V. 26 (Baumgartner p. 57)* These lines relate to v. 26 in much the 
same way as the first two additional lines relate to v. 27. The main 
difference from v. 26 is that the Deity has been introduced as the subject | 
of the verse (Delitzsch p. 117)* The whole addition, therefore, may be |
viewed as a homiletic expansion of themes in w .  26 and 27. This may be |
compared with similar expansions in Chapters 1-9 (see Introduction p. xvii). I

The Peshitta of 26a differs from MT and reads, wJQ IZlX/l J
I .# I y .. ^ \1 'T^'1 I \ V  , "remove your foot from evil paths*. This is j

almost certainly based on the Greek of 27b,&%oérpe+ov crov xoba &xo
&Ô00 xaxTic, (Pinkuss, ZAW p. 129)* The plural form "paths" in the Syriac 
is to provide exact parallelism with giNiJLlol of 26b. The
basic reason for the utilisation of the Greek reading is difficulty 
experienced with the Hebrew At 5*6 and 5*21 the Peshitta exhibits
dependence on the Greek in rendering oV0 ,demonstrating that the trans
lator had difficulty dealing with this word. However, there is still a

, a .V.. ..J
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problem as to why the translator should have inserted a Greek line from 
V .  27 instead of following the Greek of v. 26. itself, as one would have 
expected. There are two main possibilities. The first of these, and 
perhaps the more likely, is that the translator mistakenly used the Greek 
of 27b believing it to be the translation of 26a, since the Greek line 
refers to the "foot* and the *path" as does the Hebrew of 26a. The 
problem of correlation would be increased by the fact that the Greek has 
four extra lines at the end of the chapter. There is also the fact, as 
noted above, that the reference to the path in the Greek of 27b is an
addition peculiar to the Septuagint. Otherwise one has to say that the #

i
Syriac translator deliberately implanted the Greek of 27b into v. 26, 
perhaps considering that a better overall interpretation of w. 26 and 27 

was thereby attained. (For other examples of development of Greek readings, 1 
see Introduction p. xxxvii).

The Targum is identical with the Peshitta in 26a, * remove ( nayx)
your foot from evil paths ( ***3 Not only has the Targumist 1

relied on the Peshitta to supply a meaning for oVo (as also at 5*6 and 2l), 1 
but the Syriac reading "evil paths" ( I T  ) against MT»s
"path* has also been reproduced in the Targum. (Although this is noted
by Maybaum, AWEAT p. 84* it did not deter him from his view of the priority 
of the Targum in relation to the Peshitta.) This example may be added to 
the many other instances of dependence of the Targum upon the Peshitta 
(see Introduction p. xxxii). The reading is all the more interesting
since the Syriac is not based on either the Hebrew or the Greek at v. 26, 
but, either by accident or design, follows the Greek of 27b.

Both versions follow MT in v. 27#

.J
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V. 1
For the Hebrew of lb, * incline your ear to my understanding*

(»rj313nV), the Greek reads, 'incline your ear to my words* (l|ioiç •••
XoYotç )• Structurally this is a poor rendering since it destroys the 
parallelism with 'my wisdom' (»nD3n ) in la. Lagarde (p. 19), Baumgartner 
(p. 57) and Toy (p. 106) observed that the translation is a repetition of 
the similar exhortation at 4*20b, toic 6e Xoyotc mpopaXe oov o5c
(Hebrew *|3TX Olr *10%>). In two MSS, (23 and 252) the reading is altered 
to agree with MT tp 6e çpovrxret pov xXtvov to obç onou.

The Greek reading 'my words' in lb is reflected in the Peshitta texts ;
of Codex Ambrosianus and the editions of Lee and Walton which read, 'my j

son, pay heed to my wisdom, and incline your ear to my speech'
(  ̂1 X) I / A O , Umbreit p. 55; Baumgartner p. 57l Pinkuss, ZAW p. 129).
While the translator or transcriber who produced this reading has clearly 
been influenced by the Septuagint, the connection of the reading 'words' or
'speech' with 4*20b has also been apprehended. The texts which read ;

"I/3 I are in fact reproducing exactly the Peshitta reading of
4%20b, which also has a singular form | 1  ̂1 71 |)l\o

The Urmiah text follows MT, ç lA o I Cd \ ô  ,
* incline your ear to my understanding' • This is probably a later reading 
taking the form of a correction to produce agreement with MT, in the same 
manner as the Greek MSS 23 and 252 noted above.

The Targum follows MT.
2,3,4
The Greek has a longer text in w .  2-3 than is found in the Hebrew, 

the additional material coming between w. 2 and 3* The opening phrase 
of V. 2, 'that you may keep discretion ( lUlDiro) is translated as, 'that 
you may guard good understanding' ( Ivvovav &Ya*0T|v ). This is a further

' Tkus «lîo*  _  8 c t \ ,  q b - r ,  j o c i - a ,  i i c i ,  u U - r
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example of the moralizing trait of the translator observed at 2ill and 
other places (see Introduction p. xiii).

In 2b all that can be said for certain is that the translator divides
the letters of the last two words differently from those of MT. The
texts of K , B and A read aloBîitnç ôe %eiXewv IvTcXXemt ooi,
'perception of my lips commands you'. Clearly the translator read ny*n 

rather than ̂ *009 0711 of MT. Prom this point, however, it is 
impossible to correlate the two texts until the resumption of v. 3 ( *3 
n0 3 /peXt lup )• Various emendations of the text have been suggested to 
account for the unusual Greek reading; thus Jaeger(p. 4l)felt that 
had either been rendered freely or read as 111*. Similarly Bickell,
(tfZKM p. 94) emended the Hebrew to 1 1 7 »  »n.0w J171T. In this way both
attempt to account for the verb IvTeXXopat. A variation only of this
approach would be that of Heidenheim (BVETFK, Vol.Ill p. 53) who proposed
reading 1 1 7 0 »  from the root 1 7 0 urge' or 'press'. Gemser (p. 34) and
BHS read  ̂0 0 », apparently appealing to the different word division of
the Greek, ignoring the verb. Kuhn (BWANT , p.8?) wishes to emend both 
the Greek and the Hebrew in 2b, reading IvÔaXXîirai corresponding to 

1 1 0 7 ? ,  This is to produce text forms in both the Greek and Hebrew which 
read ' so that understanding of my lips may be evident to you'. Apart 
from the inherent difficulty of a double emendation of this sort, it is 
not clear that the verb tvÔaXXojjwn, 'seem' (L.S. 830) can in fact take the 
sense 'become evident '. Of the root 10 7 ,  'be clear*, it needs to be 
noted that, while it occurs in Aramaic, it is not found in Biblical Hebrew. 
Mezzacasa (p. 122) prefers to emend the Greek only, suggesting that 
(IvaTeXXeTai be read instead of IvTeXXevai. The Greek would then read
•perception of my lips has risen upon you'. However this is just as 
obscure as the present reading and fraught with as many difficulties.
A possibility based on the text as it stands is that, having read
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•perception of my lips* the translator found the remainder of the line 
unintelligible and completed the sense of his own expression by "commands 
you* or *1 command you*. The Greek line on its own would have rather an 
obscure meaning, but presumably, in the 7, B and A texts, one has to view 
the following phrase as the actual command, i.e., *pay no heed to a 
worthless/base woman* • The majority of Greek MSS read alcrônotv 6e
xefcXecov IvTcXXofJiair cnoi, *I command you perception of my lips*. This is
not based on a different view of the Hebrew, but is an internal Greek 
variation. This reading has the effect of making 2b self-contained and j
unrelated to the following Greek expansion, "pay no heed ... etc.*. At \ 

the same time, the line becomes very obscure and practically unintelligible. 1
IProm the point of view of textual criticism, the K,B, and A readings |

may be an attempt to produce continuity in an otherwise obscure line. The Î
other reading, however, may be the result of failure to see continuity with 
what follows, thus making ato6T)OTv th® object of the verb and so producing 
a self-contained statement.

V. 3 is prefixed by the command, pn xpooTB%G (pauXp *pay no
heed to a worthless/base woman* • This is an editorial insertion by the 
translator, or, possibly, by a later hand (Hitzig p. 40), to heighten the 
contrast between the positive command of the Wisdom teacher in w .  1 and 2 
to guard wisdom, and the warning in v. 3ff to keep clear of the strange 
woman. Barucq (p. ?0) suggests that the addition has been occasioned by the 
following This would be a substantial elaboration on the part of the
translator to deal with a simple connecting particle, and, even if this 
were so, Barucq*s observation would give no insight into the content or 
form of words chosen in the expansion* Baumgartner (p. $8), suggested 
that the line came from 7*5, but this is erroneous. Rather the additional | 
phrase is almost certainly modelled on the opening line of v. 1 (Müller- | 
Kautzsch p. 73) Y(s, Ipp oo<pi(y xpooe%e, serving as its antithesis. The |
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structural similarity of the two expressions was clearly apparent to the 
transcriber of MS 247, who added vie before p0 xpooe%e to make the 
correspondence between the two lines even more obvious. (For similar 
editorial insertion in the Greek, see 8*21). Dyserinck, (TT p. 579) on 
the basis of the Greek addition, suggested that the words 0»T33 n»xa 
followed 137 3» at the end of 2b. However, when the editorial nature of 
the Greek addition is recognised, this suggestion is deprived of support.

The translation of 3a itself presents little difficulty. The 
grammatical connections have been altered slightly so that * honey * is the 
subject of the verb in the Greek, but no change in meaning is involved.
The term 031 / strange* or * alien woman*, is translated as "adulterous 
woman* ( vuvatxoç xopvnc )• While this is a true interpretation of the 
character of the H3T,it is a generalization of the term which, for the 
Greek reader, obscures the relationship to other passages which speak of 
the strange woman. Heidenheim (DVETFK, Vol. Ill p. 53) suggests that the 
Greek translation is an attempt to avoid offence to foreign nations.
Kaminka (HOCA p. 1?8) along with Baumgartner (p. 58) and Lagarde (p. I9) 
suggest that the translator read 0313. Neither of these suggestions is 
necessary as 033 is elsewhere translated in similar fashion in the Greek 
(7'5; 22:14).

A more significant departure from the Hebrew is found in 3b,  ̂%po(
xatpov Xixaivet crov <papuYYo>, *who for a time oils your throat*. Every 
word in 3b has either been altered or taken differently from its application 
in the Hebrew. The form fowo has been treated as if it were a participle 
relating back to 03T as the subject. Such a construction, however, would 
require the participle to have a feminine form (to agree with 033). The 
translator ignores not only the grammar to implement his interpretation, 
but also the suffix of 030 is altered from a third person feminine to a 
second person singular in order to relate to the *33 of v. 1. The suffix

-—  p. XXIV.
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of 00*30X1 in V. 4 is, as will be noted further, treated in a similar 
way. It is difficult to say how the translator has read pVrr. It seems 
to have been taken adverbially, as the phrase * for a short time’ indicates.
It may be that the translator related p>n to the meaning of a part or 
portion and thus arrived at the notion of a portion of time. There is, 
however, no example of such a usage of pVn in Hebrew. The translator is 
treating other parts of the text with some violence to extract a desired 
line of interpretation and his treatment of p V n  should be viewed in the 
same light. Frankenberg (p. 41) suggested that x p o c  x a ip o v  derives from 
|DTD read instead of Similarly Mezzacasa(p. 124), but |0VD is
already accounted for in the Greek reading. Lagarde (p. 20) suggests 
xp o fi x a tp o v  changes easily into x p o  IX a io v  (more than oil oils the palate) 
but this must be very questionable. Jaeger (p. 42), following Grabs, 
suggests x p o<  x a tp o v  should be read as x p o c  xa,p&**. I.e. 'who pleasingly 
oils your palate*. This expression is associated with pVrt at 7*5, 
although at 7*5b also the Greek corresponds only loosely with the Hebrew.

It was noted in v. 3b that the 3rd person feminine suffix in 7130

was altered by the Greek translator to read as if it were a second person
singular. This interpretation is maintained in v. 4, which, in the
Hebrew, may be translated literally as, ’and her end ( 00*30X1 ) is bitter
as gall, as sharp as a two-edged sword’. The Greek reads, ’you will
certainly find an end ( iorepov ... eipT)cnetç ) more bitter than gall, and
sharper than a two-edged sword*. Not only is the ’end* referred to the
*3 3 but it is made more emphatic by the addition of the verb eipncreiç.
The two comparisons are also intensified by being put into the comparative

Iform - ’more bitter than ... sharper than*. The exegesis offered whereby 
the ’end* is referred not to the strange woman, but to the young man is 
very probably a correct understanding of the meaning of the passage. In

 SjL̂   p. XXI.
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V, 4 0 0 *30% is not ’her latter end* i.e. what eventually becomes of a 
prostitute, but her final effect on the man who has an affair with her 
(McKane p. 314). Irrespective of whether the translator’s view of the 
passage is correct or not, such an obvious example of the substitution of 
translation by exegesis should only increase the caution which one 
exercises when approaching Greek readings which differ from the Hebrew. 
Lagarde (p. 20), Baumgartner (p. 59) and Toy (p. 106) suggest that the 
comparative in v. 4 was based upon a confusion of the letters'"D* and*a*. 
However the other interpretative changes in w .  3 and 4 make this unlikely, 
(Cf. also 6*6, where the comparative is similarly introduced by the 
translator.)

The Peshitta follows the Hebrew closely in w .  2 and 3a, but
00interprets to some extent the imagery of 3b reading, ^

. Y# I ^  ^m  LuJCJQ, ’her words are softer than oil*. The translator has
correctly understood ’palate* to refer to speech and has accordingly
translated the poetic imagery into more prosaic form. Soft words or mild
speech is an expression that can be found elsewhere in Proverbs (l5*l),
but an even closer example of the idiom used here can be found at Psalm
55*22 (Syriac 55*21), ’his words were softer than oil*, |a»n 1*3 33 133
(Syriac I ^ ^ (T1 o\ 71 ). This example is all the
more apt since it is found in parallel with ’his speech was smoother (lp>n)
than butter*. It is clear that the roots pVn and f33 are functioning
here as virtual synonyms. This helps to clarify the idiom found in the
Syriac at Proverbs 5*3*

The Targum in 3b is closer to the Hebrew than the Peshitta, retaining
the literal term 030 and translating pVn exactly by 3*7», ’smooth*.

In the Peshitta the term CTLiJÜQi , ’her words’, is a translation 
of 0 30 in 3b. The translator relates v. 4a to this expression, reading,
* and their end ( ̂ (̂71A  , i.e. the end of the words) is more bitter
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than wormwood* # Umbreit p. 57 thought that the suffix referred back to 
*lips* of V. 3a but he appears not to have noticed the reading OlL&AZl . 
The strange woman is then reintroduced as the subject of 4b (Baumgartner 
P* 59), which is presented as a clause of reason dependent on 4a, *for 
she ( -A.cn ) is sharper than a two-edged sword* • In spite of
the translator’s attempt to link the two clauses by the conjunction

, the use of plural and singular subjects leaves the impression of 
a measure of inconsistency in the Syriac version in v. 4* The return to 
a singular subject in 4b may have been aimed at reducing divergence from 
the Hebrew to a minimum*

The Targum generally follows MT and has the same construction as the 
Hebrew in the simile of 4a* In 4b however, it has a comparative construc
tion, as does the Syriac* This inconsistency in the two halves of the 
verse is due to the mixed nature of the Targum, in the sense that it is an 
edited version of the Peshitta*

The first half of v. 5, ’her feet go down to death* is considerably 
expanded in the Greek which reads, * for the feet of folly ( ttic Yap 
à̂ pooTDVTic ol xo&ec ) lead down with death those associating with her 
( Tovc xp<®pevooç a^TÇ ) to Hades’ •

One of the main difficulties here is presented by the phrase ’feet 
of folly’* If the translator took 0 » V n  as it stands, as referring to 
the 03T (v. 3) then ’feet of folly* may only be an imaginative character
isation of the woman herself. The foolish woman ( yvvB &ppwv ) is a 
figure who appears at 9*13 as the opponent of personified wisdom. It may 
also be the case however, that an allegorical element has been injected 
into the passage (cf. Delitzsch p. 122). Behind the 03T may stand the 
spectral figure of Folly who, in all generations, leads her victims down to 
the underworld. The possibility of an allegorisation of this sort recalls
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the Greek addition at 2*16 where the expression xaxT) poo\T|, ’evil counsel*
raises similar problems to those encountered here. In both instances,
the 03T 0»X is the figure in the passage and, in both instances, the

Isetting of the underworld features prominently.
A textual explanation of the phrase was given by Mezzacasa (p. 124) 

who took the view that à̂ poovvriç arose from *0B intruding as a variant 
of ni»a from the preceding line. The further expansion found in the 
Greek, however, makes this unlikely. Jaeger (p. 43) felt that &<ppoavvT|c 
was an abstract used instead of &ypovo( Ywatxoc, although this does not 
account for why there should be any expansion in the first place.

In considering the suffix on 0 »V13,it should be noted that, in w .  3 
and 4, the translator has ignored the reference to the 031 implied by the 
suffixes on 030 and 00*30*1 (see above). If the translator has treated 
the suffix in ;0*Vl3 in the same way, then ’feet of folly’ might not refer 
to the woman at all, but rather to her victims. In this case the Greek 
would mean that, impelled by their own folly, the woman’s victims sweep 
themselves down to Hades. This is the view taken by Reuss (p. 12l)
’les pieds de ceux qui convenant avec la sottise courent à  l’enfer’, ’the 
feet of those who converse with folly run to Hades’•

Although a possible interpretation, the imagery of the victim being 
carried off by uncontrollable feet is, to say the least, rather curious.
As an image of self-destruction, however, it may have seemed perfectly 
feasible to the translator.

The remaining changes introduced by the translator are more obvious. 
The causative force ’lead down’ given to 0173* is incorrect. A Hiphil 
form would be required to produce this sense. The translator has modified 
the meaning of the participle to suit his overall presentation of the line. 
Schleusner (p. 274), Lagarde (p. 20) and Baumgartner (p. 59) consider that 
017*310 may have existed as a variant, but in view of the large amount of
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expansion in the line, this seems an unlikely suggestion. The supplied 
object of 0173*/xaTaYoooiv, ’those associating with her* maintains the 
line of exegesis already observed in v. 4* The translator is focusing 
attention not on the fate of the woman herself, but on that of those who 
have dealings with her. The verb %paopc,i is very apposite. It can be 
Used both for business relationships in the sense * to have dealings with’ 
(L.S. 2002.Il), and it can be used also of sexual relationships (L.S. 
2002,IV.b.2.).

In addition to the reinterpretations and insertions in v. 5, the 
translator punctuates the line differently by including tlK* in 5a. By 
making V i x »/ tov <JÔTiy the object of xamYoeotv the translator has
difficulty relating m o  to the other components in the line. The awkward !

i
expression peTa Ôavorov presumably means ’in the company of death’. This |

!would suggest that ’death* is being personified so that the victim of the j
03 T is envisaged as being escorted to Sheol between the figures of Folly j
and Death.

Having taken Vis» with the first part of the verse, the translator 
reduces 5b to the expression 1300* 0*77%, Grammatically this is a 
meaningless phrase since the verb ̂ 00 is always followed by either a 
direct or an indirect object. However, the normal usage was ignored and 
it was read intransitively as ’her steps hold fast*. Exegetically, this 
is an unacceptable description of the 037 who is ’restless and dissolute 
and her feet are never at rest in her house* (Greek ?;ll). To extricate 
himself from this difficulty the translator was forced to supply a 
negative in 5̂ ,̂ ’her steps are not fixed firm’ (o&% ipctôeTai - of. Jaeger 
p. 43ff). Baumgartner(p. 59)suggested that the translator actually 
found *V in the text, whereas Lagarde (p. 20)suggested the variant -a-» 7 7x1 

13300*, ’her steps are brought low*. Neither of these suggestions is 
likely, as the translator has elsewhere introduced the negative where this
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was deemed necessary to make sense of the text (of. 1*17, 5*16).
In 5& the Peshitta’s translation (Aphel participle), ’cast*,

reflects the Greek xaTaYooo%v (Pinkuss, ZAW p. I30). There is however, 
no object and, presumably, one has to understand something like the supplied 
object of the Greek, ’those who associate with her*. (For other examples 
of modifications of Greek readings, see Introduction p. xxxvii ). It is 
not necessary to suggest a variant m 7»3iD as the Peshitta translator 
alters the syntax in 5b also.

The Peshitta expresses 5b somewhat differently from the Hebrew, i.e.
1A y) n o n  <nAjl\(n -\q aX  > ‘Sheol upholds her steps*. The

same Hebrew idiom and an almost identical approach to it can be found at
Psalm 17*5 7*niVl7D3 *3»% -jd0 ,literally, ’my steps have held fast to
your paths*. This is translated in the Peshitta, ^ / S s ^ C T ]  IS îSJOLCQ

rA  Y*1 , ‘you have upheld (supported) my steps on/with
Syr.

your paths (Thes./2660). It would seem that the translators in each case 
have taken in the sense ‘support* or ’uphold* rather than ‘lay hold
of* and have moulded their presentation of the Hebrew in each instance to 
suit this meaning, even though this has necessitated rearranging the 
grammatical connections of the original.

The Targum has the same text as the Peshitta (note fnni of 5a) in 
V. 5; although variant readings exist in 5b re 1300*. Two Targum 
editions have the same readings as the Peshitta, i.e. XOûoa (Levy, Vol. II 
p. 543; Pinkuss, ZAW p. 88). Codex IIO6 reads K3D0D. This is 
apparently an attempt to assimilate the form to the Hebrew root *|D0, and 
appears to be the only instance of the root 7D0 in Aramaic. However, the 
retention of the singular betrays its relation to the Peshitta reading.
The texts of Lagarde and Miqraoth Gedoloth read J300D, i.e. a plural 
participle. This brings their texts into agreement with the syntax of 
MT where ’steps* is the subject of the verb and ‘Sheol* the object.

J
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In considering the different Targum readings it seems fairly clear 
that the starting point is the reading of the Peshitta ( K3D0B ), the 
variations being attempts to bring the reading into closer conformity 
with MT.
V. 6

The difficult nature of the root has already been noted at
4*26. It was observed there that Vl7D t)Va was translated as a joint 
expression ( 6p0aç xpoxio-ç xoiei ) in a similar manner to 1?JJ3 oVa? at 
Psalm 78 :50 (Greek 77*50) by ôôoxoie», ’level a road’. The translation 
of nVs at Proverbs 5*6 by Ixepxppai, ’go upon, traverse’, may represent 
a general sense derived from the notion of forging a path as at 4*26.
Using &6oxoie«o as an analogy, it is noted of this verb that, from its |
basic sense of ’level a road* it develops a broader meaning of ’to make Î
one’s way* or * to advance’, like the Latin progredi (L.S. abridged i
Lexicon 1972, p. 475, of. L.S. 1198.II). If no such connection exists t
between the passages at 4*26 and 5*6 then one has to conclude that, at 5*6, I 
the translator has supplied a meaning for oVs arbitrarily on the basis of 
its context. i

The other difficulty in 6a is the translation of ’lest*, by a
isimple negative. The Hebrew construction, using |B, does not conform to : î
ithe normal pattern, and does not read smoothly (BDB 814.I). While it has j

been suggested that the translator actually read a negative Vl or K>, j
I

it is more likely that he simplified an awkward construction(Delitzsch |
p. 121; Prankerberg p. 4I) in much the same way as modern translators j
(cf. RS7 and NBB). |

- !The expression 770 *> in 6b is obscure both as to its meaning and its 
relation to the rest of the verse (McKane p. 315) * The Greek translator 
treats the expression as a further description of the woman’s tracks 
( n?nVi7o) in the same manner as 173. This latter is represented by
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cnpaXepai which, in the sense ’reeling* (L.S. 1739*11) conveys very
adequately the sense of 1 7 3 ,  Grammatically, it is inadmissible to link

I
770 *V  and 1 73 since they are clearly of opposite number. Further, 
the actual meaning which is attributed to 7 7 0  %V , oèx êYvotxrtoii., *not 
discernible*, would require a Niphal form of the root 7 7 *  . The translator 
has in effect appended a further description of the woman’s paths, loosely 
based on the root 7 7 * ,  ’know* or ’perceive* and has set aside the exact
form of the Hebrew text. Lagarde (p. 20) suggested that the translator j

!had read 7 7 0  *>», ’which you do not know*, and similarly, Baumgartner (p. 59) 
suggested that the Greek was based on 0 7 7 0  %V,’you do not know them*.

ftüyycJ does not in fact imply a reference to a second
person singular subject or a third person singular subject ( as Toy p. IO7). 
It is merely a general description, true for any observer.

The Peshitta is heavily dependent on the Greek in this verse. For
the difficult construction oV»0 it reads  Lû *3 *3 I\n ,
’and she does not tread upon ...*, This is an almost identical translation 
to that of the Greek o6x &xepXGTat. Firstly, the meaning of the verb 
nVD has been supplied from the Greek and, secondly, the representation of 
|S by a simple negative has almost certainly also been taken from the 
Septuagint.

Similarly in 6b the problemmatical 7 7 0  %V is dealt with by recourse
to the Greek. The translator reproduces oBx ehfv(ücrxoi by 1A.0

g ’and are not known/perceptible*. The general meaning is the same
as the Greek and the grammatical construction is identical in that )\m

is a description of the woman’s tracks. (Pinkuss, ZAW p. I30

thinks that this supports the view that a second person was read, cf.
Lagarde ' and Baumgartner above, but this is not clear.)

A point which is not quite so certain is the translation of 773
0?0Vl7O

 cJ U-cii dn___ p.. X X W,
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by <rL^Ljh3JC iloA,*for her tracks are error*.
This could be based either on the Hebrew or the Greek. Syntactically it 
is closer to the Greek, otpaXefxii ôc a (  Tpoxiai aitriç , the only difference 
being that the Peshitta has a noun where the Greek, more appropriately, 
has an adjective. The fact that the translator clearly follows the Greek 
in the next phrase ( 770 XV) would add support to the view that he is 
basing his translation at this point upon the Greek also. The term 
•error* is probably a derived sense from the Greek oipoiXepai. The noun 
otpcxXfjia, for example, can mean precisely ’error* or ’going astray*. The 
Syriac translator has understood the ’meandering paths* to indicate wrong
doing. (For other examples of interpretation of Greek readings, see 
Introduction p. xxxvii).

A variant reading exists in the Peshitta in connection with the phrase 
D**n m%, ’path of life*. The Urmiah text, with those of Lee and Walton 
reads LaJJuO L-WdI t 'land of the living*, while Codex Ambrosianus^
has the expected Lm .^0 1 , ’path of life*. While it is not
impossible that ) could have arisen as a corruption of IjUL^ol
(Vogel p. 30 and Toy p. IO7), it may represent an original interpretation. 
The * land of the living* produces a direct antithesis to Sheol as the place 
of the dead (v. 5), whereas * path of life* is a more figurative expression. 
Pinkuss (ZAW p. I30) takes the view that the Ambrosianus reading is correct 
because the Syriac generally is following the Greek, but ) AI , as
singular, would in any case be a correction to MT. Vogel (p. 30) and 
Baumgartner (p. 59) thought that 7 7% might have been read and, similarly, 
Hitzig (introduction p. xxix) suggested that 7 7 * was read * in haste* 
instead of 07K. However, this reading is more likely to indicate an 
internal problem for the Peshitta than a variation or misreading of MT.

The Targum follows the Peshitta in rendering oVo0 by . , ,3 *377 X> , 
although the actual word order in 6a follows that of MT. With regard to

’ lAsS. Î04, 4CI, <lls, l O U a ,  U C J ,  u W - S j  tfl/»,. 
Tkus also bl tAftfc’ s tuxt
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Jaia_one may compare 5*21 where the Targum again has the same reading as 
the Peshitta and similarly, the striking treatment of 4*26. In the rest 
of V. 6 the Targum reproduces MT, ’her tracks move to and fro’ ( |?>dVo o ), 
’and she does not know’ ( K77* xVl)’, without any attempt to clarify the 
obscurity of 770 *V. 
w .  8

The Hebrew introduces the following section with the plural form of 
address - o?3a- but resumes the singular form from v. 8 onwards. This 
alternation between singular and plural address is found in several places 
in Ohs. 1-9 (4*1; 7*24; 8*32), and seems to be no more than a vagary of 
style. The Greek translator reproduces the plural address ( miôec ) 
at 4*1, but in all other instances retains the singular. The reason for 
this was doubtless to avoid any apparent grammatical inconsistency. It is 
unlikely that the translator had a text which read ?3a etc. rather than 
D?3 3 at 5*7, 7*24 and 8*32, although this is suggested by BHS and also by 
Ehrlich (p. 23) and Steuernagel (p. 285). The suggestion that there may 
be some connection between the Greek singular and D?3 a, explained as a 
singular with enclitic ’ û * as in Ugaritic (Scott p. 53; Dahood p. 12;
Van der Weiden p. 43) is rejected by McKane (JSS XVI, 1971, P* 234) as 
implausible.

The case for emendation on the basis of the Septuagint is weakened 
by the fact that the same ’correction’ is proposed for 4*1, 2, although 
the Greek in that instance agrees with MT.

Verse 7b, ’and do not depart ( m o 0  xVl) from the words of my 
mouth’, is found in the Greek as %at pn &xvpovc xonyrgg Ipovç Xoyovc 
’and do not set aside ray words’. The same idiom, &xopov xote», ’to make 
something ineffective’ can be found at 1*25 as a translation of 77B, 
where it was noted that Axvpov xo&eo» was particularly associated with the 
setting aside of laws. This expression is peculiar to the translator
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of Proverbs, in the Septuagint, and these two instances are the only
examples of its use. The K reading, p-n paxpvvîiç xotîpTiç, is a meaningless
corruption of pri &%vpov( xo&Tyypc.

Lastly, although the translator has avoided the literalism of the
Hebrew in the phrase ’words of ray mouth* in translating by Ipovc Xoyouc,
no consistency of approach can be observed on this point. One may compare
the translation of the same expression at 4*5, where it is given exactly
by T̂KTiw Ipov OTopaTOç, * speech of my mouth*.

There is little to observe in the Greek of v. 8 apart from the fact
that the phrase 0 0 ? a  0 0 B  is rendered in the plural, Ôüpai^ o tx w v  a t - r n ç ,

* gates of her house*. The plural of o t x o c  is frequently used as a
designation for a single dwelling (L.S. 1205*1.2). Likewise ’entrances*
indicates only a single entrance, the plural probably indicating the porch
and doorway. One can compare the similar translation of 00*3 00bV at
9*14 by IxaStcTEv fexi d o p a ic t o o  iao TT iç  o E x o o ,  ’she sits at the entrances
of her house*. It is unnecessary to read, with Schleusner (p. 274) o lx o o

instead of otxoov or to read x p o O o p o ic  ’porches’ (following MS 297, cf.
xpo6opatc of a), instead of.~0̂ üyO<l(.̂ ,(Zimtz, ZA¥ p. 129 makes the point
that one would have expected the accusative after xpcç. The readings of
A and 297 are an attempt to correct a small grammatical irregularity)

The Peshitta and Targum follow the Hebrew closely in w. 7 and 8
with only minor differences being found between the two versions* e.g.
where the Peshitta has verb plus direct object in j^\q \  71 Q T  ,
’hear me*,the Targum has verb plus indirect object, exactly as in MT,
»V p7DV« similarly, where the Peshitta has a singular, CH l_Z3

, ’speech of my mouth’ (Pinkuss, ZAW p. 130) the Targum has a
plural, »01B*r 0?70* o ,’words of my mouth’ exactly as in MT. Such
minor differences, however, are useful pointers to the relationships between
the two versions and the Hebrew.
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w *  9» 10
Verses 9 and 10 are both introduced in the Hebrew by the particle |fi. 
Unlike v, 6 the construction presents no difficulty to the translator. 

In his interpretation of v. 9 the primary term which has guided him has 
been (9b) rendered by oov p&ov, ’your life*. The term trov
(9a) corresponds only loosely with the Hebrew , and has really been
determined as a parallel expression to oov plow (McKane p. 315; Jones 
p. 82, similarly Schleusner p. 275 and Hinton Thomas, ZAW 55, 1937, P* 175). 
Lagarde (p. 20), Toy (p. Ill) and MUller-Kautzsch (p. 38) have proposed 
that 710 may be taken in the sense of ’soul’. This is based on the analogy 
of 7133# While this is not impossible, the parallelism theory is more 
likely. A textual solution to the difficulty has been put forward in the t
view that the Greek translator read ?0 (Baumgartner p. 60; Barucq p. 72; i 
BHS), and, somewhat less likely, that of Heidenheim (DVETFK, Vol. Ill p. 53) j 

who suggested 7717,’your lifetime’, i.e. the epoch of a generation. It !
should be borne in mind, however, that the word 710 is found only here in 
Proverbs, and it may well have been something of an unknown quantity to the Ï
translator. The different readings of the Greek and the Peshitta are more j

'!

likely to be attempts at dealing with 3in rather than evidence of variant I
1readings in the Hebrew.
iIn 9b the term *713%, ’a cruel one* is translated as a plural in the I

Greek, àveXernooTV, ’the merciless’. On this basis it has been suggested I
that the Hebrew should be emended to read a plural also, 0?7 73%V .

iHowever, the same contrast between a plural and a singular in v. 9 , ?7T3%V '
... a?70KV,can be found also in v. 10, ’lest strangers ( d?7t) take their I!jfill of your strength, and your labours go to the house of an alien I
( *7 3 3). The Greek not only uses a plural for *733 but also for n*3 — |
* and your labours come into the houses of strangers’ (etc olxovc &XXoTp*wv ). 
It is clear that in w. 9 and 10 the translator is creating what he considers
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to he a better balance by using p I utelL forma throughout, where the Hebrew 
has a mixture of plural and singular.

Lastly, the addition of the verb IXdomv in 10b is required by 
the sense. One may compare the addition of the verb ’go* in RSV.

The Peshitta in 9a reads , ’your strength’, as its trans
lation of 7(710, This is the same translation as that given for ^^3 
in 10a. The translator has almost certainly made the judgment that 710 
and 03 in w .  9 and 10 are synonymous terms. The lexicons offer a 

similar meaning as a possible interpretation of 710 e.g. BDB 
(p. 217) ’vigour’ ; K-B 3 (p. 231) ’Blttte = prime’. BHS, however, suggests 
that the Syriac translator read i>*0 (see above re the Septuagint), and 
Maybaum (AWEAT p. 85), that he read 7(310 (’wealth’, ’ sufficiency* ), as 
also Oort (TT p. 390) and Pinkuss (ZAW p. 130) • The observations made 
earlier about the emendation of the Hebrew based on the Septuagint apply 
in large measure here also. The textual solutions offered are made even 
less satisfactory by the fact that different text forms are proposed as 
underlying the two versions.

For the term * 7 13%V (9b) the translator has followed the Greek 
dveXer|iGcny in his expression /Ixl 1X3 1\ ’to those who
are merciless’. Similarly, in his rendering of 10b, g A o l A o

1 I A a Z l \  A  , ’ and the fruit of your labour go into the
house of strangers’, he has modelled his interpretation on the Greek, 
ol 6e ook xovok elc o I xovq &XXoTptwv fcX0(«mv. In w .  9 and 10, therefore, 
the translator has made use of the Septuagint, as he frequently does, to 
aid his translation of the Hebrew, but there is evidence that he has also 
exercised his own judgment independently of the Greek to solve one of the 
difficulties in these lines. The omission of |0 at the beginning of v.
10, may be regarded as an economic rendering, similar to the A text (see 
Introduction p. xxxix).
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The Targum in 9a reproduces the Peshitta, reading *|V»n as its 
translation of *|7in. Further Peshitta influence can he detected in lOb 
where the Targum is again almost identical, * 3 » 70X7 X0 » 3V V» 7m  y» Vi,
’and the fruit of your labour go into the house of strangers*. A small 
correction to MT is the accurate reproduction of the introductory particle 
|B in 10a,

There is a difficulty in 9b which is peculiar to the Targum text and 
that is the rendering of *7 13%V by l*%7313V,*to strangers*. This 
reading is probably an error and should be emended to read 7133V or 
%?7133V *to the cruel*, (Vogel p. 31 and Pinkuss, ZAW p. 93). That 

confusion existed between the forms % * 7 31 3 , ‘stranger* and %? 7133 , ’cruel* 
is exemplified at 11*17 where the two words can be found as variants, again 
as a translation of *713%. The problem has doubtless been compounded at 
5*9 due to the proximity of three other references to ’strangers* (9a, 10a,

Î
10b). (Cf* Jones p. 82, who suggests the influence of parallelism.) |
Toy (p. 108) and Oesterley(p. 36), by way of contrast, think that MT should i
be emended to agree with the Targum, reading ’strangers’, but the Septuagint |

!
supports MT. ,j
V. 11

For V. 11a, ’and at the end of your life you groan’ ( n O 0 3 l ) ,  the '
Greek reads, xat fieTapeXriO'ncnp Ix* Icrxp.Twv, * and you will feel regret at :
the last* » It is frequently noted that the translator appears to have |
read 0 0 0 3 1 ,  ’you regret’ instead of 0 0 0 3  1 ,  ’you groan* (cf. Vogel p. 32; |

Umbreit p. 61; Lagarde p. 20; Delitzsch p. 125; Baumgartner p. 60; t
. iKaminka, HOGA p. 176; Ehrlich p. 27; McKane p. 317). One has to i

Idistinguish carefully as to whether the translator found 00031 in his 1
Hebrew text, or, in effect, emended the Hebrew to produce what was ]
considered to be a better interpretation. The important factor to be 
borne in mind is that the translator was almost certainly unaware of the I
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précisa meaning of the root 00 3. The verb occurs again at 28:15, and the 
derived noun 003, ’growling* is found at 19*12 and 20*2. In none of these 
instances is 0 03 translated accurately by the Greek translator as ’growl’ 
or ’growling*. At 28*15, for 003 ?7% ,’a roaring lion*, the Greek reads,
\& av xeivtov, ’a hungry lion’. At 20*2, for 7*033 003, 'like the growling 
of a lion’, the Greek reads, Ovpoo X c o v to ç ,  ’the anger of a lion’* At 
19*12,for 7*033 003,’like the growling of a lion’, the Greek reads, &pota 
ppUYpcy XeovToç, ’like the devouring of a lion*. Although the Greek 
Lexicon cites this last passage (L.S. 331* II) and attributes to
the sense ’roaring’ it is clear that this meaning differs from the general Mi
sense of the term and represents a unique attribution, doubtless based on J
the Hebrew of Proverbs 19*12. The word ppDYpoç clearly means ’biting’, J

’gobbling’, or ’grinding of teeth*. One may compare the root 0puxw 
which means ’to eat greedily*, ’gobble’, ’bite’, ’gnash or grind teeth*.
Prom these observations it can be said that the Greek translator never |
renders the verb D0 3 and its derived noun 003 in the sense of ’growl* or !
’roar*. It seems likely that the translator guessed at its meaning in 
each particular context. At 5*11 the translator, who had no clear idea of I
the meaning of 003 has avoided this root altogether and read the verb as Î
003 (a common verb in the Old Testament), which produced an acceptable

Imeaning in the context. Ehrlich (p. 1?6) notes that a similar confusion 
of 003 and 003 is found at Ezekiel 24*23. Oort (TT p. 391) suggested |
that 003 itself can take the sense of ’lament’, ’grieve* and that the |
Greek is a direct interpretation. This assumes that the translator knew 1

I
003 well, since the sense ’grieve’ is implied only in ’groan’.

A few smaller points to note are that the suffix of ^ 0 * 7 0 X 3 , ’at j
your end’, is not represented in the Greek, although it is clearly implied I

(and added in % and five minuscules). The expression 77KW1 7 7 1 3 ,
’your flesh and your body’, is represented by a genitive construction, !

[  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  p ._ X X 11
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oupxeç otopaToc oop, ’the flesh of your body’. One would have thought 
that this is a matter of translation and not of textual divergence.
Lagarde (p. 20) and Bickell (WZKM p. 94) > however, wished to emend the Hebrew 
to read 7 7X» *7» 3, and similarly Vogel (p. 32) and Hitzig (p. 43) wished 
to read 7 7X» 7»a.

For 11a the Peshitta reads g  A  Q 3 - j l D C O O  ,
’and in your old age you yourself will be sorry’. While it is clear that 
the Peshitta reads non31 with the Greek, the Syriac differs significantly 
from the Septuagint in its interpretation of 11a. The view that 711?70%3 

refers to old age is peculiar to the Syriac version. It may not be the 
case, however, that this interpretation originates with the Peshitta. A 
strikingly similar reading is found in Clement of Alexandria, elm 
peTOMJieXrioei o*oi Ixi ’then you will be sorrowful in old age
(Patralogio Graeoa., Vol. 8 col. ?2l). Clement and the Syriac translator 
were possibly both drawing on a previously existing Greek variant of 5:11a, 
which has disappeared from existing Greek MSS. Verse lib in Clement 
agrees with the Septuagint, as does the Peshitta. (This is exemplified 
by the expression 1'XÛQlZI ’flesh of your body’, which
corresponds to the Septuagint* 3 rendering oupxeç otupaToc cop )• On this 
last point, the Peshitta is not evidence of a Hebrew variant 7 7 %# 7W 3 

as suggested by Hitzig (p. 43)» Baumgartner (p. 60) and Pinkuss (ZAW p. 130), 
but is no more than a reproduction of the reading of the Septuagint.

The Targum reproduces MT. 
w .  12.13,14

The following three verses present little difficulty and are
reproduced with few changes in the Greek. The text being unpointed, the
word 00310 (I2b) is read as a plural. The same misreading can be found 
elsewhere, e.g. at 1:23, 25; 1*30; 12*1. The addition of 6txat<*>v in
MSS 23, 252 and 297 is noted by Baumgartner (p. 60) and produces the
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moralistic plural •reproofs of righteous men*.
The terms »7 1 0,*my teachers* and ?7aVD,*my instructors* (v. 13) 

can he regarded either as nouns or participial forms, and are rendered as 
the latter by the translator, * I did not listen to the voice of the one 
instructing and teaching me ( mtÔepovToç pe xai ôiôacrxovToç pc ), (cf.
BDB 435 and 540). The use of the singular against the plural of MT is 
again due to the way the unpointed text has been vocalised by the translator. 
He also alters the punctuation of the verse by inserting an * and* connection 
before %V (l3b), ’neither ( olôe ) did I incline my ear* (cf. Umbreit 
p.. 62). The motivation for this seems to be to treat *70VoVl »71D as a 
joint expression belonging to 13a* Baumgartner (p. 60) observed that the 
* V* of *70>oVl was also ignored in this reconstruction. In this 
connection Zuntz (ZAW p. I31) noted that the variant ÔkôcurxovTi pe (23 
and minuscules) was aimed at bringing the Greek closer to MT, i.e. by 
representing the force of * V *. These observations should lead us to 
reject the proposal of Lagarde (p. 20) that the translator’s text took 
the form *7 0Voi »71D. What is being demonstrated here is not evidence 
of textual variation, but a characteristic latitude of translation.

To the modern reader it is interesting to see the terms IxxXiryna.
iand crovoYttrfTi side by side (v. 14b, translating 07yi V0p), literally i

’assembly and congregation’. To the Greek translator they were, of course, | 
virtually synonymous terms. The only technical difference that can be 
detected in their usage in the Septuagint is that, whereas crovoYorfn i

translates both >0p and 00) frequently, IxxXTKna is used only of the 
Vnp group of words. In later Hebrew Vnp was applied to large groupings ; 
such as tribal assemblies or all Israel (Jastrow p. I322), whereas ^7f j
was apparently used for smaller groups (Jastrow p. 1043)* I

The Syriac translator has attributed to 7 *% (v. 12) its interrogative }
trather than its exclamatory force, and accordingly, presents v. 12 in the
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form of a question, ’and you will say, for how is it ( 1 )
that I hated discipline?* Verse 13 of MT is reproduced exactly.

In 14a the phrase y7 V3 3,’in every evil*, is expressed as a 
plural .,\a 71 , ’in all evils’, while in 14b the term 7 1 0 3,* in
the midst*, is rendered economically simply by * , ’in’.

The striking similarity of the Targum to the Peshitta is illustrated 
even in these relatively uncomplicated verses in the rendering of 14a, 
p » *3 >33 *> 0 ? 1 n >»>3 7y, *I was almost in all evils’. Not only does 
the plural ’evils’ agree with the reading of the Peshitta, but the unusual 
construction using the personal pronoun (literally, ’I was with respect to 
myself’) to render MT *0 * is essentially the same as the Syriac,^  ÎŜ OO\ locn \ . A n  • The reading >»V3 7)
as it stands, cannot be correct (Umbreit p. 62), it is clearly an error 
for >»>p 7y,’almost* as in the Peshitta (Jastrow p. 1376; Levy, Vol. II 
p. 363; Kuhn, BWANT p. IO5). This is a further example of a corruption, 
restorable by reference to the Peshitta.

In two other respects, however, the Targum is closer to MT in that 
7?X is treated as an exclamation, and the term 7 10 3 is represented fully 
by the corresponding expression U 3 . 
w .  15.16,17

The Hebrew of l$ff. contains metaphorical language. Although there 
are differences among scholars as to the precise Interpretation of the 
imagery employed, it is generally agreed that the underlying themes relate 
to matters of a sexual nature (McKane p. 318)# In the case of the Greek, 
however, it is likely that in w #  15-17 the translator Interprets the 
Hebrew in a quite different way. Verse 15 itself contains what is usually 
regarded as an injunction to marital fidelity, ’drink water from your own 
cistern, flowing water from your own well*. The Greek translator 
introduces plural forms into this injunction, ’drink water from your
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cisterns ( otttv &Yy€&wv ), and from the spring of your wells (owv fpeaTww /. 
While this would not entirely preclude the possibility of the representation 
of a wife by the vessels and wells, it would, nevertheless, be an unusual 
change to introduce if the object of the imagery was to convey faithfulness 
to one wife.

The significance of the plural forms introduced in v. I5 is indicated 
by l?a where the translator appears to give his understanding of the 
metaphorical language of the preceding verses, lcm> <tdv jjiovty impxcvixi,,
'let your possessions be for yourself alone'. It appears that, in the 
Greek, w .  I5-I7 are viewed as relating to the conservation of all of one's 
possessions and property. Accordingly the 'cisterns' and 'wells' of v. I5 
are not symbolic of a wife, but represent the whole of a person's estate.

A smaller point of a grammatical nature to note in 15b is that n»>t3, 
'flowing water' is not taken as the object of îijnr as in the Hebrew. The 
command 0^0 hh#, 'drink water' is viewed as applying to 15b as well as to 
15a. Consequently the preposition 71 no,'from' is applied to O’VtJ 
which is treated as if it wore in construct with i.e. '(drink water)
from the spring of your wells'. There is no change of meaning involved 
in this rearrangement, but it is indicative of the differences of expression 
that can be introduced into a text in the translation process. The 
translation of the Hebrew terms as such appears straightforward. There 
seems to be little reason for the emendation proposed by Kuhn (BWANT p. 87) 
to read lYYtttcov instead of &YYei«v, i.e. 'drink waters from your own land'. 
The supposition is that the translator read 'from your fields',
instead of *jTiao, This suggestion ignores the obvious parallelism in 
both the Hebrew and the Greek.

However one interprets the imagery of w .  15-17, v. 16 presents a 
serious difficulty. It seems to contradict the admonition of v. 17 that 
one's 'waters' should be kept for oneself, by apparently suggesting the 
opposite, i.e. that they should be scattered abroad and flow through the
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streets. One obvious solution which has been offered to resolve this 
difficulty is the reading of B, X where a negative is supplied before 
ISIS*, |iT] ixepexxOioOoo cot ôÔam Ix -me wtypc, elc 5s ctaç xXaxetac 
ôtaxopeuecBco xa ou &Ôutu, 'do not let water from your spring overflow
or let your water flow in your streets'. It seems necessary to assume 
in this reading, to maintain consistency, that pi] applies to 6taxope\>eo6« 
in l6b, as well as to tixepexxetoQo) in l6a, otherwise the reading of B, X 
could be self-contradictory — 'do not let water from your spring overflow, 
but let your water flow in your streets'. That the reading of B , X  
may have a self-contradictory aspect is a factor to bear in mind when 
considering the textual problem in the Septuagint with regard to pTi.
One might also note that, in l6b the verb ôiaxopevoo is supplied by the 
tremslator and this reapplies IXID* to the second half of the verse. One
suspects that if the original reading of the Greek in l6a had in fact been 
pn êxepexxcio^», then the negative would have been repeated in l6b as 
well as the verb. Delitzsch (p. 129) was of the opinion that pTj was a 
later addition, (also Nowack p. 36 and Toy p. 118). Similarly, Wildeboer 
(p. 16) viewed the negative as interpretation and attempted to relate this
to the view that v. 16 was a question. Against these the negative reading i|

!is followed by Umbreit (p. 64), Ewald (p. 97), lagarde (p. 2l), Steuernsgel
(p. 285), La Sainte Bible (p. 8O6) and Gemser (p. 34)* On the question 1

*of the X reading, Rahlfs takes the view that x has a negative which was
?omitted or deleted by a later corrector of the MS. Swete's x in the

critical apparatus seems to indicate uncertainty as to which transcriber |
i

of the MS the negative particle is to be ascribed. The negative particle 
is lacking in A, 23, 109, 147, 157, 161, 248, 252, 253, 254, 260, 295,
297* In these MSS the Greek reads, 'let water from your spring overflow, 
and let your water flow in your streets'• This agrees with MT to the 
extent that there is no negative prefixed to 1X1D», Clearly, however.
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the hasio difficulty remains of reconciling this reading with its immediate 
context. It is possible that an attempt to deal with this problem is to 
be found in a small addition common to all Greek MSS. It can be observed 
that the personal pronoun 'your* has been appended to the term 'streets*
( maîlT/̂ Xa'cei.aç ; Skehan p. 6). It seems likely therefore that the 
expression 'your streets' has a restrictive sense (cf. the Syriac which 
picks up this point forcefully);. The waters are not to be scattered 
freely abroad, but are to be confined to one's own streets, or one's own 
community. In this way, possibly, the Greek attempts to maintain the 
prohibition that the waters, whatever they represent, are not to bo 
scattered among aliens, but are for distribution only within a clearly 
defined boundary* (See note below on the suppression of îinn which 
strengthens this interpretation.) If this understanding is correct then 
the Greek solution to the problem of v. 16 does not in fact lie in whether 
jiTi is prefixed before ixepexxetoBo) or not, but is to be found in the 
addition of Ĉ CLgLto the term xXaTetao in 16b.

Apart from the main problem of interpretation, there are some smaller 
points of detail to be observed in the Greek. The expression Ix m e  otjc 
xnyinc would suggest that has not been related to p yo,'spring*,
but has been read as the plural of p  y with prefixed (Toy p. 118).
In this way a»D of v. 15 has been taken as the subject of

The word n X1 tl, ' abroad' is apparently not represented in the Greek 
of l6a# It may be that the translator considered that its meaning was 
adequately conveyed by the verb Ixepexx®», 'flow out over' (thus Oort TT, 
p. 391)* It could also be the case though that, in its exact sense, 
'abroad' or 'outside* was suppressed as being out of accord with the 
interpretation of the verse as a whole. It has been suggested above that, 
in the Greek, the 'waters' are to be distributed only within a confined 
area, i.e. 'your streets'. The suppression of niin therefore would
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support the general interpretation of the verse.
The subject of the verb in the exhortation, 'let them be for

yourself alone' is the 'springs' and 'stresuns of water* of v. 16. The 
Greek translator supplies an immediate subject for the verb and in so doing 
betrays his understanding of the imagery employed in w .  15-17 - croi

pov(|p IxopXPVVCL, 'let your possessions be for yourself alone'. In this 
instance 'possessions* means the whole of one's estate (L.S. 1854.IV.2).
Other examples of this usage in Biblical Greek can be found at Gen. 12*5, 
in Matt. 24*47, and in Proverbs itself at 6*31, where the Hebrew reads,
'he will give all the goods ( p H  ) of his house*. This is translated in
the Greek as, 'giving all his possessions* ( m  IxepxovTc uGtoo ), It |

Iis clear, therefore, that the translator has not interpreted the imagery of j
the 'springs' and 'waters' as relating to sexual matters, but to the j
deployment end distribution of one's property and resources. A warning 
against dissipating one's resources on strangers has already been given in 
w .  9 and 10 of this chapter, and the translator probably related these 
verses back to this theme. It is likely that in w .  18-20, which 
specifically deal with the subject of a wife, the Greek translator views 
this as only one aspect of the utilisation of the whole of a person's 
resources•

A textual point arises in v. 17 in that Vaticanus reads nova where, 
apparently, all other MSS read {jiov<y.- The form pova, agreeing with 
IxopXOVTo;, makes rather poor sense - 'let your possessions alone be for 
yourself*. The form |iov(f is to be preferred. In 17b the supplied verb 
|jievourx.eT« reflects the interpretation of the division of possessions.

The Syriac translator follows MT in v. 15. In y. 16 the Peahitta 
reads ^ 0 3 lA ,
' and let your waters overflow in your streets, and in your streets let them 
flow*. It can be seen that HXin has been translated in exactly the same
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way as in a m  by *in your streets*. The expression *in your streets* in 
l6b is clearly following the Greek, etc one xXaveiac. The phrase in 
the Syriac has almost certainly the same restrictive or delimiting force 
as was suggested for the Greek, that is, that the 'waters* are not for 
distribution to aliens, but are to be confined to one's own neighbourhood 
and community. The fact that the translator uses the phrase * in your 
streets' in both parts of the verse brings it into even greater prominence 
than is the case in the Greek and underlines the exegetical significance 
it bears in offering a satisfactory interpretation of v. 16. It also 
corresponds to the repetitive style of the Syriac translator (see 
Introduction p. xxxix).

A further point of contact with the Greek can be seen in the verb 
«^ 0 3  Hi which corresponds to 6iaxopeo«o6to, and similarly tj-*a 

receives no further elaboration, being represented succinctly as 'water*.
In 17a the Peshitta follows MT (which means that, unlike the Greek, no 

interpretation is offered at this point as to the meaning of the metaphors 
in w .  15-17). Examination of 17b, however, reveals that the Peshitta 
again follows the Greek rather than the Hebrew, W  I ̂  3 Q \Q
^ 71 Vi ^QS&oJ\xXf 'and do not let strangers have a share with you*.
This is clearly based on the Greek, xat pnlsiq &XXoTpioc fiemoxe'to) cnot, 
except that the plural, 'strangers' agrees with MT o*1t (Pinkuss, ZAM p. 
130)• It is significant that the Syriac translator, although he utilises 
the Greek in v. 16 and again in v. 17b, nevertheless has no term corres
ponding to the Greek 'possessions' in 17a. One can only conclude from 
this that the Syriac translator did not wish to commit himself to this 
precise interpretation of the metaphors employed thus far, and preferred to 
leave the matter unresolved. (For other examples of modification of 
Greek readings see Introduction p. xxxvii).

The Targum follows the Hebrew closely in w .  15, 16. In v. 16
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there is no apparent attempt to deal with the hasio difficulty of the 
Hebrew which is reproduced in a literal way, 'let your fountains flow 
outside (xmV ), and in the streets (**nuai ) streams of water'. The 
word HJtnB has a similar range of meaning as the Hebrew ani (Levy, Vol. II
p. 307).

In 17b the Targum reproduces the reading of the Peshitta, vkthiiI 
■*j03r .pennwa kV. Although the Aramaic lexicons give the sense

'form a partnership* (Jastrow p. I640) or 'have in common with' (Levy,
Vol. II p. 522), the verb here is reflecting the same meaning as the 
Syriac vA *Y* , and may be translated '(let no strangers) have a 
share (with you)'. As already noted, the Peshitta is itself dependent on 
the Greek, xai pn&SLc &XXoTpioc pewcxetw crot. Kaminka (HUCA p. 179) 
notes this as a further example of a Targum reading which has subsequently 
influenced Greek interpretation. However, the general structure of the 
three versions (Septuagint, Peshitta and Targum) does not support the 
hypothesis that the Targum predates the Septuagint.
V. 18

Instead of the reading of MT, 'let your fountain be blessed* ("^na ), 
the Greek reads f; xtiyt| crov too 6&XTo<; lorw ont tôta, 'let your fountain of 
water be yours alone*. It has been suggested frequently that the Greek 
reading stems from the fact that the translator read i*raV instead of

a, possibly as a dittography from v.l7a. Vogel (p. 33) seems first
(p. 21)to have suggested that the translator read of which Lagarde/noted

subsequently that this can only be in the form i*iaV, This emendation has 
been accepted by Schleusner (p. 278), Kaminka (HDCA p. 174), Renard (p. 64) 
and Baruoq (p. 74). Heidenheim's suggestion (DVETBK, Vol. Ill p. 54), 
followed by Kuhn (BWANT p. 87) and Oort (TT p. 392), that the translator 
read 'let your cistern be your well* ( ffŶ ) is implausible. Jaeger (p. 46) 
suggested that the Greek may originally have read '?|6eta (pleasant), but
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•?|Ôüc is never used in the Septuagint as a translation of nor of any
form of the root fna, (This is the reading of MS 106, hut is a later 
attempt to approximate to MT.) While Baumgartner (p. 63) notes that the 
translator read he also describes it as a kind of epexegesis, i.e.
he wishes to retain the possibility that the Greek reading is in some way 
interpretative of the Hebrew as it stands. Another factor to be taken 
into account stems from the observation already made about w .  I5—I7. It 
was suggested there that the Greek translator interpreted the imagery of 
the springs and fountain as relating to possessions, thus, 'let your 
possessions (6xap%ovTa ) be for yourself alone*. In the Hebrew of l8a 
'the fountain' is usually understood to relate to 'the wife of one's youth' 
in 18b. Thus the expression 'let your fountain be blessed*is a meaningful 
phrase understood in that way. It seems likely, however, that the Greek 
translator relates the 'fountain of water* of l8a not to l8b and following, 
but to the foregoing material in w. I5-I7. The 'fountain of water* is 
again being related to the already formulated interpretation of possessions. 
The translator reiterates the sentiment of 17a, 'let your possessions be 
for yourself alone*, but in l8a, of course, using the metaphor of the 
Hebrew, 'let your fountain of water be for yourself alone*. The term 
'blessed' would have little meaning as applied to possessions and so is 
replaced by the more forceful expression of 17a. This suggests that the 
determining factor here is the exegesis offered for the terms 'fountain* 
and * spring* etc., rather than that of a textual variation or a misreading 
of

The Peshitta and Targum follow MT. A small difference that can be 
detected between them is that the Syriac uses the preposition \j
following the verb 'rejoice', whereas the Targum has the * |0 ' of MT.

I IThe expected preposition would be — I. The Syriac probably reflects the 
Septuagint's liexocxsTco. The unusual instance of the construction with
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I a is underlined by the fact that numerous Hebrew MSS read n#K3,
V. 19

For the figurative expression of 19a, *a lovely hind, a graceful doe*, 
the Greek uses the same sort of description and an almost identical idiom.
The most apparent difference between the two texts is that the Greek has 
an additional line, * a loving hind and your graceful filly ( tuuXo c  ou>v

Xapiwv ) let her be with you ( 6|iiXeiTco ooi )'• La Sainte Bible (p. 806)
includes this addition in its translation of the Hebrew, of. also Renard
(p. 64). It seems likely, though, that the translator, or, possibly, a
subsequent transcriber, felt that the Hebrew line was short and required 
rounding off in some way ( Schleusner p. 279* Toy p. 116). The 
additional phrase &fi&Xeiw co& has been inserted as a parallel expression 
to ovveoTO} out, 'let her be with you', which occurs in the following line* 
Kuhn (BWANT p. 87) suggests that &|ji&XGiTW cot is a translation of 

' (should be) your associate* • He also suggests that frcetorQw oop 
is a second translation of n*T*r read as »i*m,'let her rule over you'.
He does not account for tôia, but this could mean, on the basis of Kuhn's 
suggestions that n**rT was translated three timesl For this reason Kuhn's 
proposal should be rejected as unlikely.

f

j It can also be observed that 
the possessive pronoun ' owv * has been added in the expression xo>Xoc owv 
XopiTwv. That there is an emphasis on v. 19 on 'personal possession* is a
feature of the Greek that will be noted further. It relates to the 
interpretation of the preceding verses (I5—17), where the theme of one's 
possessions was the key factor.

The first word of 19b, 'her breasts', seems to be the basis -
of a small, self-contained expression in the Greek, fj 6e tôia cop,
'let her be considered your own*. Gerleman (LUA p. 27) makes the point that 
this removes the primitive sensuality of the original, but it should be
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noted that the translator may not have known tt. The term lôtoç was 
often used to designate a person as a relative or a member of one's family 
(L.S. 818.1.4), and is appropriate to express the special relationship of 
a wife. The variant readings «ptXioe or «ptXri found in Sinaiticus alongside 
I ôta 9 and the replacement of I ôta. by flXta in MS 23, only make explicit 
what is already inherent in the reading I ôta itself. All of this suggests 
that H»*rt was explicated not on the basis of Tr, 'breast*, but of HIT, 
'loved one*. In this connection the influence of 7*l8 has been noted by 
Hitaig (p. 45)? Frankenberg (p. 44); M&ller-Kautasch (p. 38); and Van der 
Weiden (p. 60). The fact that the word has been set in a small self- 
contained paraphrase indicates the difficulty that the translator 
experienced in relating the term in this sense to the rest of the line.
It is clear, for instance, that the feminine suffix in n»TT has been set |
aside, the translator using the second person pronoun ooo to construct j

i1the periphrasis. The word TT, 'breast* itself was quite possibly unknown 1
to the translator. It is found otherwise only at Ezekiel 23*3, 8, 21.
In none of these instances is the word translated as 'breast* which suggests

!that it was also unknown to the translator of Ezekiel. |
The following words ny Van in*,*let (her affection) fill you at j

all times*, appears in the Greek as, xai ovvcoTti) ooi Iv xavrt xaifxÿ, j
•and let her be with you at all times. Lagarde (p. 2l) following Jaeger 
(p. 47) thought that ooo* and crovecn:» cot were double renderings i
of reflecting the roots m ' ,  *  teach* and H V l , 'associate'. Pritsoh I

i
(JBL p. 173) similarly advocated the presence of a doublet here, but he j
experienced great difficulty in fitting this 'doublet* into his general j
theory of Hexaplario corrections, since neither reading is an accurate j

I • j
rendering of MT. Regarding ÔpiXeiuo <rot, h lÔia frYe&crôw cor xat

i
ovvÊCT» OUI, Skehan (p. 2) has proposed a rather elaborate theory that we j
have here snatches of a Greek rendering of MT 6*22, in particular j
 Sjtjc c h o _ r \ _
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and f n x  n i l i n .  This observation is part of a general argument that MT 
6*22 should be relocated between 5*1? and 5*20. The main assessment of the 
worth of this suggestion would, have to be made on the basis of the Hebrew 
text itself. One apparent criticism which could be made is that the 
statement 'when you walk abroad, she will guide you', according to Skehan's 
reconstruction, now applies to the 'wife of your youth' as described in 
w .  Id, 1 9 . In an oriental setting this seems an unconvincing description 
of the role of a wife, whether taken literally or metaphorically.

With regard to the Greek, although difficult, it is 
possible to make some attempt at finding a basis for it in the Hebrew of 
5 *1 9 * Because of its obvious difficulty it would, however, be hazardous 
to rely on it for a major piece of critical dissection of the Hebrew text
in the way in which Skehan does.

To return to the problem of the Greek rendering of 5*19, therefore, 
if what has been noted above of is correct, then 7 it,'loved one'
(Greek I6ta ) still functions as the subject of the verb. The translator, 
however, does violence to the grammar in reading 7 1 7 » as a singular where 
it clearly has a third person plural form.

In addition to the difficulty of the grammar, it is not at first
apparent how the translator has arrived at the meaning he attributes to
HIT. At 7*18 7pan 7y 0*77 nna, 'let us take our fill of love till 

morning*, is translated quite accurately by AxoXcuowpev tp̂ Xiac a&c &p8poo, 
'let us partake of (or enjoy) love until morning'. It may be that at 
5 * 1 9 the Greek is closer in meaning to the Hebrew than appears at first.
The verb ovvetpi is not common in the Septuagint, and is found in only 
three other places in the canonical books, apart from Proverbs 5*19. Of 
these an interesting example of usage is found at Jeremiah 3*20 where n y i , 
'■her husband' is translated as tov crvvovTa cÙTip, i.e. the one associating 
with her. That orvveip* can refer to sexual relations is confirmed

^ KXW.
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lexically (L.S. 1705, H . 2). Thus at 5*19 cvvecrw crou Iv xavTi xaipty 
could mean 'let her be a wife to you at all times' or 'let her be a constant 
source of sexual gratification for you'. Taken in this way the Greek in 
fact comes quite close in meaning to the Hebrew expression.

The final phrase of the verse, 7*on H i m  HH 3HX 3 , 'be infatuated 
always with her love', is given in the Greek as, Iv Tup vg Taornc 
crvvxepî epo|i6Voc xoXXocrroc Icrg, 'being transported with her love you will 
become great* • It seems dear that xoXXcoroç Icrp is a translation of 
H i m  since H i m  noVl in the following verse is translated in exactly the 
same fashion, by pn xoXoq to6 *. (in later Greek xoXXooroc and xoXoc 
are interchangeable (L.S. 1436). The translator apparently related the 
two forms to the root Hiw,'grow* or 'increase*, thus Delitzsch (p. 131) 
and Kuhn (BWANT p. 87), also Bostrom (LtTA p. 19). Some Hebrew MSS also 
have a reading based on this root. Skehan p. 8 , suggests the imagery of 
growth is that of a flourishing plant, although this is not clear from the 
text. Nevertheless, when one considers the expression *for being 
transported ( ouvxepKpepopevoç ) with her love* this also looks remarkably 
like a rendering of nawn HHsniXi since this corresponds to the generally 
accepted sense of the Hebrew. It may be the case therefore that 
ovvxepKpepopevoç and xoXXootoç Icrp spring from two different approaches 
to H 3vn in which one is based on the root Hiw, 'be intoxicated* and the 
other on the root Hi#,*grow great*. If such a view were correct one 
would have to accept that 7 «an had been omitted in translation.

A different solution to the Greek reading has been proposed along the 
lines that xoXXooroc log is a translation of v«an (Jaeger p. 47> 
Baumgartner p. 6 4 ; Toy p. II8 ). This would be to treat 7 «an not as an 
adverb, but as a verb form from the root 71 a, 'stretch*, 'extend*. The 
root via as such is not found in Biblical Hebrew (BDB p. 556) and it is 
perhaps for this reason and to accommodate a similar explanation of the
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Greek that Lagarde (p. 21) suggests emending 7 « an to 77aan, a form 
derived from 7 7 a  and meaning 'you will he extended'. The reference is 
presumably to long life. The main difficulty of explaining xoXXooroç 
long on the basis of 7«an is the fact already noted that the virtually 
identical phrase xoXof lo6i can be found as a translation of Hiwn in 
V. 20. It may be that, due to the vagaries and complexity of the Greek 
text in these verses, there is no entirely satisfactory explanation of 
its unusual readings.

In his rendering of 19a ljNjjUG.30 ' I
I ̂  1 3 , 'a lovely doe, and a lovely hind', the Syriac translator

again demonstrates his proneness to repetition. He uses 1)Xj!Huw.'3 
twice where other versions follow the variation of the Hebrew between 
D« an K  and |n.

For the Hebrew, ny Vsa 7» H«77, the Peshitta reads OiJ!Ljl*^3oI
'leam her ways at all times'. It seems clear that

the translator has read -̂ 7 7« on the basis of the root H7«, 'teach'.
How he read n«77 is not so clear. It has been suggested that he read
the word as H«D77 (Bathe p. 120; Schleusner p. 281; Hitzig, Introduction
p. xxviii; Lagarde p. 21; Delitzsch p. 131; Baumgartner p. 64; Toy 
p. 118), or that he simply avoided the sensuality of the Hebrew by using 
a more innocuous term (Pinkuss, ZAV p. IIO). As in the case of the 
Greek, however, it is possible that the translator did not know the word
77 in the sense 'breast'. In Ezekiel (of# note on the Greek) the
Peshitta seems to follow the Greek for the most part in rendering 77, 
but certainly does not offer the sense 'breast'. It seems likely, 
therefore, that the translator of Proverbs, being at a loss to translate 
ii«77 either emended it to read n« 377, or attributed the rather general
sense 'ways' to it to maintain the continuity of the translation. This
interpretation is certainly rather weak. It is not apparent why the
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'ways' of a wife should hare a didactic quality.

The last three words of v. 19 are translated as (T \ jxVZDAJh.'XZl 6 
*3 'and feed on her love' (Umiah, Lee, Walton). The root Hi# 

in the following verse and also in v. 23 is translated literally by 1- , 'err', 'go astray'* There may be something of a contrast 
intended in these readings* The root IA/D readily conveys the image 
of meandering and grazing, from which develops its abstract sense of 
ruminating or meditating upon. Thus, in the editions one has the picture 
of meandering within the boundaries of legitimate affection, contrasted 
with the straying into forbidden territory, depicted in v. 20.1 \i3  in its connection with the notion of ruminating or meditating 
upon is also an appropriate follow up to the command 'learn her ways'. It 
can be seen, therefore, that LX#3 has been carefully chosen to suit
its context.

A different exegesis, however, can be found in Codex Ambrosianus, 
which has the reading 'be gratified by ( I ) her love'. The
verb I in the Aphel is reflecting h i #h in the sense 'be
intoxicated with'. This interesting fact means that, in the Syriac

itradition also, one finds confusion between the roots Hi# and Hi», I
jProm a text critical viewpoint it would be difficult to decide which was Î
1

the older of the two Syriac readings. Exegetically, the reading with I

is more interesting.
The adverb 7«on is not represented in the Syriac but this may be

a further example of an economic rendering in that ^  "3^ \
may be felt adequately to convey both 7«DH and ny (see
Introduction p. xxxix).

The Targum rendering of jiy >33 fn» a»77 is ;o7 >33 «|»>x X3iin, ;
'leam proper conduct at all times'. This is based on the Syriac 'leam
her ways at all times'. The general and rather vague expression 'her
D\ LaUa* lr\o.&_tkjL rxttJing \n k\s_ n#\ci tillfljcdAS

I'Ka oA'jcJ apyafoiuA, LftUou ([̂ IhVroiuc-Vvtm p. \ ô VlAW" V\nA
Id.* go cuK cr'̂ koiTwpkuql V’e.'VW tken S n t c o l j
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ways' has been replaced by the precise and ethically more proper X3nn, 
'good conduct' (Jastrow p. 339) or 'good sense' (Levy, Vol. I p. 196). 
Schleusner (p. 252) suggested that the Targum may have read utm,
'her laws', noting that K m  n renders ppno,'decree' at 31*5. The 
difficulty which the Greek and Syriac translators had in rendering 77 
militates against this suggestion. Maybaum (AWEAT p. 90 ) took the view, 
against Bathe (p. 120), that the Targum Kin-n is based directly on 
H *777 of MT. In this Bathe was assuming too much as there is no 
suggestion, apart from the Syriac, that MT may have read n«777.

The variant reading K317D in Miqraoth Gedoloth, which Jastrow 
takes to mean 'kindness' or 'liberality' is possibly an attempt to bring 
the reading of the Targum closer to MT. The word is apparently derived 
from the root »17 from which comes the strikingly similar word |««7n 
which means 'breasts'. This reading, therefore, may be an attempt at 
drawing on the association of human kindness and the mother's breast 
(Isaiah 49*15)*

For the last words in the verse, the text of Lagarde reads TililDmil 
K7*7n Q7in , 'and in her love you will continually grow strong*.

This reading clearly reflects a derivation of from the root HlW,
•increase' (of. Septuagint and Hebrew MSS). The text of Miqraoth 
Gedoloth reads,K7«7n 07lh n m o m a i ,'and with her love occupy yourself 
continually' (Levy, Vol. I p. 155). The basic sense of t)7l is 'to 
study' (particularly the scriptures). Levy suggests that this rendering 
presupposes that MT îiiWB was read as H3»n since the root H3# in 
post-Biblioal Hebrew is particularly associated with the study of the 
Mishnah. (Also Baumgartner p. 64 and Kaminka, HOCA p. 178, who follow 
Levy in suggesting that the passage has been treated figuratively, with 
love for a wife being regarded as love for the Law.) However, if the 
root 0 7 % can take the sense 'be occupied with' or 'engrossed in', as
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Levy suggests, then it may simply reflect MT niVJi as meaning 'he 
intoxicated with'* If that were the case then 071 and c m  would 
correspond to the Hebrew roots Hi# and Hi# * In different ways, 
therefore, the Greek, Syriac and Targum texts all witness to confusion 
between these two Hebrew roots.
V. 20

The Greek changes the rhetorical question of the Hebrew into the 
more forceful form of a direct negative imperative. The root Hi#" is 
again translated on the basis of HI# as in v. 19, xoXvc loBi xpoç 
AxXo'tptav, literally, 'do not be great towards an alien' (of. Lagarde 
p. 21; Baumgartner p* 6$; Toy p. 118). The confusion of the Hebrew 
roots ni#' and Hi# seems to have resulted in a Greek rendering which is 
unintelligible#

The second half of the verse, although containing deviations from the 
text of the Hebrew, is nevertheless readily understood, firiôe ouvexoe 
(B only crovepxoe )d.YX<xXœtç xr]ç pu tôiac, , 'do not enfold the arms of 
one not your own' * The verb orovexw can be used of intimate sexual 
exchanges (L.S. 1714, I.2.d) and adequately conveys the sense of pin 
( cvvepxofiac, is also used of sexual relations, L.S. 1712, II.3b and the 
obvious similarity of the two verbs accounts for the rise of the variant 
reading). It can be seen that the translator has altered the imagery of 
the Hebrew from that of clasping the bosom to embracing or enfolding with 
the arms. On this particular point there is a loss of sharpness in the 
contrast found in the Hebrew between the exhortation found in v. 19, 'let 
her breasts satisfy you at all times', and the admonition of 20b, 'Why 
should you embrace the bosom of a stranger'. Failure to recognise this 
antithesis stems from the translator's inability to render H«77 
accurately. The translator, however, gives emphasis to the contrast 
between w, 19 and 20 by his reading of 3 by ttic P-H lôtaç, which
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clearly relates hack to the expression 6e tôta frfetoBw oov,
* let her he considered your own'. Even if one follows the readings of 
A, 23 and minuscules, as does Lagarde (p. 21) nn (of.
Zuntz, ZATÎ p. 1 3 3 ) 'do not enfold strange arms' the contrast with t. 19 
still applies. In this case 3*733 is taken as an adjective rather than 
a noun.

The Peshitta follows the Hebrew closely, the only significant 
difference being that, like the Greek, it uses direct negative imperatives

tZtSAf i X  I X ^ l o  ... J \ L \ o  # A further point to note
fis the prosaic approach of the translator to the synonyms H7T and n * 7 3 3  

which are both reproduced by | IS ^ 3 Q v (see Introduction p. xxxix).
The Targum follows MT in 20a in having an interrogative particle

h0>l, but follows the Peshitta in 20b by using a negative imperative
(p. 65)

p*inn K> flK. Baumgartner/thinks that the Targum/Vulgate have taken 1

m e n  as a psissive, 'do not be led astray', 'be seduced by'. Pinkuss 
(ZAM p. 130), correctly, argues that Il7#n is active (of. 6*25; 16*29; j
20*19; 24*28). The passive form would be lX7Ji#h as at 25*15 (see also
Jastrow p. 1628).
V. 21

A point of interest in this verse is the translator's rendering of 
t)>BD by crxoxeoet, , 'overlooks', 'considers'. This corresponds closely 

to a modern view of o>B as having the sense ' scrutinise' (Mûller-Kautzsoh 
p. 38; McKane p. 311). It is difficult to know whether the translator 
was aware of such an application for this root, or whether he has arrived 
at this meaning by guesswork and deduction from the context, 'the ways of

i
a man are before the eyes of God ( Twv toe 9eoo ). At any
rate there is no need to accept the proposal of Frankenberg (p. 44) that 
the translator read HflXO (from the root n*%,'look out', 'keep watch') 
instead of o>Bb. The translations of b>B at 4*26 ( 6p0aç Tpox*uç
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xoieiv ) and 5 * 6 ( Ixepxe^a: ) have no obvious relation to that at 5 :2 1 .
A suggestion was made to connect the renderings at 4*26 and 5*6 with eaoh 
other (see note at 5 *6 ) and with other renderings of oVs» elsewhere in the 
Septuagint. That there is no corresponding example of the sense 'overlook, 
consider, scrutinise' to be found elsewhere in the Septuagint for the root 
oVb as can be observed at Proverbs 5*21 (Santos p. 168), suggests it was 

a clever guess.
The Peshitta text of 21b reads, 'for the ways of a man are before the 

eyes of the Lord ( I 2 3  ... ^(Tl Q  \2\j ), and all his
paths are revealed before him ( )'• The Peshitta
has almost certainly been influenced by the Greek oxoxevei in its 
translation of oVfib and one may compare 5*6, where the Syriac clearly 
follows the Greek translation of oVfin, At 5*21 the translator has not 
copied the Greek reading as it stands, but has used it rather as a basis for 
his own rendering 'revealed before him'. (For other examples of 
modification of Greek readings see Introduction p. xxxvii). The use of 
an expression incorporating JTT 3 Ft in 2 1b sharpens the parallel with j
_à.OÎ Û aA ;  jn i n  in 21a.

'  iThe Targum, at 5*6, follows the Peshitta in its rendering of uVb — j
» 1 0 7 p  1>1 *  1 > «  a# pnVlDI. Although Pinkuss (ZAW p. 131) suggests |>l j
should be emended to p > i  to agree with the Peshitta, the form |>% is in
fact correct as representing the masculine plural passive participle of a 
final yodh verb (Stevenson p. 72).
V. 22

For 22a of the Hebrew, 'the iniquities of the wicked ( ywnn ) 
ensnare him' , the Greek reads, mpavo^iai &vôpa &Ypei>ovcri. v,
' transgressions trap a man'. BHS has the suggestion that the Hebrew text 
of the translator lacked SrV7H hx which appears as a second object. It 
is omitted as a gloss by Frankenberg (p. 44)f Toy (p. Il8 ); Steuemagel
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(p. 2 8 5 ) and McKane (p. 313), although Baumgartner (p. 6 5 ) argued that 
jr» 7  had been rendered by &v6pa*

Another poesibility to account for the difference between the texts 
is that a theological interpretation of the Hebrew is given in the Greek* 
Whereas the Hebrew gives a description of the wicked man, the Greek produces 
a statement about human nature in general. This possibility is reinforced 
by the appearance of the word Ixourcoc in 2 2b, which has no corresponding 
term in the Hebrew. The full statement in the Greek therefore reads, 
•transgressions trap a man, and each/everyone ( Ixounroc ) is bound by the 
cords of his own sins'. Verse 22 has the appearance of a general 
statement about the human condition, i.e. it is not just the man who has 
done wrong who is trapped, it is everyman. This is probably a reflection 
of a view widely held in Hellenistic Judaism* One may compare similar 
statements in the Pauline writings, e.g. mvireç yap f^opiov, , 'for all 
have sinned* (Homans 3*23)I w  m ,vxa 6x0 dfjuxp-ttav, 'all are under sin' j

(Galatians 3*22), which are themselves based on or supported by passages |
drawn from the Septuagint (of. Romans 3*10-18; of. also note at 6*2). The 1I
point about the theological view expressed in the Greek remains valid |
whether the translator had y n  in his text or not. V#7 , even if a |
gloss, may already have been in the Greek text. j

In 22b Graetz (MGWJ p. I5 I) was of the opinion that otptvYe'ta* was j

sufficiently different from to suggest that was read. The 1
translation, however, presents no problem as it stands, while '*fio is an 
uncommon verb and leads to sui improbable emendation. j

The Peshitta follows MT in representing y # 7 3  but it presents 22a |
in the form of a passive construction, 'the wicked man is caught ( 3aa A  &  % 1 
by his iniquities. This is probably a device to cizrcumvent the difficulty I 
of the double object which follows the active verb in the Hebrew, i.e. the 
objective suffix • 1 * followed by 3f#7n, In a literal translation, in
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English, the same problem would ooeur and would require an expression such 
as, 'his iniquities will trap him, even the wicked man'. The HSV resolves 
this difficulty by treating jiiJiiy and y# 7  as if they were in construct, 
'the iniquities of the wicked ensnare him'. This is exactly the solution 
that is adopted in the Targum , n*> |*DOp xy«#77 «1313,

The Syriac and Targum are identical in 22b reading inxoti as a plural 
(Pinkuss, ZA¥ p. 13l), as do the Greek and Vulgate. The reading springs ftoi 
unpointed text and the plural parallel expression 1 «ni 3117 in 22a.

The Greek of 23a reads, oôtoç 'ceXevTCĵ  (lem éLxaiôeoTODV # 'be perishes 
with the undisciplined* • Whereas the Hebrew speaks of the cause of 
death, 'he dies for lack of discipline' ( 7 0 1 a  p x i ) ,  the Greek introduces 
a category of individuals with whom the erring man perishes. Toy (p. II8 ) 
observed this difference and wished to emend the Greek text by adopting the 
reading of Symmachus Ôta &xat ôeroav. While the text of Symmaohua agrees 
with NT it can hardly be used to emend the Septuagint text in this way.

It was suggested in v. 22 that the translator there injected his own 
theological viewpoint into his translation and produced a general statement 
of the human condition. This view has influenced the presentation of 23a 
where the translator asserts that those who do not escape from * the oords 
of their sins' are part of a doomed category of humanity termed here 'the 
undisciplined' or 'uninstruoted' (in other words 'the lost* of. the 
èxoXXo^evo* of II Corinthians 4*3)*

The following words Ix Ôe xX-ndoeç xr\ç lartov piOTnrcç, 'from the 
abundance of his substance he will be cast out', cannot easily be related 
to 23b of the Hebrew and may form an additional and exegetical comment.
Other suggestions which have been put forweird are that lines 2 and 3 of the 
Greek are a doublet of 2 3b (Baruoq p. 74)* Against this Baumgartner 
(p. 6 5 ) and Kttller-Kautzsch (p. 7 3 ) take the view that lines 1 and 3 of the
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Greek are a doublet of 23a, with presumably lino 2 of the Greek being a 
rendering of 23b. If the Greek is understood in terms of the translation 
given, then the reference to loss of substance refers back to w .  I5-I7 

where the imagery of drinking from one's own fountain and springs was 
interpreted as relating to the enjoyment of one's own possessions 
(Ixapxovm, see note on v. 17). The reading xtovn'toc (MS I06) seems no 
more than an error of transcription, but it is adopted by Kuhn (BWANT p. 87). 
On this basis he wishes to emend the reading 1h>ix to 'his
fatness'. The suggestion has too weak a foundation and should be rejected. 
Following a conjecture of Schleusner, Lagarde (p. 21) wished to emend 
piovnroc to fiXtOiovnroç (folly ), but the dissimilarity between the two 
words is too great for this suggestion to carry conviction. The meaning 
of piovnc is by no means absolutely certain. It is found only here in 
the Septuagint. Perusal of the Lexicon (L.S. 316) indicates that 8iovnc 
can be viewed as an equivalent of ptovp, lAich, in turn, can be viewed as 
an equivalent of P&oc or Piotoç. The Greek could therefore conceivably 
be translated, 'he will be oast out from the bulk of life', i.e. 'he will 
die young', or 'he will be oast out from the multitude of the living', 
i.e. 'he will perish with the undisciplined'. These possible meanings of 
piovnc are confirmed by a line in the Homeric Hymns, xpn» xaTocrrtXpoav 
oneXac 6to8ev Iç ptoTirrca ‘?i(jie'vepT|v, 'shed down a kindly ray from above upon
my life' (Hesiod, 'The Homeric hymns and Homerioa', VIII, 10, translated by 
H. G. Bvelyn-White, Loeb Classical Library, p. 432, 1914)# McGlinchey 
(p. 19) suggested that line 2 of the Greek was based on Amenemope VIII 6-8, 
'His barns will be destroyed. His goods will be as taken out of the hand 
of his children and his property will be given to another'. This was 
rejected by Gerleman (LtJA p. 8) as being too slight a connection. The same 
can also be said for the further comparison (p. 29) to Amenemope XVII 12,
'he takes away his provisions in the deep waters'.
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The last line of the Greek, xai dxwXexo Ôi* àçpo<rovTiv, 'and he
will perish through folly*, could he viewed as a translation of 23h,
(Lagarde p. 21} Toy p. 119} as against Baumgartner and Mttller-Kautzsch
above), taking Ô&* &<ppocrovTjv as a rather loose rendering of anal,
and &xa>XeTO as an interpretation of Hi»*, This would mean, however,
that, unlike Hi# in w .  19, 20, the root was correctly understood in the
sense of *err* or *go astray* • This seems unlikely and would add some
strength to the contention that line 3 of the Greek is a doublet of 23a.
However, it cannot be ruled out that dxeoXeTo is a supplied meaning for

ni#« , a guess based on context and mirroring the parallel TsXeuTq.
Because of the difficulty of the Greek it would be hazardous to suggest
that HI#* should be emended to nfio* , as suggested in NQller-Kautzsch
(p. 39), Gemser (p. 36), BHS; or 7a%* (also Mhller-Kautzsch) or HR#*
(Dyserinck, TT p. 579) or #7 1* (Kuhn, BWANT p. 87).

The Peshitta text of 23a reads 0 3  3J 0  I X d  J\ q ZXX 001 ,
•he who is undisciplined will die*. The expression 03*3J0

' Syr. '
is adjectival and equivalent in meaning to &mtôevToç (Thes./3822).
Although this is a somewhat different presentation, there is a connection
with the Greek of 23a which the Peshitta appears to take as its point of
departure. (For other examples of modification of Greek readings, see
Introduction p. xxxvii) .

In 23b HI#* is translated by , the same root which waua
used to translate 31# in v. 20. In this instance, however, the use of
the passive produces a stronger sense than simply *be led astray*. The
Syriac should probably be rendered, *by the greatness of his folly he will

Syr.
be consigned to oblivion (of. Thes./l493)* In this way a strong parallel 
is produced for 310* similar to &xwXsTo in the Greek.

In comparing the Targum with the Peshitta, one can see obvious 
similarity, but the readings X31770 %>a, 'for lack of discipline* (v.20a)
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and $yo3 , 'goes astray* (v. 23b) produce exact agreement with MT.
6:1

In interpreting the Hebrew of v. 1 there is some debate as to 
whether the neighbour (^sn>) of la is the same person as the alien ( 7 7>) 
of lb (McKane p. 321). Although the Greek translator seems to distinguish 
between two different persons, *your friend* ( oov cpiXov ) and *an 
enemy* ( &%8p<ÿ ), it might be possible still to view the Greek as
presenting merely a clever and striking contrast of two different views of 
the same person — *If you have gone surety for your friend, you have 
given your hand to an enemy*. Hoirover, that the translator envisages 
different individuals (Bostrom, LUA p. lOO) is made almost certain by 
the reading in v. 3, *you have come into the hands of evil men ( xaxwv ) 
through your friend* ( Ôta onv f&Xow )• This is the only example in the 
Septuagint where 7T is translated by Ixôpoç (Santos p. 56). It seems 
likely, therefore, that the translator*3 use of the terms friend/enemy has 
been aimed at intensifying the apparent contrast of neighbour/stranger in 
the Hebrew (thus jaeger p. 48 and Gerleman, LUA p. I8). In view of this 
obvious contrast it is doubtful whether the Greek can be enlisted to 
support the view that 77 was commonly used as a term meaning * enemy* 
(contrary to Driver, *Biblica* 35, P« 140, 1954).

The translation of ... nypn,literally, *you have struck
hands* by mpaôcocre:ç crnv xeipa, *you have given your hand* maintains the 
significance of the symbolic act. The verb xapaôvôcûpt not only conveys 
the sense of an act of commitment, but is frequently used of acts of 
surrender (L.S. 1308,1.2.). By using this verb the translator is 
acknowledging the loss of freedom implied in the transaction. That the 
translator uses this verb and its associated action possibly accounts for 
the singular, * hand*, as against the plural * hands * of the Hebrew, (thus 
Lagarde p. 22). However, many Hebrew MSS also have the singular 'hand*.
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A grammatical point to observe is that lb is treated in the Greek
as the apodosis of the conditional clause in la (Baumgartner p. 6$).

of the Hebrew
While this is not impossible, lb/is commonly regarded as being part of the 
•if* clause of la. There are, however, differences of view as to how far 
the protasis extends, e.g. R3V includes v. 2, as does NEB, while, in AV,
V. 1 only forms the conditional clause.

The Peshitta follows MT in la, but in lb reads, ç̂ ZLa.1 /Kj q X i I
1 •, \ 3 '
i^lAQVX , *you have given your hand to strangers*. The translation 

of ... nypn as 'you have given your hand* is clearly following the
Greek xapaôaxrEic criv %eipo. (Pinkuss, ZAW p. 13l). The plural reading,
•strangers*, is peculiar to the Peshitta. The translator is probably 
relating 6:1 to preceding passages in Ch. 5 which contain warnings about
coming under the power of strangers, and the consequent dissipation of all j

1that one possesses^ inoluding life itself (5*9» 10> 17) • That a group of 
people is involved in the transaction described in 6:1 is an idea that I

emerges also in the Greek at 6:3 ( etc xaxwv ). This may have
been a contributing factor to the Peshitta reading at 6:1 since Greek
influence can already be observed there. (FOr other examples of development 
of Greek readings, see Introduction p. xxxvii). I

The Targum is identical to the Peshitta in 6:1 apart from the fact 
that it reads a singular * stranger* in lb, in agreement with MT. I
V. 2

It was noted in v. 1 that the Greek translator's approach to the I
I isyntax of these verses is different from that which is commonly accepted. 

Following lb, presented as the apodosis of la, v. 2 is given the form of 
a clause of reason. The Hebrew reads, *you are snared ( ntpii ) by the 
words of your mouth, you are caught by the words of your mouth*. The
Greek reads, kop( i ç  yap IcrxPpa &v6pt 'za l&ta xat àXioxemt
XGtXGcrtv tôtoo ô OfjuxToç, *for his own lips are a strong snare to a man,

I SxsL.  p .  X X \V ,
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and he is caught by the lips of his own mouth* • Kuhn (BWANT p, I3) 
suggests that loxopa 4v0pi is a double rendering of nai, *man* or
* strong*, and reconstructs the Hebrew as 1’JiS# #p1D, This itself,
according to Kuhn, was a variant of a text which incorporated ^*30» 7 3 7 .
A theory of multiple variants weakens an already difficult suggestion.
That the second person subject *you* of the Hebrew, is replaced by the 
general ascription, *msui*, in the Greek, has the effect of changing v. 2
from being a specific reference to *3 3 of v. 1, to being a statement
that can be applied to all men in general. This recalls the observation 
made at 5:22, that the Greek, •transgressions trap a man ( àvÔpa ) and 
each is bound by the cords of his own sins* represented a theological 
interpretation of the Hebrew and gave an Insight into the translator's view 
of human nature. The possibility of a connection of this kind between 
6:2 and 5*22 in the Greek is strengthened by the observation that the 
imagery employed in the two verses is very similar - at 5*22 being bound 
with cords, and at 6:2 being trapped in a snare# (Schleusner p. 285, and 
Baumgaurtner p. 66 have suggested that the Hebrew verbs and suffixes should 
be emended to third person to agree with the Greek ( Ixootoç ) but the 
suggested readings make little sense in the context of the Hebrew, whereas 
MT is quite intelligible as it stands.)

There is an attempt in the Greek to strengthen the force of 3#pi3 
by the inclusion of the adjective Icrxvpa in the descriptive phrase, *a 
strong snare* which is used paraphrastic ally to render the verb. The 
repetition of the word *lips*, signifying speech, is a reflection of the 
similarly repeated expression 'words of your mouth* in the Hebrew. Mttller- 
Kautzsch (p. 42), Steuernagel (p. 286) and Shrlioh (p. 30) wish to read 
*y*3B#3 instead of T*D *73X3 in the first half of the verse, on the basis 
of the Greek w  lÔia • However the use of x®*^®civ to translate
*7 3X3 in 2b, and the consequent repetitive aspect of the Greek, makes this
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suggestion unlikely» Toy (p. 129), by comparison, wished to read *jiB# 
in the second part of the verse on the basis of the Greek» Although 
Lagarde (p. 22) favoured the reading found in Clement and a number
of minuscules, with the Syro-Hexapla, it seems to be an obvious correction 
to MT, and an attempt to avoid the unstylish repetition of xetXecrtv,

The Peshitta follows MT in 2a* In BHS it is suggested that the 
reading *|»B *73X3 in 2a should be emended to read no# 7373, on the basis 
of the Syriac reading | \ \ / 3 m  (of. BHK where the same
emendation is proposed, but by appeal to the Greek) # The reference to the 
Peshitta would seen to be inappropriate, since the reading cited is found 
in the second half of the verse, idxile the text in 2a reads 1 X q IjûlH  

^  , 'with the speech of your mouth# in agreement with the
Hebrew*

Nevertheless, the reading gj^QSkOOO presents a
difficulty. It seems a fairly obvious variation to avoid the repetitive 
1*5 of the Hebrew. The problem is that the Syriac translator himself is 
guilty of repeating the same words where one would expect the normal
variation of synonymns. The repetition of 1*3 in the Hebrew text, however, 
has, it would seem, confronted the translator in a forceful way as being 
undesirable since he has eliminated it by employing different expressions. 
The translator will not allow in the Hebrew a fault which he continually 
introduces into his own version* A simpler explanation is that of 
Baumgartner (p. 66) and Pinkuss (ZAW p. 131) to the effect that the Syriac 
is following the Greek at this point. One would have to add, however, 
that while the Syriac may be influenced by the Greek here, it by no means 
offers an exact reproduction of the Greek text.
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The Targua follows MT.

The Greek translator has apparently failed to understand the meaning 
of the teia K1DK, 'then#, in the opening words of v. 3. The Greek reads,
• my son, do what I command you ( & croi IvreXXcfiat ) and he delivered*»
The demonstrative pronoun DK T, 'this* is translated hy a plural and 
treated as if it were a relative pronoun - ' à •, • those things which# *
This rendering is designed to aocommodate the translation of X1BK hy 
lvTeXXo)iai. As it stands, it looks as if the translator has taken XIsx 
as a first person singular of a root KID, 'command#, although no such root 
is known in Hebrew (Schleusner p. 28$; Xezzaoasa p. 126). TJmbreit (p. 69) 
and Toy (p. 129) feel that the Greek represents a free rendering of the 
Hebrew, but offer no further explanation of the reading. Jaeger (p. 48) 
suggested that the translator might have read n i x x ,  similarly Baumgartner 
(p. 66) T1XK j while Hutz (BWAT p. 313) favoured Y^BX^^from Arabic or 
Assyrian roots. There is support for the suggestion of Schleusner and 
Mezzacasa that the translator has used an incorrect root derivation in that 
other examples of this type of error are found in Proverbs 1-9 (see 
Introduction p. xxiff). It has been proposed by Driver (see Gemser p. Ill)
that xiDK was an abbreviation for *H*rpO Vx iwx. The abbreviation 
theoiy has probably been inspired by the Greek reading (MoKane p. 323),
This is a difficult suggestion. One would have to show generally that 
abbreviations were used in the Hebrew text itself. Even if this was 
accepted as a possibility, KIDX is not an exact correspondence to the 
letters of the expansion. This is the only occurrence of XIDX in Proverbs 
(Mandelkem p. 28).

In the following phrase, T X T  n x a  * 3 , 'for you have come into
your neighbour's power', the Greek has an expansion and reads, 'fup
etc xaxcav 6ia ouv <ptXov, 'for you have come into the hands of evil
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men through your friend*. Oort (TT p. 393) and Toy (p. 129) suggest that 
the Greek is based on a double reading of the Hebrew as □ ♦ n  *}3 >.
Similarly Lagarde (p. 22) and Baumgartner (p. 66) who read "jyn T»3 D̂ jrn »|3a.

A different way of looking at the Greek addition, however, is to 
view it as an exegetioal expansion which makes clear that the threat to the
*33 is not directly from his friend, but rather from his friend's
creditors (a similar exegetioal expansion can be found at the end of the
verse)* The use of the word 91X0V recalls the terminology of v# 1 where
<piXov and &%6p(y are found in contrast. Baruoq (p. 76)

suggests that the Greek has a play on 'wicked* - 'friend, 
neighbour*. To emphasise the comparison with v. 1 and draw an even 
clearer parallel, the copyist of MS 106 wrote &%0p<x>v instead of xax«v
in V. 3 (of. the Peshitta). The Greek interpretation, however, is clear j

I

enough as it stands. The 'evil men* are doubtless envisaged as the j

strangers and aliens of the preceding chapter (5*9> 10, 17) who are ready 
to consume the substance and lives of those who fall into their power 
(of. note on the Peshitta at 6%l).

IFor the final exhortation, literally, 'go, humble yourself ( )> |
and importune your neighbour*, the Greek reads, 'do not be faint ( tc6t jin  i

IxXvopevoç )> but beseech your friend for whom you have gone surety*. |
loOi is regarded as an imperative form of etm, with the sense 'be*

i
(L.S. 837)# r fiahlfs, in his text, adopts the emendation of Grabe - j
The form (01 is also related to but has the idiomatic sense of j
'come, go* (L.S. 824)* It is a better translation of -7  ̂ and is found in i
numerous MSS as the translation of 7V at v. 6. However, the distinction I
between the form Cc6i and COt is confused at v. 6 where clearly 'go* and 
not 'be* is the only possible meaning for either form. If there was |

Îconfusion regarding the meanings of t<j0t and C0i then it may be that 1
lo0i at 6:3 should also be translated 'go* rather than 'be* as one would
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expect.
The meaning of osnnn is not entirely clear. The root con. means 

'to trample' and the metaphorical sense 'humble oneself' (BDB 952) is 
based on the notion of stamping oneself down* The Greek, as it stands, 
bears little relation to the Hebrew. The presence of the negative in the 
expression pn IxxXoo^evoc, 'be not faint* demonstrates that, however oDinri 
was understood, the Greek contains a paraphrase. Baumgartner (p. 66), 
Frankenberg (p. 45)> Steuernagel (p. 286), KB2 (p. 904) and BBS suggested 
that the Greek read nannn 'do not be slack* from the root tion.
This emendation was noted by Driver (JTS XXX, 1929 p. 374) but rejected in 
favour of MT. Somewhat similarly, Graetz (MGVJ p. I5 2) suggested nsinn 7% 

and Mutz (BWAT p. 239)^010% 7>.
An interesting variant, IxxXetopevoc, 'hindered/prevented* , is

found in MS IO3. This reading was also adopted by Grabe in his edition 
of Codex Alexandrinus. It stems from the fact that it corresponds to 
other renderings of in the passive or reflexive. At Psalm 68:31
(Greek 67:31) ODino is translated by To% pn &xoxXcto6Tivat ( % °'
IxxXetô Tivai ) f  'lest they be hindered*. A point of interest to note 
here is that the negative again appears in the Greek where there is no 
negative in the Hebrew. At Proverbs 25:26, 7*yD,'a fouled spring*,
is found in the Greek as àtrxep et x i q  xtiyt)v çpoouoi, 'as if one should 
stop up a spring*. The idea of 'stopping up* or 'preventing* found in 
Proverbs 25 is sufficiently close to the sense of ' excluding* or 
' hindering* found at Psalm 68 to suggest that the passive or reflexive j
forms of oDT were known in the sense of 'stopping, excluding, hindering*, j
to different Greek translators. The reading |xxXeiO|ievoc at 6:3 may be
an attempt to make the Greek conform to an accepted meaning for the passive 
of oo*i. However, the similarity of the forms IxxXeopevoc and

iIxxXeiopevoç, considered in the light of the renderings of UDT at Psalm

J.
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68 and Proverbs 2 5 , could suggest that IxxXpopevoc is a corruption of 
IxxXciofievoc* Certainly, in the context of Proverbs 6 in the Greek, 
the exhortation, 'go, do not be hindered, importune ... etc.*, makes better 
sense than 'go, do not be faint, importune ... etc.'. The use of the 
negative with either reading is arbitrarily inserted to produce sense.
One may compare ^ t l 6  (B, K ), 5*5; 1*17; where the negative is similarly 
introduced into the text.

The small addition in the Greek at the end of the verse is clearly 
descriptive, 'importune your friend for whom you have gone surety' ( 
IveYvtioto )• It serves the same purpose as the addition elç xaxcow
in the previous line in defining exactly the relationship of those involved 
in the transaction.

The Syriac translator omits R1BK. In the rest of the verse the 
Peshitta has two additions and these correspond with similar additions 
found in the Greek. The first of these can be observed in the reading

on
account of your friend you have fallen into the hands of your enemy' • The

XCL m  V X lO  X X I O  J L X X B w  V X  u u e o v  W c u l  M O  V M Z 9 0 X V 0 U  X X i  W iX O  X O C b U .X U Q

-  -n-I n\\-i "lAi. Hal Alp Ayo, 'for

meaning 'on account of for the expression _aJSil A l l  is attested 
Syr.

lexically (Thes./280), and the phrase 'on account of your friend' 
corresponds exactly with the Greek 6ta cov (ptXov.

The remainder of the reading, 'you have fallen into the hands of 
your enemy' is also based on, but is not identical with the Greek (fixe&( 
inp etc %eipac xaxwv )• (Graetz, MGWJ p. 152) wished to emend MT rjjca to
nVB3 to agree with the Syriac. Apart from the inherent improbability of 
this, it is clear that the Syriac is following the Greek. In using the 
term 'enemy' the Syriac translator recalls the antithesis of the friend/ 
enemy ( çtXov / &%@p<ÿ ) found in the Greek of v. 1. A similar reading 
can be observed in the Greek minuscule 106 (Lagarde p. 22; Pihkuss, ZAV 
p. 131) and is a further example of the interesting relationship that exists
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between the text form of the Peshitta and the text form of this and other 
Greek minuscules (see Introduction p. xxxix) •

The second Syriac addition oomes at the end of the verse,
^ 0 1 glLZLLk. -XxAdl f 'stir up, therefore, your friend 
for whom you have gone surety'* This corresponds exactly to the Greek 
icopoÇovc ôe xat t o v  <ptXov ouo t v IveYvrioto* This strengthens the view
that the earlier addition is in fact based on the Greek, although differing 
slightly*

A last point to observe in the Syriac is that oBTnn 7V is omitted 
(Umbreit p. 70; Toy p. 129). The translator was clearly unable to render 
the Hebrew. Kuhn (B¥ANT p. IO5 ), attempting to rectify the omission, 
suggested that should be emended to read ^ ^ 0 1

but this fails to take atcoount of the fact that the Syriac is following the 
Greek here, and not the Hebrew. What is interesting, however, is that 
no attempt was made to incorporate the Greek reading tcOt pn IxXucpevoc, 
in spite of the fact that Greek additions were incorporated into the Syriac 
both before and after this reading. One can only assume that the Syriac 
translator was sufficiently puzzled by the Greek rendering, particularly 
the presence of the negative, to omit the whole phrase entirely.

In a number of ways the Targum is similar to the Syriac. Both lack 
an equivalent for XIDX and both fail to render ODnnn (although the Targum, 
unlike the Syriac, translates 7^ by V*tx ). Both translate nx3 

by nVD3 / A \ a  \ and also i m  by X*3l/ . The obvious
difference between the two texts is that the Targum lacks the additions 
found in the Syriac which correspond to those found in the Septuagint.

In comparing the texts, it may be noted also that V^3n,'now/ 
therefore', which appears in the Targum, is a Syriac word. In Miqraoth 
Gedoloth this word is foimd as in, 'quickly/directly* , but this is 
rejected by Levy (Vol. I p. 192) as a secondary reading (also Jastrow
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p. 329). It is inoorreot to suggest, with Baumgartner (p. 66) that V*an 
represents 7V read as (of. Pinkuss, ZA¥ p. I31). There is a strong
impression given by the texts here that the Targum is a seoondaxy, edited 
version of the Peshitta (see Introduction P* xxxii and p. xxxiiiff.).
W '  4r 5

There is little difference between the Hebrew and Greek texts in v. 4, 
although the translator expresses 4b somewhat differently. For the Hebrew, 
•Give your eyes no sleep and your eyelids no slumber (nai3n )*, the Greek 
reads, 'do not give sleep to your eyes, neither slumber (
IxivutrcoÇ'çç ) with your eyelids'. The use of a verb in 4b may indicate 
no more than the latitude of expression encountered in translation. It 
is possible, however, that was read as a jussive of the verb 013,
•slumber', althou^ the form is incorrect (G.-K. § 48g).

There is a difficulty in the Hebrew of 5 a in that the term *t*d 
appears to be defective. The text reads, literally, 'be delivered like a 
deer from the hand, like a bird from the hand of the fowler' • The Greek 
reads, 'that you may be saved like a deer from a net ( &% ppox«v ), and 
like a bird from a snare ( Ix TOYtÔoç )•

It looks as if the translator has created the term 'net', as a 
similar or parallel expression to 'snare', in that both are descriptions of 
a type of trap (Pinkuss, ZA¥ p. 132, of. Umbreit p. 71; Hitzig p. 491 
¥ildeboer p. 18). The problem then in the Greek is not accounting for 
'ppo%(ov » but to explain why wip* *r*D (5b) was translated as *mYi0oc*. 
nevertheless, many scholars have aooounted for ppox«v by suggesting that, 
instead of Y*D the Hebrew text in 5a read either MDO Delitzsoh (p. 138)f 
Oort (TT p. 393); Baumgartner (p. 67); Frankenberg (p. 45), Mttller- 
Kautzsoh (p. 43) or 311 oû Steuernagel (p. 286); Gemser (p. 38); Bhrlioh 
(p. 30); BHS, (BHS also Y*XO ). Vogel (p. 36), somewhat differently, 
retained t*a but suggested that it was once followed by a word such a»
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D*Vin (of. Baumgartner p. 67), However the real problem, aocording to 
the view taken here, is how Wip* I’D oame to be understood as a snare.
In this oonneotion it may be noted that the hand, as a symbol of power or 
influence, is common in the Old Testament (BDB p. 389 Section l.e; p. 390 
Section 2 and Section 5,b). To be delivered from the hand or power of the 
fowler can therefore be readily interpreted as being delivered from the 
fowler's trap. The rendering myiSoc for wip* 7»Dis therefore
explicable as an association of ideas. The suggestion of Van der ¥eiden
(p. 66), however, that the versions understood *r» to be the actual 
catching part of a trap must be doubtful (see MoKane, JSS XVI, 1971, P* 226). 
A similar textual solution to the Greek reading in 5a has been offered for 
that in 5h, thus the suggestion that noD was read for Y * D in 5b (Pinkuss, 
ZA¥ p. 132; BHS, of. La Sainte Bible p. 807| Scott p. 56). The six or 
so Hebrew manuscripts which read rip* itdd possibly represent a conflation
of Septuagint and MT (McKane p. 323). The same reading is found in the
Vulgate.

A smaller point to note concerning the syntax is that has been
read as an infinitive rather than an imperative. This is a possible 
translation as the forms are identioal.

The Peshitta follows the Greek on all the significant points noted
above. The translator presents v. 5 as a final clause ( I j j J â - A  A  3  ,
'that you may be delivered') the same as in the Greek ( Jva oioJi-p ). The
reading Ppox«v is adopted in 5» for T*D thus LiL X a , 'from
a net'. The plural form of 1 "TT'a means 'meshes' in exactly the same
way as ppoxoi. Similarly, in 5b, for wip* V* D , the Peshitta reads

1 u.<\ , 'from a snare', exactly as the Greek Ix mYt^oç.
The Targum is exactly the same as the Peshitta and is a striking 

example of the relationship between the two versions. It is remarkable 
that no attempt has bean made to make the Targum agree more closely with
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the readings of MT.
Yv. 6. 7. 8

The following verses are oonnected together hy the theme of the ant, 
after which the Greek has a lengthy addition extolling the merits of the 
bee.

As noted in v. 3, there is a difficulty about the translation of 7>
(v. 6.) by (B, X , A^ with a few minuscules). One would expect the
form to be i Q i , 'go' (A, ^ and most minuscules). Clearly, however,
in this context CoOi cannot mean 'be' but must also be attributed with the 
sense 'gol*. This indicates that oopsrists confused these two forms.
( lc6i xpoc, meaning 'be like', requires a genitive construction.)

The main point of interest in v. 6 is the second half of the verse
which reads, 'see and covet ( ^Xwoov lôwv ) her ways and become wiser
than her'. (The translation in Gemser p. 38, 'wiser than any race' is
incorrect.) The Hebrew reads more concisely, 'consider (nxi) her ways
and be wise'. The use of the comparative in the Greek is a device
introduced by the translator to make the exhortation even stronger and more

Ieffective than it already is. A similar example of increased emphasis by 
use of the comparative was noted at 5*4. This may also be a reminiscence 
of li5f awvÔe Y^p cD<pot crtxpoïrepoç lor*cai, 'for hearing these things
a wise man becomes wiser'. This expresses the view that the acquisition 
of wisdom is an ongoing process. Barucq (p. 76) notes the emphasising 
aspect of the Greek rendering, while Umbreit (p. 71) observes the 
moralising aspect. Prijs (p. 31) detected the presence here of the 
Rabbinic device ‘1 Q 1 R 1  , i.e. a conclusion or a process of logic
which moves from the easy to the difficult. The Septuagint can be explained 
more readily as straightforward intensification, than by projecting a 
sophisticated Rabbinic exegetioal technique to an historically earlier 
period. , ,,
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The incorporation of the verb n̂Xwcroy in the rendering of is
again designed to intensify the command to consider the ways of the ant 
(of* Schleusner p# 289). The verb t̂iXooo not only means 'to covet* but 
conveys also the sense of 'emulate* (L.S, 755). It has been noted of this 
verb (see note at 3*31b) that the translator has elsewhere introduced it 
into the text (at 3*31 and 4*14) to intensify the force of the original 
Hebrew verb.

For the Hebrew of 7a p x p n V  p x  IWK, 'without having any chief, 
the Greek reads, "̂ up YGwpY&ou |iti ômpxowoç* This could be
translated, 'having no husbandry'. In this case Impxo» would take the 
sense 'to be' and it would be accepted that pxp, 'leader', had been read 
as 'crop'. (Cf. Jaeger p. $0; Umbreit p. 72> Baumgartner p. 68;
Toy p. 130; Kamihka, HOGA p. 178). The somewhat similar suggestion of 
Lagarde (p. 22) that p x p  had been read as p o p  (from Aramaic X3*op,
•a small field') was rejected as unlikely by Baumgartner and Toy.

The verb ^xopx» can also have the sense of exercising the office of 
a lixapxoç, i.e. a 'prefect* or 'governor* (L.S. 1854.0.). Taking txopx» 
in this sense it would be possible to translate the Greek, ' there being no 
governor of husbandry for it, and having no one compelling (it), neither 
being under an overseer, it prepares its food, etc.'. In this case p x p  
would be represented by -̂KapxovToç. The expression 'governor of
husbandry' would be exegetioal, perhaps representing a play on words between 
p x p  and *i*xp , which appears in the following verse. There is some 
support for this view in the fact that T*xp is nowhere else in the 
Septuagint rendered by Y£0)pY*ov.. In the next verse, the translator uses 
the word dinycoc, 'harvest*• The word p X p  occurs again in Proverbs 
at 25*15» where it is translated in a correct sense Iqr PoxnXeuoniv,
'kings', 'princes'. Kuhn (BWAHT p. 87) suggested emending the Greek to 
agree more closely with the Hebrew. He wished to read lYpiTYopou
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Instead of Y^wpYiov to produce the reading ' although it has no guard 
(VhohterJ. Apart from any other difficulties that this emendation 
involves, the Greek Lexicon (L.S. 475) indicates lYRUYopoc, ov to he an 
adjective meaning 'wakeful*. There is no indication that it can he used 
as a noun meaning 'guard' or 'overseer'*

The partioiplea IB®' and ^®B are expanded a little hy the translator 
into full participial clauses. These clauses are then subordinated to the 
main verb in v. 8. While the participles and are
nominative, agreeing with the third person singular subject of 
■̂wxpxov'toç ie genitive, as it is part of a genitive absolute construction, 
Ixeivcf ... îxapxovvoc. The grammatical harshness is ncted by Barucq 
(p. 76).

Verse 3 is translated straightforwardly in the Greek. The 
translator enhances the industry of the ant by adding the description 
' much' ( xoXXnv ) to the store of provision which it lays up for itself, 
but otherwise reproduces the Hebrew. The striking difference between the 
two texts comes at the end of the verse where a lengthy addition is found 
in the Greek, extolling the merits of the bee*—

•or go to the bee and leam how industrious it is,
esteeming work as sacred.
Kings and commoners use its produce for health.
It is sought by all and illustrious.
Though weak in strength, honouring wisdom, it is exalted'.

Baumgartner (p. 68) made the significant and decisive observation that the 
bee, in the Hebrew Bible, is never viewed as a symbol of industry ( it is 
used rather as a symbol of ferocity, of. Deuteronomy 1*44» Psalm 117*12, 
Isaiah 7*16). The association of the bee and ant as examples of industry 
is a contribution of the translator and he makes this association from the 
world of Greek thought (Gerleman, LtJA p. 30; Barucq p. 77). The
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description of the bee as being illustrious (IxtSo^oç ), honouring wisdom 
( Tmv cro<piav 'niiTjouoa ) and being exalted (xpoTixGB ) is somewhat fanciful 
compared with the simple description of the ant's activities in the Hebrew. 
Gerleman suggests Aristotle's natural history as a source of inspiration 
for this passage, but this is too precise, Aristotle has nothing corres
ponding to the idea of the bee as 'wise'.

For the command, 'go to the ant, 0 sluggard', the Peshitta reads 
I Lz)3 A I  , 'be like the ant'. By omitting the

vocative, 'sluggard', the translator presumably views v. 6ff as a 
continuation of advice to the *33 v. 1. The translation of 7 V as 'be 
like' may be a direct interpretation of the Hebrew, since the ant is 
clearly being used as an example to be copied. (Thus Toy p.130 and 
Pinkuss, ZAW p. 132, consider the expression to be paraphrastic.) Another 
possibility is that the reading stems from the Greek tdi /lc6t xpcç.
The preposition xpoç with Itpi can have the sense 'be like' (L.S. 1497 
A.IV, abbreviated lexicon p. 596). Although the following indirect 
object in the Greek should be in the Genitive case with this usage, this 
may not have prevented the Syriac translator understanding loi / to6i xpoç 
vov pup(jLT|%cL as 'be like the ant'.

The Syriac translator appears to have punctuated the Hebrew of 6b 
and 7& i# a different way from that of MT. The result of this is that 
03111 is related directly to l*Xp p K  IBK,and this whole expression 
appears as part of 6b of the Peshitta. ( For other examples of such 
rearremgement for syntactical reasons, see Introduotion p. xtxix).
A sli^tly different sense has also been attributed to this from that 
which one would normally expect. From the sense 'become wise' the 
translator has arrived at the meaning 'understand' or 'leeum', thus,
' learn ( Q ) that it has no harvest ( | 3 y  1* ) '. The
motivation appears to be to provide an imperative at the beginning of v. 7,
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parallel to the imperative at the beginning of v. 6 .
In noting the translation of p X p  as 'harvest* in the Peshitta,

this should not be separated from the observation that the renderings of 
IB® and >®B are clearly influenced by the Greek. It seems likely 

therefore that has been influenced by Yewpytoo which the
translator took as the Greek rendering of l*xp. Hitzig, Introduotion 
p. xxix and Delitzsoh p. 140, suggest that 3*Xp was read, as do Umbreit 
p. 72; Lagarde p. 2 2 ; Baumgartner p. 6 8 ; Pinkuss, ZAW p. 1 3 2 ; and Mttller- 
Kautzsoh p. 43» but the question is whether the Syriac translator actually 
read this in Hebrew, or followed the Greek * For >WD1 *tbw the Syriac 
read%, 'There is no ruler above it and no one who compels it'. This is 
following the Greek tov jfi.vaYXoiJiov'ta uT]Ôe 6xo ôecxoTnv 6 v.
Apart from minor differences between the two texts in matters of expression 
(e.g. the Syriac has 'there is no ruler above it' while the Greek has 
• being under no ruler' ) the most obvious divergence between the texts is 
that the two clauses appear in reverse order compared with each other#
This is probably no more than a transcriptional error in the Syriac (of. 
1*26).

In V .  8 the Peshitta follows MT with little deviation, adding only a 
reflexive pronoun Q t A  » 'for itself In 8 a. The expression1 is idiomatic and means 'during the summer' (of. English/
Syriac Lexicon p. 280, par. e.).

In V .  6 the Targum follows the Peshitta in reading 'be like' ( XBTDX ) 
for MT The variant *D115X literally 'throw oneself off, is either
a corruption of xainx (cf. Levy, Vol. II , p. 426; Jastrow p. I4 8 2 ) or 
a skillful attempt to get closer to MT. (Thus Miqraoth Gedoloth reads, 'go 
to the ants ( *Dinx ), sluggard, consider their ways and be wise'.) In 
either case the reading is seen to be a derivative of that in the Peshitta. 
(See Introduction p. xxxvi).
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In other respects, in its representation of and treatment of ooni,
the Targua follows the Hebrew. In v. 7» although adhering closely to th« 
Hebrew, the translator has probably utilised the Peshitta in rendering 
|*xp by KYxn (At 25*15 where p x p  is found again in Proverbs, the

Targum and Peshitta have similar, but not identical renderings in
I \̂ ^ \ t  and or 'ruler*)• In v. 8 the Targua

reproduces NT exactly.

The Greek reproduces MT in v. 9 with little change. It is possible I
that in 9h the translator took Olpft as an imperfect in the Niphal and thus1his rendering, 'when will you be roused ( lY®p9‘no*g ) from sleep*. This |
seems more probable than the suggestion of Baumgartner (p. 68) that the !
translator read f*pn (from the root 7*p,*to awake*).

Prom the longer text in 10a it is clear that one of the Hebrew I
expressions has been translated twice. The Hebrew reads, ofo »13V B7& 

m m a n ,  *a little sleep, a little slumber*, and this is found in the I
Greek as, Ixiycv jiev ftxvotc, tXiyov 6e xaGtpttt, fiixpcv 6e vvaraJ^iç, !
•you sleep a little, you sit a little, you slumber a little*. All the 
verbs are second person singular, present indicative active. A number of

1commentators have taken the view that Sx^yow 6e xadtioat is additional in | 
the Greek since it is the least accurate of the three phrases, or that it 
stemmed from an additional Hebrew expression, now lost. (Cf. Lagarde i

p. 23; Heidenheim, D7BTPK Vol. HI, p. 57; Oort, TT p. 393 and 
Baumgartner p. 68, who suggest a Hebrew original na® bVn. Similarly 1IToy p. 130 suggests aav ofo,) a Hebrew addition is rejected by Pinkuss, jI
ZAM p. 132, as making the line too long. Pritsoh (JBL p. I70)describes | 
the addition as a 'doubtful doublet', but the probability is hig^ that we 
are dealing with a genuine doublet. Kuhn (BMAJNT p. 87) suggests emending | 
the Greek to fixtYov 6e xa0eu6tioai, to produce a perfect doublet, but this ^
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is unwarranted.
It should be borne in mind that additions often take the

form of oorrections or efforts to produce a translation closer to the Hebrew.
This could suggest rather that fitxpov 6e vwrccĉ etc is a later addition to
the Greek in an attempt to translate nioi3n ©sro more accurately than
SXiyov 6e xaÔTioat, (Jaeger p. 51)# The other factor which supports this
view is that the adverb 6Xiyov is used twice in 10 and once more in 10b,
corresponding to the triple use of OXD. The change of adverb in the
phrase (itxpov 6e vv<rux^iç is out of harmony with the repetition of IXiyov.
Thackeray (JTS XIII, 1912, p. 52) also omits prxpov 6e voonpô eiç on
metrical grounds. However the symmetry of the Greek is evident without
resorting to metrical analysis.

The verb xoOiTiai can have the connotation of sitting doing nothing
or lying idle (L.S. 853, 1*3)• This may have been intended as an
anticipation of the description of the slumped or reclining figure of 10b.

The Hebrew of 10b, *a little folding of the hands to rest* is
rephrased in the Greek as, SXiyov 6e IvaYxaXi^^ %epc%v cvhSti, 'for a
little while you enfold the breast with the hands'. The translator has
given a further description of what is meant by the 'folding of the hands',
depicting them folded on the 'breast' ( cmôt) )• He appears to take for
granted that his description implies a recumbent figure as the verb aDwV
is left untranslated. The verb AvavxotXt̂ p agrees in form and person with

TT p. 393
the verbs in 10a. (Oort/suggested that the Greek translator had read

or 0 * 7 instead of 1 D ® > .  Similarly Baumgartner p. 69. Pinkuss,
P# 132

Z A V / o b j e c t e d  t h a t  7 #  i s  a l w a y s  r e l a t e d  t o  t h e  f e m a l e  b r e a s t  a n d  a l w a y s  

r e n d e r e d  j i o c p r o ç  # )
The Syriac translator, in this instance, represents the vocative, 

'sluggard' as distinct from v. 6 where it was omitted. If the omission 
at V. 6 was intentional then the address to the sluggard is viewed in the
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Peshitta as conmenoing at v. 9» and what precedes as relating to the #33  

of v. 1#
Greek influence can he readily detected in v. 10. As in the Greek 

the Syriac translator expresses H13w and J11D13H hy verbs in the second 
person (cf* 24*33) - , 'you will slumber, ‘you will
sleep ...'. Unlike the Greek, however, which has a longer text in 10a 
than the Hebrew, there is a one-to-one correspondence with MT, although the 
translator appears to invert the terms (the same order occurs at 24*33, 
indicating that the two passages have been internally harmonised in the 
Syriac).

In 10b the Peshitta reads, pC jJJQ  ^  A j X u O  ,
'and for a little while you will place your hand on your breast'. The 
folding of the hand or hands on the breast is similar to the idiom found 
in the Septuagint, and, in further agreement with the Greek, there is no 
representation of 3D®V.

The Targum in w .  9, 10, follows NT closely, e.g. in 10a representing 
ni3V and niai3nby noun equivalents. The only noticeable divergence 
from the Hebrew is in 10b where 0*7* pin is translated by 7 7 * punn, 
'you will clasp your hand'. The use of the singular for 0 * 7 *  is 
unexpected (Codex IIO6 reads a plural , 7 * * 7 *  ). It may suggest that the 
Peshitta reading has had some influence on the reading
found in the Targum, in spite of the wide divergences (of. 24*33 where 
the Targum follows the Peshitta).
V. 11

There is no difficulty in correlating the Hebrew and Greek texts in 
11a. In the Greek text, 'then poverty will oome upon you like an evil 
wayfarer' ( xaxoç &6oi%opo{ ) the only significant divergence from the 
Hebrew is the introduotion of the adjective xaxoç.

It may be that the introduction of xaxoç stemmed initially fzrom an
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attempt to give added emphasis to the simile (Delitzsch p. 142), a trait 
which has been noted elsewhere (see Introduotion p. xri). Lagarde 
(p. 23) suggested that the reading stemmed from a text which read 
®X3, and similarly Kuhn (33WAM? p. 13) proposed The occurrence

of the same Hebrew text at Proverbs 24*34, however, should rule out the 
notion of variants. It is clear that the adjectives in the expressions 
xaxoc 6ôoixopoç and à-YU-Ocç Ôpopsuc (lib) serve as antitheses to each 
other, which indicates an intensifying not only of the similes in v* 11, 
but a studied contrast of both parts of the verso, one to the other. It 
seems unlikely, however, that àtuOcç (lib) has a moral sense, as it 
would not be clear how 'want' ( IvÔeia ) could be likened to a good 
(virtuous) courier. It is more likely that &Ya0oc should be understood 
as a reference to ability (e.g. L.S. 4*1*3) thus, 'excellent courier', 
implying either swiftness (Jaeger p. 52; Eeuss p. 174; Baumgartner p. 69) 
or inevitability of arrival. The meaning 'courier* is supported by the
Syriac at 24*34 ( 1 jlSuZU^)#

The translation of flD ®*X by ifuOoc ôpopeuc is certainly 
puzzling. The suggestion of Jaeger (p. 52) and Heuss (p. 174) that the 
reference is to a running soldier, is unlikely. One tends to think of a 
soldier as being restricted by his armour and equipment. The adjective 
may be considered as an addition by the translator as an offset to xaxoç 
(lia), as already noted. It is possible, of course, that it is an 
entirely free rendering (Albright, VTS III p. 10, notes the Greek as being 
a 'guess from the context'), where the Hebrew has been abandoned and the 
figure of the courier introduced to provide a more striking parallel to 
the 'wayfarer' (iVria/ôôotxopoç ) of 11a. i

.\s < r t U  1 \ \  - i \1^44. <\\s nlzt- at b-.U.
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The Greek has two additional lines following v. 11 which read, *if 
you are resolute, your harvest will come like a spring, and want will 
depart of its own accord ( à'xauTO|jio>ar|‘<rei ) like a had courier* • The 
similes are of a somewhat artificial and strained nature, their subject 
matter being based on or culled from material found in the preceding 
verses (Frankenberg p. 46; Skehan p. 13). The exhortation to diligence 
and the reward of abundant harvest ( ) is inspired ty the
description of the ant (w. 6, 7) (Mttlleiv-Kautzsch p. 73). It has been 
observed that the comparison of the coming of harvest to a spring is of 
poor literary merit (KcSane p. 325). The symbol of the * spring* featured 
prominently in 5*15ff, which, in the Greek, was interpreted in terms of 
possessions, and this may have had an influence on the choice of term 
used in the addition at 6*11. (The suggestion in Nttller-Kautzsch that 
* fount * refers to Amos 5*24, is unlikely).

In the last line of the addition, comparison of the phrase, fj 6e 
Ivêeia àoxep xaxoç ôpopewc, with that of the second line, xat f| IvÔeta 
ôxrxep &Yu6o$ ôpofaeuç demonstrates than an attempt is being made to
produce a direct antithesis between the two. Just as a good courier
arrives (i.e. accomplishes his mission), so a bad courier departs of his 
own accord. This presumably means that a bad courier does not carry
through his designated mission, but gets distracted by matters of his own
interest and fails to complete his task. Alternatively it may mean that 
he deserts his post before he can be sent. At any rate, some sort of

I i
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defection from duty is implied,
Pritsoh (jBL p, 179) takes the view that the last two lines of the 

Greek are a doublet of v. 11, and constitute the 'old Greek* text. It is 
unlikely that they ever originated as a translation of the Hebrew of v. 11, 
however, as Pritsoh implies. If this is correct, the assertion that v. 11 
of the Greek (lines 1 and 2) is Hexaplario, is insupportable, (Cf. also 
Baumgartner p. 69 and NÛ1 ler-Eautzsoh p. 72, who reject as improbable 
Lagarde*a suggestion (p. 23) of a Hebrew 'original* for lines 3/4 of the 
Greek.

The main support for the theory of a double translation is the 
suggestion that àoxep xnm reflects taken in the sense of 'water*
as at Isaiah 8*6 (Hitzig p. 51; Lagarde p. 23; Graetz, MGWJ p. I5 3, 
Xezzaoasa p. 128), Against a possible fragmentary correlation between the 
two texts at this point, one must oonsider the Greek line overall. On 
balance, an exegetioal expansion seems more likely than a tortuous 
translation.

The Syriac translator was at a loss to translate 7'?nbD and omitted 
it, thus, l-^GLxA£QJD 'and want will come upon
you*. The same solution to this difficulty can be observed at 24*34, 
where a similar translation is given 1A c1x2ÎJÛQlD  A^li\ ,
'want will go before you*. The translator has again failed to render 
iVnoD .

In 11b the translator restates the verbal phrase 'come upon* used in 
11a. It is not the case that iVnoD has been read as as
Baumgartner (p.70)suggests. Pinkuss (ZAM p. 133)thought that A o
was a rendering of but its position in 11b makes this unlikeljt

A more significant and difficult syntactical change, however, is that 
D7K of 12a is incorporated into 11b and is presumably to be read 

in the Syriao as a vocative, j 1
1— SxJL I n t c o J  u c tîo  rv_ .
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LlX^lZI # 1*2aZTA , *and poverty trill oome upon you
like a busy man, 0 foolish man* • If the translator has indeed intended
'foolish man* to be read as a vocative, then it refers back to the earlier
vocative *0 sluggard* of v. 9*

A small variation can be found in Codex Ambrosianus*, which reads
1\a c Y^ 1 T\ 1 3 1  , 'son of foolish men*. This is apparently

still to be read as a vocative and, as in the printed editions, is part of
V. 11. Other examples of re-division of the text can be found in the
Peshitta of Proverbs 1-9 (see Introduotion p.xxxix) , although, in this
case, the rearrangement seems to destroy the obvious symmetry of 12a.

It is not apparent how the translator has taken |ID which
he renders as IiUlJCA iDlZIX , 'skilled, diligent, energetic man*

Syr. t
(Thes./l84ô). The rendering may have been rather loosely determined "fey
the antithesis of 'lazy man* (v. 9) and 'busy man*. The general context
in which the industry of the ant features prominently may also have been
a contributory factor in the rendering. At 24*34 the Syriao follows the
Greek reading, * poverty will oome upon you like a courier* ( 11 ), i.e. following ôpopevc (cf. Hitzig, Introduction p. xxxi).
Prom the loose rendering at 6*11 and the adoption of the Greek at 24.34*
it is clear that the Syriao translator was uncertain about the meaning of

of the Syriac
the Hebrew simile H Q  . (Umbreit p. 73 thought the sense/was * righteous
man* ; Toy p. 130 * a quick, alert man*, similarly Pinkuss, ZAH p. 133#
Levy, Vol. I, p. 393 suggests 'brisk, alert, lively*, while Jastrow p. 678

gives two senses, 'brisk, zealous* and also * worthy*. )
The Targum represents only a rearrangement of the Syriao. The

verse division of NT is followed and the verb of 11b appears
in the Targum in 11a, K731 7 *n ^ma^DOD 7 37 7 * 0 1 *n»0 1 .
By transferring 737 7 * 0 to 11a it appears to correspond to MT yV0Q3,
although it could soaroely be viewed as a translation of the Hebrew, nor
* D i  L u f t a  (  IntroJutfitfTv p . x )  p a n c t u d t i c i v  M s  l a l  a t  '
i k s  point. Z i \  pr»o+A<l t a x t  i U  w o r d s  [\\a2 I x a l  i n
a p o A d r  at tkn bAa\nnihq ot vAfdA 13.. , ,
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as a •misreading* as Baumgartner (p. 69) suggests. It may ha noted that, 
at 24*34 the Targum similarly reproduces the Peshitta reading. Further 
correction to agree with NT can he seen in the addition o f the suffixes to 
X3701ÏI and X01 3*300 which are lacking in the Peshitta.
TV. 12, 13,_ 14

Greek
In 12a the/translator renders the Hebrew economically, representing 

both D7X and ®*X by &viTp and linking the accompanying adjectives by an 
* and* connection. The treatment of 12b is much less clear. For the 
Hebrew, no OlvpY 7^1 0, *goes about with crooked speech', the Greek reads, 
xopcveTai Ôôoüç oIx &Yo0a,(, * traverses ways that are not good*. There
is little obvious relation between the readings, * crooked speech* and 
'ways that are not good*, and the possibility of a misreading or of a 
different text seems unlikely (against Toy p. 131). The translator appears 
arbitrarily to have introduced a different type of imagery from that in the 
Hebrew. (Oort, TT p. 394 suggests that tio was read with the following 
verse as n T thus, & de oItoç, v. 13a; also Heidenheim, DVETFK, Vol. Ill 
p. 58, Even if this were correct, it would not in any way explain the 
difficulties of 12b in the Greek.) The reason for this departure from the 
Hebrew may be that the text could have been more puzzling to the translator 
than is perhaps apparent to the modern interpreter. The Hebrew, as it 
stands, has a participle, 'going*, followed by the stark statement * twisted 
mouth/speech*. The translator may well have taken the view that the verb 
and the accompanying imagery were incompatible. He therefore abandoned 
the Hebrew and substituted the vague expression 'ways not good*, as relating 
more readily to a verb of going. A similar substitution or interpretation 
can be found at 8 *1 3, where H13Bnn *B, * perverted speech* is given in the

(p. 52)Greek as Ôte<rupafipevaç èôovç, * twisted ways*. Jaeger/also notes that the
reading of 16»29, 31 © XV 777, rendered tÔovç oSx &7aÔac, may have 
influenced the choice of expression used here.

j
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Although there may be difficulty in assigning specific meanings to 
the verbs fip, 'wink* (BDB p. 902) and VVd, *rub* (BDB p. 576), the 
general sense in v. 13 of making furtive signs is olear enough. This is 
adequately conveyed in the Greek by the verbs Ivveuco, 'beckon* or 'make 
signs* and crrpaivo), 'point out* or 'give a sign*. (Delitzsch p. 144 
suggested that crnpaivw had come from VVb in a sense of 'speak'.) In 13b 
the Hebrew reads 1 3 m a , 'points with his finger*. This is
translated as ôtôourxet 6e Ivveuiicwnv ôaxtvXcov, * instructs with signs of 
his fingers*. The translator, by expanding the Hebrew verb into the 
phrase * instruct by signs* has given two aspects of the meaning of m *  
i.e. 'to teach* and * to point out* (BDB p. 435* Hiph. 4 and 5)* The verb 
ôiÔouTxu), however, in this context, should not be understood to mean 
'teach* in a formal sense, but rather to impart information of a general 
nature. The use of the noun evvevpcb recalls the verb Ivveu» used in 13a, 
and indicates the continuity of meaning of ôtôooxet be Ivveopcuriv with 
the preceding verbs. The Hebrew phrase llVi niDanJl literally, * perversity 
in his heart*, is translated neatly by ôtearrpappevngi xapôtq, 'with a 
perverse heart* * This is the same approach to that taken in RSV.

A difficulty in the Greek of v. 14 is the rendering of nV®* 0*3 70 
literally, 'he sends strifes', by & rotouroc mpaxac ovvKmicrtv xoXei,
'such a person creates tumults in a city*. The expression -capaxag 
orvtcnrncriv is clearly a rendering of nV®* 0*370  though, one 
must note, it is somewhat less precise than Ixtxepxet xptcTEtç, 'sends
quarrels among*, given at v. 19 for 0 * 370 17*?®0 , The obvious problem is 
to account for the term xoXei. This could mean 'in a city* or perhaps 
have a wider sense * in a community* (L.S. 1434.III). If viewed as an 
interpretative addition (of. Baumgartner p. 70; Toy p. 132; Barucq p. 77) 
it may take its inspiration from the similar line at v. 1.9, 'who sows 
discord among brothers (û*nx J*a / àva peorov àôeX<po)v ). The expression

J
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•brothers' is there used metaphorically to describe the community as a whole# 
further

This is/related to the fact that 77, 'neighbour* is on several occasions 
translated by xoXivnc, 'citizen* (Thackeray, JTS XIII, p. 65). In these 
instances the translator is using the world of Greek civic life to interpret 
references to social behaviour in the Hebrew text (see Introduotion P* xvii). 
The addition 'xoXet' at v* I4 may also stem from the translator making
olear that the individual of v. 14 has an effect on the whole community in 
exactly the same way as the 'false witness* of v. 19* The Syriao 
translator appears to do something similar.

Some commentators have attempted to account for the difference in the Ii
readings textually. Heidenheim (DVBTîK, Vol,III p. 5 8) suggested that I
%oXe& oome from V7 in the following verse, read as 7*7 , while Toy I
(p. 132) thought it was possible that 0 * 3 7 0  had been read a second time %
as 0 3 7 0  (this was a secondai^ suggestion to his view that xoXei was a 
pure addition to the Greek text). Lagarde (p. 24) suggested that xoXei 1

was a corruption of xoXXa^ (the reading of MS 106), but the reverse is j
more likely to be the case. MoGlinchey's view (p. I8ff) that the Greek 
stems from Amenemope VIII.5 , 'his house is an enemy to the town* is I

Irejected by Gerleman (LUA p. 8) on the grounds that the resemblance is too I
I

general. Certainly there are more immediate contextual reasons to account
for the Greek addition.

With regard to the Peshitta, it has already been noted that the first j
i

two words of 12a, ̂ 7 ^ V a  0 7 X , are incorporated into v. 11* The verse is j

reduced further in the Peshitta in that there is no representation of îifi, |i
(Oort, TT p. 394 relates the lack of 7ID in the Syriac to the Greek reading, j

but there is no obvious connection between the two*) The result is a j
rather short line which reads, 'a wicked man goes about with slander* ]
( 1 A ûJlLÂXXZI )• Although no is not represented in the text, the |
idiom 'perverse speech' has clearly been read by the translator who takes it
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to mean 'slander* or 'false accusation' (thus Thes./3007, calumnia -
dishonest accusation; detreotatio - disparagement). The root OXÎL/
is commonly used in the sense 'slander' or 'bring false accusation*. The
Targum, by comparison, reproduces the expression of MT by n’Dlfl m
*hia perverted speech*.

In V. 13 the Syriao translator represents the participles y7p and
#m a  in the same way by the root , 'nod', 'make a sign'. This

Syr.
verb is equivalent in meaning to the Greek Ivveoetv (Thes./3929). It

0
seems possible, therefore, that the repetition of may reflect the
Greek reading ivveoet and ôiôocxei Ôe Ivveopcunv for f 7 p  and m o .  

If this is the case, the Syriao translator has simplified the latter of 
these two readings and in this way maintains a one-to-one correspondence 
with the Hebrew (see Introduotion p. xxxvii). There is also the fact that 
one sees in these readings another example of the prosaic and repetitive 
style of the Syriac translator (see Introduction p. xxxix). One might 
compare the Syro-Hexaplar which reproduces the Greek exactly ly f  A  3 
'indicate' and 1 ^ 0  a \  23 , ' instruct by signs'.

The middle phrase of the Hebrew i V n n  VVo is translated as
c A \ - -  ‘.un ÛQa A o  'he stamps with his foot* (Thes./4435 ).

(The Urmiah text reads the Qere 'his feet', Lee and Walton and Ambrosianus*
read the Kethib, 'his foot*.) This is a direct rendering of the Hebrew,
(Delitzsch p. 144) * although the action of striking or stamping on the 
ground is more demonstrative then that suggested Tty scraping or rubbing.

The Targum is identioal with the Peshitta in v. 13. It not only 
represents and m o  by ton but also renders VVo by ODU. It would
appear from the Lexicons (Levy, Vol. II p. 538; Jastrow p. I669) that
Proverbs 6113 is the only example of the use of oon in Aramaic.

The significant point in the Peshitta text of v. I4 ie the 
addition found at the end of the verse — 'being perverse in his mind and

Tiu5 dlso
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devising evil continually, he also stirs up strife between two* ( sT\^X0  

^^3 A  Thes./4058). Although using a different expression,
the presence of an additional phrase is reminisoent of the Greek. It is 
possible that a parallel process of comparison with v. 19 has taken place in 
the Syriac as was suggested for the Greek. The last phrase of 6:19 in the 
Peshitta reads L u l I  LjD D ü X o  , *and whoever sown discord
between brothers*. The similarity of the expression ^ 3  A  A-*«Z3 ^ d

Lkk.1 is in fact much more apparent in the Peshitta than in the
corresponding phrases of the Greek# The motivation of the translator is 
again to underline the similarity of the themes in the two verses. This 
tendency to harmonisation is a characteristic of the Syriao translator, 
noted elsewhere (see Introduotion p. xxxix).

Another example of an economic rendering is provided by the 
translation ofnV®* 0*370 by ^ , which itself means *to stir up 
trouble*. The same approach can be observed at 6:19 where LjQ 3 
* sow discord* is used to express the whole phrase 0*370 tfVvo (i*e. o^ 370 
is omitted on both occasions) (see Introduction p. xxxix). The Targum, 
like the Peshitta, links the two participial clauses in 14a by an * and* 
connection (Pinkuss, ZAW p. 133)* In 14b it reproduces MT without 
addition.

Verse 15 describes the fate of the wicked man of v. 12ff — * therefore 
calamity will come upon him suddenly, in a moment he will be broken ( yoB 
71®*) beyond healing*. The Greek reads, 'therefore his destruction comes 
suddenly, shattering and incurable ruin ( Ôiaxoxn xat cvvTpt̂ Ti &vtc,TO( ) *. 
Gomparison of the two readings shows that the Greek has no equivalent for 
ynB and uses a substantive or substantives to express the Hebrew verb 
71®*. The Hebrew of v. 15b is found again at 29:1b and there jrns is 
rendered by IÇaxtvriç, 'suddenly*. This suggests that, at 6:15 IÇaxtvriç .
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(15a) could represent both oSfJB and yns the translator covering both 
terms concisely by one adverb. If this is the case then ôiaxoTCT} and 
cruvrpiPT], used here as synonyms expressing total destruction, are both
expressing the force of 71®*. The use of nouns maintains an exact
correspondence with àTouXeia of 15a.

A different view is taken by Jaeger (p. 52), Umbreit (p. 76), 
Baumgartner (p. 71) and Toy (p. 132), who equate Ôtaxo-xn with yns taken
as a noun, and suggest that the translator read 71®1 also taken as a noun
(thus also Lagarde p. 24 and Kaminka, HUG A p. 177)* Mezzaoasa (p. 128) j
similarly suggests that the translator read hfl( AD = 'piece*) ,althou^ |

■|this seems less likely than the other suggestions noted above. i
The Peshitta and Targum follow NT and have identical texts, for

example, XB7D %*K1 is expressed in both as, 'there will be no healing for j
him ( IA.Q.aJ3iI 0\\ IocTLa l\o/*ni*ox n*V *inn xVi ). 
w .  16. 17. 18. 19 j

In the Hebrew these verses take the form of a numerical saying I
similar structurally to those found in Ch. 30, and commence with the 1

jformula, *six things ... seven thin^*. The actual content and vocabulary, |
ihowever, is similar to that found in the preceding verses (12-15). It is j

undoubtedly this similarity of content which has led the Greek translator j
to relate the two sections more closely to each other than is the case in j
the Hebrew, and the question arises as to whether the exegesis stems from
mistranslation or vice versa. The translator has read the same text but
understood it in a different way which involves both the mistranslation of

11W®, and the general view of the relation of the two passages to each other.l
In the Greek, v. 16 takes the form of a clause of reason (Barucq p." 77) i

Iin which the subject is not mh* but the V V*V 7 Q7K of v. 12, I
xocriv otç ptcnsv 6 0eoç, ouv'rptpemt be Ôt* àxaOapcrtav 'for he

L  Site.- lAtro4u<d"\6A XXIV.
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rejoices in all things which God hates, he is shattered throu^ uncleanneas 
of soul*•

It is clear that %p.Lpe& is a mistranslation of ww which has been 
read instead as a form derived from the root 9*9 ,"rejoice* (Jaeger p. 53| 
Hitzig p. 53j Lagarde p* 245 Baumgartner p. ?1; Toy p. 132).

Following his treatment of l6a, it would he impossible for the translator 
to make any sense of 19M miyin 7 391, His paraphrase orv'cptpemt 6e 
recalls the expression orvTpiPn àvtaToç in v. 15* The similarity of
7391 and 3 393 or 339* must certainly he borne in mind, (of. Jaeger p. 53)
Heidenheim, DVBT5K, Vol. Ill p. 5 8; Toy p. 132; ¥utz, B¥AT p. 267). 
However, l6a demonstrates that the divergence stems from an exegetioal 
rather than a textual basis, in that the translator*s text in l6a was the 
same as MT.

Verse 17 is translated with only minor changes. The use of the 
singular &<peaXp.oç for the Hebrew 0*3*7 is probably to maintain symmetry 
with The adjectives ni03, * haughty* and , "innocent* are
treated as if they were nouns in construct relationship to 0*3*7 and
thus "the eye of the wanton man ( ôpptcrtoo ) ... the blood of the righteous
man (dixaiou) *. This is purely a matter of expression (some minuscules
read 5&%aiov ). The reverse process can be seen in v. 18 where the words
|1H 013900 which are in construct are given by noun and adjective , 
XoYtoporç xaxorc. While there may be a literary contrast between the 
terms £61x04 (for 3p9) and ôixatop (for * ) ,  it should be noted that 
3p9 in V. 19 is also translated by £61x04 where it serves no literary 
purpose.

A small divergence between the texts can be observed in l8b where the
Hebrew reads, "feet that make haste to run to evil* (nV3V 7 1 3> ni3nno ).
This is found in the Greek as %obeç IxtaxeoôovTeç xaxoxoieiv, "feet 
hastening to do evil*. It is unlikely that the translator read
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anything other than 7 1 3V 013000. The Hebrew • hastening to run* is awkward 
and pleonastic and thus has been circumvented in the Greek * hastening to do*. 
(Nevertheless Lagarde p. 24 and Oort, TT p. 394 suggested 7 1 3V was a 
dittography of n73> , similarly Heidenheim, DVBTFK, Vol. Ill p. 5 8#
Baumgartner p. 7I suggested that 7 13V was overlooked due to the proximity
of 0 7 3V ),

The only point of note in v. I9 is the translation of n*0 *, "breathes* 
by Ixxatet, "kindles*. This particular rendering of 01 s is peculiar to 
Proverbs but can be found in several places in the book as a whole (e.g.
14*5 , 251 19*9; 2 9*8).

The Peshitta and Targum in v. I6 follow NT and are again almost 
identical, but a small difference between the two texts is of interest.
The Peshitta has a rather difficult grammatical connection at the beginning 
of 16b - tn nr<\v m l  A  1  T T Q  . This must be translated,
* there are seven things which his soul hates', the relative particle

is in an aidcward position. One would have expected it to be
attached to A jA iZû I rather than . A literal translation, as
the text stands, would produce the cumbersome reading, "and which are 
seven things his soul hates*. In comparing the Targum one finds a 
similarly unexpected grammatical construction, n*9B3 93931, It
would appear from this that the * 3 » is a preposition dependent on the verb 
n**>0*,*despise*, a type of construction commonly found with other verbs. 

However in all other cited instances of this verb (Aphel) in Levy's 
Lexicon (Vol. II, p. I65) it takes a direct object. This leads one to 
suspect that the Targum reading h**Vox 73931 is either a corruption of or 
an incorrect attempt to improve on the AulXxdI ATLDCDO of the 
Peshitta (see Introduction p. xxxvi).

The nature of the two texts in w .  17 and 18 is much the same as that 
in V. 16. Only minor differences can be detected between them, e.g. 
where the Syriac has the singular, * haughty eye", the Targum has the plural.,
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"haughty eyes", agreeing exactly with MT, An interesting point in the
relationship of the two texts is again raised by a small divergence in l8a.
Where the Syriac has 1 1 A "1 Txi , "thoughts of evil", following
MT px ni 39110, the Targum has xn73 xn39nD,"evil thoughts*. The 
adjective 7 3 however, is not an Aramaic word. While its appearance here 
could he viewed as a Hebraism, the close relationship of the Targum and 
Peshitta would suggest rather that the form xa73 is an error# The Targum 
should be emended to read xnyi Xh39110 exactly as in the Peshitta (Pinkuss, 
ZAW p. 133 and p. 93* He indicates that the Targum renders p  X by xnxy 
at 17*4} 21:15 and 22*8). The word xny, "wrong" could then be viewed
either as a Syriaoisa or as a defective form of xnxy, "perverse, crooked", 
as found at 4*24 (Lagarde"s edition) in the expression xmowt xnyi. On 
the question of style, one may also note the Syriac repetition C L X u l A jDD 

1A  "1 T jll, which the Targum avoids (see Introduction p.xxxix).
In V. 19 0*313 H*S*ia translated in both versions as,

"a false witness who utters deceit* C v\\?0X)3 1 0 OXûQO
/ x m  333 b*Vot X3p93 X3no)(MS 1106 reads V’Vo o t ).

In 19b, in the Peshitta, "and he who sows discord ( )
among brothers", it seems impossible to account for the " " in 3

j
on the basis of its use as a proposition. It seems to be functioning here jias the sign of the accusative. It has to be borne in mind that the list of j

iattributes found in w .  17—19 can be viewed as direct objects of the verb | 
X39 (Syriac 1 \ CY3 ) in v. 16 i.e. they are those things "which God 

hates". It is nonetheless curious that the sign of the accusative should 
appear in the last description in the list of w .  17-19 > as found in the 
Peshitta, as it is not used in any of the preceding expressions. (There 
is no corresponding difficulty in the Targum which, though similar to the 
Peshitta, reads *31*n *03 3 pi, "and whoever stirs up strife".) It may be 
that the function of the " * sign, as also the Targum expression 3 JO
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is to separate v. 19 into two categories so that the "false witness* of 19a 
is not viewed as the same person who "stirs up strife" in 19b. In this way 
the translator produces a list of seven things or persons which are abhorrent 
to God. As the Hebrew stands it might be thought to enumerate only six 
descriptions of what God hates, thus falling short of the statement, "these 
are ••• seven whioh are an abomination to him*.

A smaller point to note is that the Syriac, as at 6:14, expresses the 
phrase "stir up strife" by a verb only (see Introduction p. xxxix) whereas 
the Targum, though using the same verb represents D*33ü by 
producing an exact correspondence to the idiom of the Hebrew.
(The ambivalence of
Baumgartner’s position (p. 7l) on the question of the relationship of the 
Peshitta and Targua is demonstrated here in his note that the Peshitta 
follows the Targum but omits *ni»n. The suggestion of Vogel p. 40 that 
the Syriac/Tar gum and the Vulgate read "throw, cast", instead of

is unnecessary literalism.) 
w.  20. 21, 22

It hag already been observed at 1:8 that the translation of m i n  
by deapooc;, "ordinances* is characteristic of the approach of the 
translator to this term which is, throughout Proverbs, construed in a 
non-teohnioal way. The plural rendering of both m X D  and hmn stems from 
the unpointed text of the translator, and probably also from a desire to 
maintain consistency with the plural suffixes in v. 21 (thus Miller, JNES,
29, 1970, p. 130).

In 21a one might have expected 71b >7 to be translated by h%i crp 
xapÔt.̂  as in MSS 23, I6I mg., and 252. The translation found in the 
majority of MSS is ixt cnj is also found in the Septuagint
as a rendering of ab though only infrequently as compared with xapôta.
The same translation can be found again in Proverbs at 16:3 and 26:25.
The reading of MS 23 and minuscules is clearly secondary, being an attempt
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to give a more "aoourato" rendering.
A more significant transiational problem is found in 22a which, in the 

Hebrew, reads 7 0% Tin an 7DVnnm, literally, "when you walk it will lead you*. 
This is expanded somewhat in the Greek which reads, évixa £v xeptxa-t'gc 
Imrou afi'C'nv xat nem <rot) lô w, "whenever you walk bring her and let her 
be with you". It should be noted, first of all, that there is a basic 
syntactical problem in the Greek. Although in the Hebrew the singular verh 
nnan may read awkwardly following the plurals of the preceding verse,
•bind them ...tie them ..." it can nevertheless be related back to the 
singular form of either mil) or nixo in v. 20. In the Greek the 
singular object " afivnv • and the verb " fecrroo " cannot be related back in 
this way to "commandment" and "law" in v. 20, as these terms appear in 
plural form in the Greek, " vopooc ...Oeopooc ". There is therefore no 
antecedent for either aSvTjV or Icnrw, which means that the Greek syntax 
is in a more disjointed condition than that of the Hebrew. A possible 
solution to this grammatical problem has been proposed by Jaeger (p. 53) to 
the effect that afitTiv and Iotcd may have a forward reference to the term 
IvtoXti (v. 23) (Hebrew niXh).

Of the actual translation itself, it would appear that &xoLYou aôvTiv 
is based on nri3n,and peta crou Iotxo is an expansion of where nx has
been taken as the preposition "with" rather than the accusative prefix 
(Jaeger p. 53). The verb IxaYeiv in the middle voice has the sense "lead 
to oneself", "bring", "procure" (L.S. 6O3), and is a good equivalent of 
%n3. The form »in3n has been taken as a second person and understood 
to be a jussive. The final form of the Greek is not accountable entirely 
in terms of misreading as the translator has had to supply an object for 
Tiri3n ( a^Tqv ), so that he seems to avoid the plain sense(Umbreit p. 78), 
and a verb to accompany 7hX ( ècrro), of. Gemser p. 38). An inducement to 
read the Hebrew in this way has possibly come from the preceding chapter

 ̂ SsLZ I k t t r o p .  XXIV.
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where similar expressions can be found, SpiXetTw cot ... cn)ve<rr<*> croi 
(5 *19) although there is no obvious thematic connection between the two 
passages. (Toy p. 142, suggests a possible doublet n*nh,but the 
treatment of nn3h does not support this. One may compare Sohleusner 
p. 297, who suggests that the translator read n m x  tin in, and similarly 
Prijs p. 8 4, who suggests "jnx nn*ai.)

In the following phrase the verb 3b9n like nnan is again taken by 
the translator as a jussive, but in this case it is viewed as a third 
person feminine form, (prXootre'ca) oe, *let her guard*, and not as a second 
person form as previously. This leads to the last phrase of v. 22, 
presented in the Greek as a final clause and in this way serving as a 
motivation for the preceding imperatives, (va ÊYeipopev^ ouXXoXp 001,
• so that when you awake she may converse with you* • Apart from the 
superimposed syntax, the Hebrew is translated in a straightforward way.

The Peshitta follows MT in w .  20 and 21, but for 22a reads,
•whenever you walk, bring them to you and let them be with you 
( ^ O O O l A  ^CLxl \âJol )• This is based on
the Greek, femYOu aSvnv xai pern 00v Ictwd • The most significant 
difference between the two readings, however, is that the Syriac translator 
adopts the plural form "them* in continuity with v. 20, referring back to 
•law* and • commandment•, taken as a pair. (Skehan p. 2, describes the 
use of the plural in this way as • without warrant*, and ah obscuring of the 
difficulty of the Hebrew grammar.) There are two things that can be 
observed here, therefore, firstly the use of the Greek to interpret the 
Hebrew text, and secondly, a smoothing out of the grammatical difficulties 
present in both the Hebrew and the Greek.

The following phrase in the Peshitta is very puzzling. For the 
Hebrew, "when you lie down they (literally, it) will watch over you*, the 
Syriac reads, ^CLxi *22̂  , ‘keep them that they may
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keep you*. The translator is following neither the Hebrew nor the Greek.
He appears to have abandoned the text entirely and contributed a paraphrase 
based on the command *keep*. While this produces a striking phrase with
obvious reciprocity, "keep that they may keep", it nevertheless destroys
the contrast in the Hebrew line as a whole between sleeping ( -73093 ) and
waking (nix*pm ). This is one of the few examples of an independent
paraphrase in the Peshitta version in Proverbs 1-9*

Although some deviations from the Hebrew can also be detected in the 
last phrase of v. 22, there is little difficulty in relating the two texts 
one to the other. The Syriac reads 1..OOCLX wQlOl IjDO
1 . \ C  L  'LaA 2 /&A, "when you awake they will be meditation for you*. The use of j
the plural pronoun "they* is consistent with the usage in the rest of the

Syr. I
verse. The rendering "they will be meditation for you* (Thes./3963), stems ,I
from ^H*9H. The translator is indicating what it means to have converse !
with law and commandment, that is, one has to understand an exercise in 
meditation.

The Targum follows NT closely in all three verses, and in w .  20,21,
has practically the same text as the Peshitta, e.g. for the root 3 3 7,

#
"bind upon* whioh is uncommon in Biblical Hebrew, both use g'XSk/ 733 «
as its equivalent. The Targum, however, is much closer to the Hebrew in ;
V. 22 than the Peshitta which, as noted above, has a Greek insertion and a 
paraphrase in the middle of the verse. There are difficulties, however, 
which are peculiar to the Targum in this part of the verse, in particular 
the verb forms in the expressions 707 333n*n and 1^7 303nri, In the 
first phrase the passive form is used apparently to accommodate the 
interpretation of as "with you*. This interpretation of 711 x is
derived from the Greek, through the Peshitta. The Aramaic expression 
therefore means, "let her be taken with you*. This rather cumbersome 
expression results from an attempt to produce a oorrespondenoe in form with
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the Hebrew while, at the same time, utilising an interpretation found in the 
Peshitta.

The meaning of 7V7 30 3nn is not at all clear. The lexicons suggest 
that 303nn should be emended to 3 03n (Levy, Vol. II p. 106; Jastrow 
p. 901), thus, "she will watch over you*. The difficulty of translating 
the Targum in a satisfactory way remains also in the last phrase of the 
verse whioh reads, 7 " S 3  X*n 3*ynni, Jastrow (p. 1494) translates 
the expression as, *she (the Law) will be thy advocate (in the hereafter) 
Levy (Vol. II p. 434), translating the Aramaic as it stands, renders it as 
•so she (the Law) will delight you (dich ergOtzen)*. In this case ^**%3 
is taken as a participle with suffix rather than as a noun with suffix, as 
Jastrow suggests. Levy, however, prefers to emend the Targum on the basis 
of the Peshitta to produce the reading 7 * * 3 3  l̂ïiîî s*»t,which is translated 
as, *she will take care of you* (ftir dich serge tragen. Vol. II p. 428).
The same emendation can be found in Baumgartner (p. 71) and Pinkuss (ZAIf 
p. 134)# If the Targum at this point is influenced by the Peshitta, whioh 
seems likely, it would be better to view “7**X3 as a noun with suffix. 
Similarly, if the emendation 7 *3 3 or "j**3 3 were to be adopted, this 
should be viewed as a Syriaoism meaning *your meditation* so that the Targum 
would read, "when you awake she will be your meditation*, reflecting the 
reading of the Peshitta LaA3 ^OOOVa (see also
Introduction p. xxxvi).
V* 23

In this verse each word in the Greek can readily be related to its 
counterpart in Hebrew. A difficulty in the Greek, however, is in 
determining the punctuation stops, or how the words should be related to ~ 
each other, as variations can be found in the H3S regarding the 
connecting particles. In Sweto*s edition, the reading of the B text is 
punctuated as follows, ôvi Xoxvoc IvtoXti vopoo, xat (pooc iôoc xai
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IXeYXOC xai -JcaiSeva, and may he translated, "for the commandment of the 
law is a lamp, and light, a way of life and reproof and discipline*. In 
this case xat qxoc is taken with the second part of the sentence. One 
may compare the edition of Holmes and Parsons where the same text is printed
but xat <poùc is included in the first line so that one would translate,
"for the commandment of the law is a lamp and a light, a way of life, and 
reproof and discipline". Rahlfs similarly includes xat cpojç in the first 
half of the verse, but his second line reads, xat êôoc âwnç èXeYXoc %CL 
mtÔeta, "and a way of life, reproof and discipline". The inclusion of 
xat before &604 is found in K ̂  %  A and minuscules, and the omission of 
xat between Siwriç and feXeyxoc is found in B°, R , A, and minuscules. This
confusion of punctuation in the Greek stems firstly from the translation of
Tnini m x o a s  Iw o Xti vojiou. This destroys the symmetry of the Hebrew in
23a (Toy p. I42) and creates confusion with regard to whether the predicate i
^1 %/<pw4 belong to 23a or 23b. Secondly 23b is viewed as a list of

predicates dependent on the primary statement of 23a, i.e. just as the |
!

command of the law is a lamp, so also it is a way of life, etc. To this !I
end an "and* connection has been supplied between mriDin and 3tJia. In I
the Hebrew 23b is a statement in its own right, quite separate from 23a. I
Thus two incorrect interpretations or assumptions on the part of the |
translator have led to the subsequent uncertainty about how the Greek should iI  Ibe read. -

i
Vogel (p. 41), Lagarde (p. 24), Oort (TT p. 395), Baumgartner (p. 7I), |

jMhller-Eautzsoh (p. 39) and Steuernagel (p. 287) wished to read 30101 nnoih I
suggesting that * 1 * and * fl " had changed places (similarly BHS).V.
The Greek text, and the versions may be viewed rather as simplifying a

Jdifficult expression — 3 0 1 0  hi 031 h (McKane p. 327? of. note above on 1
Greek syntax) .

The Syriac translator follows MT in 23a. His treatment of 23b is the |
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same as that found in the Septuagint (Vogel p. 41} Baumgartner p. 71} 
Pinkuss, ZAW p* 134), in that the Hebrew words are treated as a list of 
predicates dependent upon the main statement of 23a (see above). It can 
be seen that the translation of 301D ninoih as l A o i U Q O  l A d l f D A Z )  , 
•reproof and discipline* is the same as the Greek IXeyxoc Twxtôeta.
This suggests dependence on the Greek rather than textual variation in the 
Hebrew.

The Targum is essentially the same text as the Peshitta in both 23a and
23b.

For the expression 73 hVXO, ’from the evil woman*, the Greek reads,
&XO Yuvaixoç Smvôpou, • from a married woman*. The translator has read 
73, •neighbour* instead of the adjective 73,’wicked*. He has 

undoubtedly been influenced by the expression 11173 Iï9X,’his neighbour*s 
wife* (v. 29). 73 as the basis of the Greek was first noted by Vogel
(p. 42). It is adopted by Jaeger (p. 54), Biokell (WZKM p. 95),
Frankenberg (p. 48), MBller-Kautzsch (p. 39), Steuernagel (p. 287), La 
Sainte Bible (p. 808), Scott (p. 61), Gemser (p. 40). Against this, 
Baumgartner (p. 72) makes the point that 73 should have the suffix * 7 • 
as this is the customary usage, similarly, Bostrom (LUA p. 144).
Ehrlich (p. 32) rejects the Greek reading, taking the view that 73 means 
only a paramour, on the basis of Hosea 3*1. Renard (p. 69) suggests that 
the Greek translator read TI3 T, but is somewhat isolated in this equation.
The main objection to this is that ’neighbour’s wife* is not a syrwnym for 
1131 nwK elsewhere (Bostrom, LUA p. 144). The respective merits of the 

Greek and Hebrew readings are reviewed in McKane (p. 328).
In 24b the translator interprets 11*333 J19> npVno,literally, ’from 

the smoothness of a strange tongue’ as ’from the slander of a strange 
tongue ( £xo ôtapoX-nç YXtocnrnc AxXo'Cptac ). The form 610^0X114 has to be
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taken as the genitive of the noun 0iaPo\T|. The adjective ÔtapoXoc 
declines with only masculine and neuter forms. The translator appears to 
be giving a sense considered suitable in the context. One may compare the 
expression np*Vna * smooth words* at 7*5, whioh is translated by
XoYotc iroic xpoc xapiv, ’pleasing words*.

Instead of reproducing the infinitive construction, 7 30 9V^the Syriac 
translator introduces a relative clause \^\ A") , 'that it may keep
you*• Since the verb ’keep* has feminine form, the relative particle must 
relate back to one of the feminine nouns in the preceding verse, such as 

I AolillD or or perhaps even ’lamp* or * light’. One
might have expected the relative particle to refer back to LcQQLZlA ,
but, since this is a masculine noun, the verb form precludes this.

In the second half of the verse the Peshitta reads,I 0 1  V t \ * D  l ÿ O t t X ^ l j Q  ’and from the slander of the tongue
of a stranger’. This is clearly following the Greek, £xo ÔiaPoXpc YXoxnrnc 
AxXovpiac . Pinkuss (ZAH p. 134) and BHS, commenting on the Masoretio 
vowel points in the phrase n * 3 3 3  J19V, cite the Peshitta as the main 
witness for the view that J19V should be read as a construct. Apart from 
any other difficulties about such a suggestion, it is apparent from the above
that the Syriac translator was in fact translating the Greek (YXtixirrnc 
£xXoTpia4 ) rather than expressing any fine distinction about the relation 
of the Hebrew terms.

The Targum has exactly the same construction in 24a as the Peshitta, 
7 3 9 3*113, ’that it may keep you’• The same problem exists, therefore, 
as to what term in the preceding verse the relative particle relates. As
in the Peshitta, K3 3pia and KOI 0*3 are excluded because they 
are masculine forms. The only, but important, difference between the two 
texts is in 24b where the Targum reads, ’smoothness( Khiy»79) of the tongue 
of a stranger’, as opposed to the Syriac*s ’slander ( luLDIt-XflLp) of
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the tongue of a stranger’ • The reading in the Targum is aimed at 
producing a better equivalent for MT’s hpVno than the interpretative 
’slander*• The editorial procedure of the Targumist can be seen clearly 
in this verse. His text is basically that of the Peshitta with one 
significant change to produce closer conformity to the Hebrew. In addition, 

one may note that the Targumist retains the Peshitta reading X 3 9* V 3 

xn* 331 33 which MS 1106 conforms to MT, reading xn* 3313 X39V, Baumgartner 
(p. 72) expressed the view that the Peshitta follows the Targum here, apart 
from ’slander*. This is untenable.

The Greek diverges from the Hebrew to a considerable extent in this 

verse, paraphrasing 25a and having a doublet in 25b. For the Hebrew, ’do 
not desire her beauty in your heart*, the Greek reads, |jit] aie viXTyrç 

xaXXooç Ixidopia', ’do not let desire of beauty overcome you’. This is an 
interpretation of the Hebrew, where the translator has shifted the emphasis 

from desiring beauty as such to succumbing to the desire of beauty. In

introducing the element of being overwhelmed by desire, the translator is j
i

merely borrowing the idea from the second part of the verse where the notion IIÎof being caught or trapped by attractive eyes is found. The paraphrase is I1
being structured on parallelism. I

!In the second part of the verse the doublet reads*- j
i

jjTjÔe dYperOpc ootç ScpÔaXpotç |
I|iTi6e orovapxoioBpc £xo vtov aftrnc pXĉ pcov; |

’Do not be trapped with your eyes, |

and do not be caught by her eyelids’.

Jaeger (p. 54), Ümbreit (p. 80), Lagarde (p. 24) and Mttller-Kautzsoh |
(p. 73), took the first line as original and the second as later. |

Baumgartner (p. 72) thought that the second line was a marginal comment. |

Fritsch (JBL p. 173) holds that the second line originated with the Hexapla |
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hut the presence of this doublet in the Peshitta would suggest it is pre—
IHexaplario.

The first line of the doublet is particularly interesting in that the 
translator makes the young man* s own eyes the instrument whereby he is 
trapped. This tends to heighten the element of personal responsibility.
The verb dypeDeiv corresponds to the same verb in v. 26 in the expression 
* she hunts precious souls*.

Although the second line is closer to the Hebrew in that ir’syfiyi 
is translated accurately, the rendering as a whole is not literal. In 
both parts of the doublet ^npn ^X1 is translated in the same way, by using 
a passive construction, ignoring the suffix, and changing the subject of the 
verb from third person to second person. This is a further difficulty for 
Pritsch*s view of the Hexaplario origin of the line, in that literalness is 
a test on which he lays considerable stress. An attempt to correct the 
verb construction in the second line is found in Codex 23, which reads,
|iT|0e crovapmoaTco ere, agreeing exactly with the Hebrew. This is clearly 
a late correction. The reading cruvapxacmç of the A text, must be viewed 
as an error whereby‘0* has been accidentally omitted, otherwise the line is 
untranslatable•

The Peshitta follows MT in 25a, but has a doublet in 25b which reads,
•  • *  V•and do not be caught by her eyes ( OXjAjkXZl ), and do not let her 

captivate you ( ) with her eyelids*. The doublet is modelled
on the parallel found in the Greek, but there are interesting differences.
In the first line, the suffix in the expression *her eyes* is third person 
as opposed to the second person possessive pronoun in the Greek. In this 
way the Syriac translator keeps the suffixes in the two lines consistent 
with each other (of. Syro-Hexaplar \ \ A j  , *your eyes * ) and
thus also with MT (Pinkuss, ZAH p. 134).

In the second line of the doublet, the Peshitta reproduces 25b of MT

* S j t j u  X r v t V o d u c l l o A  p .  \ u
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• *• .exactly. This, with the previous observation regarding OXjhXjAZI , 
demonstrates that, although the basic structure of the doublet was taken 
from the Greek, it was revised in both parts in the light of MT (see 
Introduction p. xxxvii).

Although the Targum follows MT, a point of interest is the translation 
of the verbs in both parts of the verse. It appears that the translator 
has used either the same or similar sounding verbs to produce a literary 
or onomatopoetio effect, *do not desire ( îl3>ri) her beauty in your heart, 
and do not let her entice you ( 73 1139n ) with her eyelids*. That there is 
an intentional contrast in the use of these verb forms is strengthened by 
the fact that there is a slight shift of meaning in 25b from * being captured* 
as in MT to ’being enticed* or * led astray* in the Targum. Levy (Vol. II 
p. 517) takes the view that 1139 is a *Shaphel* form of 113, the same 
root as is used in 25a, while Jastrow (p. 1628) describes it as a ’Parel* 
form of 119, The possibility of the translator introducing a play on words 
for literary effect was also noted at 2*l6. If intentional, it is a 
device of relatively rare occurrence (because of heavy dependence upon the 
Syriac, it could only happen in independent sections) (see Introduction
p. xl).
V. 26

For the difficult Hebrew text UllT H9X 373 *3, literally, *for on 
account of a harlot*, the Greek reads, Yup xopvtiç, ’for the price of
a harlot*. This makes good sense compared with the Hebrew, and on this 
basis Driver (VT IV, 1954, p. 243ff.) suggests the Hebrew preposition V:73 
should be understood as a noun 37a,'price*, althou^ this noun is not 
otherwise attested in Hebrew. (Less likely were the proposed emendations 
of Graetz, MGWJ p. 154 and Frankenberg p. 49, who read nil3 1T9*X "737 (o)
( 7 3 7 « ’estimate, valuation* ); while Oort, TT p. 395 suggested the Greek 
translator read 3 33, ’wei^t, worth*, instead of 37 3 .) Driver further
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suggested the Syriao/Targum rendering ’likeness* is also based on the idea 
of prioe.

In the remainder of the verse which reads, in the Greek, ’for the 
price of a harlot is sis much as one loaf, and a woman hunts the precious 
souls of men*, an element of paraphrase can be detected. The phrase &rn 
xat &V04 &pTou corresponds with DtlV 333 37 and there is little difference 
in meaning between the two expressions. The preposition 37 is used in 
comparisons to express degree (BDB 724*1*3) and this is the sense the 
translator has attributed to it here. Paraphrase is more apparent in the 
expression ’a woman hunts the precious souls of men*, whioh corresponds to 
the Hebrew 31«l »l3p* 9D3 9*X hvxi. The translator was clearly puzzled by 
what is still a rather obscure phrase (McKane p. 329), and produced a 
somewhat general statement, which is ambiguous and unclear in meaning. The 
translation offered here is that whioh is found also in the Syro—Hexaplar,
*a woman hunts the precious souls of men* 1"DlZL̂ *3 IA'ÜXLlZ) IIXjC3lX •
A different translation is offered by Gerleman (LUA p. 19), who takes the 
view that Y*>vn £ v 6 p o ) v  means ’married woman*, thus making a contrast 
between the harlot ( x o p v n ç  )  and the unfaithful wife. However, it is not 
certain that Ywn &v5pwv can in fact mean * married woman*. It could be 
objected that, if the translator had wished to make such an interpretation 
clear he would have used the expression y v v t i  5 m v 6 p o c  as in v. 24 and 
V. 29. There is therefore some obsourity to be found in the Greek text 
also. Perhaps this is to be expected considering the difficulty of the 
Hebrew.

Taken as it stands, the Peshitta rendering of 26a would be rather
puzzling, ’for the likeness ( CTLaJ Q O ^  ) of a harlot is as a loaf of#
bread* • This would be a curious comparison and would make little sense.
It seems very probable that Ia J D O D  should be taken here either as having 
the same sense as La JDO , ’price* (of. Driver, VT IV, 1954, P* 243ff.)
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« »•

though this is not attested lexically, or as a corruption of � X aJZÜO
(Pinkuss, ZAW p. 134)# (Both words are derived from I Y33  ’be like’,

Syr. *
Thes./911 •) This would mean that the Syriac translator had followed the
Greek reading tujlti to produce a translation of 373,

In 26b the Peshitta gives a literal translation of MT. The expression!
I UZlX A A a I reproduces the Hebrew nwx and means a married | 

' Syr. i
woman (Thes./287).

The Targum is dependent on the Peshitta in 26a although an additional
term can be found in its text which reads Kn*3 13 xn>D X*d3 3 >ioo
KDtTV3 XJ1X*33, ’for the affair of a harlot is like a loaf of bread’. The
additional word ’affair* (so Levy translates. Vol. II p. 37), which is
peculiar to the Targum, appears to be a designation for a relationship with
a prostitute. The purpose of the addition would seem to be an attempt to
improve on the puzzling comparison found in the Peshitta, ’the likeness of i
a harlot is as a loaf of bread’. By comparing the affair with a harlot to !
a loaf of bread the Targumist presumably intended his readers to see In the
analogy not only the cheapness of the affair, but possibly also the
shortness of its duration. A loaf of bread is quickly consumed and gone
for ever. The interesting point, however, is that the exegesis of 26a ■
offered in the Targum, takes its point of departure from the reading in

• __the Peshitta, in particular its understanding of CTljkjÛ03 as referring I 
to likeness (of. Pinkuss, ZAW p. 134). Hitzig (p. 55) thought that xnVn 
referred to speech, as also Baumgartner (p. 72). One may compare Mezzacasa | 
(p. 129) who, following the same line of thought, suggested that 37 3 had
been read as 37 (’witness, testimony’). However, it is difficult to see |

Iwhat sense could be attributed to the text if xnVo were taken as speech. | 
In what way could speech resemble a loaf of bread?

iLike the Peshitta, the Targum reproduces MT exactly in 26b. 1I
VY. 27. 28. 29 j

1The following three verses are translated quite accurately in the !
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Greek, with only small deviations from the Hebrew. In v. 27, the action of 
the verbs îinn,’snatch up’ and àxoÔetv, ’bind fast’, is not exactly the 
same. The root nhh is not common, being found only four times in the Old 
Testament and, while it is quite possible that the translator has only 
approximated to a meaning for it from context, one has to take into account 
that at Proverbs 25*22 the same root

is accurately rendered by owpeueiv, ’pile upon’ or ’heap up’.
The Niphal verb forms *13 3 39X1 and *I3*19X1 at the end of w .  27 and 28 

are both rendered by an active verb in the Greek, xawxauoieii. In
using an active construction, the translator is ignoring the consonantal
form of the verbs which are third feminine plural, agreeing with their j

i
respective subjects. This change seems to be a matter of convenience only j 

whereby the third singular subject xtc / 9 *X in 27a and 28a is maintained 
as such in the second half of the verses also. The use of xamxaucrei ;

t
in 27b and 28b where the Hebrew has synonyms is unusual in the Greek where i
one normally finds a colourful choice of vocabulary and an avoidance of t
repetition.

1

In V. 29, the translator punctuates the verse differently from that |
1of NT. The Greek reads, ’thus he who goes into a married woman will not

be innocent, nor anyone who touches her*. The translator has taken Hj?3* I
with 29a (Baumgartner p. 73). That being so, he has found it necessary 
to supply a second negative particle - o6ôe - for 29b.

Lagarde (p. 25) and Zuntz (ZAW p. 144) have observed that an 
additional Greek reading, o5% £rijift>pTiV04 Itnat, ’he will not be unpunished I 
of evils’, is found in 29b in MSS 23 and 252. They take the view that this 
reading is to be preferred to that now found in the majority of MSS. Thé 
main reason for this is that Rp3* x5 is translated hy 06% £i:t|jui)pirrïoç Icrtav 
at Proverbs 11*21; 19*5, 9} 28*20. Zuntz also makes the point that the
additional term * xaxwv * at 6*29 weighs against the reading being a
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secondary harmonisation to the other passages. However, against this, one 
has to note that many MSS have the term * xaxoav * in their text at lit21. 
This being the case, there is still a strong possibility that the additional 
reading in MSS 23 and 252 at 6*29 is in fact a secondary harmonisation to 
readings found elsewhere in Proverbs as a translation of a similar Hebrew 
text.

The grammatical changes in w .  27—29, though of a relatively minor 
nature, nevertheless again indicate the latitude which the translator was 
prepared to take to obtain an even and balanced reading. Where such a 
characteristic can be observed in a straightforward passage with little 
difficulty, it is liable to be more prominent in passages with complex 
problems.

In w .  27-29 the Peshitta follows the Hebrew for the most part, though n
there are traces of Greek influence also present. In 27b the Syriac 1

translator uses an active construction in which w*x (27a) is retained as 
the subject of the verb '2JDTCL23 l\ ^ O I o A j ul xO  , 'and will he not :i

* >  ,1
scorch his clothes*. This is the same construction as the Greek, to, 6c !
lljaTva 06 xamxarcei. However, unlike the Greek which uses the same 
construction in 28b, the Peshitta reproduces MT exactly, ’will his feet * 1

not be burned ( ^ O A  A j O )*» The deviation from the Hebrew in v. 27,
therefore, may have been due to the familiarity of the Greek version which 1

coloured the Syriac translator’s turn of phrase (see Introduction p.xxxvii). î
The word D*Vni whioh means ’glowing coals’ is translated in the ;

Peshitta as I , ’coals of firs’. This is the same j
reading as the Greek àvdpaxuv xvpoc. This could be viewed as merely a |
coincidental translation since D*Vni implies the idea of glowing or ' |
burning. (One may compare the Targum which reads simply 1, ’coals’.)
The element of chance, however, is virtually eliminated by the observation |I ' 1that at 25*22 both versions again read àvOpaxaç nvpoc / I3ÛA3

I _ Iy\tf0 p. XXlV.
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luJDOl^ , whereas at 26*21, where the Greek reads only £vôpaÇ;iv, 
the Syriac similarly reads only | "3/30Ny\ # Identical renderings for
all three occurrences of D*Vni  confirm that the Syriac translator was 
influenced directly by the Greek in expressing the meaning of this word.
It is unnecessary to suggest, with Pinkuss (ZAW, p. 134), that the 
Septuagint/Syriac read >7, The reading Id Qa D !0CLÏ|̂  Al/
in Lee’s edition is a misprint.

In V. 29, the Peshitta has the same division in the verse as that 
found in MT. The only difference between the Syriac and Hebrew texts is 
that the translator has omitted >3 (29b), so that the pronoun ’whoever*
( 3 ) of 29a remains the subject of the participle and verb in 29b.

The Targum shows some traces of dependence on the Peshitta in v. 27, 
e.g. is translated exactly as in the Syriac by Kn>*3 i.e.
using the interrogative particle KbV»3 and translating nnnby the rather 
general verb ’put’. In the expression 3*p* X> îl»91 aVland will not his 
garment be scorched’ the Targumist has produced a passive construction 
agreeing with MT and yet has singular forms where MT has plural. This is 
a minor, though curious, discrepancy on the part of the Targumist since, 
as he is clearly following the Hebrew in 27b, one would have expected an 
exact reproduction of MT. It may represent a partial correction of the 
reading in the Peshitta. Kaminka (HUCA p. l80), takes the view that xV !
T*p* is active, i.e. ’will he not scorch his garment’, and, as such, is |
prior to and has, influenced the reading in the Septuagint. One would have ! 
thought though that an active sense for this root would have required an
Aphel form, as in the Syriac ( 3* p*. is pointed as a passive participle in
Miqraoth Gedoloth). The possibility that the Targum reading, (even if - 
taken in Kaminka’s sense) has influenced the Septuagint text, can only be
viewed as extremely remote.

Targum
In V. 28 the/text is almost the same as the Peshitta #art from the
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expression ^3 Q_i3 1 3JQ q N̂  which, as noted above, appears in the
Targum as *3911, thus producing a one-to-one correspondence with D*Vni 
of MT.

In V. 29 the Targum has an addition peculiar to itself reading, ’so
it is for whoever goes in to the wife of his neighbour to commit adulteiy
with her’ ( Î1Û7 33 1^ oV )• The purpose of the addition is to give an
exact definition of the moral offence suggested by, but not actually stated
in, the Hebrew (Pinkuss, ZAW p. 134)# The Targumist, to some extent, is
also anticipating v* 32 where there is a specific reference to adultery.

(t . 32)
The Aramaic verb used there/is the same as that found in the addition in v. 

thus,
29,/Knn*K3 3**13 JKD,’he who commits adultery with a woman*. Explanatory 
or exegetioal additions of this sort are rare in the Targum to Proverbs and 
are of a concise nature (see Introduction p. xl). As for the Hebrew text 
itself,the Targumist translates v. 29 more exactly than is the case in the 
Peshitta, for example., representing Vd in 29b.
V* 30

The Greek translator, as in the previous verse, again divides the 
words differently from the punctuation now in MT, in that a m *  *a 
( xXexTei Y^p ) is taken with 30B and not with 30a, as in the Hebrew.
What the translator took to be 30a which, according to his division would 
read aii> 131 â  xV,’do not men despise a thief’(or,’men do not despise 
a thief’, RSV footnote), is translated in the Greek as o6 Oaupacrcov e£v 
£X(ÿ 314 xXexTcov, ’it is not to be wondered at if someone is caught 
stealing’ (or, ’if a thief is caught’, taking 3*4 xXexwV as ’one who 
steals'). The rendering of the verb ’despise’ in the sense ’wonder at’ is 
an arbitreuy change of meaning on the part of the translator to produce an 
acceptable sense from what is an ambiguous Hebrew text (Toy p. I40). This 
is the only place in the Septuagint where 0aô oto3oc or any related form of 
the same root is used to translate 313 whioh, elsewhere in Proverbs, is
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translated straightforwardly by the following verbs:- &gou6eve&v,
'set at nought' (l*?); puxvnpv^eiv, 'sneer at* (11*12} 23*9)}
xai;oMppovctv, 'despise*, 'scorn' (13*13; 2 3*22); 'dishonour',
'slight* (14*21; 30*17) ♦ The construction used here is a combination of
the negative particle with the neuter singular adjective. A similar 
instance of this idiom can be found, for example, at 18*5, iu the 
expressions o5 xaXov, 'it is not a good thing', and o5ôe 6anov, 'it is
not a holy thing*. Kuhn (BWANT p. I4), suggests that the translator read 

171T KV from the root 71 T, 'tremble', 'quake*. It is unlikely, 
however, that Oaopacrrov would proceed from such a verb. Wutz (BWAT 
p. 289), by comparison, suggests the translator read 13 1 A* xV from 3 tA 
• to wonder*, but this sense is based on Syriao/Arabic rather than Hebrew | 
usage•

The following phrase, 'if anyone is caught stealing' is both |
interpretative and expansionary. The reference to being cau^t is an iIanticipation of the theme of v. 31, whioh commences XX931 /e£v 6e £Xw. I
Baumgartner (p. 73) attempted to account for the Greek expansion on textual, j

igrounds, suggesting that 3131* * 3 was read twice, once as 3Pÿ* ^3 » j
ie£w &X(y.. This was rightly rejected by Pinkuss (ZA¥ p. 134) as improbable]

The Peshitta reproduces the Greek entirely in this verse, 'do not
wonder at ( 0 *U3.3^/X-JüX lA ) anyone who steals who is oaugh't

0

( TUu»/aAJD0 J, for he steals that he may satisfy his soul which hungers'.] 
The term O ' U Q ' D  A j q \  , its form indicates, is an Bthpael infinitive. I 
The Syriao expression, therefore, could be translated literally, 'it is |
not to be wondered at', reflecting the sense of06 0a»|iao3ov. However,
the general structure of the Syriao sentence requires that the infinitive ]
expression should here be translated like an imperative, if a smooth I

■!rendering is to be achieved. Otherwise one would have to supply a
ifollowing conjunction after the infinitive such as 'if* or 'when*, i.e.
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*it is not to he wondered at when anyone is caught (See note

on the Targum, below).

In other respects, it can be seen that the translator incorporates 
the Greek addition, e£v àXcÿ tiq and also reproduces the Greek division of 
the verse in reading 313 1* *D/xXexret ycp with 30b. A point of interest 
in relation to the text form of the Septuagint which the translator read 
stems from the last phrase 1 01_T 5\ \  . It oould be argued

that this is a direct translation of 373* *3 19B3, but, since the Syriac 

has reproduced the Greek in its entirety in the rest of the verse, it seems 
likely that the last few words have been taken from the Greek text also.

If that is the case, then (TLXAA is a translation of
xeivcoouv (a text and minuscules, Pinkuss, ZAW p. 134), as opposed to

+UXT|V xcivwv (ff, % , and 23), where the participle agrees with the subject 
of xXexxei (see Introduction p. xxxix).

The Targum in 30a is a fusion of elements from the Peshitta and MT _

3*313 X 33iV 1393A dV %ï,'do not wonder at the thief who steals*. Not
only does the Targum render 1113* XV by the Ithpaal infinitive of 3D3
as in the Peshitta, but it also presents the infinitive in the original

Syriac form 1 3D3AoV,this being the only instance of its oocurrenoe in 
so far as the lexicons and grammars are concerned.

Aramaic/ The expected Aramaic form of the infinitive would be JiinsthX

or X303hX (Stevenson p. 52). In the translation of the construction into

English, one encounters the same problems as with the Syriao parallel. The

infinitive is either to be translated like an imperative, * let them not be

astonished* (Jastrow p. 314), or a conjunction has to be supplied after the
infinitive, *nicht zu verwundarn ist es, wenn dor Dieb stielt* (*it is not

to be wondered at if the thief steals*. Levy, Vol. I p. I8l). Kaminka

(HUGA p. l8o), notes this passage as another example of interaction between
the Targum and Septuagint. The evidence seems overwhelming, however, that
the Targum reading has been mediated through the Peshitta.

ill _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . » . . .
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In the following phrase, 'the thief who steals*, the Targumist has 
reproduced MT 313 1* * 3 33l>,as opposed to the Syriao, * anyone who is 
caught who steals*, whioh follows the Greek* In this way the Targumist 
also maintains the same word divisions as MT.

A further trace of Syriao influence may he detectable in 30b where, 
instead of reproducing the infinitive xVqV, the Targumist uses the 
relative particle followed by a finite verb, similar to the construction 
found in the Peshitta.

Codex 1106 reads 130*1A*dV instead of noinoV found in the editions. 
The one letter difference ( 3 / 3 ) between the two forms suggests either 
an error or a subtle alteration. If the latter is true, the alteration is 
an attempt to make the reading of the Targum correspond more closely to that 
of MT. The expression means *do not be haughty, or contemptuous towards* 
(Levy, Vol. I p. l8l; Jastrow p. I460), and is apparently an Ithpalpal 
form of the root 013, Nevertheless, its obvious similarity to 1303A0V 
designates it as secondary whether it has arisen by accident or design.
-V » 31

The Greek translator translates X3031 by using an *if* construction, 
*if he is caught ( e£v be dXty ) he will repay seven times*. This is 
similar to the approach taken by various modern translations, e.g. RSV,
NEB, *and if he is caught*.

There is an addition at the end of 31b whioh reads, * giving all his 
possessions, (* all the wealth of his house* is translated concisely as 
* all his possessions*) he will redeem himself ( ̂ pcremi. laoirov )̂. This 
addition is of an exegetioal nature and, although it oould stem from 
general Old Testament background, e.g. Exodus 22*1-4, which deals with 
punishment and redemption, more likely it is aimed at heightening the 
contrast between w .  31 and 35* The translator is making explicit what is 
already Implicit in the Hebrew text, that, whereas the thief can make

J.>'11 . ' ,,-i Ii> ..
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restitution for his crimes and so redeem himself, the adulterer can offer 
no ransom ( 3B 3 /Xu-rpov v. 35) whioh will atone for adultery, nor turn 
aside the rage of an angry husband.

The Peshitta, like the Greek, expresses XX031 in the form of a 
condition, but also has an additional descriptive phrase, * if he who steals 
( ) is caught Further reference to the thief is to reinforce
continuity with the preceding verse (v. 30), although one would have thought 
that the relation of w, 30 and 31 was in no doubt.

The Targumist deals with X X 0 3 1  in his own way by using the relative 
pronoun, 030903 J 01, * and whoever is caught but otherwise, his
rendering of v. 31 is straightforward. 
w .  32, 33, 34, 35

The concluding verses of Ch. 6 resume the theme of the adulterer and 
the lasting disgrace whioh he inherits. This last point is particularly 
emphasised in the Greek version where it is said of the thief (v. 31) that 
he may redeem himself (focremt Aaotow ), but of the adulterer (v. 33) that 
his disgrace will last indefinitely (etc Tov altova. ).

In considering the details of the translation, it may be noted of 
V .  32 that, while the translator follows the general sense of the verse, he 
introduces different syntactical connections in several places. (There is 
also an abbreviation in that 09X *1X3 is represented concisely by potxoc .) 
In the Hebrew, the adulterer is judged to be lacking in wits, *he who 
commits adultery has no sense*. The Greek translator presents lack of wits 
as the actual cause of the adultery, * through lack of understanding (6&* 
Ivdeiav (ppcvoov ) an adulterer brings about destruction in his own soul 
(d-xtoXetav tij a^Tov xepbxoietmi )• Toy (p. 143) proposed that the
translator had read 3003,thus accounting for the Greek syntax. The 
Impression given by the line overall, however, is that, in the Greek, we |
are dealing with questions of interpretation and not with textual problems. }

I S ajî-. In'tVdducildA p. X X W .
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In the second part of the verse, the translator has taken n»n90 not as a 
participle, but as a noun (Jaeger p. 54} Umbreit p. 83} Toy p. 143).
This immediate equation or confusion of the participle and the noun 0*090 
is certainly possible since they have identical forms (BDB 1008). However, 
to treat 0 * 0 9 0  as the object of 0 3 9 7 * '  , which is the case in the Greek, 
the translator has ignored the suffix 0 3 /  attached to the verb. The 
particular presentation in the second half of the verse may in fact be 
specifically designed to eliminate reference to the suffix. In the Hebrew, 
the suffix does not correspond to an actual preceding noun in the verse, but 
only to the understood term 'adultery* implicit in the participle *|X3, As 
noted above, the translator abbreviated 09% *JX3 by reducing it to the 
single term (jioixoc* This translation made it impossible to reproduce the 
suffix on A 3 9-7 *, so it was eliminated by a change in syntax. There is no 
need to postulate a variant nn9a as in Lagarde (p. 25) and Baumgartner 
(p. 73) # Jaeger (p. 54) notes the possibility of an original reading 
îî97*,but is also aware that this is uncertain (likewise Oort, TT p. 396).

The most striking feature of the Greek translation in v. 33 is the 
additional phrase elç tov ata>va, whioh appears at the end of the verse.
As noted above, it underlines the perpetuity of the disgrace whioh comes 
upon the adulterer. The sense of limitless time whioh this phrase conveys 
is reflected also in the translation of XXD* by 6xo<pepei in the 
expression *he will bear distress and dishonour*. This is the only example 
in the Septuagint where Sxocpepetv is used to translate XïO. Lagarde 
(p. 25) suggested that 0V17V had fallen out of the text, but this was 
rightly rejected by Baumgartner (p. 73).

A problem in relation to the Greek is whether e i ç xov alwva refers 
solely to unlimited time in the sense of the extent of an individual *s 
lifetime and the memorial which he bequeathes at death, or whether it has 
an esohatological sense, indicating the life to come. In considering the
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latter possiMlity, one has to take into account the translation of 01*3 
0p3, literally, *in the day of vengeance* (v. 34) by Iv -?|iep<̂ xpicrecoc, *on

the day of judgment*. However, in v. 34, the judgment enacted is not 
attributed to the Deity, but to the angry husband# Taking this into 
consideration and also recalling discussion of a similar problem (Ch. 1:9) 
in relation to this kind of language, it is likely that the translator is 
displaying here the same theological viewpoint* The conclusion drawn in 
Ch. 1 was that this kind of language refers to *this-wordly* affairs, but 
is susceptible to eschatologioal interpretation, particularly at a later 
period.

The Hebrew of 34a is unclear, *for jealousy is the anger of a man*.
The Greek translator had the same text, but supplemented it to improve the 
sense, pecrroc ïup Oujioç àvôpoç aSvnc, . 'for the anger of her husband
is full of jealousy* • By supplying the term {Jtecrroc the translator has
been able to express a connection between non and 3K3p. A further small 1Ipoint to note is that the translator makes 13% more precise by translating | 
it as *her husband*. The use of the possessive pronoun *her* is j
unexpected here, since the translator has previously omitted TTWX in v. 32. 1
Presumably, therefore, the pronoun refers back to the expression inyi nwK j
/ Yuwa.&xo, ôxavôpov v. 29.

iIn 34b, as noted above, *day of vengeance* is found in the Greek as 
f$iGpq. xptcr£<iîç. The same translation of Dp3 can be found at Isaiah 34:8

iand 35*4» the first of these examples being the same expression as Proverbs j

6*34 - tap3 01*. The rendering fixepS* itpioietoc in the Isaiah text presents j
a more complex problem than in Proverbs since the judgment described is 
attributed to îllîr* and the passage is strongly coloured by eschatologioal’ 
imagery. In the Proverbs test, the significant point in determining the 
meaning of fijiepcjK xpioewc is that the judgment described is an act of 
vindication on the part of an outraged husband, and must therefore refer to
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an event in time. To a Hellenistic reader, however, xptcrecoç may
well have been suggestive of an even more terrible judgment still to come, 
especially following the phrase elç tov atwva of v. 33.

The translator has paraphrased the text of 35a* *39 tiw* , * look 
favourably on* (BDB 670.1(3)) as o5x &vi:aXXa^emi oùôevoc Xutpou ttiv 
IxQpav, *he will not exchange his enmity for any ransom*. The verb 
étvTaXXootTEi V is found in only one other place in the Septuagint (Job 37*4), 
where the Hebrew text is obscure and can offer no useful comparison for the 
Proverbs passage* The idea of exchange has possibly come from 193 /
XoTpoo, for the notion of exchanging one thing for another is inherent in
a * ransom*. ÊxÔpctv is the object of the exchange. The idea of enmity !

1readily springs from the context, particularly the references to anger and | 
jealousy in 34a. i

In 35b the translator has produced a distillation of the sense rather i 
than a precise translation, though there is little difficulty in perceiving { 
how the Greek has sprung from the Hebrew, *neither will he be reconciled 
(ôidXu&g ) by many gifts*. The main feature of this rendering is that j
the subordinate clause beginning with * 3 has been eliminated in favour j

Iof a more concise construction to suit the passive verb ÔiaXudij. The *
verb ÔtaXueiv in the sense *reconcile* has probably been chosen as a 
suitable expression to follow 193/\vTpou, Ransom, reconciliation and i 
redemption (of. fucreTO-i v. 31 ) are all closely related concepts. However, | 
the Greek verb adequately conveys the force of îî3X* which here has the |
sense of acquiescing or being appeased (of. ESV). i

The Syriac translator adopts a different sentence structure in w .  jI32-33 from that found in MT and the other versions. The words Tiavy* xiîi 
are taken with 33a, which is translated dIO'XilAO "XZlAy O a.0C3 0 I

I (JlX , 'and he bas Ibrought it to j
I '4 !pass that disgrace will draw near to him, and come upon hid*. Although
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the term CLk.00^ is attributed with the sense * that is to say* in the
English-Syriao Lexicon (p. 102), it can also do service as a pronoun like

Syr.
ille or a&voc (Thes^/SGO), and it has this meaning here as a translation 
of Kin. Pinkuss (ZA¥ p. 135) suggested that the Syriac translator's 
Hebrew MS was written badly at this point, which accounts for differences 
between MT and the Peshitta. This is an unnecessary suggestion, as other 
examples of textual rearrangement can be found in the Peshitta of Proverbs 
1-9 (see Introduction p. xxiix) . The word y % ] has been taken by the 
translator not as the noun y la/wound*, but as a form of the verb 
* reach*. Baumgartner (p. 74) suggested that the translator had read #13, |
'draw near*, but the same rendering of y 13 can be found at v. 29* In j

Ikeeping with this interpretation, *30 has been understood in the sense *oome| 
upon, light upon* (bbb p. 593. par.3). In order to sustain this exegesis, j 
the translator has ignored the * and* connection before p'Vp which is 
adduced to be the subject of the verbs,and he has also supplied objects for 
the verbs( 0 1 ^  and ^  O  ), which are lacking in the Hebrew. He
has also supplied an * and* connection before These latter changes
are of a minor nature and are doubtless secondary to the basic mistrans
lation of the Hebrew. In reading y 13 as a verb, the translator may have 
been influenced by v. 29, where the participle of y 13 appears in the 
phrase ni yi3ti >3, The translator has perhaps drawn a contrast between 
the two ideas that whoever reaches out for his neighbour's wife has to face 
the consequence that disgrace reaches out for him. (For other examples of 
the influence of similar passages on the translator's exegesis, see 
Introduction p. xxxix).

In 33b, the translator renders the somewhat figurative expression 'his 
disgrace will not be wiped away' ( anon) by the more prosaic description,
'his disgrace will not be forgotten* ( 1 ). This reading is
adopted by the Targumist (see below). Baumgartner (p. 74) suggested that
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the writers of the Targum and Peshitta read T!3#D instead of 7inûJi,hut this 
is rejected by Pinkuss (ZAH p. 135) as unnecessary and unlikely.

The Targum, hy comparison with the Peshitta, follows the basic verse 
division and general sense of MT in w. 32-33* Only in 33b does it show 
affinity with the Syriac text. The Targumist, however, does introduce a 
supplement into 32b which reads, liy Xin ;XB1,
* and whoever wsints to destroy himself, he does it*. This small addition 
of the Targumist, *1 *7 31 pO, shifts the balance of ideas in MT somewhat*
In the Hebrew, destruction is viewed as the outcome of adultery, whereas 
the reading in the Targum suggests that the adulterer actively sets out |
with the intention of destroying himself as if possessed of a death wish. I
The conciseness of the interpretative insertion is consistent with other j

additions found elsewhere in Chapters 1-9 (see Introduction p. xl). |
In 33a the Targum reproduces MT, but in 33b its text is similar to |

that of the Peshitta in reading *his disgrace will not be forgotten* ( *yoo )#' 
The form *yoa is apparently an Ithpeal participle of *yo although this | 
appears to be the only instance of the usage in Targumic Aramaic (Levy, Vol. | 
I p. 311; Jastrow p. 542). This reinforces the view that the Targum 
reading stems from the Peshitta*s

The Peshitta in 34a has been influenced in part by the Septuagint 
and reads, 'because the anger of a man is full of jealousy ( LjA-JQ

1 vv Y ) he will not spare on the day of vengeance*. The translator
has utilised the Greek (lecrroç yap ̂ Xov ôujjioç élvôpoc afcvnc (Baumgartner
p. 74; Pinkuss, ZAH p. 135; Toy p. 143) to the extent of defining the
relationship between * anger* and * jealousy* . However, the syntax in the
Syriac is different from that in the Greek and also in MT. The translator 
has presented 34a as a clause of reason dependent on 34b, suppressing the
* and* connection between the two parts of the verse. Although a

irelatively uncomplicated construction, it has not been implemented as
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smoothly as the translation ahovo might suggest. In its literal form the 
text reads, CDLuu W  « LXjOl CHAjIajL ,
'for the anger of a man, because it is full of jealousy, he will not spare 
. The awkwardness of the reading stems from the representation of 
* 3 by followed by the insertion of a second conjunction,

3 which gives the clause the causal force the translator desires 
(see Introduction p. xxxvii)# Pinkuss (ZAW p. 135) suggests that the
Syriac translator, following the Greek, takes as the subject of 34b.
However, in the Peshitta itself, is a feminine noun but QûLuu
is a masculine participle. Pinkuss' suggestion, therefore, cannot be 
sustained*

In 34b, the Peshitta reproduces MT, in particular, Qp3 01^3 is
rendered as ljOCLkJ3 • For the Hebrew idiom X#» x%
*39, the Syriac has. |\o , an equivalent idiom meaning

Syr.
'to be favourable towards* (Thes./2393)* The whole phrase may be translated^ 
*he will have no regard for an offering*. The translator omits V"3 and j
renders *iJ)3 not by its equivalent, L x H O Û Â  (as at 13*8), but the ;
more general term 1^3-3033, 'offering*. I

The Targum follows MT in v. 34, though its affinity with the Peshitta |
is still readily apparent, 34b being identical in the two texts. 1

In 35&, the same idiom is used as in the Peshitta regarding XW» X> |
*39,but a small expansion (of.Introduction p. xl), can be found in the j

ITargum which reads, *he will not be favourable to anyone who offers him a 
gift*, (Codex 1106 X3*flD,or X3ni& Lagarde, Miqraoth Gedoloth). The 
suggestion of Pinkuss (ZAH p. 135), is probably correct that the idiom *to 
show favour towards* is normally associated with persons rather than with 
objects and that this has influenced the Targumist*a presentation. Whether j
the Targumist read 193 as a participle, however, cannot be ascertained :|
with certainty. Maybaum (AWEAT p. 89) notes this as one of the three j

i
places where the Syriac follows MT but the Targum differs. (Against this,
however, one has to note that there are many more instances where the
Targum follows MT but the Syriac differs.) '

In 35b both Peshitta and Targum follow MT, renderihg 3HX* XV '
by a passive form of the root /b*9 in the sense *be persuaded* or j
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*he appeased*. A minor insertion oan he found in Codex Amhrosianus* in 
the form of the indirect object CTl\ following fl3in / 1 .
1 & -

Following a literal translation of v. 1, the Greek has an addition 
which reads, ule, xtpa tov xopiov xat IcrxuoTEtc, xXpv 6e a&Too p.T| yoPco 
&XXov, *my son, honour the Lord and you will be strong, apart from him, 
fear no other* • Delitzsch (p. I56) and Baumgartner (p. 74) noted that it 
broke the obvious continuity between verses 1 and 2, and Baruoq (p. 82) 
described it as a pious verse out of context. It is a freely composed 
homiletic insertion in which the language is reminiscent of the Beuteronomio 
books (of. Mttller-iCautzsoh p. 74; Currie-Martin p. 57). One might 
compare Deuteronomy 4*45; 6*5; 6:13; Joshua 1:6; 1*9, where one can find
similar exhortations, e.g. o5x Icnrtv dXXoç (a text) xXt|v a&vow 
(Deuteronomy 4*35); Kupiov xov 6eov crot) (pop-nOpcrg (Deuteronomy 6:13);
Icrxvc ... prifie foppOipc (Joshua 1:9). The phrase xiyxi, xov xppiov is
found earlier in Proverbs at 3*9 in the exhortation, 'honour the Lord with 
your righteous works*, the Greek being a moralising interpretation of the 
Hebrew. Ewald (p. Ill) noted the passage was influenced by Proverbs 
1*7 and 3*7, while Toy (p. I44) noted the influence of 3*7 and 3*9*
However, the elements which have shaped the verse are from a wider context 
than the book of Proverbs alone. The insertion of homiletic material of 
this nature, which is composed of familiar Biblical phrases, can be 
observed elsewhere in Proverbs 1-9 (see Introduction p. xxviiff.).

The Peshitta and the Targum reproduce MT exactly.
w #  2, 3 ■

The Greek differs in only a small measure from the Hebrew in 2a in 
rendering :n*m by a future, ptoxretç, thus, *keep my commandments and you 
will live*. This small change adds some emphasis in the Greek to the 
cause and effect relationship of keeping the commandments and the
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fulfilment whioh comes from this discipline. The shift from a present to 
a future fulfilment of reward was also noted in a similar exhortation at 
1*8, 9.

In 2h *ïniJn,'my law*, is translated in a very general way by 
TODc 6e Ipouc XoyoDg, *my words *. This is consistent with the overall 
pattern of translation observed in connection with tinn (see note at 1:8).
In this particular instance, the translator seems to have been influenced 
by the immediate context. Firstly, a ohiastic pattern oan be observed in
the GreekI- I

!7*1 Iporç XoYorc &pac IvvoXac }
I

7*2 Ijjtaç IvvoXac ••• Ipouc Xoyouc j

Secondly, by using a plural expression, a smooth transition is ensured to I
I

the plural suffixes in the following verbs ... 0303, *bind them ... |
write them*. I1

Verse 3 is translated literally. j
** 1

The Peshitta (Urmiah, Lee, Walton) reads a plural ^  CTiO X) \ Q , t,
•ay laws* for MT *01101, *ray law*. The plural form springs from the 1
desire to produce an exact parallel for *01X0 in 2a, and also to produce i
agreement with the following plural suffixes in v. 3* The Ambrosianus :»

I Itext reads a singular, _jlJDQQLZlA O  , (lacking the diacritical points),
in agreement with MT. The Targum has the same text as the Peshitta, though 1
clearly nothing cam be said of the unpointed editions. In Miqraoth I

!Gedoloth, however, * pi 0*31 is pointed as a plural. The form is
!grammatically inappropriate, corresponding to the plural construct* This ]

unusual reading may stem from the confusion between singular and plural 1
forms, representing *niini. I

!For 3a the Peshitta reads, *bind them on your neck* ( ),
instead of MT*s *bind them on your fingers*. The translator has j
harmonised the reading with the similar text at 3*3, *bind them about your
 ------------------------------------------------------------------------- —̂ i

Tkus <*U<r b i i
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neck (^*0 1 1 1 1% Vy/gSo^iJH), write them on the tablet of your heart'. 
Similarly, at both 7*3b and 3*3o, the Peshitta has the plural expression 
'tablets ( ) of your heart* instead of the Hebrew singular,
•tablet of your heart*, (see Introduction p. xxxix). Baumgartner (p. 75) 
noted the parallels between 7:3 and 3*3, but thought in addition that 
there might have been a confusion of ^ ’nyaxx
at 7:3 due to their similarity. There is no need, however, to offer a 
textual solution for the reading at 7:3, which is unquestionably a 
harmonisation.

The Targum reproduces MT exactly.
4t, ,5,
In V. 4 the Greek translator gives added emphasis to the imperatives 

primarily by varying the meanings attributed to the verbs. The Hebrew 
»Tt)3 nV 1DX requires to be translated, according to the customary sense of 
the verb, *say to wisdom*. The translator makes 'wisdom* the direct 
object of the verb which is given its later and stronger sense 'command*
(bbb p. 5 6.4)* The interpretative nature of this translation is underlined 
in the treatment of the following predicative expression 'you are my sister* 
which, in the Hebrew, takes the form of direct speech. The translator 
finds it necessary to use an accusative/infinitive construction and avoid 
direct speech to accommodate his rendering of not»ITV IDX thus, etxov tnv 
(To<|>:av crnv et va:, • command wisdom to be your sister*. Other
examples of etxov, followed by the accusative and infinitive construction, 
are cited in the Greek Lexicon (L.S. 490.III).

In 4b, which is found in the Greek as * secure ( xept xoiirioai ) 
understanding as an aoquEdntanoe for yourself* the translator sets aside ' 
the meaning of the Hebrew verb entirely (i.e. Kipn, 'call*). The 
translator's motive again appears to be to achieve an even more positive 
command than occurs in the Hebrew, or perhaps to make explicit what is
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implicit* Wisdom and understanding are not only to he called upon and I
sought after, hut are to he firmly secured as a possession. (Caird, JTS j

19, 1968, p* 464 notes that Yvooptpoç is an etymological rendering of 711 D j
on the basis of 71*, rather than a recognition of 7110 as kinsman.) A 1Itextual solution to account for the Greek reading was put forward by j

jJaeger (p. 55) (of* also K^inka, HUCA p. 1?8), who suggested that the jItranslator read 03pn instead of Kipn, This proposal is itself not |Iwithout difficulties in that xeptxoteco is never used in the Septuagint as j
a translation of 03p. There is also the fact that one would have to |

Iaccount for the treatment of 03*a> as a direct object. Lagarde (p. 25) |
tried to circumvent this difficulty by suggesting that the prefixed • 5 * I

Ihad been read as the sign of the accusative, as in Syriac. This cannot |
be regarded as a very satisfactory explanation. Interpretation on the |
part of the translator is just as probable, if not more so, than the j

I Iproposed textual solution outlined above# |
The first half of v* 5 is presented in the Greek as a final clause |

I
with wisdom (v. 4) understood to be the subject of the verb, 'that she I
may keep you'. The Hebrew, by comparison, has an infinitive construction, J

The grammatical change may stem from the usage of eCxov in the sense j
•command' which is frequently followed by a ' tv*a' construction when used 
in this mode (L.S. 490.III). However, a similar treatment of the |
infinitive, where a final clause is used and a personal subject introduced, |
can be found also at 1*4. In both cases the translator assumes a striking |
personal subject, at 1*4» Solomon, and at 7*5» Wisdom. In both cases also, |
the Hebrew is less clearly defined. I

IThe wordsÎI*133 0 HIT are treated in the Greek as if they were both j
part of 5a and one expression — &\,Xo'cptaç xa: xovripaç. That the 1
translator is treating the text with great freedom is demonstrated also by I

ithe fact that the two terras appear to be translated in reverse order. !
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This oan he ascertained from the observation that îilT is elsewhere rendered 
as if it had a moral connotation, ( xopvtic 5*3; mpavojiow 22*14), whereas 
no such rendering is ever given for elsewhere in Proverbs. Also
the Greek links m t  nwK of v. 5 snd the of v. 10 by having a
continuous narrative in the third person. The translator has an overall 
view of this section and has probably been influenced by the description 
•Î131T n*# in V. 10. (Cf. Snijders, OS p. 98, who observed that the Greek 
translator was forced by the texts to give ait a more striking rendering.) 
Heidenheim (DVBTFE, Vol. Ill p. 59) thought that the translator had in 
fact read nil T, whereas Sohleusner (p. 297 ff#) suggested instead of mt.

Neither of these suggestions carries much force in the light of the
translator's treatment of flit at 5*3 and 22*14, noted above. Lagarde 
(p. 25) wished to emend the Greek to read xopvric dXXoTpiac. He was 
influenced in this by the Greek text of 5*3. Nevertheless, the emendation 
is arbitrary and should be rejected#

The remaining part of the verse is supplemented in the Greek and 
presented as a conditional clause, e&v ere Xoyoic vote xpoc XP-P*̂  IfiPaXrpcav,
'if she should accost you with pleasing words*. The 'if* construction 
which is employed here, is perhaps the most obvious of the several
grammatical alterations the translator has effected in w *  4, 5, but it j

j
should, nevertheless, be considered as only one of a number of syntactical |

1variations. Of the additional verb itself, e&v ere ... IppaX-nrTai, the |
Îmiddle form is perhaps unexpected, but it clearly has an active sense, as |

the direct object indicates. The verb has a basic sense of * throw in* or 
•upon*, but is frequently used of military assaults, e.g. the ramming action 
of warships (L.S. 539.H). The notion of the aggressiveness of the 
woman has very likely been derived by the translator from v. 21 cf the 
same chapter, 'with her smooth talk (Hebrew n*nov pVnt3)she compels him 
(l3m*?n / IÇwxeiXcv atvov ). The Greek verb IÇoxeXXetv means 'to run
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a ship aground* and, metaphorically, *to drive headlong*, 'bring into 
difficulties' (L.S. Abbreviated Lexicon p. 237)* The similarity of the 
metaphors in v. 5 and v. 21 regarding the assault and beaching of a ship, 
would suggest a definite interaction of the two verbs employed. The use 
of military-style metaphors has been noted previously in the Greek version 
(4:8, 15).

The expression 'pleaeing words* ( Xoyotç toic xpO( )haa been
derived in a rather loose way from the Hebrew np*>nn n*iox. The
translator has treated the Hebrew phrase with the same freedom that can be
observed throughout w .  4 and 5* The precise nature of the construction 
has been ignored, the force of the verb being represented simply by the 
adjectival description 'pleasing*• The actual sense 'pleasing' or 
'flattering' is itself a correct understanding of what is meant by 'smooth 
words' (BDB 325, pVn II, par.2). An identical expression oan be found 
at 2*16 in the Hebrew, but no useful ooraparison can be made in the Greek as
the translator deviates widely from the Hebrew at that point.

The Syriac translator has misread the Hebrew of 4b, literally, 'call 
understanding a kinsman ( 71D )',which he renders as 'cry knowledge 
( IAi jLiO ) to understanding* • The similarity of the forms y ID and

I has caused the translator to read the familiar Syriac sense
Syr.

'knowledge* into the Hebrew term (see Thes./l560, where this passage is 
cited) i.e. rendering 71D instead of 71D, Hebrew also has a late form 
71D,'knowledge* (BDB 396).

The Targum texts of Lagarde and IIO6 follow the Peshitta in reading 
K713D, 'knowledge* , for MT 7ID, A variant xn711 D,'kinsman* is found 

in Miqraoth Gedoloth, representing a correction to NT.
In the Peshitta, in v. 5 , there are traces of Greek influence. For 

the infinitive lotV, 'to keep you', the Syriac reads ^ 1 1 3  , 'that
it (understanding) may keep you' . This is the same as the Greek

p. XVII.

J
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construction I va <tb TTfpricrg, 'that it may keep you'. That this is more 
than coincidence is suggested hy further similarity in the translation of 

îip’Vnn n»10X, For this expression the Peshitta reads (TLà̂ VJO 
'whose words are enticing'• The Thesaurus (4069) indicates that this 
same phrase is elsewhere found as an equivalent for the Greek idiom Xoyo: 
ol xpcç xapt V, used here at 7*5*

As in other contexts, however, the Syriac translator has used the 
Greek in a selective manner (see Introduction p. xxxvii). There is no
trace in the Peshitta of the Greek addition e&v cc ... EppaXTrva:. Also
the abbreviated rendering of 1 1 * 1 3 3  0  n i t  by the single term I A j k T l A O L i  
is the same translation as that at 2il6 for the same Hebrew phrase. ;
Abbreviation is a characteristic of the Syriac translator, found elsewhere 
in Chs. 1-9 (see Introduction p. xxxix).

The Targum represents the Hebrew more exactly in v« 5 than the 
Peshitta. It does, however, have the same construction as the Syriac to 
render the Hebrew ^IDWV,reading ^103^31, The Syriaoism in the use of 
prefixed ' 3' instead of ' * ' to represent the third person imperfect 
singular, confirms that the reading is more than simple coincidence.
There is little else of Syriac influence to be detected in the verse. The 
verb îip*^nn is represented by an adjective as also in the Peshitta, but 
the word I3f*7 'smooth', is a literal representation of the meaning of 
the root pVn,as against the more interpretative 'enticing' of the 
Peshitta which, in any case, is dependent on the Greek at this point.

The reading  ̂103*01, 'that she (wisdom) may keep you', in one of the
editions of the Targum (Biblia Regia), is not the 'correct' reading as 
Pinkuss (ZAW p. 135) suggests, but is a correction to a standard Aramaic form 
w .  6, 7

The Greek is strikingly different from the Hebrew in these two 
verses in that it presents the woman of v. lOff as the subject of w .  6
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and 7 also, rather than the Wisdom teacher, as is the case in the Hebrew.
This requires that the Hebrew verbs be read with third person feminine 
endings and likewise, that the pronominal suffixes be read as third person 
feminine, and not first person, singular. The text reads, d.xo Yap 0op:6o(
Ix TOD olxov â TTiC etc lu-C xXaveiac xapaxuxToooa, &v &w lôp tcdv &q>povwv 
TexTtov veavdav &v5en <ppevo)v, * for from the window of her house she looks 
out into the streets at whatever senseless youth she might see among the 
foolish young men*.

Before dealing with the main problem of the change of person in the 
Greek, one or two other points may first be considered. The expression 
^33WX 173 in 6b is translated incorrectly by etc 'to-c xXoTEtaç. The 
word 33WX,*window lattice* (BDB 1039) is of rare occurrence. In the Î
Old Testament it is found otherwise only at Judges 5*28. (Although
rendered accurately in the A text by 0:xtik»t o c , * lattice-work*, the
translator of the B text has probably guessed at its meaning, rendering it by!
To^txov, * loop-hole* (for firing arrows) #) The translator of Proverbs

Iclearly did not know the meaning of the word. The supplied sense 'streets* *
has come from the general context, as the youth is described as being 'in 
the streets' ( Ôtoôotç v* 8).

The translator connects w .  6 and 7 by the relative pronoun • 6v • in 
what is a difficult construction to reproduce smoothly. There is no 
antecedent for hv, so that &v av must be translated as an indefinite 
pronoun 'whoever*. The noun veavcav stands in apposition to this |
indefinite pronoun. A literal translation of the Greek might therefore 
read, 'for she looks from the window of her house into the streets at 
whoever she might see among the foolish youths — a young man lacking in |
sense*. j

In V. 7» only the first verb is represented in translation. The 
different construction in the Greek, where the relative pronoun is employed, i

I
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has probably necessitated the use of only one verb. To accommodate the 
construction and to avoid undue clumsiness, the translator has abbreviated
the line. This does, however, result in a certain disjointedness.
Whereas, in the Hebrew, 17 3 is the direct object of 3K ,in the Greekveavtav must be taken in apposition with 6v av, as noted above.

It is not olear whether the term 0*3 33 is represented in the Greek
or not. The expression &(ppovtov têxvojv could stem entirely from o^xno.
The Greek line is to some extent abbreviated in that the verb »i3*3X is
not translated. It is possible, therefore, that the expression &(ppovwv
xexvœv, 'foolish young men', could be a coalescence of 0*333 ... o*xn»3.
Q^xno by itself is not elsewhere in Proverbs translated by two terms, as
here, but always by a single term, most commonly either &xaxoi or &9povec.
(At 1*4» 22, Q^xno or 0*nB is translated &xaxo: ; at 1*32 as vrpciovç ;
at 8*3 as &xaxo: ; at 14*18 as éuppovec ; at 22*3 as éuppovec ; at
27*12 as &9povec •) :|

The last and most significant point to be considered in relation to 1
the Greek of w .  6, 7» is the change in the narrative from first person to 
third person feminine. Some scholars have suggested that the Greek is I

I
based on a different and presumably earlier text than that of MT
(Prankenberg p. 31; La Sainte Bible p. 809; Ehrlich p. 33). An
interesting variation of this argument is that of Dahood (Biblica 54» 1973» 
p. 363) » who analyses the verb and suffix endings in v. 6 in terms of I
Ugaritic third person forms. Even if this argument were accepted for the
Hebrew, it would be virtually impossible to see how the Greek translator -I
could have recognised such archaic forms. Dahood is followed by Van der ; 
Weiden (p. 69). Another problem in referring to the versions in connection 
with archaic third forms in 7*6 is that no account is given of the 
continuing third person subject in v. 7 in the Septuagint and Syriac, where
the Hebrew cannot be read in any other way than first person. In this
connection, Bostrom (LUA p. 120ff.) has drawn attention to an interesting
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point. The description of the woman as leaning or looking out of the 
window ( xapaxttxTovon ) corresponds to an attested motif of the 'Goddess 
in the window'. Among others, the image is assodiated with the cult of 
Aphrodite Parakyptusa of Cyprus and also a form of the Canaanite Astarte 
cult. (See also Albright, VTS III, p. lO). Although Bostrom, on the basis 
of this observation, argues for the originality of the Greek reading, the 
argument oan readily be reversed. The desire to introduce such symbolism 
and to draw a comparison between the woman and the Aphrodite Goddess figure, 
would itself be a sufficient motive for the translator to make the 
necessary changes in the text. (For a criticism of Bostrom's theory as 
relating to the Hebrew text, see MoKane p. 334 ff.). Against the Greek 
text as being inferior are Oort (TT p. 396), Mttller-Kautzsoh (p. 40), Gemser 
(p. 40), Baruoq (p. 82). Toy (p. I46) noted that the woman in the window 
conflicted with the woman in the street at w .  10—12 (as also Currie-Martin 
p. 58). Ringgren (p. 36), similarly noted that the introduction of the 
woman in v. 10 favoured the reading of MT. Baumgartner (p. 74) and 
Whybray (VT XVI, 1966, p. 485) also rejected the Greek reading, suggesting 
that it may have been an attempt to avoid any inconsistency felt between 
ff. 5 and 6.

In an earlier passage relating to the nil nwx it was suggested that
the Greek translator, to some extent, allegorised the figure of the woman
under the description xaxn pouXn (see notes at 2*l6ff.). The introduction
of a mythological allusion at 7*6 would be a very similar example of the

Itranslation procedure noted in Chapter 2. Extensive syntactical changes 
were observed throughout the second half of that chapter (see note at 2*20), 
and it was concluded there that these were an accompaniment to the overall 
exegesis followed by the translator, rather than examples of textual 
variation in the Hebrew. This must have a considerable bearing on any 
critical judgment about the relationship of the Greek and Hebrew texts at 
7*6 and 7*
I jjLg p. XVI.
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A  further oomraent requires to he made on Bostrom* s suggestion that a 
mythological allusion is present in the Greek text of Proverbs 7*6. While 
the presence of a mythological motif is possible and perhaps even likely, 
it must remain tentative, as other evidence could suggest that no such 
allusion is present or intended, thus Snijders (OTS X, 1954, p. 98). In 
a similar passage at Judges 5*28 it is said of the mother of Sisera, 'out 
of the window she peered ( nspws ) the mother of Sisera gazed throu^ the 
lattice ( I3vxn). This is found in the B text as, ôta ttiç ÔDpiôoç 
■xapexü̂ rev pni'Op Setoupa Ixtoç toü voÇtxoD, 'out of the window (out of the 
aperture) looked the mother of Sisera*. Althou^ xapaxuxvetv is used to 
describe the action or attitude of the mother of Sisera, it would clearly 
be inappropriate to suggest that there is any allusion here to a mythological 
love Goddess, (although there may be an Old Testament motif present of 'the 
queen looking through the window' - McKane p. 335ff*)* The verb j
xopaxuxTetv is in fact used on several occasions to translate the root |
«ipw (five times in all). In this respect, it is second only to {
ôiaxDX-cetv, which is used seven times (Santos p. 216). In other words, 
xapaxuxTet V is used in a variety of contexts as an expected translation of 
:|pw with no hidden undertone or meaning (e.g. Genesis 26:8, 'Abimelech 
• •• looked out of ( *jpw* /mpaxD^ac ) a window'). Having said this, 
however, the fact that the Greek translator of Proverbs has elsewhere been 
observed to allegorise the text, there must be a strong possibility that a 
mythological allusion was in fact intended.

Even if Snijders' view were taken, the problem of the third person |ifeminine narrative form in the Greek would still remain. The suggestion |
Iof Snijders, that the Greek translator considered it improper for a wise ' j
Iteacher to look out inquisitively, is rather weak. It could be maintained jÏ

with some force, however, that the overall structure of the chapter has had |
!

an influence on the translator* The nit nwK is mentioned in v. 5 and I
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the 71 wx reappears in v. 10 and remains the centre of action and thought to 
the end of the chapter. By using third person feminine forms in w .  6 and 
7, the Î11T n»K of 5 and the nwx of v. 10 are linked together to form a 
continuous narrative. This also eliminates any conflict that may have been 
felt in accounting for the third person feminine suffixes in v. 8 (e.g.
Tin* 3 ), which otherwise mi^t have been viewed as a prolepsis of the 
narrative of the Tiwx in v. 10. Numerous examples of grammatical and 
syntactical variations introduced by the translator in other chapters 
clearly show that he is capable of and prone to introducing variations of 
this kind, from exegetical considerations1

The Peshitta follows the Greek in w .  6 and 7 in reading the 
narrative as third person feminine as against the first person of NT.
While this is probably a further instance of Greek influence in the 
Peshitta, nevertheless, in other matters of detail the Syriac differs from 
the Greek. An example of this is provided in 6b where *33»X found in the 
Greek as 'streets*, is translated in the Syriac as ^ 0 * 3 m ooriA. , 
•porch' (Thes./l784). This is the same translation as that given for 
33WK at Judges 5*28, and indicates that the translator was rendering the 
Hebrew as he understood it. Significantly, the first person suffix is 
omitted.

The main feature of the Syriac of v. 7 is that the translator
apparently abbreviates the line by omitting 173 . Since this is the
direct object of the verbs of 'seeing' in the Hebrew, the translator alters
the constructions in both 7& and 7b so that 0 ĴCJib,d *3 3, and ion
become the objects of the verbs:-'she sees the simpletons, she looks at the
youths ( 1 A") AA O  ) and the witless*. To maintain consistency

••
with the other plurals nV lon is ohainged to a plural form (

) and similarly the following participle 117 (v. 8) is brought 
into agreement with the preceding plurals ( |ju *3LZ!L!V *3 ). It is difficult

SxJL XXIV.
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to see what advantage was sought in this translation. (Hitzig views the 
whole process as a basic mistranslation, Introduction, p. xxviii.) It 
may have seemed a more concise and flowing rendering to the translator in 
the immediate context. Eventually, however, it results in inconsistency 
in the Peshitta text. The pronominal suffix on inxIpV, 'to meet him'
(v. lO), refers back to 17 3 (v. ?). The Syriac reproduces this exactly 
( ��A/*Do L\. ), the translator either ignoring or overlooking the fact 
that this is not in agreement with the plural forms maintained in w .  7 and I
8 in his own version.

The Targum text of Lagarde, in v. 6, has a different word order from 
that of MT, 'for from a small window ( Xh1*7T KhlD ) I looked out and from 
a balcony of the dwelling (  * 1 * 1  I * p i i n  | 0 l ) ' .  The noun * f i ' * i  and verb 
* n B p » 3  of MT have been transposed. There is no obvious motive for this 
interchange. In Miqraoth Gedoloth, the expression '•Il̂ ll is added to 
clause 7a to bring it into conformity with the Hebrew, but this results in 
this text having two references to 'dwelling', 'for from a small window of 
my house ( *11*31 ) I looked out, and from a window of the dwelling ( | a i  
* 1 ^ 1 1  l * i i n ) .  Codex 1106 has a further rearrangement of the text as 

compared with Lagarde and Miqraoth Gedoloth. Its text is closer yet in
word order to that of MT, 'for from a window of the house ( Kh* * 3i ) and
from my parapet ( *1*1 | * p * 1 i n ) l  looked out'. One suspects that the
possessive pronoun *1*1, 'mine', found in this text, is a skilful alteration!
of the reading Kl*i in the texts noted above. In this way the Targum text {

-Îof 1106 is cleverly assimilated to the reading and word order of MT. Levy :
(Vol. I p. 356) considers IIO6 to be the best reading and the editions to 
be corrupt. Nevertheless, one can detect a process of harmonisation to MT,
culminating in the reading of 1106. ij

A further difficulty in the Targum is the meaning of the rare word ]
p p l i n  or I * p * n r i ,  Levy (Vol. II p. 563), takes it to be an I
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equivalent of 33W* in the sense 'lattice*. Dalman (HandwOrterhuch p.
450) suggests that ppiin means a fence—like grid of lattice work. He 
suggests that the word is derived from the Greek 8ptY :̂ov. Of this 
latter word, a diminutive of Opiyxoq, it must he said that while it oan 
mean a fence, it is used primarily of stone walls and frequently refers to 
the coping stones at the top of the wall (L.S. 8O6). It must he doubted 
whether the Greek word would convey the sense of a grid. Jastrow (p.
1658), suggests it is an Aramaic derivative from the Greek loan word 
0a>paxiov in the sense of a parapet or tower. If this is the case, then the 
Targumist has relied on the Peshitta, CD QCY3A , 'balcony' to
supply a meaning for the difficult word 33WK. If he is dependent on the 
Peshitta, however, why did the Targumist not use the olear equivalent 
*1011 balcony* ? Kuhn (BWANT p. IO5) suggests that the Targum should be 
emended to read | * m n ,  i.e. a loan word derived from the Greek Svpiôtov, 
'small window', but this word is unknown in Aramaic.

The variant |*3in, 'windows' found in Miqraoth Gedoloth is an obvious 
attempt to remove the difficulty of the obscure word p p n n  (of. Levy,
Vol. I p. 282). The Targum in v. ^ has a close affinity to the Peshitta 
in that it likewise has no direct representation of 173, Although in the 
Targum a third verb (n>noni ) is added to give a more symmetrical structure 
in the form of three statements, it is possible to translate the Targum in 
the same way as the Syriac by taking D*xns and 0^33 as immediate objects 
of their respective verbs — 'I looked at the simpletons, I paid attention 
to the youths, I waus astonished at one defective of mind'. An example 
of >3h0* with following ' 3 ' meaming 'look at' is given in Jastrow (p.
991), while It IT with ' 3 ' in the sense 'look on' is found in Biblical 
Hebrew (BDB 302,I.o), and a similar usage oan be inferred in Aramaic. 
Nevertheless, there is a measure of ambiguity in the Targum, which is not 
present in the Peshitta, whereby one could view aV 10ti as the sole object
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of the verbs and thus allow a translation closer to MT - *I saw, among the 
simpletons, and perceived, among the youths, and was astonished at one of 
defective mind*. Certainly, the singular form of aV Ton reflects the 
reading of MT against the plural of the Peshitta.

In consideration of matters of detail, however, one should not lose 
sight of the fact that the translation problem in both the Peshitta and 
Targum in v. 7, springs from their omission of 173 and that both, to some 
extent, have to compensate for this factor* Why the Targum text should 
have the particular form of elaboration it has rather than a direct 
correction to MT is admittedly puzzling. One can only reiterate the view 
that the aberration originates in its dependence on the Peshitta, and that, 
in this case, the Peshitta reading and its problems has predominated over 
that of the Hebrew, even though the Hebrew has been consulted. 
vv* 8,. _9,

The Greek translator again appears to abbreviate v. 8, either by 
omitting one of the parallel terms pit and ^ 11, or by coalescing them.
It was noted in the previous verse that one of the verbs of seeing was 
similarly omitted in translation. In this oase the expression lv ôioôoïc,
* in the thoroughfares', is the sole representation for the two Hebrew words.

A more puzzling problem in v. 8 is the apparent translation of 17%*, 
'he steps' by XaXouvm, 'speaking', and various suggestions have been made 
to account for it. Lagarde (p. 24) and Heidenheim (DVETFK, Vol. Ill p. 60) 
note Gotelier's suggestion that one should read p7%? from the root p7%, 
'cry out*. This is inlikely, as what is required in the context is 
hushed speech. Jaeger (p. 56) suggested that the Greek should be emended 
to read %oKCODVtok ( root xaveio, 'tread, walk, step'), but how would one 
account for the present reading? Jaeger also noted the suggestion of 
Grabe that the Greek should read AXcovm. (root &\aojiat, 'wander, stray'). 
Again one would have the same problem of accounting for the corruption from
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the proposed reading to the reading now in the text. Even leas likely and 
more strained would he the proposal of Lagarde (p. 26) that the Greek 
should be emended to read xKibmvxa meaning 'revelling' or 'being 
licentious'«

However, it may be more correct to view xai XaXoDvm not as part of 
V. 8, with the consequent difficulty of attempting to relate it to T7X*, 
but to see it rather as an addition to v. 9a, xai XaXouvTa Iv cncoirei 
loxeptvcj, 'and speaking in the darkness of eventide'. In dealing with 
the problem of 17%* it can then be readily maintained that this verb has 
suffered from another abbreviated rendering on the part of the translator 
(see note above on the abbreviation of 713*3* ... *i* v. 7? eilso on
piw and *1*11 in the present verse). If that is the oase, then 

mpaxopeuojjievGV incorporates both 137 and17%* . The Greek translation of 
V. 8, therefore, would be a single line as opposed to two balanced hémi
stiche, 'passing beside the corner in the thoroughfares of her dwelling'.

Viewing xat XaXovv'ca as an addition to 9a, 'and speaking in the 
darkness of eventide', it may be regarded as a heightening of the 
narrative by the translator whereby a furtive conversation becomes part of
the action. In the Greek, it has to be understood that the woman is still
stationed at her window when addressed in this manner. Nevertheless, 
viewing the text in this way may provide a more satisfactory explanation 
of the present form of the Greek than the somewhat strained emendations 
which have been suggested in the past.

Other differences to be found between the two texts are, firstly, 
that 01 * 317 3 is contracted by the translator to a simple adjective,
IcrxEpi v(y, 'eventide'. Secondly, the phrase 7lV*V % 1 #* * 3,  literally, 'at 
the eye of night', the meaning of which is not entirely olear (MoKane p. 
336), is translated f|vixa &v fxroxtm vDXTeptvn, 'when there is evening
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stillness*. Since the word is translated literally as 'pupil*
( xopa ) at 7*2, and 20:20, it would seem that 'stillness* is an inter
pretation, stemming from the natural association of night and stillness, as 
also found in English, in the idiom, 'the dead of night'. In referring 
to stillness, the translator has provided an apt background for the furtive 
conversation mentioned in the preceding line, 'speaking in the darkness of 
eventide, when there is the stillness of night and gloom'. A textual 
solution for the difficulty was proposed by Ehrlich (p. 36) who suggested 
that the translator had read * V % 1 w* 3,'when the night sleeps' and thus,
•in the still of the night'; similarly Jaeger (p. 56), Urabreit (p. 87), 
Baumgartner (p. 76), Toy (p. I48) and Dahood (p. I4). All of these 
scholars suggest that the Greek reading is in some way derived from |w *.

Of the two verbs in v. 8, the Peshitta represents only iiy (Toy 
p. 148 attributed the omission of 17%* to inadvertence or free rendering.)
If what was observed above concerning the Greek rendering is correct, i.e. 
that mpaxopeDoiJievov incorporates both 137 and 17%* then it would appear
that the Syriac translator has effected a similar abbreviation. Bearing |

I
in mind the high incidence of Greek influence in the Peshitta version of j

Proverbs, it is possible that this aspect of the general presentation of
the verse in the Syriac is a further example of this bias. In this

I
connection, it may be noted that nn*3 fit is also translated in the same |
way in both versions as 'the ways of her house' ( Iv Ôtoôotç oCxcov a&vnc / I

Ô i A j J  A  . . - L I  3  ) .  I*
Other aspects of the translation peculiar to the Peshitta itself are 

that *137 is reproduced in plural form (^xni»3) agreeing with its plural 
antecedents (see note on v. 7) # Also #13 9, 'corner' both here and at v.
12, is translated by a plural, I AwAwOjl , 'comers'.

The Targum reproduces MT in v. 8 in a precise manner, including the 
feminine suffix on %3B which appears to be an irregular form (G.K. § 91®), 
and which can be deduced in the Hebrew only from the vowel pointing.
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In V. 9> the expression D1 * 1173,literally, *in the evening of the 
day*, is translated in the Syriac as I Y X ) %  ^ " 1 X) H  , 'the setting
of the sun'. As noted in BHS, it is possible that the translator, Instead 
of reading 3771, 'in the evening' has read 01 * 3*17.3,'at "̂ he setting/ 
going down of the day'. The form would be the infinitive construct of the 
root 317, a possible example being found at Judges 19*9" Such a misreading 
is readily explicable because of the common occurrence of the verb sd HAf 
in Syriac. However, the verb is of rare occurrence in Hebrew, so that 
actual emendation of the Masoretio pointing on the basis of the Syriac would 
be questionable.

Lastly, the phrase |1V*X3 is interpreted by the Syriac
translator as L aA X d  L x Q-Ijul3  'in the darkness of the night'. As
in the Greek, this is only a guess at what the expression might mean (at 
V. 2 and 20:20 one can find the literal translation I 1  'pupil' for 

). In this case the translator has been guided by the following 
term ' gloom' (tlVux/ 1 \ V  ) as to the connotation of this unusual 
idiom. Interestingly, the Vulgate has a similar rendering - 'in noctis 
tenebris' - 'in the darkness of night'. This is a further example of 
readings common to the Syriac and Vulgate in Proverbs.

The Targum has followed the Peshitta for the most part in v. 9, 
offering similar translations for the expressions 01* 317 3 and7i>*V | 1 t * X .  
In the Targum reading xoi* 11703,'at the close of the day', a similar 
idiom to the Syriac 1 Y ) O Y  "l\ >1 ̂  , has been used, except that
the term 'sun' is found in the Targum as KOI*,corresponding exactly to MT's 
01*. In the case of îlV*> p v * X  the reading of the Targum, xiiyni
is exactly the same as the Peshitta. 
w .  10, 11, 12, 13

These verses offer a description of the adulterous woman and her 
encounter with the foolish youth. In the Hebrew the verses describe their
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initial contact, hut in the Greek version the meeting is a consequence of a 
secretive conversation that has already taken place ( w .  8, 9 )  # Probably 
for this reason, the forceful nan,'behold' of the Hebrew is represented 
only by ' 6e* îi the Greek, indicating the continuous narrative, f| 6e Yuvn 
crovav'ccf,'and the woman meets him'. Kuhn (BWANT p. 88) wishes to 
emend 6e to tÔc = nan, but this is to ignore the differences which
already exist between the two texts.

The main point of interest in v. 10 is the interpretation offered for 
the phrase aV n 1 % a 1,' wily of heart'. The Greek of 10b reads, e l6 o c  

IxoDooc xopvixov vcwv IxixTooBa: xapÔtoc, 'having the appearance
of a prostitute which makes the hearts of young men take wing' • This 
rendering is completely paraphrastic, which is indicated not only by the 
actual verb used, but also by the introduction of the term vecov, and the 
use of the relative pronoun ( “fj ) whereby eCôoc becomes the subject of 
xocei IÇiX'ÇocBat. The verb IÇtxTopai is a late form of Ixxevopai (L.S.

5 9 5 ) ,  which means, 'to fly forth' or 'take wing'. This is the only place |
Iin Proverbs where either of these verbs is found, and is the only occurrence i 

of IÇixToaBai in the Septuagint. Although attempts have been made to j
relate the Greek and Hebrew texts (see below), the translator, confronted |

iwith an obscure text, has supplied, in a highly effective and picturesque [ 
way , the effect which an enticing woman can have on a young man. The :
imagery has almost certainly been coloured by the following description j
of the woman herself as 71*071 , which is translated in the Greek as i
&vexvep<o|ievT|, 'excitable, eager'. The significant point about this term, 
however, is that it is also associated with the imagery of birds. The |
verb &voxTGpow means literally 'to raise the feathers' (L.S. 118) and thus, f 
metaphorically, to set on wing, or excite. Clearly then, the terms j

"IIÇtxTocBa: (v. 10) and dvexvepcoiJievTi (v. ll) have been carefully chosen in i
relation to each other. The woman, who is herself full of excited emotion, | 
generates the same effect in the hearts of the young men who are enticed
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her.
Various textual solutions have been offered to account for the

differences between the two texts. A number of these are based on the
suggestion that the Greek translator read some form of the root iix or

'to arouse', instead of in this way accounting for the verb
IgixiocrOa:, (thus Pinkuss, ZAW p. 135J Prankenberg p. 52; Torczyner,
ZDMG p. 102). Less likely suggestions would be those of Hitzig (p^62),
who suggested the translator read n%%3 (root fS, 'sparkld), or Oort (TT
p. 397) who proposed mtD(D ) (root 1 ta ,'scatter'), or Kuhn (BWANT p.88)
who suggested 3> n%31,'and (as) a wing of the heart' (from 7!S13,
•feathers' or 'plummage). An intricate form of emendation based on the
root 11 % is proposed by Lagarde (p. 26). He wished to read the form
ni*xa,but elaborated a meaning for this not on the basis of the Hebrew root

«
11%,'arouse' (as above), but on the basis of the Syriac root 
'make dizzy or lightheaded'. At the same time he wished to emend the 
Greek to read l^ioTooBai (root IÇicmmi, 'derange'). The complexity of 
this suggestion, involving as it does a double emendation, must make it 
highly improbable.

To account for the term vecov Baumgartner (p. ?6) put forward the idea 
that it derived from a double rendering of 151%3 (of. Prankenberg p. 52), 
but misread as 0*173 (from 17 3,'youth' ). This is a rather weak proposal, 
and other scholars have preferred to regard vêüV as an expansion introduced 
by the translator (Jaeger p. 565 Hmbreit p. 8 8; Toy p. I50).

The translation of v. 11 presents little difficulty. The rendering 
of n*on by i® a good representation of the meaning of the
Hebrew. Similarly Aotwroc which means 'profligate' or 'dissolute' is a 
good translation of h i  T O  which has the sense of being 'unstable' as well 
as 'rebellious' (G. E. Driver, ZAH 5 0, 1932, pp. 141ff.). With this 
recent insight into the meaning of n 110 it is unnecessary to suggest, with
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Pinkuss (ZAW p# 136) that the tranalator may have read hVVltl (from the 
root VVt, *to he light or worthless*)*

The translator adds a verb in 12a and probably divides the verse 
slightly differently from MT by taking m i m a  Qyo with 12b, The Greek 
reads, * at one time she roams ( fleiipemi ) outside, at another time she 
lies in wait in the streets beside every corner*. The notion of the woman ■ 
roaming about, contained in the additional verb, has probably been inspired 
in two ways. Firstly, in the preceding line, it is said of the woman that 
her feet are never at rest in her house. Secondly the idea of roaming 
about could be suggestive of the prowling of an animal, in which case one j 
would have an extension of the imagery of 12b, i,e, of the beast of prey !

I
lying in wait (nKh/ Iveôpeoet ) for its victim.

Apart from minor changes of construction such as representing np’tnm ; 
by a participle, the Greek translator's rendering of v, 13 is straightforwardf 
The expression îl»3D ntPR is correctly interpreted as meaning *to exhibit

i

boldness* (BDB 738) > and hence the translation àvatôet be xpoowwÿ, *with ; 
a shameless face*• A similar translation for the same idiom can be found 
at 21*29,

The Peshitta of v, 10 reads, *and a woman goes out ( ù iU S k X O  )
to meet him, with the appearance of a harlot which makes the hearts of
youths flutter* ( LjQjAY» 3 1 ), Like
the Greek, the Syriac must be viewed as having a continuous narrative about ; 
the woman from v. 6 onwards. This may in part account for the omission of ;
ajn in the two versions (see note above), but, in the case of the Syriac, 

it should also be borne in mind that the translator omits Hin elsewhere 
for no obvious reason (24*31), or possibly mistranslates it (1*23),

A distinctive feature of the Syriac rendering in 10a is the addition 
of the verb IS s LS l H , 'goes out*, The translator would seem to have 
been influenced by the similar phrase in 15a, *I have come out to meet you*
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( *jhxip> *hXX’/ ^  V i*3 q 1\ ^ T T  a  \ ), which is in the form of direct
speech uttered hy the woman herself. It has been observed elsewhere that
the Syriac translator has an interest in parallel passages and expressions
(see Introduction p. xxxix).

The last phrase of 10b 'which makes the hearts of youth flutter* has
clearly been influenced by the Greek, 'which makes the hearts of young men
take wing*. The verb 3 3 4̂  in the Aphel, means * to make to fly or 

Syr.
flutter* (Thes./3237) and. is here a translation of xotet l^ixTooCat.
Similarly the expanded reading * hearts of young men* is following the Greek 
vecDV • • • xapÔiac»
Further examples of dependence on the Greek can be seen in the translation
of 11a. The term O3J0 which here is taken to mean 'pert* or

Syr.
•saucy* (Thes/2218 'petulans*), although not entirely precise, may well be 
based on the Greek àvexTepcojaevri. The Thesaurus indicates that the same 
Syriac word is found as a translation of àvex-reptofievri in the Didache.
(The form is described as a feminine emphatic) With regard to the rendering 
of h‘noi by Ljl4^0jCq Io  , the translator not only utilises the Greek, 
but even employs the same loan word ( Aomoc ) to express the meaning of 
the Hebrew term.

There is no difficulty with the remainder of v. 11, which follows the 
Hebrew, but a last point to note is that the verse as a whole has a I
somewhat stilted appearance, 'and being pert and profligate and in her j

thouse her feet do not rest *. It may be that, in this instance, in making |
use of the Greek to assign a meaning to individual words which presented 
difficulty in the Hebrew, the translator has failed to take account of the 
overall flow of the line. What we now have, therefore, is a line which
is badly constructed, with elements from both the Greek and Hebrew texts j
which the translator has failed to fuse into a coherent whole (for other I
examples of fusing Greek and Hebrew readings, see Introduction p. xxxvii).
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In 12a the Peshitta has an additional verb, 'at one time she wanders 
about ( Urmiah and Ambrosianus texts) outside*. (lee and
Walton read , the plural participle, agreeing with

A(v. 11)1, The reading of the Urmiah and Ambrosianus texts is to be preferred, 
agreeing as it does with the Septuagint* This is clearly an incorporation 
of the Greek verb found in 12a of the Septuagint text
(Baumgartner p. 78J Pinkuss, ZAW p. 136). Another point of similarity 
to note is that the verse division is the same as the Greek, in that oya 

hlimi is taken with 12b rather than with 12a as in MT.
i

In 12b the translator omits and renders n3S as a plural. This [] 
plural rendering can be compared with that in v. 8, where again a plural is !» 
found, although the Hebrew reads a singular. |

In V .  10a the Tar gum, if compared with the Peshitta, can be seen to 
follow MT, representing tï3în by sm,*and behold*. (There is confusion 
in the texts between the roots PTR, * to meet* (Lagarde $ MS 1106) and yny, \ 
•to meet* (Miqraoth Gedoloth) but there is no difference in meaning.) In 
10b, however, the Targum basically reproduces the Peshitta text, xaotoRl

XT*isa*r xn^atT, 'with the appearance of a harlot which makes the > 
hearts of young men flutter*. The correspondence of the two texts is self— 1 

evident, including not only the same paraphrase of m s 31,but also the 
same translation of 3311 n*W . The relation of the Targum to MT and !
the Peshitta makes it virtually impossible to accept the view of Kaminka 
(HUCA p. 174) that the Targum inspired the reading of the Septuagint.

In V .  11 the Targum has a similar translation of n*an( x m n n i )  
to that found in the Peshitta ( Lk.3 OCUdO ), but for the rest of the 
verse it follows MT. For n m o l  the Targum offers the rendering x m ' * * i i » l  
which means a *gad-about*. The Targumist has arrived at this meaning by 
treating n*Dn and n n o  as synonyms. This is demonstrated by the fact that 
xnT*TS is found as a translation of n* an at 9*13.
I

I9k4l jdUwfu. I i

 ̂TkuS aUc ( Ms,10.!̂  A..
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The Targum follows the Hebrew in v. 12, having none of the divergences 
noted of the Peshitta, but it does have a small addition in 12b peculiar to 
itself. For MT, 'and at every corner she lies in wait*, the Targum reads, 
'and at every convenient corner (x»x»*r xnas) she lies in wait*. Although 
Levy (Vol. I p. 323) gives the meaning of as 'pleasant* (anmuthige),
the sense of 'fitting* (Jastrow p. 559) > or 'convenient* (Pinkuss, ZAW 
p. 136; Dalman, Lexicon p. I78, 'passend'), seems much more suited to the 
context. Indeed the whole point of this descriptive addition seems to be 
aimed at limiting the harlot's activity from 'every corner* as in MT to 
those neighbourhoods where one might expect to find a woman of her class.
It can be noted again that this one word expansion, by its brevity, is in 
keeping with the few other explanatory additions found in the Targum in 
Chapters 1—9 (see Introduction P* a^).

The Syriac and Targum both follow the Hebrew closely in v. 13.
w *  14, 15

iThe Greek renders the Hebrew quite closely in these two verses. It 
may be possible to detect some strengthening of the force of inwV,*to seek* j 
translated by xodouoa, * to crave/desire* (L.S. 1427)* This is the only

Iplace in the Septuagint where in» is translated by xo8ew. Intensification]
I iof this sort is noted elsewhere of the translator of Proverbs. I

The Peshitta has an inadequate tendering of 14a in that which j
describes the necessity laid upon the woman to offer sacrifices, is omitted 
in translation. (Hitzig, Introduction p. xxii, suggests that the translator 
read instead of which he describes as * an error of haste*.)
The Peshitta has only a rather vague observation to the effect that the 

\sacrifices are peace offerings, 'sacrifices are peace offerings ( 1 aa. ^
^wuk • /, today I repay m y  vows*. In this translation therel A x  - o u i  ),

is no obvious connection between 14a and 14b. It would be difficult to 
suggest why such a poor translation was offered, but there is no case at all

* U c b O p .  XX1_.
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in Nayhaim's contention (AWBAT p. 92) that the Targum shows priority here 
because the Syriac exhibits a poorer rendering.

The translator, though giving the general sense, departs from the 
Hebrew text in 15b which he renders as, LaJXjCIQZ) 3

g  A h /Vt Iq  ̂  ̂xA , "for I was waiting to see you, and I have
found you* . The sense of 'waiting* , which would appear to be the meaning 
attributed to in», may well have been suggested by 12b where the woman is 
described as * lying in wait* ( llXh /  L u Q l^^). Otherwise, the translator 
usually renders in# by the root 1 \ *1 , 'seek*. Alternatively, it is 
possible that 'waiting' is an additional element imported from v. 12 and 
that 'to see you* is an abbreviated rendering of 'to seek your face'*

The Targum in v. 14 presents little difficulty. D^o>» is rendered 
by the general term »3iip, meaning simply 'sacrifices* or 'offerings*.
This is similar to the legal books where D^W is frequently translated by 
»np,a similarly general term meaning *a consecrated offering*.

The Targum text of 15b differs considerably from the Hebrew and reads, 
i|3*ia*r»X n»lDKl xwii*? Ji*in S»Dt)D*r, literally, 'for I was waiting for

movement and I said I will speak with you/lead you* . The overall meaning 
is clearly rather poor and it seems very likely that the text has suffered 
extensive corruption. nevertheless, it can be discerned that, initially, 
the Targum follows the Peshitta in reading 'for I was waiting* (Syriac 
/ ^ 0 ( T |  1 00 A  3  ). Bearing this in mind, it is possible that the
difficult X»llV may be explicable also on the basis of the Peshitta.
The Lexicons, however, relating the word to the root »li,'to tremble/shake*, 
give the sense of K»ll as 'movement' (Dalman, Lexicon p. 398) or 'noise' 
(Levy, Vol.II p.407; Jastrow p. 1451)* Thus Levy gives the sense of thé 
Targua as, 'I have been awaiting the noise (of your arrival)...' and 
Baumgartner (p. 78) similarly renders, 'I have awaited the sound (of your 
step) *. However the root »i i can also take the sense * to perceive* or
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* take cognizance of* and this is especially common in relation to the 
Syriac . It may well he the case, therefore, that the Targum
followed the Peshitta in reading, *I have been waiting to see you*. The 
Targumist employed the root 'perceive* as a synonym for the rooti jUUL. used in the Peshitta (thus Pinkuss, ZAW p. 136). X»n> is 
probably the remnant of an original infinitive construction which was 
followed by the second person pronoun object. A much weaker and less 
probable suggestion than either of those preceding is that of Kuhn (BWANT 
p. 105), who wishes to emend X»nV to Xi1»V ('light*). He would then take 
the sense of the expression to be - 'for I was awaiting the light (of your 
countenance) ' • This emendation is based on reading the Hebrew term 1in the sense 'for the dawn*. This interpretation must be regarded as I

Isomewhat far fetched and of very low probability. J
i. With regard to the last two verbs of saying or speaking, it is possible I
Îthat the text could be made a little more meaningful by taking li*r either 1'i

in the sense of 'lead* (Baumgartner p. 78) or 'seize* (Kuhn, BWAHT p. IO5). i
The picture would then be either of the woman conducting the youth back to I

Iher quarters, or boldly accosting him for that purpose. It is unnecessary J

to suggest with Pinkuss (ZAW p. 136) that the Targum may have read îj
ST XT,* I will lead you out*, as this sense can be extracted from m*r 1

itself. nevertheless, it has to be said that the Targum bears little, if I
any, relation to the Hebrew text at this point, and that probably I

j

further corruption has taken place in the Targum text in 15b. j
The variant XDSOi in Miqraoth Gedoloth for X » oohv is a meaningless |

I
corruption and the Hagarde text should be followed (Levy, Vol. II, p. 2645 

Jastrow p. 1174). 
w . 16, 17

In the description of the decorative covers and perfumed spices which 
the woman uses to deck her bed, the main problem confronting the Greek 
translator is the vocabulary itself.
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For the Hebrew of l6a, literally, *I have spread my bed with covers*, 
the Greek reads, xeipt<j. Te-raxa vnv xXivqv poo. There is some doubt as
to the meaning of this expression. The word xevpta usually has the sense 
of the girth of a bedstead or a swathing band (L.S. p. 935). A well-known 
illustration of the latter sense can be found in John's Gospel (Ch. 11:44)* 
However, if one accepts the sense of a band or a girth in the Proverbs text, 
as is suggested in L.S., then the description would be of actually 
strengthening the frame of the bed, *I have stretched with a girth my bed*. 
Thus Jaeger (p. 57) > Hmbreit (p. 89) and Frankenberg (p. 53) wished to 
justify this sense of the Greek word by suggesting that a>*T3iia and p o x  
be transposed and the latter given the sense 'rope*. This proposal is 
rather weak, since Q’Tiia and clearly belong together. However
practical the notion of strengthening the bedframe might be in the profession 
practised by the lady in question, it would nevertheless be out of harmony 
with the general context, which depicts the enticing effect of the 
luxurious covers and perfumed spices. The Hebrew word translated
by xstpicL, occurs again in Proverbs at 31*22 where it is rendered by 
XXatvaç, xXaiva meaning a cloak or a covering used for sleeping. It 
seems likely that, at 7*16, xeipia should be similarly taken in the general : 
sense of a covering (Toy p. 154), thus, *I have swathed my bed with a 
cover, and spread it over with thick rugs ( Apçptmxotç ) from Egypt'. The 
word Ap<pimxoç describes a luxurious rug-like covering with pile on both 
sides, commonly spread over seats and beds (L.S. p. 94» of. 'tamç p. 1757)* 
This apparently is the translation offered for the difficult phrase m i o n  
pox, 'a coloured/dyed yarn* (BDB p. 32 and p. 310) or 'embroidered yam'
(K B 3 P* 294). Although lacking in precision, the translator has 
nevertheless adequately conveyed the sense of luxury and allurement 
depicted in these artifacts. Caird (p. 84) has suggested that Ap94.xowocc 
may have been utilised due to its being at least in part a horaoeophonio
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translation of tin on!
In relation to the general structure of v. 16, a last point to note 

is that the Greek version has two verbs of spreading or covering ( xemxa 
... IcncpoDxa ) for the single Hebrew verb ’nui. The second verb has 
probably been supplied by the translator for reasons of parallelism. This 
would also support the view that the action described in l6a in the Greek, 
is essentially the same as that described in 16b. A textual basis for the 
appearance of the additional Greek verb has been suggested, thus Steuernagel 
(p. 288) and BHS read »n»tjn,from the root instead of in aon, and
Hut a (BHAT p. 385) » somewhat less convincingly, suggests pox *11390, *An 
Egyptian carpet I have spread out*, from the root noo, *to extend/spread*. 
While Dahood (Biblica 49» 1968, p. 360) has argued that pox may be viewed 
as an archaic *yqtl energio* form ( * a$$anna), and refers for support to the 
Greek lomrpooxa, it must be inherently improbable that the Greek translator 
would be capable of comprehending an ancient form of that sort. Whatever 
merits Dahood*s suggestion might have, one would have thought that, in this 
case, it would have to be assessed independently of the Greek. Against all 
three suggestions it must be reasserted that the Greek translator constantly 
creates parallelism in his own text where none actually exists in the 
Hebrew (see Introduction p. xivff.). This factor should be taken into 
account first, before resorting to emendation or other forms of manipulation 
of the Hebrew text.

In the following verse the translator appears to have difficulty 
identifying the spices listed in the Hebrew text. The first of these,

1 0, 'Myrrh* (l7a) he renders as xpoxty (B , X A) or xpoxtvĉ  (B°,
jf.

X ), 'saffron*. The small textual variation makes no difference to the* 
meaning. Saffron is a perfume derived from a flower and is quite 
different from myrrh, a fragrant gum derived from tree bark. Myrrh was 
known to the Greeks as opupva or (ivppa. It would appear that the
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translator has equated ID with fjiopov,a fragrant perfume extracted from 
plants and which apparently could he regarded as similar to or the same 
as saffron (see entry on xpoxtvoç, L.S. p. 1155)* An interesting 
comparison of ' Syrian myrrh* ( cpupvav ... SrptTjv ) and * saffron oils*
(xpoxivotc * |i»ptotç ) can he found in the Greek Anthology (Ek. IV,
p. 84, ed. W. R. Paton, Loeb Classical Library, 1918).

The term for the second of the perfumed spices, ,* aloes* is
completely mistranslated in the Greek, being rendered by, xov ôc etxov piop,
*my house*. The translator has clearly read *Vnx,relating the form to |
V nX , * tent/dwelling* . In doing so he has made this a parallel expression J

to *3bWD in 17a, (of. Gerleman, LUA p. 24), thus, *I have sprinkled my jI
bed with saffron, my house with cinnamon*. (The mistranslation of Q*Vnx i

jis noted by Vogel p. Umbreit p. 90; L agar de p. 26; Heidenheim, DVBTKC |
jVol. Ill, p. 60; and Baumgartner p. 78. Huts, BRAT p. 303, contends j
iagainst the obvious by maintaining that the translator read not »Vnx but 

♦aVhx (derived from the Arabic çalhab).) |
A contributory factor to this mistranslation is the comparative j

rarity of the word D*VîTX in the sense * aloes*. It occurs in only three |
other places in the Old Testament. An interesting comparison with the 
mistranslation here can be made at Numbers 24:6 where, for Q*Vnx in the 
sense of *odiferous trees* the Greek reads crxTivat, * tents*. The incorrect 
attribution of meaning is an almost identical misreading with that at 
Proverbs 7*16. The translator of Proverbs, however, does do some violence 
to his text in that the of 0  ̂VnX, and the *1* of |1D3pl are both
ignored in his effort to produce sense according to his reading of the
text.

Lastly, regarding 3, the suggestion of Wutz (BRAT p. 302) that the
translator read ♦na03 from the root *)03, *drop* is unnecessary. The
sense of *DD3 is clearly determined by the context, whether one derives it
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from »|13 (BDB)/or *|13 (Driver, ZA¥ 5 0, 1932, p. 142).
In both w .  16 and 17» the Peshitta shows interesting points of

contact with the Greek. The term I O T A  which translates □♦tano
is a general terra for a cover or blanket such as might be used on a bed 

Syr.
(Thesy4084)* The significant point, however, which betrays Greek influence 
is that it has a singular form, like the Greek xetptcj. Thus the two texts 
can be translated in the same way by, *I have spread my bed with a cover*.
The same translation offered in the Peshitta for D* 1310 at Proverbs 31*22
has probably been determined by this passage.

In 16b the Peshitta has a second verb of * spreading* corresponding to 
the Septuagint* s Icrrpwxa, so that its text again is almost the same as 
the Greeks *I have overlaid my bed with Egyptian covers*. The general term 

(jZDlIO , * covers * has doubtless been derived from the Greek AiKptioxovc, 
both versions having only a single terra corresponding to the Hebrew 
pox mien.

The Targum has the same text as the Peshitta, with the possible 
exception of xn»»l»ri (I6a) which may be a plural form agreeing with 
0*1310 of MT.

In V. 17 the Syriac translator follows the Hebrew in rendering 
q *Vtix as a perfumed spice like 10 and p  03p , The translation offered 
for this term, however, is LiQA*30 A  , * saffron* or * crocus * . This 
has almost certainly been derived from the Greek reading xpoxcy /xpoxtw^. 
Although the Greek xpox(y does not in fact render D*VOX, it would appear 
that the Syriac translator has mistakenly taken this to be the case, perhaps 
being misled because of the divergence of the Greek and Hebrew texts at 
this point. The Syriac translator has referred to the Greek here because 
of the rarity of the term Q*>nx in the sense * aloes*. In the other 
occurrences of the word at Psalm 45*9 (Septuagint 44*9) Syriac 45*8), 
Canticles 4*14 and Numbers 24*6, the Peshitta has an identical reading to

i
...i.
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that of the Greek. The Targum, as in v. 16, has an almost identical text 
to that of the Peshitta, thus also rendering Q̂ V.nx as * saffron* ( XDpno ). 
w .  18, 19» 20

The following three verses conclude the direct speech of the woman to 
the youth,in which she entices him to adultery. The Greek follows the 
Hebrew closely and there are only a few points to consider.

For the phrase D’onxi niïVynJ (l8b), *let us delight ourselves with 
love*, the Greek offers the somewhat earthier rendering lYxvXicr0ûù|jiev 
•let us be entwined in love*. The verb IyxuXio), *roll or wrap up in* has
also a metaphorical sense in the passive of *be involved in* which could
also apply in the text here (L.S. 474). The root oVy is not of common 
occurrence, being found in only two other places, both in Job (20*18; 39*13)
At 20*18 it is translated inaccurately by Yerw, • taste* and at 39*13, where 
the Greek is attributed to Theodotion, it is transliterated by veeXootx.
The translator of Proverbs was doubtless as uncertain of the meaning of
oVy as were the translators of Job, and he has rendered the verb in a1  Imanner appropriate to the context. It is unjustified to suggest with Oort

I(TT p , 397) or Kuhn (BWANT p. 88) that the Hebrew should be emended to read |
:nViynn or nViyna (root Viy, *roll*, 'circle*) in order to reflect the j

reading of the Greek. I
The slight alteration of presentation in 19a whereby »*x is supplied |

with a first person pronoun (Baumgartner p. 79) and that on is I
omitted (Vogel p. $0; Umbreit p. 91) is necessary for an idiomatic renderingJ 
*fOr my husband ( & &vnp pou ) is not at home ( Iv olxy ). This change i
has to be made in English for precisely the same reason. I

In 20b the phrase XODîl in the reading, literally, *on the day
of the full moon he will return to his house* is rendered paraphrastioally 
in the Greek by 6t* fipepwv xoXXoov, 'after many days he will return to
his home*. Although the translator is giving a correct interpretation of

I -S jt-SL  X  X  1 1 .
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o f  th e passage (jaeger p. $8; Umhreit p. 9l), in indicating that the 
husband will be absent for a long time interval, it is probably also the 
case that he was uncertain of the meaning of Ko3. In the sense 'full 
moon* xoD is otherwise found in the Old Testament only at Psalm 81:4 
(Septuagint, Psalm 80:4), where it is translated by eôcrnfjLoç, 'conspicuous* 
or 'designated by a sign* (L.S. 723) following the wider sense of xo3 

as 'mark* or 'distinction*. It was probably an obscure term to the Proverbs 
translator (Frankenberg, Introduction p. 20) who skillfully evaded the 
problem by giving an interpretation of the passage according to the general 
sense. Lagarde (p. 26) thought that the phrase in the text had arisen as 
a corruption of 'mid-month*, 'full moon* # Apart from the
technical difficulties inherent in such a suggestion, the general observa
tions already made about X03 weigh heavily against this proposal.

The Peshitta in l8b reads i "XiaX  "IjuL 4 \ \ O  * and
let us embrace one with the other in desire*. The translator has been 
influenced by the Greek reading IyxüXictEoô êv, which makes explicit the 

notion of intimate embraces which, as such, are not actually mentioned in

the Hebrew. Kuhn (BWANT p. 10$) suggested that the Syriac translator had ^

read IvaTxaXtoBcofiev ( root IvaYxaXi^opat, 'take in one's arms * ) but 
the meaning * embrace* can be derived readily from the verb in the Greek 

text as it stands.
The Targum is almost word for word the same as the Peshitta in v. 18 j 

but does differ in a small degree in l8b which reads, Knxnn *rnV * r n  p’oy3l, j 
'and let us be occupied with each other in desire*. The obvious relation- i

ship of the two texts and the one-letter difference between the verbs I
j

> T Ï 4 V» and poy has suggested to Levy (Vol. II, p. 231 and p. 233) that j

Ithe reading of the Targum is simply a corruption of that in the Peshitta, j

(of. also Pinkuss, ZAtf p. 136 and Müllèr-Kautzsoh p. 40) and should be jIrestored to read p»sy3l. It may be, however, that the reading was \

. . . . .  1
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altered for reasons of delicacy, the exhortation, 'let us he occupied with 
one another* being much less bold and explicit than 'let us embrace one 
another*. In either case the Targum reading is only explicable on the 
basis of the Peshitta as has been observed in a number of other passages 
(see Introduction p. xxxvi).

In w .  19, 20, the Peshitta has characteristic points of contact with 
the Greek, having the same reading in 19a, *for my husband ( ) is
not at home ( 1 "1 "1 ). Also for Xosn in 20b it has the same
paraphrase as the Greek, 'after many days* ( ILiA^ÛÛ 001 (L&\o )
An obvious pattern can be detected here in that the Syriac translator 
consults and utilises the Septuagint when he encounters obscure words like 
oVy and K03, or an understandable but awkward expression such as the 
Hebrew of 19a.

The Targum follows the Hebrew for the most part in w. 19 and 20, 
though it lacks the suffix on in* 3 (v. 19). The Targumist interprets
XODîi 01 *V by *on the day of the festival* ( xai*Vl) attributing
to *03 its general sense of 'appointed time*, 'festive occasion* (jastrow 
p. 652), as in later Hebrew. 
w .  21. 22, 23

There are considerable difficulties in the middle section (22a, 23a)
of these verses in the similes applied to the youth who succumbs to
temptation. It is of interest, therefore, to see how the versions cope
with these difficulties and what solutions they offer.

Following a literal translation of 21a, the Greek of 21b reads, 'with
the snares ( ppo%oi( ) of her lips she brings him into straits
( IÇcûxetXev aùtov ). For this interpretation of n*naw pVn3,*with her - 
smooth talk* one may compare v. 5 of this chapter where the similar idiom 
np’Vna im*, 'her smooth words', is interpreted (correctly) in the Greek 
as 'pleasing (or flattering) words* ( XoYotc xoic xpoc xytptw ). The 
interpretation here of smooth speech as being a snare is very appropriate
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since the metaphor of the snare is found, in v. 23, *as a bird rushes into 
a snare* ( no /'xayiôa )* Vogel (p. $0), perceiving a possible textual 
variant, suggested that the translator had read >an a,*with cord* instead 
of p>na, Schleusner (p. 302) correctly indicated that the rendering was 
interpretative and rejected Vogel * s emendation.

In the context of v. 23, however, the translator appears to mix his 
metaphors. Following the reference to the snare, he uses the verb 
l̂ oxeXXo), which means * to bring into difficulties* or *to drive headlong* 
(L.S., Abbreviated Lexicon, p. 237), being derived from the notion of 
running a ship aground (L.S. p. 597)« The sense of impelling or driving 
corresponds quite well with the Hebrew root ma, * impel *, 'thrust*. In 
a broader sense, however, the metaphor seems to relate to the similar passage 
in V, 5 of this chapter, 'if she should accost you ( l̂ paXtrcàt ) with pleasing 
words'. It was noted earlier that the common themes of the two passages 
and the use of two naval metaphors relating to the assault and beaching of 
a ship, seem more than coincidental. The use of military-style metaphors 
can be noted elsewhere of the translator (see Introduction p. xvii).

For 22a, 'all at once ( QXhD ) he follows her*, the Greek reads,
'being ensnared ( XEx̂ coOeic )he follows after her*. The translator has 
not read DKDB in the sense 'suddenly* but instead has related the form to 
the root ïixis, * to be simple or enticed* ( Jaeger p. 585 Lagarde p. 2 6; 
Baumgartner p.79j Frankenberg p. 545 Gemser p. 42; Baruoq p.64; BHS). This is 

an arbitrary manipulation of the text on the part of the translator. At 
6 *15, for example, DKns is translated straightforwardly. A number of 
proposals have been put forward to account for the Greek reading. Lagarde 
(p.26), followed by Baumgartner (p. 79), thought that the form xns might- 
have been read as a kind of equivalent of although Lagarde himself
designated Xhfl as *a non word*. Frankenberg (p. 54) suggested the 
translator had read nnao, 'enticed* (Pual pt. of nns ). Gemser (p. 42) 
proposed DXne in the sense 'foolishness*, while Steuernagel (p. 288) and
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BHS have suggested either or A less likely suggestion is that
of Wutz (brant p. 347) who constructed the form Oina, 'captivated*, based 
on a hypothetical root Dhfl, It is important in considering these 
suggestions and emendations to keep two things clear, firstly, what the 
Greek translator extracted from the text, and secondly what the text was 
actually meant to convey. MoKane (p. 340) has made the point that, in 
explicating the Greek, the reading DXna is to be preferred since the 
consonantal form is identical to that of MT, but that from the point of view 
of the Hebrew, neither QXhB nor *Jns makes particularly good sense.
Making the same point from a slightly different perspective, one could say 
that the Greek reading makes better sense in the framework of its own text 
than it does in the setting of the Hebrew. The verb xex̂ oo) , interestinglj^?

4corresponds to both the senses of nna in that it can mean * to become |
Îfeather-brained* or * to be easily led/ensnared* (L.S. p. 939). While it 

could have either of these senses in the Proverbs passage, it seems best to 
attribute to it the sense * ensnared*, since this is contextually very apt. 
Immediately preceding, in the Greek (but not in the Hebrew), is a reference 
to snares ( ppoxotc ) and then, in both Hebrew and Greek the snare features 
in V. 23 ( ns/myiôa ). A difficulty for this suggestion would be 
whether xexçoo) can actually have the sense 'ensnared* (see Caird, JTS 19, 
I96B, p. 22) as indicated in Liddell and Scott. This would be a technical 
matter requiring clarification on the part of Greek lexicographers.

A further point made by Caird (jTS 19, 1968, p. 12) in connection 
with xex<pcKt) is that it is an example of homoeophony, i.e. it has a marked 
phonetic similarity to »ina. This seems probable, not only on the basis 
of the similarity, but also because other examples of homoeophonic 
renderings can be found in the Greek version of Proverbs (see Introduction 
p. xxiiff.).It is doubtful, however, if one can accept his further 
suggestion that the Hebrew should be emended to nnop, 'like a fool *.
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Homo60phony is only ever, at best, an approximation by the translator to 
the sound of an original word or root and, as Caird himself shows, oan 
differ widely from the Hebrew starting point.

In 22b the active verb sin* in the simile, *as an ox goes to the 
slaughter* is found as a passive in the Greek, *aa an ox is led ( )  

to the slaughter. It has been suggested that the Hebrew ought to be read 
similarly as *3* (Graetz, MGWJ p. 155? Baumgartner p. 79; Wildeboer 
p. 24; Steuernagel p. 288; Gemser p. 42 and BHS). Inspection of 23a, 
however, shows that the active Hebrew construction 1133 fn rrVfl* iy, 
•till an arrow pierces its entrails*, is found again as a passive in the 
Greek, togewpaTi •xexXiTft̂ c etc fptap, * wounded by an arrow in the liver* 
There oan be little doubt that here the Greek translator is employing a 
passive construction as a matter of personal style and is in no way 
rendering a different text. The probability is, therefore, that the same 
observation applies in 22b in relation to X13* /&YGiai.

The last part of v. 22, commencing 0py31, is very obscure and has 
been the subject of extensive emendation (MoKane p. 340)* The Greek 
translator takes 22c and 23a together, reading, xat Acrxcp xuoov Ôeop.o\)ç,
•fj IXa<po<; loÇevpait xêxXttywc etç TO fpcop, * and as a dog in bonds, or as 
a deer wounded by an arrow in the liver*. Some of the main differences 
between the Greek and Hebrew texts can be accounted for fairly readily.
It is clear that 10-1 0,*instruction* has been read in unpointed text as 
iqlD,*bond* (Jaeger p. 59? Umbreit p. 92* Baumgartner p. 795 Driver, 

ZAW 5 0, 1932, p. 143» but not plural m p D  as Lagarde p. 27)* also >-»ix 
has been related to V*K, *deer*, (Jaeger p. 59; Umbreit p. 92; Lagarde 
p. 27; Delitzsch p. 169; Kaminka, HUCA p. 177 and Driver, ZAW 5 0, 1932, 
p. 143)* It is not clear, however, how the translator has arrived at 
xav àcrxep xuwv as a translation of 0 33*31 , While it has been suggested 
that the translator read3>331(Schleusner p. 303; Graetz, MGWJ p. 155;

329.
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Baumgartner p* 79; Wildeboer p. 24; Frankenberg p. 54), the forma are 
dissimilar and such a variant is somewhat improbable (Umbreit p. 92;
Cohen p, 43) * This emendation seems to have originated with Hitzig (p. 66) 
who suggested that the rendering came from an ancient Targum text which 
originally read xVaDD,*like a chain* for 033*3, The Greek translator 
took this reading from the ancient Targum but, in the process, the reading 
was corrupted to K3>3 3 ,  This was pure speculation on the part of Hitzig,
The * ancient Targum* was a complete fabrication, serving only to support 
the emendation, A possible explanation of a more probable nature has been j
advanced by Thackeray (jTS XIII, 1912, p, 65) and Gerleman, (LUA p. 33), !
who noted that *as a dog in bonds* was a known Greek Proverb. They 1

suggested that the translator confronted with an obscure Hebrew text j
substituted a common proverb which was adequate for and suited to the I
immediate context. The Septuagint reading is in fact almost identical j

1. -I
to the proverb preserved in the Corpus Paroemiographorum - xutov exi beopux; ;
mpoijiia i% i TCDV èavTObc etc xoXocretç IxtÔiÔovTcov xat, Podc ôeopa, |
* A dog in chains* a proverb of those who give themselves up for punishment, j
and. An ox in chains*. The application of the proverb is very appropriate i

t
in the context of Proverbs 7*22 where the young man goes voluntarily into \

sthe house of the harlot and is also likened to an ox. The observation of 3
Thackeray and Gerleman provides the most satisfactory way of understanding |
the Septuagint reading at this point, and is superior to the attempted 
textual solution outlined above.

A further point to note in connection with the syntax in the Greek 
in 22a and 23a is that V*1X is not only incorporated into 23a but the 
translator creates another simile by supplying an * as* connection ( àç 
IXoxpoc )• There is no need to suggest that the translator had a text

i

which actually read > *1 X3 1  or >*»X31 (Baumgartner p.  80j  Frankenberg 
p. 54; Steuernagel p. 288 and BHS). What is presented is a clever piece

GdrpuS Gr<\z.cor\xn\ ̂ ly
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of interpretation which results in four consecutive similes or analogies 
based on animals, 'like an ox ... like a dog ••• like a deer ... like a 
bird* (Perowne po 75; Oesterley p. 55)»

What emerges from these observations is that the translator 
skilfully interpreted an obscure text which, setting aside pointing, was 
the same as or very similar to, that which we now have.

There is a problem with the third simile in deciding how it should 
be related to the two which precede it, and the one which follows it, in 
terms of a logical sequence of events. A wounded deer oan hardly be 
compared to muzzled domestic animals (Frankenberg p. 54) and yet neither 
oan it be compared to a swift bird, since it is already fatally injured. 
This problem is best viewed as reflecting a similar difficulty in logical 
sequence which exists in the Hebrew itself (McKane p. 34l). The problem 
does not originate with the translator but is inherited by him from the 
Hebrew text itself.

The translator applies the various analogies and similes used of the 
youth in the latter part of v. 23 by making the young man the subject of 
the verb 'hasten* (Jaeger p. 59)* In the Hebrew the verb is related to 
the noun 11 a $, thus n s x  1»l03,*as a bird hastens*. In the Greek this 
reads, *he (i.e. the youth) hastens ( oxeuÔei ) like a bird to the snare, 
not knowing that he runs ( xpexet ) for his life*. The addition of the
verb tpexGi in the last part of the verse maintains the ipiagery of flight 
associated with both the bird and the wounded deer. The idiom * to run for 
one*8 life* ( Tpexpa xept ♦vx'nc ) is lexically attested (L.S. 1814.11*2) 
and adequately conveys the element of risk in the Hebrew expression *3 
Kin 1»S33,*it is at the cost of his life*.

The Peshitta may be influenced by the Septuagint in 21a, although 
this instance is not as clear as, say, the following verse* The text 
reads, * she leads him astray ( � I ^ ^ aXJî I o ) by the abundance of her
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• \
words ( CHukXJOD)» The translation of inon as 'lead astray* is the 
same as the Septuagint*s &xexXaviTcrEv, although both versions could have 
derived this sense from the Hebrew itself. Perhaps more significantly, 
nnpV is translated as 'words* or 'speech*. Apart from 1*5, np> is 

always translated in the Peshitta version of Proverbs by LxâXcLk.* teaching*. 
The sense 'words/speech* used here has almost certainly been influenced by 
the Septuagint 'converse*. If that is the case, however, the
translator has made use of both the Hebrew and Greek texts. While the 
meaning of nnp> may have been ascertained from the Greek, the suffix
* n /* which is not represented in the Greek, is represented in the Peshitta. 
The translator was basically following the Hebrew and, at the same time, 
consulting the Septuagint.

In 21b the Syriac offers an independent translation. The expression 
p>R3 is correctly interpreted as 'with the flattery ( IX*DGlXZ3 0 )  

of her lips*. The verb , possibly from its basic sense of * thrust *,
* impel * is translated by 01 , * she attracts or entices him*.

A Syr.The basic meaning of the root \jSi f\x is * to draw* or 'drag* (Thes./2483).
The translator has probably also been influenced by the context and the 
following description of the animals which are led or enticed to death.

The Targum has a similar text to that of the Peshitta in 21a, e.g. 
reading 'her speech* ( XîîV*d ) for Tinp>, An interesting point arises in 
21b in the translation of 13fT**rnby n*Ji9n or n^nxsn,*she persuades/ 
seduces him*. Taken in a general way the sense * persuade* almost certainly 
comes from the Syriac reading 01 j \â  A a  , which has a similar meaning.
The correspondence between the texts may be even closer if the Targumist 
took Cn A s  A a  to be an Ithpael form of the root I A s  , as indicated 
by Levy (Vol. II, p. 252). Baumgartner (p. 79) also took 01 A s A a  
as Ithpael of 1 A s  , but Pinkuss (ZAW p. 137) rejected this. Whatever 
the explanation of the Targum reading the actual meaning is the same as
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that of the Syriac. The Targumist does, however, replace the interpretative 
term 'flattering* ( l A o  QZC ) in 21b with the literal Khiy * y», 
•smoothness*, corresponding to p>n of MT.

In practically every phrase in 22 and 23, in the Peshitta, Greek 
readings can be easily detected. These begin in 22a, with the translation 
of DXnS as I Ü H J X  i , * as a simpleton*. The translator is
following the Septuagint xextpwOeic, which relates Dicns to the root nns. 
Similarly the Septuagint reading * as a dog in bonds* is reflected in the 
Syriac lui.'DQLÛûlX Lh \ a  ^̂ juIo  , 'like a dog in bondage*.
Bathe's contention (p. 110) that the Syriac is not dependent on the 
Septuagint in this passage is untenable. He takes the view that Greek 
readings in the Peshitta are in the main interpretations which have 
presumably displaced original Syriac readings. It is not difficult, 
however, to demonstrate that the majority of Greek readings are fused into 
the Syriac text as an integral part of its translation of the Hebrew (see 
below and also Introduction p. xxxvii ). There are only a few passages in 
Ohs. 1-9 which are obvious block interpolations from the Greek.

The translator follows the Septuagint in incorporating >*ix in 23a, 
and taking it in the sense of 'stag*. An interesting point of difference 
between the two texts, however, is that the Peshitta reflects the active 
construction of the Hebrew as against the passive construction of the Greek, 
thus, *or like a stag when an arrow flies into its liver*, (literally, 'like 
a stag into whose liver an arrow flies' ). The translation of n>a as 
*fly* is peculiar to the Syriac translator. This may be an attempt to 
deal with the difficulty of the incompatibility of the various similes 
(see note on Greek above). The swiftness of the arrow's flight appears 
to be compared with the swiftness of the bird's flight. This does not 
entirely resolve the difficulty of incompatibility, however, as the 'deer* 
and not the * arrow* is the subject of the simile.
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A further grammatical point one may note is that XI a* of 22b is also 
translated as active in the Syriac as against the passive ( ) of the
Septuagint. These small differences indicate that, although the Syriac 
translator is relying heavily upon the Septuagint in these verses, he is 
still following the Hebrew and utilising both texts (see Introduction 
p. xxxvii).

In the last part of v. 23 the Syriac has the same change of subject
as the Greek in that the youth is taken as the subject of the verb * hasten*,
*he hastens (vZJCflLO. AIjCXX23 O  ) like a bird to a snare*. Similarly 
there is an additional verb ( J  I ) corresponding to the Greek xpexet,
*he does not know that he goes to his own death* ( • » # I •

fln  TT4\ *̂ ) • The Syriac translator is interpreting in his own words
the Greek idiom xept +ux"nc xpexei, but, whereas in the Greek escape is
still possible, in the Peshitta death is presented as inevitable.

The Targum in w .  22 and 23 is practically identical to the Peshitta
as the following examples demonstrate*- *as a dog in bondage* (xiloxV ) ;
•like a stag into whose liver an arrow flies ( XT»i n*iaoi)l *he does not
know that he goes to his own death* xmoVl). The one significant
difference between the Peshitta and the Targum in w .  22-23 is the trans
lation of DXhD (22a). The Targum reads, h**X*>» xmnn >*tx xvm,*he 
goes after her unawares*. The word Jî**X*>» means 'unawares* (Jastrow p. 
1582) or 'without guile* (Levy, Vol. II p. 486). It appears that the 
Targumist has taken the sense of OXJiD on the basis of the Peshitta*s

1-"3LZ13C ♦ but in a formal or structural way he has produced an
adverb in agreement with the adverbial function of oXJlfi. In form he 
follows MT, but in meaning he follows the Peshitta. Levy also makes the * 
point that h**X*>» is itself a Syriac form. Pinkuss (ZAW p. 137) raises 
the question of whether fi* *X * >» may not equal X*>» |a which, elsewhere 
in Proverbs (3*25; 6*15; 24*22) is used for QXfiD. However, the fact
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that the Targumist has not used the expected X * >» % o is the heart of the 

problem at 7*22. 

w .  24, 25,
The problem of the alternation in the Hebrew between the singular/ 

plural form of address ( *31 , 0*3 l) has already been noted at 5*7* In the 
majority of instances (but not all), the Greek translator retains the 
singular. This is doubtless an attempt to be as consistent as possible
in usage. It does not justify emendation of the Hebrew. (Ehrlioh p. 39
follows the Greek singular, along with Steuernagel p. 288, and BHS.)

There is a textual problem in the Greek in 25b in that the Septuagint
reading for this half verse appears to be entirely lost. In the B and x
texts, 25b is lacking, while in the remainder of MSS ( X A, 23 and
minuscules) the reading is supplied from Theodotion (Baumgartner p. 81;
Mttller-Kautzsch p. 74). How or why this omission has come about could 
now be only a matter of conjecture. There is nothing in any way striking 
or unusual about the half verse which might account for the textual 
difficulty. Toy (p. 159) has concluded that the omission must have been 
accidental•

The text of X also lacks the phrase elç m e  SSooe in 25a and this 
can be no more than an error of transcription.

The Peshitta and Targum both follow the Hebrew closely. A small 

grammatical point which may be noted in the Syriac of 25a is that, although 

the verb has a passive form ( \ , Ithpael of the root y*
•incline*), the sense is to be taken as active (Thes./3400), This may be 

compared with the similar Greek c o n s t r u c t i o n v « - r t o  (L.S. 509,

II.3). 
w. 26, 21

The translator introduces a small grammatical change in 26a in 
relation to the term "wounded* ( û*>Vn ). To make absolutely clear that

ji . ..
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the fatally wounded have been brought to this condition by the woman
Iherself, the act of wounding is ascribed to her, xoXXouç yap Tpuxjuou 

xaiotpepXtixev,*for she has wounded many and cast them down'. Tpwoucu is the
aorist participle feminine of the verb tiTpoxncw, 'kill, wound, injure*
(L.S. 1799).

In 26b some added emphasis is given to the term D * axy,'numerous, 
many' which is translated by AvaptOfiiTCot, thus, 'those whom she has slain 
are numberless*. This kind of descriptive exaggeration is characteristic 
of the translator (see Introduction p. xxi).

. In 27b the participle fl 111 *, * go down* is translated by xaoraYouotxt 
which has causative force, 'the pathways of Hades are her house, they lead 
down to the chambers of death*., Lagarde (p. 27) has suggested that the 
translator read AY*110, i.e. the Hiphil participle of 1 1*,thus accounting 
for the causative sense, 'lead down*. However, the same participle ( n m *  ) 
is similarly translated in the Greek by xamYoixrtv at 5*5, where the Greek 
verb has a transitive sense and is followed by an object. Clearly the 
Greek translator . incorrectly attributed the sense * lead down* to the verb 
11 * in the Qal as the identical renderings at 5*5 and 7*2? demonstrate. 
Since, in any case, at 7*27 there is no object following the Greek 
xavaYooout it seems that here 'lead down* must be understood as . 
intransitive, having the expected sense * descend* or * go down*.

Umbreit (p. 94) and Hitzig (p. 68) observed in 26b that the Syriac 
translator had understood D* OX y in the sense * mighty* rather than
* numerous *, since the participle adjective - A.\^TTVf generally means

Syr. L
* strong* or * mighty * (Thea./3004) • If that is the case, the sense here
would be * heroes * or 'warriors* , thus, 'and heroes are all those who have 
been slain by her*. This is not as good an interpretation as those based 
on o x y  in the sense 'many*.

In the presentation of 27a, the rather bold statement 'the ways of
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Sheol are her house* is dressed out somewhat by the repetition of 'ways* 
and a rearrangement of the word order, *the ways of her house ( I AuL*!}ol

<n A j h d  D  ) are the ways of Sheol*. This change is introduced to
,(p. 40)make the text a little more flowing. In Mttller-Kautzsoh/,however, on the 

basis of the Syriac, it is suggested that *311 should be added before 
nn’3 in the Hebrew text. The interpretative nature of the Syriac is 

nonetheless quite clear (Pinkuss, ZAW p. 137* Toy p. 159) and should not 
be used as support for textual emendation.

A point of interest in the Targum is the translation of the last two 
words of V. 27 DID * Tin,'chambers of death*. This is a mythological 
allusion referring to the underworld, as the mention of in 27a
indicates. The Targumist, however, appears to give a rather prosaic 
interpretation of the Hebrew expression in the phrase X13* pi * 318 
'chambers of the grave*. It is quite possible that he is referring to 
actual burial chambers. This is perhaps intended to convey in a more 
stark and less diffuse way the dangers of youthful folly.
8:1

The Greek translator takes a different view of the Hebrew of v. 1 
from that which is usually followed in both ancient and modern versions, as 
his text indicates , So iTjv onotptav XTipvÇetç Iva (ppovricrtc crot 6xa,xoocnp,
•You will call to wisdom, that understanding may answer you*. It would be 
possible to translate la as 'proclaim wisdom*, but, in the light of lb, 
it seems better to render it as 'call upon* (L.S. 949.11.3). Similarly 
ftxaxoucTQ could be translated * be in subjection to* and was taken in this 
sense in MS l6l as the marginal note ImxoXoüÔTicnp, * follow after, obey*, 
indicates, but the translation offered above is to be preferred.

The translator has approached the syntax in a rather unusual, but 
apparently not impossible way. The emphatic refers back to the 
vocative v I b of 7*24 and continues the address found there. Kuhn (BWANT
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p. 88) wishes to emend St> to où but the general run of the translation 
goes against this. The fact that the verse can be viewed as being in the 
affirmative at all stems from the translator's understanding of the terra 
xVn, Although basically an interrogative particle, it is noted in

BDB ( p. 520.4.b.(/9 )) that 'it has a tendency to become little more 
than an affirmative particle*. It is frequently translated in the 
Septuagint by lôov. Taking xVn in this common affirmative or emphatic 
sense, the translator has read Xipn as a second person imperfect form 
(Jaeger p. 60; Baumgartner p. 8l; Barucq p. 86), rather than a third 
feminine imperfect with naan as the subject.

Following the interpretation of la where the young man is commanded 
to call to wisdom, lb is viewed as the reciprocal, where wisdom or 
understanding gives its reply, 'that understanding may put forth its voice 
(to you)*. The translator renders the idiom nVlp jnn by * answer*
( &xaxoDoigi ), viewing the utterance of * understanding* as a reply to the 
young man's appeal in la. The indirect object crot is supplied by the 
translator to complete the sense and refers back to the emphatic at
the beginning of the verse. It is unnecessary to suppose, as Toy (p. I65) 
does, that the translator read "jh 1X yo»JT or anything similar.

Although the exegesis is unusual and interesting^ it does not
relate readily to v. 4 where it becomes clear that it is in fact Wisdom 
itself which is making an appeal, * to you, 0 men, I call ( xipx )*. The 
more usual understanding of v. 1, therefore, in which 'wisdom* is the
subject of Xiprj is clearly to be preferred.

The Peshitta text of v. 1 reads % 4  1 I A jûlA O I I a CTI
LX^XCLXZDO , 'wherefore proclaim wisdom and understanding 

will answer you*. While the Peshitta is clearly following the Greek, this 
is another interesting example where the Greek textual variants in la are 
reflected in the Peshitta text. The text form which the Syriac translator
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is following here is found in Codex 23 and minuscules, 6 t o  cro %y\v c o ç v a v
XTipü̂ ov, •wherefore proclaim wisdom*. Comparison of the texts shows that
the conjunction L\(T% corresponds to 5&o and the imperative

# I corresponds to XTipuÇov (see Introduction p, xxxix).
The Targum follows MT apart from the representation of the 

interrogative particle K^n. For this term it reads •wherefore* ( Vtdq 
X ] 3 *n), which is the same reading as the Peshitta (Mayhaum, AWEAT p. 855 

Pinkuss, ZAW p. I38), and is the only remaining trace of Syriac influence 
in this verse. It is not the case, as Baumgartner (p. 8l) suggests, that 
both translators read |dV in the Hebrew. As noted above, the reading 
stems from those Greek MSS which read 6to at the beginning of v. 1.
This reading penetrated into the Peshitta, and from the Peshitta into the 
Targum. Codex IIO6 corrects to the MT reading xVn.
w .  2, 3

In the Greek, w .  2 and 3 serve as motive clauses for the appeal to 
wisdom which the young man is commended to make in v. 1. The youth 
should obtain wisdom •because she is upon the highest of the pinnacles*
(2a) and also • waits at the gates of the mighty* (3a). In the Hebrew 
these verses describe the location in which wisdom makes her appeal to men,
i.e. the crowded streets and entrances, and are not intended as a comment 
on the lofty status of wisdom. The translator* s view of the function of 
these verses may account in part for the significant divergence between 
the two texts in 3a where the Hebrew reads m p  Q’lSrw * beside the
gates, in front of the town*. The Greek reads, xapa fof xuXaiç Ôvvacrrwv 
mpeôpeoei, *for she waits at the gates of the mighty*. As already 
noted, the translator is depicting the elevated status of wisdom as a 
motivation for the youth of v. 1# Nevertheless, while he presents the 
text in this way, that does not in itself account for the striking 
divergence in the Greek. The difficulty centres on the expression 
m p ,  and numerous emendations have been proposed to account for the Greek
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rendering. Skehan (p. 182) goes so far as to say that it may he impossible 
to recover the motivation behind the Greek reading. Kuhn (BWANT p. 88) 
suggested that Ôdvoctxûdv came from D’7*psV( *T*ps = •overseer*)*
Schleusner (p. 305) thought that had been taken in the sense of
* that which is terrible or fearful*, but 0*19# has already been rendered 
by xuXaiç. Jaeger (p. 60) suggested emending the Greek to twv àcrtecov 
•of the towns* instead of ÔuvcurtoDV , but this lacks MSS support. It is 
no help to note the word division as Dip *oVo *19#, as Mezzacasa (p. I31) 
has, as this gives no explanation of the Greek reading.

Before resorting to emendation, however, some important points have 
to be considered in connection with nip,* town*. The word itself is 
somewhat unusual and of uncommon occurrence in the Old Testament. A 
Phoenician loan word (BDB p. $00; Albright, VTS III p. 9)> it is found in 
only four other places in the Old Testament. Three of these occurrences 
are in Proverbs (9*35 9*14, and 11ill) and elsewhere once only in Job
(29*7). Of the instances in Proverbs it may be notedi-

1. At 9*3, nip is mistranslated, being read as a participle of 
Kip, *oall*.

2. At 9 *14, the expression flip *010 is translated inaccurately by 
•openly in the streets*.

3. At 11.11a, there is a textual problem in the Greek, in that the 
half-line containing nip is not represented in the texts of B,
X , thou^ found in other Greek MSS.

This suggests that the translator of Proverbs was puzzled by the word nip 
which he tended to mistranslate, or obscure by paraphrase. Nevertheless, 
at 813, one has to give some account of how the translator arrived at the 
rendering found there. The paraphrase depicts wisdom in attendance at 
the houses of rulers (the verb xapeôpeuci) found only here and at li21a, 
having the sense of ’attend upon* or ’frequent* (L.S. 1332)), The
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association of wisdom and the exercise of political power is an idea found 
a few verses further on in this chapter (v. I5), where the Greek reads, 
•hy me kings rule, and the mighty ( ot ÔDVocnrat ) decree righteousness* .

It is of interest that not only does the Greek, at v. 3, have conceptual 
links with the reading of v. I5, but the term ôuvowrrtiç is common to both 

passages. The translator appears to have drawn on this important function 

of wisdom, which guides the counsels of the mightiest rulers, as a 
motivation for the inexperienced youth of v. 1, to seek wisdom for himself. 

(The similar line at 1*21 is a secondary insertion based on the reading 

here.) The Greek reading, therefore, bears no relation to the actual 
reading of the Hebrew text but has been determined by general exegetical 

considerations combined with the translator's ignorance of the meaning of 

nip.
Lastly, other points to note in w .  2-3 are some abbreviated 

renderings. There is no representation of î*r »Vy(2a), which, on the 
basis of the Greek, Bickell (¥ZKM p. 98) likewise omits. It is unlikely 

that this expression was in fact lacking in the translator's text. It 

can be noted that the following phrase, n * 3 ,  is so similar in
meaning as to be virtually synonymous, and the translator has probably 
given an abbreviated rendering. One may compare the phrase D*nns Xian 
in 3b, * at the entrance of the portals*, which is translated only by 

elo'oÔotç, * in the entrances*. (For ftpveimi see note at 1:20.)
The Peshitta of 2a reads, *for Wisdom is at the top of the heights*. 

The grammatical connection to v. 1 is exactly the same as in the 

Septuagint, in that v. 2 supplies a reason or motive for the command of 
V. 1. The Greek conjunction yap is reproduced exactly in the Syriac by 

The additional phrase I jXjQAuu (TLl, , * there is
wisdom* or * wisdom is*, is almost certainly an expansion of the Greek term 

loTtv in the line, *for she is ( |<m.v ) at the highest points of the
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pinnacles*. The Syriac, therefore, he viewed as a rendering of the 
Greek with the term I aa added for clarity of expression.

In 2h, the phrases 'beside the way* and 'between the paths' are in 
inverted order in the Peshitta. It has been suggested above that the 
Syriac translator rendered the Greek version of 2a rather than the Hebrew.
It is quite possible, therefore, that, reading the Greek for the whole line, 
he reproduced the abbreviated Greek text of 2b, which lacks an equivalent 
for ^11 Either the translator himself, or a subsequent copyist,
reviewing the line against the Hebrew, noticed the omission, but in 
restoring inserted it in the wrong place in relation to the exact
word order of the Hebrew.

The Targum follows the word order of MT, but in common with the 
Peshitta it has the additional term n * I) * X - * she is ( n*n*x) at the top 
of the heights beside the way*. The expression n*h*X has entered the 
Targum through the Peshitta (of. ), which in turn relates back
to the Icrrtv of the Septuagint.

The Syriac translator offers an interesting interpretation of 
n i p  in 3a. * 9  is taken literally as 'mouth* and n i p  is related to
K i p ,  'call* (Baumgartner p. 82; Pinkuss, ZAW p. 138), 'beside the gates 
she (i.e. Wisdom) calls with her mouth ( Lk.^lXl OUOCL9k3 )*♦ By 
reading the text in this way, the translator creates parallelism with 3b,
'at the entrances of the gates she cries aloud, saying*. A similar
treatment of Hip can also be found in both the Septuagint and Peshitta at 
9*3# It should perhaps be stressed that the form IjLHD can only be read 
as a participle of l n H  and cannot be read as a noun meaning 'town* or 
'village*. The Syriac equivalent of the Hebrew X » l p  and Aramaic X * * l p  

is l i n  f I (Thea./37l8) • It is unnecessary to suggest, with
Vogel (p. 53) that the Syriac translator actually read ixip 3*9 3 , The 
texts of Walton, Lee and Ambrosianus*read

Lator actually read 3Xlp 3*9 3 , The
/ read after L L 3 ^ 3  ,* .

I T l i u 3  a U o  D i  L 0. H a . ' 6  t k x t
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thus, * at the entrances of the gates of the citadels she cries aloud and 
says*. This additional term is a harmonisation with the similar text at 
1:21b (Pinkuss, ZAW p. 138), which contains the phrase, *at the entrances 
of the gates of the citadels ( 1 A**) 3  )*. Since harmonisations of
parallel texts is a characteristic of the translator, the shorter text in 
the Urmiah*edition at 8*3b is probably the result of a later correction to 
MT (see Introduction p. xxxix). (For L ulZl A jCJQ see note at 1*20.),

The Targum, which is virtually identical with the Peshitta, is 
skillfully corrected to read K**ip*r XD193 (Lagarde) (Miqraoth Gedoloth ̂ 
X*ip*r ), * at the entrance of the town*, agreeing exactly with MT. Codex 

1106, however, reads K*np as in the Peshitta. The dependence of the 
Targum on the Peshitta is demonstrated in the translation of nann by 
xnoxi Xnan#o,*cries aloud and says*,which is exactly the same as the
Peshitta l i u o i o  : .
W "  4> 3

To obtain a balanced rendering, the Greek translator supplies a verb 
in 4b as a parallel to xnpx/-KapaxaXco iîi 4a, xai xpoiejiat IjiTiv «pûdvtîv 
D%oi( &.v9pomcov, * and I utter my speech to the sons of men*. This is a 
translational device to produce a smoother reading.

In 5b there is a problem relating to the translation of aV 13 * an., 
literally, 'understand perception*. This phrase is rendered in the Greek 
as Iv0ecr9e x a p ô v a v .  This expression is not easy to translate. The 
verb IvTtÔTiiit, in the middle voice means * to put in/on* or * to store up* 
(L.S. 576). Like its Hebrew equivalent, aV , x a p ô t a w  must have the 
sense here of * mind* or 'perception* (cf. L.S. p. 877.1*3)• The Greek, 
translated literally, therefore, would read, 'put on mind*, which could 
perhaps be rendered more freely as * acquire perception*•

Jaeger (p. 6I), Hitzig (p. 72), Lagarde (p. 27), Baumgartner (p. 82), 
Bickell (WZKM p. 98), Toy (p. I66), Mttller-Kautzsch (p. 4I), Kaminka (HÜGA

Kss. n k b ,  * a l  ,  1 c | ,  IOCl*a, l o l l ,  I I c | ,  \\\k-S
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p. 176), Wutz (BWAT p. 243), Gemser (p. 44), Ehrlich (p. 39) > and BHS, 
suggest that the Greek lvQeo6e indicates that the translator read l3 »Dn 
rather than 13* an, and this would produce the known Hebrew idiom a> 13* an , 
'pay heed* (BDB p. 466, Hiphil 3)* Toy, Ehrlich and McKane (p. 345) > 
however, note that aV 13*an makes for poor parallelism. In addition, 
appeal to the Greek has to be viewed with caution. The phrase IvÔeoBe 
xapôtav has no idiomatic sense such as aV 13*an does. The verb

is of infrequent occurrence in the Septuagint and is not found 
as a translation of the root |ia in any of its forms. It is no less 
probable that Iv0ecr6e xopôiav is an attempted rendering of a*? 13* an 
than of aV 13* an, McKane (p. 43) suggests that the translator is avoiding

Ia repetitious rendering of 13* an in 5a/5b . ;|
ÎThe Syriac translator alters the grammatical connection between 1
Iw. 4 and 5 by making the latter a final clause. In this way, v. 5 follows 1

thus, j
as a consequence of Wisdom's appeal, / *  that the simple may understand j|
( A  ÛQx") ) subtlety'.

C  • I
The awkward phrase aV 13 »an is apparently dealt with by making aV |

the instrument of perception rather than the object of perception as in the j

Hebrew, 'and that simpletons may perceive with their mind ( \ ***1̂ "̂  )* J
Nevertheless, the Syriac is ambiguous in that the expression vI3 %XA-^JÛû 1 1
can, on occasion, take a direct object, e.g. 1 j \ X j ü / X j û o t

Syr. j
reviewed the people* (Thes^/2628). However, the English-^yriac Lexicon I
(p. 377) cites a similar phrase to that of the Proverbs text I X o  j

^ Q C n C3ÛX , *lest they should perceive in their
heart*. This lends some support to translating the expression at 8*5
in much the same way.

The Targum reproduces MT in w .  4-5 apart from aV 13* an for which
it offers the same reading as the Peshitta, 'and let fools perceive with
their minds ( JinaVa pVano3)*, thus Levy (Vol. II p. I62). MS IIO6

' 1[\SL fAdihj ^oai i \ n  ^q\/Tla — îAsiSal^ \3nk\ and. WaHorv̂

\s almoff artam ly .̂̂ con<JaTy Targum. -jinaVa pVa3iX)iy
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reads pVD03,i,e. Peal, hut the reading of the editions is to he
preferred.
w. 6, 7

The Greek translator understands a**f*13(6a) as 'princely* or 
'majestic things* (cf. BDB p. 6l8*5) thus, crejjiva, 'majestic things', and 
makes no attempt to relate the form to in its sense of 'straight* ,
which might have been suggested by the parallelism with 6b (Ewald p. 117, 
of. Hitzig p. 72).

For 6b »n9W nhBol, literally,'and the opening of my lips is
rectitude*, the Greek reads, xat &voiow &xo Sp6a, *I will utter
straight things from my lips* * The translator has correctly interpreted 
the opening of the lips as speech, the form Avotow being the future of 
&vc,«pGpw. From its basic sense of 'bring up/offer up* &vc,q>Gpw came to be 
used of speech, though mainly in the Middle voice, as is attested in various 
Alexandrian Poets (L.S. 125). The variants Avoiyw in A and minuscules or 
élvoî co in MS 23, representing the present and future tenses respectively 
of &W01YÜ), 'open* are possibly attempts to produce a more exact rendering 
of the root nns in the sense 'open* ( nnsD may have been read as a 
participle (cf. Oort, TT p. 399)), or they may be the result of confusion 
with the similar looking form dvotoio. Wutz (BWAT p. 24) suggests that 
the forms &voLoto and Avoiyw have been confused because of the similarity 
of p  and C iu script. To make sense of the sentence employing the root 
élvotYt» it would be necessary to attribute to it its metaphorical usage, 
'disclose* or 'unfold* (L.S. 145.1*2).

In considering the translation of by Sp6a, 'straight things',
one has to bear in mind that 0*1#* D is never translated correctly in 
Proverbs as 'rectitude* (see note on Q*l#*Oat 1*3). It should also be 
noted that #HD# is translated simply by %e&Xea)v, i.e. lacking the personal 
pronoun. This could suggest that the translator read 0*1 #* 0*riBV instead
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of Q*l#*o *H-B# as in MT. That the translator actually read o»l#* is
strongly suggested by v. where Q»l#* does occur and is translated by
6p6a.

In 7a an interesting slant of interpretation can be detected in the 
rendering of 313*, 'utter*, by pGXevnueL, 'proclaim*. While the verb 
peXeToo) is commonly used of delivering speeches, it also has the notion 
of exercising or training oneself in various activities, including that of 
delivering speech (L.S. IO96). Thus, in the context of 7a, 'for my mouth 
will proclaim ( peXe-CTicrEi. ) truth* , personified Wisdom not only utters 
truth, but is continually engaged in the pursuit of truth by rigorous 
application and discipline.

The translator reads the Hebrew of 7b with a different vocalisation 
from that found in MT, 'wickedness is an abomination to ray lips* ( ■*3 3© ). 
This appears in the Greek as * an abomination before me are false lips*
( xeiX-n jeo&n ). This would suggest that the translator took the last 
two words of the line to be in a construct relationship, *33#,* lips
of wickedness*. Lagarde (p. 27), Oort (TT p. 399) and Baumgartner (p. 83) 
suggest that the Greek read *33# *3 a913l(of. also Van dor Weiden p. 76,
*33# 339131 )* Toy (p. 166) and BHS, also Steuernagel (p. 289), suggest 
'*•* -339131

the translator read 9#T *39# *V 339131, In essence, Jaeger (p. 6l) noted
both of these suggested variations. However, the fact that the translator
fills out the line somewhat by the addition of the phrase Ijiou,
* before me*, should suggest caution in accepting his reading of the Hebrew.
His vocalisation and letter division of 0*3#*3 *33# in the preceding line
is almost certainly incorrect, and, since *33# is a key term in both these
expressions, which serve as antithesis to each other, this would further
weaken acceptance of the Greek reading. Ehrlich (p. 40) also rejects the
Greek as destroying the parallelism with 7a (presumably *33 ),

A trace of Greek influence can be found in the Peshitta in the

.1.
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opening expression of 6a, .-juX O X jÛÛJL , * hear me*, which exactly parallels

etoaxoucTave ôo. The Syriac translator, however, produces his own
rendering in the rest of v. 6, Septuagint influence being absent until 7b.

The difficult word a*?*%](6a) is translated by | , * truth*.
In relation to matters of belief, 1 AUjLlDC not only means what is true,

but also what is orthodox, e.g. I A iLjlXX. l^OxQUkdTI , * orthodox 
Syr.

faith* (Thes./4302)• The singular form at 8:6a would suggest that the 
translator has seen in 0*1*13 a parallel to 0*1#* D (Syriac I A  ,

* rectitude*), and has invested it with much the same sense as *that which is 
straight or correct*. The meaning * straight* or * correct* can also be 

related to 113 in the sense of 'something that is straightforward* or 

'something which faces straight ahead*. In contrast, Pinkuss (ZAW p. 138) 

suggests that the translator has related 113 to the sense of'being clear* 

or‘manifest' thus, presumably, *true*.

In 7a nin* is translated by , 'muse/consider*. This is a
sense which the root nin can itself take (BDB p. 211). An example with 

this meaning can be found at Proverbs 24*2 where the Syriac offers the same 

translation as at 8*7*
The Syriac rendering of 7b, * unclean before me are false lips' is 

based directly on the Septuagint. This is indicated not only by the phrase 
I I/Xq SuEX) , which corresponds to the Greek, xttXp

but also the term ^ YlTkTT , which corresponds to the expression
IvaVTlOV &P0D.

These verses again demonstrate the alternation in the Syriac between 

independent translation of the Hebrew and utilisation of the Septuagint 

(see Introduction p. xxxvii).

Apart from the suppress ion,of the pronoun object 'me*, the Targum in 
6a offers the same translation of the Hebrew as the Peshitta. In 

particular the word X311*1#,which translates 0*1*13, represents only a
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slight spelling variation of the Syriac I A'Xfc.'lX , and may he attributed 
with the same meaning.

The Targumist is independent in 6b where he renders rrnso, 'opening* 
by VVdD,* speech*. In this way he creates an obvious parallel between 
K3X xVVoD, *I speak* (6a) and *01 s Woo, 'speech of my mouth* (6b),

In V. 7> the Targum follows the Peshitta in translating nin* by 
X31. Otherwise the Targum follows MT. Perusal of these points shows 

the Targumist to be continually utilising the text of the Peshitta, but, at
the same time, correcting it to agree with MT as closely as possible. 
w .  8 , 9 , 1 0 , 1 1  ;

Verses 8—9 of the Greek present a close literal translation of the I
1Hebrew. This itself is so rare as to be worthy of note. !

In 10a the absence of the possessive pronoun in the phrase Xapexe 
mtôetav, 'receive instruction* (Hebrew *1010 imp) has some force. The *
Greek translator, in other contexts, tends to add the possessive pronoun 
(3:21; 4 :13), or moralising adjectives (2:11; 5*2), to wisdom words to
soften their ethical neutrality and relate them closely to the wisdom i
teacher. The example of additions cited at 4*13 is of particular relevance, iIsince it likewise relates to 1010, The Hebrew 10101 pi03 is translated 

IxiXapoD xatÔetaç, 'lay hold of my instruction*. That the suffix

on *1010 at 8:10a is not represented in the Greek is inconsistent with i
an observed characteristic and interest of the translator,and this would I
support the view that his text read only lolO (Jaeger p. 61; Oort, TT 

p. 399; Toy p. 166; MÜller-Kautzsch p. 41; Steuernagel p. 289; Ehrlich I
p. 40)# Baumgartner p. 83 takes the view that the translator suppresses I

the suffix on *1010 to produce parallelism with njl of 10b. Suppression j

of the suffix, however, is unlikely, for the reasons noted above. , |
Some Greek texts have a doublet of 10b which appears in two basic 

forms as, &v0aipetc0e 6e alc0T)creiç / ceEcDpcnv xpootou xa0apou, ^ 'choose 

perception more than pure gold*, or &vTcpet6ecr0e/&viavaipeia0e Sg____________|
^ of. MSS 1 0 3 , 1 0 6 , 2 4 8 , 2 5 3 . :
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a to 0 T ia g *c /a -to 6 T )c rtv /a to 0 T )a ie i X p o cto D  xa.8o.poD,  ̂'resist the perception of 
fine gold*. (The dative can be used after &vvepe*6co as 'offer resistance 
to* .)

The first of these two versions is probably the more original (Jaeger 

p.6l , Lagarde p. 2?), as it fits the context of w .  10-11 where instruction 
knowledge and wisdom are all compared favourably with silver, gold and 
jewels. (Rahlfs prints the first version in his text and it is also found 

in the Peshitta). The second form, which is a warning against the 

perception of, and thus, presumably, the desire for wealth, has arisen 
from misunderstanding of the meaning of the earlier version. Instead of 

reading atcrÔTicreic xpucrioD  xadapoD  as the construction employing the 
genitive of comparison, 'perception more than pure gold*, some copyists have 
read a straightforward genitive, 'perception of pure gold*. Viewing the 
reading as a warning against looking at gold, a suitable verb was 

substituted for & v 9 a tp e a 6 e  , possibly A v x a v a tp e o D e  which is very similar 
in appearance. The meaning of élyTravaipet*) is not altogether appropriate, 

however, having the sense of 'cancel* or * strike off (a list)*. Possibly 

S.vtepeiôo) was later substituted for this as giving a better meaning, 
'resist*. While Pritsch (JBL p. l80) designates the second line of the 

doublet as 'Old Greek*, he fails to deal with the problem that the text in 
this line is itself unstable. The view that the first line of the doublet 

is Hexaplario is purely hypothetical (see Introduction p. iiiff.).

There are a number of minor variations of both of these readings, 
including that of A, A.vrnvaipevoeat loDncrtv xpvcioo xai àpYVptoD, "to

resist the preception of gold and silver*. In this variation, the 
introduction of the term 'silver* is referring back to the contrasted silver 

(and gold) of 10a .
In V. 11, 0*3*33 is translated, as always in Proverbs, as 'precious 

stones' ( X&Ooov xoXD'teXwv , see note at 3*15)* This has some bearing on

of. MSS 252, 254, 260, 295
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the interpretation of 11b in that D*X9n Vs,'all things to be desired*
(BDB p. 343) is rendered as xav 6e 'vijivov, * every precious thing*. The 
Greek translator has produced a stronger parallelism than the Hebrew with 

this contrast of * precious stones* and * every precious object*, (Por the 
suggestion that ysn has been read as 'object* see 3*15̂)

In the Peshitta, v. 8 follows MT closely, but some interpretative 

elements can be observed in v. 9* The word 0*033,'straight * in the 

phrase * they are all straight to him who understands* is translated by 

, * manifest/evident/revealed*, thus, 'they are all evident to 
whoever understands them*. In this interpretation, however, the translator 

has stated the obvious. To anyone who understands the words of Wisdom, 
they will of necessity be evident.

The translator paraphrases 9b to some extent, which he gives as,
* they are straight to whoever is willing to know them* ( I \ ̂  I \

LziyJ) ) or * to those who are wiping to know them*

( ^ \ 1  ). It appears to be
the intention of the translator here to make the point that the acquisition iIof knowledge is not a chance or casual affair, but the produce of an act 11of will. I

The Targum is strongly influenced by the Peshitta in both of the |
Ipoints noted above. The two versions have basically the same text in v. 8, |
Ie.g. an ' and* connection at the beginning of the verse, absent in MT, and 

the rendering of #p91 Vns3 as IjQlUqX^O CLA/ x01 p*91 xVin*s . IIiThe Targum reading of 9a> *and they are all evident to the man who i

understands ( %* * 30 01 #3^xV |**Vi) is a slight variation of the reading ^

of the Peshitta.

A similar relationship can be noted in 9b where the Targum reads,

* and (they are) straight to those who take pleasure in knowledge* ( |»V*K> l 
X09* 1* 1 I*X3Xl). The Targum reading is a modification of the Peshitta

* AmkrefMWj )  Û» Lsdlo. Ljiji. an4 Walton.

*  Urmi<Ai 5 Mss. feKib, iK b , «<e, loci a., lo li,  u c i , |
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where Li j a , /x3S has been taken in the sense of 'take pleasure in' 
rather than in its auxiliary sense of 'be willing', as in the Syriac.

The Peshitta in v. 10 has a Greek form of text. In 10a it agrees 
with the Greek in that the suffix on d is not represented. The most
striking aspect of the similarity of the two texts, however, is found in 
10b where the Peshitta has for its text part of the doublet found in a few 
Greek minuscules. The Syriac reads .̂ "1 ̂  i ^ C L s X1 CO ^  ^ )0 , 'and choose knowledge more than pure

' V  Syr.
gold' (for .^"1^ a 'more than* cf. Thes./l438). This is the
same reading as &v6atpeicr6e be a(c8T)ciBic/i(c8Yyriv xpDctoD xaOapoo,
'choose perception more than pure gold* (MSS 106, 248 and 253) (see
Introduction p. xxxix). The interesting aspect of this correspondence is
that, whereas in the Greek, this reading is part of a doublet where a
literal translation of the Hebrew can also be found, in the Syriac this
reading is the sole representation of 10b of the Hebrew. It is unlikely
that the translator's Greek text lacked the other half of the doublet,
since no MS preserves such a text form on its own. The Syriac version of
10b is the result either of a misreading or, as is more likely,is an edited
form of the Greek, reflecting the Syriac translator's preference of
expression. (For the suggestion that part of the doublet may appear in
11a, see below.) The translator may have made use of the Septuagint at
this point because of difficulty with the word flin which is of relatively
rare occurrence, but this can be no more than a guess.

The Peshitta has an additional element in 11a which reads, * for 
wisdom is better than fine gold ( 1 C Y >  L u O l D  ),
and better than precious stones ( I  1 A  1 *\ )'. The
additional words, I \ LziCH 3  ^  are exactly the same
as the last four words of 10b (Hitzig, Introduction p. xxviii; Baumgartner 
p. 84; Pinkuss, ZAW p. 13?). This is either a dittography, or part of the
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doublet found in the Greek, but appearing in a fragmented and disordered 
way. Suoh disordering has been observed on occasion when the Syriac 
translator utilises Greek material (cf. 1*27; 6*7).

The translation of D*3*33 as * precious stones* is following the 
Greek Xtôcov xoXüTeXa>v. For the translation of lib, the note at 3*15 
may be consulted.

The Targum in v. 10 is almost identical with the Syriac, not only
lacking the suffix on *lolD,but also reproducing the line of the Greek
doublet preserved in the Peshitta, X3*3tJ K a m  |a xny*1* p D >  l a n ,  
'choose knowledge more than pure gold' ( I AX/Ha.  ̂CLÜüA OLZl^O

I xx .\£û  i n 013 ^  ).
Similarly, in v. 11, the rendering of 0*3*33 as 'precious 

stones* ( KhOO *3*3) is following the Syriac I . The
translation of 11b as 'nothing at all ( XV 0910 V 3) is equal to her* is
only a slight variation of the Syriac rendering incorporating the ' V3* of 
MT. A point of difference between the two texts in v. 11 is that the
additional Syriac phrase 'more than fine gold* (11a) is not reproduced in
the Targum, indicating that the Peshitta text has been edited with 
reference to the Hebrew.
V. 12

This is the only place in the Septuagint where 0019/ shrewdness *
is translated by pouXi, * counsel*. Elsewhere in Proverbs (1*4; 8*5),
the translator uses mvoopYta, * cunning*, which is closer in meaning to
the Hebrew terra. The use of the somewhat milder terra * counsel * in this
passage may be due to the fact that Wisdom's character is being directly
described. The translator perhaps felt that mvoopYKX was a rather

I J
doubtful characteristic to apply to personified Wisdom (Oort, TT p. 399).

For 12b the Greek reads, *I call upon ( l'JcexaXeotqjiiriv ) knowledge 
and understanding* or perhaps * I call knowledge and understanding by name*.
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There is no other instance in the Septuagint where XïD is translated by 
IxixaXeco, Probably for this reason, Jaeger (p. 62) wishes to emend the 
Greek to ExexTrympinv, 'gain, acquire* from the root IxtXTaojiai, and is 
followed in this by Baumgartner (p. 85). This in itself is unlikely in 
that the verb is found nowhere else in the Septuagint. The determining 
factor in the Greek rendering may be the attempt to emphasise the close 
association of Wisdom with the attributes of counsel, knowledge and under
standing. Not only is Wisdom depicted as sharing the same dwelling as 
counsel, but the use of the verb lxt.xaXe(o could suggest that Wisdom has the 
same * family name* as knowledge and understanding (L.S. 635*111) and is thus 
linked by ties of kinship. It is unwarranted, however, to suggest that the 
translator may have read, *I am found a kinswoman of discretion* (nynoi 
m  DTD — BHS). The Greek translator clearly read 1)911 as in MT, as is 

indicated by xat Yv<*xnv* The treatment of D91 and niDTD as separate 
attributes may be viewed as no more than a simplification of the Hebrew 
construct relation. Referring to the same BHK/BHS footnote, it may also 
be added that the middle form of l-xtxaXett) has the active sense * invoke * , 
and does not support the emendation XXDK,

The additional line found in some texts is a repetition of 11a.
Being in the third person, it is inappropriate to include it in a first 
person speech of Wisdom.

The Syriac translator has a striking interpretation of v. 12, which 
reads, * I Wisdom created ( AjlILZI ) shrewdness, I acquired ( 
knowledge and intelligence*• (This reading is adopted in La Sainte Bible 
p. 810)• The verbs used can be related to some extent to those in the 
Hebrew text. Thus p #  in the Piel can have the sense 'establish* (BDB 
1015, Piel I), overlapping in a measure with the meaning of I 323
'create*. Similarly, KID can take the sense ' acquire * (BDB 592.1) and 
thus coincide in meaning with 1 xTT • Nevertheless, one feels that the
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translator is ignoring the plain meaning of the text and is injecting a 
high degree of interpretation into it. Certainly in 12a, the Masoretes 
read *D3 3# as a Qal and not as a Piel form, and nowhere else in Proverbs 
is 13# translated by | 323 • The Syriac translator did not, however, 
read as is suggested by Oeaterley (p. 58), nor *»n3 3n , Hiphil of
p3,as suggested by Pinkuss (ZAW p. 139). The probable reason for the 

stress placed on the creative activity of Wisdom in bringing into being 
shrewdness and knowledge, etc., is almost certainly the proximity of the 
account of Wisdom's own beginnings at v. 22ff (Syriac 22a, La.*3lZ)
_a X*3LZ3 , 'the Lord created me'). Just as Wisdom is the product of 

God's creative activity, so shrewdness ( I A q KIi. ), knowledge
( I 1 ) intelligence ( [ A  ) are viewed as products of

;
Wisdom's creative force. 4

!|The Targum is identical with the Peshitta in 12a, thus reading n  *  13 ‘j
I1for *1)3 3#. In 12b, however, XSDK is rendered by its Aramaic equivalent 1

as X3X xr?3#D. The process of harmonisation or correction to MT can be 1
seen in 12a also in one of the editions. Instead of h»l3 Miqraoth Qedoloth I
reads, 'I Wisdom dwell { h* 11 ) with shrewdness'. This is a clever but |***T i

thinly disguised correction of J1*13, to produce a reading in exact |
agreement with the Hebrew. |

The omission of D 9 n  (Aramaic XD9*1*l) in some Targum texts, 
including that of the edition of Lagarde, must be accidental in origin.

In 13a it is clear that the Greek translator has taken nx3# as a
third person feminine singular or feminine participle with nxi* as subject, 
and not as an infinitive construct as pointed in MT, thus, 'the fear of the 
Lord hates ( ) unrighteousness'. This is a technical matter
stemming from the translator's unpointed text. Reading nx3# in this way, 
however, has an effect on the translator's view of the word division in the
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line. He takes 9*i*]l*n Jixn nxi, 'guilt and arrogance and the way of 
evil' as objects of hX3#/m.(TEt » reading them with the first part of the 
line. In English translation they are usually read with the second half 
of the line and viewed as objects of »nx3#. In addition to this, 91 *|11 
'evil way* is also read as if it had a plural form, bÔoDç xovripwv, 'ways 
of the wicked'.

A more substantial change is found in the rendering of the last three 
words *nX3# niDsnn *Sl,*and perverted speech I hate*, as pcfiKTnxa be 
&YW btecTTponnevac bbouç xaxcov, 'I hate the perverted ways of the wicked'.
The first point to note in this rendering is that bbouc xaxwv ia an exact 
parallel for the earlier phrase ibou<; xovnpwv, which itself represents a 
modification of the Hebrew text on the part of the translator. There

!seems little doubt that there is an intentional interplay of the two
1expressions (Barucq p. 88). This observation makes it unlikely that the

Greek should be emended to bte<rçpô (ievoDç XoyoDç as proposed by Kuhn(BWAJST |
!

p. 88). The same may be said of the suggestion of Oort (TT p. 39?) who I
1thought that »3X was read instead of *9, and that 91 *31Y stood after j

mDsnn. |
A second point to note in connection with the interpretation of  ̂D, 

'speech' by the very general term 'ways* is that a similar rendering is |i
given in an earlier passage (6*12), where TTS ni#p9 tfVin,*(he) goes about I
with crooked speech' is translated as xopeoemi bbooc obx &Ya0a<;, 'he j

Itraverses ways that are not good' • It seems that crooked speech and wicked j
1ways were so closely associated with each other in the mind of the trans

lator that the latter expression was considered virtually synonymous with j
the former. Lagarde (p. 27) makes the rare concession that the translator 
has 'expounded' the Hebrew rather than translated it.

Codex 23 and minuscules which add xcii cnopo, Axiciov at the end of 
the line, give a literal rendering of »s, but the addition is clearly
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secondary.
The Peshitta, like the Greek, takes hX3# as a third person feminine 

singular, or feminine participle. It has the same word division as the 
Greek, in that 'pride and arrogance and the way of evil* are regarded as 
objects of nxa# • I / V X a 23 of Lee and Walton has been influenced by
&0oD( xovripoîv • The reading jjAcLXLikZl follows MT. In 13a the Peshitta 
follows the Hebrew.

The Targum has the same text as the Peshitta. This obvious fact is 
apparently ignored by Kaminka (HOCA p. 180) who draws attention rather to 
the similarity of Targum and Septuagint in the readings x * ] o andfito'ei, 
and sees this as evidence for a direct relationship between the two texts.
As in the vast majority of instances, the mediating role of the Peshitta
offers a more satisfactory explanation of suoh correspondences rather than I

I
the difficult and somewhat strained hypothesis of the priority of the |
Targum.
w.  14, 13, 16

The word n*#lJi is not easy to translate (McKane p. 282). The
Greek rendering àcnpctXeK», 'security/steadfastness* is in line with other |

i
renderings of this terra in Proverbs and Job (see note at 2*7), and has I
possibly been determined to some extent by the parallel term nnil/lnxvct 
* strength* in the following line.

In 14b the difficult pronoun *3S is translated by in the same
way as the terra ^ V  in 14a and 14b, thus, IjiTi (ppovT)crvç, InD Se tox̂ c, j
•understanding is mine and strength is mine*. There is little reason,

Ihowever, to think other than that the translator has simplified a difficult 
reading (Robert, HB p. 186; Gemser p. 44; McKane p. 347). The literal ' I
lixtf çpovT)crtç of Codex 23 is a later correction to the reading of MT. The i

jGreek is followed by Oort (TT p. 401), Toy (p. 171)> MÜller-Kautzsch (p. 41),!
j

Steuernagel (p. 289) and BHS, i.e. reading * V . ;

* lAss. Ua| Jam,. 
RmlrosidnusJ Urmioli, Dl LaUx
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Verse 15 is reproduced literally. The translation of i p p r r *  by 
YpaçoDOiv is particularly appropriate, since this verb is attested in the 
sense * inscribe* or * propose a law* (L.S. 36O.II.6), which is precisely the 
usage of p p n  in this passage (B DB  349*4).

In l6a, * through me nobles are exalted* ( iieYa-Xuvovmi ), the trans
lator has read in 11#* not a reference to the governing function of a 
noble, but a description of the status of being a noble. This is rather 
unexpected since one would have thought that the similar thought in 15a,
ÔI* Ijico pcwrtXeic PacrtXeDouoi v, * through me kings rule*, would have guided 
the translator's understanding of l6a. A less significant point to note 
is that the translator has preserved the phonetic effect of 11#* o*l# in 
jjiEYtcrxavGç fi^iuXuvovmi, as also that of IdVo* D*3Vd in 3acrtXeic 
paotXcuoDOtV (15a) (Gerleman, LUA p. 13).

The Hebrew and Greek texts differ in l6b. The Hebrew reads 
p*rx ^ 0 9 #  V d  0 * 3 * 131 ,literally, * and rulers, all the prescribers of 
righteousness*. The phrase p i x  * 0 9 #  V a  is intended as a parallel to 
p T X  1 p p n *  in 15b. The Greek version of l6b reads, x a t  T u p a v v o t 6 t *  Inou 

x p a v o v o t YHC, *and rulers through me govern the earth*. Many Hebrew MSS 
agree with the Greek in reading fix instead of p i x .  There is a strong 
possibility, therefore, that the Greek reading is based on a genuine 
variant reading in the Hebrew text. (Gemser p. 44, here favours fix 
with the Greek). It is unclear, however, how the translator derived 
Ô1'  Ijiou xpavoDcrt from * 0 9 #  Vo. While emendation of the Hebrew text 
has been suggested, (Kuhn, BWANT p. 16, reads *3 instead of Vo, Toy 
p. 171 reads 109#* along with Steuernagel p. 289 and BHS; similarly 
Power, p. 19 and p. 106), it is no less likely that the translation is free, 
being influenced by the models ôt* Î od ... pooiXeucucnv (15a) and l(iov
... iicYaXuvovmi (l6a).

The Peshitta in 14b has the same reading as the Giîeek̂
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1 A o i~ i\\  A o o  IXiocD 001 , 'understanding is mine 
and strength is mine** With the high incidence of Greek influence in the 
Peshitta, it is likely that the translator has used the Septuagint here to 
deal with the difficult problem of î)3»3 *3X.

The Targumist avoids the difficulty of 14b by translating only the 
first particle * ■*> * and making all the following attributes dependent on 
this, *mine ( *V ) are intelligence and counsel and understanding and 
might*•

In w .  15 and 16 the Peshitta follows MT*
There is difficulty with 15b of the Targum which, following the text 

of 1106 reads, xnipiX3 pn*#b , *and rulers are anointed with
t /i'righteousness (/Jastrow p. I583)* The rendering is entirely free. 

Anointing has suggested itself to the translator because of the close 
association of this act with the exercise of kingly office. Pinkuss (ZAW 
p. 140) renders 'leaders speak* i.e. command 'with righteousness*, which 
possibly would relate the Targum to MT*s 1 ppn*,or |*n’#Dto the root 
IT*# ,following Levy (Vol. II p. 475), 'rulers converse about righteous

ness*. The problem with this suggestion is the construction with * 3 *.
Kuhn (BWANT p. IO5) wishes to read Î ♦ 3 on a,rendered as *rule*^
but this actually means * to be strong* rather than * to rule*, so that the
sense is poor.

The Targum text in the editions has been further complicated by 
various corruptions. The text of Lagarde reads, K m p i x i  ]*n*#o *0*V#1 ,
This is basically untranslatable. That X3X *0*V#1 is a corruption of 
*3»*0*V#1 is strongly supported by reference to the Peshitta, which has 
the same term, Lxil^^XlO (Levy, Vol II, p. 485) (see Introduction
p. xxxvi). The reading of Miqraoth Gedoloth xnipixa xn#n X3K »0^V#1,
* and I (i.e. Wisdom) anoint rulers with righteousness* is a rationalisation 
of the corrupt type of reading found in Lagarde (Jastrow p. I583). X5X 
has been taken as the first person pronoun and the subject of the following
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participle, which has been brought into agreement with it. 
w .  17. 18

The Greek and Hebrew texts differ little in v. 17. The Greek 
follows the Qere *3nx in 17a, but this is necessary in any case to produce 
sense.

In 17b, literally, 'those who seek me will find me' ( »33XXD>), the 
suffix on the last verb is apparently not reproduced in the Greek, which 
reads ol 6e Ifie '̂nrouv’teç ebpnooDcnv. It seems likely that fejie serves
as an object for both ÇnvoDvvec and eôpTjcroücrt v, so that one might 
translate as expected, 'those who seek me will find me*. In some MSS (a
and minuscules), however, the apparent lack of an object for E&pTyrouoxv
has resulted in the interpretative addition, %op&v, being appended to the 
versa as a supplied object, * those who seek me will find grace*. (One may 
compare v. 21, where i-ynOajv is added as an indirect object after xVox / 
IpxXTiow ) •

In 18b the difficult phrase pD9 j1n,* enduring wealth* is translated 
as xvncrtç xoXXcüv, 'possession of much*. It has been suggested that the 
Greek should be emended to read XTT)crt<; mXattov, 'possession of ancient 
things * (Grabe, see apparatus in HÊ  and fîahlfs). This is an interesting 
emendation. It produces a sense close to the Hebrew in that pny has the 
connotation of something that is venerable or valuable because of its 
ancient or long-standing nature (BDB 8OI). There is also the fact that 
xaXaLOc is used to translate the Aramaic equivalent p**ny at Daniel 7*9, 
13, 22, in both the Septuagint text and that of Theodotian.

Against the emendation, it must be noted that pny or p*n9 is
found only here and at Isaiah 23*18 in Biblical Hebrew. The meaning of -
pny may well have been obscure to the translator and the interpretation 
'.possession of many things' looks very much like a free rendering based on 
the parallel term 'riches* ( 1#y/xXoo'Coç ) in l8a.

 ̂ Holmes and Parsons.
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The Peshitta follows MT olosely in w .  17-18. A minor problem exists
in 17a, L\1 L^^JUl O Lil , ‘I love those who love me*, in
that one of the pronouns ( Lxl ) is superfluous, and one or other should

Iprobably be deleted from the text. In l8b the translator simply reproduces 
pny by its Syriac equivalent. ItT i., A V t  'ancient*, although the Syriac 
adjective does not necessarily convey the sense of something of worth or 
value in the manner attributed to the Hebrew.

The Targum in 17b translates 'those who seek me' by poipoi ,
A similar translation of in#,in the Syriac, can be found at 1:28. The 
verb Dip means to anticipate or do something early or first. The Targum 
could therefore be translated, 'he who is early before me will find me'.
This stress on eagerness or alertness is aimed at representing the sense of 
diligence implicit in in# which itself means to look for early or 
diligently.

The difficult word pny is treated as a noun by the Targumist and 
translated by X * V T D,'fortune/possessions * (Levy, Vol. I, p. 21; Jastrow 
p. 755) * At Psalm 112:3 xViD is found as a translation of p n .  The 
Targumist appears, therefore, to have treated pny as a synonym of both 
p n  and 1#y, 
w .  19, 20, 21

The Greek deviates from the Hebrew in these verses in a relatively 
minor way. The principal differences take the form of small additions in 
w . 20 and 21.

In 19a * * IB no,'my fruit is better*, is translated by a verbal
phrase, peXviov Ific xopxi-̂ êoôai, 'it is better to exploit me* (see L.S.
879* where this passage is cited). The verb xopxt%m means literally 'to 
enjoy the fruits of* so that one can readily see how it has sprung from the 
Hebrew.

The word TD which is usually taken to mean gold in its refined state,

On* Ms. tlv i SACeoid L I
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(BDB 808) is translated in the Greek by Xi0ov Tipiov, 'preoious stone*.
This is the only occurrence of the Hebrew term in Proverbs. the same 
translation of T9 can be found at Psalm 19*11 (Septuagint l8:ll) and Psalm 
21*4 (septuagint 20*4). While 'precious stone* might refer to some kind of 
jewel or semi-precious stone, it might also refer to gold in its unrefined
state as ore. The translator at any rate was unaware of T9 in the sense
of 'refined gold'. The rendering is also similar to that of d»3*3D 
as \tQ o i, xoXwTeXot.

The use of the plural to translate m X 3 (Iv êôoiç ) in 20a is 
designed to produce a more exact parallelism with ni 3*h3 ( iptpcov ) in 
20b. For similar reasons of parallelism, the translator adds the verb 
&vauipe90|Jiat at the end of the verse, 'I go about in the midst of paths of 
justice* (for this meaning of àvaaipeqxû see L.S. 122,B.II). The extra 
verb serves as an equivalent to xGptmi;(o in 20a (Toy p. l?l). It is 
unnecessary to postulate with Oort (TT p. 4OI) that the translator read 
*0 3# or *i»3#* as an additional verb in his Hebrew text.

At the end of v. 21 6,xadmv is added as ein indirect object for
l̂jixXTiota / XVax,'will fill their stores with good things*. The 
explanatory addition of &Ya8cov is somewhat similar to that of Xdp*̂  v at 
the end of v. 17, in the A text and minuscules.

The Syriac translator in v. 19 either omits y a (Umbreit p. 1015 

Baumgartner p. 86; Pinkuss,ZAW p. I40), or gives an abbreviated rendering 
of TT in and T9 by 1 CYI L h O I O  , *pure gold*. The former
seems the more likely because of the difficulty which the Greek and Vulgate 
also have with the word, and also because, at 3*14» T̂ ÎT alone is translated
by I x â X m L l O f D  .

*

For 21a, which reads, * endowing with wealth ( #* ) those who love me*, 
the Syriac reads 1 21ZLÛD ^ 0^3 , * that I might give
hope as an inheritance to those who love me*. There seems to be no possible

SjijL__ X r v t r ^ d u p .  X X l l
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j.connection between #*, 'substance* and the Syriac rendering I "ZLZÜJÛÛ ,

'hope* or * expectation*. The strongly secular thought expressed here, 
that the wise man will get his reward in this life in terms of wealth and 
prosperity, may well have been at odds with the religious view of the 
translator. Accordingly, the materialistic term #» was replaced by the 
immaterial | 2LZLÛÛ which can readily be understood in terms of spiritual 
attainment. The moralising or spiritualising tendency of the Greek 
translator, which is more pervasive than that of the Syriac translator, is 

incorporated from time to time into the Peshitta (e.g. 2*11).
On this occasion, however, the Syriac translator has independently given a
* spiritualised' interpretation of the Hebrew.

The interpolation in the text of Ambrosianus, IiA jl A aH  1 TkTt ,. .
* lesson of the nativity* is a Christian scribal comment indicating the 
passage as a prophecy of Christ's coming (Pinkuss, ZAH p. 74, notes the 
passage as 'Heading for the 6th January - Epiphany*). In this connection 
we may also note that the reading 'that I might enlarge the hope of those 
who love me* of the Ambrosianus^ text, may well be a Christian interpretation 
of the text due to the use of the passage in the lectionary. The notion
of the 'enlarged hope* would be a reference to some aspect of the Christian 
faith.

Although the Targum represents T9 in v. 19 very exactly by xani 
pT*inx,*pure gold* , the basic text is nevertheless the same as that of 

the Peshitta. This can be seen in the rendering of and *nxianin
plural form, 'ray fruits are better than ( |a *»19 pao ) ... and my products
than ( |D *nVVjn)...* (Pinkuss, ZAW p. 140).

In 21a the Targum reads XHK*lo X*3# «*11X1 ,'that I may give
many years as an inheritance to those who love me*. The general 
construction of a final clause with the verb in the first person ( n*nx*r) 
is exactly the same as the Peshitta. Indeed, apart from the readings
I Dl L a I U  |TAUg<iitS * t U  rxaiina + #  +Vvi

\pA\cal apparatus. prtnhid "huu Yuais otkvrC\r(r\c<ii apparatus, ttis prt
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I HZLCO and XfiX* lo X*]#, the two texts are identical. Since 'many 
years* cannot be related to the Hebrew #*,it is very likely that this 
reading has emerged as an interpretation of 1'HZLÛQ in the sense 
•expectation*. *Many years* is an appropriate understanding of * expectation* 
or 'hope* in the context of Proverbs where the devotees of Wisdom are 
promised 'years of life' ( D^»n m3©, 3i2; 4 *10; 9 %ll) and * length of
days* ( Q»a* 'jlX, 3*2; 3*16; cf. 9*11; 10:27).
V. 22

The following section (to v. 3l), which describes Wisdom's attendance 
at the creation of the world is prefaced in the Greek by a comment which 
reads»—

e&v àvaYYetXw 'ca xoH* ytvojievct
nvTiioveuow xa aloovoc àptÔfiTpu»,
'If I have announced to you daily happenings,
I will remember to reckon those from everlasting'.

This additional reading is of an editorial nature (Jaeger p. 62; Baumgartner 
p. 86; Toy p. 170; Scott p. 67; Gemser p. 44; McKane p. 351) * It 
serves to link the first part of the chapter (w. 1-21 ), which has centred 
upon the practical secular application of wisdom, to the second part (w. 
22-31)f which has'a metaphysical theme.

Lagarde (p. 28) follows Jaeger (p. 62 ) in suggesting that the 
additional comment is in the wrong place and has thus become intrusive in 
the discourse as a whole. Jaeger wishes to reallocate it to the beginning 
of the Chapter. Somewhat similarly, Hitzig (p. 76) wishes to place it at 
V. 10. But, as an editorial comment, it is exactly in its logical place *
The Hebrew is not a unified discourse but is composed of two disparate 

sections (McKane p. 351 )•
The actual translation of v. 22 reads, Koptoc IxTtcrev tie

âTTOt) eCc &PYU. a^TOU, 'The Lord created me the first of his ways with regard
i I
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to his works*. An ohvioua point of interest here is the translation of
*33p by Ixxtcrev pe. (Thus also La Sainte Bible (p. 8lO), and Hitzig p. ?6.) 
The verb xri&etv is used only here in Proverbs to I I

translate nap (cf. Robert, RB p. I9I), although the same rendering can be 
found at Genesis 14*19, 22 and also as a variant reading (in the B and K 
texts) at Jeremiah 32:15 (Septuagint 39*15)* The translator was possibly 
influenced by the Genesis passages where God most high is described as ,
&Ç èxTtoTEv Tov ofipavov xa: tt v̂ ybv, *he who created heaven and earth*.
(nap must have the sense 'create* in the Genesis passage.) That the 
translator was aware of the Genesis creation narrative and was to some 
extent influenced by it in his rendering of the Proverbs passage may also 
be indicated By the description of the completion of creation at Gen. 2*1 
which begins, xat crove'teXeoBTiaav 6 oftpavoc xat yn ... , *and heaven 
and earth were completed ...*. This is reflected in his translation of 

Van] npRPD in v. 31 (see note) as *when he rejoiced in the completed 
( ovvTeXsoaç ) earth*• Another indication of influence is the division 
of Dinn (w. 27-28) into the upper and lower waters (see notes).

There are other Greek readings reflecting n]p in its commoner sense 
of 'acquire* but these are not necessarily to be viewed as Septuagint 
variants. Quotations of this text appear both in Philo and in Origan. 
Philo's text reads, & 0eoç èx-rnouTo pe xpcvricrrriv w v  èauTou Ipycov, 'God 
acquired me, the very first of his works*. This reading differs in every 
single word from that of the Septuagint and appears to represent an entirely 
different text form, (Philonis Alexandrini Opera Quae supersunt, ed. 
Leopold Cohn and Paul Wendland, Vol. II p. 1?6, Berlin, 1897)» In the 
writings of Origan, as. mediated by Rufinus, 8x22 is quoted in two different 
places in the following forms*-
Bominus oreavit me initium viarum suarura et in opera sua, 'the Lord created 
me the first of his ways and with regard to his works' (Patrologia Graeoa,
»
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Voll XI, Par. 53, col. 130, *nEPI APXfiH’
Deus possedit me initium viarum euarum in opera sua / & 0eoç frx'vnoUTO pe
&pxnv ÔÔtûV attor etç Ipya a&toD, , *God acquired me, the first of his

Patrologia
ways with respect to his works'(Graeca, Vol. XIII, Par. 788, col. I5 19, 
•Comraentarium in Matthaeum*). The first of these is the same as the 
majority of Septuagint MSS in its rendering of %]p. The second version 
is of considerable interest since it is basically the Septuagint text 
except that êx'tTpn.To is read instead of Ix-noev, and this might suggest 
that it existed as a variant at one time in Septuagint MSS. Examination 
of the context in Origan* s commentary on Matthew, however, shows that the 
reading is being utilised as a proof-text and applied to Jesus as the pre
existent Son of God. Origan, who was not only knowledgeable of the 
Hebrew reading » 3 3 p, but possibly also of the rendering ExTnouto in other 
Greek versions (Aquila, Symmachus., Theodotion), has subtly altered the 
Septuagint reading in this instance to enable him to use it as a description 
of the pre-existent Logos, but at the same time, to avoid the suggestion 
that the Logos was created (cf. Heuss p. I8O; Baumgartner p. 87). The 
reading Ixttiote of MSS 23 and 252 is a curious hybrid between the forms 
fcxTtcre and fex'trpa'co.

The translation of lt)*iT by the plural &0oov o&toe probably depends 
on the sense which is attributed to h’©*] as well as the translator's
unpointed text. If n*©Kl is taken in the sense 'beginning*, the

I
following singular, 'way* presents no difficultyj if taken in the sense 
'first*, as the Greek ipXBV suggests, then, as in English, it is necessary 
to translate 'the first of his ways', simply to be idiomatic. Hitzig (p. 
77), Stouernagel (p. 289), Gemser (p. 46) and BBS read a plural.

The second half of v, 22 is shorter in the Greek which reads only 
etc IpYO- 'with regard to his works' (for this sense of elç see
L.S. 491*IV.2). The fact that there is a comparison of time scale in 22b
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is entirely absent in the Greek due to the omission of yKD, and the 
mistranslation of OTp in a relative rather than a temporal sense. ( Dt p 

is a noun, but is treated in the Greek as a conjunction.)
The reason for these differences in the Greek appears to be to present 

Wisdom as pre-eminent in creation, not in a temporal sense, but in terms of 
excellence. Thus Wisdom is the first ( &pxnv ) in the sense of 'first- 
principle* or 'chief of his ways', in relation to the created world (Jaeger 
p. 64)# The unusual translation of 22b would, therefore, be strongly 
influenced by this exegesis. This has to be weighed against the view of 
Toy (p. 181) that the omission of 'TKO is purely accidental.

A doublet of Dip is found in Origen. After the phrase etç
IpYa aÔTov there is an additional phrase, xpo top ti xoirput, 'before 
he made anything' (in the Latin translation, *antequam aliquid/quidquam 
faceret'). This reading is found in both the quotations noted above.
This is very similar to the Vulgate rendering of the same Hebrew phrase as 
*antequam quicquam faceret*. It would be difficult to say whether the text
of Origen preserves a genuine doublet or whether it has been subsequently
edited to include the Vulgate reading.

The Peshitta has some obvious affinities with the Greek in its
translation of *3]p by ^ \ ̂  *1 , 'created me', and also the non
representation of TKD. The translator has gone his own way, however, in
his rendering of 1311 n*©Ki by ûC"XZl , thus, 'the Lord created
me at the beginning of his creation*. The plural form indicates
created things in a totality (of. ^  1  \ j  in 22b), and
one may compare the expression which means 'all creatures'

Syr.
(Thes/ 601)• (The singular is used in Lee and Walton but this is a 
simplification.) That the translator has sought to produce reminiscences 
of the creation narrative of Genesis Ch. 1 seems inescapable. This is 
evident not only in the explicit reference to creation ( ÇTI ̂  3  ̂  ) but
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also in the use of the verb 1 "]LZ3 (following the lead of the Septuagint' s 
IxTtonev ; see also Introduction p* xxxix ), as well as ,
which, together, recall the/Kia ©XI3,at the opening of the Genesis
narrative. Such allusions make it both unlikely and unnecessary to suggest 
(with Oort, TT p. 401 j Pirikuss, ZAW p. I40 and BHS) that the Syriac 
translator actually found n*©Xi3 in his text at Proverbs 8:22 (of. Umbreit 
p. 103; Delitzsoh p. 184; Baumgartner p. 88). Harmonisation of parallel 
passages is a characteristic of the translator (see Introduction p, xxxix).

The Targum has the same text as the Peshitta in 22a reading xnVx 

n*n*13 ©»i] *]X13. The only real difference between the two texts is 
that ©^ 1 10 ,'from the beginning' can be found at the end of the verse in 
the Targum, corresponding to the TXa of MT, thus correcting the omission 
found in the Peshitta text. The Targum follows the Peshitta, however, in
treating Dip as a conjunction and rendering Dip ÎD ( ^ 3  O H  ),

•before'. 
w .  23. 24

The difficult phrase »liD03 oVlpD, 'Ages ago I was set up', is
translated in the Greek as xpo tov atwvoç lôeneXtoxrev pe, 'from everlasting
he established me' • The use of the active to express the Hebrew passive 
seems to stem from stress placed on the creative activity of God. One may 
compare *nVVlR,'I was begotten* (v. 25), which is similarly translated in 
the Greek by an active construction yevvq, pe, 'he begets me*.

The meaning of *D303 is unclear. RSV follows BDB (p. 65I) in 
relating it to 7 03 III, 'set', 'install*. It may be that the form should 
be related to the root “[DO (MoKane p. 352; BHS), in the sense 'be 
formed'. In this case the consonants would be the same but the pointing' 
would differ from that in MT. The Greek l6e|ieXK*xTEV is nearer in meaning 
to the form derived from *J0 3, though whether this indicates knowledge of 
the root in that particular sense must be questionable, glue to the rarity of
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ths usage. Commentators have suggested that the translator had a text 
which read »n*T013,*I was established* since OepeXtow is frequently found 
as a translation of ID’ (Vogel p. 585 Hitzig p. 77j hagarde p. 29; 
Delitzsoh p. I85; Baumgartner p. 88; Toy p. 182; Steuernagel p. 290;
Hutz, BWAT p. 283; Robert, RB p. 195; Renard p. 77; Gerleraan, LHA p. 47; 
Ehrlich p. 42; BHS. Bathe p. Ill reads ’310’.) Nevertheless
it would be puzzling and difficult to account for the straightforward 
reading »n*roi3being supplanted by the more complex reading •»r»30 3 . It 
is more likely that the Greek translator has glossed over the difficulty of 
*ri30 3 (Hmbreit p. IO4), by producing a rendering which accords with the 
overall context and which can also be loosely related to the root 103 
(corresponding to BBB I* p. 65O1 Barucq p. 92).

In 23b the translator renders »Q*rpa as if it were a conjunction like 
px](v. 24) and Dl0 3 (v. 25). In each instance he uses the same 

construction consisting of xpo t o o  plus the infinitive to produce a 
symmetrical series of time clauses, (v. 23) '̂ po xov ...xotnout • (v. 24)
xpo Tou ... Tcotrioaw ; xpo t o o  xpoeXOeiv ... ; (v. 25) ^po 'too ...
lôpcwrSTivai. In order to produce this symmetrical pattern of time clauses, 
the translator has to supply the infinitive xotTput in both 23b and 24a, 
and xpoeXdetv in 24b. This is easily recognised in 23b which reads, ^po 
TOO TT|v Ypv xot-poui, 'before he made the earth*. In 24a, however, which 
reads xai xpo too Ta<; &̂ uou'oo(; xotrioTxi., * and before he made the deeps', 
it should be noted that "KOLpout is not in any way related to the Hebrew 
verb »nVVin. Hot-nout ig a supplied infinitive (Baumgartner p. 89), 
fulfilling the same function as that in 23b. Although the translator 
appears to omit ■̂ nVVirr (v. 24), it would be more accurate to say that he 
incorporates it into his rendering of »nVVin at the end of v. 25. Having 
observed that »nVVin occurs twice in w. 24 and 25, the translator renders 
the second verb only. This then serves as the main statement (y e p e  )
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on which the series of time clauses noted above is dependent. The 
contention of Oort (TT p. 402) that the translator may have known a verb 
*I am made* in 23b, becomes superfluous once the pattern of translation is 
recognised!

The somewhat obscure Hebrew of 24b, Q»h ’13D3 hl3»yo ;»%],*when 
there were no springs abounding with water*, appears in the Greek as 
xpo TOO xpoeX0etv t u c  XTTfixç t w v  ôôaTtov, 'before the fountains of water came 
forth*. As noted above, this clause is structured to have the same pattern 
as the rest of the series of time clauses which forms a syntactical unit 
in the Greek in w .  23, 24 and 25. It is probable, therefore, that the 
infinitive xpoeXOetv following the characteristic introduction xpo t o o  
and having no corresponding term in the Hebrew, should be viewed as an 
addition to complete the sense, as with x o h t o u * in w .  23b and 24a. It 
would seem that the translator has made no attempt to render the difficult 
descriptive terra *1333 (Lagarde p. 29; Baumgartner p. 89; Toy p. 182; 
Müller-Kautzsoh p. 4l), so that, despite its obvious inadequacy, Taç xriYaç 
TCûv ftôaT(üv is the translation of >^33 3 013*90. Against this, Oort
(TT p. 402) suggested that the Greek translator read 0*9p33 for *1333 

D*D. Steuernagel (p. 290), Ehrlich (p. 42), Barucq (p. 92), BHK and 
BHS, suggest that the Greek text supports . the reading *3,33 on the basis 
that at Job 38*16 xTTfnv renders *333 , One has to assume here that
xT|Ya< renders both 013*90 and *1333 (emended to *333 )• The
plausibility of these emendations has to be set against the difficulty of 
the term *1333, and the fact that can be related to one of the
terms in the Hebrew text as it stands.

The Syriac translator has made considerable use of the Greek in v. 23. 
His version of 23a, j\ 1 L x X X /  p l u D  ^ ^ 0  ? before the ages
he fashioned me*, is based on the Greek xpo TOt) at(ovoç feOejieXtüxrev pe.
The verb A  overlaps in sense with OepeXiow, but the choice of verb

S iii. I r t i r .  Auctvon p. KXW.
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has probably also been influenced by the proximity of ^ **1 (22a).AGreek dependence is evidenced not so much by the connotation of 
as by the construction employed. Both the Septuagint and Syriac have an 
active verb followed by a pronoun object, against the passive construction 
of MT - *0303.

In 23b dependence is unmistakeable, as the Peshitta incorporates a
Li/ol p a n  •Greek addition into the Hebrew LA/D I "X-lAxD X I X O  ^ 3 0  * before

he made the earth* i.e. following xpo too tov ynv xoiTToui. Codex
Ambrosianus has the variant which is influenced by 23a.

The Targum in v. 23 is a modification of the Peshitta text to produce
a form somewhat closer to that of the Hebrew. In 23a, as in the Peshitta,
the verb |po is used to render the root jO3. In the Targum, however,
the verb is in the passive mode, n*3pnn*K KB>p Qlp (Syriac

T T  A 1 ), thus conforming to the Hebrew construction. The difference
in verb forms is not due to accidental transposition of letters as suggested
by Bathe (p. IIO). Kaminka (HUCA p. iBo) contends that the Targum here is
the basis of the Septuagint, which is rightly rejected by Gerleraan (LUA p.
47)* The Targum is clearly an edited form of the Peshitta text, to bring
it into closer conformity with MT.

The reading of 23b, JC91X *inJTT Dip |q Rh*©*l %D,i8 again an
edited version of the Peshitta, where the dynamic verb has been# *
replaced by the verb * to be*. This has the effect of reducing divergence 
from the reading in MT but the essential structural similarity of the 
Syriac and Aramaic texts is not greatly disguised by this alteration.

The Syriac translator was at a loss to make any sense of »1333 in 24b. 
His paraphrastic rendering, I o i \'ly% ̂ oooijw l\lVo * before there were 
waters in springs* effectively avoids translating this difficult term,
although he does not in this instance appear to resort to the Greek.

The Targumist translates D*D *1333 by X*ai *31 ©9. Jastrow (p. lO 'J 'j)

' K m . 6h»b, Thb gal, l e i ,  W t l l ,  UC», , witk
t k t  Ajitions o( Urmtak, Ljia ,  WaHm\. j j

*  Tkas also D» Lftlla*^ tAyd" (_K *.n w 3.
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understands this to mean ’storehouses of water*, deriving this from R3l©*9, |
*fort*, * stronghold*, hut the meaning ’storehouses* must he questionable. jI
Levy (Vol. II p. 248), taking a different view, translates as ’the mighty 
water springs’ (die mhchtigen Nasserquellen). The meaning here is related 

directly to the root [©9, ’be strong*. The Targumist has possibly 

associated heaviness (from the root "TId), and strength. A further factor 
in this rendering is the description of the power of the springs of the deep 
which occurs at v. 28, xainh *3*90 |*©9X 131, *when he made powerful the 

fountains of the deep*. This last observation supports the view of Levy 

that x*Bi *3l©9 is a reference to the might or power of the water springs.

The Greek translator follows the Hebrew closely in 25a, thus giving 
a good translation of 193on by lôpoodTivat, ’(before the mountains)were set in 
place’. The addition found in the * text after lÔpaorQrivafc - xai 
xXoodTivat TT)v Ynv, ’and the earth was fashioned* is a harmonisation with 
the R text of Psalm 89:2 (MT Psalm 90*2), which reads, xpo tov &p"n 
&6pac6T|vat xat icXacBrivat Trjv yt|v. The harmonisation has a two-way effect
in that other Greek texts at Psalm 89*2 read Y£VT)9ir)vai instead of 
lôpaodTivat (Rahlfs, Vol. II p. I96 and p. 99).

In 25b the addition of xavTcov before hi 9 33/pouvwv gives added 

emphasis to the precedence of Wisdom. The main deviation from the Hebrew 

in 25b, however, is the translation of *h>Vin ,  ’ I  was brought forth* by 
YGVW% pe, ’he begets me* (Baumgartner p. 89). The use of the active places 

stress on the creative act of the Deity since Xüptoç (v. 22) now becomes 

the subject of the verb. A similar rendering for the same motive was noted 

in V. 23 where *h30 3 is translated by l0c|ieXia>cnev pe. The use of the
’historic present’ in v. 25 adds a further dramatic emphasis to the creative 
act. Wutz (BWAT p. 98) explains yGvvq, pc as stemming from a transliteration 
of *nVVirr as twXa /  &Ô0* subsequently related to the root l V * .  The
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translator’s treatment of the verb is, nevertheless, understandable without 
resort to transliteration.

The Syriac rendering of lynoîî by ^ Q x h IXa  , thus, ’before the 
hills were established’, may have been influenced by the Septuagint.

^  like lôpa^w can mean ’to be settled or established’ (e.g. as on 
V* Syr.

a throne, Thes./4483). In this sense it is closer in meaning to
than y 3 0 , Why the translator should have followed the nuance of the Greek
is not olear, since the cognate root, "T ̂  , ’sink’ is common in Syriac.
One can only assume that he preferred the description of being seated/
settled to the more literal ’being sunk*. Comparison with the Targum
reveals that there, the cognate 9 30 is in fact employed.

With regard to the form p9303 in the Targum, the editor of 
Miqraoth Gedoloth and Jastrow (p. 519) have taken the verb as active (Peal) 
and derived from 130 II, * to assume shape’• In this way, 25a reads,
’before the hills took shape*, ( lao 3 ) , It seems more likely, though that 
] 11303 should be understood as an Ithpeal form of 130 I, ’sink*, with 
the * IÎ ’ of the prefix assimilated to * 0 * as one would expect (thus Levy, 
Vol. I p. 294), giving the form 1*113»3, ’before the mountains were sunk 
in place’.

The root *33 used in 25b to translate the verb ♦n'VVin, usually 
means ’build*. It is also attested as meaning * to beget’ in Mishnaic 
Hebrew, but not in Aramaic (jastrow p. 176). Baumgartner (p. 89) suggests 
that the Targum should read 83030% as in the Peshitta, (similarly, Pinkuss, 
ZAW p. 140) and Levy (Vol. I p. 92). The unusual form 8*3*330*% of Codex 
1106 would support the view that the present reading of the Targum is a 
corruption of 83038%,
V .  26

As noted above ycvvcJi pe (v. 25b) serves as the main statement for the 
preceding series of time clauses in the Greek, following the pattern xpo 
TOW plus the infinitive. In the Hebrew v. 26 is one of the continuing
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series of time clauses - * before ( xV Tl) he had made the earth*. The
Greek translator, however, begins a separate main clause reading, xuptoç
frxoiT)cnEV %wpac xat &otxtytot)ç, "the Lord made the land and the uninhabited
places*. This may be viewed as a complementary statement to xDptoc
fexTtcrev pe of v. 22. The function of this grammatical change, is to stres*

V. 23
both the creative activity of God (of. lOepeXtaxrev pe/, and pe, v.25)
and to draw a direct parallel in the sequence of creative acts to xuptoc
IxTtcrev pe (v. 22), thus giving added emphasis to the precedence of
wisdom. A number of textual solutions have been offered to account for
the Greek reading. Thus Wutz (BWAT p. 98) suggested a transcription error
resulting in the form &5wv from dôXoo. At a more basic level, Vogel (p.
58) noted the possibility that %V ly had been read as *31K , similarly
Toy (p. 182). Heidenheim (DVSTFK, Vol. Ill p. 338) suggested a metathesis
of xV to >X y similarly Mezzacasa (p. 132). However, there is sufficient
evidence of extensive grammatical restructuring in verses 23ff.. to make

Isuch suggestions increasingly unlikely.
The translation of fix by a plural, x»potc f which should strictly 

be rendered ‘lands* is to provide a balanced term for the plural m x i n  /
&0tXTlT0t)C .

The obscure Hebrew of 26b, Van nil51 ©xii, *and the first of the 
dust of the earth* (*the mass of the world’s soil*, McKane, p. 223), is 
translated in the Greek by xai &xpa oCxovpeva ttiç otpavww, *the chief 
inhabited places under heaven*• The controlling factor in this translation 
is the contrived contrast between the * uninhabited places* (&oix^Touc ) 
in 26a and the ‘inhabited places* ( otxcwpeva ) in 26b. The contrast is 
not between flat desert and high peaks, but between uninhabited land and 
areas of teeming population. The &xpa olxoupeva (taking àxpa in the 
sense of degree rather than of height, L.S. 57*Hl), are the main areas of 
population, the civilised world, viewed as making the most striking contrast

-i -.J-
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with the desert wastes. Taking &xpa in the sense of elevation 
(Prahkenherg p. 59; Toy p. 175; Gerleraan, LUA p. 19) makes poor sense 
in the context. The plural form olxoupeva must be an example of the 
passive participle, neuter plural, of olxew (since the plural of the noun 
otxoupevTî would be olxoupeva* ). The use of the plural could be a 
reflection of the Hebrew plural niiap . nnsy is itself a rare form, 
being found otherwise only at Job 28*6, where it is translated by x<̂ p̂a, 
*dust*. If olxoupeva does correspond to niisy the meaning has been 
determined solely by the exegesis of the whole line and has no relation to 
the sense of isy as ‘dust*. Kuhn (BWANT p. 88) has suggested reading 
XExovcpeva, ‘the dusty heights of the earth* instead of olxoupeva, but 
this destroys the parallelism in the Greek. Baumgartner (p. 89) suggested 
that JiliDSr might have been read as miny, from the Aramaic root ID?,
* to dwell*. There appears to be no established or widespread usage of 
such an Aramaic term, and this in itself makes the suggestion improbable.

The idiom tt|ç ftx* ô pavtuv can readily be understood as a rendering 
of Van. The same idiom is found in v. 28 as a translation of Dinn,
A difficulty which can be raised in attempting to relate the Hebrew and 
Greek texts in 26b is that Van is most frequently translated in the 
Septuagint by olxoupevq. It could be held that olxoupeva should be 
related to Van,but the problem with this suggestion is that the word order 
in the two texts would be incompatible. In this connection, however, 
Dyserinok (TT p. 58O) has proposed that &xpa olxoupeva supports emending 
the Hebrew to read Van *VBy (mounds/hills of earth), while Oort (TT p. 402) 
considered that there might be a double rendering of Van. The suggestion 
of Heidenheim (DVETFK, Vol. Ill p. 338) is that vnc ofipavtov is to be' 
explained from miay read as n i a i y  or m  a 1 y, which designates the seventh 
heaven in Pirke Rabbi Eliezer, Chapter I8 , but this is very tenuous and 
unlikely. The fact that Tnç oôpavov is found as a rendering of
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m n n  in v. 28, makes it seem very likely that it translates Van in 26h.
In the Peshitta of v. 26, a point of interest is the translation of 

main,'outside places* by I \  , 'streams*. The Targum follows the
Peshitta, reading ^Vna, and the same interpretation is found in the Vulgate 
as 'flumina*, 'streams*. An indication of how this understanding of 
main has arisen may be given in the Greek versions. A frequent usage of 
nixir? in Hebrew is the sense of 'streets* and this is commonly translated 
in the Septuagint by IÇoôot, 'exits/outlets* (e.g. Proverbs 1:20;
Hebrew fini, Septuagint lv feÇoôoiç ). This is also found in the other !I
Greek versions, e.g. Jeremiah 11:13 in Aquila and Symmachus, and Lamentations] 
4*4 in Symmachus. At Proverbs 8*26 Aquila and Symmachus also translate I
msin by IÇoôoi (xptv yuv xat l^oôouç ), Clearly IÇoÔouç
cannot here mean 'streets', but must have the more general sense of 
'outlets', meaning water channels or rivers (L.S. 596.II). The term 
iÇoôot demonstrates, therefore, that mxin was understood in Greek circles I 
to mean not simply 'streets', but that it had a wider connotation which 
included exits and outlets of various kinds. (That the Syriac reading î

stems directly from hisin is also argued on a different basis by Winton. |
Thomas (VT XV, 1965, P* 271).) This broad sense, as evidenced by the I
Greek versions, was known t*o and accepted by Jerome and earlier, by the

ISyriac translator. Seeking a textual solution for the problem, Kuhn ]
(BWANT p. 106) suggested that a variant ^eopam, which has since disappeared,! 
lies behind the Syriac and Vulgate, but there is no supporting evidence for |
this speculation. Vogel (p. 5 8) suggested that the versions had read I
niRXin but, as we have already seen, the reading IÇoÔo*, (Aquila and
Symmachus) is entirely explicable on the basis of 8 1  Sin. Pinkuss (ZAW 
p. 140) noted N81deke*s suggestion that 8 1  Sin may have been associated |
with contours of the land such as caravan tracks, which might have given |

i
rise to Wadis, but Pinkuss himself notes this as being somewhat artificial. i
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There is no force in the suggestion of Hitzig (p. 78) that the rendering
may have arisen from Zephaniah 3:6, since omxin is there translated by 

«#
^OOTjJIQX, 'their open places/streets* as one would expect.

In 26b the Syriac translator simplifies the Hebrew by reducing nilhy 
to a singular form, "the first of the earth's dust* ( wLjfcuIÏ 01*3 A\/ )
This is an evasion of the difficulty, but smooths out the text (see 
Introduction p. xxxix).

The Targumist follows the Peshitta throughout v. 26, translating 
nixinby *Vn], and rendering niiap by a singular, Vsni Rioy,
V. 27

The turn of phrase which the Greek translator uses to render u©
*3K, *I was there*, orvxapT|ui‘nv at-uy - *I was with him*, probably reflects

the similar expression found at v. 30, ‘fipTiv mp* â Tcj (Hebrew, 8*7I%1 
iVxx), *I was beside him*. This latter expression is more dynamic than 
*3X 0©, depicting as it does the close association of Wisdom with the 
Deity. Prijs (p. 37) suggested that the Greek here reflects the tradition 
of the Torah with God in Creation, but the association of Wisdom and God
is already present in the Hebrew.

The second part of the verse, 'when he drew a circle on the face
of the deep* is paraphrased in the Greek as, xat èie &(pwpt̂ ev tov lauTop
Qpovov Ix* dveptDv, 'when he assigned his throne upon the winds'. Biokell
(WZKM p. 99) posited a Hebrew variant text, ni ■»:3D IROD. ipni. Toy
(p. 182) suggested the variant m m i  instead of Qinn,but also noted that 
the Greek was possibly a free rendering. Kuhn (BWANT p. 88) appears to 
suggest that &ve|i«v has arisen as a corruption of a transliteration of 
QVnn ^35 Vy, but it would be unnecessary to transliterate oiTin,

Rewriting the Hebrew text, whether wholly or in part, does not give a 
satisfactory explanation of the Greek. The translator has decided that 
the DiTin of V .27 represents the upper waters, (Jaeger p. 66; Delitzsoh 
p. 188; Baumgartner p. 90, although Delitzsoh notes that, in Hebrew, oi8n
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is never actually used of the upper waters), while D i m  in v. 28 
represents the lower waters, the sea. He therefore associates the circle 
( iin) on the face of the waters as the vault of heaven. His paraphrase 
draws upon poetic imagery found elsewhere in the Old Testament writings.
One might compare Psalm 104*3 (Septuagint 103*3)*-

'Who covers his upper chambers ( ̂ xep<ya ) with water.
Who appoints the clouds his platform (tt|v IxiPocrtv aGroo),
Who walks upon the wings of the winds ( XTepvyoDV &vefiwv).

An even closer parallel with the Proverbs reading in terms of theme and 
imagery, can be found at Job 26*9, 10. This passeige is particularly 
interesting since the Hebrew of v. 10a is very similar to that of the
Proverbs passage, d *d  ̂3B Vy ill pn,'He has described a circle upon the
face of the waters'. The Greek of these verses reads, 'He secures the 
face of the throne ( xpootoxov 6povou ), spreading his cloud over it. He 
has encircled an ordinance upon the face of the waters'.

These passages demonstrate the association of ideas and imagery, —
throne, cloud, winds, upper waters, etc., which the translator has drawn on
for his paraphrase at Proverbs 8 *27b. This cosmology is also essentially
the same as that found in Genesis 1. The division of the Dlîin of v. 27
and that of v. 28 into the upper and lower waters, has been primarily
inspired by the model of the creation narrative in Genesis. (it is not
certain that the division which the translator has chosen is in fact that
intended in the Hebrew text, of. Toy p. 176; MoKane p. 355)* There are
other features of the Greek which suggest that the translator is consoiously
drawing parallels in this passage with the Genesis creation narrative (see 

Jnote at v. 31)*
For 0© (27a), the Peshitta reads 01 SoV* , 'I

was with him', which is following the reading crovTcapTmnv of the
Septuagint (Pinkuss, ZAW p. I41)# One may compare the Targum, n» 18 %hn, 
which corrects to MT.

 p, X I X .
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In 27b the Peshitta follows MT, although a inn is reproduced by 
a plural, LsQOCH IS  (Urmiah, Lee, Walton). The use of the plural form 
both here and in v. 28, may indicate that the translator is encompassing 
both the upper and lower waters in the same term. The singular form in 
Ambrosianus (v. 2?) is probably a mistake, since the plural 1 is
found in V. 28, as in the other editions.

The Targum uses the singular for Dinn as one would expect.

Another significant difference from the Peshitta text of 27b is that, where 
the latter uses the rather general 3  " 1  \j to translate 1 p i n ,the Targum
uses the more precise in meaning *to draw a circle*. The conjunction
lyi at the beginning of the clause in Lagarde and Miqraoth Gedoloth, 
rendering the * 3 * of ipinn, is a mistake for 131 (thus IIO6 and the 
Peshitta)•
V. 28

28b of the Greek reads, xai 5>q &oi>aXeiç &Ti0ei xTTtaç ttjç 
otpavov, *and when he made secure the fountains of that under heaven*.
It has already been suggested that the translator understood Qinn in v. 27
to refer to the upper waters and that the idiom m ç  ofipavov here refers
to the nether waters, the sea. One may compare the expression for the 
lower waters at Genesis 1%9, to &6wp t o &xcxaT(o t o d  otpavou (Hebrew,
D ’b©n nrrna O ’an). It is probably the case that the distinction between 

the upper and lower waters has been suggested to the translator by the 
Genesis narrative. While Toy (p. 182) countenances the possibility that 
TTiç otpavov could refer to the upper waters, this seems unlikely from 
the nature of the expression and also from the fact that the same idiom is■ 
used of the dry land at v. 26. The land and sea, as natural complements 
to each other, can both be described as "that which is under heaven*. It 
would be over-rigorous to suggest with Baumgartner (p. 90) and Toy (p. 182) 
that, because ttiç fix* ofipavov = Van in v. 26, it should also have this
I Oi Ljillo. rygji +Kjl ot K&. Hdl. In  KiS

Ka Suppluî  JiacriVical a n i rw is
Loom A oikjir lAss. aJi'Hohs. i i
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meaning in y * 28* The view of Lagarde (p* 29) that Tnç fix* ofipavov 
(v. 28b) is a secondary reading is rather weak, based as it is solely on 
versions of this text found in Justin and Irenaeus*

A point which is noted in relation to the Hebrew text is that 
&T10GI might suggest that the translator read 1TT51, i.e. 

piel plus suffix, instead of TlTyi,Qal, as in MT (Hitzig p. 79; Oort, TT 
p. 402; Biokell, WZKM p. 99; Toy p. 182; Müller-Kautzsch p. 41; 
Steuernagel p. 290; MoKane p. 355 and BHS). While this must be noted as 
a possibility, since other versions suggest the same reading, it should 
also be observed that 1IDK3 (28a), Tltyi (28b) and ipini (29o) (29a, b 
is absent in the Greek), are translated in a very symmetrical pattern by 

(o%vpa 1x0181, &cnpaXeic IriOet and Icrxtpou Ixoiei.  ̂ In each 
instance, the Hebrew verb is expanded into a verb plus an adjective. This 
symmetry may be a literary device to create effect. It has already been 
noted in w .  23, 24 and 25 that the translator produced a series of time 
clauses, all of the same pattern, but which required changes in or additions 
to the Hebrew text. The triplet of time clauses in w .  28-29 may be 
another example of a balanced pattern that has been created by the 
translator rather than produced by a variant Hebrew text. For the 
suggestion that the Hebrew reflects a literary convention in which the 
suffix is implied, see Dahood (p. 16), McKane (p. 355) and of. Driver,
(JRAS, 1948, p. I64ff.).

The Syriac translator not only treats 11 t y 3 in the same way 
grammatically as 1 SOXl,but also translates both by the same verb,

^t \j1 3JX0 ••• # The smoothing out of the grammatical
difficulty and rendering of the Hebrew synonyms by the same verb, are 
characteristics of the Syriac translator noted elsewhere (see Introduction 
p. xxxix).

The Targum has exactly the same translation of ï 1 T y 3 as the

^ Thus the B text. Other MSS have variations in the conjunctions. All
MSS have the pattern of verb plus adjective.
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Peshitta and is almost certainly another example of Targum dependence on 
Peshitta readings.

29
29a, h is not represented in the Septuagint text, as is accurately 

reflected in the B, % texts. Those texts which have the reading are 
either identical with the text of Theodotion (23, 254), or have a text 
which is only a slight variation of that of Theodotion ( A, 68,
248, 252 mg.) (of. Mttller-Kautzsch p. 74)* Why part of v. 29 is lacking 
in the Septuagint text is not cleeir. There is no reason to suspect that 
29a, h was lacking in the Hebrew. The omission in the Septuagint text 
is almost certainly a problem of internal transmission relating to that 
text.

The last section of v. 29, ^lOlQ 1saX3,*when he marked out the
foundations of the earth*, is translated in the Greek as, xat à>ç (cr%opa 
Ixotet m  GepeXta xnc YBÇ, *and when he strengthened the foundations of the 
earth*. This has suggested to commentators that the translator either had 
a text which read lpYn3,or that he misread I p i n n  as iptnn (Vogel 
p. 59 I Lagarde p. 29 ; Baumgartner p. 90 ; Müller-
Kautzsch p. 42; Steuernagel p. 290; Kaminka, HOC A p. 177? Wutz, BWAT 
p. 221; Scott p. 68; Gemser p. 4 6; Barucq p. 94? Ehrlich p. 42; and 
BHS). The suggestion of misreading is the more probable of the two, due 
to the similarity of the forms. It should also be noted, however, that 
the translator has associated i p i n n  closely with i x a x n  and T I T ?3 in v. 28 
as he translates all three in the same distinctive way, by expanding the 
Hebrew verb into verb plus adjective - àç Icr^upa Ixotet ••• wç &oipaXetç 
iTiÔei ... ü)ç (c%upa Ixotet.  ̂ The first and last expressions are seen 
to be identical. This symmetry may be no more than a stylistic device on 
the part of the translator, rather than the result of textual variation or 
misreading. One should also note the observation of Driver (Biblioa 32,
^ Thus the B text. Other MSS have variations in the conjunctions. All
MSS have the pattern of verb plus adjective.
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1951, P* 178) that all the versions have diffioulty with ipin3, each 
inserting something more or less appropriate to the sense, but each 
philologieally unjustifiable. ipini occurs also in v. 27, but this
is extensively paraphrased in the Greek.

The Syriac translator follows MT closely in 29a, b, a small difference
being that the suffix on ipn (29a) is omitted in translation. In 29c
ipini is rendered rather flatly by *X1\0 , in exactly the same# •
way as 1p1tT3(v. 27b).

The Targumist may be employing a play on words in 29a which he gives 
as, X»oinn 0© 1 3 1,'and when he gave to the sea its limit*. The
use of the term xaitih ('limit') in relation to the sea, which has been 
immediately preceded by two references to Kbian (w. 27-28), would seem to
be a skilfull use of sound and form to produce a sharp, contrasting and
memorable phrase (see Introduction p. xl).

In 29b 1*5, 'his word* is represented only by a preposition, 7i-»V,
'it*, referring back to 'limit* (ipn/ K*binn). This is probably an
economical rendering. Maybaum (AWBAT p. 89) notes it as one of only three
places in Chapters 1-9 where the Syriac follows MT but the Targum differs. 
That the Targumist has avoided giving an exact translation of 1*5 (of. 
the Peshitta*s QT! 73Q<X ) because, in its literal sense, it refers to
the mouth of God and might be felt to be irreverent, is doubtful. One 
may compare the expression 1 *5b,'from his mouth* (2:6), which is 
translated literally by n * b 15 %b. Similarly, the phrases 'eyes of God' 
at 5*21, 15*3 and 22:12 are translated literally with no attempt at 
circumlooution. This weighs heavily against the suggestion of Pinkuss 
(ZAW p. 14) that the reading of the Targum can be explained here as the 
avoidance of anthropomorphism.

The separate terms K*ox h*© (290) in Lagarde's text should be read 
as one word, % * OXfl *©,'foundation*, as in the Peshitta ( CTLk-Cûl^X - 
Levy, Vol. I p. 49 and Vol. II, p. 521), and Miqraoth Gedoloth. The same
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corruption can also be found in Lagarde's text at 3*19 (of. also 
Introduction p. xxxvi).
V .  30

In the Greek rendering of 30a, fpqv *Kap* appo^ouoa, it is
frequently suggested that the participle describes the function of Wisdom 
in bringing order and harmony into the created world, thus, 'I was with 
him harmonising (everything)• • This is probably the basis of the Vulgate's 
*eum eo eram cuncta componens' , 'I was with him arranging all things'.
It has been suggested that the translator arrived at this understanding of 
the Hebrew - iVxx — by relating }lo% to ; ax, 'artificer' as
at Song of Solomon 7*2,(Umbreit p. 106; Delitzsoh p. 190; Robert, RB p.
200; Gerleraan, LUA p. 47; Why bray p. 52 and BHS). Scott's suggestion 
of |oix (participle) is less likely as it requires an emendation (VT 10, 
p. 216), of. also his Commentary (p. 68). In addition, Savignao (VT p. 212) 
notes that the root |bX never has the sense of 'bind/unite' which Scott 
requires; of. also McKane (p. 356). For criticism of the observation 
that the Greek contains an example of an A1 Tiqre reading (Prijs p. 37) see 
note at 3*12. There is also the view of Gerleraan (LUA p. 47) that the 
Greek, in reading the Hebrew in the sense 'artificer*, displays the Stoic 
convictions of the translator, since the harmony of the created order is 
a tenet of Stoic philosophy.

An obvious difficulty with this view of dpfiô ouoa is that the 
participle lacks an object, and some such expression as 'everything* (of. 
the Vulgate's * cuncta* ) has to be supplied in translation. The 
possibility of other interpretations of oLppô ouou, therefore, remains 
open and must be considered.

The verb appo^eiv is found in three other places in Proverbs 
17*7 ofi% dpiaocrei dcppovi xiara, 'faithful lips are not
suited to a fool*.
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i2îM «ipa 6e x»pio» âppoSemi Y»vn iv8pi,
la matched to a husband* «
25*11 oÔtwc elxeiv Xoyov apposeuciv ( X  ̂ ) + afiicy (MSS 109,

147, 159, 254, 297), * than to speak a word to those in agreement (with him).

In none of these examples is dpfiô etv being used in an active sense 
meaning * to create order* or 'harmonise*. Setting aside 19*14, where the 
verb is clearly written with a middle form, 17*7 and 25*11 demonstrate the 
intransitive sense of the active voice meaning 'to be in harmony with*, 'to 
be suited to' (see L.S, 243,Il) # Bearing in mind these examples, the most 
obvious way of translating -f)pTiv mp* dppo^oucu is *I was with him
in harmony' • This is to suggest that the translator is describing not the 
activity or function of Wisdom, but rather the perfectly balanced co
existence of Wisdom and the Deity. It is a description of Wisdom in ]
relation to God, as is also the theme of 30b, o. Toy (p. I82) also appears j 
to favour an intransitive sense based on |DX « 'firm', of. Barucq (p. 94) 
who also notes a possible rendering of dppo^oDOU as 'celle qui est d'accord' Î

On the question of how the translator derived his translation I

' dpfiô oooa • from the Hebrew 11 ox , an interesting comparison can be made 
with a passage at Nahum 3*8, p  bx Xib *3DTnn, literally, 'are you better 
than No-amon*. The Greek version of this reads, iToifiacat peptÔa,
IppocuL %op6nv, iToifiaoui jjieptôa Apptov, 'prepare a portion, tune a chord, 
prepare a portion, Amon*. This extended and garbled rendering represents 
different attempts at translating the Hebrew, which are now placed side by 
side. The expression iTotpoLoni peptSa. translates X3b »no>nn, in which 
X3b has been equated with 03 b, 'portion* (see Hatch and Redpath p. 9 H  
for numerous examples of pepic * 1i3b ). Another example of èToipotÇiu) 
as a rendering of 30’ can be found at Micah 7*3# Of more interest in 
relation to Proverbs 8, however, is the phrase dppoorxi %op0nv which is 
a translation of p  bX K3 b. In this instance, %op5nv translates X3b
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which has been equated with |0, 'string*. An example of %opôn = Î®
is found at Psalm 150:4. Appoout, similar to Proverbs 8 :30, is a 
translation of jlhX. The meaning of dppo^etv here is quite clear, 
referring as it does to the tuning of a string on a musical instrument.
There is considerable probability that X 3 D and poX have been regarded 
here as being related philologically, with p  hX understood as a form of 
a denominative verb from Î b, •string*• A further factor in this unusual 
etymology is that dppooui may well be a quasi-transliteration of p  DX , 
Thackeray (Grammar p. 37) gives numerous examples of this process but, of 
particular interest in this connection is that of p  on.,'sound* (Ezekiel 
23*42) translated by oyyuoycoi (of. also Caird p. 84). This possibility 
is strongly confirmed by the reading of the X text at Nahum 3*8 in which 
the direct transliteration A p p w v  (in the majority of texts) appears as 
A p p c o v .  Wutz (BWAT p. 425) also compares the renderings in Proverbs/Micah 
of P  OX, He argues that both translators read an old Hiphil form 
p  S11 or p  ax , meaning, 'the tuning of a string'. It is doubtful, 
however, whether one can be or should be so precise in reconstructing the 
Hebrew on the basis of this type of rendering.

With regard to appô cDotB therefore, at Proverbs 8:30, it is possible
that the Greek term is not based on pOX as related to any of the forms
derived from the root fox. Neither is it necessarily the case that the
term is a product of any particular philosophical convictions the translator
may have held regarding the cosmos. It may be rather that àppo^oüout
represents no more than the product of a popular, but quite erroneous,

Ietymology based only on an association of similar sounding but quite 
different Greek and Hebrew words, as exemplified at Nahum 3*8.

In the remainder of the verse, the translator follows a different 
word division from that of MT in that 01’ 01’ is taken with npn©b,
'daily I rejoiced ( xaG* fipepav 6e efiq>patvopTiv ) before him at all times'.

 ̂ A p. X X n
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This creates a pleonasm in that either • daily* ( oi ’ 01’) or* at all 
times* ( ny >3 3) becomes redundant.

The expression 0’y©y© n’nxi is translated lyto fiipTiv ^ xpoCG%a.ipev,
*I was that in which he rejoiced*. This has suggested that o’ywy© 
should be read as 1’jrwy© (Oort, TT p. 4O3; Toy p. l82; Gemser p. 465 

and BHS). The Greek rendering at this point, however, should be viewed 
in conjunction with the following verse (v. 31), where the translator 
introduces a subject change from the first person to the third person so 
that the Deity becomes the subject of the sentence, rather than wisdom —

a) MT, npn©o,*I rejoiced; Greek, IveotppaiveTo, *he rejoiced* ;
b) MT, *f®ywl,*and my delight* ; Greek, xat efifpat veto, »and he 

delighted*•
In these examples from v. 31 the Hebrew text is not in question. The
Greek translator is seen to be deviating from the text to sustain a
particular interpretation. This suggests that the rendering of o’yvy©
in V. 30 is interpretative rather than evidence of textual variation.

For his rendering of pDX the Syriac translator has utilised the
Greek reading dppô ooofa. He has understood this in an active sense and
thus his interpretation, I \TTAY) OTJûX/ , *I was beside
him arranging*• That the Syriac translator understands Wisdom as active
in creation is already clear from 6*12» The Thesaurus (44&5) takes
IxDi\z) as an Aphel participle, though it could be either a Pael or an

Aphel participle. The suggestion of Toy (p. I82) that the form might be
passive in the sense 'firm, trusty* seems unlikely. Not only would the
form be anomalous, but the Lexicons do not list a sense of 'firm, trusty*
as associated with the Bthpael. Pinkuss(ZAW p. I4I) suggests that the

ISyriac takes 30a with v. 29* The Ambrosianus text is unclear, while the 
edition of Lee reflects the view of Pinkuss. The ITrmiah text presents 30a 
as separate from v. 29# Lack of an 'and* connection at the beginning of

D\ L ftiU , In Kis t i d ,  Incluh^ tk *. in qiustion
untk VJlrSA 3 0 ,
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30a supports Pinkuss*s view.
In his rendering of D»y©y© by I 001 I XjlL- , * he rejoiced*, 

the translator has probably also been influenced by the Greek reading 
xpocrcxatpev. In this connection, however, it should be noted that the 
Syriac translator follows the word division of MT, by taking di’ d 1 ’
( yO ) with Q’y©y©,and not with npn©D as in the Greek. This
indicates again a selective use of the Greek to deal with difficulties or 
obscurities within the structure of the Hebrew (see Introduction p. xixvii).

In the Targum rendering xnao’-nn ’11’% h’lm , *I was beside him 
faithful* (of. Levy Vol.I p. 198) p  DX appears to have been read as a 
passive participle of |ox (Delitzsoh p. 190), xnaa^hD being the feminine 
passive participle of p ’Ti. One may compare the phrase |aX3 I’X,
* faithful messenger* (Proverbs 25*13) which appears in the Targum as 
X30’nD X I H ’X.

The following expression XDi* 73 nin 131,in the edition of Lagarde , 
is virtually meaningless as it stands and should be restored to read 1 3 l 
111 ’in, *and when he rejoiced* (Baumgartner p. 90; Pinkuss, ZA¥ p. I4I; 

Levy, Vol. II p. 447 under X113©; Jastrow p. 1556 under xiii»© ). The 
Peshitta reads loCH l%wLL_ and IIO6 m  ^ixn 131, The
Targum, in its restored state, is here not exactly the same as either MT 
or the Peshitta, but is closer to the Peshitta. (Cf. Kuhn, BWANT p. IO6 , 
who wishes to make an even closer restoration to the Peshitta text. ) 
Miqraoth Gedoloth reads XDl’l XDI’ 73 i’ll ]’113© 131,*and when I was 
delights daily* — a correction to MT. (See also Introduction p. xxxvi).

The translator introduces considerable change into v. 31 which he 
gives as lve»<ppatVeto (Hebrew, lp1©D ) tt|v otxoû evriv cvvTeXeouq

xai efiippaiveio (Hebrew, ’y©y©i) |v uloic &v0pwwov.
*¥hen he rejoiced, having completed the inhabited world, 
and he took delight in the sons of men*•
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A basic syntactical point to note is that the translator presents 
the verse in the third person. Wisdom is no longer the subject of the
clause, but rather the Deity himself. This seems to be part of the
general emphasis which the translator has placed on the Divine creative 
activity in this passage (8s22ff.), and which he has highlighted wherever 
possible (thus — 30 3/Aô£(ie\icûcnev pe (v« 23); xoirptxi (v. 23);
itoinoui (v. 24);xpoeX0etV (v. 24); *n77in/vevv^ pe (v. 25);
xuptoç &7[oiT)Cev (v. 26); xpocrexc.ipev (v. 30).

The addition of orvieXecaç which marks the completion of the

creative cycle is a further attempt at drawing a parallel with the

Genesis creation narrative. One may compare Genesis 2*1, xai
cTDveTeXea6T)ouv & ofipavoç xai *?i yn, xat xac & xoopoç afivajv, 'and heaven
and earth were completed and all their natural order*. (Other suggested

parallels are* (l) IxTtcrev (v. 22)* (2) D i m  (w. 27, 28) as upper and
lower waters) • The allusion here would be to the same series of creative

Iacts and their final completion.
A final point is that 1STX 7 m 3 is condensed into the single 

term tt|v otxoupevnv. Referring as it does to the inhabited world, it 

provides a tolerable parallel to oloic &v0p(imcov. The accomplishment
of this balance through the use of otxoupevri may be a sufficient reason 
for the abbreviation of the Hebrew. Elsewhere in the Septuagint 

olxoupevT) is used to translate both 71X and 7 31.
Textual solutions for the problem have focussed primarily on the 

emendation of 7313, Thus Jaeger (p. 67) suggested that the translator 
read IXTX i7d3, *at the completion of his earth* (l73 being an infinitive 

form of the root i73 ). Subsequent commentators have been influenced by 

this proposal but have generally preferred to use the derivative noun from 

173,thus 1%3X 1’7313 (Lagarde p. 29; Oort, TT p. 403; Wildeboer p. 28; 
cf. Toy p.183; Power p. 20 and p. IO8). Baumgartner (p. 91) regarded

I

I I
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orvreXeouç qb an addition in the Greek on the grounds that otxoufjieviiv 
was a translation of 7 m ,  As noted above, however, olxoup.£VTj can 
translate both 7 m  and fix, A stronger reason for being wary of the 
emendations proposed by the commentators is to consider the general 
character of the Greek rendering of 8:22-31 with its numerous additions 
and syntactical variations, and to decide on that basis whether cruvTeXeottç 
is more likely to stem from textual variation or translational freedom.

The Syriac and Targum follow MT. Of the two texts the Targum is 
more exact, reproducing »y©y©i by »my delights', where the Syriac
uses a verbal phrase, Â jb̂ OOl L ulZI iXlUQO , *1 was delighting* •
While Baumgartner (p. 91) and Pinkuss (ZAW p. I41) take the view that the 
Syriac construction is passive, the Thesaurus (p. 4024) takes it in a 
reflexive sense, i.e. Baumgartner/Pinkuss translate, *I was praised by the 
sons of men*, and the Thesaurus renders, *I praised myself among the sons 
of men*•

33r 34

The Greek translator, as in some other instances (5i7j 7*24), but
not all (see 4*lff.) uses the singular form of address, ulc Axove, where 
the Hebrew has a plural,; y d© 0’ 3 3 (see note at 5*7). He is attempting to 
impose a consistency of usage where none actually exists in the original, 
but is not entirely consistent in this approach himself, as 4 «Iff. 
demonstrates.

It appears at first glance that 32b and 33 are omitted in the Greek, 
as noted in BHS. It is certainly the case that 33 is omitted in the B 
and X texts. As far as 32b is concerned, however, it seems to be 
displaced in the Greek rather than omitted, appearing as part of v. 34*- 

IJLaxapioç &vnp bç etoaxoua*eTai pou 
xai &vôpcün:oç 6c ictc Apaç 6ôouc <pwXaÇei,
'Blessed is the man who hears me
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and the man -srho keeps my ways* •
(Hitzlg p. 81 j Lagarde p. 29; Oort,TT p* 403; Baumgartner p. 91; Toy 
p. 183; Gemser p. 46; and BEE )# Allowing for the fact that p&xapioc 
is also effective in the second line of the Greek, this line may he viewed as 
a rendering of no®> »3TT 32b). The only difference between
the texts is that the translator has reduced the plural form of address to 
the singular, as also in 32a, thus being in accord with the singular 
07K / &vmp of 34a. The link of noted by Baumgartner and Toy is not
itself sufficient to explain the inversion of the order, althou^ Van der 
Weiden (p. 82) notes that the • i • of tiPKi may have suggested locating 
32b after 34a.

Like the omission of v. 33y the displacement of 32b may be a purely 
textual question as far as the Greek is concerned. Some editorial 
rearrangement cannot be ruled out since, in the Greek, 32a and 34a are both 
on the theme of hearing ( fo*), while 32b with 34%, c, are all on the 
theme of guarding or watching over (-lOW ). The displacement of 32b
in the Greek results in two thematic groupings, which might suggest design 
rather than accident (of. Baumgartner p. 91)* This ordering or reordering 
is of a long-standing nature since those Greek texts which insert 32b and 
33, following MT, also have the additional line, xat dvOpoJxoc è|juxç
&600Ç (puXoSst, copyists having failed to recognise that this itself stems 
from 32b of MT. Oort (TT p. 403) and Gemser (p. 46) take the view that 
the Greek arrangement is to be preferred to that of MT. The *ordered* 
appearance of the Greek, however, may be artificially produced. For a 
radical reduction and re-ordering of this section, which appeals to the 
Greek but goes much further, see Whybray, VT XVI, I966, p. 492ff., where 
32a, 35% and 36b are also omitted.

Those texts which have v. 33, translate the phrase lynan , *do not 
reject it* by pti àxoçpaYTTrai/dTtocppaYTTte, *do not out (yourself) off*.
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It has been suggested that this translation has a connection with the 
unusual paraphrase found at 4*15 a translation of and the note
there may be consulted# Bickell's reconstruction (VZKH p. 100) of v. 33, 
from the Koptio-Sahidic version, xpooexere I va
T̂jonrrte pTptoc piov xat YevTyyGs cjxxpot, pn&e dxcocreoBe &XsY%ou(
is obviously expansionary and should be rejected.

The Syriac and Targum follow MT and betray characteristic textual 
affinities of the one to the other. An example is v. 32b where, instead 
of the Hebrew plural ( n o ® ’) both the Syriac and Targum have the 
indefinite pronoun, * blessed is anyone who keeps ( /
T03T |XD> ) my ways*.

For lyi&n Vki (32b) the Syriac and Targum give independent readings. 
The Peshitta reads lAo , * do not forget * • There is no
consistency in the terms which the Syriac translator uses to render n o  

(1*25 sj^QJC, *neglect*; 13*18 v\,^Zl , 'bring to nought* j 15*32 
l\fY3 , 'reject*; 29*18 (Sthpael), »be ruined*. At 1*25,

4*15, 13*18 and 15*32, i.e., most of the instances of n o  in Proverbs, 
the Syriac and Greek renderings are very similar and sometimes identical, 
which would suggest a considerable measure of dependence on the part of 
the translator in dealing with this verb. The independent rendering of 
the Peshitta at 8*33, may have some connection with the textual difficulties 
of the Septuagint, although this cannot be said for certain, since a 
different rendering between the Syriac and Septuagint can also be found
at 29*18.

The Targum rendering, p®*r’n Vxi (Miqraoth Gedoloth and 1106),
•and do not neglect*, uses the same root (wit ) as that employed at 4 *15ÿ 
13*18 and 15*32 to translate ynfl. The reading pwT»n tKlin Lagarde 
(similarly at 4*15), appears to be a corrupt form of the reading in 
Miqraoth Gedoloth and IIO6 (Levy, Vol. I p. 166).
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Both follow MT in v. 34> with only minor differences from the Hehrew.
35. 36
In his rendering of 35a, the Greek translator has followed the 

Kethib, pointed as ’Xia(KSlD, •place of going forth* BDB 425),
(Vogel p. 60; Hitzig p. 82; Baumgartner p. 92; Toy p. 183 and BHS)* 
thus at Yap pou h^oboi ĉuriç. A problem arises in deciding on the
meaning of é̂ oÔot here in that it could mean either 'exits*, i.e. doorways, 
or 'springs*. At 4*23, it was suggested that the expression IÇoôoi 
should be translated * springs of life*, this sense being apt in the context. 
It might be thought that the same meaning would be applicable at 8*35, 
but here the preceding symbolism is not of water and springs, but rather 
of doorways and entrances. There seems to be a designed contrast between 
lp(i)v eloo6o)v (v. 34), *my entrances* and IÇoôot pou (y. 35), *ray exits*. 
While this would seem to be the intention of the translator, it would 
nevertheless remain unclear what the symbolism * exits of life* would then 
convey. It is possible that the translator was content to reproduce what 
he considered to be the sense of the Hebrew without being over-troubled by 
the meaning of the metaphor. Otherwise, he may have considered that 
•exits of life* meant that Wisdom's doors opened on to the straight path , 
or path of life,which itself is a familiar metaphor in Proverbs.

In 35b the translator apparently takes pfl’l as a Niphal form thus, 
iTotpa^emt. This is a natural consequence of his interpretation of 35& 
which, unlike the Hebrew, produces no subject for pD’l, The translator 
leaves himself no option but to employ a passive construction. Apart from 
the construction, he appears to have experienced difficulty with the 
general sense of 35b. His rendering * favour is prepared by the Lord* is* 
a deviation from the general sense of the Hebrew. Baumgartner (p. 92) 
notes that, elsewhere in Proverbs (i.e. 3*13; 12*2; 18*22), the translator
renders pi a by eôpicrxw , 'find*. Again, the translator's problems with

! I
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35b spring from his interpretation of 35&, in particular his rendering of 

*KIB.
In 36a, the translator uses the plural, ot .* dpapmvov'tec etc.,

as against the Hebrew singular. This is to produce agreement with the
plural form in 36b ( * all who hate me love death*) and thus avoid any apparent
grammatical inconsistency (Toy p. I83).

The Peshitta has been strongly influenced by the Greek in both verses.
00

The translation 'for my outlets (_*,Ül3ü03) are outlets of life* (35a) is
following the Greek, IÇoÔot pou l̂ oôoi ĉonc (of. 4*23). In 35b the
rendering 'and favour proceeds ( JT ̂ N.0) from the Lord* has been strongly
coloured by the Greek, 'favour is prepared ( iToipa^etv ) by the Lord*.
Although the translations are not exactly the same, the grammatical
constructions are similar in that * psn * is made the subject of the clause.
The translator has probably rationalised the Greek to some extent, which,
as it stands, is rather stilted.

In 36a the Peshitta also follows the Greek in having plural forms,
although its rendering of oon by ,*\.\ , 'hurt, injure* is more exact
than the Greek i c r e p o u c r t v .

The Targum follows MT with only small differences. In 35b the
Targumist appears to have had difficulty deciding on a suitable equivalent
for pxn pS’l which he translates in a rather cumbersome fashion by
xmyi ri’b ’in*m,* there will be favour for him* •

In 36b the Targumist follows the Peshitta, although the difference
from MT is merely in the mode of expression, and not in substance. The
distinction is in the use of the participle-noun to express the verb i anx
thus, 'all those who hate me are lovers of death*. The Targum, however,'
has suffered a minor corruption at this point, reading xmaV instead
of XniBY ’D m  (Peshitta wCL\l lzLu.D). This is of

• ^interest in demonstrating the relation of the Targum to the Peshitta.

_ I n t r o 0. XXIV.
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(Cf. also Introduction P* xxxvi).
With regard to the Hebrew, it is unnecessary to suggest that the 

Peshitta actually read ’anx(Vogel p. 60; Pinkuss, ZAW p. I4I), rather than 
1 anx.

l i i
A point of interest in the Greek rendering of this verse is the 

translation of î i s r a ®  n ’ T l o y  n a x n ,  literally, 'she has hewn her seven pillars', 
by xat txTnpetcTEV cruuXouc 'she has set up seven pillars'. On the
basis of this reading, it has been suggested that the Hebrew be emended 
to read n a x n  (the Hiphil of the root a x 3  meaning 'to set up/erect*), 
instead of n a x n  (Vogel p. 61; Lagarde p. 30; Oort, TT p. 403;
Baumgartner p. 92; Toy p. 187; Steuemagel p. 29O; Wutz, BWAT p. 217;
Scott p, 74; Gemser p. 48; Ehrlioh p, 44, and BHS). This emendation has 
to be viewed with caution (of, Graetz, MGWJ p. 159), since it is not 
entirely clear that a x 3  eind &xepet6<» describe the same action* It may 
be noted, firstly, that is not of common occurrence in the
Septuagint, being found in the canonical books otherwise only at Job 8*15, 
where it translates neither a x n  nor a X 3  ,but renders , 'lean on*.
The root a x 3 in the Hiphil is used of setting up free-standing pillars or 
monuments of religious significance (BDB 662, Hiph«2). It is never used 
in the sense of inserting a prop to support a structure, whereas this is 
precisely the meaning of ixepeiôoj (L.S, 1862). Conceptually, the Greek 
depicts the seven pillars as part of the structure of a building and not 
as free-standing monuments* This considerably weakens the suggestion that 
the Greek reflects a reading n a x n  as opposed to MT's n a x n .  As an 
exegesis of the Hebrew, the Greek interpretation is of interest, since 
there is debate as to whether the Hebrew itself conveys the picture of 
free-standing pillars or the description of a house structure (McKane 
p. 362ff.).
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Lastly, Vogel (p. 6l) and Bickell (WZKM p; lOO), on the basis of 
oTuXouc (i.e., lacking the possessive pronoun), wish to read D’YIDJf 
(of. Umbreit p. 108 and Baumgartner p. 92, who also note it) • However, 
lauvg of V. la, probably does service for the suffixes on both nil’a 
and

The Peshitta rendering of v. 1 may be viewed as a translation of the 
Greek, except that èau-çp of v. la is omitted. Otherwise, I A  , 
lacking the pronominal suffix, agrees with olxov and similarly 1 \"IT 
^l.3Ql2DX/ agrees with cnruXouc The reading O U ]  ^XjÛaIiIo ,

'and she has set up in it* is an interpretation of 6xiipGtorev. This is 
supported by the other textual similarities of the two versions. If this 
is the case, the Peshitta cannot be cited as stemming directly from a 
Hebrew variant îiaXTl as suggested in Vogel (p. 6l), Graetz (MGWJ p. 159) and 
BHS. It is nevertheless an inaccurate rendering of the Greek, since the 
Peshitta suggests that the pillars are erected inside the building, whereas 
SxTipetcrev refers to the in-setting of pillars to the structure of the 
building.

The Targum in lb follows the Peshitta,reading n’a hl’nyi, 'and she 
has placed in it* (Syriac, 0 U H  A - Z U c l o  ) for îîaxrr, and also, 
with the Syriac, omits the suffix on n^Tiay, (This contrasts with la 
where the suffix on nn’3 is reproduced, though absent in the Peshitta.) 
y r . , 2, a

The Greek has the same ambiguity as the Hebrew as to whether or not 
oultic terminology is utilised in the text. 0upa, like nab* can refer 
either to a sacrificial animal, or to an animal slaughtered for food, e.g. 
Genesis 43*16, 'slay animals ( cnpô ov Ouiiam ) ... for the men will eat 
bread with me* ; or Proverbs 17*1, 5’ 1 ’nat, Bupa'cwv jieta paxnc,
•sacrifices with strife*. Similarly, Tpaxe^ , like jn>®,oan be used 
either of an altar or of an ordinary table (L.S. iSlO.l). Because of the
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breadth of meaning of these terms, it is not clear whether the Greek 
translator has understood the Hebrew as referring to a oultic meal or 
an ordinary feast.

There is a small expansion in the Greek where, for ni”  rooa, 'she 
has mixed her wine', the text reads, Ixepocrev e iç xpuTnpu 'cov lauxTic 
otvov, 'she has mixed her wine in a bowl'. Graetz (MGKJ p. 159) suggested 
that the translator read ri3”  013 Vx n30D, and that 013 had fallen out 
because of its similar sound to »130 0. Similarly, Lagarde (p. 30), 
suggested 03 3 should be added to the Hebrew, presumably having been lost 
from the text in some way. It is unnecessary to supplement the Hebrew 
in this way as the additional phrase, elç xpatnpo, could have come about 
from an association of ideas. The mixing of wine in a bowl would be such 
a common notion to the translator that it would readily suggest itself as 
an idiomatic rendering of the Hebrew. One may compare the Homeric idiom 
xpTjvripa xepoouaTo, 'he mixed a bowl' (L.S. 940 xepavvujj.* I.). The 
addition is of further interest in helping to shed light on the obscure 
expression Ixt xpa^npu, found in the following verse.

The translator experienced considerable difficulty with v. 3, 
especially in the second half of the verse where his main problem was in 
dealing with vocabulary.

In 3a of the Hebrew there is uncertainty as to whether K3pn relates 
to Wisdom, or to Wisdom's servants (MoKane p. 36l). The translator takes 
the feminine singular form as relating to Wisdom, and thus his rendering, 
croŶ aXouoa. This interpretation is put beyond doubt in that îi»my3 
is translated by the masculine form, xouc fciu'CTic ôouXouç, 'her servants'. 
This rules out any understending of xnpn as relating in a distributive or 
collective sense to 7t’my3,as far as the Greek is concerned. There is no 
need to press the difference between the masculine and feminine forms in 
the Greek and Hebrew terms for 'servants'. The feminine in the Hebrew
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was probably regarded by the translator as a fine distinction carrying 
little weight. His translation, ôooXooç can be viewed as casual rather 
than as support for a variant text. Lagarde suggests a Christian 
alteration of ôouXaç to ÔouXouç to agree with Matthew 22*3. This is too 
fine a point, and one would expect to find MSS variation to support it.
Dahood (p. 16) suggests that the Greek and the Syriac used the masculine 
form for reasons of propriety. Whatever the reason, it has almost 
certainly to do with the mind of the translator rather than variations in

Ithe text. ' ÎÎIThe Greek of 3b reads, cruYxaXouoa jaeTa SilfTiXou xnpuYpaTo^ Ixt xpavripa i
XeYouou. It seems likely that |iem &jr|Xou xnpDYpuTo^ corresponds to |
m p  ’DID ( t^nXoc is found several times in the major prophets as a i

rendering of DinD ), while xpoLvnpa , corresponds to ’51 YV . In !
the first case, it can be seen that xnpDYMo.'coc emerges as a mistranslation ‘
of nip read as a derivative of Xlp, 'call, proclaim* (Lagarde p. 30; !
Baumgartner p. 92; Toy p. 18?). nip cannot be equated with a precise ,
form of Kip, although at 8*3 Dahood defends it as an archaic third person !
feminine form (Biblioa 48, 1967, p. 422). The mistranslation stems from •
the more general observation that nip,'town* was unknown to the translator ; 

I(see note at 8*3). The word is mistranslated in all its occurrences in j
Proverbs with the exception of MSS which at llslla give a correct rendering,; 
but in a line which may itself be a secondary insertion in the Greek text. î

The meaning of fex* xpaTTipa and its relation to ’Bi is more ;
problematical. It could be suggested that the Greek was an attempt at ?
rendering the Hebrew *fi, 'elevation* directly, so that fext xpaxTipa 
should be translated, 'on a summit*. This would relate xpatpp to its I
sense as the top of a volcanic peak (L.S. 991*11*2). In this connection |
Oort (TT p. 403) wished to emend the Hebrew to read y 31 Vk, 'on a hill', 
to make the equation of the Hebrew and Greek appear exact. It must be |

I SjULi jwcho A _ p. X X I I .
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questionable, however, whether xpavrip could in fact he used in the 
general sense of a height or elevation. Its primary sense is that of a 
cup or howl, and it is only applied secondarily to describe cup-shaped 
hollows, including that of a volcanic crater. It is used to describe 
hollow shapes rather than to convey a sense of height. It is perhaps for 
this reason that Kuhn (BWANT p. 88) wishes to emend the Greek to read 

àxp<oxT)pta, 'over the pinnacles* , thus giving an unmistakable 
interpretation of the Hebrew as referring to heights or summits. This
kind of emendation is nevertheless arbitrary and unwarranted#

In the Septuagint, in equivalent texts to the Hebrew, xpavpp is
always found as a translation of *cup* (Hebrew, % 1 x or y’33). In this
particular context, it has already been observed that the expression *mix
wine in a cup* (etc xpavnpa ) is found in v# 2# The probability is
that xpavnpa in v. 2 and xpavnpo. in v. 3 both have the same sense# In
V. 3 xpampa as the festive cup symbolises the feast itself, and thus the
passage could be translated*—

*With highest proclamation she summons to the cup, saying.
Whoever is foolish, let him incline to me.
To those lacking sense she says,
Come, eat my bread and drink the wine I have mixed for you*.

This interpretation is found in Clement of Alexandria ( STPS2MATE2H )
who cites the passage in the form, ovYxaXouon, ̂ lexa tfriXov xepvypaxoç

xpampc* oCvou, * summoning with highest proclamation to the wine-cup/ 
cup of wine* (Patralogia Graeca, Vol. 8, p. 795). If xparqp is taken 
in the sense *oup*, , its relation to i|X becomes more difficult. Jaeger 
(p. 68) made the suggestion that the translator might have read 
*cup*, instead of ’SI (also Frankenberg p. 62), but Jaeger himself 
regarded the likelihood of this to be small. Passages such as 8;2a and 
9:14b support the view that the Hebrew at 9*3 is referring to heights and
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peaks, and not to cups. However, the word *11 is somewhat obscure, 
being found otherwise only at Exodus 21*3, 4, where it is attributed the 
sense of 'self* (BDB 1?2). There is no obvious relation between this 
meaning and the sense 'height' attributed to it in Proverbs. That the 
translator had no knowledge of T 1 in the sense of 'height* and that he 
oould do no more than guess at its meaning, can readily be accepted. His 
difficulty would be compounded by his misunderstanding of in p.

Lastly, in this construction, Ixt would indicate the object or 
purpose for which one is summoned (cf. L.S. 623 C.III.l). The participle 
XeYouoa is merely a link-word stemming from XTjpuYPot'̂ oc* (Stylistically 
it corresponds to the Hebrew TDXV,and could be viewed as a Semitism).

The only difference between the Peshitta and MT in v. 2 is that 
fianVtis translated by a plural, I\S i , 'tables'. This is a

minor aberration, showing only that the translator envisaged a large feast 
with many guests.

The Syriac translator both abbreviates v. 3 and punctuates the verse 
differently from the Hebrew. The punctuation stop is not read after 
K“ipn, as in MT, but immediately before flip,thus, 'she has sent her 
servants that they may call upon the heights, and they say ...'. In the 
expression ’OTD Vy,the translator has treated  ̂aiD as if it were an
absolute form and not a construct. He has either suppressed ’si or 
incorporated it in his absolute , 'heights' as an abbreviation.
This last suggestion is quite possible as abbreviated renderings are found 
elsewhere in the Peshitta (see Introduction p. xxxix). The use of the 
absolute for ’dtd stems from the translator's understanding of nip, 
which, as at 8*3, is read as a form of Kip, 'call*. While this is 
similar to the Septuagint reading, X eyouoo ., it can hardly be maintained that 
the translator has had much recourse to the Greek in this verse. Hot only 
is the speculative rendering jiem ^inXou xmpuYPU'Coc x p a v n p a , entirely

Safc   D. X X L
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absent from the Peshitta, but the translator puts a different construction 

upon KTpn, which is related to n ’m y 3, whereas the Greek translator relates 
it to Wisdom (as is also true of nip itself). It is unnecessary to 
sTiggest with Vogel (p. 6l) that the Peshitta and Targum actually read 

IKTpn. In any case, the Peshitta has a masculine form. In the light of 
8*3, it seems likely that the Syriac translator arrived independently at 
the view that m p  was a form related to Kip.

In V. 2a the Targum has the same text as the Peshitta, including 

the supplied 'and* connections before no30 andn^OD. In 2b it corrects to 

MT by reading the singular, nnnnD,as against the plural OUjk*] 0 /VSk , 
and has an exact equivalent of Tî iy in m*ro,’she has arranged*, against 

the more general 'prepared' ( ) of the Syriac.

In 3a the Targumist reads Klpji in the same way as the Peshitta 

( 7”  ip’ 31 (ed. Lagarde)/ ^ O U C L x D  ; in 1106 and Miqraoth Gedoloth 
the Syriac ' 3 ' prefix is corrected to p ’npm), but translates
n ^ m y 3 exactly by a famine form ( Knn” Vo) as opposed to the rather loose 

rendering in the masculine ( CTLjk.U!3X/ ) of the Peshitta (similarly the j
Septuagint's ôouXouc )• ;

In 3b the Targum follows MT which it translates ass- |

X3*T*’Kh3 *®y KJ1KD1 3’ 1 Vy,'on top of the mighty fortified heights'
(Levy, Vol. II p. 248, under K3»®y). The description 'mighty and 

fortified' seems to stem from nip understood as a citadel or fortified 
town. It is not immediately obvious why the translator should have made 

this association. It is possible that an earlier passage at 1*21, which ! 
also describes a public proclamation made by Wisdom, has coloured the Targum | 

interpretation here (see also note at 9*14). The passage at 1*21 reads*- j 
niDK KaV’D ’3133 ’yioi K3>yD3i KT13Û Kni’3 ®^13. This may be translated^ 

•at the top of the citadels she makes proclamation, and at the entrance of j 
the gates of fortified places she utters her speech'. Although the theme

I. M s . „ n o b  -  p ’y i T
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of fortified places is absent in the Hebrew of Ch. 9, it is quite conceivable 
that the Targumist has been influenced by the earlier interpretation in his 
own version.

The word |i’s3 is apparently a Hebraism, a passive participle of 
1X3 in Biblical and Mishnaio Hebrew. On the other hand, Kuhn (BWANT p.
106) suggests that the Targum should be emended to read |iD’3l ( of.the 
Peshitta). Whether the Targum in this instance is corrupt or not is 
difficult to judge, but the possibility must be borne in mind. 
yy- Af 3

These verses are straight forward and contain only minor deviations 
from the Hebrew. The adverb n 3n/hither* is translated loosely by xpoç 
lie as is also the case at v. 16. The singular ion of MT is rendered 
in plural form so that 4b becomes, xai 'cotç Ivôeecrt çpevcov etxev, * and to 
those lacking wits she says*. The supplied pronoun object tpiv (5b) in 
the phrase 'drink the wine which I have mixed for you' reflects the plural 
forms of V. 4b. The suggestion of Oort (TT p. 404) that the translator 
read DDV at the end of v* 5, is weakened by the observation that the Hebrew 
pronoun object in 6b has a singular form ( iV ) agreeing with 3V inn.

Gerleman (LUA p. 43) rejects the view of Bertram (ZAW p. I63) that 
there is an accentuation of a mystical Drink Feast which can be observed 
in the Greek at this point, but is not in the Hebrew. Since the Greek 
renders the Hebrew straightforwardly, it is difficult to see how Bertram 
has arrived at such a view in the first place.

Lagarde (p. 50), noting the variants Twv IpcDV &pTa>v and vov Ipov 
àpxov (minuscules/Fathers), suggests that the latter is, (l) to agree 
more exactly with ’DIlVi; (2) to reflect the Christian sacrament. The 
different forms, however, may be eua idiomatic variation only, as the word 
is commonly used in the plural (L.S. p. 250). In addition, it must be 
doubtful whether &ptov would be more suggestive of the Christian sacrament
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in this context than (cf. Toy p. I87).
The Peshitta reading ^  A q \  , *to me* for n 3 n probably reflects 

the Tcpoç pe of the Septuagint. This is the only trace of Greek influence 
that can be found in w. 4, 5*

The Syriac translator presents a different syntax in v. 4 from that 
of MT, in reading, * whoever is foolish let him come to me, also the witless, 
and I will say to him* ( CLXxÎVD UkXUjLL O O ).
The translator seems to take 35 ion either as an aside, or as loosely 
related to 4a so that 0Tl\ "UoIo refers back to ’ns. The most 
obvious change, however, is that the verb is presented in the first person 
and not in the third person as in MT, and is prefixed by an * and* connection. 
This is aimed at making the verse read a little more smoothly than it does 
at present, and is possibly influenced by the following direct speech 
(similarly at v. 16). On the basis of the Syriac, BHK/BHS, also Pinkuss 
(ZAW p. 161) and Mttller-Kautzsoh (p. 42), suggest emending MT to 31 OKI 
(first person singular cohortative). Against this, Oesterley(p. 68) points 
out that the Syriac reading creates internal contradiction with ^  Q 1 )ol\Q
^nd n\T^of V. 3j where direct speech is attributed to Wisdom's 
servants. The translator has dealt with the text atoraistioally and produced 
a poor overall sense.

The Targum follows the Peshitta in 4a, reading 5 for Ti3n,
In 4b it reproduces MT exactly.
V. 6

The result of interpolation, a possible doublet and free interpretation 
is that V. 6 is almost unrecognisable in the Greek as compared with the 
Hebrew. The following is a form of text found in many MSS and printed in 
Rahlfss—

(txoXeixe'Te àfppocrüVTiv xat T̂yrecrQe, 
xat 9povncrtv I va pttocrnxe,
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xat xaTop6ûjon,ire Iv yvûwtsc crovecrtv;
•Forsake folly and you will live 
and seek understanding that you may have life,
and make straight understanding in knowledge*.
In 6a the term D’Kns, 'fools*, is translated by i<ppoorDVTiv, 'folly'.

While one might view this as no more than a characteristic vagary of
translation (McKane p. 44), in this particular instance, it has to be noted 
that the texts of Aquila, Symmaohus and Theodotian all have the term
icppocrovTiv as their equivalent of D’KhD, Unless one can maintain that |Icould be read as an abstract, like D^inx (Frankenberg p. 63), and |
that all the ancient translators did so, then it may be that one has to |

iconcede that, in this instance, a text form existed at one time which read J
4Î

either (Toy p. 187; Mttller-Kautzsch p. 74; Steuemagel p. 290; BHS) i!
':i:

or ni’nj) (Graetz, MGWJ p. 159; BHS). ;l1Instead of xat ^rrrecrde which corresponds to MT ,the texts of j
!B, K and A read, I va etc Twv aîoava pocrtXeucrrixe, 'that you may reign 

forever'. This is a metaphysical interpretation of xat That j

the reading is a quotation of Wisdom of Solomon 6*21 confirms it as a ,|
secondary interpolation in the B, K and A texts of Proverbs 9*6. i

The remainder of the rather long Greek text may be viewed as taking 
the form of a doublet of 6b in which xat T̂rrnoU'ce «ppovryrtv is a short, |
compact version of xat xaTopÔaxjaTe Iv Yvcocrst ovvecrtv. The expression f
I va picoou'ce found in the majority of Greek MSS at the end of line 2, j

1
but lacking in B and X is additional to the Hebrew text and seems to j

serve the function of a parallel or balancing phrase to xat ĵKrEcBe, i

From a different point of view Lagarde (p. 30) argues that xat îryvnoaTE j

<ppovT)crtv (va ptaxmxe has arisen as a series of glosses and corrections | 
stemming from xat in the previous line. In order to strengthen |
his argument, however, Lagarde finds it necessary to emend to |
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î̂Tcrete, a reading which lacks manuscript support. The complex nature 
of the glosses and interactions proposed by Lagarde tend to give an air of 
improbability to the overall theory. While seems to be presented
in neither of lines two or three, it is probable that, in the latter, 
xai xaTopQiiXJUxe Iv Yvcooiet is a paraphrastic representation of *jTr3 
A paraphrase of the same expression can be found at Proverbs 23*19 where 
Y333 3®X1 is translated ty xat xaTGuGuvs Ivvotaç, 'make straight 
understanding*• While it has been suggested that the translator read 
ny33 at 9*6 (cf. Jaeger p. 69; Baumgartner p. 94 and Wutz, BWAT p. 266) 
instead of Y333, the parallel expression and translation at 23*19 rule 
this out. It is possible that Yf*iy has been understood in an analogical 
or metaphorical sense in both passages (Jaeger p. 69), as the way of knowledge

I
Ii.e. mental cognition. Since Y n  ia used analogically in the Hebrew of j 

Proverbs in various modes, it readily lends itself to this kind of 
interpretation. (A lesser point to note is that 13®K is being treated 
as if it were a Piel form, as at 23*19). I

Another version of 6b, xat êpôiji 66(y tppovriaaxe xatôetav, * understand
Îinstruction in the straight way*, can be found in some minuscules (I6I i
■I

margin, 253, 260 and 248, similarly IO3). While this version attempts to !
represent Y^^ nusre clearly, it provides an interesting link with the j
rendering above in that Y*̂  ̂ as the 'straight path* is the focus of a |
metaphorical interpretation. Baumgartner (p. 94), following Lagarde (p. 30) |
notes the possibility of yvodoei as a development or gloss of 6p8ip . |

I
Without necessarily accepting this view, it can be said that &p6^ i

1itself gives an insight into the approach to ^ ^ ? which readily produces
metaphorical interpretations. i

In 6a the Peshitta reading, Lx a X/D ^ O I uUDCLu l  , 'folly'^ for
O'* xnD, represents the same interpretation as the Greek afpocvvnv. Since I

I

Greek influence can be detected in 6b of the Peshitta, it is probable that |
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this reading is also taken from the Greek.
The additional pronoun object is part of the idiom of

the verb the translator has used to translate thus, � JUUl a Io
'and put away from you'. The Thesaurus (p. 2313) gives an

example of similar usage where &xo0ea6e is translated by 1
The second half of the verse reads, I A  LlAÜ)olo ^

' and consider the straight path' • This is derived from the Greek reading 
found in some minuscules (see above), xat &p8g p̂ovTioaTe mtÔetav 
(Pinkuss, ZAW p. 161 ), or even from the form in MS IO3, xat &pdg 669

cppovTiotxTe. This is a further example of a small number of instances
where a minority Greek reading appears in the Peshitta (see Introduction 
p. xxxix). Looking at the translation of 7333 13WX in a broader sense, 
it can be observed that, at Proverbs 23*19, the Peshitta also follows the 
Greek, reflecting xat xaTeuOuve Ivvotac in j c O o A o  ,
'and set straight my understanding'.

The Targum in 6a follows the Peshitta. This is seen not only in 
the translation of d’KJIs as 'folly', but also in the rendering of lit? 
by | 1 3 3D 1 p i  3 ® , 'put away from you', reflecting O i l  a \ 1 o

of the Syriac. The Targumist in fact attaches the possessive pronoun to 
'folly' ( ; 1 33” 73 XJ13’on), reflecting the supplied pronoun object p33b 
derived from the Peshitta.

In 6b the Targum reproduces MT.

It is noted of w .  7—12 in the Hebrew that they interrupt the related
themes of w .  1-6 and w .  13-18, and may be viewed as a later unit in the
structure of this chapter (McKane p. 368). It is of interest to note that
the Greek has a long addition following v. 12, and is an example of how a
literary unit of an intrusive nature lends itself to further interpolation
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and expansion.
There is little deviation from the Hebrew in 7a, except that p5 

is translated by a plural and given the rather general sense 'wicked'
( xaxouç ). The same translation is offered for fV in v. 8 and, similarly, 
the verb XixV in v. 12 is rendered by xaxoc Elsewhere this word
is translated more precisely by Ixeptî avotç, 'scorners* (3*34) and, 
similarly, f’5’ "by xaOu^p&^ei, 'treat despitefully' (19*28). The 
translator is giving the word maximum emphasis in this section by using 
the moral absolute 'evil* as against the more equivocal 'scorner*. The 
translation of ywn by &crepT| is a moralising rendering noted previously 
(1*22, 23; 3*35, se® Gerleman, LUA p. 39).

The Hebrew of 7b is somewhat stilted in that npV of 7® has to bo |
iunderstood as applying also to 1010 in 7b. Although the overall sense of î
i

the Hebrew is clear enough, there is some ambiguity as to whether the
suffix of 1010 refers to the reprover or to the wicked man who is reproved* ji

1The Greek has a doublet in which both interpretations are represented. The | 
first reads, 'he who reproves the godless will censure himself* ( jju(0|i‘ncnEmi | 
laoTov )• (The reading of X , pcoupcreTe alvov, must be a corruption.) j
The use of a reflexive verb is a neat way of producing a flowing translation. j|
It also produces a close parallel grammatically to of 7a.

/ \ iThe choice of verb ( |i<»3(icuo|iat ) is an example of what Thackeray would term î
a popular etymology in that it reflects the Hebrew DID in a quasi-

!transi it erational sense. (For the relation of 01 D/iiOûjioç see Thackeray, 
Grammar, p. 3&)

The second version of 7b is found in MS 23 and minuscules and reads, {
ol yap IXgyx®*- '«p AcrGPet poaXdwec 'for reproofs to the ungodly are - |
weals to him' . (Fritsch, JBL p. 173, takes the view that the version of
MS 23, etc. is the older of the two readings. That the other reading

Ioriginated with the Hexapla as Fritsch maintains, is far from clear).

i  Sajl In i r o d u c t io n  f .  in
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This interpretation stems from relating the suffix on 1 a 1D to the * wicked 
man' ( y®3 ) rather than to the 'reprover* ( 3t)’ )• The participle 
a’31 a has been treated as if it were a noun like Jinaia, being translated 
by IXeYXO*** even though this is grammatically impossible. The rendering 
at this point is forced, to suit the overall view of the passage. Lagarde 
(p. 31) reconstructs the Hebrew on the basis of this text as yvnV a a 31 n 1 
1’aai®. The improbability of this Hebrew is demonstrated by the last 

term, which is not found in Biblical Hebrew, but is a hypothetical word 
based on the Syriac root d X  , ' to wound' • I

The Peshitta text of 7a differs from MT and reads, I A  0 3 ILZ) I
I Ol\ LzKOWw Lxa7i\ , ' reproof to a wicked man gives j

disgrace to him'. Hitzig (introduction p. xxix) suggests that the '
i

translator read lo 1 a as a conjecture, instead of but this is to miss I
the divergence of the overall exegesis of the Peshitta in 7a (of. Pinkuss 
(ZAH p. I6l), who makes the same suggestion but notes the wider exegetical 
problem)# The Peshitta reading appears to be a conflate one in which element* 
of the Hebrew of 7a have been fused with elements of the Greek minority 
reading appearing in MS 23 and minuscules as 7o. Thus, while 1 jL. 
corresponds to p5p l>, the general sense of the passage in the Syriac 
is quite different from that of the Hebrew, Comparison with the Greek !
passage noted above, howèver, shows a surprising similarity*- 

Syriac* 'reproof to a wicked man gives disgrace to him*
Greek* 'for reproofs to the ungodly are weals to him'* '
Not only is the general sense of these two passages the same, but 

the reading, 1 1 A o 3  is almost certainly a derivation
from o( tap IXcyx®* tcy dcrepet.

Nevertheless, the conflation of the Hebrew and Greek texts in this i
I

way is puzzling because of the difference in the order of the lines in the |
Greek and Hebrew texts. All of the Greek MSS which have the additional
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reading, place it at the end of v. 7 and not at the beginning. It is not 
clear why the Syriac translator should have seen any relation between the 
two texts. A further difficulty for this fusion is that the whole verse 
in the Syriac does not hang together particularly well, * reproof to a 
wicked man gives disgrace to him, and the one rebuking the wicked his 
blemish*• The Syriac is contradictory unless one renders 7b as Pinkuss 
does, * Reproof brings to the wicked disgrace, and his own defect chastises 
the evildoer*• For correlation of the Greek and Hebrew texts by the 
translator, see Introduction p, xxxvii.

The Targum follows MT in 7a with the exception that some emphasis is 
added in the form of a prefixed • i * to / npV in the sense, 'also* or
'too', thus, 'he who reproves a scorner also receives disgrace for himself•• 
The absence of ' l * in Miqraoth Gedoloth is a correction to MT. While 1106 
has an 'and* connection on ’33^ 1,the relative particle *3* (as in 
Lagarde's text), makes better sense.

There is divergence from MT in 7b where the Targum reads:— 
n’5 K’n XOIO xy’®3> x m  aoDOl/reproof to a wicked man is a blemish for 
him'. This is probably a rationalisation of the Hebrew to make sense of 
a difficult text. Although there is some similarity to the Greek of 7b, 
as represented in some minuscules (see above), the differences in detail 
between the texts are sufficiently marked for this to be viewed as no more 
than coincidence. Both the Aramaic and Greek readings represent similar 
solutions of interpretation to extract sense from 7b and produce consistency 
in the verse as a whole. It is too simplistic to suggest with Toy (p.
196) that a Hebrew text existed which read nnan instead of n*3lo* 
w .  8, 9

In correlating the Hebrew of v. 8 with lines 1 and 2 of the Greek, 
there is little difference in translation, excepting yV which is rendered 
in the plural and with the sense 'wicked* ( xaxouc ), as also in v. 7 (see
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note)# The construction 3#’ %B is similarly rendered in plural form, 
tva jjitoTixrtv ere, agreeing with xaxouç. The use of the plural for 
75 in both w .  7 and 8 is somewhat unexpected since the corresponding or 

contrasting figures of the y®3 and the D3H in 7h and 8b are both reproduced 
in singular forms. One would have thought that, for the sake of 
parallelism, uniformity of treatment would have prevailed.

At the end of v. 8 additional lines can be found in some Greek MSS:—
(1) A<ro(pov xat jitcrno'et ote, 'and an unwise man will hate you*,

A, X °» 161 margin, 248, 252 and 253.
(2) &(ppova xat xpoo6T|cret tou ptoricat ote, 'and a foolish man will 

continue to hate you', 254#
(3) Ixey^ov &9pova xat |itcrr|oiet ore, 'reprove a foolish man and he 

will hate you', 296.
Fritsch (jBL p. 174) takes the view that these are doublets of the first 
line of V. 8# Since the reading of MS 254 appears in the Syro-Hexaplar, 
marked with the obelus, he concludes that this is the text of the 'Old 
Greek*. In accordance with his general treatment of the doublets in 
Proverbs, he also holds that the first line of v. 8 originated with the 
Hexaplar! However, none of this can be regarded with any certainty. The

1 _ _ I n i r ® i u c t i o n  p.JU

additional lines to v. 8 appear to be loose variations of each other and {
can be viewed as stemming from an appended exegetical observation forming i

I
a broad antithesis to line 2, * reprove a wise man and he will love you*. !
Nona of the additions, however, appear to be alternative translations of |
line one, since the negative is lacking in all of them. The probability |

iis just as great that they are secondary additions to the verse. In any j
case, it seems arbitrary to assume that, because the text form of MS 254 i
appears in the Syro-Hexaplar, this represents 'Old Greek*. Such an 1

observation reveals only that MS 254 and the Syro-Hexaplar belong to the i
same textual family at this point. Their reading has no inherent claim to i

.... 4
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greater originality than any of the other MS readings* The further 
assertion that the first line of the Greek originated with the Hexaplar 
can only he regarded with considerable skepticism, noting the plural 
translation of fV by xaxouç (in agreement with v* 7, as noted above), and 
also the necessary plural agreement of the verb*

An addition is found in v* 9a in the term &(poppnv, • means/resources* 
(L.S* 292.1.3). This is a supplied object for the verb |n/6t6ou (Toy 
p. 196), and is of a purely explanatory nature, 'give means to a wise man, 
and he will become wiser'. (A somewhat similar example of a supplied 
object can be found at 1*18.)

In 9h npV has been read as the verb infinitive and not as a noun, 
thus producing the awkward translation, 'make known to a righteous man and 
he will continue to increase*. This mistranslation is part of the general 
difficulty which the translator has with the term np5 in Proverbs (see 
note at 1*5)*

A clear example of Greek influence in the Peshitta of w .  8, 9 , is
found in 9a in the reading 1 M 0 1  , 'give opportunity
to a wise man', reflecting Ôtôou <ro<p<̂ âçopiiTiv. (Hitzig, Introduction p. xxx; 
Pinkuss, ZA¥ p. 162). It is probably also the case that 1 T jLI iX  (8a), 
though singular in form agreeing with fV, has been primarily determined by 
the Septuagint*s xaxouç (Baumgartner p. 95), also in v. 7* One may 
compare the literal rendering X3pna,'scorner' in the Targum in both w .
7 and 8.

In 9b, however, the Peshitta quite clearly follows MT against the 
Greek in the reading, 'and he will add to his learning* ( 0~1 ),
taking np5 properly as a noun. The possessive pronoun is a minor
addition by the Syriac translator (see also Introduction p. xxxvii).

The Targum follows MT closely, with only minor deviations. In 8b, 
both the Targum and Peshitta have a final clause where MT has an 'and'
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connection (Hitzig p. 8$; Delitzsch p. 202). A small interpretative 
divergence from the literal form of the text, however, appears in 9a where 
the Hebrew DDHV |Jl is translated Xb’DnV 'teach a wise man'.
V Y . 10. 11

The Greek of 10b has a doublet which reads*— 
xai pouXti Ayiwv cuvecriç 
to Yap Y^vai vopov ôtavotaç Icrttv àYctÔriç

•and counsel of saints is understanding, 
for to know law is good understanding',

MÜller-Kautzsoh (p. 74) take the view that there is no doublet, rather, 
that the second line of the Greek is a gloss; similarly Toy (p. 196).
The correspondences between the Greek and the Hebrew, however, are too 
close for the line to be other than a doublet. At 13:15 where line 2 does
appear as an addition in the text (Nowack p. 62), having no relation to the
Hebrew, it would be appropriate to designate it as a gloss, or an 
interpolation.

There are two different renderings of the difficult word ;Q'*®Tp.
The first is literal, giving an equivalent, 'holy ones*. Following
common Septuagint and MT usage, this could mean * saints', i.e. God's 
people. It has been suggested that dyitov could also mean ' angels * (McKane j
p. 368). This usage is uncommon in the Septuagint, although Ay *-oc does !

!occur in the sense 'angel* at Daniel 8:13. 1y:oi, in the sense * angels' I
iis, however, common in some of the apocryphal writings, e.g. the Book of 

Enoch (Charles, Vol. II p. 189, see footnote to 1:9). Gehman (VT IV, 1954, 
p. 340) adds nothing to the understanding of the term by designating
it a literalism. That much is already obvious. The second line of the ' 
doublet is a much freer translation of 10b than the first. Jaeger (p. 70) 
takes the view that the second line is older, as does Fritsch (JBL p. 174).
The noun has been read as the infinitive form of VT’ (jaeger p. 70)
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and tl3’3 has been moralised as 'good understanding' (see note at 1 *21).
'Holy things'/have been taken to mean the precepts of or activities 
associated with the Law, and thus, the Law itself. This latter inter
pretation is an extension of a trend inherent in the Hebrew itself. It 
is an example of one of a number of passages exhibiting a religious 
reappraisal of secular wisdom (McKane p. 368). While this interpretation 
is certainly Law orientated, (Prijs p. 645 Gemser p. 48), see note at 
1*8, 1*19 for the general treatment of law in Chapters 1—9.

Attention has been drawn in 11a to the Greek phrase Toutq» vcy 
tpowf for *3 *3 as suggesting perhaps 3 ’3 (Hitzig p. 855 Lagarde p. 31? 
Baumgartner p. 96? Toy p. 196? BHS). Somewhat similarly, Jaeger (p. 70) 
suggests that the Greek read 13^3 which refers to Yvoovat vofjiov, A third 
variation is given by Heidenheim (DVETPK, Vol. Ill p. 345) who suggests 
the Hebrew read n T 3. However, the whole of 11a has been rendered 
paraphrastioally in the Greek so that 7 *0’ 13*1* , literally, 'your days will 
increase' is expressed more idiomatically by xoXuv xpovov, 'you
will live a long time*. (a similar translation of the expression 7 **iK* 
D’b* can be found at 28*16). This suggests considerable caution before 
citing the Greek in support of textual emendation.

Similarly in lib, the expression 75 1 3 * 0 1 * 1 , 'and they will add to 
you*, which is a difficult phrase because of the lack of an immediate 
subject for the verb, appears in a more grammatically acceptable form in 
the Greek as a passive construction, xpocrteÔTicnetai crot, 'there will be 
added to you*. The free treatment of 7*0* 1 3 3* in 11a should again 
militate against viewing the Greek as stemming from textual variation 
(i.e. reading .1 Do*l_* 1, BHS) •

The possessive pronoun oroo added to îtixnç ( Q» * n ) would seem to be 
a reflection of that on 7 *#* .

The Peshitta of 10b reads
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I
• and the knowledge of righteous ones is understanding* ( LIIjl.*] ̂ 3  ,
Urmiah and Amhrosianus ; Ld La.3 ̂  D , Lee and Walton) . By using the
term Id Ljl3^ to translate O’®3p,it seems that the translator has linked
the interpretation of 10b to the preceding verse which reads, 'instruct 
a righteous man  ̂ 1 T T  a. ]  ̂ ,\)and he will add to his learning' • The 
translator may have been influenced to some extent by the Septuagint
rendering of 0’®3p hydyttov, but the Peshitta is the only one of the
versions where an apparent link has been forged between the term p*3$ 
in 9b and o^wvp in 10b.

Greek influence can be found in v. 11 of the Peshitta in that
OUÜI 3  w\ ̂  can be viewed as reflecting to some extent louixy

fop TpoTOp, while ^ L û Û o A j X x O  corresponds to xai
xpo<n:e0TicrETai crot. The first of these is interesting in that, while the
Peshitta has been influenced by the Greek exegesis, the concise form 

#
0 U 3  3 is clearly not far removed from the Hebrew as it stands, while

the following 7 *0* 133’ has been reproduced exactly without trace of the
Greek paraphrase (see also Introduction P* xxxvii).

*

In considering the grammatical reference of CTLZl 3  it should be 
noted that, as the text now stands, it cannot refer, like the suggested 
emendation of the Hebrew *I3 ’3 (see note above), to îî3’3. The suffix 
is indicated to be feminine by the diacritical dot placed over it, while 
the immediately preceding 1 A  OO is masculine. It must therefore 
refer either to Wisdom ( i AjÛAjjL. ), fear ( 01 A \  AA.,3 ) or knowledge
( I A L ' ^ O ) ,  all in V. 10.

The Targum, for the most part, reproduces the Hebrew, thus 0’»3p 
in 10b is given by its equivalent, ’®’3fp. In 11a, however, its text is 
identical with that of the Peshitta, including the reading îï33 5lOO. In 
lib the Targum again follows MT, reproducing iB’ol’l exactly by |l#ti1’ 1 

(Peshitta A A l  0 ). It is not^clear why some aspects of the

* T liu i a lio  Di Ljilla.^5 tjuA" ^
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Peshitta should be correoted to MT and not others, but this pattern recurs 
again and again.
V. 12.

This verse, in the Greek, is characterised by a lengthy addition of 
a rambling homiletic nature. There is a similar addition in v. 18, and, 
earlier, one may also compare the discourse on the bee at 6*8.

Verse 12 itself is subject to a number of interpretative changes at
the hand of the translator, the first appearing in 12a which reads, *if
you become wise for yourself, you will be wise also for those nearby*
( oro<poç lonp xat votç xXticrtov ), The additional phrase in the Greek,
'for those nearly* has been explained on textual grounds. Thus Jaeger
(p. 71), Lagarde (p. 31) and Baumgartner (p. 96) suggest that the expression

MGWJ,
7^351 should be added to the Hebrew (similarly, Graetz/p. 159, 7*V3>l).
It is more probable, however, that, in line with the general character of 
the Greek, the differences between the two texts can be accounted for by 
exegetical considerations. Thus, in the additional phrase, 'for those 
nearby*, the translator has attempted a sharper distinction between the 
benefits of wisdom and the effects of evil. The Hebrew confines itself 
to an observation on the personal effects only of either wisdom or cynicism. 
The translator has enlarged the difference between the two conditions 
(Gerleman, LUA p. 22; cf. Hitzig p. 86; Delitzsch p. 203), by stating that
wisdom has beneficial results for oneself and for one's associates, whereas
the fruits of evil are borne in solitude. This is an attempt to overcome 
any seeming pessimism in the Hebrew that there is no ultimate difference 
between wisdom and cynicism (cf. Toy p. 195, who makes a similar point about 
the alleviation of apparent selfishness). The distinction is somewhat 
forced, however, since clearly all attitudes have social effects.

Having already inserted the interpretation into 12a that Wisdom has 
beneficial effects of a social nature, the translator then intensifies thei

t à '|
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unpleasant consequences which stem from a scornful attitude to life. This 
is seen most readily in the supplied object * evils* ( xaxa ) for Xrn, 
thus, *you alone will endure evils*. Oort (TT p. 4O4) suggested that 
xaxa. was derived from a lost Hebrew term following X#n. It is quite 
clear, however, that xaxa. is a supplied object which has been strongly

assuggested by the rendering of the verb nxVl/if you are scornful*/lav 
Ôe xaxoc * if you prove to be wicked*. This rendering of ns>l
is itself tendentious. The association of with the absolute moral
category of * evil* has already shown itself in the chapter at w .  7 and 8. 
Further, K»f»,*you will bear (it)* is translated by &vt\t)oteic, *you will 
endure (evils)*. The verb which basically is used of drawing
water, when applied to suffering, or, as here, to * evils* means *to drain 
to the dregs* (L.S. 166.II.2). An extremity of suffering is conveyed by
the use of this verb, which is not apparent in the Hebrew root ,
Following the marginal reading of MS I6I, &vavXncB&(, Jaeger (p. 71) and 
Schleusner (p. 306) suggested that AvTXTTcnstc should be emended to 
AvavXTjcTEtc • you will bear* (Kuhn, BWANT p. 88, similarly, &vaTXncrp ), 
Nevertheless, the manuscript reading and the emendation which it has ^
inspired must be viewed as harmonisations to MT.

Surveying the verse as a whole, it can be observed that the translator 
has injected a heightened interpretation into it, which has elevated the 
benefits of wisdom on the one hand, and intensified the effects of evil on 
the other!

The homily which is appended to v. 12 may be translated:-
*He who leans upon falsehoods, shepherds winds and pursues winged 

birds,
For he has forsaken the paths of his vineyard, 
and strayed from the tracks of his own field.
He wanders through a waterless desert and a land appointed to drought* #

  X.ïdxft-<l-U_dLioA p. X X L
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(or, *He wanders through a waterless desert and an appointed land, in 
thirst,)

He gathers barrenness with his hands*.
Of the two forms of line 4, the first is that preferred by Reuss (p. I83),
Toy (p. 196), MUller-Kautzsoh (p. 75), and Barucq (p. 98). There is, 
however, a grammatical inconsistency in the line in that one would have 
expected ybv ÔtaxemYpevnv to be in the same case (the genitive) as 
élvv&pov IpTTfiou. The second form of line 4 is the interpretation followed 
in the Peshitta, where the Greek expansion can also be found.

The homily is loosely constructed with allusion to or imagery drawn 
from motifs found elsewhere in Proverbs, also from other parts of the Greek 
Bible. Perhaps the most striking parallel can be seen in the last lines 
beginning from ÔtaxopetîE'tat. Allusions to Hosea 2*5 (following the verse 
numbering in Rahlfs) are only thinly disguised. The Hosea text reads t- 

xat ÔTioopat â 'STjv ôbç Iptipov xav toÇu) aliTîv àç 
YT)v dvüÔpov xat dxox'cevo) alvnv Iv 

*I will set her as a desert and I will appoint her as a waterless land and
I will kill her with thirst*. The correspondences between the Proverbs and j
Hosea texts can readily be perceived, the waterless desert ( dvoôpou Ipnpoo 
— ybv dv\)6pov ), the appointed land ( yr|v Ôta'cemYpevTiv - c&Tnw
ynv )f the drought or thirst ( |v ôoijfœôeo%v — Iv ).

Hosea 9*16 reads*- *Bphraim is distressed, his roots have dried up, |
he shall no more bear fruit* ( xapxov o&xeti pT| ivevxp ). This last may

!be the allusion in the rather unusual expression ovvayet ... dxapxiav I
*he shall gather ... fruitlessness*.

If the suggested allusions to Hosea are correct, then it may well 
also be the case that the metaphor at the beginning of the homily, oÔtoç 
xoipc&vGt dvepouc, *he shepherds winds* has been inspired by Hosea 12:1,
& 6e *E<ppat|i ... Iô(a>̂ e xauorova, *Bphraim ... has pursued a scorching

j j
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wind*• One oould also note, however, a fairly similar theme at Proverbs 
28*7, where a foolish son is described as 6ç Ôe xoipa*ve* damtav, *he
who shepherds profligacy*. In the same way, Toy (p. 196) suggests the
influence of Ecclesiastes (l*14), (similarly, Currie-Martin p. 69).

On the theme of the vineyard and the field, one may note that, in a 
number of places, Israel is symbolised as a vineyard or a vine (e.g. Hosea 
10*1; Isaiah 5*lff.; Psalm 80*8ff). However, in this context where the 
foolish man is depicted as forsaking his vineyard, perhaps the closest 
parallel is Proverbs 24*30ff* where the foolish man is actually said to be 
a deserted vineyard, *like a field ( YeoDpyiov ) is a foolish man, and like
a vineyard ( dfixeXwv ) is a witless man, if you leave him he will be I

1withered, he will be wholly rank and will be forsaken ( IxXeXstppevoç ) * * j
Correspondences with Greek passages weigh against any suggestion of J

a Hebrew original or basis for this addition, as suggested by hagarde (p. 3l)| 
Prankenberg (p. 64), and Kuhn (BWANT p. 88).

It is clear that hone of the passages noted above could be viewed as 
exact quotations, since the differences are marked and obvious. The 
similarities, however, between them and the Proverbs addition at 9*12 are 
sufficiently strong to suggest that they have formed the basis of the 
didactic homily. This method springs from the process of augmenting a 
passage by appending citations from other Biblical texts to stress an 
exegetical point (see Introduction p. xxviiff# ) . Prom a different I

perspective, Gerleman (LÜA pp.33-34) has pointed out some possible parallels 
with the wider field of Greek literature. The most striking is &pviç -
Snïeiç, OE-vepouç ÔTipGvcrEtç, *you hunt a bird, you will pursue winds*. |
While such general influence is possible, the similarities in 9*12ff. to ' |
other parts of the Greek Bible are sufficiently marked to suggest that 
this is the immediate source of inspiration for the images and phraseology 
of the expansions. The expansion at 9*l8ff. is of a similar nature.
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After xaxa Codex 23 and minuscules (ignoring minor differences) add 
the following readings—
o(oc xexat&GDpevoc <ro<poç Icrtat, xof 6g àqppov* ôiaxovty xpiyreTai 
*a disciplined son will he wise, and will he subject to a foolish servant*.
The meaning of this aphorism appears to be that a well-disciplined child 
will obey even the least capable of household servants. It probably 
serves as an illustration of 12b in the Greek, that a wise son (taking pîe 
of 12a literally), will be wise also for those nearby. The sense *be 
subject to* attributed to xp'Oosxat (cf. L.S. 2002.III) seems to be 
demanded by the context.

The Peshitta follows the Greek in v. 12, firstly in the reading of 
the verse itself, and secondly by incorporating the long Greek addition, jI
appended to verse 12 (Hitzig, Introduction p. xxx). |

I

In looking at v* 12 itself, one may note all the various interpretation#
•  Iand additions characteristic of the Greek, e.g. (Septuagint, vie ), |

^  A, X) LL 1 ^ 0  (Septuagint, xat tote xXpctov )| joOlAk |
o r (septuagint, xaxoc &xoP^c ) ;  j

(Septuagint, AvtXrieEte xaxa )• Of this last, it may be noted that the | 
Syriac root , * drain*, *dry up (of water)*, reflects the Greek j

IavtXco) in the sense * drain the dregs* and thus supports this reading again!*! 
the suggested emendation, &vatXiTcrEte (see above). There are no traces !
at all of direct translation from the Hebrew in v. 12. I

IAs noted above, the Syriac incorporated the Greek addition at v. 12, - ;
Ibut the rendering is not always literal (of. Baumgartner p. 97), as the t

following translation shows*- I

* Whoever speaks deceitfully shepherds winds, and pursues the birds of - j
!heaven. For he has forsaken the path of his vineyard, and wandered from I

y. I \ a
the,tracks (* tracks* , * track* T , Lee and i

3  IWalton) of his husbandry to journey in a waterless desert and from whatever , i
_ —      ^

RmWo3ianû   ̂ Di LilUa. , <\ni Urivw4\ j
 ̂ K\ss. 13ia\ tarn. * JAss. fXoA'’p4KVLu,oo
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is trodden (or cultivated) he travels in thirst. Also he will gather
nothing*. The root v!331X)in the expression * whoever speaks deceitfully*

Syr.
means generally * to speak or prate foolishly* (Thes./2725). The whole 
phrase is an interpretative rendering of hç IpeiÔeTui Itci teoGeoiv, One 
may compare the literal * he who leans upon lies ( çi-JD ̂ uûûJû D 001

v \ , \ l  ) of the Syro-Hexaplar. (Kuhn, BWANT p. 106 wishes to 
emend the Syriac to read *3 "1 DO , * he who hopes deceitfully*, but this does
not make very good sense.) Similarly, the expression Ipvea xetopGva,
* winged or flying birds* is translated somewhat loosely by 
L j l 2 2 Z D  , * birds of heaven* (cf. Syro-Hexaplar ,
*flying birds*).

More problematical is the translation of the difficult line, xai ypv 
ôtaTe'taYpevnv Iv ô&+wôeo%v by 1*30 Lljk.333 ,
*from whatever is trodden he wanders in thirst*. Kuhn (BWANT p. 106) 
suggests that the Syriac translator read a form such as |x mç  
ÔiaxemTTTUEVTiç, from ôtamteo», ’tread through*, but this is a purely 
arbitrary emendation. It is more likely that the participle I 0  O
is a repetition of ôtaxopeusmi from the previous line, but by using

instead of v H  = 6 t a ,  he is able to make y p v  Ô iaTeTaY U C vriv  an 
antithesis to Avvôpot) IpTipo». The phrase ’whatever is trodden* indicates
main thoroughfares or highways, places where human activity is common.

Syr. I ,
This would be a good contrast to desert wastes (of. Thes./955, LZJOQJUL

luJCXDO =» IpTipcç Apa-toc, * untrodden desert*). This appears to be
* * . original,

the main motivation for the unusual rendering of the Greek/ It would seem
that the Syriac translator has paraphrased the Greek ybv ÔtaTemYpevnv
to produce a smooth rendering with a strong antithesis. It is unlikely
that Lx AwD D  can be related to any of the senses assigned to ôtâ oorow
(cf. Syro-Hexaplar, literally, LxOCTI^i^ 303 IA/^Io  ,
* a land assigned in droughts*).
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Finally, the last line in the Peshitta has no representation of 
Xepcnv in its rendering, l\ OT\*\\ OCTl vâk I , 'also he will
gather nothing* • Also, Axapxtavis given an absolute interpretation, 
•nothing*. Again, one may compare the exactness of the Syro-Hexaplar,

13 W  I.a .IulIiI ^ 3  Jf.V\23 , *he gathers with his hands no
fruits*,

Reviewing the passage as a whole, the Peshitta translator of this 
Greek passage appears to have abstracted what he felt to be the general 
sense, as opposed to the method observed in the Syro-Hexaplar, where as 
exact a translation as possible is given.

The Tar gum is independent of the Peshitta in v. 12, following MT.
A small interpretative element intrudes in 12b where K#n %?aV,*you alone 
will bear (it)* is translated by |yDn *you alone will err*.

The translator divides this verse differently from the punctuation in
IMT, by taking 111*119 with 13a* This forms the basis of a paraphrase, so 

that the first half of the verse reads, *a foolish and impudent woman will 
be devoid of a morsel* ( Ivôgtic i|ro)(jioD ytveTai ). The supplied 'and* 
connection between n*on hlV’03 stems from this particular division of 
the words. The suggestion that Jll*n9 has here been equated with either 

T19 or mn9,both meaning ’morsel*, seems likely (Jaeger p. ?2; hagarde 
p. 32; Heidenheim, DVETFK, Vol. Ill p. 3451 Oort, TT p. 4055 Toy p. 192; 
Mezzacasa p. 134), although this would still not account for either Iv&enc 
or Ytvetai. The suggested emendation of Kaminka (HUGA p. 1 J 6 ) -n*ron 
0*ha, 'desiring morsels’, is very weak since îi*an is already represented 
by Bpcursoi), and cannot be the object of emepdation. Oort suggested l'a 
B9 as the basis of the Greek, but there is nothing in the Hebrew text 

which would account for |D.
While the basis of the paraphrase has stemmed from ni*B9 derived

I
p. K K W .
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from the root ana, the filling out of the paraphrase has come from the
translator's own pen. Considered exegetioally, it seems to he an
allusion to 6*26 (Jaeger p. 72), where it was said that the price of a
harlot was about as much as a piece of bread ( èon xai Ivoç Aptoo ), The
inference here is that the foolish woman will come to lack even the harlot's 
hire. The additional word, A p T c o v  (MS 23 and minuscules), following twpo*, 
makes clear that the morsel is indeed a piece of bread, and may be an 
attempt to make the allusion to 6*26 more apparent.

The Hebrew of 13b is also subject to interpretation in the reading,
•she does not know shame ( Atcrxt>vT|v )% The meaning of BD ay*T* 
is unclear (McKane p. 367), and it is quite likely that the interpretative
aIo%uvT|W has stemmed from the description of the woman as ©pctOGict,
* impudent * (l3a). The substantial amount of interpretation present in the
Greek of v. 13 militates against suggested emendations of 13b (e.g. îïoVd
Jaeger p. 72; Umbreit p. Ill; Hitzig p. 86; Lagarde p. 32; Graetz,
MGWJ p. 159; Baumgartner p. 98; Steuernagel p. 291; Scott p. 75;
Ehrlich p. 45; BHS; cf. also Toy p. 192 who 'doubtfully* accepts tloVa). 

(p. 205)
Delitzsch/argues against HdVd on the grounds of Hebrew usage, suggesting
that the construction here would require For a similar reason,
Prankenberg (p. 64) would prefer to read Q^3n (Niphal infinitive construct
of oV3,*to be ashamed* ). Neither of these suggestions, however, can claim
the support of the Greek any more than noVo.

Verse 13 of MT appears as part of v. I4 in the Peshitta. The
difficulty of verse division stems from the long insertion taken from the

1Greek following v. 12, which, in the Peshitta, functions as v. I3# The 
verse reads, *a foolish woman is enticing ( Llh^X3l3!JQ ), and does not"
know shame ( )*• This means that the Greek division of the
line is followed in the Syriac in that ni*B9 is taken with 13a. The 
second part of the line is a reproduction of the Greek, oùx Ixi.crca'tai.

* Di LaUoi. m KiS “tw t  mclujits tk a  tftSArliton vatsaI^ .
kis A4ih«A ik5trA|orjt ^xrsss 13 X xad lj

iwitk H a  v'Atsa division ojt . ,
.  —  .  .  . .  -  -  I  -  -  -  -  - ï l  . . .  *  . i L  ,  i f t .  _  . V
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j aloxiîVTiv. This reading, found in the Urmiah and Amhrosianus* texts, is
AÎ omitted in Lee and Walton. In the first part of the verse the translator

 ̂I has given his own understanding of the Hebrew. The word | J.\\ 3 YXli *
! is a translation of ni*na (Pinkuss, ZAW p. 162), which has been derived

from nns not in the sense of being simple or foolish, but in its other 
sense of * persuading* or 'enticing*. The translator may have been 
influenced in this derivation by the description of the Bit nwx at 7*5, 
where it is said, 'whose words are enticing* ( CTLjiX^O ^ \ \  • 3 T y > , 
While this derivation may be lexically inadmissible at 9*13, it is apt 
exegetically, since the following verses depict the woman's attempts at 
seducing those who pass by.

If it is correct that X) is a translation of m*J3S
then B *  o n  has either been omitted or it could be that L x a X / 3  
'witless* is an abbreviated rendering incorporating both mV*OD and n*OB, 
While this last is possible, it would be unsatisfactory since n*OB is not 
a synonym of mV*03 but describes a further aspect of the woman's character. 
The translator seems uncertain of the meaning of this participle, this being 
suggested by 1*21 and 7*11 where he appears to have followed the Greek.
That he has not done so in this instance may be due to the unusual reading 
of the Greek in I3a.

The Targum follows MT with the exception of the last word in the 
verse where the indeterminate nn is given a moral sense by the translation 
KB 3D, 'good*, thus KB 3D BpB* xVl, * and she does not know good*. There 

is no more reason for suggesting a variant 31D (as in Baumgartner p. 98) 
underlying this reading than for positing BQV3 on the basis of the Greek 
atoxwvtiv (of. Pinkuss, ZAM p. 132). Also, it was noted at 7*11 that 
the Tar gum treats B*no and n* on as synonyms. The translation offered 
for B*DB here in kbt * nu ( *gad about *, Levy, Vol. II p. 287) is the 
same as that for n*no at 7*11*
‘ Tkus also Di t i l |a ’4A f t .  L a *  a n d  W a l t o n  o m i t  t i n *  w a r d s  ,  I A A 0I 3  1 1
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vy. 14,15
The only difficulty in the Greek of v. 14 is the translation of 

m p  »OTD,*on the high places of the town* by Ipqnivwç Iv xXa'tetatc* * openly 
in the streets*. This is a guess at the meaning of the Hebrew to suit a 
context where the woman is displaying herself for the purpose of seduction. 
The basic problem for the translator is his inability to deal with m p ,  
which he consistently mistranslates (see note at 8*3).

There is no deviation from the Hebrew in v. I5 , as far as meaning is 
concerned, but the grammar is somewhat modified. The expression

literally, *the traversers of the way* is abbreviated to tous 
mpiovTOc, 'those passing by* (Lagarde p. 32). Some MSS (A, 23 and 
minuscules) rectified the apparent omission of lit by adding ôÔow after 
Tcaptoviraç. (That 6ôov has been omitted for metrical reasons, Gerleman,
LUA p. 16, is unconvincing since no complete metrical pattern can be 
observed in the line.) It is possible, however, to read the Greek so that 
xapiovm<; is taken with xai:eu0DVovTac and so that Iv x a iç lôoiç oltwv 
relates to both participles, 'calling to those passing by and going straight 
on their paths*. This is to view the abbreviation from a slightly 
different angle where is regarded as being incorporated in Iv x a iç

hboiQ uÙTWv. That the Greek translator has read the two participles in 
conjunction is suggested also by the observation that onitinx 
'those who make their paths straight* has been modified slightly by making 
D»3w»Da intransitive and by supplying a preposition before o m m x /  rniç 
ôôoiç altmv. This enables wxptov'caç to be related to on I mx/Tatg 
êÔoiC ulwv in a way which is impossible for »Tiy in the Hebrew 
text !

The Syriac translator also has difficulty with the expression ? DID 
nnp. In a way somewhat similar to that in v. 3, the construct form of 
»D1b is ignored but, whereas in v. 3 *010 was treated as if it were a

I
In t r o  ju c ti.A  p. xx\v.
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plural notm — 'heights' ( I ^LZ)3 ) — here it is treated as if it were 
an adjective related to KOD, 'she sits ••• upon a high seat' ( I j l 0 D 3  QJS  

Lz33 )• The translator's problem, as also in the Septuagint, stems 
from mp .  At 8*3 and 9*3 the Syriac translator views it as a derivative 
from Kip, 'call', but at 9*14 the following infinitive KipV makes such a 
translation difficult, with the result that the translator either omits 
Kip, or it may be that it is loosely coalesced with KipV (cf. Baumgartner 

p. 98).
In V. 15 the Peshitta follows the Hebrew closely, though q»iw»db 

is read as if it were a passive rather than an active participle, thus, 
'whose ways are straight' ( ). This could
stem either from unpointed text or be no more than a variation of inter
pretation, reading the text as pointed in MT.

The Tar gum has practically an identical text to that of the Peshitta 
in V. 14, except that an additional word, K3»wsri, appears at the end of 
the line, 'she sits at the door of her house upon a high and mighty seat'
( K3**yi KOI n**D113 *?s)m The word K3»Dy appears to be an attempt at 
representing nip by drawing on one of the expressions found at 9*3 which 
stem from m p  -|l»X3"r Kn3»D y ,'mighty and fortified'. However, while 
the description of the heights at 9*3 as 'mighty and fortified' presented 
an effective image, the description of the harlot's seat as 'hi^ and 
mighty* seems much less appropriate and certainly cannot be related to 
m p  = 'town'. This could suggest that K3»®yi at 9*14 is a secondary
addition to the Targum text. It is an attempt to rectify the omission of
m p  in the Peshitta text by drawing on the reading of 9*3, but in so doing 
displays a lack of knowledge of the basic meaning of Bip. Oort (TT p. 
405) and Ehrlich (p. 45) suggest that the Targumist read ip* , 'weighty/ 
dignified', instead of m p .  However, this ignores the connection with 
9*3# In addition, K3»wy does not mean 'weighty* and has no derived sense
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of 'honourable*.
The Tar gum in v. 15 ia again identical with the Peshitta, thus 

repeating the translation of the infinitive Ript by the participle K*np, 
and also rendering DJiltTlX O'*ID’on as 'whose ways are straight*
p n n n n x  ; Syriac, A j x ï o l  ).
V. l6

Whereas in v. 4 the ’n5,when addressed by Wisdom, was termed by the
translator Â pojv 'foolish', here, when addressed by the foolish woman,

1
he is termed Â povecrtavoc, 'most foolish'. (The transcriber of K 
harmonises the two texts by reading A<pp<*>v also at 9*16.) This is a 
distinction introduced by the translator to indicate that those who are the |
object of the woman's attentions are in a greater state of ignorance than jI
those addressed by Wisdom, and thus are more likely to fall into waywardness, j 

In a similar manner to v. 4, nan is translated by xpoç pe and non Î
3V is put into the plural form, Ivbeeci 6e p̂ovncretuc, 'those lacking 

understanding'•
In unpointed text, the form Biox may be viewed either as a third |

person feminine perfect or a first person imperfect cohortative. The |
IGreek reveals a state of confusion between these two forms in that a third j
Iperson is read in v. 4 ( elxev), whereas a first person is read in v. 16 i
I

( TOtpotxeXeuopa* ). While the Greek is cited as support for repointing i
B1DK1 at V. 16 as a first person form (Ehrlich p. 46; BHS), the different I1
approaches at v. 4 and v. 16 considerably weaken its authority in this '
regard. Schleusner (p. 306) wishes to emend the Greek to wxpCDxeXeveTa* I
(found in Clement of Alexandria) , but this is a harmonising reading. |

Following a supplied participle 1 'and saying', to link
w. 15 and 16, the Syriac translator renders v. 16 in identical fashion to I
V. 4# Thus maxi is read as a first person form as on the previous |

!
occasion.
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The Tar gum follows MT apart from a few small divergences. There is 
a supplied connection, >10D,*for*, at the beginning of the verse and B3B 
is translated by amV, *to her*. One may compare the reading n m V  
to *mV,*to me* in v. 4, which/reflects the Syriac . It may
well be that n m V  in v. 16 is an emendation of an original 
perhaps being an attempt to keep the versa in third person terras throughout, 
The form BlDKlis either a Hebraism, or perhaps, the participle with * n * 
instead of * K * (as pointed in Miqraoth Gedoloth). This is unexpected, 
since m a x  is found at v. 4.
V. 17

An obvious difference between the Greek and Hebrew texts of v. 17 is
that the two halves of the line appear in inverted order in the Greek.
This may be no more than an accident of transcription. It could be,
however, that there has been some interaction with the addition which is 
found in the Greek after v. 18. Inspection of these extra lines shows that
water is the focus of various metaphorical aphorisms. The inversion of the |
lines in v. 17 brings the reference to 'stolen waters' a little closer to 
the addition of v. 18, for which it serves as a source of inspiration. I
This observation offers some explanation for what would otherwise be only a i 

curious accident. Neither the inversion nor the addition is necessarily !
to be attributed to the original translator.

Apart from the word ordering, there are other divergences in the ]
iGreek which may be noted. The force of the Hebrew verbs of]’, 'they

are pleasant* and 1 j?Bû» ,'they are sweet* is represented by an adverb îI
flôewc. 'pleasantly* and an adjective Y^vxepoo 'sweet', respectively. Î
In the Greek the verb At<xo6e (partake) is supplied by the translator^
and governs both parts of the verset-

• partake pleasantly of secret bread, 
and the sweet water of theft*•
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The supplied imperative ( Ai(rauo6e) springs from the direct speech itself 
and perhaps the desire to have a parallel command to that of Wisdom (v. 5) 
IXGave, (payetG ,

Baumgartner (p. 98) takes the view that A+aoBe stems from
oya* read as Qyo’,from the root oyo, 'to taste', hut the treatment of 
ipno’ weighs against this. While further support for the suggestion 
might seem to stem from the Greek variant, YevouoBe (MS I6l and 252 margin), 
Lagarde (p. 33) had already correctly noted that this is merely a gloss on 
AtctoBe and is no support for a variant Hebrew text. Similarly, xtexe 
added in MS 23 and a number of minuscules after YXuxepov is a balancing I
imperative to AtooBe understood in the sense of 'taste'. i

IThe Peshitta and Tar gum both follow MT. The Targum is slightly more 1
precise in acknowledging that D»3Jio is a noun and not an adjective, j

XtT0*0*r xonVl, 'bread of secrecy'. ï

V. 18
There is a lengthy addition to v. 18 in the Greek, which, in a manner 

similar to 12ff., takes the form of a homily strung together with phrases i
and allusions drawn from elsewhere in Proverbs.

Verse 18 itself is subject to a number of interpretative changes at 1
the hands of the translator, as demonstrated by l8a — 'he does not know that I
giants ( YBYCveic ) perish at her place ( xop' aftvp SXXuvmv ). The 
translation of O’XSI by vnreveiç is the same as at 2*l8 (see note there). !
The adverb OD is represented byxap* al-rg, which can have the same I

I. imeaning as the French 'chez elle', but the use of this phrase stresses the 1
1

agency of the female in despatching her victims to the underworld. I
The verb fcXXttvmt is an addition and serves the function 
of stressing not only that the YBVevetc have departed this life, but that 
they met their end at the house of Polly. Toy (p. 192) and Mezzacasa (p. 
135) account for mp* dtp IXXvvmi as stemming from bD lûûD i.e. an
I.L.S. I302.B.II.2.
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accidental duplication of letters, resulting in an additional verb.
However, considering the extensive modifications and additions to be found 
in verses 17 and 18 of the Greek, this is unlikely to be the reason behind 
the Greek expansion.

In l8b the translator has rendered n’KTp not on the basis of Xlp, 
'call*, but has related the form to mp,*encounter* (Jaeger p. 72). 
However, he has further modified the Hebrew by ignoring the plural 
reference, reading instead a singular, and making the foolish youth the 
subject of the verb. In this way he maintains grammatical symmetry with 
yi^/otôev in l8a, 'and he comes upon { ovvavtq ) a snare of hell'.

The translation of *pQP, 'depths' by xeteopov 'snare* is unusual.
This word is found only here in the Septuagint, and the translator has 
possibly based his rendering on the association of po? with pits - deep 
places into which one can fall and be trapped* Although xe'teopov is 
cited in L.S. (p. 1397,IIl) as meaning a snare-type of trap for catching 
small game, the basic association of the term seems to be rather with 
springboards, as used by tumblers and acrobats(thus also Caird, JTS 19, 
1968, p. 29). Perhaps the image which the translator intends to convey 
here is of a sprung trapdoor through which an unsuspecting victim falls 
and plummets straight down into the underworld regions. Caird suggests 
that the imagery is either of a springboard or tightrope, though the latter 
seems less likely.

Kuhn (BWANT p. 88 ) wishes to emend the Greek to read xevmrpov 
stemming from *p3ya(01d Testament Anakim) , instead of * paya, but it is 
difficult to see how one oould get good sense out of such an emendation. 
Lagarde (p. 33), by comparison, wishes to emend to oTGYourtpow 'receptacle* 
but this sense is poor, and the form bears little similarity to that of 
xeteupov. Mezzacasa (p. 135) wishes to read Ix* Touppov 'in a ditch', 
in this way getting closer to the Hebrew. However, the emendation is no
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more likely than those mentioned already. Unusual interpretations of this 
nature, in the majority of cases, originate in the mind of the translator. 
Treating them, without further ado, as examples of misreading or corruption, 
in many oases conceals the real nature of thé translation offered.

The addition following v. 18 reads*- 
'hut turn away, do not tarry in the place, 
do not set your eye upon her (or do not set your name upon her),
for so you will cross strange water
(+ and you will cross a strange river. A, 23 and minuscules).
But keep away from strange water, j
and do not drink from an alien fountain, 
that you may live a long time, 
and that years of life may he added to you*.

As at V. 12, this is an example of a moralistic homily. It is constructed
from phrases found in, or allusions relating to, other parts of Proverbs.
The main theme is the avoidance of 'strange water' and has arisen from the 
enticing words of the foolish woman (v. 1?) to 'partake of the sweet waters 
of theft'. It is difficult to see why Weismann (p. 32) thinks these lines
would have formed a link with w .  7—12 of the Hebrew as there is no obvious i 
thematic connection between them.

The main admonition to avoid ' strange water' and not to drink from ]
an 'alien fountain* probably alludes to 5*15ff* (Oort, TT p. 405J Toy p. 191; * 
Mttller-Kautzsoh p. 75), where there is a long section featuring the

i

symbolism of waters ( lôaioti ) and the fountain ( xTTfH ), which begins, 'drink 
water from your own vessels, and from the fountain of your own cisterns'.
At 9:18 the exhortation is presented in negative form since the dominant 
figure in the preceding section is the woman of folly.

In the opening line there may be an echo of an earlier warning against 
staying in the place of the wicked, 'in whatever place ( Iv ̂  &v )
they are encamped, do not go there, but turn away ... and pass on' (4 :1 5)*
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Thackeray (jTS XIII, 1912, p. $0) wiahes to omit pTi xpovtoTpç Iv Towy 
for metrical reasons. However, Thackeray does not establish in a
convincing way that classical metre can be used as a critical tool in this
way in the Greek version of Proverbs.

The imagery of the second line is not entirely clear since there is 
a textual variation. The A text and minuscules, along with the Peshitta 
and the Syro-Hexaplar, read pTiôe I x i a r n o n p ç  to c r o v  o p p a  x p o c  oIttiv, 

while the texts of AT, B and other MSS read pT|Se I x t o n r n c r g c  to c r o v  S v o p a  

xpoç alTT|V. The textual variation has come about because of the similarity 
of form and sound of I p p w  and I v o p œ .  in conjunction with the preceding 

o v  ofonv. Of the two readings, that of the A text makes better sense,
being a straightforward admonition not to gaze on the allurements of the 
foolish woman. Also, in relation to the I p p c e .  reading, one may note the
same idiom is found at Proverbs 23*5, where, in relation to a poor man
looking at a rich man it is said, e A v  IxKrrrpTpiç to cov I p p a  xpoç alvov,
• if you should set your eye upon him

With regard to the second reading, which is more problematical, the 
expression ov<̂ oc simply means to name someone or something, i.e.
to give them a designation (L.S. 666.A.VII and B.Vl). There is no example 
cited in the Lexicons of this expression meaning to marry, although it is 
perhaps possible that it could be so taken. However, the woman of 9*13ff. 
is not depicted as seeking a husband, but rather clients in the practice of II
prostitution. To see a reference to marriage in Ixtomcrpc t o crov Ivopa |
xpoc alTtjv would make little sense in the context. Thackeray describes
>
OTfojUoL as an obvious error.

The last two lines, 'that you may live a long time, etc.', have been 
taken from v. 11 with only minor modifications (Baumgartner p. 98? Biokoll, 
MZKM p. 102; Toy p. 191; Müller-Kautzsoh p. 75)# The reading 
xpooTeÔTKTETat found in the last line in some minuscules (IO9, 147» 157»

#  -"à-. .Si-â
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254, 260), though favoured by Thackeray on metrical grounds, is an
obvious textual harmonisation to v. 11 and should be rejected.

In reviewing the addition as a whole, the general pattern is clear.
The homily is appended as a reflection on the theme and symbolism of
forbidden water. The sources of the various admonitions can, for the
most part, readily be found in other texts in the Greek version of Proverbs.

IIn this respect it is akin to the expansion at 9*12.
The Peshitta is strongly influenced by the Greek in v. 18, most 

obviously by incorporating the lengthy Greek addition at the end of the 
verse. In the first half of v. 18 itself, the reading I 1lZ1a 2^3

3  C n ^ o A  , 'giants are slain at her place» is a reproduction of 
the Greek, Ynmvcic ulTip IXXvvrat.- The second half of the verse 
follows the Hebrew, a minor difference being that ’pay is translated by a 
singular, 'in the depth ( jjQjOOXZlO ) of Sheol are all those summoned 
to her'.

The translation of the Greek addition readst- 
'but get up and do not tarry in her place, 
and do not fix your eye on her.
For thus you will cross strange water 
and traverse a strange river.
Turn aside from strange water, 
and do not drink from strange water,
for length of days and years of life will be added to you'.

This is a more accurate translation of the Greek than was exemplified
in the similar instance at 9*12# The text which the translator used had 
the line, xat IxepPncg xoTcpiov AXXoTptav, found in A, X 23 and
minuscules, (a textual point noted by Pinkuss, ZAW p. 162) (see Introduction 
p. xxxix). An interesting deviation from the Greek is found in the last
line where, instead of the Greek turn of phrase, xoXov %powov, 'You

' ^ A ^  j ( A c t i ^ A  p.  X l K ,
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will live a long time*, the translator uses the Hebrew expression, *len^^h 
of days*, which, in conjunction with 'years of life* is strongly reminiscent 
of the phrase at 3*2, 19’ol ’ .. ,0» *n B13D1 D ’D’ *|1X ’ 3 . J?his
phraseology may indicate that the Syriac translator failed to notice that 
the Greek was actually a quotation of its own text at 9*11. One may 
compare the literal translation in the Syro-Hexaplar 1 3  LlfLk,!
Lub.i^ I Lju^^DQ , *80 that you will live a long time*.

The Targum, as one would expect, has no additional material following 
V. 18, but, in the translation of v. 18 itself, shows unmistakeable affinity 
with the Peshitta text.

The reading in l8a, *he does not know that she has slain ( nV’DR ) 
mighty men there ( |QH )*, is a variation of the Peshitta, *he does not 
know that mighty men are slain at her place* . The Targum is somewhat 
closer to MT by employing the adverb | nn, reflecting the Hebrew qd ,as
against the Syriac OTl . This smeill harmonisation to MT seems to
account for the different construction in the two texts.

In l8b the Syriac and Aramaic texts are almost identical, thus the 
translation of in both as <Jl\  JSkA /b V |*30T0*T >3,
•all who are summoned to her*. A small difference that can be noted, 
however, is that, in the Targum, ’pay3 is represented by a corresponding 
plural ’poy31,as against the singular of the Peshitta, 1jDL2DQXzIO .
In spite of this correction to MT, the prefixed 'and* connection found in 
the Peshitta,but not in MT, has been overlooked and appears also in the 
Targum.


